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PREFACE.

THE Dictionary of the Bengali language now offered to the public, is the result of several years' assiduous application more particularly directed to this special object. Early on his arrival in this country, the Compiler became sensible of the want of such a medium between the meagreness of a mere vocabulary and the diffuseness of the more elaborate species of Dictionaries. At the period when this work was undertaken, there were extant only the vocabulary of Mr. Foster and the large quarto of Dr. Carey.

The former, considered as the first effort in Bengali Lexicography of any Europeans, must be considered to bear high and ample testimony to the skill and judgment of the author, as well as to his extensive acquaintance with the language. Deficient, it certainly is; but the Compiler's unassuming profession, Ver la pretense ailleurs, precludes any charge on that ground. Still it contains a mass of most valuable materials for succeeding lexicographers, though in a state, it must be confessed, somewhat chaotic and difficult of application by a tyro in the language; and the student, as he advances, must often be struck with the Compiler's accurate acquaintance with the idiomatical and colloquial applications of terms, considered as mere vocables, little connected with their general notions. Those who have made most proficiency in this tongue are duly sensible of the real excellence of the work, and it must be evident, to one competent to pass a judgment, that Mr. Foster has been no scholiast in the general principles of language. Had his arrangement been better, his Vocabulary would only have needed due enlargement to answer all the purpose of a standard Dictionary. The work must be owned, however, is extremely defective, is disfigured and deteriorated by a large admixture of Hindustani, &c. and is become, moreover, both scarce and dear. Yet it would be an extreme injustice, quite unworthy of an aspirant to literary excellence, to withhold a tribute due to the labours of one to whom the Compiler of the present work acknowledges himself under the greatest obligations.

The ponderous quarto of Dr. Carey include a compilation of a widely different character, in bulk, assuredly, exceeding the product of all others together in this field; and if estimated by that measure, they must be allowed, without dispute, to take the first place in the list of works of their class. From these also the Compiler has drawn freely, as from a storehouse of vocables, for the accumulation of which Dr. Carey has laid him and all other learners of Bengali under great and lasting obligation. A student of the language who would greatly add to his store of knowledge by finding in these large volumes the actual existing vocabulary of the population, free from a strange and heterogeneous admixture of foreign terms, Persian, Arabic, &c. with every imaginable corruption of the colloquial medium on the one hand, as well as of high unnaturalised Sanscrit words on the other. The approved standard among respectably educated natives is equally removed from both extremes, from the barbarism and vulgarity of the one, from the pedantry and unintelligibility of the other. In no accredited Dictionary of any literary language are the gross vulgariams of the boor and the low artisan admitted to hold a place, which decency and good taste refuse them.

With regard to the higher style, indeed, the derivatives of the learned language of India differ materially from many Western tongues; inasmuch as the former are absolutely dependant, for scientific, theological, and general literary terms and phraseology, on the polished language of the Brahmins; the Bengali perhaps more so than any of its cognate dialects; and, in general, a polished and learned style must necessarily be formed on the model of the Sanscrit, as well as furnished from its vocabulary. A due discrimination is, however, indispensable in detailing the meanings of pure Sanscrit terms, many of whose native applications are quite unknown to the derivative dialect. Dr. Carey's great work is as much depreciated in value as it is augmented in bulk, by a mass of matter utterly irrelevant to the study of the provincial tongue; in nearly every instance, the Sanscrit Dictionary of Dr. Wilson being transcribed verbatim into his pages, to the utter confusion of the student, who is thus set adrift on an unknown ocean of words without pilot or compass. That in the course of time, as the Bengali becomes cultivated, refined and polished, large accessions will accrue from the higher source, may not be doubted; nor should many words or senses, at present little in use
or only employed in some few of the higher compositions, be rejected, if elegant in themselves or necessary to a just expression of current ideas. Many such will be found in the present compilation.

Exotic terms, whether of Arabic, Persian or European origin, are not of the language whose vocabulary is intended to give, and are therefore deservedly excluded, as actual corruptions of a dialect sufficiently rich to be independent of foreign accessions, which it is incapable of enunciating justly or euphonically, to the manifest injury of its harmony and uniformity, while it may draw naturally and to any extent desirable from the Sanscrit.

The Sanscrit is distinguished, even beyond the polished language of the ancient Greeks, by the extent of its capabilities in the composition of terms, and the facility with which the same construction may be united in their expression. The Bengali bears this mark of its affinities in an eminent degree. The rules for the most current compositions are so easy and regular and they apply so universally, that to collect those even in daily use in the alphabetical order of a Dictionary, would be a task as useless as laborious, and swell the bulk of a volume without corresponding advantage; rather, to the manifest inconvenience of the student, who instead of a portable octavo would be compelled, as at present, to wade in search of a common simple term, through an endless list of formations and compounds; of which from 500 to 550 and upwards may be numbered in every part of the volumes of Dr. Carey. Nay, in two places, under श and ज, the body of the vocabularies of the language is duplicated and triplicated, occupying together no fewer than 390 pages of the whole work! It cannot but excite astonishment, considering the really extensive acquirements and acknowledged talents of the respectable author, that his labour should have been so fruitlessly expended both to himself and to those whom it was intended to benefit. On the other hand, the more philosophical compounds, such as are formed by aggregation or composition of terms, are actually limited only by the vocabulary of those latter, and are producible ad libitum: the attempt to include such is therefore out of the question. The more usual only are comprised in the present work.

The Sanscrit Dictionary of Dr. Wilson is beyond all praise from the Compiler of this volume, as the production of a Scholar who thought for himself, and who, even in availing himself of the labours of his predecessors, has, by an exercise of judgement and discrimination and by personal toil, rendered that his own which has received its modification and arrangement from his mind. Of this invaluable work large use has been made, to the manifest enrichment of the present publication.

The Amara Coasha and other works altogether native have been carefully consulted, and in some of the latter pages, a few hints have been taken from the small vocabulary recently published by Téascimento Dett. The Abridgement of Carey's Dictionary being merely a reduction of the bulk of that work, retaining all its peculiarities though measure in its explanatory portion has been of no additional service.

The Shabda Cúpā Drūma, now in course of publication by Bahoo Háadhá Cánta Deb, whose talents and useful labours reflect the greatest credit on himself and his fellow countrymen of this province, and promise to be of eminent service to the students of Hindoo literature, has been consulted as far as published. The Compiler having been, with equal kindness and liberality, favoured by that gentleman with a copy of the extant portion of his elaborate work, takes this opportunity of offering his grateful acknowledgements to him for the aid thence derived.

In the native part of the work, the Amara Coasha, an edition of the same with Bháasha interpretation, and the school vocabulary of Rāmchandra Sharma, have been of considerable use; though by far more than three fourths of even that part of the work are entirely original, the result of personal reading and selection, with such aid as could be derived from native assistants. From these latter, it would not easily be credited by the mere European student, how little effective co-operation is obtained where thought and research are required; as a single term cannot safely be admitted uncorroborated by citation or other sufficient authority; and even in the more mechanical species of assistance, the most rigid inspection must be incessantly exercised. It is with true regret that the Compiler is compelled by strict verity to exclude from any participation in the merits of the present publication, whatever they may be, those by whom he has been assisted, the extent of whose services has been limited entirely to the labour of reference or the detection of literal errors and idiomatical inaccuracies. He bails, however, with delight, the augmenting disposition to cultivate an acquaintance with several of the principal native scholars have been eminently forward, and begs to throw the present mite of contribution into the general treasury from which the great source of knowledge, which is the cause of Man in all varieties of his race and conditions of his being, is to be advanced.
After the foregoing observations, a simple inspection will sufficiently explain the plan of the present work, which is to embody with explanatory English the synonyms of the Bengali language, to answer the double purpose of furnishing—to the European, the means as well of fixing the peculiar application of the terms explained, by corresponding native words, as of varying his phraseology; and to the native student, together with an explanation of his national tongue in its own words, a similar in the English language; so that whether he design to study the latter or to confine himself to the former, he may in either case be furnished with the requisite assistance. Nothing of this kind has yet appeared, which alone might serve to justify the present attempt to supply the deficiency.

It will be found to contain the great body of the language with its most important derivatives and compounds, and even those of regular formation, wherever any peculiarity of notion or application exists. Those not so circumstanced, as also a large proportion of negatives, &c. formed by the prefixes ꞇ, ꞈ, &c. have been omitted in coincidence with the Compiler’s object, which was to comprise all that was indispensable to the study of the language within the compass of a moderate Octavo, by its size and price accommodated to general use. A few of the earlier sheets are less furnished with synonyms than the rest of the work; but throughout, the explanatory portion, it is believed, is not chargeable with many serious deficiencies, being fuller than in any work preceding it, not excepting the quarto of Dr. Carey, some of whose omissions, by no means few nor unimportant, have also been supplied. The synonyms follow in the order of the English explanatory terms. The notation of parts of speech has been omitted as inapplicable to the native grammar, (to the rules of which alone the language can be advantageously subjected,) a semicolon only being used wherever, according to English notions, a word assumes the form of a different part of speech, the same word in Bengali answering, in numerous instances, the purposes of several. The number of words originally promised has been exceeded by nearly 3,000; and a considerably greater expenditure of time and labour and consequent augmentation of charge than were contemplated, have been unavoidable, from the necessity, in part, of more extensive reading and the consultation of numerous authorities, in part, from successive removals and domestic calamities.

That he must have fallen into errors, and that deficiencies will be found to attach to his work as to every thing human, the Compiler is perfectly assured; his hope is they will neither have been greater nor more numerous than, considering the nature of the compilation, the little aid to be derived from native assistants, the peculiarities of the idiomatical applications of terms in a language not his own, and the difficulty of decision in innumerable instances—was to be expected. He can safely aver, however, that the whole is the result of actual personal labour, having no where excused himself from the duty of verifying, as far as possible, such interpretations as he has taken from others, and that his most strenuous endeavours have not been wanting to render the work, as far as his abilities, attainments and resources admitted, worthy of the encouragement and support of the public; and it will be found, he ventures to think, from the peculiarity of its plan, particularly calculated to aid the now accelerating progress of general education in this country.

The labour of such a compilation, especially that of fixing upon the just synonymous expressions, can only be appreciated by such as have been similarly engaged, who well know the reason Scaliger had for his strong language on the subject—

"Si quern munet sententia judicia olim, Damastrum arnunnis supplicisque capet; Lexica contexta, nam cetera, quid moror? omnes Pusarum facies hic labor unus habet."

Such as it is, it is now submitted to the Public and subjected to the animadversion of Scholars, in the words of a still more classical authority—

"Si quid novitati rectius istis, Candidus imparis: si non, his uter equum."
DICTIONARY, &c.

অ, বে পারস পূর্বে থাকে, জাহার অবমা ইয়া, a prefix negative or privative.

আই, পর্বতী; সমুদ্র, yon, yonder, there.

অ৷ অ, a share, part, division.

অ৷ অর্থ, included in a share or part.

অ৷ অ, ভিন্ন, distinct shares, an allotment.

অ৷ অংশ, portion, a part or share, division into shares.

অ৷ অ, অ, a partner.

অ৷ অ, a ray.

অ৷ অবন্দ, পান, অনুব্যাপ, quiet, unagitated; quietness, tranquility.

অ৷ অবন্দ, বিন্দ, unmerciful, unfeeling.

অবন্দ, বিন্দ, unmercedful, unfeeling.

অবন্দ, বিন্দ, unmercedful, unfeeling.
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অবন্দ, বিন্দ, unmercedful, unfeeling.

�রূপ, অরূপ, useless, fit for nothing; a bad action.

অক্ষ, অক্ষ, অক্ষ, inartificial, genuine, true.
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অথ্য, a die, spot on a die, a wheel, a lawsuit, a bead.
অক্ষ, সুগারী, a virgin.
অক্স, বর; অশ্ব, a letter, type, beatitude; imperishable.
অক্ষ-শ, চুগাচুর পরিভাষ বিন্যস, a degree of latitude or longitude.
অক্সি, চুঁ, an eye.
অথ্যি, আক্ষা; আকাশ, childish whim, fancy, caprice.
অগ, সম্বন্ধ, whole, all, entire.
অগ, বৃহ, অটল, immovable; a mountain, tree.
অগত, বর্ধন, not gone, present.
অগত্য, অভিপ্রয়, unavoidably, without resource.
অগম, ঐত্য, medicine, medicament.
অগম, অল্প, not honorable, disregarded.
অগাঞ্চ, অভজ্ঞ, unfathomable, very deep.
অগার, পু, a house.
অগজ, অষ্টান্ত; মন, useless, worthless, evil; bad effect.
অগুপ্ত, অভ্যন্তরীণ, fire, the god of fire, digestive power, bile.
অগ্নিবৰ্ত্ত, আত্মাভাবিত, fire incarnate, i.e. distorted with passion, furious.
অস্ত, আগাথাদ; অনন্ত, the front, peak, point, pinnacle; preliminary.
অস্তী, হে অস্তী বাহির যায়, leading, conducting; a leader.
অস্ত্রন্ত, বৃদ্ধায়, backwars and forwards, sooner or later.
অস্মিন, অস্ফশ, উত্তম, first, chief, eldest, best.
অস্ম, পাপ, sin, guilt.
অস্মি, অস্মিন, clear, cloudless, thin, not crowded.
অস্ত্র, চিহ্ন, a mark, badge, cypher, the flank, heart, numerical figure.
অস্ত্রিণ, অস্ত্রিক, a child in arms. [tortion.
অস্ত্রি, অস্ত্রিক, addition, raising a number or price; ex-
অস্ত্রিন, বৃক্ষ ধান্যবর্ণি কৃষি, a sprout, germ, seed, bud, plant.
অস্ত্রিন, হস্তিশবদাস দেখ, an elephant goad.
অস্ত্র, অস্ত্রিন, the body, a limb, member, part.
অস্ত্রের, অস্ত্রিন, a spasm, cramp, pain, ache.
অস্ত্রের, পুত্র, born of one's body; a son.
অস্ত্রন্ত, চুরপাক্ষী, a well-shaped woman.
बाह्राग्न, सक्ष अवरू, in all parts, cap-a-pie.
अवरू, चारत हक्कामळी, the use of the limbs.
बाह्राग्न, अस लोरवुर्कर्क बर्न, a cosmetic, ccolor for painting
the body. [dance, coition.
बाह्राग्न, अग्रव परसूर सरवाग, contact, obsequious atten-
जाची, पक्षा, connection, partnership, chicane, collusión.
जाची, वशकात, coal, charcoal, cinder.
जाची, अवरू विलं, embodied; adv. in comp. acquiescingly.
जाची, जीकार, acquiescence, consent, promise.
अवूल, आरू, toe or finger-ring.
अभूव, रहपागेर शेष अवरू, a toe or finger.
अभूव, राहामुळी, the thumb.
अभूव, चर, the foot, the leg.
अभूव, दृष्ट, a tree. [incident.
अभूव, आवूळ, चक्क, unsteady, changeable, destitute of
अभूव, अल्हाल, immovable, resolute, decrepit; a mountain.
अब्रु, आवूळ, नीत, transitory, evanescent, not durable.
अधिकार, सत्त्र, prompt in action, active.
अभूव, अस्थाप, promptly, forthwith.
अधिकार, अधिक, अस्थाप, temporary, transient.
अब्रु, विश्वास, transparent, good. well. [vermament.
अब्रु, आरूब, without a king, destitute of a regular go-
अब्रु, अन्ध, undecaying, imperishable; ep. of Vishnu.
अब्रु, अवतरित, अगर, unproduced; a god, spirit or the
male principle of creation; a he-goat.
अब्रु, अवताबही, invincible.
अब्रु, निशुल्क, incessant.
अब्रु, राणी, प्रकृति, plastic nature, matter or the female
principle of creation, a she-goat.
अब्रु, चर्म, leather.
अब्रु, चन्दर, tranquilo, without distress or disease.
अब्रु, वाकेर शेष अग, a border, quarter of a town or country.
अब्रु, चक्क, black pigment, antimony. [handful.
अब्रु, शेष बड्ड, the hands joined palm upwards, a
अब्रु, चन्द्र, the act of moving, walking.
अब्रु, वन, a forest, thicket.
permanent, immovable, incontrovertible.
not defective, uninjured, unbroken, entire.
a palace, upper-roomed house, in comp. exceeding great.
stone, a house.
not displaceable, unanswerable.
super-human power.
an atom, a particle.
an egg, spawn, roe, testicle.
the universe.
a sinking at danger, want of fortitude
afterwards.
therefore, wherefore.
unprocrastinating, punctual.
flax.
res, excessive, very.
gigantic.
a transgression, surpassing limits.
transgressed, exceeded, surpassed.
a guest, stranger.
a high road, a good road.
a decided enemy, not an acquaintance.
neglect of what is customary or enjoined.
close to the side, alongside, near.
unnecessary diffuseness on or intrusion of a topic.
excessive, much; exceedingly, &c.
posing many chariot-warriors.
surpassing, excessive.
surplus.
exceeding, great, very, excessively.
exceeded, excessive.
a diarrhoea, dysentery. [with diarrhoea.
moving excessively; much affected
अबूक

अहिंस, गत, अविराव, past, gone, elapsed.
अविचित, इतिहास अवशेष, imperceptible to the senses.
अक्षर, अप्रतिम रुप, excessively.
अब्राह, ब्रह्म, immensity.
अलस, ची, lank, thin.
अलस, धीम, धूमित, weak, infirm.
अलर्थ, अलोक, unequalled, peerless; unrivalled.
अल्लान, अल्ल, dissimilar, unlike.
अल्ला, अलस, very, excessive, immoderate, abundant, great, much.
अल्ला, अलस, a devotee living in the greatest abstrac-
अल्ला, आगावर, आलस, departure, excess, a surpassing.
अल्ला, अल्ला, exceeded, outraged, overstepped.
अल्ला, अलस, excessive, exceeding; exceedingly, &c.
अल्ला, अलस, violence, outrage, oppression, inco-
sistence.
अत्ति, अस्फलनिश्चित, hyperbole; diffuseness.
अध्ययन, निर्भय, compleat refutation, the extreme north.
अध्ययन, the distant time; last, hindermost.
अधिक, अधिक, here, in this place.
अधिक, अधिक, belonging to this place.
अधिक, अधिक, failure of sufficiency on emergency.
अधिक, अधिक, destitute of skin, rind or bark.
अधिक, अधिक, not hasty, cool, deliberate.
अधिक, अधिक, moreover, and, also.
अधिक, अधिक, otherwise, or.
अधिक, अधिक, old, superannuated.
अधिक, अधिक, furthermore, moreover, and, hence.
अधिक, अधिक, not given in marriage, a spinster.
अधिक, अधिक, food, a meal, act of eating.
अधिक, अधिक, pitiless, unfeeling, uncompassionate.
अधिक, अधिक, disappearance, being out of sight.
अधिक, अधिक, unseen, unperceived; fate, luck, unseen
danger.
अधिक, अधिक, not living on the service of a god.
अधिक, अधिक, supernatural, marvellous, amazing.
অমর, অবাধিত, ravenous, glutinous.
অম্বু, এই হিন্দু, to-day.
অনায়াস, অবসান, এইমাত্র, belonging to to-day, to day's.
অগ্নি, পাহাড়, a mountain.
অগ্র, এক বন্ধু, single.
অথঃ, নীচে, beneath, below.
অথবা, বিস্তৃত, vile, base, mean, abominable, wicked.
অধূর্ন, বন্ধু, a debtor.
অধূর্য, অতি বিস্তৃত, excessively vile or base.
অথর, নীচের গলা, the lower lip.
অন্তর্গত, নীচের, lying beneath, situated under.
অধিকাংশ, নীচের হইতে, beneath, from below.
অধি, প্রাপ্ত, হস্ত, pref. over, superior; possession, right, property, &c.
অধিক, অধিকতর, more, more than.
অধিকক্ষত, বিশেষত, especially, principally; further, also.
অধিকরণ, অধিক্স, a possession; the seventh case.
অধিকারি, শাসন, রাজ, government, estate, reign, right, privilege, inheritance, class of persons.
অধিকারী, ব্যবস্থা, কর্তা; possessing right, &c.; a proprietor; capable of, having in one's power.
অধিকাংশ, প্রাপ্তিকাংশ, turned away, sent, despatched.
অধিক, প্রাপ্ত; প্রাপ্ত, known, found, acquired, obtained.
অধিক্য নাই; প্রাপ্তি, the obtaining of a thing; acquisition of knowledge, a finding. [god.
অধিষ্ঠাত, ইন্দ্রভক্ত; অধিষ্ঠাত, a presiding deity, guardian.
অধিন, ভূত, ভূত, a division of creation including the inferior deities, demigods, &c.
অধিন, ভূত ভিন্ন, theology; a presiding deity. [owner.
অধিষ্ঠ, অধিষ্ঠা, অধিষ্ঠ, ভূত, a king, sovereign, lord, master.
অধিষ্ঠা, ইন্দ্র, the world as continued by procreation.
অধিনাস, সুত্র কর্মের পূর্বের কর্মক্ষেত্র, a preliminary ceremony on festive occasions.
অধিকার, শিক্ষার, প্রাপ্তি, learning, philosophy.
অধূর্ত, প্রকৃতি, nature, the material parts of creation.
अध्याय

अध्याय, एकार्य बिदा अर्थ, a knowledge of the mysteries of the sacred syllable ॐ.
अध्याय, एकार्य, an intercalary month.
अध्याय, रूपाति, वद राजा, a sovereign, emperor.
अध्याय, एकृति, the material world.
अध्याय, अधिपाध्याय, कवि, a regent, governor, president, ruler.
अध्याय, अधिदेवता, presiding, ruling, governing.
अध्याय, अधिपति, a habitation, possession, practice, line or principle of conduct.
अध्याय, शिक्षित, read, studied, instructed. [vient:
अध्याय, विद्वान, subject to, beneath, dependant, subser-
अध्याय, अधिराज, a sovereign, lord.
अध्याय, एकदम्, now, lately.
अध्याय, अनुगम, descended, gone down.
अध्याय, नास, बीच, inferior, placed or situated below.
अध्याय, बार्त्ती, a chief, superintendent, guardian, governor.
अध्याय, एकृति, the mysterious syllable ॐ.
अध्याय, अध्यायी; राज, wholly subject; a slave.
अध्याय, वर्तमान, perseverance, devotedness to.
अध्याय, पाठ, a lecture, lesson, section.
अध्याय, पाठ; पाठ, repetition of a lesson; a reading, lecture.
अध्याय, पाठ, substituted, placed instead of.
अध्याय, अध्यायी, spiritual, belonging to spirit, inherent; speech, enunciation.
अध्याय, उपाध्याय, a teacher, instructor; teaching.
अध्याय, पाठ, a lecture, section, chapter.
अध्याय, चाप, mounted upon.
अध्याय, विद्वान, विद्वान, an imputing or attributing of what does not belong to a person or thing; the assigning of a fictitious character.
अध्याय, चढ़, a mounting upon, climbing up.
अध्याय, अध्याय, the substituting or mistaking one for another. [ants.
अध्याय, निवासी परिपुर्ण मेश, inhabited, settled with inhabit-
अध्याय, आसन, seated, sitting in state.
अध्याय, तृती, the supplying of an ellipsis, investigation.
an ellipsis.
an inhabited.
the first married of several wives.
in a student, one who reads.
earnest request, solicitation, prayer.
a road, way, path.
a traveller, messenger.
a sacrifice.
unlettered, ignorant.
the beating of time in music.
a cow.
a bull.
coarse grain, as peas, taras, &c.
endless, eternal, boundless, numberless.
endlessness, eternity.
afterwards; succeeding, incessant, only, unequalled.
identical, the same, not different.
unprecedented, not experienced by others, not preceded.
an appellation of Brahma.
iccessant, perpetual, constant.
continuance or stability of a state, a
not running to ruin.
want, need, adversity: infinite (in logic.)
useless, answering no purpose.
fire, a species of reed.
a cart, carriage. [to a close, not finished.
ot set (as a star), not brought.
injurious, disadvantageous.
not come, not arrived, future.
sinless, free from transgression.
improper conduct, impurity.
corn, edible vegetables.
secret, not easily discovered.
inaactivity, dulness, stupidity.
Inactive, dull, stupid, motionless.
Orphan, forlorn, without a protector.
Without beginning, eternal.
The fourth finger.
Unwelcome, disagreeable to the sight.
Without an owner or leader, unappropriated, unclaimed.
Ease, facility; easy.
Incessant, perpetual.
Non-destruction; harmless.
Unsettled, undetermined, unregulated, not resolved.
The wind.
Unnatural, excited, depressed; an army, forces.
Not thus, unlike, dissimilar. [Pendant.
Not right or authority, subject, dependent, that which is not God.
Atheism, denial of God.
Inactive, indolent.
Pref. following, agreeing, according to.
Pity, compassion, tenderness.
Imitation; imitative.
A drawing, attraction, repetition.
An alternative, consequential step or measure, secondary injunction.
An imitation.
Cocking, coinciding, friendly, cooperating, assisting.
A series, method; order.
An index; table of contents.
Pity, compassion, tenderness.
At every instant, perpetually, continually.
Gone after, dependent on, attached to.
A following, a consequence.
Grace, favour, kindness.
An attendant, follower.
Ahura, meaning, younger, junior.
Ahādh, abhādhā, living upon, supported by, dependent on.
Ahī, a command, injunction.
Ahībh, abhībhā, penitent, repentant, filled with regret.
Ahībhā, abhībhā, repentance, regret, remorse.
Ahībh, abhī, lank, thin.
Ahīn, abhīn, daily, as constant as the day.
Ahīrā, abhīrā, longitudinal.
Ahīrā, abhīrā, celibacy.
Ahīrā, abhīrā, flexion, consideration.
Ahīrā, abhīrā, pursuit, running after, ro-
Ahīrā, abhīrā, humility, submission, intreaty.
Ahīrā, abhīrā, proportion, arithmetical proportion.
Ahīrā, abhīrā, a small crime, venial fault.
Ahīrā, abhīrā, a vehicle for medicine.
Ahīrā, abhīrā, lateral.
Ahīrā, abhīrā, a following another into a place.
Ahīrā, abhīrā, tardy exertion, labour after
a thing is done. verse.
Ahīrā, abhīrā, latitudinal, following the width, trans-
Ahīrā, abhīrā, yearly, annual. quence of something.
Ahīrā, abhīrā, related to, bound or connected in conse-
Ahīrā, a cause, an offence, guilt; a root, affix.
Ahīrā, a following, a being consequent, attend-
dance, complaisance. the Veda.
Ahīrā, a response, abusive reply, quotation.
Ahīrā, a consequence, a following.
Ahīrā, ahī, abhūr, a recollection, reviving of ideas,
after-thought.
Ahīrā, apprehension, comprehension, guess, in-
ference, supposition, hypothesis, experience.
Ahīrā, abhūr, firm opinion, certainty, indication, hint.
Ahīrā, experienced, felt, guessed, indic-
ahīrā, allowed, permitted.
a permission, command, advice.
who orders or permits.
her deceased husband.
and, guess, hypothesis.
a leading to an inference, a causing to infer.
who burns on a separate pile.
to receive pleasure from sympathy.
following, arising as a consequence.
repent, reprehension.
attached; fond, enamoured.
attachment, delight in, fondness.
complied with, acquiesced in, conceded to.
resembling, like.
expectation, waiting for, partiality acquiescence, complaisance.
a perfumed unguent; an anointment of the body.
favorable, helping, going with the grain.
repentance, revenge, ancient enmity, an object of pursuit.
the giving rules for acquiring a science; to discipline.
docile, teachable, subject to rules.
attention, study, devotedness to.
repentance, regret, remorse.
learned by dictation, or hearing repeated.
agreement of a word with succeeding words, attachment, love.
a wetting or watering again.
practising, practice, commencement, application, diligence, topic, subject.
aim, search, research, scrutiny, enquiry.
Ahurav, pashahram, following after.
Ahona, puravahuna, similarity, a consequence, accordance.
Ahuraham, samab, the occasioning of reflection on a subject, indication.
Ahurahama, vikrama, reflexion, indication.
Ahon, amti, coarse, gross, thick, entire, close.
Ahos, vasakac, vamay, wet, watery, overflowed.
Ahem, vah, many, much.
Ahem, hata, an elephant.
Ahem, amasakam, by large numbers or quantities.
Ahanda, anacca, unprecedented, unparalleled.
Ahant, vepa bhaga; sima, near; an end, death, pref. inward.
Ahara, within, inwardly, inner.
Ahakha, mud, ruc, thik, the heart, will.
Ahara, parivar maha, inner or women's apartments, seraglio.
Ahara, thikha, acquainted with the heart, knowing the thoughts.
Ahlashat, gharshi, pregnant. [idea.
Ahlasha, aharum, subterraneous water; a secret, concealed.
Ahavan, manakari, mortal, deadly, ending; death.
Ahava, madhd; putak; dur, within, between, on the margin, opportunely; interval, distance, midst, outside, opportunity, the supreme soul; difference, remainder, sake, behalf; own, similar; ad. without, except, and, moreover.
Ahara, acharuma; samva, a relative, near friend, intimate.
Ahara, du-rta; madha, inclusiveness, exclusiveness, distance, inwardness, outwardness.
Ahara, mad; bikam, between, near, except; a line in poetry.
Ahara, samavam, the inward spirit, the soul.
Ahara'ha, gharshi, pregnant.
Ahara, bha, an impediment, obstacle.
Ahara, madha, a space between two objects.
Ahara, aharika, aharik, -aka, the sky, atmosphere.
Ahara, shr, dried up, left dry: a head-land.
Ahara, madha, an inner garment; inner.
and, within, between, except.

in, included, forgotten. [mind.

a producing in, or working on the

water absorbed by the earth or passing off
subterraneously; half-immersed.

a disappearing, vanishing.

invisibility, a concealed state.

inward meditation; contemplation.

an existing inwardly, or within.

inwardly, inward or mental worship.

a pervading.

vanished, disappeared.

near, contiguous, proximate.

very near, last, ulterior.

a disciple; an outcast.

a last, ultimate.

a last or funeral sacrifice.

the entrails, bowels, viscera.

an ornament for a woman's foot, a chain.

blind; overgrown with weeds or bushes.

darkness.

blind.

food.

a chink, crevice, flaw, flaw in one's conduct.

boiled rice, food in general.

an eye-servant, regarding only his food.

Brahma as identified with food.

the providing of food, abundance.

chyle.

an eater.

Brahma as identified with the food and the eater.

eating food; an eater.

another, other, different.

going to others, adulterous.

another, other.
one of several, the best of all.

one of two, rather, either, other, different.

the contrary, reverse, a different idea, different conduct; contrary, different; contrarily, differently.

previously betrothed to another man.

a crow.

thinking on something else, absent, absorbed in other thoughts, averse.

otherwise, yet, in another respect.

otherwise, in another manner.

others.

on another day, at another time.

mutual, reciprocal.

following.

race, lineage, regimen in grammar, a consequence or conclusion in logic.

agreeing with, following upon.

daily.

the connecting of succeeding objects in writing or discourse.

a deposit made with one for ultimate deposit with another.

latitudinal, following the width.

brought in contact with the right, (spoken of the left hand, in contracts.)

monthly obsequies to ancestors.

deposited for ultimate delivery to another.

connected, agreeing with, inherent, fraught with, possessed of.

search, research, enquiry.

water.

away from, ill, evil.
अपकरण, अपेक्षा करण, to do wrong, hinder, obstruct.
अपकरण, कृत्रिम शोषण, evil tendency, wrong bias, pre-observance.
अपकरण, अप्याय रुपवत्त करण, an unfair seizing, a biasing,
a drawing from what is right.
अपकार, अपव्याय, indelible stain, blot, disgrace.
अपकरण, अपवृत्त, क्षति, hindrance, detriment, injury.
अपकारी, अपकारी, ill-fame, infamy.
अपकरण, अपाबृत, a withdrawing, flight, retreat.
अपबृत, अपबृत, chyle.
अपकारी, अपकारी, feeding on raw food or unripe fruits.
अपबृत, अपवि, departure, deviation.
अपबृत, अपवृत, a member, limb.
अपबृत, अपवृत, murder, tragical or sudden death.
अपबृत, अवृत, loss, detriment, dispersion, waste.
अपबृत, अपबृत, indigestion.
अपहार, पूजा, प्रेत, an appariation, phantom, unhealthy or injurious shadow.
अपहार, पूजा, विभाजित, a child.
अपहार, अपहार, bashfulness.
अपहारित, अपहारी, bashful. [ploy; a reptile.
अप, अपमहारित; क्षतिपूर्त, without feet, out of office or em-
अपमहारण, अपमहारण, a finished work, approved occupation.
अपमहारण, अपमहारण; निराशा, nothing, vanity; unfit, incompetent.
अपमहारण, मूर्तिगीत, प्रेत पिणा, appariation, ghost.
अपमहारण, अपमहारण, pretext, pretence. [cursing.
अपमहारण, मूर्ति, धर्म; धर्माकारी, breaking to pieces, abhorring,
अपमहारण, मूर्ति, a taking from; act of dying. [ground.
अपमहारण, अपमहारण, अपमहारण, a dashing or beating on the
अपमहारण, मूर्ति, detachment from matter, beatitude.
अपमहारण, अपमहारण, an abridging.
अपमहारण, विद्या; अध्यात्म, accusation, libel.
अपमहारण, अपमहारण, a deduction.
अपमहारण, अपमहारण, pulverized, broken small.
अपमहारण, अपमहारण, prodigality, profuse expenditure.
अपमहारण, अपमहारण, low, vulgar, contemptible, or obscene
language.
common vulgar talk, low term;
fall, want of success, failure.
dishonour, insult, disgrace, affront.
inauspicious or untimely death.
other.

other people, another world.
The end of the night.
continual.
a fault, guilt, sin.
guilty, faulty, criminal.
afternoon.
belonging to the afternoon.
original or unchanged state; unchangeable.
affected, pained, distressed.
preternatural, ugly, distorted, queer.
the morrow, day following.
leafless, an incomplete number.
a slandering, belieing, talking scandal.
the left hand or side.
a withdrawing, retreating.
epilepsy.
a killing, murdering.
plundering, purloining, unfair taking.
a murderer.
pillage, plunder, depredation, robbery.
denial, concealment.
the sea.
the outer corner of the eye, small circle on the forehead: lame, ugly, deformed.
glance, imperfect view. 
writing.
false reading, interpolation, unauthentic
a taking from, origin.
the anus, a not drinking, air inhaled.
unrestrained.
অবস্থা, বিহার, hindrance, obstruction, death.
অন্য, ও, also, and, likewise, moreover; *pref.* over.
অপর, *অপরিমুক্ত,*—আর, moreover, also, and.
অমিতাহ, পরিষ্কার, a covering.
অভিষেক, অসুভিষেক, covered with armour, accoutred.
অচ্ছন্ন, পিষ্টক, bread, a cake. [eminent; fate, destiny.
অপর্যালোচনা, অস্বখ, unprecedented, uncommon, excellent,
অধুরাতল, টেক্সনাম, afternoon; without a forenoon.
অপর্কাল, অন্যকাল, অপারাধিক, expectant, expecting, requisite.
অপরিচিত, অমুহুর, অপ্রয়োজনীয়, expectation, hope, dependence,
অবকাশ, অবস্থান, need, remains of food &c.; than, rather.
অবকাশ, অন্যতম, an expecting or waiting for. [sion.
অনুনত, বিপরীত, বিপন্ন, an ascertaining by investigation, deci-
অনুসরণ, সমীক্ষণ, the sea, the lord of waters.
অনুষ্ঠান, পুরোহিত, female demigods, dancers and courte-
াজিয়ানস, of heaven.
অকাল, অক্ষশেষ, *pref.* away, down, ill, bad; *adv.
অক্ষম, উপাসন, crab, a flattering, fulsome flattery, low talk.
অক্ষত, অপ্রাদর্শন, sweepings, refuse, dust, a dunghill.
অক্ষর, বৃক্ষ, a spinning wheel.
অক্ষর, অনুনন্দ, a making false or useless calculations.
অক্ষর, অবসাষ, leisure, opportunity. [temned.
অক্ষরূপ, বক্তৃতা, অসুজ্ঞ, dishevelled, unreasonable, con-
অক্ষরূপ, বিচিত্র, an improper complaining, querulousness.
অদৃষ্ট, অদ্বিতীয়, আত্মরক্ষা, a shrinking from fear, distress,
অদৃষ্ট, আত্মরক্ষা, agitation.
অক্ষরাস্ত, কুবজাপন, a hideous and disagreeable groaning.
অক্ষরাস্ত, ক্রূর, a disagreeable noise, croaking, howling,
অক্ষরাস্ত, ক্রূর, groaning.
অক্ষরাস্ত, বিকৃত, মহা, removed, expelled, rejected.
অক্ষরাস্ত, উহুফস্তরুক্ত ক্রূর, a loud and clamorous weeping.
অক্ষরাস্ত, নিদ্রাক্রম, an unfair purchase.
অক্ষরাস্ত, কৃপণত খেলা, rough play, unfair play.
অক্ষরাস্ত, অজ্ঞাত, unnecessarily or unseasonably enraged.
অক্ষরাস্ত, অর্জন, expressed by yells or howling, howled over.
অন্যান্য, অন্য, discord in music, sound of a lute.
abundance, a voracious appetite. [sarcasm.
abreast, crucial, erupt, a careless or unskilful throw, irony.
abscence, absence, to dig, break unskilfully, mangle.
abduction, abduction, a dangerous pit.
abduction, s. bede, foul play.
abduction, abdiction, despised, disregarded, miscalculated.
abduction, a infant.
abduction, claim, knowledge, acquaintance with.
abduction, b. bathed, immersed.
abduction, b. a bathing, immersion, ablation.
abduction, abscission, a veil.
abduction, abscission, dimly or imperfectly perceived.
abduction, a lifting the hand or weapon to strike.
abduction, b. bad or irregular workmanship, an entangling, irregular writing.
abduction, abrogate, abula, drought; an elephant's forehead.
abduction, abrogate, a mortal blow, murder.
abduction, a whirlpool, a careless or unskilful whirling.
abduction, a disagreeable smell.
abduction, abrade, coarse powder. [unlawful endeavour.
abduction, awkward, awkward or uncouth action, awkward or
abduction, s. a limit, boundary.
abduction, s. the whole of any thing.
abduction, abate, decrepit, withered with age.
abduction, abate, decrepit, disregard, contempt, despite.
abduction, a hole, cavern, cavity.
abduction, a crest, ear-ring, gem, gold, ray, rein.
abduction, a. gloom, imperfect darkness.
abduction, an awning.
abduction, a descent, incarnation.
abduction, a quotation, a boat.
abduction, descended, incarnate.
abduction, offered, immolated.
abduction, decrepit.
abduction, offering, oblation, immolation.
abundance, a. torn, rent, cleft, cracked.
Abhā, abhāmate, regretted, repented of.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣvam, a glimmering, faint light.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣate, fled in disorder, imperfectly melted or dissolved.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣam, attention, care, regard. [phasis.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣam, a settling, determining on, em-
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, extremity, limit, border; to, from.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, undervalued, despised, contemned.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, devoted to God, but regardless of ce-
monies.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, shaken out, brushed.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, a harsh discordant sound.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, a causing to descend, throwing down,
dislike, hatred. [fully.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, a girding on of armour unskil-
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, the earth, the world.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, a useless partizan, useless wing.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, without a keeper or protector, neglected.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, accusation, reproach, command, friendship,
kindness.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, covered, protected.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, to encircle, surround, swathe. [judice.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣam, imperfect idea, false judgment, pre-
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, deceptive or false appearance.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣam, ablution after a sacrifice.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣam, a solar day; vile, bad, inferior.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣam, a master, lord.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, dishonour, disgrace. [downwards.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣam, hanging or falling with the head
Abhāṣa, abhāṣam, deflowered, forced, defiled.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, a limb, member, part, feature.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, made up of parts or members.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, younger, posterior, inferior, least.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, desisted, ceased.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣyr, afterwards, beneath, subsequently.
Abhāṣa, abhāṣaḥ, unpleasant taste; ill-tasted; taste-
20.

अबरोधा, बाड़करा, a blockade, shutting up, siege, prevention, coverlid, queen’s apartments.
अबरोधा, नायन, अधोगम, a descent, an alighting.
अबरम, निम्नित गम, false modesty, improper shame.
अबस, आश्त्र, a prop, support, fulcrum, perpendicular.
अबस, आश्त्र, a prop, support; क्र- to apply a prop;
- to take as a support, maintain, depend on.
अबा, बाहरी; नारी, weak; a woman. [to brand.
अबाप्त, श्रीकर्तिक अखेल चित्र राधन, to fix a mark of disgrace,
अबयु, अद्यायित, smeared over, anointed, proud, conceited.
अबस, चढ़न, the lapping of a liquid; a lozenge.
अबलाक, दर्शन, to look at, survey.
अतिः, देश-पर, residue, remnant, surplus, last remains.
अपण, सर्वाधिकारेण, certain, necessary; certainly, necessarily.
अपण, सर्वाधिकारता, necessity, importance, urgency.
अपशय, शीतार, शीत, frost, cold, pride.
अपस, वेष्टित, surrounded, near, supported, protected.
अपस, आरस, सूचना, beginning, intimation, excellence, symmetry, a pillar.
अपस, अवसान—पर, पश्चात्, inferiorly, after, beneath, behind.
अवाक, अवहाम, house, residence, town. [poor.
अवास, आवृत, wearied, exhausted, relaxed, decayed, ended,
अवास, अवकाश, leisure, opportunity.
अवास, आर्थिक, पूर्व, weariness, lassitude, flaccidity.
अवास, अवासय-शेष, exit, extinction, end, decline, decision, decay.
अवासण, विद्युतण, to dislodge, cause to remove, disband.
अवस्र, नाप, destructible, mortal, ruinable.
अवस्र, कटक, a camp.
अवस्थान, धातु, परिवर्त, to refute, repel.
अवस्था, घास, sweepings, refuse, ordure.
अवस्था, धाता; दृष्टां, condition, situation, state, trouble.
अवस्था, विस्थित, a lodging, residing, settling, residence.
अवस्थापन, विस्थित क्षमान, to settle, fix, establish.
अवस्थिति, अवस्था, residence, dwelling, settlement.
अवध, कूमा; harsh sound, noise, howl, yell.
असाध, गर्व, to pound or thresh, unhusk.
असाध, हिर, not passing away or flowing on, permanent.
असाध, एहस, नाचन, a removing or taking away, forgiveness.
असाध, कापित, dissimulation, concealed conduct.
असाध, अवहेल, —अवार, disregard of authority, contempt, disrespect.
अवाक, बाक्निहर, speechless, mute; beneath, below.
अवाक्निहर, अवबुद्धर, hanging with the head downwards.
अवाध, निराध, नligt, bowed, hanging down, nodding.
अवाग, दक्षिण, south, the south.
अवार, अविवाद, a saying of no authority, non-contradiction.
अवार, अववेय, अनि, included, intervolved.
अवाग, पुनसंप्राय, re-obtained, recovered, transplanted.
अवाग, चुल, the hither side of a river.
अवि, नेश, a sheep, mountain, the sun, preservation.
अवि, नेशलाग, a flock of sheep.
अवि, असम, similar, common, undistinguished.
अवि, अविशेष, want of method or distinction.
अवप, रक्षा, a woman in her courses.
अवप, पाक्ष्यबिहर, a woman without husband or son.
अब्रख, वर्ण, a surveying, inspection. [pection.
अब्रक, ध्या, मनोबहार, attention, fixedness of mind, in-
अब्र, चन्द, पच, the moon, a conch, a lotus.
अब्रो, पारङ, a bed of lotuses.
अब्रोधिगत, दर्श, the sun.
अब्र, वर्ष, नेश, a year, aera; a cloud.
अब्र, अशु, the sea, a receptacle of water.
अब्र, नेश, a cloud.
अब्रवर, अब्रहव, —अबराग, not speaking; an infant.
अब्रह, अब्कार, a jewel, ornament.
अब्रह, अविनय, non-existence, deficiency, failure.
अचिक, अविलास, desirous, lustful.
अविडाम, सहा, पण्डी, appellation, name, beauty.
अविगत, बिति गत, motion towards, a going to.
अविधान, नाय, वढ, destruction, murder.
অভিচার, আপনক মহাশ্য, an incantation to injure or destroy.
অভিজাত, পারিবারিক, a family, head of a family, birth-place, family residence.
অভিজ্ঞ, পরিবার, a family, head of a family, birth-place, family residence.
অভিজ্ঞতা, সৌন্দর্য, nobly-born, fit, learned.
অভিজ্ঞতা, 'পরিবার', wise, learned, acquainted with.
অভিজ্ঞতা, অনৈতিক, চিহ্ন, conviction, certainty, token, sign, signal, flag.
অভিধা চুক্তিকরণ, round about, in front, swiftly, wholly.
অভিধা, অভিধায়, স-স্করাই, কোথা, word, name, appellation, vocabulary, explanation.
অভিমুখ, শব্দের প্রতিপাদ, name, the thing to be explained or spoken, a name; explicable, fit to be spoken.
অভিমুখ, পরত্রযাতামক, a coveting what is another’s.
অভিমুখ, মূল, new, recent.
অভিমুখ, কাপ, a representation, theatrical entertainment.
অভিমুখ, মধুরযোগ, engagedness of mind, devotedness to, zeal.
অভিমুখপতিত, বাহু, shed abroad upon (as the solar rays).
অভিমুখপতিত, সমাপ্তি, conclusion, termination, decision.
অভিমুখ, স-কারক, an actor in a drama.
অভিমুখ, অভিমুখবদ্ধ, proper to be represented; a character or part in a drama. [ed in calamity.
অভিমুখ, বাধ্য, subdued, fugitive, refugee, guilty, involv-
অভিমুখ, অংশিক, a design, object, scope, moral.
অভিমূল, সমর্থ, intended, designed, aimed at. [ence.
অভিবাদন, পাদদেবতাধিকার প্রণাম, salutation, prostration, reverence.
অভিবাদন, অভিবাদন, punctual in sacred and moral actions.
অভিবাদন, প্রকাশ, revelation, declaration, expression, a making evident.
অভিবাদন, নিকটস্থ, a flowing spreading towards, con-
অভিবাদন, পরামর্শ, a subduing, humbling, defeat, conquest.
অভিবাদন, মূর্দ, মনোমী, approved, chosen. [formula.
অভিবর্ধন, স-স্বর, a consecration, benediction by religious
অভিবর্ধন, শুটাইট, মনো, to lick the lips, express, thresh; prevarication.
अभिज्ञ, आफ्नौं, pride, self-esteem, individual consciousness, sullen resentment of an affront.
अभित्र, संबूद्ध, facing, approaching; towards.
अभिज्ञान, आगाम, विकला, an application of one thing to another, attack in war, seizing at law, perseverance.
अभिभूत, आसन्नता, आवश्यक, zealous, delighted with, devoted to.
अभिनव, मनोर; स्मार्त, beautiful, engaging, agreeable.
अभिवृत्ति, नीति, भूति, taste, relish, inclination, delight, attachment.
अभिज्ञान, इच्छा, काम, wish, desire, lust.
अभिलेखन, लिखित करण, to write down, to insert.
अभिलोचन, विद्या, censure, blame, reproach, accusation.
अभिलोचन, आवश्यक प्रथम, a curse, imprecation, malodiction.
अभिमृत, वज्र दुर्बलता, ablation, previous to a sacrifice, distillation.
अभिइच्छा, पार्षद, installation by anointing.
अभिरुचि, श्रद्धा प्रसाद, a march to repel an enemy.
अभिरुः, प्रश्न-प्रण, flattered, praised, applauded.
अभिनव, एंड, a joint, juncture.
अभिसर्षक, अभिप्राप्ति, curse, imprecation, war, devastation.
अभिसर, आवृत्ति, रीति, a follower, attendant, companion, ally.
अभिसर, बाहु, डोल, idem; an assignation (of lovers).
अभिवृत्ति, इच्छा, प्रकाश, spoken, disclosed.
अध्याव, दारु, wanton, lascivious.
अध्याव पुनः, repeatedly, frequently, again and again.
अध्याव, अध्याव, वाक्य, desired, wished for, agreeable.
अध्याय, अध्याय, similarity; similar, alike, indiscriminable.
अध्यात्म, अध्यात्म,—देवलेखन, unction, anointing.
अध्यादेश, अध्यक्ष, attended with more advantage.
अध्याय-अ,-, प्रमाण, permission, consent.
अध्यारोहण, मध्य, inward, internal.
अध्यारोहण, अध्या, act of taking or eating food.
अध्यात्म, निकट, near, approached.
अध्याय-ना, अध्याय-ना, a petition, request, welcoming.
अध्यात्म, अध्यात्म, a guest; come, approached, descended, hereditary.
अन्न, पान, misfortune, ruin, disappointment.
अनुग्रह, अनुभूति, frequent repetition, study, pains, practice.
अनुदान, सहभागिता, a rising towards, rising to welcome, preparedness.
अनुदार, कला, welfare, happiness, prosperity.
अनुदारण, उदारण, an exemplification by the opposite.
अनुणा, वीरचर, consent, acquiescence, concession, admission.
अनुप्राय, प्राय, a good expedient or method.
अनु, ग्रह, the sky, a cloud; talk mineral.
अरिय, रेशम, produced from the sky or clouds.
अर, शीघ्र, रक्त, swiftness; quick, small.
अर, कटा, अक, raw, unbaked (pottery), unripe.
असच, असम्भव, disapprobation, dislike.
असं, पञ्च, a vessel.
अभ, एवं, एই, thus, so.
अभिन, संथ, विमान, thus, so, the same, gratis, gratuitous.
अर, निजेदेन, निर्माणी, immortal, permanent; a god.
अनाथवती, ईंजेस घरी, the residence of Indra, abounding with immortals.
अमर, अनुजित, क्रांप, displeasure, impatience, anger.
अमर, अनुजित, क्रांति, displeased, fretful, angry, impatient.
अम, निका; संक्र, near; with; edge of the new moon.
अन्त, बदू, बन्ध, a friend, adviser, courtier, statesman.
अन्तर, अनास, अनाम, 1. प्रतिलक्षण, change of the moon, day of the.
अन्तर्गत, अनामस्य, new moon.
अन्तर, वास्तविक, real, free from illusion or sorcery.
अमिष, अमृत, nectar, water of life.
अम, पीड़ित, अस्वस्थ, sick, diseased.
अमुक, रुद्धार्थ, सम्मानदाय, such a one, a certain person.
अयु, अमन, परवर्तक, in another state or world.
अनुप, अनी, एই, thus, in the same manner, as, gratis.
अमृत, सूत्र, not dead; ambrosia, water, poison, immortality.
अमुक, पानशात्र, an oblong drinking vessel.
अमेद, अंध, impure, unclean, ordure, impurity.
an eye. [bergamot.

the sky, a cloud, cotton, clothing, am-

acid, sour.

a mother.

water.

the water-lily, the moon.

a cloud.

the sea.

a cloud.

a threshold.

water.

the water-lily.

giving water; a cloud.

holding water; a cloud.

aqueous, watery; froth, spume.

a mango.

ambrosia, water of life.

acid, sour.

the tamarind tree.

good luck, fortunate turn.

[Rhodesian.

dissimilar, inconsistent, dispro-
motion, course, a road, circuit, half

also, that also, even that.

iron.

a sort of stone, the loadstone.

a pestle, or iron pointed weapon.

anvil.

not born in the common

way of generation, equivocally produced.

quick, speedy.

a water plant, moss. [a well.

a machine for drawing water, a pit.

a buffalo.

a piece of dry wood to excite fire

a forest, wilderness, thicket.
অর্থ

অর্থাগমি, বৃহমারণ, মিবিবর্ণ, a large extensive forest.
অর্থী, অমূহদ্রা পরিমা, a long cubit.
অর্থাৎ, অম্বাৎ, dishonor, disappointment, distress.
অর্থ, অর্থর,—নার, a door.
অর্থভ, অর্থ,—শত্রু, an enemy.
অরাজ, বক্রিক্রম, bent, crooked; resin, pitch.
অরিদ্র, হাজি, কর্ণ, a rudder, helm.
অর্জন, অয়ি, conquering; a conqueror.
অরিদ্র, পদ্মাকুক্তি, প্রতারণার রাজা, an enemy’s friend or ally;
a sovereign whose possessions border on an enemy’s territory.
অরিধ, আদ্বং, সত্বোৎ, আপত্তি, happiness, pleasure, women’s apartment, misery, calamity, sign of death, a crow, liquor.
অরুপ্তিক, মুখধির্মকের বিবেচিত, eruption on the head or face.
অরুপ, অরুণ—অরূপা, রুক্ষ; healthy, not diseased; a tree.
অরুণ, অরুণা, সূর্য, the dawn; the sun; purple or fawn colour.
অরূপ, অরূপকর,—করুন্তজ, corrosive, sharp, corroding.
অরুণ, ধাত, a sore, wound, vital part; the sun.
অরূপী, আচরণ, descending note in music.
অরুণ, সূর্য, the sun, a species of plant.
অর্জ্জন, থ্রাস, a bar, bolt.
অর্জ্জন, পুল, জন, adoration, respect; a price.
অর্জ্জন, উপসাহ, an oblation to a guest or superior.
অর্জ্জন, পুরুন, জন, to worship, adore, pay homage.
অর্জ্জন, জ্ঞান, বীজ, radiance, splendor, light, flame.
অর্জ্জন, সংযুক্ত, to accumulate, collect, acquire.
অর্জন, অল্পবর্ণ, white colour; white.
অর্জন, সমুদ্র, the ocean, a sea.
অর্জন, জল, water.
অর্জন, বনপশু, wild, untamed (of animals).
অর্জন, পাণ্ড, চুণ, censure, reproach, hatred; abhorrence.
অর্জন, পুঞ্জ, পীঠ, pain, the end of a bow.
অর্জন, বড়দার, ধন, a scope, object, motive, reason, wealth.
অর্জন, অর্থ, namely, viz., in fact, in fine,
petition, request, scope, desire.
suitableness to a purpose.
object or extolling of an object or treatise.
suited, answering a purpose, relevant, opposite.
that is to say.
otherwise.
desired, requested, petitioned.
supplcating, desirous, having an object to accomplish; plaintiff, petitioner; rich.
to be requested, desirable; scope, end, object, desire.
request, prayer, begging, suffering.
requested, &c., tormented; convulsions.
out of tune, lispingly. [chariot.
Mahabharata, a warrior fighting with a single midnight.
half the body, a wife. [half the crop.
cultivating for the landowner for half one's self; a wife.
a violent headache.
half and half, share and share alike.
a partner with an equal share.
half a thing, half.
a half moon, crescent.
make an oblation, place, deposit with, commit in charge.
a horse; low, inferior, base.
prior, former, antecedent; antecedently.
contrary, opposed to, modern, recent, unskilled, inexperienced; contrariwise.
the young of an animal.
a master, lord, owner; a Vyse.
রাজ্য, সূর্য, পুরুষবর্গ, the sun; ancestors as objects of worship.
অর্থ, অর্থাত যুক্ত, ক্রেডিট, to belong to, pertain, appertain, devolve.
অর্থ, অর্থাত—আরিন, hemorrhoids or piles.
অর্থাৎ, অর্থাগায়, afflicted with the piles.
অর্থী, কর্মরূপ, coming into possession, succeeding to property.
অর্থী, কর্মহিত, right, fit, capable, liable to, belonging to, deserving of.
অর্থহিত, নিষ্পুষ্ট হও, to be right, proper, becoming, or deserving of.
অর্থহিত, নিষ্পুষ্ট হও, [possible, probable.
অর্থহিত, নিষ্পুষ্ট, সাধা, capable, right, worthy, adorable
অর্থ, পীত, হৃদ, yellow orpiment; sting of a bee, fang of a centipede: a tenon.
অর্থ, পৃথা, uselessly, in vain; enough, sufficient; ornamenting, adorning.
অর্থ, নোন, নোন মূল্য, a ringlet, curl.
অর্থ, আচরণ, lac; paper impregnated with lac.
অর্থহিত, পৃথাধর, to adorn.
অর্থহিত, মূর্তকাল, fond of ornaments, gaudy, shewy.
অর্থহিত, পৃথাধর, an ornament, ornament of speech.
অর্থহিত, অন্তর্গত, যেহে, a jar, large pitcher.
অর্থহিত, লক্ষ্য, অমূল্য, stupid, ignorant, awkward, clumsy.
অর্থহিত, দ্বৈতা, a mound round the root of a tree.
অর্থহিত, ধূঢ়গাম, a hooka.
অর্থহিত, ভেদন দুর্বল, a mad dog, white swallow-wort.
অর্থহিত, কুরুতায়ন, কুরুতশ, idle, slothful, indolent.
অর্থহিত, গোত্তাহা, গোহার, a firebrand, charcoal.
অর্থহিত, ঘূঢ়ী, the bottle-gourd plant and fruit.
অর্থহিত, ভূমি, মথ, a bee, scorpion, crow, cuckoo; wine.
অর্থহিত, নিষ্পুষ্ট, লোম, useless, in vain; the forehead.
অর্থহিত, তেলাপুঞ্জা, the root of the tongue, epiglottis.
অর্থহিত, অদ্য—বৃহিবক্তি, হ্রময়িশ, a centipede, scorpion, bee; stinging, having a sting.
অর্থহিত, চাটাল, a terrace.
অর্থহিত, নিষ্পুষ্ট, নিষ্পুষ্ট, false, useless, vain, trifling, not beloved.
অর্থহিত, নিষ্পৃথা, falsehood, disagreeableness.
अथूः, अव्याप्तीत, not suffering elision, not omissible.
अपूर्म, आवृत्ति, potatoe or other tuberous root.
अरण, अलसूर, loose, unconnected.
अण, सकित, small, few, little; a little.
असावल, अखण्ड, a very few, a few.
अल्पत्र, अल्पवृत्त, very small or few, minute, fewest.
अल्पकृत, अल्पकोण, —नूतनकृत, हुँदित, diminished, reduced, lessened, become few.
असी, अलोक, क्रृष्टि, by little and little, gradually.
अश्र, क्रोधन, to eat; a meal, boiled rice.
अस्सारा, कुमा, कोज्जेक्षा, hunger, appetite.
अश्व, अणि, र, a thunderbolt.
अश्वत्क, क्वीक्रू, unlawful, illegal, irregular, inconsistent.
अश्ववर्ग, अवाम रसी, an emerald.
अस्र, अक्षी, red chalk, red ochre.
अस्रः, अक्षी, —पारिव, पारिव, a stone.
अस्रा, दूधा, उदन, a portable hearth or fire-place.
अस्थिन, अस्थिन, pestle and mortar.
अस्थिन, पाथ्र, the stone or gravel.
अश्र, अधूः, —मेघालु, a tear. [corner, angle.
अधिक, अधिक अधिक, धर, कृष्ण, edge, or point of a sword,
अधिक, अधी, अधिक, vulgar, low, coarse (of language).
अधर, अधर, अधर, discord, dislike, separation, misunderstanding.
अधर, बौट्र, बौट्र, a horse.
अधर, अधर, a mule, a swift elephant.
अधरसन, बुरवृद्धि, the neighing of a horse. [ing a horse.
अधरसन, अधरसन, नितिनिक गति, a day’s journey for a horse; hav-
अधरसन, अधरसन, नितिनिक, medicine.
अधरसन, अधरसन, सारता, परिसर्वि, completeness, perfection.
अधरसन, अधरसन, the eight members; having the eight re-
अधरसन, अधरसन, बुरवृद्धि, deformed, bent in eight directions.
अधरसन, अधरसन, —नूतन, the stone of a fruit. [all over.
अधरसन, अधरसन, नूतन, नूतन, नूतन, नूतन, सर्वभ, on eight sides, on every part,
अधरसन, अधरसन, बुरवृद्धि, costiveness, constipation.
 Abdullah, the knee.

Anshub, Ansh, often, repeatedly, frequently.

Anjani, Pāpa, Apathy, sin, turpitude, unholiness.

Ansa, Kepsh, to throw, cast.

Anśi, Kox, a scymetar.

Anshīki, Anshāgāre Mānī, a female servant in the seraglio.

Anshas, Bīkū, Kēkā, sugar-cane; sword-blade, sheath.

Anur, Anu, Līshu. life, breath; swift.

Anśub, Rema, a demon, evil spirit; very wicked.

Anurā, Parivās, Bēsh, detraction, slander, malice.

Anurāsh, Būryāparś, parhelion, destitute of the sun.

Anurāpa, Māpap, Anurāparāndra, the women of the seraglio.

Anṣub, Ruk, blood.

Anuśchāth, Mānāhor, very beautiful, heart engaging.

Anub, Anub, — Anurāma, the setting of the heavenly bodies.

Anuṣu, Anurī, set, gone below the horizon.

Anuṣūdr, Anuṣchā, Chhāram, the western mountains.

Anubās, Anub, the setting of a luminary.

Anubās, Anuṣu, setting, set.

Anub, Anub, Anu, present, now, at this time; it is.

Anub, Bhūv, be it so, let it be. [instrument.

Anub, Kākāpam, a missile weapon, arms, edge tool, sharp

Anubānā, Kākāpam, surgery.

Anub, Anub, skilled in arms.

Anubād, Anubānā, a surgeon.

Anubād, Sā嘻, unaccompanied by or without a wife.

Anubād, Chāhrās, want of place, wrong place; pudenda.

Anub, Anub, — Anubān, very deep, unfathomable.

Anub, Hands, a bone. [the Ganges.

Anubānān, Ghāt, Ghāt, Ghān, Ghā, to commit a man's bones to

Anub, Anubān, Anubānā, in compos. our, us.

Anubān, Anubān, our, belonging to us.

Anubānā, Ikōr, Ikār, after this, hereafter.

Anub, Anub, Anub, not one's own; poör, needy.

Anub, Anub, a bad or ominous dream, want of sleep.

Anubān, Aṁtyā, ill nature; profligate disposition.
अहं, गूढ़ि अहं, disagreeable sound.
अहं, अस्वाद,—आहं, I.
अहं, प्राणिः, आहं, स्वाधीन, proud, self-important.
अहं, अहं,—विवेक, a day.
अहं, अहं, the sun, lord of the day.
अहं, अहं, pride, self-importance, egotism, consciousness of separate existence.
[vaunting.
अहं, अहं, egotism, vanity, mutual or military
अहं, अहं, egotism, pride, vanity.
अहं, अहं, self-love, selfishness, self-opinionatedness.
अहं, अहं, daily, every day.
अहं, अहं, दिनां, day and night.
अहं, अहं,—सूर्य, the sun.
अहं, अहं, दिनां, the dawn, morning.
अहं, अहं, a serpent.
[version.
अहं, अहं, a juggler who exhibits serpents for di-
अहं, अहं, mortal enmity, implacableness.
अहं, अहं, a hood of the cobra capella; a poppy.
अहं, अहं, feeding on serpents; a peacock.
अहं, अहं, instantly, soon, presently.

आई, आई, to-day.
आई, आई, विवाहित, unmarried.
आई, आई, to come, approach.
आई, मातामाती, a maternal grandmother.
आई, ई, a sugar-cane.
आई, आई, पढ़न, to read, repeat, recite; celebrate.
आई, आई, शादी, shady, covered close, concealed.
आई, आई, अवहं, a welcome.
आई, आई, अलाप, entitled to a share, relating to a share.
आई, आई, a mark, numeral, figure, goal.
आई, आई, एक, an eye.
आई, आई, अग्नि, flame, heat.
आचमन, बोजनात्सर दुर्बकालन, to wash the mouth after eating, to sip water (in worship), to guess.
आचमन-1, बलर लेष्टाग, border of a garment.
आकम, आकां, antimony, lead ore. [water.
आन्त, आन्ति, the palms of the hands joined so as to hold
आंद, शकर, to bind, tighten, pull tight, speak sharply.
आच्छि, रण्डु अट्टा, रेष, the pining or wasting of a weaned child; envy.
आडिर, अम्बां, a bull; diseased from being weaned.
आंदेय, कीठ्ठाअख, भेंषी, pining (as a weaned child), envious.
आल, अल, the bowels, entrails.
आंदुन, एराशगुळ, the room of a lying-in woman.
आं फाळ, भाव बुझ, आत, to fear, dread; horror.
आंधा, अंध, blind.
आंधा, अंधवर, darkness, gloom.
आं, आनु, a mango. [of cloth, &c.
आं, अन, fibres in the bark of trees, or in fruits, nap
आंशां, अनुसार,—आशावृङ्ख, stringy, full of fibres.
आंच्छापरान, पोजूक, eating till overfilled.
आकुं, आकाकु, asking or praying but little; indifferent.
आकृ, आदि, हज, origin, root, source, spring, mine, quarry, grit, grittiness.
आकर्ष, आव, to hear, listen.
आका, आक्ष, a tendril.
आकर्ष, टाप, धर, to draw, attract, seize, drag, plough.
आकर्षी, अअभ, फुफा, a spasm; science, whatever engages the mind or attracts; a tendril.
आकर्षिक, आकर्षक, attractive.
आकर्षिक, धौँ, उपाधिः, unexpected, coming unexpectedly.
आकां, दूला, a hearth, furnace, kiln.
आकाँप-स, आहार, strong, lusty, jolly, plump, imperfectly cleansed from the husk.
आकाँख, धैह, धैदास, desire, wish, expectation, hope.
आकाठ, अनानुषि, drought, want of rain, cessation of a shower, cessation from charity or other virtue.
आकालाहित, अमुषिय, unshaven, not bereft of its fangs.
अप्राप्त, तर्क, form, shape, figure, appearance, statue, likeness.
अरंगे, आस्त, आरंगे, beginning with आ.
अरंग, आरंग, ending with आ.
आपन, तूतः, a famine.
आपनिन, आपनन, premature, unseasonable, out of season.
आपन, दूर, the sky, atmosphere, air, space.
आपनील, आर्नीलील, a light in the air, elevated lanthorn; a beacon.
आपनी, आपनी, अर्थ, airy, aerial, celestial, unsubstantial.
आपन, आपन, -करते, प्रयत्न, endeavour, labour, exertion, contortion.
आपरें, आपरेंतिक, sprinkled or overspread with, interspersed.
आपूर्तिक, अवश्य, अपनिलित, non-plussed, confounded, shrinking with shame.
[ference.
आपूर्तिक, विभावत्तिक, aggravation of a quarrel by inter-
आपूर्ति, विद्रोह, troubled, agitated, confused, distressed.
आपृत, वृत्ति, shape, form, likeness, image.
आपृत, ठोस, विपच, attraction, persuasion.
आपृत, चक्षुः, प्रेम, invasion, seizing upon, attack.
आपृत, दूर्वा, dear in price, not cheap. [cupied with:
आपृत, अपृत, आपृतिक, invaded, seized, held, engrossed, oc-
आपृत, तभाविक, invading, &c.; an invader, usurper.
आपृत, कौशल, शेखर, resentment, cry, lamentation, regret, reproof, imprecation, reproach, censure.
आपृत, अपृत, an aggression, attack, abuse, provocation.
आपृत, निर्दयः, कावि, merciless, implacable, savage, barbar-
rous; a virago, vixen.
[a comprizing.
आपृत, बिश्वा, भेक, reproof, reproach, grief, sarcasm, irony;
आपृत, पारसशेखर, choir of singers, company of smokers or
talkers; the place where such meet.
आपृत, आपृत, whole, entire, perfect, unbroken.
आपृत, पारस, a furnace, kiln.
आपृत, चेहरा, a rat, mouse.
आपृत, अपृत, आपृत, whim, caprice, peevishness.
आपृत, चैत्र, विड़ाल, feeding on rats; a cat.
আঘাঠ, মুগঘাট, ডর, the chase, hunting, pursuit, terror.
আঘাটী, অঙ্গাঙ্গ, alarming, terrific.
আঘা-ন, নাম, খ্যাতি, a name, title, term, description, re-
আঘাতায়িকা, ইচ্ছামান, a history, tale. [noun.
আগ, অধেকাগ, first or fore part, introduction, end, point,
extremity; priority, excess, odd number, the
place immediately before.
আগড়া, হুটী, হুটী, chaff, husk.
আগড়ী, অগ্রন্ত, preceding, situated before; adv. first.
আগমন, পরভাবন, to ascertain a result by a sort of lot.
আগতহ, সত্ত্বা, সাধ, likely to come, practicable, provea-
ble, approachable.
আগম-ক, উক্তির্ত, বিদেশী, arrived, come, foreign, unknown.
আগমিন, কামোদ, affliction from calamity, witchcraft or im-
precation; suffering from fever or distress.
আগুনাটান, আগ্নেয়াগম, to stretch forward, proceed, advance;
ambition.
আগম, আইসন, ত্ব, a coming, arrival, an inserted letter or
syllable, science, the veds, legal deed or vou-
cher, lawful mode of acquiring property.
আগমন, পৌষহ, আইসন, ঘটন, arrival, coming, occurrence.
আগমনীর, আগমনত, approachable, practicable, vinceible.
আগমিত, অত্যন্ত, studied, read, acquired by study.
আগম, অগম, অগ্রগ, undissolved, not crumbling.
আগমন, বাচা, to restrain, prevent.
আগমিত, অগ্রন্ত, before, preceding.
আগমন, পাপ, sin, guilt.
আগ, অগ্রভাগ, the tip, peak, point, extremity.
আগম, আগতর, anticipation of payment or revenue.
আগম, আগাৎকর, given in advance; pre-payment.
আগমী, অগম, id: preceding, coming, about to come.
আগার, গৃহ, আধার, a house, room, receptacle.
আঘাত, অগ্নি, পৃথি, preceding, before, first, onward.
আগতর, আগাম, advance of money, any thing prematurely
done; before, preceding.
আগম, অগ্নি, অবসম, fire.
burning with a husband.
preceding; a precursor.
first, before, forwards, onwards. [situatingly.
before and behind, sooner or later, he-
door of mats to a common hut.
fiery, igneous, provocative.
eager, urgent, zealous. [tenacity.
eagerness, zeal, perseverance, obstinacy,
a bad wharf.
a blow, hurt, stroke, injury, plague.
hindrance, obstruction, opposition.
an oblation of ghee.
a whirling round.
a proclaiming, proclamation.
a scent, a smelling.
a toe or finger ring.
coals, cinders.
to finger, stir with the.
a coal, charcoal, cinder.
a court-yard, square court.
a finger, toe.
a speaking; eloquence.
to wash the mouth after eating,
or as a religious rite.
suddenly, unawares.
custom, course of conduct, habit, usage;
to act, pursue as conduct.
conduct, practice, good conduct, the estab-
lished line of conduct, usage; pickle, sauce.
acting, conducting. [observed.
a teacher, prophet; proper to be done or
a prophetess, preceptress, wife of a prophet.
unsifted.
a blow, stroke; uncultivated, desert.
covered, protected, invested, affected with.
आहा, आय, उत्तम, good, unexceptionable; well.
आचार, चार, a covering, protection, lid, case, roof.
आचारण, आचरण, to cover, protect; a covering, coverlid, clothes, cloth.
आचेर, काटन, a cutting off, amputation, confiscation.
आचेरण, गुगर, game, hunting, the chase.
आहँस-आन, भान, अवक्षेप, to strike, smite, dash to the ground, thresh, wash, sprinkle.
आहट, आहत, a blow, stroke, forcible dash against a thing.
आहेंच, अकाठ, अपारिक्ष, unlopped, untrimmed, not stripped of its bark.
आज, आजू—आजू, to-day.
आज्ञ, ज्ञ, ज्ञबोध, from one's birth.
आज्ञांक, गर्भवाहन, to clear of incumbrances, cleanse;
आज्ञा, आज्ञ, unknown.
आज्ञ, अंगवुक, reaching to the thigh (the hands.)
आज्ञा, आज्ञ; युक, to-day; war, conflict.
आज्ञ, रूढि, उपलब्धि, means of support, livelihood.
आज्ञम, उपलब्धि, living on, supporting life by.
आज्ञ, आजू—बेहतरजित्रकर्क जित्रक अबेज, अबेज, labour without pay.
आज्ञ, आज्ञ, —अधिशिह, ordered, commanded.
आज्ञा, आज्ञ, order, command, decree, precept.
आज्ञा, आज्ञ, to give orders, command, enjoin.
आज्ञब्य, आज्ञ, —कोष्ठक, subject to orders, obedient.
आज्ञव, अविस, bearing orders, obedient; obedient servant.
आज्ञ, गृह, clarified butter, ghee.
आज्ञाच, अवाच, not hot or pungent.
आक, अवाच, obstacle, hindrance, prohibition, stoppage.
आकाशिय, नोभागंभर, destined to suffering, constantly ill.
आकोन, आकाश, a guess, feeling one's way, a doing in uncertainty.
आकोण, आकाश, pomp, pageantry, shew.
आकाशिय, आकोन, octagonal.
आकोल, उदाग, उदागी, active, sedulous, laborious.
आकोल, दूधिया, a bamboo fish-trap.
आकोल, दूधिया, a pad for the head of a porter.
accounts, book-keeping.
flour, meal, bird-lime, viscid matter.
ropy, stringy.
viscid, gluey, gummy.
a tick.
in the eighth month.
character of one born born in the eighth month.
a sheaf, bundle of straw, fruit-stone.
pride, self-importance, assumption.
to be obstructed, entangled, detained.
impede, arrest, imprison.
tighten, curb, withhold support.
bird-lime, gum, slime, paste, size.
a fruit-stone.
bend, width.
aslant, leaning across, sideways; a crook a pilot; a rod.
a cross beam in a building.
stabling; temporary erection.
a mart, manufactory, collection of idols.
strong desire, covetousness, communication.
cramped, stiff, benumbed.
the warehouse of a monopolist.
become crooked, lie athwart, to a cudgel, bludgeon.
through and through, obliquely, across.
all over, through width and height.
a trumpet charge, war drum, roar of an elephant; commencement, excessive preparation, excitement, pride, anger, apology, passion, pleasure, eye-lid, friction to remove pain.
warehouse of a forestaller or monopolist.
brink or edge of a bank.
cramped, stiffened, benumbed.
neglected, unnoticed, lying as refuse.
bent, laid across; a fish-trap, a beam.
The image contains a page from a Bengali language text. The content includes various definitions and translations of words, such as:

- **অংশ** (āṅsh): two and a half.
- **আলো** (ālo): a large fan or screen. [sleep]
- **আলতা** (ālata), **পাত্র** (pātṛ), **কুঁড়া** (kūḍā), yawning and stretching after. 
- **আক্ষ** (ākṣa), **আক্ষালন** (ākṣalana), a cover, screen, shelter. 
- **আড়ি** (ādī), **কাখ** (kākh), **ছেব** (chēv), a wager, anger, grudge, hatred, threat, promise, resolution. [secretly]
- **আড়িগাঞ্জ** (ādīgaṃja), **আড়িলে ধাকম** (ādīle ḍākam), to lie in wait, lurk, peep, observe. 
- **আড়িগাঞ্জীরা** (ādīgaṃjīra), **গুলোক্তক** (gulōkta), lurking, &c.; an assassin. 
- **আকুয়ারো** (ākuyāra), **আক্রান্ত** (ākṛant), **পেটবেদনা** (pētavendana), contortion of the bowels. 
- **আকুল্যা** (ākula), **বিভম্বের অপারেন্স** (vimbher aparēns), pretext for delay, apology. [cliff]
- **আক্রান্ত** (ākṛant), **আঁকুল্য** (āṅkula), precipice, upright sides of a river or 
- **আড়িতে** (ādīte), **আড়িতেই** (ādītei), cramped, stiff, benumbed. 
- **আড়ি, উদ্দর্ধশ্রান্ত** (ādī, udṛḍhāśrana), station, post, stage, stand, rest. 
- **আড়ির** (ādīr), **পরিমাণ বিদ্যমান** (parimāṇa vidyamāna), a measure of capacity. 
- **আড়ির, সম্প্রদ** (ādīr, samprad), rich, opulent. 
- **আগ্রাহ** (āgrañha), **জাটা** (jaṭa), **গাংসি** (gāṃsa), a ball of earth or wood, bowl for play. 
- **আংশ, অংশ, রিশ্ত, an egg.** [drum]
- **আংশ, আংশ,—তর্ক, ঝরা, fear, dread, disease, sound of a 
- **আংশন্মা, আবক্ত, আপূর্ণ** (āṃshana, āvaka, āpūraṇa), a menstruum, chemical test; calami-
- **ত্য, পেশিক্ষে, danger, destruction, rejection, speed, gratification.** [crimes-
- **আপার্তি, অনিয়ে বর্ধিতে উত্তর, ready to perpetrate the greatest 
- **আগ্নে, হোঁ* heat, sunshine, sun-dried (rice). 
- **আক্ষর, হুত** (ākṣa, hūta), an umbrella. 
- **আক্ষর, পার হইবার মূল্য, ferriage, hire of a ferry. 
- **আক্ষর, আলীপ্ত, a white pigment. 
- **আক্ষর, আর্লাবৃত্ত, flaxen. 
- **আতা, আতপর, a custard apple.** [pay]
- **আঘাত, অন্তরায়া, রিন্ন বাহারক, performing (in music) without 
- **আঘাতকর, অন্তরায়া, in this, in these circumstances. 
- **আঘাতকারিন, ধূঢ়তা, craftiness, knavery, swindling. 
- **আঘাতকারী, ধূঢ়, deceitful, crafty, swindling; a kite. 
- **আঘাতকারিকার, ধোলান, groan, agony, writhing with pain. 
- **আঘাতকাল, মালী, a long shelf, receptacle on high.** [below]
- **আঘাতকালীন, সরব, everywhere, high and low, above and
ādī, a benefactor, hospitable.
ādī, a benefactor, *id*: hospitality.
ādī, a benefactor, imputing or transferring the property of one person or thing to another.
ādī, sick, afflicted, distressed.
ādī, the custard apple.
ādī, without oil, destitute of oil.
ādī, accepted, received.
ādī, labour, exertion, endeavour.
ādī, self, own, private; spirit.
ādī, a domestic quarrel.
ādī, self-conceit, a vaunt.
ādī, selfish; believing in spirit.
ādī, suicide.
ādī, springing from one's self; a son.
ādī, identity, spirituality, strong friendship.
ādī, a guardian deity, family god.
ādī, under one's own control, independent.
ādī, a first cousin.
ādī, forgetful of one's own words or actions.
ādī, selfishly voracious.
ādī, own, proper.
ādī, self-destroying, a suicide.
ādī, Brahma, spirit, the soul, self.
ādī, subject to one's self, independent.
ādī, self-approved or applauded, self-complacent.
ādī, related to one's self, belonging to one's self, one's own.
ādī, relationship, friendship, intimacy.
ādī, a menstruous woman.
ādī, half.
ādī, a violent head-ache. [depraved.
ādī, half done, unfinished, bad, vile.
ādī, respect, veneration, honor, esteem.
ādī, a mark, sign, landmark.
Arya, karpa, virabhadra, a mirror, specimen, sign, original from which any thing is to be copied.
Arya, arka, ginger.
Ara, aram, arka, half and half, in half shares.
Aram, bhadra, a privy, a jakes, a place for filth.
Ara, eka, apana, a receiving, obtaining.
Ara, eka, artha, a receiving, obtaining, borrowing.
Ara, eka, initial, prior, first; et cetera.
Araha, rasi, rasa, the sun in a particular sign, a god.
Artha, artha, priority, precedence, commencement of a work.
Ara, arka, artha,—artha, initial, first, prior, preceding.
Ara, artha, abhara, a pigment of flour or chalk; to stir up, inflame.
Ara, arka, abhara,—abhara, uncovered, exposed, open, bare.
Ara, arka, artha, half; grown, immature.
Ara, artha, abhara, honoured, respected, esteemed.
Ara, artha, abhara, as far as the sight reaches.
Ara, artha, abhara, a command, precept, ordinance, law.
Ara, abhara, in the first place.
Ara, abhara, abhara, a complaint, petition, law-suit.
Ara, artha,—mus, mus, the beginning and the end; from beginning to end; inclusively.
Ara, artha, mus, abhara, from first to last, all along, always.
Ara, devi, karmendraka, the goddesses accounted divine energies.
Ara, karpa, bharata, glutinous, luxurious, selfish.
Ara, karpa, abhara, from the first, from first to last.
Ara, abhara, abhara, obtaining or showing respect, honoured.
Ara, abhara, abhara, half; the half, moiety.
Ara, abhara, a pledge, pawn.
Ara, abhara, abhara, conviction (in law or argument).
Ara, abhara, abhara, a half or broken piece of brick, half a pice.
Ara, abhara, abhara, half a rupee.
Ara, karpa, prapat, abhara, a containing, being put in possession, pregnancy, a pledge.
آنا, پاک, a receptacle, canal, supporter, basis, location, comprehension.
آدا, مانندیہ, رخ, anxiety, mental distress, expectation, calamity; a pledge, pawn, scite, a placing.
آرکا, آنیش, abundance, overplus. [ence of a god.
آریترک, دزمبر, arising from or relating to the influence of a god.
آریتک, آراپ, immature, half-grown. [present time.
آریتک, آورین, recent, modern, novel, belonging to the present time.
آرکا, اکنا, shaken, agitated.
آرکا, اہلکا, half, half a one.
آرکا, درخور, requiring or fit to be supported or con-
آریکا, ایلوق, آورکا, unwashed.
آرچکا, آورکا, an elephant driver.
آرکا, آورکا, flatulence, a swelling and rumbling of the bowels, war, battle; sounding, sonorous, burnt.
آرا, آورکا, flatulence, distension of the abdomen from wind.
[ternal.
آراکا, آرکاکا, آریکا, arising from the subject, in-
آراکا, آرتا, thought, meditation, contemplation.
آنت, آنا, آنکا, other, another.
آنکا, آنکاکا, a sort of trumpet, a drum.
آنکا, آنکاکاکا, not seen before, seen for the first time.
آنکا, بند, bound, tied, fastened, shut, imprisoned, confined; a drum.
آنکا, آئیرکا آیلکا, ہو, to bring; the face, mouth.
آنکارا, پنکارا, posteriority, succession to, posterity.
آنکرو, آنکرو, آنکرو, —ہو, آنکرو, joy, pleasure, mirth, gladness, felicity.
آنکرو, آنکرو, to bring, fetch.
آنکرو, آئی, fire.
آنکرو, آنکرو; مازک انکرکو کر, a bringing; a sixteenth part.
آنکرو, آنکرو, a coming and going, intercourse.
آنکرو, پک, بکرکری, greens, vegetables, corn.
آنکرو, آنکرو; مازک, secret, not easily discovered, out of place.
آنکرو, مازکا, awkwardness, clumsiness.
অনাড়ি, মফঁ, clumsy, inexpert, ignorant, clownish.
অনাম, পূর্বমত, as it was.
অনাভ, আন, a fishing net.
অনায়া, দক্ষিণাত, consecrated fire placed to the south.
অনায়, কোঁচক, constipation, suppression of urine, the length of cloth.
অনিঃ, আনি, the sixteenth part.
অনুবোধ, সহায়তা, help, assistance, patronage, co-operation.
অনুপ্রবর্ত—র, অনুরম, uninterrupted succession, regularity, rank, row.
অনুপ্রবর্তক, ক্ষমাসংগে, in succession or order, from the 
অনুপ্রবর্ত, অণুপ্রবর্তী, cognizable by experience, specious, hypothetical.
অঞ্চলান, যুক্তিসংখ্য, inferrible, probable; specious.
অঞ্চলী, অঞ্চলী, attachment, pleasure.
অনীতা, অনীতা, one who brings.
অনীতা, অনীতা, seen for the first time.
অনীতা, অনীতা, —অনীতী, a toe or finger ring.
অনীরী, অনীরী, inward, internal, enclosed, included.
অনেক, অনেক, —অনেক, inward, affecting the bowels.
অন্নসোন, নোনন, তর্ফ, a swinging, oscillating, agitation, investigation.
অন্নসোন, পাচক, a cook.
অদ্বৈত, অদ্বৈত, logic, metaphysics, investigation.
অনন্য, অনন্য, otherwise-minded.
অনবাঙ্গ, অনবাঙ্গ, a river.
অনবাঙ্গ, হাট, a market, a shop.
অনবাঙ্গ, বিপদ, বাধ্যতা, calamity, misfortune, adversity, danger, an objection, remonstrance, excuse.
অনবাঙ্গ, বিপদ, misfortune, calamity, danger, evil, accident.
অনবাঙ্গ, নিজ, অন্য অন্য, own, proper.
অথা, আপনাত, আপনাত, অথা, spontaneously, of one's self: a relative, friend.
অথা, সিকে, মহাশয়, self; he or you, (respectfully.)
অথা, হালো, এল, affected with, seized by, wrought upon.
অথা, গর্ভী, a pregnant woman; pregnant.
Aṣaṅ, a potter's kiln.
Aṣaṅ, a falling, passing instant, appointed time, opportunity.
Aṣaṅ, ounter, now, off hand; sudden.
Aṣaṅ, now, instantly, immediately.
Aṣaṅ, obtainable, liable to, liable to suffer.
Aṣaṅ, an assembly of drunkards, company of tipplers.
Aṣaṅ, boundless, innumerable.
Aṣaṅ, a chaplet for the head, a diadem, &c.
Aṣaṅ, an udder, large or full breast.
Aṣaṅ, a baker.
Aṣaṅ, beneficent, free from error, obtained, revealed, authentic, own; a relation.
Aṣaṅ, selfish, greedy, avaricious.
Aṣaṅ, a self-seeking; selfish, self-seeking.
Aṣaṅ, refreshed, re-animated.
Aṣaṅ, reaching to the foot.
Aṣaṅ, an overflowing or suffusing, bathing.
Aṣaṅ, an overflowing, a flood, bathing.
Aṣaṅ, the leaping of fish over a weir, &c.
Aṣaṅ, a weir or bank for catching fish.
Aṣaṅ, the flouncing of fish, sudden motion, a starting, struggling.
Aṣaṅ, —, opium.
Aṣaṅ, —, addicted to the use of opium. [up.
Aṣaṅ, to shut a door, close an opening, cover
Aṣaṅ, to smelt, temper metals, stir or move round liquids, inspissate, become thick, receive a temper, turn round, return to the same point. [read, repeat.
Aṣaṅ, a whirlpool, to turn round as a whirlpool, to
Aṣaṅ, a skreen; pretence.
Aṣaṅ, a pet, sulkiness, humoursomeness, peevishness, repining.
Aṣaṅ, humoursome, cross, peevish.
ব্যাখ্যা, ব্যস্ত, a binding or tying tight, a yoke, tie.
আবরণ, আধার, পাত, a receptacle, a vessel. [credulous.
আবরণ, হৃদ, a mean ignorant person; implicitly obedient,
আবরণ, আচ্ছাদন, to screen, conceal, veil, interpose, cover,
[as the eyes.
আবরণ, অল্পবর্ষ, করণ, to rain slightly, trickle, ooze, water
আবরণ-পাত, a slight shower, oozing or trickling
of water. [rubbish.
আবরণ, নিকেপণ, সর্পণ, a rejection as useless, sweepings,
আবরণ-ন, সূর, a returning, turning round, circular motion,
whirlpool, eddy, spiral turn of a screw or shell.
আবরণ, হাবি, a crucible.
আবং, অহ্মী, a row, range, rank, succession of things.
আসন, বিশ্বাস, certainly, assuredly, necessarily.
আবশ্যক, বিশিষ্ট কর্তব্য, ব্যয়বস্থা, necessary, indispensable,
expenditure, certain; necessity, expediency.
আবহাওয়া, ভোজ, চিকিৎসাধি, flowing or passing on, flowing or
bringing in, usual, uniform.
আবাদ, উপনী, the pudenda. [at the foot of a tree.
আবার, মধ্যেঢাকা, আপা, an insertion; interlineation, bason
আবার, মাটি, মেলা, a reel or frame for winding thread; a
sowing of seed.
আবাল, বাসনা, childish, belonging to a child.
আবাজুর, বাসসভাবার, from the youngest to the oldest.
আবাজুরবন্ধী, সপ্তমার, including children, old persons and
women; wholly.
আবার, বাসনাভাবী, from infancy.
আবাস, বাসসভা, dwelling-place, residence, house.
আবাহন, আমূর, an invitation; to bring near, approach.
আবির্ভ, হুলায়, an awl, auger, drill, piercer.
আবিন্দন, প্রকাশ, আবির্ভাব, an unfolding, development, inhabi-
tation of an image.
আবির্ভ, আপারী, মলমূর্ত, sinful, guilty, filthy.
আবিশ্বাস, প্রকাশ, আচ্ছাদন, to bring to light, make apparent,
manifest, reprove. [sessed by a daemon.
আবিষ্কী, অজিঝুক, engaged in, engrossed, devoted to, pos-
آئس, बराक, apparent; apparently, manifestly.
آرا, गरेगा, a wen.
آرگز, بار, returning to a point, revolving, re-
آرها, آپن, an informing, representation, declaration, complaint, suit.
آرہ, مانو, devotedness, engagedness of mind, zeal or ardour in a pursuit.
آرہ, نिकाग, workshop, manufactory, an entrance; a halo round the sun.
آر, مه; میسا, a cloud; clownish, stupid.
آگ, آگار, an ornament, jewel.
آگ, پھیل, splendour, brilliancy, glossiness.
آگ, پھیل, a preface, preamble, prologue.
آگ, آگ, conversation.
آگ, آگ, splendor, clearness, semblance, appearance.
آگ, کنیا, greatness of birth, nobility.
آگ, کنیا, the front of an object, a fronting position.
آگ, گل, a cow-keeper, milkman.
آگ, آگ, eminent in committing to memory.
آگ, گل, گل, a disease, crudity in the stomach, a diarrhoea; a mango; raw, unbaked.
آگ, گر, winter rice.
آگ, آگ, a call, invitation.
آگ, گر, a disease, sickness.
آگ, پیچک, گری, sick, diseased, unwell.
آگ, گری, the dysentery, bloody flux.
آگ, گری, the cholic.
آگ, گر, گر, unburnt or half-burnt bricks.
آگ, ارک, پاتر, گری, a courtier, counsellor.
آگ, گری, rice gruel, second rice-water.
آگ, گری, گری, a diarrhoea; the paunch.
آگ, آگ, کام, flesh, food, a bribe, pleasing object, covetousness, lust, desire.
آگ, گر, cheese, pressed curds.
آگ, پر, پر, clothed, accoutred.
آگ, پر, a cause, origin; to the root, radically.
আধোম, হর, গন, enjoyment, festivity, pleasure, perfume, fame, good report.
আধোম আখোম টং পাম, to give pleasure or enjoyment.
আমোলী, রামোলী, gratifying, enlivening, pleasurable, sweet-scented.
[tom, usage, the Agama.
আয়ার, জেষ, the Veda, received doctrine, tradition, custom.
আয়ার, টক, অষ্ট, sour, acid.
আরু, হুঁড়, আম, a mango.
আরোড়, থেনড়কি, tautology, foolish repetition.
আরোড়, থাটোলুক, the tamarind tree; acidity.
আদবী, আলবী, আলি—রেলুম, the tamarind fruit or tree.
আরু, অর্থ, income, revenue, imports.
আয়ত, ল্যাঙ, long, wide; a parallelogram.
আয়তন, পরিমাণ, size, length and breadth, extent; an altar, shed for sacrifices.
আয়তি, দীর্ঘত, আগামিক, length, future state or time, majesty, composure, junction.
আয়ত্ত, বিপূঠ, subject to, dependant.
আয়িম, ভক্তি, গ্রহণ, love, attachment, subjection; a limit, power, futurity, a day.
আরু, পিতাবং, a paternal grandfather.
আরাম, আরাম, dimensions, a ground-plot.
আরাম, প্রসার, প্রস্থ, extent, width, length.
আরাম, পরিঃম্য, কেশ, exertion, labour, endeavour, fatigue, the hair.
আরু, আরু, আরু—জীবনকাল, the period of life, age, lifetime.
আরু, মুখার বাণ, armour, arms, an arrow.
আরু, মুখার, আর্বার, fighting with weapons.
আরুবার, জীবনকাল, allotted period of life, life time, age.
আরুবাল, পিটিত-না, the science of medicine.
আরুগ্তম, আরুর্বংস উন্ন, a sacrifice to ensure longevity.
আরুতম, বীরীকী, long-lived.
আরুত্ব, আরুর্বেক, life-preserving; aged, health.
আরোম, আরোম, সমৃদ্ধ, to collect together, make provision for an undertaking.
আরাম, যুদ্ধ, war, battle.
अर्थ

आर, एवं, अन्य; and, also, furthermore; other, another.
आरक, रक, reddish, flesh-coloured.
आरज, बन, बाह, a wild buffalo.
आरक, बन, wild, sylvan.
आरि, विरि, वीरवा, cessation; a wave-offering.
आरि, उप्राक, begun, commenced. [sensations.
आरि, कपारी, कपारी, dramatic machinery, magical repre-
आरि, अपरि, dishonor, disappointment, distress.
आरि-ि, उपरि, a beginning, commencement.
आरि, त्रिपारिक, a cockroach.
आरि, बुङ्ग, काटि, an auger, awl, knife, saw.
आरि, काटि, a Sawyer.
आरि, सीती, पु, near; distant.
आरि, विलक, श्रेष्ठ, an opponent, enemy, opposer.
आरि, भजन; to worship, supplicate, pray.
आरि, औरंग, औरंग, worship, prayer, respect, attendance on.
आरि, राहुः, उर्भर, case, health, comfort; a pleasure-garden.
आरि, अर्द्र, the piles, hemorrhoids.
आरि, हिंड, a hog, a crab, a pitcher.
आरिः, आरोहित, mounted upon.
आरोहित, रोहराहिति, अरोहि, health; healthy.
आरोहि, विद्वेशिति, औपकरः, an attributing the properties
of one thing to another; a transfer, imitation, substitution, change, transformation.
आरोहि, चक्क, a mounting upon, ascension, embarkation, climbing; length; a stair-case, ladder, vehicle.
आर्जन, आराध, आराध, a procuring, accumulation, planting
of trees.
आर्जन, सारः, straightness, rectitude, honesty, sincerity.
आर्ज, आरद्ध, पीछ, distressed, grieved, vexed, afflicted
with; distress, pain. [to a season.
आर्ज, आरोह, the menses, a flower; menstrual, relating
आर्ज, नीर, रुख, pain, distress, the end of a bow.
आर्जि, नोकारिति, the office of a family priest.
आर्जि, आंटि, विधि, acquainted with, versed in, wealthy.
आर्जि, आर्जु, —विद्व, wet, moist, clammy, cool.
ārta, āra, ginger.
ārta, āra, nāra, noble, venerable, respectable, excellent—
apposite, proper; friend, preceptor.
ārta, pārāga, paternal grandfather.
āры, ṛaṁ, a mirror, looking-glass.
āra, āra,—ārātītī, authorized by, of or belonging to
the ancient sages.
āranta, utṣuṣānīyavṛt, a bull let loose as an offering.
āra, pīt, yellow orpiment; a sting, fang, barb, tenon;
rice not boiled in its separation from the husk.
āraāvāsini, ināravāṇī, insipid, fresh; insipid food, food with-
out salt.
āraṇa, ṛaṇa, ṛāṇa, loose, unconnected, uncovered.
āraṇāmi, āraṇa—āraṇa, looseness, unconnectedness, ina-
tention, mildness. [talking at random.
āraṇāyaṇa, ṛaṇāyaṇa, foul-mouthed, obscene, scurrilous.
āraṇa, ṛaṇa, ṛaṇā, upright, poised, raised, making efforts
to rise.
āraṇa, ṛaṇa, ṛaṇa, the first effort of a child to rise on its
feet, a lifting up a thing without touching
another thing. [tiptoe.
āraṇa, āraṇa, ārastha, without touching, in equipoise, on
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, —ūpārāṇa, the uvula, or soft palate.
āraṇa, āraṇa, lac, leaves impregnated with lac.
āraṇa, pach, to moulder or fall to decay, spoil, become
tainted, rancid, be exhausted, fatigued, &c.
āraṇa, āraṇa, a mound round the root of a tree.
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, a prop, support, fulcrum, protector,
object of dependance; peg, nail.
āraṇa, āraṇa, a depending upon, dependance, trust.
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, a parasitical or climbing plant, creeper.
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, a house, habitation.
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa, āraṇa,
misfortune, calamity, affliction.

an irrelevant reply, a turning into ridicule, ludicrous perversion of meaning.

a fetter, tie, rope, a tie-post. [quisition.

discourse, conversation, proposal, re-

a lute formed of a single gourd.

chatty, affable, conversing.

the bottle-gourd.

[fatuus.

an apparition, will-o’-the-wisp, ignis

a dam, dike, ridge, range, row, race,

family, confidante, a tenon.

an embrace, hug, clasp.

a large earthen water-jar.

a raised terrace, a platform.

a white-washing or plastering on festivals.

lapped by the tongue.

a potatoe, yam, tuberous root.

fresh, not salted, insipid.

mouldered, fallen to decay, dissolved, fatigued.

light, brightness.

perception, sight, vision, view,

discovery.

examination, investigation, trial, view,

to stir up (a liquid), agitate in conversa-

tion; maceration.

supposition, doubt, uncertainty,

awe, fear, terror, danger, peril.

on all sides, all around.

an aim, scope, object, tendency, a collection, receptacle.

[perception.

desire.

length, a region.

attachment arising from hope, an

obligation; a cobweb.

disappointment.
আপিন, ভক্ষণ, তুষ্ণ, eaten, satisfied.
আপিন, আশীর, —পরমর্শগ্রাম্য, a blessing.
আশীর, আহিব, সপ্রহ, the poison or fangs of a serpent; ৮০.
আশীর, সপ্র, a serpent.
আশীরাম, সর্পবাদ, a benediction, blessing, salutation.
আনু, শীঘ্র, soon, quickly; early (rice), easily or soon procured.
আগ, অগাস্তী, বাড়ু, বাণ, fleet, swift; the wind, an arrow.
আগাভাব, শীতু, অথবা, swiftness, vagary, whim.
আগ্রহিত, হঠাৎ, suddenly, unexpectedly.
আগ্রহ্য, আকৃতি, অনৌক্তিক, marvellous, strange, astonishing, supernatural, miraculous.
আগ্রহ্যজ্ঞ, বোধ, বিশ্বাস, wonder, surprize, astonishment.
আগ্রহী, বন্ধস্থান, রমণী, a hermitage, religious retreat, state or condition of life. [defence, protection.
আগ্রহী, সরণ, অবদান, an asylum, refuge, recourse, shelter.
আগ্রহীত, শীত, অধিন, secured, placed in safety, dependant.
আগ্রহী, আগ্রহীন, বিভাগ, an embrace, hug, union, mixture.
আগ্রহিত, আগ্রহী, —ভূসাথির, animated, encouraged, comforted.
[motion.
আগ্রহীন, ভক্ষণ, প্রত্যাশ, hope, comfort, encouragement, ani-
আগ্রহীন, প্রত্যাশা, relying on, hoping.
আন, হুই, a bow; ah! oh!
আসক্ত, অস্বশ্রাপ্ত, attached to, enamoured, devoted to.
আসক্তি, অত্যন্ত, প্রত্যাশ, attachment, devotion to, love.
আসন, সঙ্গী, সঙ্গীত, সঙ্গীত, society, fellowship, copulation; incessant, constant, adv. —ly.
আসন্তি, আগমন, আজ, approach, meeting, junction, close union, acquisition, gain, profit.
আসন, পীরাদি, বসন, a seat, carpet, mat, stool, market-stall, elephant's neck; a sitting, halting of an army, sitting posture of a devotee.
আসন্ন, বেশী, a small stool or chair. [concluded.
আসন, সিটাগড়, সিটাগড়, approached, approaching, near.
আসন, মাস, spirits, rum.
আসন্দিত, আগ্রহী, gained, obtained.
আহে, সিষ্টে, complete accomplishment of an object.
আসাপ, কঠিন টিউলাবেঙ্গ, a toad.
আলিভ, বাণিজ্য, সম্পত্তি, taken into custody, imprisoned, restrained, finished, accomplished.
আসুর, দেইন্দ্র; চিকিৎসা, a daemon, surgery, mustard; daemoniacal, barbarous, savage. [savage.
আসুরী, আসুরিক, —দেহসংস্থায়, নির্দো, daemoniacal, barbarous,
আলেহা, ব্যয়নকারী, বড়ো প্রেরক, one who takes or gives into custody.
আলেখ, বন্দন, কারাগার, custody, confinement, arrest, prison.
আলোচিত, বন্ধিত, ধূলগতি, a gallop.
আলো, অধিক, প্রক্রিয়া, whole, unbroken, cast, thrown.
আলোক, ব্যাসা, বাংলা, distracted, troubled, anxious, hurried.
আলোকন, পাতিভাঙ্গ, a covering spread out, horse-rug, mat, lining of a garment, plastering of a wall.
আলোকন, বিছানা, carpet, bed, bed-clothes. [trusting.
আলোকিত, ঈশ্বরবাদি, ঈশ্বরনিশ্চিত, believing in a God, believing,
আলোকিত, বিক্ষু, পাতিত, spread out, extended, laid out in order.
আলোচনা, বিবাহ, এশা, বয়, faith, confidence, trust, dependance,
respect, regard, an assembly, a prop, stay, continuance, effort, [rious, attentive, firm.
আলোকী, বিশাল, অশ্রী, believing, trusting, depending, labo-
আলোক, বিষয়, পদ, affair, business, situation, dignity, office,
authority, boast. [ambition, defiance.
আলোকায়, আলোকায়া, self-exaltation, boast, emulation, rivalry,
আলোকায়, বক্সান, প্রভাস, বক্সান, বক্সান, to flounce, flap, clap;
a boasting, self-importance.
আলোক, ভাত, the slapping of one hand on the opposite arm in defiance. [pansion.
আলোক, বিস্তার, the blowing of a flower, opening, ex-
আলোকন, কারাগার, a gimlet, auger, drill.
আলো, বৃক্ষ, the face, visage, mouth; in comp. towards.
আলোক, মুখ, a savour, relish, taste.
আলোকু, আলোকু—সুরস, delicious, well-tasted, savoury.
আলোক, স্বাধি, smitten, hurt, injured, killed, uttered falsely.
अहसन, यार, छायन, to smite, wound, kill, hammer, beat out metal.
आहव, यह, युद्ध, a sacrifice, war, combat, attack.
आहरण, समुह, अस्माय, to collect together, bring, remove.
आहंक, अनेक, भोजन, one who brings, an eater.
आहार, भोजन, food, diet, a meal, repast.
आहारक, समुहक, collecting together, bringing.
आहारी, भोजनकारक, feeding, feeding freely, gluttonous.
आहार्य, भोजनहार, आहारिय, fit to be eaten or brought, incidental, accessory.
अहित, द्रापित, सम्पन्न, placed, deposited.
अहिताय, साबित, a Brahmin who preserves the consecrated fire of his family.
आहीर, गोपाल, a cowherd.
आहेत, उद्गीत, offered, sacrificed.
आहिच्छ, अम, a burnt sacrifice.
आहूँ, तिमाहित, invited, called, summoned.
आहेत, गोहित, सजित, छूक, taken, brought, collected, eaten.
आहेरा, रूढिक, अहिच्छि, self-exaltation, a vaunting of one's own valour and depreciation of another's.
अजिच्छि, दिवसिक, daily, diurnal; daily ceremonies.
आहु़ा, रह, joy, mirth, festivity, exultation.
आहु़ा, अमिनित, joyous, festive, mirthful, glad. 
आहू़ा, साध, appellation, name, a law-suit, a sporting dis-
आहू़ा, विक्रि, समाधान, an invitation, call, summons.

ि, निखरोध, an emphatic affix—even, indeed, self, very.
िकड़, सर, solid, not hollow or fistulous; a sort of reed.
िकड़, इम्प्ट, a bandicote rat.
िक, तेज, a louse.
िस, अकु, a sugar-cane.  
िसन, सहस्त्र, तीक, to nod, wink, express by signs or al-
िसित, सन्देह, ठार, a nod, wink, signal, sign.
ित्वा, आँक, will, desire, wish, choice, inclination, bias.
voluntary, unconstrained, wilful.

desirous, willing, solicitous.

a sacrifice, oblation, worship, reverence.

a shrimp or prawn.

a brick.

brick, built of bricks.

to pelt with bricks.

hence, from this.

other, another, different, low, mean.

on another day.

hither and thither.

thus far, hitherto, thus, this.

during, at this time, in the meanwhile.

traditional instruction, legend.

a history, tale, fable.

thus, such, like.

at this time or opportunity, during this.

this, that, the same.

now.

recent, modern, present.

a well, large well or pit.

the moon.

a rat, a mouse.

night, an organ of sense.

the sovereign of the gods: the soul,

legerdemain, magic, conjuring.

deceptive, juggling, illusive.

morbid baldness, the falling off of the hair.

the weapon of Indra.

an intoxicating preparation of hemp.

the senses, the organs of sensation or perception.

debilitating, stupifying, enfeebling the senses.

selfdenial.
ইশ্র্যালোচনা, ক্রোধ, লজ্জা, রোগ, মৃত্যু, মথন, আগ্নেয়াগ্নি, an evil propensity, concupiscence.

desires, longing for.

like, resembling, &c.

an object of the senses.

fuel.

desirable, wishing for.

concord (of notes in music).

so much, thus much.

an assigned quantity, definiteness.

a flash of lightning, submarine fire.

language, speech, goddess of

the earth, water, ardent spirits.

a line, streak, stroke, dash of the pen.

an arrow, a versed sine.

a quiver.

desired, cherished, beloved, respected,

approved, sacrificed to, worshipped.

a brick.

the particular god worshipped by any

individual.

oblation, spiritual guide.

from this place.

a smoothing iron. [present time.

the present life, this world.

to see, view, behold.

agricultural calamity, as drought, &c.

thus, such, resembling this.

envy, spite, malice.

spiteful, malicious, envious.

a lord, God, the Supreme, Shiva.

the beam of a plough.

light, splendour, Shiva; north-eastern.
বিশ্ব, সর্বাধিক, এক্ষু, God, the Supreme, a lord.
বিশ্বনিবেশ, নাটিক্ষা, the denial of a God, atheism.
বিশ্বনির, বিশ্বনিত, firmly relying on God, established in his service.
[absorption.
বিশ্বনাথন, মহিলাণন, a securing of the divine favour or বিশ্বের, জেনা, লক্ষ, a goddess, a queen.
বেল, বেলা,—বেল, the beam of a plough.
বেশ, অল, কিংবা, a little, somewhat; pref. slight, &c.
বেশষামন, কাচাক, অলপাহি, a glance, slight view.
বেড়া, চেহা, উত্তে, endeavour, attempt, study, wish.

উচ্চ, বহূফুট, a white ant
উচ্চ, উচ্চ, high, lofty. [thatch.
উচ্চ, উচ্চাসন, উচ্চাসন, to stir up, lift up, loosen, strip off
উচ্চাকায়, উচ্চাকায়, অসমান, rough, uneven, not level or smooth.
উচ্চতা-আন, চাপান, to toss corn in a sieve, to sift.
উচ্চাহার, উচ্চাহার, অবগোহন, to take up, lift up, unthatch, to threaten to strike.
উক, উকা,—উকা, উত্তে, a meteor, torch, firebrand; stray, going at large, strange, unknown. [retching.
উকিত, উকিতি, উকিতার, a peep, prying, attentive gaze, a উকিতিতেন, উকিতারণ, to retch, to strain.
উকিতারণ, গোপনোদর্শন, to pry, watch, peep.
উকুল কোশকীট, a louse.
উকুলী, উকুলী,—কুকুলী, a sort of drum.
উক্ত, বাস্তব, said, spoken, related.
উক্ত, বাকা, বর্ণ, speech, a word, sentence, expression.
উক্তি, বৃত্ত, a bull.
উপ, উপা,—র্পা, a rasp, file.
উপর, উপরী, to rasp, file.
উপরন, কাবরাহন, ফুতন, to go or pass away as time, to get or break loose, to encrust with sugar.
উধ্ব, বৃদ্ধি, a preparation of parched rice and treacle.
উধ্বংস, বারা, হাতা, a ladle, a skimmer.
उठा, हैड़ि, a pot, saucepan.
उग्र, बयन, to vomit, bring up the cud; vomit.
उग्र, खाल, कतम, कोपी, hot, pungent, peevish, surly, cross, passionate.
उदार, उदारक, केलास, to uncover, strip, lay bare.
उद्दूल, उद्दूल, a louse. [course.
उद्भोष, प्रस्तुत, introduction of a topic or subject of dis-
उद्भोष, —अवाध, headstrong, unruly, mischievous, bold, insolent.
उदार-आव, चावन, to toss up in a sieve, to sift.
उदित, बाध, मोग, right, fit, proper, suitable, convenient.
उदेह, कोकू, a trip, stumble.
उद्ध, उद्धु, उद्ध, high, lofty, loud.
उद्ध, अह-कार, जवहार, pride, arrogance, a custom, usage.
उद्ध, शीत, कठ, quick, hasty, expeditious.
उद्धरण, चिंतामित, uneasy, restless, troubled, flighty, vain.
उद्धर, रुसक, कौंटुकी, droll, comical, jocose.
उद्धर, उद, कथित, uttered, pronounced, said, spoken.
उद्धरण, विभाज, उद्धां, sadness, gloom, sullenness, ruin,
oppression; to vex, harass, cause to remove.
उद्धरणी, विश्र, उद्धरण, inclined to gloom or sullenness.
उद्धरण, अस्मात, भावावध, uneven, not level, various, multi-
form.
उचार, विल, मल, excrement, filth, manure.
उच्छर्ग, उच्छर्ग, शब्दप्रयोग, utterance, pronunciation.
उच्छर, रुकः, उच्छर, loud; aloud, on high.
उच्छर, वकः, वक, deaf, high-eared. [relinquished.
उच्छर, विनिशित, ruined, destroyed, laid waste, stript of,
उच्छर, घण्ट, नष्ट, cut off, ruined. [leavings.
उच्छर, अतिशित, भ्रू, left, remaining, rejected after tasting;
उच्छर, अवशेष, a remnant, ords, leavings.
उच्छर, काल, अवाध, irregular, confused, self-willed,
licentious, loose, unrestrained.
उच्छर, विनाश, ruin, destruction, devastation, excision.
उच्छर, उच्छर, —उच्छर, height, elevation, a height.
†ī́d, ēnd, uto-pā, elevated, exalted, born, produced, grown, increased, prosperous.

†īhu, ⁰an, to vomit.

†ē, ⁰ā, —ṣūr, straight, direct, sincere, honest, upright.

†ādun, ū+pātun, ⁰an, to tear up by the roots, to vomit.

†ān, ṛiva, against the grain, in an opposite direction.

†ān, ⁰iva, to swim against the stream, to flood as the tide. [pools].

†ēnīr, ṛaha, wandering (as fish from the rivers into ūn, ṛh, ṛhipā, ūhipā, ūhīpa, the dashing of the waves, a tossing or agitation.

†ēn, ūsn, to rise as a wave, to be tossed, agitated.

†ōtān, ū+nā, ūla, to toss, agitate, sīt.

†ēn, ⁰na, ⁰ar, a wilderness, deserted place.

†ōh, ṛa, an upper country, hill-country.

†ū, ⁰mōh, ⁰mṛk, a common report, rumour.

†ūrīvā, ūnīvā, wandering (as fish in the rains).

†ūk, ūn, ūpūk, waste, ruined, desolate, desert.

†ēkū, ū+pātun, ⁰iva, eradication, tearing up by the roots, ruin, destruction. [ous.

†ōkīr, ṛa, ṛh, wasteful, lavish, expensive, ruin-

†kū, ṛi, ūpā, ūpā, luminous, splendid, bright; splen-

dor, brightness, blaze.

†ōkū, ū+pā, ⁰an, to blaze up, enkindle.

†ōk, ⁰a, left, abandoned, relinquished.

†ōkū, ⁰a, ⁰a, a gleaning, collecting of grains.

†ān, ū+pān, ⁰a, to dry rice by the fire for unhusking.

†ū, ⁰a, ⁰a, a camel; dried leaves, grass, thatch.

†ūkā, ṛiva, ṛha, foreign, unknown, vagrant.

†ūk, ū+pāk, ⁰a, a thatched house.

†ūk, ⁰a, ⁰a, to take goods on credit. [as scurf.

†ūk, ū+pūk, to heave or swell from moisture, to scale off

†ūk, ⁰a, ⁰a, search, enquiry, a tracing out.

†ūk, ⁰a, straying, wandering, unknown.

†ūk, ⁰a, ⁰a, a clue, guide.

†ū, ū, a rising up, mounting, elevation.
उठन, गातेरन, आलिस, to rise, to mount; a court-yard.
उठान, उठानी, गातेरन, चढ़न, a rising up, mounting, arrival at a place.     [eradicate; a court-yard.
उठान, जोधान, to raise, exalt, elevate, remove, dismiss, उठाने, बाहर, without, out of doors.
उठारह, पुनः, बाहर, repeatedly, importunately.
उठड़ि, रिबड़ी, सजड़स, a vent or sale for goods, the breaking up of an assembly.
उठड़ूळ, आगद्वार, शेख, the beginning and end, termination, end; from beginning to end.
उठड़ी, अपवरी, squandering, wasting, throwing away.
उठड़न, आकाशें रुमन, चड़न, to fly, mount in the air, soar, be wasted, be scattered.     [garment.
उठड़नी, एकपाटी, उठड़र, a sheet, the Hindoo outer flowing.
उठड़नीय, पलायित, पकराय, taking flight, flying, fledged.
उठड़न्द, उठरापड़न, a flying up and settling or falling.
उठड़, आकाशगन, अपवर, flight, waste, the venereal.
उठड़नी, अपवर, उठड़नी, waste, extravagance, outer garment.
उठड़ी, अपवरी, wasteful, extravagant.
उठड़, वनधान, ओंफल, wild rice; the repairing of thatch.
उठ, नक्षत्र, any constellation in the moon's path.
उठेंद, तिलाधिति, आकुं, anxious, agitated, eager.
उठेंन, पकराय, able to fly, fledged.
उठें, चन्द्र, जल्ली, तेजा, the moon, a raft, a float.
उठें, तेज़, the moon.     [of leprosy.
उठूळ, ताऱह, यदूळ, copper, a threshold, wild fig, species.
उठरी, आरह, आकाशी, flighty, airy, light, vain.
उठूळ, उठन, flight, a soaring, rising into the air.
उठूळ, उठ, a bound or upward leap.
उठूळमान, आकाशगामी, flying.
उठ, अग, अगो, जुगान, heat, fire: sewed, woven.
उठण, आगमन, आइगनपार हृं, to arrive, come to, cross over.
उठण, उठूळन, to overflow, boil over, run over.
उठला, उठा,—उढ़क, रागी, distressed, agitated, touchy, passionate.     [river, arrival.
उठार—१, एडाय, पराय, a copy, duplicate; passage of a
उत्तर

उत्तर, उत्तरित, उत्कृष्ट, anxious, regretting.
उत्तर, कूस्त, मृत, disagreeable, troublesome, bad, excessive, furious, drunk, mad. [melancholy.
उत्तर-1, उत्तर, anxiety, regret, care, vexation, sullenness, उत्तर, अभिनय, उत्तरता, excessive; excellence, abundance, late performance.
उत्तरकाल, भवन, तत्काल, thought, anxiety, care.
उत्तर, भेसराधि, a louse.
उत्तर, उत्तर, excellent, good. elevated.
उत्तरी, उत्तराधि, capable of improvement, improvable.
उत्तरकाल, युग, a bribe.
उत्तर, उत्तर, बिगम, भेलम, a leap, jump, bound, departure from order, irregularity, transgression.
उत्तराधि, उत्तरकित, उत्तरुत, laped up, transgressed.
उत्तरकाल, तौंकरण, युग, an eagle.
उत्तरकाल-1, उत्तराधाक, a toss, a throwing up.
उत्तर, उत्तराधिन, उत्तरवन, eradication, rooting up, ruin, destruction.
उत्तरकाल, नाशक, उपत्रोधी, subversive, ruinous. [good.
उत्तर, श्रेष्ठ, प्राथम, best, chief, excellent, superior, very
उत्तर, अधिक, a creditor, lender.
उत्तराधि, पञ्च विधां, the five capital punishments.
उत्तर, गण, the head.
उत्तराधि, उत्तरकाल, capable of amelioration, improvable.
उत्तर, पक्षां, प्रतिवाद, उद्देश, आगमन, subsequent, posterior, behind, last, hinder, future, northern; an answer, apology, consequence, remainder or difference, arrival, the north.
उत्तर, पार, पौछ, to arrive at, land, cross a river, alight.
उत्तराधि, अधिकाधि, अधिकाधि, funeral obsequies.
उत्तराधि, अशुचिकित्सा, rejoinder, confusion.
उत्तराधि, अभिवाद, a reply to an argument, refutation.
उत्तराधि, कथपक्ष, विवाद, dialogue, dispute, law-pleading.
उत्तराधि, उत्तराधिक, उत्तराधिक, a witness testifying from hearsay or the report of others.

उ 2
Upara, Upara—Upara, it is the outer Hindoo garment, brahminical thread. [wards, subsequently.

Uparsh, Uphottam, Pashka, northern, posterior, northerly, north-
Uparsh, Kala, Sirpar, to-morrow, on a future day. [ther.

Uparsh, Uphottam, Bhupal, more and more, further and fur-
Uparsh, Dhaksh, Vasam, a threatening, importunity, dunning.

Uparsh, Uphottam, Bhupal, overflowing, running or boiling over.

Uparsh, Chh, Umpuk, having the face or palm upwards, shallow.

Uparsh, Uparsh, Ag Badge, lying face upwards; an infant.

Uparsh, Uparsh, Upan, heat, ardour, zeal, distress.

Uparsh, Upan, to heat, make hot. [or alight.

Uparsh, Par-k, Pooram, Same, to ferry over, cause to arrive

Uparsh, Ag Background, arrived, delivered, rescued,

having surmounted a difficulty.

Uparsh, Uparsh, high, lofty, tall.

Uparsh, Pooram, Darsh, a furbishing, polishing, dunning.

Uparsh, Uparsh, Uphottam, to raise a weight, elevate, boil
over, overflow.

Uparsh, Rejected, Vexed, abandoned, Rejected, abandoned, vexed, disgusted.

Upham, Upham, to rise, stand erect.

Upham, Upham, Uphottam, to overflow, boil over.

Upham, Upham, Upham, to raise, elevate, excite, stir up.

Upham, Upham, Upham, erection, elevation, rising up.

Upham, Upham, to leap up, mount.

Upham, production, a production.

Upham, produced, arisen from.

Upham, a blue lotus, water-lily.

Upham, a collection of water-lilies.
ruin, destruction, calamity, outrage, violence, tumult, danger, ruin, provocation, evil omen, portent, something disagreeable.

to produce, create, excite, occasion.

a resemblance, simile, metaphor, illustration, indifference, carelessness.

a leap, jump, bound.

blown, expanded, gladdened.

a fountain, spring.

the hips, the lap.

a festival, festivity, feast.

an offering, oblation, presenting of an oblation, gift.

promptness, enterprize, zeal, energy, effort, perseverance, confidence, eagerness.

eager, zealous for, regretting, penitent.

offered in sacrifice, given.

to spout or throw up water.

water, an otter.

the north.

a bestowing of water, an offering of water to the manes of one's ancestors.

pointing upwards, high, tall, (ironically) a dwarf.

the sea, the ocean.

thirst, desire to drink.

a well, tank, &c.

thoughtless, simple, unreflecting, sincere, unsuspecting, docile, cheerful.

a rising into view, rise of a heavenly body, coming into vogue.

the eastern mountains.

the day, day-time.
ций, the abdomen or belly, paunch, womb, an enlargement of the abdomen.

উদরাভ, an entail, gut.

উদরভাস, उदराभस्, a diarrhoea, dysentery.

উদরভাস, अভ্যস्त, पेटूळक, selfishly voracious, glutinous, voluptuous.

উদরম, উদরশিত পাচকর্ণ, the gastric juice. [epicure.

উদরস্রব্য, নোটস্রব্য, পেটুক, পেটাগী, glutinous, voluptuous; an

উধার, পেটাগী, ওষ্ঠিং, abdominal, corpulent, dropsical.

উধার, অভ্যস্ত, inwards, internally, inclusively.

উধর, পরকর, পরকাস, বাহ, remote consequence, future
time, profit, advantage.

উধৃন, কণ্ঠিত বায়ু, one of the five airs of an animal body.

उधार, अक्षम, सरल, सह, सहं, candid, frank, generous,

liberal, noble, grand, gentle, unperplexed.

उधार, মোক্ষশ্বল, the deepest notes in music.

উধারাঙ্ক, উদারাঙ্ক-অক্ষ, —বোধার্থ, অন্তঃ, ambiguous, of doubtful

or double meaning.

উধার, সমদি, রেবাঙ্গী, বায়ুভঙ্গা, religious abstraction, solitude,

unconnectedness, retirement, misanthropy, anxiety, regret.

উধার, রেবাঙ্গী, চিত্বহ, ভাবিত, abstracted, lonely, retired,

misanthropic, anxious, regretting, crazy.

উধারগী, সমদি, বিদ্বেষ, withdrawn from society, austere; a

recluse, pilgrim, religious mendicant, cyncic,

misanthrophe, stranger, foreigner.

উধারণ, উধারণ,—বোধার্থ, an illustration, instance, exempli-

fication of a rule.

উধারণ, উদপ্রস্তুত, উক্ত, adduced in exemplification, ex-

emplified, mentioned, spoken, famed.

উধি, একাশিত, বিদ্বেষ, ক্ষ, risen (as a heavenly body), come

into notice or fashion, spoken, expressed,

bound, tied.

উনরী, the north quarter.

উনরীন, উনরেণ, northern.

উনিচ্ছ, উনরতিরিণেন, the north-west, north country.
spoken, uttered, said, announced.

a wooden mortar for husking rice.

ascended, risen, increased, vomited.

ascension, rising, mounting, increase, knowledge, idea.

exceeding, very, great, excessive.

a chanter or reciter, particularly of the Śama Veda.

a belching, retching, vomiting.

a portion of the Śama Veda, the utterance of the mystic Ā.

vomited, thrown up.

prepared for, or engaged in action, exerted, stimulated, raised, held up.

the building up of a wall, edification.

an object accomplishable or attainable.

a chopping-block, carpenter’s bench.

the rope and bucket of a well, the opening out as of a shutter.

commencement, a weapon, club, mallet.

a mosquito, a gadfly, a bug.

having large teeth or tusks, formidable, tall.

unrestrained, unconfined; free.

designed, intended, regarded, done with regard to.

blazing, glowing, shining, illu-
incentive, vestige, trace, search; lust, love; sake, account of; for.

acting from a motive, or with an object of regard, deserving to be traced out.

one who acts with a design or scope.

absent, ill-behaved, capricious, audacious, mischievous, self-important.
उद्योग, दूराचरण, निर्माणकला, ill-behaviour, effrontery, audacity, mischievousness.
उद्धरण, उदार,—रक्षा, युद्ध; जांच; deliverance, rescue, extrication, acquittal, beatitude, freedom, extract from a book, raising up from a pit.
उद्धरण, उद्धरण,—उद्धरण, tossed or cast up.
उद्धरण, तांत्रिक, वर्ण; hung, tied up to a thing.
उद्धार, कैंसर देशवास, to hang (a criminal.)
उद्धार, उद्धार, to vomit, throw up, retch.
उद्धरण, अवशेष, अवशेष, a remainder, overplus; remaining, left. [enough.
उत्थान, बाढ़, अधिक-है, to be over, abound, be more than
उद्धार, विवाह, a marriage, wedding, nuptials.
उद्धार, बाढ़, भार; troubled, anxious, perplexed, thoughtful, dejected.
उद्धार, अकाल, अकाल, an otter.
उद्धरण, अवशेष, अवशेष, left, remaining over and above.
उद्धरण, बाढ़, भार, perplexity, anxiety, hesitation, grief, care, dejection; the betelnut.
उद्धारण, अर्थ, आम, remembrance, recognition, a conception of the mind, sentiment.
उद्घाट, अनिवार्य चोख, समुद्र, unwritten but current, well known, renowned, excellent: a tortoise, the sun. [tence.
उद्घाट, उपाख्याति, अर्थ, production, birth, a coming into exis-
उद्घाट, ऊष्ण, ऊष्ण, heat, steam, a thing tending upwards.
उद्घाटन, उद्घाटन,—वृक्षवाहिक, a tree, plant, shrub: sprouting, germinating.
उद्घाटन, वृक्षवाहिक, botany, the science of plants.
उद्घाटन, कोकट, विकट, perforated, split, opened upwards.
उद्घाटन, उद्घाटन, आत; produced, arisen from, born, consequent. [an act.
उद्घाटन, प्रकट, प्रकट; ready, prompt, about or prepared for
उद्घाटन, उद्घाटन, exertion, readiness for action, preparedness.
उद्घाटन, उद्घाटन, विरामास, dissuasion, discouragement, desisting.


[perception.

[ing ground.

[fortune.

[credit.

[hearth, portable hearth.

[a fountain, spring.

[confusion, riot, tumult, confusion, anarchy, mob, multitude, procession, pomp and noise of attendants.

[a rat, a mouse.

[rising and fallen, elevated and depressed,

[rising and falling.

[increase, elevation, advancement, prosperity.

[to lift up, elevate; discussion, deliberation, reasoning, logic.

[to raise, elevate.

[extravagant.

[sure, value.

[a weighing, measuring; mea-
उधरित, प्रक्षुलित, प्रसारित, blown as a flower, opened as the eyes, expanded. [flower, to wink.
उद्भास, यादृच्छिक प्रवृत्ति, प्रव्रेण, to open as the eyes or as a उद्योग, उद्योग, उद्योग, उद्योग, looking or pointing upwards, engaged in; an effort, attempt, exertion.
उद्धार, उत्पाठन, to root up, eradicate, abolish.
उद्भय, आन, a perception, sensation, discovery.
उपकरण, इतिहास, a story, tale, tattle.
उपकरण, अप्रधानाय, सामग्री, a thing superadded, as vegetables or sauce to food; materials, means, help, supplemental oblation. [effect, result, success.
उपकार, आयुक्त, assistance, help, remedy, benefit, favour, उपकारी, आयुक्त, सहकारी, helping, assisting, benevolent, beneficial.
उपक्रम, साहित्य, assistance, help, advantage, benefit.
उपक्रम, आरंभ, उद्घाटन, commencement, attempt, prelude.
उपगम, आगम, एपोक, approach, attachment, sexual intercourse.
उपगग, अप्रधान गुरु, an inferior or under spiritual teacher.
उपगम, उद्भास, to run or boil over, overflow, abound.
उपचार, श्रोता, plenty, abundance.
उपचार, व्यवसाय, व्यवसाय, practice, custom, profession, service, practice of medicine, a bribe, imputation.
उपचार, संज्ञात, वर्तित, collected, increased, improved.
उपज, उपज, ज्ञान, to occur, be produced, accrue, acquire; produced, occurred, acquired, become, &c.
उपजीव, अभिज्ञ, the epiglottis.
उपजीविका, जीवनसार, वृद्धि, livelihood, trade, means of support.
उपजीवी, अवसादी, living upon or by, dependant on.
उपजीव, उपजीव, अवसादी, affording a livelihood, maintaining.
उपजा, उपजीवनाय, आदि ज्ञान, intuitive knowledge, first उपज्ञ, उत्पाठन, to root up, eradicate, abolish.
उपजैत्र, उपज, तेज्, a present to a superior, present of ceremony.
उपजन, शूद्र, a small fibre or thread.
उपराग, धरातल, तुझ्या, गो, दुःख, उग्र, दुःख, distress, misfortune, pain, disease, heat, hurry.
उपमान, धो, बिघान, ब्राह्मण, ब्राह्मण, the iris (of the eye).
उपरमान, परमाणु, लैंड एट द फॉट ऑफ ए दिल, ए वेल्ली.
उपस्रोत, कूलप्रान, the calyx of a flower.
उपरेक्षा, वृत्त, अपाहरण, a demi-god, phantom, apparition.
उपदेश, निर्देश, अनुदान, instruction, advice, doctrine.
उपीट, निकट, ग्रंथी, निकाय, giving instruction, instructive, edifying; a teacher, preceptor, instructor.
उपरु, विख्य, उत्कात, calamity, ruin, injury, oppression, tyranny, ravages, a portent.
उपाधी, शिक्षा, नीति, ब्रह्म, an island.
उपन्यास, बालिका, ठाकुर, a pillow, bolster.
उपाधि, भयं, व्यवस्था, चक्र, fear, dread, terror, fraud, a wheel.
उपनिषद, उपनिषद, संस्कार, investiture with the brahminical thread.
उपनाम, प्रवीण, a surname, nick-name. [another person.
उपाधिक्रम, उपाधि,—उपाधिग्रंथ, a deposit of valuables with उपाधिविध, ब्रह्म श्रेणी, the philosophical part of the Vedas.
उपाधिश्रेण, ब्रह्म श्रेणी, deposited in a sealed state.
उसार, उसार, invested with the brahminical thread.
उपन्यास, प्रकाश, उपकथा, an exordium, prologue, tale, story.
उपरित, जार, शेपरित, a paramour, gallant.
उपरित, बिचार, संस्कार, provision, maintenance, accomplishment of an object, production, demonstration, supply, favour, assistance. [tion.
उपर, पदेस बिबुधभव, a noun in apposition or conjunct-उपर, साधित, समाधी, accomplished, completed, supplied, provided for.
उपाधक, उपाधि,—गोवर्धन, a crime of the third degree of उपाधिबर, साधन, to accomplish an object, prove, establish an argument. [assault, affray.
उपप्र, सूर्यमासाह, an eclipse, portent, ascending node, उपप्र, एक, उपप्र, eclipsed, beheld (as a portent.)
उपवन, उद्यान, a garden, artificial wilderness.
उपसाह, अशाहार, a religious or voluntary fast.
उपविद्या, विद्या, acquainted with inferior arts.
उपविद्या, अंधविद्या, विद्या, inferior art or science, as painting, dancing, legerdemain, handicrafts, &c.
उपविधि, आसनहार, seated, seated near.
उपविधि, औषधि, the sacred brahminical thread.
उपविधि, औषधि, औषधि, wearing the brahminical thread.
उपवेशन, बसन, भिक्षुवेशन, to sit, sit near or by.
उपवेशन, विस्तुनुबाहिन, worldly or sensual enjoyment, gratification, usufruct of another's property.
उपव, उपवन,—बृहत, सादृश, a simile, metaphor, comparison, resemblance, picture, image, likeness.
उपवत्ती, दृष्टि, उपवत्ती, दृष्टि, दृष्टि, a wet-nurse, nurse; a metaphor, comparer.
उपव, उपव, उपव, उपव, उपव, a wet-nurse, nurse; a metaphor, comparer.
उपमा, उपमा,—उपमा, प्रकट, compared, illustrated by simile, similitude, comparison, resemblance, metaphor, picture, image.
उपमा, बिबाहि, marriage.
उपतांत्र, विमन, प्रार्थना, a request, petition, prayer.
उपदेश, बोधि, अर्थ, संबंध, fit, proper, suitable, qualified.
उपदेश, समर्थ, अत्यूक्त, आहार, suitableness, adaptation, qualification, propriety, food.
उपदेश, अत्यूक्त, आहार, useful, fit, suitable.
उप, उपदेश, the top, upper part, space above, height, upon, over, concerning.
उप, विपक्ष, विपक्ष, एत, seized by calamity, afflicted, pained, eclipsed; ascending node.
उप, विरूद्ध, having ceased, ceased, stopped, desisted.
उप, दिष्टि, अभाव, cessation, stop, great enjoyment, pleasure.
उपाराउपस्र, अघ्र, अग्र, in succession, successive, one over another. [affliction.
उपार, अघ्राविद्या, विद्या, eclipse of a planet, calamity.
उपाराय, विरूद्ध, शेष, cessation, stop; a breaking off, end.
उपर, अघ्र, अग्र, रूप, above, aloft, over; other, another; an evil spirit, aerial spirit, a god.
the malignant glance of an evil spirit. [cerning.}

from above, up. 

concerning, upwards, upon, against, con-

dignity, protection, defence, screen, support, favor, partiality, kindness.

higher and higher, in ascending series.

a stone.

a livelihood, support, prop, a

:e of part for the whole, or a quality

for the subject; inference, deduction, clue.

inferr, inferred, deduced. [quired.

guessed, understood, felt, gained, ac-

perception, guess, surmise, the

understanding; gain, acquisition.

— alleviation, abatement of pain

or distress, relief, tranquillity, being a appealed.

commencement, beginning.

a lower garment.

destruction, an end, completion.

sudden calamity, portent, symptom

of a disease, inseparable preposition.

secondary, subordinate.

an approach, access, a following.

a favourite; approximating.

[arms; near, proximate.

organs of generation, the hip, the

continence, restraint of sensual appetite.

place near, produce.

nearness, proximity.

arrived, present, ready, near, oc-

occurred. [rent.

income, profit, proceeds, produce,

smitten, struck. [present.

to a superior, complimentary

a smile, jest, ridicule, mockery.

tale, story, narration.
उपाधि, अध्ययन ताल, a subdivision, subordinate part.
उपाधि, सम्मत, वैक्त, admitted, allowed in argument, acknowledged.
उपाधि, इतिहास, नवाधि, कारण, restraint of the senses, abstraction from outward objects, cause, motive.
[able, admissible.
उपाध्य, उपयू, दात, excellent, presentable, recommend.
उपाध्य, उपाध्य, वाक्य, a cushion, pillow. [meditation.
उपाध्य, पद, बिषय, धर्म, a title, attribute, affix; devout
उपाध्य, अध्यापक, पवित्र, an instructor, tutor, scholar; learned.
उपाध्य, चार, चारु, a shoe, slipper.
उपाध्य, अर्ह, near, proximate.
उपाध्य, साधन, श्रीकार, उपकार, उपाध्य, means, method, expedient, remedy, stratagem, cure, approach, acquisition of wealth. [sent.
उपाध्य, उपहार, a present to a superior, complimentary pre-
उपाध्य, उपस्थापन, using stratagems, employing means or expedients, &c.
उपाध्य, धनसंग्रह, बाज, accumulation of property, gain, acquisition, income, earnings.
उपाध्य, अनुभव, उपवास, a voluntary fast.
उपाध्य, अहिष्ठ, अध्यापक, an obsequious attendant, syco-
उपाध्य, अहिष्ठ, अध्यापक, an obsequious attendant, sycoon, flatterer, worshipper; propitiatory.
उपाध्य-1, अहिष्ठ, अध्यापक, service, attendance on, respect, assiduity, petition, supplication, prayer, intercession, veneration, worship. [ous service.
उपाध्य, आराध्य, धर, placable, venerable, worthy of assidu-
उपाध्य, कोमलाभ, a cartilage.
उपाद, उत्तम, पद्ध, reversed, prostrate. [slightly.
उपेक्ष, साधन, अनुभव, to neglect, disregard, notice
उपेक्ष, अनुभव, जाग, अभ्यास, neglect, disregard, contempt, supercilious disregard. [with.
उपेक्ष, समीप, आस, approached, come near, connected
उपेक्ष, उपाध्य, अध्यापक, a religious fast, a fast.
उपसन, आर्हान, अवर्तन, departure, disappearance; to depart, vanish, evaporate, dissolve.
उत्सर, उत्सर्ग, बिशर, to abound, be plentiful; abundant, plentiful.

उत्तर, बिशर, आधिक, abundance, plenty.  [vestige.

उत्त्वरं, उत्त्वरम्, अर्जुनम्, a boiling over, search, enquiry,
उत्त, उत्—उत्त, उत्, उत्, erect, high, exalted, elevated.

उत्तरु, उत्तरा, पाठित, reversed, prostrate.
उत्, सरव, straight, erect, upright.
उत्, उत्, उत्, high, erect; height.
उत्त, उत्त्रयं—दूरित, दूरित, both.

उत्तरण, उत्तर, पर्सर, दूरितम्, mutually, in both respects, on both accounts, on both sides.

उत्तरविद्या, वैदिक पारम्पर दूर्र विद्या, religious science and worldly affairs.

उत्तर, बोकाई वह्सय, to unload a vessel.

उत्तरायं, उत्तरायम्, with a loud voice, with vociferation.
उत्तर, मापन, measurement, the sounding of a depth.
उत्तर, वर्णह, the breast, bosom.
उत्तर, परम, सर्न इटाय, a serpent, snake, worm, reptile; crawling, creeping.

उत्तरकू, दकागक, a breast-plate, breast-armour, coat of mail.
उत्, बड़, महं, बम्, great, ample, much; the thigh.
उत्त, तैसार, a vyse, a man of the third class.
उत्त, माधुर्य, महोक, a spider.
उत्तर, वेशम् वेश, वुल, fur.
उत्तर, महान, सर्दपास्य, fertile; a rich soil.
उत्तर, गृही, the earth.
उत्तर, क्रम, to admit the rain, leak, as a roof, &c.
उत्तर, निखर, naked.  [descend.

उद्घ, राखन, भवन, to set down, place on the ground.
उद्भव, उद्भव,—पोथ, पोथ, an owl.
उद्द, उद्द, धारकु, a torch, firebrand, meteor.

उद्यापी, बिधि, उद्ध्विशिष्य, a fox.  [women.

उद्धित, द्राकॊये चित्रार्थ बिशेष, a tattooing practised by
उद्धे, उद्धे, विप्रवित क्रम, to reverse, turn upside down.
उद्धे, एविक्क, विप्र, reverse, reversed, contrary, upside downward.
उठा

उठापाटि, केरौकर, गोज्माख, confusedly, upside downwards, topsy turvey. [version.
उठापाटाची, केरौकर, अनुभाग, inversion, confusion, perverted mind; misconception, misconception, perverted mind; misconception, blundering.
उठु, गोज्माख, confusion, hurly burly; confusedly.
उठुक, उच्च, आकाशपाट, a torch, meteor.
उठरहन, अतिक्रमण, विक्रांत्रण, to transgress, violate, trespass, infringe, revolt.
उछक, उंच, उंचत्व, a jump, leap, bound, skip.
उत्साह, धृत, आमद, joy, exultation, rapture, mirth, vivacity.
उत्सुक, उपक, —पोत, an owl.
उत्थक्त-न, उत्थान, उठान, धाब, mention, relation, annunciation, utterance, enunciation, a description; a scratching or digging the ground.
उठण, स्पष्ट, पित्राधिक विकार, apparent, evident, clear; excess of bile, phlegm, &c.; a symptom.
उठाय, उत्साहित होन, to be elated, full of joy, transported.
उठीर, बेणार मूल, the root of the tattie grass.
उठा, उठस, उठाय,—प्रभाव, the dawn, the morning.
उठण, मरिक, pepper.
उत्सिप, वृक्ष, चंपक, uneasiness, restlessness, fidgets.
उठण, उठबुद्धान, to repair or stir up a fire, trim a lamp, stir up or revive an old quarrel.
उठू, उठू, a camel.
उठू, भू, भौ, रागी, hot, sultry, warm, passionate.
उठू, सिक्काना, heated, sodden, (of rice to be husked).
उठकूट, कोपी, कूड, angry, passionate, enraged, provoked.
उठाई, पाप, पाण्ड, शिखरावृक्ष, a turban.
उठा, भाप, कोप, heat, ardour, warmth, rage, anger, cholér.
उठान, कोपान, to anger, enrage. [with grain.
उठान, ओपास, to supply the hopper of a mill or mortar, &c.
उठाड़, खाप, आज्ञानम, a cover, a case.
a mortar for husking rice.

married.

woven; cloth.

less, affix: one less than.

spiritless, destitute of energy.

a white ant.

the thigh.

a painful and dangerous tumor on the

a spider.

wool, fur, felt.

high, lofty, elevated.

ascending, rising, (spoken of flatulence occasioning pain and giddiness).

sitting with his knees higher than his

with elevated hands, (spoken of devotees).

a saint living in perpetual chaos.

expiration, emission of the

breath; asthmatical.

the thigh bone.

a wave, surge, billow.

wavy, undulated, convoluted.

saline, salt (of land); saline earth, a salt

and barren soil.

the dawn, morning twilight.

investigation, reasoning, the

supplying of an ellipsis.

elliptical, requiring to be supplied or investigated.

the first of the four Vedas.

a bear, the constellation Ursa Minor.
 Enforcement, a formula of praise or incantation, hymn to a god, invocation, a sentence of the Rig Ved.

 Enforcement, straight, upright, sincere, honest.

 Enforcement, a loan, debt.

 Enforcement, to borrow, receive a loan.

 Enforcement, a lending, giving in loan.

 Enforcement, a lender, creditor; lending.

 Enforcement, a debtor; indebted.

 Enforcement, indebted, loaded with debt.

 Enforcement, purchased or sold on credit.

 Enforcement, pronounced, suffix: affected with.

 Enforcement, a season, the menstrual flux.

 Enforcement, menstruous, (woman.)

 Enforcement, the spring.

 Enforcement, except, besides. [sic priest.

 Enforcement, a sacrificial priest, a domes-

 Enforcement, riches, wealth, increase, prosperity.

 Enforcement, a bull; suffix: excellent, great.

 Enforcement, a sage, a Muni.

 Enforcement, this. [till now.

 Enforcement, henceforth, from here,

 Enforcement, this very, even this.

 Enforcement, for this reason, hence, therefore, wherefore.

 Enforcement, one.

 Enforcement, the same, the self-same. [one.

 Enforcement, one by one, severally, each, every

 Enforcement, one, single, alone.

 Enforcement, of the same profession, doing the same; a competitor. [poraneous.

 Enforcement, coeval, simultaneous, cotem-

 Enforcement, self-willed, obstinate, headstrong, perverse.

 Enforcement, unsocial, recluse, secluded, sin-

 gular.
एका, बोप्पी, बूढ़ा, a shed. [attached.
एकत्र, अभावजन, आश्विन, unanimous, attentive, sedulous, एकत्रित, महज़न, a monopolizer, monopolist.
एक्छारावङ्ग, सहलक, a joint bondsman. [cessantly.
एक्काई, बारेमार, पुनः, frequently, repeatedly, often, in-
एको, एकेल एक, समुच्चय एक, one, an entire one.
एकही, एकाहार, one, only one, merely one.
एकस, एकसुहास, एकस्वल, small, one, a little.
एकसा, एकस, together, in one body or association.
एकत्वी, एकत्वार्थी, बिपक्ष, a rival, opponent, competitor; having the same object.
एकत्री, एकप्रकृत, एकप्रयुक्त, subject to one lord, having one string.
एकत्र, अभेदक विधा एक, संयुक्त, one of many.
एकत्री, दुःख संयुक्त, अदोष, one of two, either.
एकत्री, एक, अभेद, बिनय, oneness, sameness, uni-
यन, concurrence. [dance.
एकत्रित, समकाल, बाध्यक कर विच एक, दुःख, वीणा, having a single gourd (as lutes, &c.)
एकत्री, एकशेष, विषय, in one place, collectedly, together.
एकत्री, एकमात्र, once, at once. [dency.
एकत्रीक, समानक, समस्तक, having the same direction or ten-
एकत्री, कल्पन सी, कल्पन सी, single, simple.
एकत्री, श्रवण, a namesake; having the same name.
एकपाती, एकपाती, भृगु, the Hindoo outer garment.
एकपाती, एकपातीरी, दस्ता, बाई, inclined to one side, aslant, on one side. [ception.
एकपात, एकपालिक, united in one plan of collusion or de-
एक्प्रकाश, समान, दृष्टि, uniform, of the same kind.
एक्प्रत, एकक्षी, एकक्षाधीन, subject to one lord, monarchical.
एक्प्रति, एकक्ष, एकक्षित, monarchy. [stinate, firm.
एक्प्रतियोग, अनेकाधीन, अद्वितीय, dogmatical, pertinacious, ob-
एक्प्रती, एक्प्रती, once.
एकविभ, एक, अला, बिन्दु, a single drop, a little, a mo-
एकविभ, एकत्वार्थी, दुस्काष्ट, सहकारी, having the same ob-
ject, of the same profession; a rival, coadjutor.
Eka, eating but one meal a day.
Eka, a collection of things.
Eka, an association or body of persons, of the same mother, of one origin or source.
Eka, similar, like, same, resembling.
Eka, blindly impelled by rage, obstinate.
Eka,—Eka, alone, single, solitary.
Eka, a sheet, wrapper, outer garment.
Eka, one or two together, a few.
Eka, united, collected, compact, keeping in company.
Eka, single.
Eka,—Eka, alone, single, solitary.
Eka, devoted to one pursuit, closely attentive; a subdivided line.
Eka, devotedness to or pursuit of one object, close attention.
Eka, widely governing, ruling the earth.
Eka, the unity of spiritual essence, the doctrine of one universal Spirit.
Eka, successive, uninterrupted, in Eka, a few, one or two, one or two together.
Eka, a monarch, sovereign.
Eka, single, only.
Eka, excessive, extreme, effectual, leading to one result, private, solitary, uninhabited; certainly.
Eka, the eating of only one meal in two days, i.e. every other day.
Eka, a messmate; living on the same food.
Eka, similar, alike.
Eka, a promiscuous multitude, general inundation.
Eka, having the same meaning or intent.
एका, एकिसं, एकिनीची कोट, a single day; ephemeral.
एक, एकी,—कुस्, समान, अभेद, alike, same, single, together.
एकूणा, विरल, अविभाज्य, solitary, unsocial, odd, single.
एकूण, एका, a sum, a total, a whole.
एकाएक, क्रमशः, अबेक, one by one, alternately, singly.
एकात, अकलात, एकल, alone, single, solitary, private.
एकेष, सहारणेष, थानेष, alone, dependent on one's self alone.
एकाच्येइ, अभेदाच्ये, performed for the same person or object.
एकापेष, समुद्रेष, तुषा, similar, analagous.
एकेपि, समुच्छित, अभिभाष्य, now, instantly, this instant.
एकेन, एकसि,—समुच्छित, अभिभाष्य, now, immediately.
एकेन, एकस्थान, this place, here.
एकेनेष, एकस्थितेष, hence, therefore, wherefore.
एके, कमजोर तूफान, the thick root of the plantain tree.
एके, बिद्विल, काळ, deaf.
एकं, एकेकूणं, छाडु, राज, to cast a net, loosen, liberate, release, relinquish, fly off, escape.
एकेकुक, अवभाविलक्षरातिन, deaf and dumb. [approbation.
एकेकापि, अवभौक, a turning away the ear in refusal; dis-.
एकेकिंता, सर्व, मय, अयध, filthy, loathsome, abominable, reprobate.
एका, द्विप, a deer.
एका, द्वस्त, पार्स्वः, so much, so long, so many, so.
एकद्वस्त, एकत्रकृ, एक्स्कार्ट, arising from or produced by this.
एके, एके, (in composition only :) this, of this, his.
एर्कार, उपार्कार, समुच्छित, एकाम, the present time, this time, now.
एर्कारण, आधुरिक, एर्कावर, belonging to this time.
एर्काज्ञा, एर्काज्ञिक, अभेदाज्ञा, from this instant, henceforth, immediately.
एर्कर, एर्केन, समुच्छित, now, at this instant.
एर्कूणा, एर्केक्या, समुख, equal to or like this, similar.
एर्कसम, एर्कसा, सैर, similar to or like this.
एर्कारुर, एर्काविरुद्धे, besides this.
एर्कत्वम्, एर्कयतम्, इति, so far, from or to this.
একা, এথেন, সম্পৃক্ত, now, at this time.
একান্তীতি, বাহার আদি এই, beginning with this.
একান্তীতি, আদি সম্পৃক্ত বিবরণ, all the circumstances of any
thing from beginning to end.
একান্তীতি, এখন, now, at this time. [person.
একবিশ্ব, একবিশ্ব, অন্য, another than or different from this
একশৃঙ্খ, ইহাহইতে তাল, more excellent than this:
একশৃঙ্খ, এই, অন্য, বর্গ, the very same, same, identical.
একান্তীতি, ইহাতে, ইহাস্ত, found or existing in this, attached
to this.
একান্তীতি, এইখানে, এইপ্রায়, এইপ্রায়, for this cause, therefore.
এমন্ত, ইহাতে, ব্যাখ্যা, like or resembling this.
একান্তীতি, ইহাতে, possessed of this. [this.
একান্তীতি, ইহারায়বিশ্ব, besides this, separate or distinct from
এমন, ইহাতে, এমন সহ, not this, not so; no.
একান্তীতি, এ বিশ্বাসমাতি, thus minded, thus disposed.
একান্তীতি, ইহারায়, merely this, only this.
একান্তীতি, এমন, অনন্ত, now, at present, thus.
একান্তীতি, ইহারায়, সেই সাথ, this world, this man, this people.
একান্তীতি, একান্তীতি,—পূর্ণ, সুখ, সুখ, ইহারায়কর, similar, such, like; thus,
একান্তীতি, এই, এইরূপ, ইতি, thus much, thus far, so much,
so many.
একান্তীতি, এইরূপকর, এইরূপকর, thus, by this means, by this.
একান্তীতি, এই, এইকর, simply this, merely this.
একান্তীতি, একান্তীতি, বুথ, such, similar.
একান্তীতি, এই, এইরূপকর, so many, so much, so long.
একা, এইকর, এইকর, এইকর, here.
একান্তীতি, এইরূপকর, for this cause, on this account, wherefore.
একান্তীতি, এইরূপকর, thus far, hitherto, till now, still, yet.
একান্তীতি, এইরূপকর, therefore, wherefore, hence, on this ac-
count, because.
একান্তীতি, বর্ধমান্তের বর্ধন ব্যতি, (emphatic affix:) even, indeed.
একান্তীতি, এইরূপকর, অবিশ্বাস, and, also, likewise, moreover.
একান্তীতি, এইরূপকর,—পূর্ণ, এইরূপকর, such, such like, of
this sort.
একান্তীতি, এইসময়, this time, this once.
now, at this time.
thus, such.
thus, so, in this manner.
the castor shrub.
such, thus, so.
the cardamum plant, cardamums.
loose, unconnected, random, confused, discomposed, trifling, unengaged, idle.
to untie, loosen, disengage.
this.
this account, hence.
that, yon, yonder.
a confederacy, conspiracy, agreement, sameness, similarity.
consistency, devotedness to one object.
complete, entire, excessive, much, relating to one thing.
fever and ague.
unity, oneness, amity, reconciliation, union, agreement, total, aggregate.
voluntary, wilful.
traditional knowledge, traditional.
belonging to the organs of sense, evident to the senses, perceptible.
such; so, in that manner.
Indra's elephant; very large, monstrously large, huge.
an enemy, opponent, adversary.
divine, relating to God.
grandeur, state, glory, pomp, majesty, greatness, wealth. [present world.

pertaining to this life or the

crow.

a pillow-case. [Trinity.

the sacred mystical expression of the Hindoo

the grumbling or growling of a bull.

sweepings, leavings, dirt, refuse.

refuse, rejected, thrown away, cast out.

a house, residence, place, asylum, haunt.

ghost.

collection, a torrent, velocity of a stream, quick time in music.

the mystic letter ढ.

life, vitality, strength, light, manifestation, odd (number), uneven, unequal.

a snake-catcher, a charmer, a snake-catcher or charmer. [packthread, a girth.

the seam of mats or sacks joined with.

to rise up, ascend, recover from sickness, come out of disgrace or distress.

a screen, ambush, ambuscade.

a cat. [freaks of a cat.

confused, irregular, resembling the

privately, clandestinely.

there, therein, in that place.
অন, আন, boiled rice, food.
বি঺াল, বিখানে, বিধায়, thither, on that side, yonder.
বক্তি, গায়কের অমূর্ত বর, unmusical, harsh, disagreeable;
(snooked of the voice.)
বমো, আর্থ, ভিক্ষা, damp, moist, wet and soft.
গার, বহির গার, পার, the further bank of a river, the
further side of any thing; over, across.
বষ, প্রবন, the mystic syllable ১.
বর, বেশ, সীমা, an end, boundary. [vicious.
বর্ষ, সাহসী, বৌদ্ধ, dauntless, bold, daring, irresistible,
বলন, অবরোপণ, উত্তরণ, নামন, to dismount, alight, descend
from; a plumb-line.
বলান, নামান, উত্তরণ, উল্লাসন, to cause to descend, land
from a ship, launch a vessel, evacuate by stool.
বলিউটেন, বলিউটেন, উল্লাসন, double evacuation, spasmodic
cholera. [combustion.
বল, পিপল, নিঃ, হাত, frost, dew, snow, cold, a burning,
বলব, বর্ষতাবৃক্ষ, কৃষি বাণীপ্রদ, an annual or deciduous
plant, herbaceous plant.
বলীশ, চন্দ, the moon.
বলান, উল্লাস, to serve a mill or mortar with grist. [lamp.
বলাজ, উল্লাস, ব্যাপার, to repair a fire, raise the wick of a
গো, উল্লাস গো, the upper lip, a lip.
গায়, গোয়ায় গায়, (of the soul) ready to depart.
গায়, বুড়ি গায়, the lips, (upper and lower).
গো, গোয়ারাকরিত গো, labial, uttered from the lips.
গোয়, গোয়ারা, গোয়াই, wide; width.
গায়র, গোরা, গোষ্ঠ, broad, wide.
গো, গোয়ার, উপকর্ণ, a boarding up.
গায়নে, গত, গায়নে, there, thither.

ঢং.
ঢং, ঢং, fitness, suitableness, propriety, necessity.
ঢং, ঢং, height, elevation.
कुम्भ, भावस, वाष्पवालक निर्मित, made of copper, made of fig-wood; a kind of leprosy.

कठ, भूमसहज, आत्मसहज, कप, मसत, disagreeableness, troublesomeness, excessiveness, madness, fury, drunkenness.

कर, भूष, excellency, perfection, pleasantness.

कस, सोट, पृष्ठ, gross.

पात्रिक, पाण्डवालिक, पसन्दी, portentous, prodigious, astonishing, outrageous.

सर्जिक, साजिक, राजालिक, pertaining to an oblation, natural.

सुक, प्रार्थ्य, उलसार, वाकुवल, zeal, zealous exertion, ardor, anxiety, perturbation, regret.

पारिक, ऊरजक, पेटुक, gluttonous, selfishly voracious.

पारिक, अभिमुख मांस, buttermilk and water.

पालस, मारु, गरु, अवस्था, munificence, liberality, grandeur, nobleness of mind, candour, ingenuousness.

पालस, पालसस, संसर्गतास, विषयक विकास, solitude, loneliness, misanthropy, indifference.

पुलम, धूरतम, पुरुषस्त्र, violence, oppression, tumult.

पालिक, पालिक दान, शुक, a marriage gift to a woman.

पालिक, पुण्य सुधी, पुण्य राृप, pertaining to or fit to be invested with the sacred thread. [sited.

पालिक, पालिक दान विषयक, pertaining to a deposit, depo-

पर, लोहार, सान्ध्या, a comparison, resemblance.

पालिक, पालिक, pertaining to attributes or properties.

पालिक, जाय, उचित, expedient, right, fit, proper.

पुरस्स, मेल्ल, —चलचलत, legitimate, lawfully begotten.

पुरस्स, प्रेसोकिय, obsequies, funeral rites, commemorative acts.

क्ष, बालवालक, submarine fire. [bundance, excess.

क्षेत्र, अभिभावक, अधि, excessive, superabundant; supera-

क्ष, अग्र, ग्राणुवक ब्र, a medicine, drug, remedy.

क्षेत्र, क्षेत्र विषयक, medicinal, pertaining to medicine.

क्ष, ताप, क्षुद्र, heat, ardour.

क्षार, ग्रीष्मीता, temperature, climate.

क्षुद्र, उन्द्रिय समू, a herd of camels.
क, जल, मधु, सूर्य, वेद, वटा, water, the head, the sun, Brahmá.
 गल, किरफ्ता, किलक, क्रोम, some, a few, several.
 खम, क्रांत, अलाशायु, विशेष, पाल्पात, बेल-मेटल, white copper, brass, a drinking vessel.
 खालिक, कांग्री, पिताकार, a brazier.
 क, कौ, की, who? what?
 काउ, कद्दू—विपुल, आवुक, a giggling, cackling noise, as in laughter or crying. [terly and noisily.
 काल, किलक, अवसम, to cackle, groan, moan, cry bit.
 कालि, विपुल, कला, बूढ़ि, a cackling, sobbing, convulsed crying.
 काँ, गर्व मूर्ती, the hump of a bull or ox.
 काध, वादम राष्ट्री, पुत्र, id: an ensign of royalty, as the royal umbrella &c. the peak of a mountain.
 काड, खिल, a point of the compass, quarter, space, region.
 कल्ले, बाहुमुक, पार्श्वाभ, क्रम, the arm-pit, side, flank, the end of the garment tucked in at the waist.
 कल्ला, कल्ला,—कल्ला, रघु, रघुवर्ण, बुढ़ी, a woman’s zone or girdle, a rope, the tie of an elephant, an apartment, room, enclosure or division of a court-yard.
 कल्ला, कल्ला, सम्र, when? at any time, ever, sometimes.
 कल्ला, कल्ला,—वर्ष, sometimes, occasionally, now and then.
 कल्ला, कल्ला,—ल्ला, the alphabet.
 कल्ला, किल, कोकु, a heron.
 कल्ला, कल्ला, a bracelet, armlet, small bell.
 कल्लका, किली, a hair-comb.
 कल्प, कल्प, बुढ़े, coarse sand, gravel, grit, pebbles.
 कल्प, कौलम, शर, the waist, the loins, a skeleton.
 कल्पित, कंद्र, निजी, poor, necessitous, needy.
 कल्पित, वेल्पर, विरूटा, poverty, penury, want. [sore.
 कल्प, कौल, कौल, कल्पित, the hair, hair, a cicatrice, dried
कच्छः, काँचा, गड़ा, रक्षा, a cable, rope, halter, tether.
कच, सर्वत्र रक्षा, to be dislocated, slip out of place.
कच्छारू, पाकर सुना, the chirp of the mine; a supping sound in eating.
कच, सर्वत्र रक्षा, जष्ण, धं, a dislocation, a stake, staff, grit.
कच्छ, पाकर, मुग्ध, to shoot forth, to bud.
कच्छ, विवाद, रक्षा, वज्रवाणि, a dispute, murmuring, haggling at a bargain.
कट, केम, गि, delicate, tender, young.
कटुरी, लाठौँक विषेष, ऊर्ध्वि, a sort of cake.
कच्छ, वज्रवाणि, a murmuring, grumbling, clipping sound.
कच्छारू, तबुल विषेष, a coarse grass used in common mats.
कच्छारू, रक्षा, वज्रवाणि, a brawl, contention, quarrel, grumbling, murmur.
कछ, कू, जोन, परिवहित बंगर सेवनाग, a shore, a marsh, the end of a garment tucked in at the waist, the Toon tree.
कछ, कूर्त, a tortoise, a turtle.
कछ, चुनबानी, कच, the itch, a scab.
कच्छ, कच्छार, —चाम, to knead.
कच्छ, युक्तोल्लासम, युक्तरण, the budding of a tree, to bud.
कच्छ, वाहक, काँच, चालन, torub clothes &c. in washing, to rinse.
कच्रु, कचारी, —विहान, a court of law or justice, public office.
कछ, कछ, —अंकं, black pigment, lead ore, lamp black.
कछ, वाङ्के बाङ्क, धष्के, a twig or branch of bamboo.
कछ, संग्रेश धेर, the skin or slough of a snake.
कछ, कच, काङ्की, बस्त, id: armour, mail, a bodice or jacket, short drawers, a garment.
कछालांत, कांचालांत, the black cobra de capello.
कछालांत, कांचालांत, अंकरा, अंकरा, a woman's bodice or jacket.
कछ, रक्षा, गृह्य, अंगरे, रक्षा, Brahma, the sun, the belly, a rope maker.
कैं, कैंकाल, हाकिर गंग, ठीक, आँखाँ, the hip, the loins, the temples of an elephant, a treaty, bond, fixed period, a mat, a screen.
sudden, unexpectedly, hastily.

a circle, bracelet, ring, city, metropolis, camp, brow of a hill, table land on a mountain. (sallow or wan.

the wood-apple.

how many? how much?

a glance, side glance, leer, ogling look.

a fading, decaying; faded, withered; the spring tides.

unexpectedly, hastily, suddenly.

a caldron, pan, the infernal region, a tortoise-shell, a young buffalo.

the loins, hip, waist.

the buttocks or posterior.

(quality.

harm, disagreeable, inferior in

fierce, severe, harsh, impetuous, fragrant, ill-scented, disagreeable, envious, abusive, scurrilous.

abusive or scurrilous language.

pungency, heat (as of pepper).

a cup, drinking vessel.

a throbbing pain, a clattering sound.

clattering, croaking, making a disagreeable noise. (an under-farming.

difficulty, severity, roughness, harshness, a dagger, poignant.

hard, rigid, solid, harsh, severe, austere, cruel, unfeeling, difficult, abstruse.

a kind of bracelet.

a fine sea salt obtained by evaporation.

as a wound or sore, to bud as a tree.
कड़क, कड़,—कः, अछू, सजान, बीज, a scion, sucker, stalk, descendant, heir, cause or original; a rattle.
कड़ू, अच्छा, उल्लू, the stalk of a potherb, end, point.
कड़ा, अच्च, hard, compact as a cement, &c.
कड़, दूर, पृथग, हाँसी, a ring, chain, link, saucepan, a straw, a corn on the foot, a cowry.
कड़ा, आराम, with effort, gratefully.
कड़ामिया, कौंता पदार्थ, a reckoning by cowries, keeping accounts in cowries.
कड़ि, बिंदु, ध्वास, एकृत, tawny, dark-coloured; cement, composition.
कड़ि, बिंदु, ध्वास, एकृत, cement, wood, firewood, a beam, a ring.
कड़ि, शुद्ध, कड़े, कड़ि, to heal, begin to heal as a sore.
कड़ि, शुद्ध, कड़े, कड़ि,—आधार, आधा, a beam in a building.
कड़ि, कड़ि, बिंदु, मन, covetous, niggardly, venal.
कड़ि, धरी, अर्थम, rich, wealthy.
कड़ि, शुद्ध, मन, the bit of a bridle.
कड़ि, बिंदु, ध्रुव, pungent, rancid, bitter, disagreeable.
कड़ि, शुद्ध, अवबान, any harsh, rattling or grating noise.
कड़ि, अवबान, a grittiness or substance dried on the sides of a vessel.
कड़ि, बिंदु, ध्रुव, the sound of biting or gnawing.
कड़ि, शुद्ध, अवबान, cummin seed, an atom, particle, eye of a seed, facet or spark of a gem, note of a stringed instrument.
कड़ि, अवबान, a particle, spark, drop, gravel, grit, long pepper.
कड़ि, अवबान, a particle, grain, drop, atom.
कड़ि, अवबान, बाहु, the elbow.
कड़ि, अवबान, बाहु, hollow vessel.
कड़ि, अवबान, ring, sounding as an instrument or a hollow vessel.
कड़ि, अवबान, बाहु, ring, sounding as an instrument or a hollow vessel.
कड़ि, अवबान, a thorn, prickle, fish-bone, the point of a pin or needle, a skewer, horripilation through fear or joy, a paltry foe, any cause of pain or trouble.
katha

katholik, rūmāloka vilasam, a hairy caterpillar.
kathakal, kathakosam—kathalakraka, the jack-fruit tree.
kathakraulis, kathakrauli, a camel.
kath₁, gobarne, gana, the throat.
kath₂, kath₂, kath₂,—ha₂, mana ḫeṭāhi, a necklace, collar.
kath₁, gan, mār'ser karnālaw, the neck above the collar-bone, the gills of fish.
kathagat, sātrāgarakrapakṣaṇṭ, ṭhānt, ready to depart, (spoken of the soul of one expiring).
kathārī, māna, gan, gan, wearing a necklace; the neck.
kath₁, kath₁, hāṁ, belonging to the throat, guttural; a necklace.
[the throat.
kath₁, kath₁,—kath₁, kath₁, udārī, vṛcch, guttural, belonging to
kath₂, kath₂, dhāma, ṛṣi, kāḍam, to cleanse rice from its husk.
kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, ṛkam, the itch, a pimple, eruption.
kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, vidhikam, an itching; to itch, to scratch.
kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, scratching, rubbing, itching.
kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, scratched, rubbed.
[many?
kath₁, kath₁,—pariṣad evam sāṅk, bijaṅga, bijaṅga, how much? how
kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kah, kath₁, some, a few.
kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, how long?
[dress.
kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, to shear sheep, cut, clip, trim,
kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, how many?
kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, a few, somewhat.
kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, regret, remorse, palpitation of
heart, misgiving of mind.
kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, why? how?
[somewhat.
kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, a speaker, narrator, reciter; some,
kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, to speak, utter, recount, mention, say.
kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, kath₁, a word, speech, sentence,
message, passage of a book, story, language,
kath₁, kath₁,—kath₂, kath₂, where? in what place?
kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, conversation, colloquial intercourse, news.
[attorney.
kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, a pleader, barrister, solicitor,
kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, kath₂, spread of a report, report, fame.
कथोपकथा, परस्पर आचार, conversation, conference, discourse, dialogue.
कागज, विचित्र गँभीर, a scrawl, bad writing, ill-formed letters.
केमा, बिठात बरेत, a kind of sweetmeat.
कमक्क, सजीत, सजूर, सजू, a crowd, multitude, collection.
कंश, कुप, विचित्र मस्त, पाराफिंद, विहंग, penurious, base, bad, depraved, abominable, immodest, disagreeable, unpleasant, unhealthy, ill, sad.
केमी, केमा, राजारंग, the plantain tree.
केमा, केमा समय, when? at what time?
केमा, केमा विशेष, केमा ब्राह्मण,—केमा, seldom, rarely, scarcely ever, at any time, sometimes. [then.
केमा, केमा बहुत, at some time, sometimes, now and
केमा, वर्तमान, abuse, reproach.
केमा, वर्तमान,—वर्तमान, lukewarm, tepid.
केमा, केमा,—केमा, समय, केमा, when? when, at any time.
केमा, धर्म, gold, certain shrubs or trees.
केमा, दोषाला, धारा, बाल, कार्यकाल, the cold-season rice.
केमा, भाषा बिशेष, a kind of tent, a cloth tent-fence.
केमा, अध्ययन, छोटाभाई, least, youngest, junior, inferior;
a younger brother.
केमा, छोट अंगूठी, the little finger. [swamp.
केमा, मंगलाधार, पुराणी, a fishpond dug in a morass or
केमा, अंगूठा, अंगूठा, अंगूठा, very young, younger, junior, inferior. [well.
केमा, कंप, कुप, a coat of shreds worn by devotees; a
केमा, छोटा, छिता, छोटा, छोटा, wearing a coat of shreds; a religious mendicant, a devotee.
केमा, कंपार, कंपार, clothed in a coat of shreds.
केमा, मूसा, मूसा, मूसा, a bulbous' root, raw or coarse sugar, a kind of sweetmeat. [chasm, cave.
केमा, पर्वतों समुद्र, पर्वत, a glen, defile, deep valley,
केमा, मित्र, मित्र, मित्र, reproach, censure, a quarrel, dispute, war.
केमा, लोकार कंप, a sauce-pan, frying-pan, boiler.
केमा, गेंदू, गेंदू, a ball for playing with.
कप, गला, मेझ, the neck, a cloud.
कना, कुशरी, गुही, a young girl, virgin, daughter, bride, the sign Virgo. [ed to the 10th year.]
कनाकास, कुशरीरा, गुहार आदि, the period of virginity, (reckon-
कनारा, कुशरीरा, गुहार आदि, inherent in or pertaining to a virgin.
कनाराशी, सलन्च, कनाराशी, modest, timid, resembling a young
woman, effeminate.
कपड़ा, छल, चाफुरी, छल, deceit, a trick, stratagem, fraud.
कपड़ेम, विधा/देवम, छलंदे, अदिनय, an assumed part or char-
aracter, a play, pantomime.
कपड़ेम, छलंदे, अदिनय, अदिनय, supporting an assumed
character; a player. [an actor, player.
कपड़ा, धावंकु, धर, छली, deceitful, hypocritical, fraudulent;
कपड़ा, कपड़ा, कपड़ा, a cowry, the matted hair of
Shiva.
कपड़ा, दारैर आराध्य, a door, a window-shutter. [luck.
कपड़ा, अरां, प्रोकं, the forehead, destiny, fate, fortune,
कपड़ा, कपड़ा, शिब, a lintel, Shiva, a certain cast.
कपड़ारा, भाग/वाम, fortunate; pertaining to the cast above-
कपड़ा, बायरा, कपड़ाशे, an ape or monkey; a pulley or block.
कपड़ा, पिङ्गलंशर, अधि, tawny, monkey-brown; the god of fire.
कपड़ा, गाधुरा, अधिशेरे जिस्ती, a sort of perfume, the Ele-
phant of the S. E. quarter, a Puranic cow.
कपी, कपी, कपी, the strip of cloth passed between
the legs. [a young Brahminus's head.
कपुट्री, कपुट्री, the lock of hair on the right side of
कपुट्री, कपुट्री, the same on the left side.
कपाड़ा, कपाड़ा, पाराबव, पावरा, a pigeon, a dove.
कपाड़ा, गुढ़म, the cheek.
कपाड़ा, कपाड़ा, कपाड़ा, to clip, trim with shears.
कय, कय, कस, phlegm, a cold, catarrh.
कय, कय, कय, कय, ill with a cold, subject to colds.
कय, कय, कय, कय, when?
कय, कय, कय, defensive armour, a charm, amulet.
कय, सलन्च, सलन्च, armed, clothed in armour. [demon.
कय, रथरीत मेघ, a headless trunk, the belly, a certain
कन्नू, केरें, एन्नोस, एन्नोस, a braid of hair; acidity, sourness.
कन्नू, एन्नोस, a morsel, a mouthful, particularly that of a beast.
कन्नू, एन्नोस, a pretense, deception, trick.
कन्नू, कन्नू, a door, a shutter.
कन्नू, कन्नू, a poet, a writer of taste.
कन्नू, कन्नू, a poet, a writer of verse, poetry, a poem.
कन्नू, कन्नू, a physician.
कन्नू, कन्नू, a pigeon.
कन्नू, कन्नू, when? when.
कन्नू, कन्नू, an oblation to deceased ancestors.
कन्नू, कन्नू, at any time.
कन्नू, कन्नू, even at any time.
कन्नू, कन्नू, a tortoise, a turtle.
कन्नू, कन्नू, the water-pot of an ascetic.
कम, कम, lewd, libidinous, desirous, beautiful, desirable.
कम, कम, beautiful, agreeable, desirable.
कम, कम, where? whither? somewhere.
कम, कम, a lotus, water, copper.
कम, कम, Lakshmi, an orange.
कम, कम, a trembling, palpitation, trepidation, agitation, vibration, tremulous motion.
कम, कम, a fever and ague, intermittent fever.
कम, कम, to tremble, quiver, shudder, palpitate, vibrate.
कम, कम, a paralytic, trembling from palsy.
कम, कम, trembling, quaking, vibrating, palpitating, agitated.
कम, कम, a blanket, an upper cloth.
कम, कम, a shell, conch, bracelet, ring, the neck.
कम, कम, having the neck marked like a shell.
कम, कम, a neck so marked, (a sign of beauty and high fortune.)
Kra, hand, hand's, n., root, root's, hand, hand's, the hand, an elephant's trunk, the claw of a beast, a ray of light, royal revenue, tax, tribute.

Kra, a storehouse, a granary.

Kra, sea salt obtained by evaporation.

Kra, the soft unripe shell of the cocoanut; soft, eatable.

Kra, stunted as a plant, checked in growth.

Kra, the hip. [an ascetic's water-pot.

Kra, a cocoanut-vessel, a cocoanut-vessel;

Kra, the lines in the palm of the hand.

Kra, the head, a bone, a cocoanut-vessel.

Kra, a written assessment, levy of

Kra, to do, act, make; an instrument, means, action, act, operation.

Kra, through, by, by means of.

Kra, a honey-comb, a bee-hive, a basket.

Kra, the palm of the hand, a subject; subject, under the power of.

Kra, a cymbal. [ping the hands.

Kra, the beating of time by clapping hands, a saw.

Kra, a talking by the fingers or signs.

Kra, the joined palms formed into a cup.

Kra, a sword, a scymetar.

Kra, the joining of the palms as an act of respect and obeisance.

Kra, a young elephant or camel the young of any animal, the metacarpus.

Kra, an action, fate, the actions of a prior birth, liability to their consequences.

Kra, a rosary, a bead-roll.

Kra, a finger.

Kra, stunted or checked in growth.

Kra, to cause, impel, oblige, cause to do, &c.
karan, a collector of revenue, a clerk, writer.
karta, a saw.
karshee, a sawyer.
karsool, pitch, a mixture of oil and resin; great, large, high, lofty, terrible, having projecting teeth.
karti, an elephant.
kari, the leader of a herd of elephants.
kari, a granary.
karn, compassion, clemency, tenderness, mercy.
karnak, a mine of pity, i.e. full of pity, &c.
karn: a sea of compassion, i.e. very compassionate.
karnak, compassionate, tender-hearted.
karn, the osprey or fishing eagle.
kant, a crab, the sign Cancer, a snake, a crane, a long gourd.
kant, a cucumber, a female crab.
karto, gravel, a splinter, a grating noise, a grating.
kartari, gritty, gravelly, full of nodules.
karsen, rigid, hard, rough, harsh, violent, unkind, unmerciful, miserly.
karn, the ear, a rudder, a helm.
kartogat, hearing, hearing-distance.
kartaar, a helmsman, steersman.
kartaj, an ear-ornament, pendant.
kartagiri, a whispering together.
kartik, a mason's trowel.
kartika, an ear-ring, the seed vessel of the lotus, the middle finger.
karan, a tale-bearer, whisperer, informer.
karten, to cut, trim, clip, deduct.
karen, a pair of shears or scissors, parings.
karwa, necessary, fit, proper to be done, practicable.
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कश्चियाः, कश्चिन्,—कश्चन्, काश्चि, a pair of scissors or shears.
कश्चि, कश्चि,—कश्चि, शधि, अधिकारी, कारक, lord, master, governor, owner, proprietor, agent, doer.
कश्चि, कारक, लाभक, (in compositum) by, (as an agent or doer).
कश्चि, अर्थुपु, अधिकार, कारिता, rule, government, right, sovereignty, agency, management. [agent.
कश्चि, प्रधाना गुहिती, कारिकी, a mistress, governess, female
कश्चि, कश्चि,—पक, mud, dirt, mire, clay.
कश्चि, जीर्सव्र, old and ragged or patched garments.
कश्चि, तु०, कापास, cotton, the cotton plant or tree.
कश्चि, गणेश्वर विशेष, मित्र, camphor. [gold, water.
कश्चि, विचित्र, राक्षस, variegated, speckled; a daemon, imp,
कश्चि, क्रिया, प्रयास, दापर, धर्म, action, deed, work, matter, affair, object, employment, occupation, station, duty, obligation, meritorious act, religious rites and observances.
कश्चिः, कारक, अधिकारी, a workman, labourer, superintendent.
कश्चिः, कारक, कामार, a worker, blacksmith, armourer, shoemaker, currier. [of rents, steward, factor.
कश्चिः, प्रदुष, पाठार, employed or engaged in; a collector
कश्चिः, कर्ये बिपूण, अशी, clever, diligent, laborious.
कश्चिः, कर्यसेवा, अनुवृत्त, fit for work, serviceable.
कश्चिः, प्रभावित, the consequences of human actions.
कश्चिः, कर्यसेवा, experience of the result of good or bad actions. [counsellor.
कश्चिः, अनैतिक, राजनीति, an executive minister, supreme
कश्चिः, निर्धारित, the means of accomplishing a work.
कश्चिः, कर्यसेवा, actions &c. i.e. a deed and its consequences.
कश्चिः, कर्यसेवा, कर्यवाद, the end or consequence of an action or undertaking.
कश्चिः, अशी, पारक, धार्मिक, diligent, industrious, having a stock of merit, meritorious. [fully occupied.
कश्चिः, पदाधिक, कर्यवादिः, protected by one's employ or office,
कश्चिः, कांस्कार, बोहार, a brazier, a smith.
कश्चिः, कृतिः,—कर्यसेवा, कर्मिः, skilful, useful, serviceable, fit for an undertaking.
कम्पी, शिल्पकर, कल्पनक, कर्मरत, कर्मकुशल, an artist, an advocate for religious ceremonies; ingenious, pertaining to a work.

कम्प्रायिय, बांबु, पाणि, पाद, पायू उपस्थ, the organs of bodily action.

कर्ष, एक तोला, चम्पा, a certain weight of gold or silver; tillage, husbandry. [a cultivator.

कर्ष, चामक, चार्ख, कृपा, drawing, ploughing; a ploughman, ploughman.

कर्ष, चामन, चरण, to draw, drag, pull, attract, plough.

कर्षिण, मूस, गाढी, the bit of a bridle, a female who ploughs.

कर्षि, कर्षि, when? at what time?

कर्षि चि, कर्षि चि, कर्षि, sometimes, occasionally.

कर्ष, घड, शिल्पकर्ष, अभद्र, देवत, दाम, an engine, machine, trap, spring, mechanic art, a shoot, bud, scion, semen virile, a mouthful, a chirping, buzzing.

कर्षक, अवंकर, कोलाहल, a confused noise, buzz, din, hubbub.

कर्षस, चिह, दोष, कृषि, पाप, अपावृत्त, a mark, stain, spot, rust, stigma, taint, blemish, guilt, crime, abuse; defamation, ill-fame.

कर्षकर, लक्ष्य, विनदी, अपवाद, staining, blemishing, disgraceful, corroding, censorious; a detractor.

कर्षी, कर्षक्षुक, कृत्सित, अपवाद, a mark, stained, blemished, impure, stigmatized, &c. [weapon.

कर्षि, विषाक्षुद्धत जन्त्र, an animal stricken by a poisoned

कर्षि, भार, विन्दु, पूर्ण, a wife, the hips and loins, a fort, a royal citadel.

कर्षि, बेह, paste, starch, varnish.

कर्षि, बेल्थ, कर्षक, a pen, a reed, a white winter-rice.

कर्षि, वाण, शाकेर कृषि, an arrow, plant-stalk, Columba root.

कर्षि, कर्षि, —माधि, divers species of pulse or leguminous seeds.

कर्षि, पायूरा, मधुरधिनि, कौशल्य, a dove, pigeon, cuckoo, low sound, murmur, buzz, din, clatter.

कर्षि, धुं, धृ, अलम्प, a jar, waterpot, pitcher.

कर्षि, पाणि, राजस्थ, बाबिस्स, a drake, gander, 'teal.

कर्षि, विरोध, बूढ़, गाली, a quarrel, contention, war, battle, fighting, violence, abuse.
कम, कम, विवादी, विवाद, quarrelsome, contentious.
कम, शिलाकर, शस, अश, रस्ता, a mechanic art, fraud, deceit, interest of money, part, portion, digit of the moon, eight seconds of time, a plantain, the menses.
कमान, गजान, to sprout, germinate, act or work as a machine, rehearse previous to an exhibition.
कमान्निधि, चन्द्र, the moon.
कमाप, रूप, रूपरुप, रूपरुप, रूप, समूह, चन्द्र, पट्टा, an ornament; zone, string of bells for the waist, peacock's tail, a quiver, a multitude, assemblage, the moon, a clever and intelligent man.
कमापी, भगव, कोकिस, a peacock, the black cuckoo.
कमाय, मटर, मावककलामदः, peas, pulse, vetches, &c.
कम्ब, चतुर्थुत्तर, the fourth or iron age.
कम्ब, किंबका, कोमा,—अनुसूत पुष्प, an unblown flower, tobacco cup, wet lime, the receptacle of a lamp.
कम्बर, पानिक, भात, अवरथ, प्राप्त, calculated, numbered, reckoned, known, understood, gained, acquired, separated, divided.
कम्प, चैलिक, कची, an expreessor of oil.
कम्पूष, पाप, अप्राप्त, मल, sin, crime, guilt, defilement, filth.
कम्पूधी, पापी, अपाराधी, अमन, मनवृक, guilty, sinful, vile, criminal, muddy, turbid, foul, filthy.
कम्रोज, काशथ, the liver.
कम्रेब्र, देह, शरीर, the body.
कस, काईट, बिज, ध्वस, पाप, refuse, filth, sediment, ordure, ear-wax, sin, fraud, guilt.
कसम, असेमाभिः, क्राक, a rippling noise, a brawling, the cawing of a crow.
कसचाम, काका करण, गालापानि मेधन, to caw, bawl, ripple, to sound as a falling liquid.
कसचानी, असेमाभिः, तुरम्भानि, a rippling, surf, brawling.
कसचाय, काकाष्ठ, बुधी, brawling, quarrelsome, contentious.
कस्प, किरकट, शिक्रोस्यप, a tiara, an ornament for the head.
कस्प्निः, रुगासि, रुग, पूँज, serum, pus, thin matter.
कस, उपाय, चेतन, तैयार, बनाय, बिधि, contrivance, scheme, purpose, determination, alternative, option, opinion, report, a day and night of Brahmā, a sacred writing or precept.

कस्तूरी, सुरूज़म, दत्ता, a fabled tree of Indra's paradise: a generous man.

कलन, रचन, मिश्रान, टालन, to contrive, devise, plan, design, construct, arrange, feign, scheme.

कलना, उपाय, चेतन, आरोप, अनुकूल, a scheme, contrivance, plan, forgery, false imputation, imitation, the trappings of an elephant &c.

कलाप, प्रश्न, the destruction of the world or end of a Calpa.

कलस, मिथ्या, परिष्ठित, आरोपित, counterfeit, feigned, fictitious, forged, artificially contrived or arranged.

क्रूणा, आभिन, गंभीर, कल, a tumultuous noise, a brawl.

क्रूष, पाप, मल, नरक, sin, filth, one of the infernal regions.

क्रू, अकुश्य, आरोप, सूक्ष, बिधि, the dawn, health; recovered from sickness, deaf and dumb.

क्रू, कलमा,—अरामी रिवृल, गतिविध, to-morrow, yesterday.

क्रूण, क्रू, गुड़, welfare, prosperity, happiness, good fortune.

[khady.]

क्रूण्या, फ़ायबर, सूथी, prosperous, fortunate, successful, deserving success, worthy of good fortune.

क्रू, बिधि, अर्थविधिहीन, deaf.

क्रू, कली,—मूठ, अम, अबाध, wicked, abominable, froward.

क्रूरा, गड़ि, कोलाहल, युथकाल, a surge, billow, roar of the sea, tumult, a gurgling or washing the mouth.

क्रू, कोश, a whip.

[khady.]

केश, भेद, भेद, भेद, पृथ्वी हाड़, the back-bone, the spine, a species

केश, भेद, कोश भेद, some one, a certain one.

केशि, भेद, भेद, some one, a certain one, whosoever, any one.

[khady.]

क्ष, कष्ठपाय, परीक्षा, a touch-stone, test, tan, the tan-

क्षण, परीक्षण, कष्ठपाय, टैन, आवेन, द्वन्द्व, to try, examine by a touch-stone, tan, tighten, stretch, rub in the hands.
कल्य, आटेह, कूणा, tightness, astringency, severity, harshness.
काम, क्रिया, an astringent or harsh taste.
किंत, गंभीर, क्रूत, purulent matter.
क्याक, कूटना, काश, क्रू, कामय, an astringent taste or juice; infusion, extract; astringent, fragrant, tawny.
कर्म, कर, भव, rough to the taste, astringent.
कौश, पीठा, दूध, दृष्टि, पीठ, पीड़ित, मिठ, pain, suffering, distress, trouble; pained, suffering pain, impenetrable, impervious.
क्षेत्र, सिंह, साइन, सिंहक, a cavil.
क्षेत्र, पुर्ण, accomplishment with difficulty.
कह, पा, गो, गा, a test, trial, touchstone.
कहना, सल्लान, विश, विश, an oyster.
कांध, कांधक, सुगन्ध, सुगन्ध, musk.
कहाँकाँ, कह, कहन, when? at what time?
कहना, कहन, उद्घोषण, आशय, विषय, to speak, say, tell, mention, announce, rehearse. [logue, disputation.
कार, कारक, —पुरस्कर आनन्द, निग्नात, conversation; dia-
कहां, कहां, बहां, eloquent, talkative, garrulous.
कही, के सी, paste, starch.
कही, धार, शिरा, dross, sediment, lees, refuse.
कही, देश, आदि, standing on one edge, leaning, aslant.
कार, कर्म, बांक, a pretense, excuse.
कांतन, आटेह, to boil to a consistence, to thicken.
काण्ड, काण्ड, कृत, घोड़ा, a mixed metal, bell-metal, white brass, a gong.
कांस्कान, कांस्बन्ध, —कान्त, a brazier, brass-founder.
कांक, कांक, कफ, a heron; the side, the flank.
कांकी, चित्री, a comb, a carding-comb.
कांकू, कर्क, a crab.
कांक्र, कुम, कफ, पेबल, gravel, grit.
कांक्र, किमिं, कफ, the loins, hip, waist, side.
कांकु, कर्की, सांखिया, a species of cucumber.
कांच, कव्वर, कांसिया, अखिया, a woman's bodice or jacket.
काच, जंगल, वृक्ष, अजाय, unripe, raw, imperfect, ignorant, clumsy, unskilled; a novice.
कांठ, a sycophant, a satellite.
काहार, घनार, दोहर, चिकित्सक, to overtake, gain upon,
approach.
काहार, बाल्वान, विकार्त, a magistrate's office, court of jus-
काहस, कज्ज, कार, a tortoise, water-turtle.
कांस, कुंड, कुंडा, a rope, cable, string.
कांठा, गिरगी, गिराव, near, at, towards, in the vicinity.
काल, किर्क, कर, work, labour, duty.
काला, अच्छा, a collyrium, stibium, eye-paint.
कालब, कङ्कड़ा, बिसें, बाज़ूळ, a species of parrot, a wedge.
काँच, वुम, वर्ण, gold; the mountain ebony, the thorn-apple.
काँची, अदेह, a woman's zone or girdle.
कालक, काली,—कुंड, पुरातन ज्ञान, rice-gruel, sour rice-water.
काटन, घेरन, चिरा, करन, धन, धन, धावन, धावन, to cut, tear, gnaw,
hew, prune, dig, deduct from wages or an account, thwart, make void, refute, erase, spend time, spin cotton-thread.
काठी, सुदिग्ध, cotton-spinning.  [of a spinner.
काठी, सुदिग्ध कारी, a female spinner, spinster; wages
काठीत, सुदिग्ध कारक, देहर, a spinner, cutter, hewer.
काठाई, काठाई,—काठाई दुकान, wages paid for spinning.
काठाकार, ब्रह्मंड, वधाक, अघान, mutual slaughter; mur-
derous, bloody.
काटन, कासमापन, आर्टब, बाज़ार, to pass or spend time,
impede, frustrate, cause to be cut, &c. the channel of a river.
काटार, छाँटा, बसार, a dagger.
काटारी, कौपार, ना, भाट, a cleaver, a bill-hook.
काटी, कूट, शेप, दुब्बा, a chip, bit of wood, splinter.
काटे, कत, गार, wood, timber.
काठतर, टेंकुड़ा, लेणी, a cow-trough, a bailing vessel.
काठग, औषध, a rice mortar.
काठदुग, देश, गराड़, id: an inclosure, a stockade.
काठछान, काठछानी,—कौंतूङ, a mushroom, fungus.
काठलाङी, बिउरण, a coarse salt.
काठेन्द्रक, डॉक, a straining or retching ineffectually.
काठमुख, काँटुरा: केक्कू, the jasmine flower.
काठधार, वृक्षधार, a squirrel. [stakes.
काठा, काठिरिस्क गुड़ी बैरा, a house of wood, an inclosure of काठमुखा, काठावेष, काठावी, a woodman, a wood-cutter.
काठक, काठ काठिरिस्क, काठिरिस्क, a measure of land or capacity, a large water-turtle.
काठम, निर्मित काठ, framed, (as a house or image.)
काठम, धाता, धावन, firm (as a tree), matured, adult.
काठेण, मुख, चित्रक, hardness, roughness, severity, unfeelingness... [reed, key, scabbard, sheath.
काठी, बाँटी, बाँटी, बेखनी, बांटी, a wand, bamboo lath, writing
काठवी, शेर, काठम, hard, hardy, wooden; a wood-cutter.
काठवेला, काठम, काठवेला, a cutter and seller of wood.
काठी, रेजेन, परिष्कर, रेजेन, एवैं, to take or lift out, clean out, snatch, seize, usurp.
कातर, धर, परिणाम, धरा, a seizure, cleansing, &c. a drum.
काड़न, पुराणात अपेक्ष, to watch for the fall of a flower from the head of an idol. [eye, perforated.
काण, अवेदनिया, कर, एकवर, विद्र, the ear; blind of one काणु, मन्देर कुक्क, the gills of a fish.
काणलुकिया, अववहारी, अरत्करी, quick of hearing, retentive.
काणलुक, अवलुक, hearing every thing, listening, attentive.
काण्णुकी, काण्णुकरी—काण्णुलरी, an ear-pick.
काण्णुल, काण्णुल, an ear-ornament.
काण्णुल, कर्पेर, लीक्वल, the flap of the ear.
काण्णुल, काण्णुल, काण्णुल, listening, babbling, talkative.
काण्णुल, काण्णुल अपवार, काण्णुल, to prejudice one against a person, to warn privately against one.
काण, एकवर, विद्र, पाङ्गे धर, blind of one eye, perforated, broken; the edge of a vessel or cup.
काणकाण, कुछूडाड़, चुबूं चुबूं, a whispering, planning, तेता- तेता; ear to ear.
[eaves of a house: काणकाणन, प्राथुरी पीछूलां, तीचलका, the space overhung by the काणकाण, काणकाण, काणकाण, an eaves-dropper, listener.
काणकाण, काणकाण, a listening, eaves-dropping.
काण, काण मल्लिन रिक, the curtains or walls of a tent.
কাঠি, মেঝড়া, a rag, small piece or remnant of cloth; a raised moulding.

কাটা, কর্ধন্দ, তেঁতাকরাণ, a pinching of the ear, a warning:
কানে ২, ধারাকেন্দ, up to the brim, brimful.

কাঞ্জাদা, উপাসক, প্রদূষক, obsequious, servile, obedient.

কাঠ, কাঠি,—মুর্ধা, বাচিকী, কাব্যাকারিগী, a scold, virago, vixen.

কাঠ, ভাটা, ভংফি, বাণ, ভঙ্ক, একলন, a stalk, stem, trunk of a tree, an arrow, a cluster, collection, assemblage, a section, a chapter.

কাটারি, কর্ধরার, a pilot, steersman, helmsman.

কাঠি, কাঠি,—ধূল, a heap, stack, pile. [an arrow.

কাঠী, কাঠীকন্দ, কাশর্ক, পরিচিত; an archer; armed with a bow, bowman; সংগীত, সংগীত, worth, value, essential quality.

কাঁচ, কাঁচ, কাঁচ, anxious, troubled, distressed, perplexed.

কাঁটাণ, কাঠাণি,—প্লেন, কানাকানি, anguish, agony, complaint; কাঁটারাপ্তি, বিলাপ, lamentation, complaint.

কাদা, কাদি, a coir cable.

কাদান, কাদান, মা, দান, a cleaver, a bill-hook.

কাটারি, ঘাট, an earthen pot or jar.

কাটারি, কাঠি, a pair of shears.

কাটি, পাখাকারের বানা, a shell-cutter’s saw.

কাটুর, কাটুর, বাজার, বাইট, the weight in an oil-press.

কাড়ি, সংযোগ, সময়ে, in connection with, on account of; on the side of.

কাড়ে ২, হেস, রোগন, insidiously, pryingly, leaning equally both ways.

কাঠাড়া, পাকা, খাদাটুকু, soft with rain.

কাঠানি, ঘোলা, পরম্বুক, turbid, muddy, thick, dirty.

কাঠানি, মর্থ, wine, spirituous liquor.

কাঠানি, মেয় মুর্ধ, a range or succession of clouds.

কান, কর্ধন্দ, পৎ, mud, dirt, soft clay.

কানি, কানি, —মোলা, প্রমোল, turbid, muddy, dirty.

কাব্যা, বেজ বজ্ঞা করণ, দিলমরম, to soften a field for sowing rice by flooding it.

কাব্যা, বোলা হুক, কাব্যার, muddy, dirty, soft with mud.
kalabājī, kāraṇī, kīḍārī, kūlākṣir, litigious, contentious, disputatious, querulous.

kāmar, inīpa, mān, kāmā. a thicket, grove, forest, wilderness.

kārīn, abhīvāhita kīrāṇa, born of an unmarried woman.

kāpā, suśīka, dīna, pān, chā, dīna, beautiful, agreeable, pleasing, dear; a husband, a gallant, the moon, iron.

kāpāroh, gūḍāroh, sār, bright iron, steel.

kāpā, dārī, kūpa, śīra, aśrama, a wife, a mistress, a beautiful or beloved woman.

kāra, kuṭapa, niḥīraṇa, a bad, difficult or dangerous road, a wood, forest, red sugar-cane.

kāraṇa, sūryaṇa, lokaṇa, abhāna, kūnpa, beauty, splendour, light, brilliancy, a beautiful woman, wish, desire.

kāsman, kāman, kāman, to weep, cry, bewail, lament, howl.

kāvīpaṇik, pārāmāna, pārāyit, fleering, running away, put to flight.

kāvāya, kāvīnabāri, abhavānabāri, weeping, crying, howling.

kāvānabāraṇ, chānabāraṇ, kīvānabāraṇ, the-hunting-leopard.

kāpa, kāpa, mānapa, kāpōku, kāpa, a pretence, disguise, pantomime. shew, the nib of a pen.

kāpāta, māṭaca, kāpa, deceitfulness, craftiness, a trick. [rel.

kāpā, kāpā, kāpā, cloth, linen-cloth, a garment, dress, appā-

kāpā, kāpā, kāpā, kāpā, kāpā, a linen-drafter, seller of cloth.

kāpā, kūpa, kāpā, cotton wool, the cotton plant.

kāpān, kāpā, kāpā, kāpā, a coward, mean-spirited, contemptible or worthless man.

kāpana, kāpana, kāpana, kāpana, sordid, niggardly, parsimonious, selfish.

kāpana, kāpana, kāpana, niggardliness, selfishness.

kāpa, kāpa, kāpa, kāpa, a false pretence, a crow.

kāpā, kāpā, kāpā, kāpā, to inspissate, thicken by boiling.

kāpa, kāpa, kāpa, kāpa, poetry, a poem, raillery, ridicule.

kāpa, kāpa, kāpa, kāpa, poetical propriety.

kāpa, kāpa, kāpa, kāpa, a wedge.

kāpa, kāpa, kāpa, kāpa, kāpa, desire, lust, wantonness, an object of desire, the god of love, affair, business.
Karma, unrestrained, free, going where one pleases. [spontaneous.
Karma, arising from desire or lust, desire, wish, lust; appetite, inclination for, prayer, supplication.
Karma, yielding, subservient.
Karma, libidinous, lustful. [of bile.
Karma, the jaundice, excess or obstruction.
Karma, earnings, gains, savings. [gain.
Karma, to shave, to earn, acquire, a barber's fee.
Karma, a blacksmith, whitesmith.
Karma, lascivious, lewd, wanton, libidinous, amorous, lustful, desirous.
Karma, an affectionate or lascivious woman, a climbing or parasitical plant.
Karma, desirable, amiable, optional, voluntary, supererogatory, performed to obtain personal advantage.
Karma, quarrelsome.
Karma, resolute, overbearing, insulting, the writer cast.
Karma, bodily, corporeal.
Karma, an agent, doer; doing, acting, causing, effecting, accomplishing, making.
Karma, a cause, reason, motive, occasion, principle, origin; for, because, in order to, on account of.
[Saliency, creative.

become a cause, possessed of causal-

a prison, place of confinement.

an action, act, agency, effect, artist, artificer.

an act, agency, art, profession; an actress, dancing-woman,
an explanatory sentence, interest of money,
sharp pain; fem. acting, causing, &c.

a mechanic, a workman.

agency, causality.

acting, doing, causing, occasioning.

an artist, artificer, mechanic, agent, doer, maker, a mechanic art, a trade.

a piece of mechanism, a manufacture.

compassion, kindness, tenderness.

expert, active, diligent, useful, fit for use.

cruelty, hard-heartedness, roughness, niggardliness, difficulty, want.

the seventh Hindoo month.

parsimony, niggardliness.

cotton, the cotton plant.

magic, sorcery, witchcraft.

a bow, a bamboo; expert, skilful.

a work, deed, business, affair, employment, undertaking, effect, duty.

sixteen Pans of cowries.

time, tense, season, period, opportunity, weather, death, regent of death.

black, dark-blue, swarthly, tarnished, dirty.

filthy, squalid, dirty.

a mortal poison, a subtle venom.

the liver.

death, a suitable regard to time or
καρκονα, certain periods in each day unpropitious for any undertaking.
καλαντάρ, the livid mark from a bruise.
καλασν, a Hindoo hell. [deaf.
κανα, κρυστήρ, σάπαν, δύσω, black, swarthy, soiled, unclean,
καλαφό, καλαβόν, —αραμάκαλεβ άνθρι, the final conflagration of the universe.
καλαντικ, θαν, Yama the regent of death. [impurity.
καλαστάλτικος, καλαστίτικος, —κάλτικος σαλμο, any period of ceremonial
καλί, μούτ, τραμ, product or result of a sum, dimensions
of a piece of land.
καλινκα, καλινόκα, ήλι, αυθοσαμ, κακά, the goddess Kāli, ink,
cloudiness, the morrow, an instalment of interest, the credit-price of an article.
καλικα, καλικό, —καλιχή, the livid mark of a bruise.
καλικα, καλικό, —καλιχή, decayed thatch.
καλικια, καλικια, καλικια, deadly, ruinous, destructive.
καλικα, κάλας, κακά, blackness, darkness. [tawny.
καλιπέ, κοινοποιήδα, πίθοστροβό, sun-burnt, weather-beaten,
καλις, κοκα, κακοκα, κακοκα, the goddess, ink or blacking, a stain,
stigma; black, filthy, unclean.
καλίσ, καλίσ, pertaining to time, of a particular time.
καλόνισμα, λίθα, λογία, ακοριστικ, feigned, fictitious, false, forged,
contrived; a hypocrite. [sant-discourse.
καλί, καλί, λιονταράκε, κουλαρή, squalid, dingy; auspicious or plea-
καλα, καλα, καλα, καλα, καλα, a cough, cold, catarrh; a grass.
καλα, καλα, καλα, καλα, καλα, wood, timber, fuel.
κανα, κανα, κανα, κανα, κανα, a quarter, region of the
world, space, tract, place, scite, limit, a measure of time, excellence, superiority.
κανα, κανα, κανα, κανα, κανα, a cough, cold, rheum.
κανα, κανα, κανα, κανα, κανα, to cough.
καναμακαρέ, καμαρέκα, δαμαρέ, λησθε, a cough-mixture of tamarind and mustard.
κανασ, κοπερνα, copperas or green vitriol.
κανασ, κανασ, κανασ, afflicted with a cough.
काठिया, दात, लगाकर्त्ता, a sickle.
कांपा, कार्यन, a denomination of money.
काहार, कन्हा, a palkee bearer.

[report: काहिनी, इतिहास, विवरण, जनरस, a tale, story, narration, history.
कि, किसमा रोधक शब्द, (an interrogative particle:) what?
which? (repeated), whether—or? either—or?
किं, किं,—प्रथम, in compos: what? which?
किङ्कर, दास, शून्य, a servant, a slave.
किद्री, युक्त, a girdle of small bells, any tinkling ornament:
किचु, किचा,—चक, कर्म, mud, slime, dirt.
किचुरू, किचू, बाणरुप, पक्षीहरु, the chattering of monkeys;
the chirping of birds.

किस्फिधाम, किस्फ करन, to chatter, to chirp. [something:
किषु, किरु, अल, किषिं, some, any, a little, somewhat;
किजहांत, किजहां, what sort of! (in ridicule.)
किजान, बुध, पाहें, perhaps, lest, for fear that, lest per-
chance; suppose.

किण, किण्,—कोन, किछ, अल, some, any, a little, a few.
किल्लभ, पीयु, एविक, प्राय,.. within a little, soon, almost.
किळ्कु, केंद्र, पोका, a worm.
कितिक, मल, मूत, ककार, filth, dirt, any animal excretion.
कित्तिकी, मलकु, मलिन, dirty, filthy, squalid. [insect:
किप, कतिक, अक्षु, चिन, a scar, wart, corn, mole; a wood-
किलम, करूण, लसा, गतन, to purchase, to buy.
किन, अर्थं, सेतुः, लोक, that is to say, videlicet, or not?
किब, पढ़ा, अधा, but, moreover, further.

किम्र, बडेर, गौयक, celestial quiristers, demigods with the
heads of horses on a human figure.

किपर्ण, कत दूर, कत काल, how far? how long? till when?
किब, कि, कि आश्चर्य, what? what! how excellent! [tion?
किम्नेर, केन, किजनेर, why? wherefore? with what inten-
किम्नार, किर, अच्छो, अच्छोक्ति, what sort of! how formed! of an
unalusual form.

किम्नाचा, कृपा, miserly, niggardly, avaricious.
किप्राम, किर, half-human demigods, choristers of heaven.
किश्चिं, असचिं, लम्ब, a rumour, report.
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কুক্কু, অথবা, or, else, otherwise.
কুক্কুত্ত, কি, কিছুকার, what? how? what kind of? [long?
কুক্কুত, কিছু, কিভাবে, some, a few, a little; how much? how
কুক্কুম, ব্যঙ্গ, কাঠন, লোপন, a ray of light, sun or moon beam;
to expunge, erase, cross out.
কুক, গৰ্ব্ব, an oath.
কুকাট, রোপনী, কুপন, a dealer, a miser; miserly, penurious.
কুকাট, চূরাড়, সুর বিশেষ, a savage mountaineer; gentian-root.
কুকুরীফ, ক্ষীর, a dagger.
কুকুরীফ, দুর্গ, দুর্ণাট, a crest, a diadem.
কুক্সন, শিক্ষিত, আশ্চর্য, বিচর, certainly, possibly, indeed, verily?
কুক্সাস, হালিয়ারাগ, a blotch, white scab. [mal, a youth.
কুক্সাশ, পুষ্ট, নাগর, নাগর, a colt, the young of any ani-
কুক্সুক, কুপন, গন্ধ, miserly, avaricious, sordid, poor.
কুক্স, আথ, হল, a bone.
কুক্স, শরবর দৃশ্য, a hollow bamboo whistling in the wind-
কুক্স, কুক্স, an insect, worm, maggot.
কুক্কুকু, কুপন, কুপন, কুপন, a parrot; a Cashmirian.
কুক্কুরীফ, কুপন, মোজাস, penurious, miserly, avaricious.
কুক্সন, গায়ন, গুরুবর, to sing, celebrate, shout for joy.
কুক্সন, গায়ন, সুধাবর, স্মৃতি, fame, renown, celebration, praise.
কুক্স-কৃ, ধৌন, ধৌন-টা, মূত্র, মুঠো, a pin, bolt, wedge, nail;
stake, the fist, a thump, a blow.
কুক্স-মায়, মুষ, মুষ, নিন্ধন, বাধন, to strike with the fist,
thump, pummel, to nail, pin, wedge up, fasten to a stake.
কুক্স, চশা, সাবর, water.
কুক্স, নাগর, নাগর, the sea, the ocean. [little, &c.
কুক্স, বিন্নাক্ত, কুলিমাত, ভাচ, a prefix: evil, base, badly, a
কুক্কুক্ক, কুকাস, কুকাস, a mist, a fog.
কুক্কুক্ক, যজ্ঞা বা ক্ষীর হোম, to contract, shrink, shrivel up.
কুক, মায়, মন্ধ, a voice, the bark of a dog.
কুক্কুর, মুঠা, বিক্ষুষণ, having a crooked or withered arm.
কুক্কুন্তী, কুক্কুন্তী,—পুরাণায়, পাপ, wicked, vicious, profligate, sinful.
कूल, कलूट, उल्क, a difficulty, perplexity, dilemma; difficult, perplexing, troublesome.

कुंजी, गिनाकौ, the black cuckoo.

कुंदा, कुंद, the common fowl, a cock.

कुंदण, कुंदण, the cavities of the loins.

कुंड, कुंड, —कुंड, खाण, गायत्रिः, a dog, a vegetable perfume.

कुंड, कुंड, ठक, a cock, a firebrand, a lighted wisp of straw; a man of mixed cast.

कुंड, कुंड, कुंड, कुल, a wild cock, varnish, glossiness.

कुंड, कुंड, कुंड, पायराधिः, a cackling sound, a cooing.

कू, कू, अंत्र, पेट, the belly, the abdomen.

कूट, कूट, —कूट, दिव्य, offensive speech, scurrilous expression, abuse, reproach.

कुक, कुक, साइ, saffron.

कु, जन, माइ, चेथाकाठ, a breast, a pap, a chip of wood.

कुंडलिका, कुंडलर, —ग्री, a woman's breast.

कुक, कुंदण, कुंदण, evil society, a circle of evil companions, evil advice.

कुकृ, कुकृ, an evil adviser.

कु, चेथा, चुक्क, to cut in pieces, to chip, gnaw, shrink, small, little.

कु, कु, —चेथा, खुङ्ग, a chip, shaving, splinter, fragment, shred, piece.

कुवार, कुव, a nipple.

कुमन, कुमार, कु, गिर, गुट, doggrel poetry.

कुल, चिंता, आली, कलू, calumny, slander, censure, accusation, blame, a blot, disgrace.

कुत्तू, कू, अलंक, कुश, घोर, evil, bad, abominable, ugly, deformed, squalid.

कु, किण्ड, किण्ड, अलंक, some, any, a little.

कु, गामु, मनाह, मनाह, a hump or curvature of the spine, the planet Mars, Tuesday.

कुकु, कुकु, अलंक, मुक्त, low, base, mean, vulgar, stupid.

कुं, कु, कु, अलंक, deformed, crooked, hump-backed an earthen water vessel.

कुरूटङ्का, कुरूटङ्का, —कुरा, कुर्री, a mist, a fog.
kūṣa

कृषित, बक्र, रांग, 'curved, bent, crooked, tortuous, curled'.
कूल, कास्मिक घास, ऊपरास, विषाण्, a bower, arbour, grove, an elephant's tusk, ivory.
कूसान, दुधी, मर, an elephant; in comp: chief, eminent.
कूट, दुमन, बुझा, श्रृंग, a sting, bite, sudden gripe or pinch.
कूट, कूटा,—चोल, खुप्पु, a chip, bit, fragment, shred.
कूटन, चुर्व, ऊँढन, दमन, to beat or pound to powder or pulp, to tread down, to trample.
कूटनी, सच्चाटिका, दृष्टि, a bawd, a procuress, an herb-woman.
कूटरपना, दृष्टिपण, the profession of a procuress. [&c.
कूटस्य, दुनिम मङ्गा, to cause cattle to tread down the ground,
कूटार्थ, दुस्राहं, वैरहं, a covert design, a quibble.
कूट, गुण, खुप्पु, a house, a fragment, bit, chip, morsel.
कूट, अनुरूप, बक्र, कृष्ण, insincere, disingenuous, insidious, crooked, bent, severe, cruel.
कूटि, अनालिका, a European's house, a palace, factory.
कूटिर, कुतुरु श्रृंग, भूकपाइ, a small house, hut, hovel, shed.
कूटिण्याय, गुस्सिकृत, साधन, परिवार, a kinsman, relation, connexion, offspring, family.
कूटिण्याय, गुरु, सप्तिकन, a householder, master of a family.
कूटकृत, कूटकृत, —वाच्य, दृष्टि, चिक्षित, a throbbing sensation, a twinge; querulousness, peevishness.
कूटकृत, चिक्षित्वृत्ति, peevish, querulous, hard to please.
कूटकृत्वा, कूटकृत्वा, दृष्टि, a bawd, a procuress.
कूटकृत्वा, मुक्त, an opening flower-bud.
कूटेय, बुख, कुरूङ्ग, a tree; the leprosy.
कूटेय, गुह, बुखडी, a house, an apartment, a cottage.
कूटर, कृषित, an axe, hatchet. [bank, granary.
कूटे, अधिनिका, जौ, a European's house, palace, factory.
कूटिया, कूटिया,—कृष्ण, भूक, leprous, dull, torpid, indolent.
कूड, कुरूङ्ग, बिषा, लुप, leprosy, a bigah measure, a heap.
कूडन, अन, संग्रह, यक्षन, to collect, pick up, glean, gather into a heap. [found; a souaadling.
कूडनीया, कूडनीया,—संकित, बन्धित, एकाग, collected together.
कूड़, बिषा, a bigah of land.
कूर्णिय, कूर्णय,—कूटर, an axe, a hatchet.
কুংস

কুংস, বিশ, কুংসরাগ, a score, twenty; the leprosy.

কুংসরাগ, কুংস, —কুংস, অড়, কুংসর, leprous, dull, torpid, lazy; a hut, shed, stall.

কুঠা, প্রাচীর, কোণ, a wall, the plastering of a wall.

কুঠামি, আলসামি, কুড়া, indolence, torpor, laziness, slowness.

কুঝ, বীণাদির ধ্বনি, the sound or note of a stringed instrument.

কুঝ, মৃত্যুরী, শব, a dead body, a corpse, a carcase.

কুনী, ভক্ত, আবুজাহান, having a withered arm; a whitlow.

কুনো, কুণ, —লামুক, নামশুক, কোপশারী, shy, shrinking from sight, slinking into a corner.

কুঁগামি, লালবুটা, ভয়, shyness, a shrinking from sight.

কুঁঠা, কুঁঠা, —আনর, মূর্ত, indolent, lazy, slow, stupid, foolish.

কুঁঠু, প্রাসাদ, কুঁঠু, ধর্ম, a pit, sacrificial pit, bowl, basin, pool, well; the bastard of an adultress.

কুঁষ্ট, কুঁষ্টল, আবুল, বালা ইলামি, an ear-ring, ring, bracelet, collar, fetter, coil of a rope.

কুঁটী, কুঁটীবিষিষ্ট, কুঁটীরিয়র, সর্ন, wearing an ear-ring; coiling, winding; a serpent.

কুঁটিবিষ, কুঁটি, —পানি বিশেশ, a basin, hemispherical vessel.

কুঁতী, কোথাহইতে, কেমন, whence? from which? how?

কুঁতল, মধা, কুঁতলাহ, বড়ীশ্ব, noon-tide, great or oppressive heat.

কুঁতুল, কুঁতুল, —কুঁতুল, চামরবিষিষ্ট তৈলগাজ, a leathern oil-bottle.

কুঁতুলার, কোডুঁক, উদ্যাগ, চামকার, বাসনা, sport, diversion, eagerness, impetuosity, wonder, surprise, inclination, desire. [brisk, pleasurable.

কুঁতুলী, কোনারু, বর্ণ, আবন্দ, sportive, playful, impetuous, কুঁছর, কুঁছর, না, a dog.

কুঁছর, কোথায়, কাহাতে, where? wherein?

কুঁত্রাৎ, যে কোনহানে, wherever, wheresoever.

কুঁস্পি, বেধানে হ, কোনহানে, id. any where, some where.

কুংস, বিশাল, কুংসক, কুংসরাগ, reproach, censure, calumny, moral blemish, deformity, ugliness.

কুংসিত, কুঁচ, বিশিষ্ট, মন, কুঁশনী, low, vile, evil, bad, ugly, deformed, disgusting.
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कुर

कुरी, हट्टियाँटकार द कस्ता, an elephant's housings, horse-cloth.

कुरा, कुरु, कुसा, — कुदु काइनों अक्षा, a hoe, spade.

कुरु, केस, चुप, घर, hair of the head, a lock of hair, barley.

कुरुक्ष, कौकाल, कातरा, to groan, moan, suffer pain.

कुर, चुप, चुप, जामिज, jasmine, frankincense, a turner's lathe.

कुचकर, कुचकर, a turner. [to turn in a lathe.

कुडन, उलडन, केरन, to prance, skip, frisk, dance for joy.

कुडन, नीलापुरी, कलह, a blue lotus, a quarrel, dispute.

कुडनीया, कारी, घरानी, quarrelsome, litigious. [kincense.

कुड्र, कुड्रे, चारी, पारी, पारी, the frankincense tree, frank-

कुड्रे, कुड्रे, कुड्रे, कुड्रे, a leathern oil-bottle.

कुड्री, कुड्री, कुड्री, कुड्री, angry, provoked, vexed.

कुड्रो, कुड्रो, कुड्रो, badly turned, deformed, ugly.

कुड्रो, जालो, गो, a water-lily in general.

कुड्रो, अत्याचार, उपद्रव, arbitrary power, tyranny.

कुड्रो, ध्वनिपीत, Cuvera or the god of wealth.

कुड्रो, रक्षक, रूक, बर्सहद, hump-backed, crooked.

कुड्रो, कुड्रो, a gourd, a pumpkin.

कुड्रो, बालक, पुु, राजपुरु, कुड्रो, a boy under five years, a lad, son, prince, a potter.

कुड्रो, कुड्रो, कुड्रो, a virgin, maiden, girl from ten to twelve years, Durga, a daughter, the catch of a door-latch.

कुड्रो, कुड्रो, कुड्रो, the white or red lotus.

कुड्रो, कें, कलेशी, a crocodile.

कुड्रो, कें, कलेशी, crooked-armed.

कुड्रो, कंदी, राष्ट्रियें, हड्डियो, a water-jar, the sign Aquarius, the frontal globe of an elephant.

कुड्रो, निन्द्यास अवरोध, निन्द्यास अवरोध, a stoppage of the mouth and nostrils to prevent breathing; (a religious ceremony.)

कुड्रो, कुड्रो, कुड्रो, a potter.

कुड्रो, कें, कंदी, कंदी, कंदी, a thief, plagiarist, paraphrast, a wife's brother.

कुड्रो, कुड्रो, कुड्रो, a Hindoo hell.

कुड्रो, कें, कंदी, a crocodile, an alligator.

कुड्रो, कुड्रो, हरिया, a deer, antelope.
kuṭum, कुटुम्, to scrape, pare, gnaw.
kuṭa, कुटा, hernia, hydrocele, &c.
kuṭa, कुटा,—कुटापक्षी, an eagle.
kuṭuṭi, कुटुटि, di-gust, distaste, dislike, disrelish.
kuṭaś, कुटाश, the wards of a lock.
kukdhi, कुकड़ि, sweepings, filth, rubbish.
kuṇa, कुण, तृण, खा, a yelping, a barking; a dog.
kuṇaḥ, कुण, कृत्य, खेलन, to skip, frisk, gambol, play.
kuṇa, कुण, कुं, अधीन, the knee, the elbow; under control, subject to.
[herd, flock.
kuṇa, कुण, भाचि, पाल, भूमस्मूह, race, lineage, family, tribe.
kuṇa, कुण, उत्तमवेशः, well-born; the protraction of a sentence beyond a stanza, in poetry.
kuṇa, कुण, कुण, —कुणे परशुरामः भवान, the usages or peculiar practices of a tribe, cast, or family.
kuṇa, कुण, उत्तमवेशः, गणेशः, of a good family, well-born.
kuṇa, कुण, वंशवीरि, a genealogy, pedigree.
kuṇa, कुण, अस्थि, बेष।, an unchaste woman, courtezan, harlot.
kuṇa, कुण, निर्बाचः हुः, एवः, to be in sufficient quantity for, to abound; sufficient, enough.
kuṇapati, कुणपाति, the head or chief of a family.
kunghiri, सम्पूर्णीय श्री, a woman of a reputable family.
kunghiri, गुणपतिः,—सम्पूर्णीय, a virtuous wife.
kunghiri, सतीय, पाठिित्र, chastity in a wife.
kunghi, गुणधर्मवर्धक आचार, conduct honorable to a family, family honor.
[marriages.
kunghir, घटक, वंशपुर, a family genealogist who contracts
kuṇa, पाणि, उद्धर, निर्बाचः कुण, to possess, abound in, abound,
be sufficient for, to supply, furnish.
kunghiri, अधक, superintending; a superintendent.
kunghiri, ज्योति, बाला, बसािति, a nest, a place of residence, abode.
kunghiri, कुंकुर, कुंकुर, a potter.
kunghiri, इंद्रश्रि, the thunderbolt of Indra.
kunghiri, उत्तमवेशः, nobly born, of high descent, noble.
kunghiri, काळाकृम, कब्ज़ा, a crab.
kunghiri, कुमा, —पूर्ण, a winnowing fan.
kūṭ, kūṭa, kūṭa, only, wholly.
kūṭa, kūṭa, gravel, lime-stone pebbles.
kūṭa, kūṭa, a sacred or sacrificial grass.
kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūtha, kūth
Krta

Kta, kora, kalita kha, obscurity of meaning, ambiguity, a fiction.

Kta, prachi, phishi, a wall.

Kam, kappad binch, a sort of cloth half-silk half-cotton.

Kam, takket, kuthi, a satchel, a wallet.

Kam, kura, kiwara, ghet, a well, a pit, a hollow.

Kam, aarea, the upper part of the nose.

Khirna, gauras, thickened milk. [amusement.

Khan, kudam, kmam, kmfa, to prance, gambol; play, sport,

Kam, kou, a tortoise, a turtle.

Kam, barir kta, dher, devo, phoarini, a river’s bank, shore,

edge, mound, pond, pool, the rear of an army.

Kalam, takket, nar, a lizard, a cameleon.

Kam, kat, puja, dpsal, vanaa, paher, paxa, pahi, bodily

pain, agony, penance, distress, difficulty; suffering pain, painful, wicked, sinful.

Kam, parshva, phoar, talsaghat, suffering anguish, in pain,

tormented, doing penance.

Kam, kar, kar, affix: doing, performing.

Kam, charit, sahit, sin, done, performed, made, effected,

accomplished. [successful.

Kumara, Kumara,—karma, karma, having performed a work,

Kumara, charita, bap, bap, having succeeded, successful,

fortunate.

Kam, akam, akumara, ungrateful, forgetful of benefits,

returning evil for good. [grateful, thankful.

Kam, upamara, akumara, mindful of benefits received,

Kamara, ud, vinaih, married.

Kuthikram, bikkari, dha, disposed of, sold.

Kumara—put, kumara, vinayak, vinahi, holding up the hands,

respectful, humble, suppliant.

Kam, kethi, death, Yama or the universal destroyer, a demonstrated conclusion, established doctrine.

Kumara, akumara, mani, guilty, criminal. [object.

Kam, Kumara, vinara, successful, having accompli
krishna, chariatri, krusha, desirous of success, thankful.
kurti, kriya, kuru, an act, action, deed.
kurti-selu, pata, maan, puush, learning, acquisition, qualification, capacity, merit, virtue, piety.
kruhti, pata, puusha, eveda, kramam, bharathi, learned, accomplished, active, expert, capable, worthy, virtuous, pious.
kruh, krusha rathri charsha, an antelope’s skin, an animal hide.
krusha, kuru, kuru, duryodhana, duty, what ought to be done, a work, motive, cause. [forged, false.
krutim, rutita, kala, mriga, artificial, fictitious, counterfiet.
krupa, samasta, samudaya, all, whole, entire.
kruha, kruhabh, bhayankar, abhaya, apara, penurious, miserly, sordid, vile, abject; a miser.
kruha, dharmapaksha, dharakrishna, graciously, with compassion.
krupa, dnya, karn, amsa, compassion, pity, mercy, clemency, kindness, tenderness, favour, goodness.
kupa, dharana, krapana, merciful, humane, compassionate, kind, tender-hearted, &c.
kurti, kurti, akasa, a worm, maggot, insect, lac-dye. [small.
kuti, kusi, kusuma, wasted, emaciated, meagre, thin, little.
kurti, kurya, krusha, krusha, krusha, a woman of a slender delicate shape or figure, well-shaped, handsome.
kupa, ari, abana, fire.
kuru, kuru, kuru, —chari, chari, a cultivator, peasant, farmer, husbandman.
kurti, kurti, —charaksha, agriculture, husbandry, cultivation, ploughing, tillage.
kuruksha, kuru, chari, a husbandman, farmer, peasant.
kuruksha, kuru, kuruksha, black, dark-blue; black pepper, the god Krishna.
kupaka, chandrahamsa, the fortnight of the moon’s decrease.
kupakhaya, chandrahamsa, bhasma, arak, pertaining to the wane of the moon; bastard, illegitimate.
kruha, kuru, the black antelope.
kurti, kruha, krusha rath, the hide of a black antelope.
_ke, _ke, _koe, _koe, _koe, _koe, who? what person?
_ke, _koe, _koe, any one, some one.
_ko, _ka, a peacock's note.
_ko-tu, _ko-tu, (plural) some persons.
keu, _keu, _keu, to buy, to employ another to buy.
keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, a flag, banner, sign, invitation, house, abode, place, duty.
keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, a banner, flag, comet, falling-star, descending node, the 9th planet.
keu, _keu, a field.
keu, _keu, why? wherefore?
keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, for, because.
keu, _keu, simple, mere, alone; only, absolutely, certainly.
keu, _keu, _keu, how? in what way? what sort of?
keu, _keu, _keu, a metal ornament for the small of the arm.
keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, a small oar, a paddle.
keu, _keu, _keu, rent, hire.
keu, _keu, _keu, to strip off bark, to shell, to peel fruit, to skin an animal.
keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, play, sport, diversion.
keu, _keu, _keu, sour rice water.
keu, _keu, _keu, the head, a lock of hair, a horse’s mane.
keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, hairy, shaggy; (epithet of Vishnu.)
keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, a tress or fillet of hair.
keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, a hair-comb.
keu, _keu, _keu, the filaments of a flower, saffron.
keu, _keu, _keu, having a mane; a lion, a horse;
keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, _keu, a mutual pulling of the hair and fighting, a squabble, brawl.
keu, _keu, _keu, hairy, shaggy.
keu, _keu, some one, any one.
কোট, *কোথায়, কুথ, where?


তবেঝা, তবেঝা বিশেষ, a certain evil genius or demon.


তবক্ষ, ধীর, আদর, বাধিব, a fisherman, a waterman.

tebh, *দুঃকি, absorption into the deity, eternal emancipation from matter.

তব্র, *ব্রহ্ম, the lotus.

তবঝা *মুখপোষ্যবৎস, a sucking calf.

tebha, *কুবেরের বিবাস স্থান, mount Cailása, the residence of Cuvera and favourite haunt of Vishnu.

tebhāra, তব্রাম, youth, boyhood.

tar, *কোনাড়া, —বুলুটী, a mist, a fog.

tar, *কোকড়, —কুঠায়, রুঁঁচই, তোকড়া, চুম্ব, curled, crumpled, rumpled, shrunk up, shrivelled.

tar, *বঝাণ, দড়ান, তোভুঁদ, তোভান, চুদান, to curl, crimp, plait, crumple, furl, shrivel up, to cause to shrivel up or contract.

tar, *কবাম, কুরুদ, বিষাপান, to moan, groan, grunt.

tar, *পোল্চা বিশেষ, টাঁটা a sheaf of fish-spears, a harpoon.

tar, *পরিবির্ত বঝার অপুষ্কায়, the lap, the end of a garment gathered into a bag.

tar, *পরিবির্ত বঝার কুচিকড়, the pendent tuck of a garment.


tar, *কোকৃত, *কুকৃত, the red lotus.

tar, *কীচান, *কুচানা, the black cuckoo.


tar, *কোটস-র, *স্নুজা, a pander, a pimp.


tar, *কুক্ক মছল, a hollow in a tree, a hollow tree.


tar, *কোটামুখ, *কোটামুখ, a watchman's office or duty, a city-police.
कोठि, कोठ, —एक पंच मक, अडागु, प्रजित, जितम, पुर्णप, a crore or 10,000,000; the point of a sword, the end of a bow, a wager, promise, engagement, assertion, proposition. [ever.
कोठिरतल, सडासरकाने, बिता, to a crore of Calpas, i.e. for कोठि, कोठ, —बुर्ज, a fort, fortress, tower.
कोठिर पंख बंधे, half a crore or five millions.
कोठिर चार, प्रजिंदाशी, पकराखा, जिंदार, the fulfilment of a promise, solution of a proposition.
कोठि, कूट, हक, leprosy, the squares on a chess-board.
कोठि, कूटा, an apartment, a room.
कोठि, कूट, a factory, manufactory, bank, counting-house.
कोठा, बिखण, वैधान, धाम, to perforate, bore, dig.
कोठा, कला, a scourge, a whip. [elbow.
कोठ, देखाअदेर साहित्य, आ, कुल, a corner, angle, the कोठान, आ, कोलाकोलेरे, a diagonal line.
कोठा, कोठ, an angle, a corner. [corner.
कोठाकोल, आ, क, diagonally, transversely, from corner to कोठि, कोणाकृति, कुल, angular, having a crooked arm.
कोठ-र, कोनाभेड, कुड़, where? whither? anywhere,
कोठ, के, के, के, किस, who? which? what? any, some.
कोठ, कोठ, राग, wrath, rage, fury, anger, passion.
कोठान, रागावर, angrily, through passion.
कोठान, कोठान, रागान, कोठावित, to be angry, to rage; passionate, angry, wrathful, furious.
कोठान, कोठान, रागान, चित्तान, to incense, irritate, provoke, anger, enrage. [lent, wrathful.
कोठान, कोठो, रागो, चित्तो, passionate, angry, viru-
कोठित, पाठ, wise, learned. [flexible, delicate.
कोठ, मुं, अकृतिन, चरम, mild, gentle, affable, tender, soft,
कोठ, काठिन, a flower-bud. [grate.
कोठि-भां, आ, आठ, चर्म, ठीचन, to scratch, rasp, scrape,
कोठि, कोठ, निर्माच्छान, कर्ता, दिक, भेंक, शूर, the bosom, an embrace, a haven, harbour, the palm of the hand, concave side of a leaf, &c. a point of the compass, a raft, a hog.
long pepper.
postscript, codicil, slip of writing.
a mutual embrace.
encouragement, hope.
a confused or tumultuous noise,
tumult, uproar.
beard of corn, a drinking or sacrificial vessel, a shoe, sandal, the hollow palm of the hand, a treasury, treasure, a dictionary, vocabulary, the womb, scrotum, testicle, penis, an egg, a ball or globe, fruit-stone, nutmeg, cocoon, a judicial ordeal. [low palm.
a canoe, sacrificial vessel, hol-
a sacrificial vessel.
a granary, chamber, the body of a carriage, a drawer, the stomach, evacuation by stool, ordure.
a calculated nativity, destiny.
a fog, a mist.
a hypocrite, a description of hypocrirical devotees.
a canister, a box.
craftiness, dishonesty.
cowry.
a pigeon.
diversion, sport, fun, a show, entertainment, spectacle, festival, jest, raillery, humour, wit.
jaocose, funny; a jest, a joke.
jocose, funny; a wag, a showman.
a small strip of cloth covering the privities.
quarters, the north quarter.

youth, childhood, boyhood.

one of the seven divine
mothers or personified energies of the gods.

moonlight: given as a title to books. [family.

following the practice of his tribe or

the bastard of a married woman.

belonging to or customary in a family.

nobility of birth.

welfare, happiness, eminence in art or science, policy, art, device,
stratagem, contrivance.

silken, made of silk.

the breast-jewel of Vishnu.

a saw.

a poor man, a partridge.

a sacrifice, offering, worship.

to weep, cry, lament, wail, howl.

lamentable, to be wept for.

meat, raw flesh.

a goblin, giant, cannibal,

flesh-eater; carnivorous.

succession, series, degree, method, precept.

successively, regularly.

in succession, successively,

following in the direct order
of a series or of succession.

gradually, regularly.

successive, gradually.

basically, successively.

gradually, by degrees, progress-

regular, irregularity, disorder, confusion.

buy, a purchase, buying.

to buy, purchase.
trade, commerce, traffic, barter.

purchasing, dealing; a purchaser.

purchaseable, exposed for sale.

stepped, gone, passed over.

ascension, a surmounting, surpassing, excelling.

purchasing; a purchaser, dealer,

an insect, worm, maggot, lac-dye.

an act, action, deed,

work, religious acts, worship, ablutions, offerings, &c. funeral rites, affair, business.

to counteract, defeat an intention, make an act ineffectual.

to play, sport, toy.

pastime, a show, game, wantonness, lasciviousness, sexual enjoyment.

purchased, bought.

angry, vexed, wroth, passionate.

cruel, pitiless, unfeeling, harsh, severe, hard, solid, terrible, mischievous, destructive.

cruelty, unfeelingness, hardheartedness, severity, harshness.

purchaseable, marketable.

a purchaser, buyer.

the flanks, hips, haunches, breast, chest, bosom, embrace.

a postscript, codicil, slip of writing omitted in its due place.

anger, wrath, rage, fury, passion.

angry, passionate, furious, wrathful.

a crore or ten millions.

the osprey or fishing-eagle.

a distance of 400 cubits or nearly nine furlongs.
fatigued, tired, wearied, languid, exhausted.

weariness, fatigue, exhaustion.
wet, damp, moist, humid, corrupted.
distressed, afflicted, wretched, wearied, fatigued.

affliction, distress, calamity, wea-
idle, slothful, stupid; an eunuch, hermaphrodite.
mucous, dryness, pus, ichor, clammy film, perspiration, &c.
affliction, distress, calamity, pain, anguish, care, trouble, worldly occupation, labour, difficulty.
the bladder.
where? in what place or degree?
somewhere.
[money.
chink of
made to sound, struck as a musical string or metallic vessel.
boiled, decocted, stewed, digested.
a decoction, a solution prepared by heat.
a period of four minutes, a moment, instant, leisure, opportunity, vacation from work, a centre, the time of the new or full moon, a festival.
night.
a flash of lightning, a gleam of light.
momentary, fleeting, perishable.
diseased with scars in the feet.
a particular disease of the feet.
sore, wound, hurt, scar, scarred, wounded, hurt, torn, broken.

blood, pus, matter.
कठिन, लागिछ, अपवाद, आस्वाद, a hurt, loss, injury, evil, prejudice, disadvantage, damage.
कठस्थ, बुद्धियुक्त, a violator of a religious vow.
कठस्थर, आयासप, कङ्कुड़िया, a bloody flux. [military class.
कम, कोशिक, —विशिष्ट वर्ण, a Kshatriya, one of the second or
कन्ध, राजा, राजा, वेणास, night, passion, folly, madness.
लोकार्थ, चंद्र, the moon. [consumption.
कवृष, कार्ण, ब्रह्म, a cough, sneezing, sore throat,
कम, पार्व, सार्व, सहित, अनुपूर्व, able, capable, patient, enduring, friendly.
कम, कमकाल, बोधक, समस्थ, fitness, propriety, capability.
कम, कुष्ठा, पापोमाच, सहिष्नु, बुध्वी, forbearance, pardon,
long-suffering, patience, endurance, the earth, Durga.
कमी, गहिः, गला, नीर, patient, forbearing, gracious,
कम, दूष, अधंत, एम्य, आं, राम, एकाविक, गर्म, द्राहमाच,
decay, waste, loss, destruction, phthisis or consumption, sickness, removal, expiation,
the cure of disease,
कोलमान, अविदास, रागान, an intercalary month.
कोला, गोइ, अशिक्षित, मृद, decayed, going to ruin, destroyed.
कोल, गुंदा, डोळ, to leak out, ooze, trickle.
कोल, सहिष्नु, अनुपूर्व, बोधक, patient, enduring, forbearing,
desisting from, ceasing, having desisted, &c.
कोली, सहिष्नु, पापोमाच, नीर, patience, endurance, forbearance, forgiveness, a cessation or desisting from: [ashes.
काल, वेरम, शिकाम, तत्स, भाभ, alkali, soda or potash, salt,
कारिग, अवधारक, जीरकमुख, distilled from saline matter,
strained through alkaline ashes.
काम, वेरो कवित, परिधरण, to wash, rinse, clean, cleanse.
किंग, मिथ्यामुक, वच सदा, agitated, excited, moved by
some strong passion.
किंग, बुध्वी, निवास, कस, एम्य, the earth, a house, abode,
loss, wane, destruction.
किंघर, पर्वर्त, गिरी, a mountain.
क्रुद्र, क्रूर, क्रम, a tree.  [tracted, mad.
कर्ण, कर्ण, कर्ण, उस्त, sent, thrown, flung, cast, dis-
fitted, quick, swift, rapid; quickly, speedily, soon.
काँच, कच, कच, दूर, wasted, emaciated, slender, thin,
feeble, decayed, exhausted.
कौर, कौर, कौर, कौर, कौर, कौर, कौर, कौर, कौर, कौर, कौर,
kown, goddess, goddess, goddess, goddess, goddess, goddess, goddess, goddess, goddess,
the milky sap of plants, thickened milk, water.
कौर, राइ, राइ, राइ, rice-milk, frumenty.
कौर, पौर, पौर, id. also a cucumber.
कूद, कूद, कूद, कूद, कूद, कूद, कूद, कूद, कूद, कूद,
sad, distressed, bruised, pounded, beaten to powder, marked, branded,
blemished. [bruise.
कूद, सोंफ, सोंफ, सोंफ, गाज, a sneezing; a mark, blemish,
हृत्यमक छिप, to sneeze. [corn, &c. a scrap.
कूद, तुन, तुन, the broken fragments of pounded
मल्ल, भर, भर, भर, मल्ल, भर, भर, भर, भर, भर,
to pound, bruise, reduce to powder, dig, carve, engrave.
कूदीरा, कूदीरा, छोटे, minute, little, small, trifling.
कूदीरा, कूदीरा, hunger, sense of hunger, appetite.
कूद, भुर, भुर, भुर, भुर, भुर, small, little, insignificant,
mean, petty, low, vulgar, niggardly.
कूद, कूद, कूद, penuriousness; penurious, miserly.
कूद, कूद, a shortness of breathing.
कुर्म, कुर्म, hunger, appetite.
कुर्म, कुर्म,—रेग, रेग, रेग, hungry, famished, voracious.
कुर्म, अकुर्म, अकुर्म, अकुर्म, a painful sense of hunger.
कुर्म, अकुर्म, अकुर्म, अकुर्म, hungry, ravenous, voracious.
कुर्म, कुर्म, hungry. [petite.
कुर्म, कुर्म, बिढ़िका, cessation of hunger, appeasing of ap-
कुर्म, कुर्म, a bush, a shrub.
कुर्म, कुर्म, कुर्म, गुट, a pigeon-hole, a small hut.
कुर्म, कुर्म, a clump, a tuft, a seed-plot.
कुर्म, रक, रक, रक, agitated, disturbed, affected, dis-
tressed, excited, pained.
कूमा, मसीमा, flax, linseed.
a razor, the hoof of a horse, &c. sharp, razor-edged. an instrument for cutting a wife, a sacred spot, a place of pilgrimage. a field, the body, a wife by another man. the soul, a libertine, a husbandman; clever, skilful. a throw, cast, stroke of an oar, dismissal, a boat or carriage load of goods, a burden, a pack. to send, cast, fling, toss, throw, dismiss, spend or pass time, shed, spill, row, be angry, fall into a passion, rage, be distracted or mad. an oar, a net, a fishing net. proper to be thrown (as a net) to provoke, incense, enrage, distract. good fortune, welfare, happiness, absorption or final beatitude. the Brahmani kite; auspicious. ket. happy, fortunate, prosperous; a trinket-bas. a rower, a waterman. leanness, emaciation, feebleness. the earth. agitation, distress, grief, alarm, excitation, stimulation, excitement. wove silk. the earth. honey, water, linen cloth, wove silk, a room on the top of a house. the shaving of the head, &c. the earth.
वेर, विष, गरम, poison, venom.
वेलालु, गरमी, हिंसुक, poisonous, venomous, noxious.

ध, आकाश, ज्वो, the sky, the atmosphere.
धेर, धि, धरिका, जागारा, parched grain.
धीरे, धेसरकाप, धमर, navigable, deep.
धन, पक्षी, धर, बायु, धान, a bird, a planet, air, an arrow.
धगाच, धगशेष, धगेश्वर.—धर्म, Garuḍa the king of birds.
धगाच, आकाशगंग, the planisphere or starry heavens.
धन, आकाशगंग, मेह, धर, पक्षी, धार, aerial; a cloud, a planet, a bird, a mule.
धृष्ट, धेवकित, set (as precious stones,) inlaid.
धृष्ट, धुली, a ball, a bullet.
धव, धाबक-1,धबी, a spoon, a ladle.
धव, धौमक, धेरक, lame, limping, crippled.
धृव, धृव, पक्षी धिमेश, the common wag-tail.
ध्रुव, ध्रुव, —ध्रावकोप, ध्रुव, a tabor or small drum.
ध्रुव, कठोर, a dagger. [phlegm.
ध, धूर, धूरिशेष, कक्क, a coarse and long thatching grass,
धण्ड, धुप, धर्मी, समन्त, परमार्ज, क्लपात, a heap, pile, quantity, multitude, consultation, advice, scheme.
धण्ड, धाटिका, धाटिकाः, धव, chalk, a coarse grass or straw.
धारण, धारण, धारपालीर, धारपालीक, the civet or pole-cat.
धार, धार, धवर, a bedstead, couch, bier, hammock.
धारण, धिरंध, धिरंधेर धेर, the weapon of Shiva. [iniquitous.
धारधार, धार, धाल, पालिक, lecherous, abandoned, low, vile.
धस, धृष्टिशेष, the straw of a thatching grass.
धस्य, धृष्टिश, a private or back door.
धस्यार्ब, अधस्यार्ब धध, a salt prepared by boiling.
धृत, काठपालुक, a sandal, a clog or patten.
धंड, अधस्यपालर धर्मपालर्वीर्व, a curry-comb.
ध्रिक, ध्रिका, —ध्रुकु ध्रुकु धिमेश, धव, chalk, a coarse grass.
ध्रिक, ध्रिंक, —ध्रिंक, ध्रुकु, a coarse mortar for plastering cottages.
অফিয়া, অফিল পাপুর, white, chalk-coloured, pale.
অফিম, অফিমিনি, made of straw.
অফস, অসিস, আফারিকাল, গাত্রসকার, a scimitar, sacrificial knife, the horn of a rhinoceros.
অফড়ি, গাতর, অন্দ্রারী, a rhinoceros; armed with a scimitar.
অফই, আফিতুকাল, বিকাগ, অকরণ, অপ্ত, অফাস, a fragment, piece, part, section, chapter, raw sugar, a cluster of nuts.
অফযাত, অফযাত্ত, বিদায়, কােট, ধানারাঙ, অন্ধা, বিযাকরণ, বিবিষ্য, to break, tear, divide, cut, remove or expiate, avert, refute, rescind, thwart. [ture.
অফরাম, অফরাম, অফারাম, অফারাম, a remonstrance, refutation, frac- 
তারাম, তারাম, তারাম, তারাম, destruction of the universe, a quarrel, dissolution of friendship.
অফাদ, অফাদ, অফাদ, অফাদ, ভিযাবিযাব, a reciprocal thwarting, a mutual removal of difficulties.
অফাল, অফাল, অফাল, to calculate, reckon, cast up a sum, settle an account.
অফারাব্দ, অফারাব্দ, অফারাব্দ, an account-book.
অফারাম, অফারাম, অফারাম, to tear, tattered, decayed, rotten.
অফারাম, or অফাম, or অফাম, to rot, moulder away, decay.
অফাম, অফাম, to chase or drive away.
অফি, অফি, —এথ, ভাঙাবাঙা, parched corn.
অফেনচোর, অফেনচোর, সূর্য, a fire-fly, the sun. [digger.
অফনক, অফনক, সুরক, গাত্রসকার, a rat, house-breaker, miner.
অফনক, অফনক, গাত্রসকার, গাত্রসকার, to dig, delve, mine.
অফনক, অফনক, গাত্রসকার, a hog-spear, a snuffing; nasal.
অফনক, অফনক, —এখ, গাত্রসকার, a mine, quarry, cave, pit, hole.
অফনক, অফনক, —বিতু, বিতু, a paddle, spade, hoe.
অফনক, অফনক, আলুক, a harvest, a crop.
অফনক, আলুক, a harvest, a crop.
অফনক, গৃহাভাবনের ভাব, a tile.
অফনক, আলুক, আলুক, tiled, covered with tiles.
অফনক, আলুক, আলুক, the betel-tree, garlic, a fragrant grass, a water-jar.
অফনক, অফনক, অফনক, a flower growing in the air, i. e. an impossibility, absurdity, hare's horns.
অফনক, অফনক, a post, a pillar.
brown, light brown.

daemon, a crow, a heron, an osprey, heat, prickly night-shade; hot, pungent, sharp, keen, rigid, harsh, cruel, brittle.

sharp-nosed.

the teak-tree, a red basil.

to parch, burn or over-bake, calcine or burn to powder.

cutaneous eruption, itch, scab, &c.

the wild date-tree or its fruit.

a parasol, a beggar’s bowl, the crown of the cranium, a sacrificial bowl, a collyrium, a rogue, a thief.

ten thousand millions; short, low; a dwarf.

deceitful, artful, swindling, dishonest, mischief-making; a threshing-floor, a mortar.

an enclosure for grain, a granary.

a mortar and pestle. [for cattle.

ear-wax, refuse of an oil-press, a cake thereof.

truly, indeed, certainly, nay.

a gurgling, rippling sound, or bubbling.

trench, canal, creek, deep hole.

shooting pains in the extremities.

to fall as leaves, fruit or a meteor, slough or fall off.

doors, &c.

to cause to fall, loosen, open a scab.

the itch, a scab; rough, scabby, scaly.

diseased with the itch, scabby.
 Oman, omni, omnivorous, omnivore, to eat, corrode, wear away, suffer or enjoy, undergo. [hospitable.

Omnipresent, omnipotent, omnipervasiveness, feeding others, entertaining, omnivorous, grazing, to feed cattle, graze, entertain.

Ani, anathema, desire, want, greediness, covetousness.

Desire, desire, desire, a cage, coop, pen, case, aviary.

Desire, desire, raw sugar, molasses.

Desire, desire, having lost the nose by disease, &c.

Desire, desire, devouring, eating, consuming.

Desire, wish, wish, wish, wish, a kind of sweetmeat; firm, hard.

Desire, desire, a long-bladed scimitar.

Desire, desire, the wild date-tree and its fruit.

Desire, desire, desire, dwarf, short, low, shallow, small, mean, humble; a bed-stead, bier.

Desire, desire, desire, short-sighted, penurious, niggardly.

Desire, to labour, work, toil, serve, effect, to suit, answer the end or purpose.

Desire, desire, desire, a labourer's wages, task, toil.

Desire, the common bug.

Desire, desire, desire, screen, a screen, a fence, a sieve.

Desire, desire, desire, to set to or superintend work, try, put to proof, apply; an effect; acid, sour.

Desire, desire, desire, an interval, space between beams, &c.

Desire, desire, refined (as metals), pure, faultless, approved, clear, plain.

Desire, fissures in the ground from heat.

Desire, desire, erect, upright, straight, steep, standing.

Desire, desire, desire, a piece, an individual thing.

Desire, desire, desire, a ditch, moat, pit, pond.
बिड़क, \(\text{कूल, वधुङ्ग्रह, a debtor, borrower.}\)
बिपक्ष, वाप, promissory (note.)
बिझ, \(\text{पूमच, वर, समूह, ग्राम, a plot of ground, account-}\)
\(\text{book, multitude, assembly.}\)
बिजन, \(\text{उदय, विरी, to eat, devour, consume, corrode.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{बला, त्वक, a truncheon, short piece of wood.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{प्लाच, टच, a place, situation, individual thing, piece.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{समुद्र, गर्भ, जात्रा, a ravine, pit, pool, food, a meal.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{चवित्र, a sheath, scabbard.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{पोशर्ड, \[potsherd.\}\)
बिझ, \(\text{बिजन्ड, धुंधला, a tile, pantile.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{बुध, गुण, a handful, mouthful.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{अंत, अस, a pillar, a post, a stake.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{कचर्यस्त, a threshing-floor.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{नरम, सत्वित्त, उपविड़क, upright, honest, just,}\)
\(\text{payable at sight; a cotton-pod.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{चान, बांध, a creek, inlet, bay.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{रव, विराणस्त, a place where salt is manufactured.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{अतर्क, अत, चौंक, bad, evil, inferior.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{वहस्व, खुलिक फैलू, badness, the bad or inferior}\)
\(\text{part of a thing.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{वेड़कूल, सफाइ, a fox.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{यास, सुरतवास, संस्कृत, धर्म, to gain, mouth, make}\)
\(\text{faces, dispute about trifles, to scold, to fret,}\)
\(\text{to be pettish.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{कङ्क, गील, खड़क, dirt; vulgar, scurrilous, obscene.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{विष्कासविशेष, a mixture of rice, pulse and spices.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{विफहा, विफ़, —वक्षः, खूब sense, vulgar, low, scurrilous,}\)
\(\text{obscene, ungrammatical.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{माँग, गृह, rust, scurf, scaliness.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{विफ़, विफ़, —वड़परा, rusty.}\)
\(\text{[scold.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{विष्कासविशेष, धर्म, धर्म, to fret, complain, be querulous,}\)
\(\text{विफहा, विफ़ि, रुखानिः, ज्ञातानिः, fretful, peevish, querulous,}\)
\(\text{murmuring, dissatisfied.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{विफहा, विफ़, a window, a back or private door.}\)
बिझ, \(\text{जुटाहि, लीलिक, distressed, sorrowful, grieving, re-}\)
\(\text{gretting, in pain.}\)
\(\text{a 2} \)
বিস,  পতিতভূমি, হিংসা,  পেঙ্গ,  waste or unploughed land,  a bolt, pin, peg.

বিষবর,  কৃষিকা, a staple for a bolt:  [turn an arch.
ধাতন-আঁধ, ধাত মারে,  পেঙ্গ দেখিয়া, to pin, nail, drive a wedge.
ধাতন, মাঞ্জর, নির্মিত গুহ, an arch, dome, arched turret, vault:  
ধিমো,  নির্মিত ঘাস, পর্যায় গুলিকা, an arch, tunnel, funnel, a paper packet of betel, &c.  [thrust, push.
ধূতম,  মেধান,  মৌলান,  ধৌলা, to perforate, pinch, prick,  
ধূত,  দূর্বলকরণ, দোখ লাগান, to compare, match.  [porter.
ধূতী,  ঠত, পশু, দোল, a post, wooden pillar, stake, sup-
ধূম,  কলম, কুড়িচ, a blemish, a bad mark.
ধূম,  ধূমকানা,—ধূম,  ধূম, to expectorate, to hawk, cough, wheeze.
ধূম,  গর্জ, আবরণ, a foetus, a child in arms.
ধূম,  ধূঢ়, —অবশ্যকরণ, to seek, search for, seek out.
ধূম,  ধূঢ়, —অনুসন্ধান, অন্তর্ভুক্ত, সন্তান, search, enquiry.
ধূঢ়,  ধুঢ়, to itch.
ধুঢ়িয়া,  ধুঢ়ি, ধুঢ়, পাতা, a basket, a vessel.
ধুঢ়,  ধুঢ়,—সঞ্জয়, দূর্বলকরণ, ধূঢ়, to pick up, collect, glean, compare, dig, root up the earth.
ধুঢ়,  ধূঢ়, ধূঢ়,—সন্তান কন্যাকুল, a junior paternal uncle.
ধূঢ়ি,  কন্যাকুলিকাপত্রী, the wife of a junior paternal uncle.
ধূঢ়,  ধূঢ়, গুহুকা, ধূঢ়, a spud, paddle, spade.
ধূঢ়,  হোথাটি,—ধূঢ়, suddenly, hastily, quickly.
ধূঢ়,  ধুঢ়, ধূঢ়, মাধ্যম, সহায়, a small hut, a shed.
ধূঢ়,  মাধ্যম, স্থায় পথ, a razor, the hoof of an animal.
ধূঢ়,  ধূঢ়, বৃক্ষ, গলা বক্তরকু, a stool, bench, noose or tether for cattle.
ধূঢ়,  কন্যাকুল, পাতা, a cup, a small basin.
ধূঢ়ি,  ধূঢ়ি, হাসকাটাইর, আঁধারের, a spud for grubbing up grass.
ধূঢ়িকা,  ধূঢ়িকা, a date, a kind of sweet-meat.
ধূঢ়,  প্রসাদ, ধূঢ়, ধূঢ়, to open, expand, fall from, loosen.
ধূঢ়,  ধূঢ়, পাতা, পাতা পলিস, the cranium or skull, a basin.
ধূঢ়,  ধূঢ়ি, ধূঢ়ি, ধূঢ়, a father's younger brother.
to cough, to wheeze.

a cough, a fit of coughing.

to cough, hawk, prompt, excite, egg on.

a cough, a prompting, exerting, urging.

to thresh barley with a pedal.

a witch, the threshing of barley.

[a thread.

the fibres of a thread, the end of

a broom.

the yelp of a fox, dog or jackal.

to snarl, to repel crossly, drive away with threatening, to be fretful or impatient.

snarling, surly, ill-natured, fret-

to tease, importune, urge peevishly.

a fox.

tow tight, to snatch, to writhe, to contract as in spasms, &c.

a spasm, stitch, cramp, pull.

aerial.

a village, suburb, the club of Balarāma.

a club, a bludgeon.

dwarf, thin, spare.

affliction, distress, grief, sorrow, vexation, regret, repentance.

to drive or turn away, to spring game, to chase.

to grieve, regret, repent, be vexed, to repulse, drive or chase away, drive cattle.
रण, धार, a casket, a trinket basket.
रण, धार, a ditch, a moat.
रण, गीत, गायन, to play, sport, toy, move freely.
रण, गीत, —गीत, गम्बू, play, sport, gambol, amusement, fun.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, playful, sportive, gamesome, gambling.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, a coquette, sportive, female.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, a toy, plaything.
रण, गम्बू, पर्च, parched corn.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, coarse brick-dust or gravel.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, to be lame, to limp.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, lame, limping, halt.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, a child in arms, an embryo.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, search, enquiry, trace, vestige.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, to search, to seek for what is lost.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, to dig, carve, engrave, cut stone or wood, pick one's teeth.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, a sign, a mark, an inscription.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, a spears, a hog-spear.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, a pigeon-box, pigeon-hole.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, the bunch or tress of hair on the crown.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, wearing the hair tied in a bunch.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, to lose, dissipate, squander, lavish.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, lost, gone; broken brick. [lavish.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, a loser, spendthrift; wasteful.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, loss, injury. [socket, nut-shell.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, hollow; a sheath.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, to loosen, open.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, untye, unyoke, strip, pull off.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, the slough of a serpent.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, free, unobstructed, clear, plain; a field, toy, tile.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, a sheath of a bamboo or betel shoot.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, गम्बू, a baking pot.
रण, गम्बू, गम्बू, the itch, an itching eruption.
The Sanskrit word धार, dhāra, denoted by English terms, is used to indicate:

- धार, dhāra, to unhusk, to thresh grain.
- धार, dhāra, a shell, pod, peel, rind, husk, chaff, bran, a ligament.
- धार, dhāra, a name, title, nick-name, fame,

...with an explanation that धार, dhāra, goes on to mean:

- धार, dhāra, an affix: going, moving.
- धार, dhāra, a wave, billow, tumour, layer of
- धार, dhāra, the sky, the atmosphere.
- धार, dhāra, the pelican or Indian crane.
- धार, dhāra, to complain in a dissatisfied manner, to be querulous, reiterate complaints.
- धार, dhāra, the Ganges or its personification.
- धार, dhāra, a mode of swearing by the Ganges, one who so swears.
- धार, dhāra, a name of Shiva.
- धार, dhāra, an arrival at the Ganges to die there, the casting of a corpse into the Ganges.
- धार, dhāra, the carrying of a sick person to the Ganges, a journey to bathe in its waters.
- धार, dhāra, going to the Ganges for bathing, or as a sick person to die there.

...followed by further explanations and examples:

- धार, dhāra, coarse and closely woven (as cloth.)
- धार, dhāra, a deposit, trust, pledge, a tree.
- धार, dhāra, given in charge or trust, deposited, pledged.
- धार, dhāra, to receive a deposit or pledge, to receive in trust.
- धार, dhāra, to give in charge or trust, deposit,
- धार, dhāra, an elephant, a yard measure, a carpenter's rule, a spit.
- धार, dhāra, looking askance, squint-eyed.
गड़ि, विदार, कूटा, an elephant’s tusk, ivory.
गड़सा, विदार्, लागूणुस, a murmuring under provocation or disappointment. [armlet.
गड़ण, कवुजु, वजु, an ornament for the wrist, an armlet.
गड़ा, अतौ, प्राण, बिठाइ विच, a bud, sprout, a sort of sweetmeat; pertaining to an elephant.
गड़ान, कलान, कचाई, to sprout, bud, shoot out.
गड़ान, गणेश, Ganesha, the elephant-headed deity.
गड़ाब, गौङ, कीरक, a peg to hang things on. [ment.
गड़ान, वा्यजान, to murmur under offence or disappointment.
गड़ान, धानगाह, आस, गृह, अनाह, a mine, treasury, jewel or plate room, a mart or place for merchandise, a hut, cottage, village, disrespect, contempt, a small seed.
गड़ा, महरागूह, माकु दुवा विश, a tavern, liquor-shop, distillery, an intoxicating preparation of the tops of hemp.
गड़ा-अन, देवन, बूढकरण, to treat with disrespect or contempt, to abuse, to vilify.
गड़न, "गड़न," विन्द, लुम, लुम, to make, fabricate, mould, form, construct, build, erect. [forged.
गड़ित, विन्दित, कोलित, formed, fabricated, &c. fictitious.
गड़, ब्राह्म, ब्राह्म, ब्राह्म, धात, धरण, धारा, धरण, an impediment, obstacle, fence, skreen, breast-work, moat, ditch, fort, fortress, a medium, average, a salutation, obeisance, the hole into which a pedal falls.
गड़िन, आकृति, वृत्ति, विन्द, लुमियापड़, make, shape, form, figure; to make, &c. to roll down.
गड़िनां, विन्दिनां, रूच, an artist, maker, fabricator. [ing.
गड़ि, गड़ि, विन्दिमूल, the wages for making or building.
गड़िन, विन्दिन, गड़िन, जान, to fabricate, make, cast metals, to lie, recline, slope, run or roll down, ooze.
गड़िनां, हेम, चक्ष, पिछु, sloping, rolling, unsteady, slippery.
गड़, तरा, कोठ, a billow, wave, tumor, layer of thatch.
गड़त्र, आलिसिय, indolent, lazy, reclining in idleness.
पाखिल, बृषित, हेमा, inclined, sloping, aslant.
पाखिल्य, आमन्य, indolence, sloth, torpor.
गुम, कुकु, गोथ, a hump on the back, a goitre or wen.
गुम, रकु, गों, hump-backed, having a goitre.
गूज, बाजार, in the gross or average, on the whole. [ter.
गेल्गा, गर्जन, गरीबनाथ बृज, to thunder, rattle,umble, clat-
गोड़ि, बृज, thunder.
गोड़ि, बृज—गोइंग, ब्यांँ, confusion, tumult, a hub-
bub, hindrance, impediment.
गोझिला, ठाणाव, बाणाव, an interruption, impediment.
गो, बाँडि, समृृ, बंडक, शिवर अमृत, स्वरा, a kind, genus,
class, tribe, multitude, flock, troop, body, faction, cabal, side or party, sect, the attend-
dants of Shiva, an arithmetical number.
गों, ठेंगा, संद्रावेश, a calculator of nativities, astro-
loger, mathematician.
गों, पक्षाव, partiality, collusion, a plot, cabal.
गोंतार, ठेंग, ज्योतिषिक, an astrologer, an astronomer.
गों, गों, संग्रहाय, बांव, to reckon, count, add up, cal-
culate, esteem, account,
गों, स्वरा, माण, a calculation, sum, account, enumera-
tion, number.
गोंसं, गोंतत,—गोंसं, Ganesha the god of wisdom.
गोंसं, गोंसं,—गोंसं, bound or confined to a party,
partial; a partizan.
गोंसंत, गोंसंत, संध्याकाल, गोंसंत, ज्योतिष, a reciprocal calcu-
lation, a coalition; by or in parties.
गोंसंत, गोंत, कुकु, lineage, race, descent, family.
गोंसंत, रकु, a harlot, prostitute, courtesan.
गोंसंत, ज्योतिषपाद, अमृत, a treatise on astrology, astro-
nomy or arithmetic.
गोंसंत, गोंत, गोंसंत, one of a party, a partizan; heredi-
tary (as a disease.)
गोंसंत, गोंसंत, Ganesha the god of wisdom.
गों, गों, संध्याकाल, a calculation, enumeration, arith-
metic.
গাড়ি, কপোল, হাতিকূট, বিস্ফোট, দুঃখ, উপম, the cheek, side of the face, temples of an elephant, a boil, pimple, mark, spot, a Rhinoceros; in comp. chief, eminent, principal.

গঞ্জক, গঞ্জার, গণনামিলেষ্ট, ধারাবাহি, a Rhinoceros, a reckoning by fours, an obstacle, impediment. [tiny.

গঙ্গোত্র, গোম্বায়, কোর্যাহো, an uproar, tumult, noise, mu-
গঙ্গু, পুথার সর, a principal or respectable village.
গঙ্গুথর্ণ, অথিমু, অকাল, pre-eminently ignorant or stupid.
গঙ্গরহ, তৃষকেশাদিবাজর পর্বতরহ, the fragment of a rock thrown down by an earthquake, &c.

গণি, চারি কড়া, four cowries; four.
গণাওয়াল, গণানামিলেষ্ট, a reckoning by fours.

gাদার, ধুঃস্থ, a Rhinoceros. [tree.

গাছি, গজলা, বিতা, বৃষ্টরকাঙ্গ, স বোঁ, a goitre, wen, the trunk of a
গাছী, ধুঃ, ইক্রায়, মণ, a bow, rainbow, halo, circle.
গাহুদু, জালাঙ্গী, সুথমান, হতিভণ্ডাণ, a handful of water,
the rinsing of the mouth, the tip of an ele-
phant’s trunk.

গয়, অতীত, আত, হত, হঠ, হাত, gone, past, ago, under-
stood; in comp. removed, destroyed, destitute of, freed from.

গতসম্পার, পূর্ববিস্তর, yesterday. [in trust.

গতসম-আন, গতায়, ধানিস্থ, স্তাবক, to deposit in charge, deliver
গতায়, অববাহিক, অমিত, out of use or date, antedated.
গতুগতিক, অনুকারী, ধরাবাহিক, গড়ক্রান, imitating others,
following custom; a blind partizan.

গতুজুলামচা, বৃক্ষরক্ষা, useless after-thought.

gতাবরায়, গানায়াল, intercourse, coming and going.

gতাবর, সরক্ষরক্ষা, সরক্ষ, near death, dying, expiring.

gতাবর, সত্যকু, অতিপুরুষভাগী, retrospective, having relin-
quished a pursuit.

গতি, চন্ত, ধাম, আপুর, উপার, কোষ, প্রজা, অবস্থা, ধারা, চারি, বর্ধমান, motion, progress, march, a procession,
resort, refuge, expedient, means of success,
knowledge, wisdom, acquisition, the course
of events, fate, fortune, behaviour, conduct, gait, manner, period of life.

a condition of life, circumstances, conduct, position, attitude, intention, expedient.

delay, procrastination, trifling.

intercourse.

— speech, a bludgeon, club, mace.

a pillow or cushion, bearing a mace or club; Vishnu.

an inarticulate expression of joy or grief; with sighs and sobs, interrupted by sighing.

despiseful, taunt, repartee, wit.

prose, raillery, ridicule, jest.

practicable as a road, fit to be gone or travelled over.

a traveller, one who goes or walks.

a cart or car drawn by oxen.

odour, scent, smell, fragrance, perfume, connexion, relationship, friendship.

sulphur, sandal-wood, aloes, brimstone, sulphur.

fond of scents.

a vender of worm-wood.

demigods the choristers of heaven, a singer, musician, a ghost or spirit.

stinking, fetid.
गरा, गार, गार, गार, a bug, the green flying bug.
गरा, इतिहास, रजस्त, कथा, घटना, अनुमोदन, a story, legend, report, chit-chat, tattle, talk.
गरा, बचान, बहुताय, बबनिक, talkative, garrulous, babbling, talking. [chat.
गरा, बच्चा, वजन, a tattler; garrulous; tittle-tattle, chit-chat.
गरा, गोलक, गोलक, पाण्डुलीपि, व्यंग्य, to cast the young, bring forth abortively, miscarry, fail in an enterprise.
गरा, विचार, विचार, to spoil, vitiate, do clumsily.
गरा, गरा, विचार, a cow, a simpleton.
गाँव, कुटूट, क्षुद्र, a small round window, an air-hole.
गांव, बुध, चन्द्री, शिकार, a skinner, currier, tanner.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, pregnant, with young (as a cow).
गांज, गांज, गांज, गांज, गुड़बुड़, गुड़बुड़, of, belonging to, or fit for a cow, produced from a cow, (as milk, butter, cow-dung:) a herd of cows, a bow-string.
ग्रुटि, दुई, डाँडा, a measure of two Cos.
ग्रृह, ग्रृह, ग्रृह, ग्री, ग्रृह, a ray of light, a sun or moon-beam.
ग्रह, ग्रह,—ग्रह, खंडन, खंडन, खंडन, deep, profound, grave, thick, impervious.
ग्रह, ग्रह, ग्रह, wheat.
ग्रह, ग्रह, ग्रह, ग्रह, motion, movement, a going, march, progress, coition.
ग्रहन, ग्रहन, ग्रहन,—ग्रहन, intercourse, free communication, coming and going. [Fing, fit for use.
ग्रहन, ग्रहन, ग्रहन, ग्रहन, accessable, passable, fit for travel-
ग्रहन, ग्रहन, ग्रहन, ग्रहन, ग्रहन, ग्रहन, ग्रहन, practicable, accessible, attainable, worthy to be visited or associated with.
गराड़ी, गराड़ी,—गराड़ी, गराड़ी, phlegm, saliva.
गराड़ी, गराड़ी, गराड़ी, residing at, or a man of Gaya.
गराड़ी, गराड़ी, गराड़ी, गराड़ी, गराड़ी, गराड़ी, a goitre or wen.
गरा, गरा, गरा, गरा, गरा, गरा, venom, poison, virus.
गरा, गरा, गरा, गरा, venomous, poisonous. [face.
गरा, गरा, गरा, गरा, गरा, गरा, गरा, गरा, deep rooted, far below the sur-
गराड़ी, गराड़ी, गराड़ी, काठगाड़, लेख, a paining, rail, palisade.
गर्जन, आहस्त, मस्त, सूला, self-importance, vanity, boasting, greatness, importance.

गर्जन, गायबीस्. m. गरजन, most important, honourable, superior,

गर्जन, गर्जनका, f. गरजन, rior, gross, indigestible.

गर्जन, गायक, गायी, a cow, a simpleton.

गर्जन, बिल्लू बाद्री गर्जन, the bird of Vishnu, a large vulture.

गर्जन, गायक, पक्ष, a wing, a feather. [birds.

गर्जन, गर्जनका, पक्षजन, पक्षजनका, winged, feathered; the regent of

गर्जन, गायक, पक्ष, stupid, silly, awkward.

गर्जन, गायक, पक्ष, redness from rage or anger.

गर्जन, पृथ्वी गर्जन, a gugglet, water-vessel, pitcher.

गर्जन, गायक, पक्ष, पुष्प, furious, red with rage or

गर्जन, गायक, पक्ष, रोशन, to roar, bellow, rumble, growl, hiss, snarl,

गर्जन, गायक, पक्ष, thunder, rage, scold, threaten; passion, fury,

गर्जन, गायक, पक्ष, war, battle, thunder.

गर्जन, मेरे नज. the rolling of distant thunder.

गर्जन, गाय, पाखि देख. a hole, pit, ditch, cave, burrow.

गर्जन, गाय, पक्ष, an ass, the dung-beetle, a scent, smell.

गर्जन, अगाय, मर्श, pride, arrogance, haughtiness, scorn.

गर्जन, प्राक, पक्ष, proud, haughty, vain-glorious, scornful.

गर्जन, गर्जन, प्राक, गर्जन, प्राक, गर्जन, an embryo, fetus, impregnation, a child, the womb,

गर्जन, प्राक, गर्जन, प्राक, the inside or middle of any thing, an

गर्जन, प्राक, गर्जन, प्राक, inner apartment, the bed of the Ganges when

गर्जन, मृग के पूर्णान, a chaplet of flowers for the hair.

गर्जन, गर्जन, प्राक, अपाबय, अपाबय, abortive.

गर्जन, गर्जन, प्राक, गर्जन, arising from pregnancy, born of

गर्जन, गर्जन, प्राक, conception in the womb.

गर्जन, गर्जन, प्राक, गर्जन, a lying-in chamber, inner apartments.
राम्रेश, गर्भाशय नामक, a ceremony to ensure conception.

ceremony, the eighth month of pregnancy; eight years old, fit for the thread.

रामी, विद्युल्, जर्गणा, abuse, censure, blame, reproach, reviling, scurrility, disgrace. [boat.

गाम, क्रौ, वनकार गनुर, the throat, neck, prow, bow of a
gama, gurn, gurn, gurn, gurn, a goitre, a wen.

गजित, गुजबर, गुजर, कर्ण, हाँडिया गरजन, the smelting of metals,
the melting or dissolving of sugar, &c. a leaking out, escape of an animal from confinement.

गरम, गुब्बू, गरम, पान, गरम, गरम, गरम, गरम, to melt,
dissolve, suppurate, burst, wear out, escape from a cage, or prison, ooze or leak out, fall, drop (as fruit or leaves from a tree.)

गरभन, गारह, ग्याराखि, a hoarseness.

गरार, गरीखुन, a throttling, collaring, seizing by the neck.

gara, the neck, throat, the neck of a pitcher.

गाछ, गाछ, तक्क, पत्ता, पुष्पीसुन, पुष्टि, worn out, putrid,
dissolved, burst.

गाजिबान, पुन्स, solvent; a dissolving substance.

गाजिबान, पुन्स, बॉरबर, hoarse.

गाजिब, भवाम, गाजिबान, the neck-rope or tie of an animal.

गाढ़, गाढ़, a lane, alley, street, defile, the space between the fingers or toes.

गाढ़, गाढ़, गाढ़, garrulous, talkative, gulping.

गाऩ, गाऩ, a story, chit-chat, tattle.

गाऩ, गाऩ, गाऩ, गाऩ, chatty, gossip, tattling.

गाऩ, गाऩ, a sheaf, wisp, bundle of straw. [dles.

गाऩ, गाऩ, गाऩ, to bind sheaves, tie up grass in bunches, to glow, be hot with fever, boil.

गाऩ, गाऩ, गाऩ, गाऩ, गाऩ, a forest, wood, grove, thicket, pain, distress, trouble; impervious.

गार, गार, गार, गार, an ornament, jewel, trinket. [place.

गार, गार, गार, a deep, deep, profound; depth, a deep
गार्ह,  ग्राम,—गांव, अवसर, अवस्थ, deep, profound.
गात्र,  गुंडा, गाङ, गाँ, बाग, a ravine, defile, hole, pit, deep valley, cave, cavern, grotto, arbour, bower, thicket.
शा,  शरीर, गाय, वाण, बाण, the body, a surface.
गाइन,  गायक, a singer, one eminent in singing.
गाई,  गाय, गाई, a cow.
गाए,  गाए, करन, to sing, to cackle a boat.
गांज,  गांजा, बेतन, the wages of a singer; a calking.
गा,  गाज, या, the Ganges, a river in general.
गा,  गा, a village, a hamlet.
[बोल, package.
गाइटे,  गाइटे, गाइटे,—सिरा, थोड़ा, a knot, joint, knuckle, knob, गाइटे, गाइटे,—सुरिख, हाकी, a cut-purse, pick-pocket.
गोपन,  गोपन, to froth, to foam.
रोटा,  गो, उत्तम, the tops of hemp mixed with tobacco and used for smoking.
[by.
गोजरा,  गोजरा, गोगोजरा, smoking hemp-tops, intoxicated there.
गोल,  गोल, गोल,—दब, दुर, a listening posture, a listening.
गोल्डाता,  गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, the ceremony of tying a bride and bridegroom together.
गोल्डो,  गोल्डो, the prevention of the spread of poison by incantations.
गोल्ड,  गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, to knot, knit, string beads or flowers, arrange in rows, build, sew together in plaits, unite, admit into a society.
गोल्ड,  गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, threaded, strung, knotted, regularly arranged, &c.
[body.
गोल्डोलिल,  गोलिल, गोलिल, horripilation, erection of the hair of the
गोल्डोलिल,  गोलिल, गोलिल, गोलिल, an abortion, miscarriage.
गोल्डो,  गोल्ड, गोल्ड, a small water jar.
गोल्डो,  गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, a beautiful species of paroquet.
गोल्डो,  गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, a tree, plant, a single fibre, hair or rope, &c.
गोल्ड,  गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, गोल्ड, to grow, sprout, spring up, climb, clamber, train or cultivate.
गाड़ूरा, बुक्क जनन विषय, expert at climbing trees.
गाड़ूरा, कूडारा, क्क्कस, climbing trees, inhabiting or belonging to trees.
गाजन, ठैनव समुदाय, a company of persons who swing or otherwise torture themselves in devotion to Shiva.
गाजर, शाक बिलचेष, a carrot.
गाज, गाजर, --आक, पर, a mine, pit, hole.
गाजर, पोतर, to set, plant, fix in the ground, bury.
गाजर, गाजर, --बेब, a sheep, the long-legged sheep.
गाजर, पक्कट, रुप, इंतारिंग बाहर, a cart, wheel-carriage, coach.
गाजरबाज, अकटोर चाँदक, a coachman, driver, carter.
गाजू, ऊंच, गलगो, बारी, a humped back, a wen, a sort of water-vessel having a spout.
गाजू, अभिमृत, दुर्ग, गुड़, बन, excessive, much, long continued, strong, close (of an embrace), deep (of sleep), thick (of liquids).
गाजू, गाजर, निविद बन, गर्व, वनीसूद, a cave, dark glen, ditch, abyss; thick, coarse, opaque.
गाजपत्त, गनेश सविशेष, belonging or relating to Gunesha.
गाजार, गाजार, खड़ी, a Rhinoceros.
गाजव, गाजर, --अर्बुद न धार, Arjun's bow, a bow in general.
गाजूरा, गाजुरीसिया, --अणंसिया, बड़, indolent, lazy, idle.
गाजरबाज, उड़ेंग गाजरबाज, to rise up, arise, stir, get up.
गाज, शरी, बाहु, बाहां, the body, the surface of any thing.
गाजराख, शिर्के, माधक, मधावोर, a giddiness, swimming of the head, the staggers.
[ter.
गाजक, गाजर, skilful in singing; a singer, musician, chan-
गाज, ग्राम, गाज, हम, a verse, stanza, poem, chant, song, metre, rhyme, rustic language.
गाज, काइल, वल, लिट, lees, sediment, scum, dregs, dross, alloy, trash.
गाजन, ठाडांग, ठाकर, ठाकर, to ram or press down, charge a gun, cram, fix in the ground, tread.
गाज, झल्ल, झूल, ठेमा, a heap, rick, stack; a charge of powder, a ream of paper.
गाई, भिंत, दर्द, a heap, a raised place, seat, bench, a
sheet of paper.
गालिपति, गालिपति गामुपारे र गेंदः, the chief of a company of
religious mendicants. [gent.
गोदाम, गोदाम, गाड़ी, indolent, slothful, tardy, negli-
गाय, गाय, गाय, an ass, a fool, blockhead, dolt.
गाव, गाव, गाव, गाव, a song, strain, singing, music.
गान, गान, गान, गान, to deny, conceal or withhold;
denial, concealment, &c.
गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, to swell with pride, be con-
sequent, strut, stalk, swagger.
गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, to stir up, make
turbid, foul or rusty, divulge, blab, tell tales.
गाजा, पेड़, a tale-bearer, blabber, talker.
गाजा, पेड़, पेड़, a foetus, gravid uterus, spatha of a plant.
गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, big with young, advanced in
pregnancy, affected with cold or fever.
गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, pregnant, with young.
गाज, गाज, गाज, a cow.
गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, to cloy, to satiate.
गाजा, गाजा, गाजा, a towel, napkin, handkerchief.
गाजा, सूजा, सूजा, सूजा, to stretch, to yawn. [ness.
गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, depth, profundity, gravity, serious-
गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, along the surface, on, over.
गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, a singer, chanter; singing, chanting.
गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, a sacred verse of the Rig Ved, a
poetical measure.
[hold fire.
गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, householdership, the sacred house-
गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, residence in a house, the condi-
tion or duty of a householder; pertaining to a
householder.
गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, गाज, the cheek, a story, talk.
a common report, town-talk.

to melt, dissolve, pour off water from
rice &c.

lac, sealing wax. [ritility.

abusive language, scurrilous, scolding, brawling.

a singer.

a jackal.

a species of vulture.

a small cup of earth or metal.

a word, a speech.

a knot, joint, tie, knuckle.

a hill, a mountain, a mouse.

the Himalayan mountains.

to swallow, strip, plunder, bold, contain.

a song, hymn, ode, verse, poem; sung.

a celebrated Hindu poem.

a deity, a god.

façes, ordure, excrement, dross.

any coarse powder, a crum, fragment; pulverized, crumbled, &c. [bruize.

to pulverize, crumble; reduce to a pulp.

flour, powder, a block, the trunk of a tree.

gum-resin, lignum aloes.

a tuft, bunch, cluster, nosegay, sheaf, bundle, collection, a necklace of 32 strings.

to grow in tufts or bunches.

to collect, bring together, form into clusters, &c.

an anklet of small bells.

tittle tattle, gossiping, tale-bearing.
the rati (a small seed used by jewellers as a weight), a low buzzing or humming sound, a tavern.

to hum, buzz, echo, resound, murmur.

to roll or fold up, collect together.

a collection, a quantity.

a ball, ballot, pellet of dung, pill, &c.

a silk-worm.

fruits, stone, fruit-germ, the small pox.

the casting of lots, a lottery.

molasses, treacle, raw sugar.

cinnamon or cassia.

to roll up, furl, pack up.

the heel.

a stooping posture, a crouching.

a confectioner; made with moth, a kind of pipe for smoking.

a quality, property, attribute, talent, faculty, virtue, excellence, merit, accomplishment, acquirement, skill, advantage, worth, an expedient, an organ of sense, a string, track-rod, bow-string, gold or silver thread, wire, sackcloth, relinquishment; in comp.:-fold.

eulogy, panegyric, extolling of merits

advantageous, salutary, improving, productive of good qualities, profitable, effectual, multiplying.

a tutor, preceptor; producing virtue, &c.

effect.

ful.
ingenious, talented, learned, &c. the possession of talent, the study of science.

virtues and vices, merits and defects, good and evil qualities.

accomplished, talented, learned, virtuous; an artist.

to snuffle, hum, buzz.

lewd, lascivious, profligate. [ness.

lascivious-ness, lasciviousness, lasciviousness.

a tuft, bunch, cluster, sheaf, nosegay.

the anus, pudendum muliebre.

the word, a bed-quilt, a mendicant’s rag. [wine.

a small dock for boats &c.

a sack, bag, pack-saddle, wadet.

concealed, hidden, secret, guarded, protected, preserved.

a disguise, dress &c. used for concealment.

a female who conceals her amours.

a pass, defile, ravine.

the betel nut. the betel tree.

heat of weather, sultriness.

tainted, musty, mouldy. [tage.

haughtiness, desire to divulge, advance.

to buzz, whisper, rumble, re-echo.

as hay in the rick.

the betel nut.

white, fair.

heavy, difficult, firm, important, ho-
- notable, venerable, great, long or accented (vowel); a spiritual guide, teacher, parent, elder relation, superior, &c.

जनान, महानायक, a great crime, a heinous offence.

वर्षना, गुरूपंजी, आजा, a preceptor's wife, mother, elder female relative.

वर्ण्यी, पत्नवधी, pregnant, with child.

वर्णी, गुरूपंजी, मही, आजा, तत्त्व, a guru's wife; great, weighty, important, heavy, pregnant.

म, बृज, अग्रारंभिका, वालिका, गुम्बा, a globe, ball, fire-ball, pill, raw sugar or molasses, a collection, multitude, number.

[Number.

अमर, अम, अमक, गुम्ब, समग्र, a multitude, collection, whole, whole, गुम्ब्रुत्व to dissolve in a liquid.

अमल, अमला, अमल, a bow used to shoot earthen bullets.

अम्द, अम्बा, an individual, a single one.

अमल, अमली, सामूस, रामेल, a bullet, ball, cannon ball, pill.

अम्बका, अम्बकानां, a sharing by lot or dice, a lottery.

अमिय, अमियकार, globular; a species of fish.

अम्बाई, अमुति, अमुडांपार्थ यनु, a pellet bow.

अम, अम, अमधुर, उपरि बांधु, गोपालित, the ancle, the heel.

अम, माय, माया, तेन्दूर माय, भीमा, a shrub, bush, creeping plant, division of an army, the spleen, disease of the spleen.

अम, अमुख, भ्रातार्गाल, भ्रमन्ति, abounding in shrubs, having the spleen, commanding a division.

अम, परमे गम्बर, पर्व, a ravine, deep valley, cave, cavern, pit, pass, defile.

अम, गामलेकिन, गिरीत, गोमार, गुम्बा, concealable, requiring concealment, solitary, secret, private: the anus, the pudenda.

पु, पुत्र, नव, नवी, excrement, ordure, filth, rust.

पु, पु, पु, अरावण, भ्रमण, concealed, hidden, secret, private, abstruse.

पु, पु, a serpent, a snake.

पु, पु, पु, ना, a scout, a spy.
পুত্র, বালক, গোলক, whose father is unknown, bastard.
পূর্বান্তিকে, অন্তর্কর্ষিত, অপলোক, affecting abstruseness, proud of obscurity, ignorant.
পূরু, মন্তিষ্ঠ, গলাঘুর্ণ, smeared with or having the scent of excrement.
পুহু, অকুলকাক, গোলুপ, a vulture; greedy.
পুহু, বাড়ী, বাড়, বুড়ী, a house; habitation, dwelling, abode, chamber, building.
গৃহস্ত, আয়োগ্রাম, কুলাস্ত, a family quarrel, domestic fault.
গৃহবাস, গ্রামাত্য বিশেষ, a tumbler pigeon.
গৃহস্তিনী, গৃহস্তিনীক না গৃহক, meddling with domestic affairs, inquisitive, officious, betraying family secrets.
গৃহী, গৃহী, a householder; dwelling in a house.
গৃহাস্ত, গৃহাস্ত, যে গৃহায়নে রাখে, concealing family affairs.
গৃহী, গৃহী, অন্যরে করি, a wife, a house-wife.
গৃহী, গৃহীশ্বর, সন্তান, a householder; domestic, worldly.
গৃহী, প্রাণ, শরীর, মৌল, বীর্যক, taken, received, acquired, obtained, caught, seized, favoured, admitted.
গোল, গোল, a purse, a grass-cutter’s sickle bag.
গোপাল, গোপাল, addicted to intoxicating drugs; a sot.
গোল গোল, গোল গোল,—রক্ষিত, knotty, full of knots or protuberances.
গোড়া, গোড়া,—রাকাকৃত চোখ, a ball for playing with.
গোড়া, গোসাই,—সিতাকৃত চোখ, a drawer, till, division of a box.
গোড়া, গানামাগ, fit to be sung or chanted.
গোড়া, গোড়া, কূল সংহত, to fall down; an eclipse.
গোড়া, গোড়া,—রাজামাতা, red earth, red ochre, ruddle.
গোবন, গোবন, দুটেং গোবন, to swallow, strip, plunder.
গোবাজ, গোবাজ, গোবাজ, to make to swallow, cause to pass through an opening, &c. to feed a mill.
গোলাস, গোলাস, গোলাস, talkative, boasting.
গোল, গোল, গোল, a house, habitation.
গোলাহ, গোলাহ, গোলাহ, the country, a village.
গোলাহ, গোলাহ, a deep place, an abyss.
গোলাহ, গোলাহ, red chalk, red ornament.
a cow or bull, the betel nut, a vocative particle.

a peg, a nail, a stake.

a lump, ball, prominence, swelling; prominent, gibbous. [flatterer, band-leader.

a prominence, ball, panegyrist, bomastic, gross flattery.

a mustachio, whiskers. [deer.

a span, a serpent. a species of an offering of straw or grass to a cow.

a herd of cows, a cow-pen.

dumb. [ness or nightmare.

to utter indistinct sounds from dumb.

an object of sense or understanding, privy, presence, hearing, &c. [handful.

a nosegay, bunch, small sheaf, bundles.

a herd, cow-keeper.

the feeding or tending of cows, pasture.

tied into sheaves or bundles, tidy, orderly, clever.

a bunch, nosegay, wisp, sheaf, a custom, habit, the ring of a locket &c. the ankle.

a roll up, fold up, gather into heaps.

gold or silver lace, a clew, a whole, integer, quantity, betel-nut, a kind of sauce. [vided.

whole, unbroken, entire, undivided. a herd, drove, flock, fold, troop, multitude, company, a cow-pen.

the foot, a pedestal, base, foundation, bottom. [origin.

a base, foundation, pillar, source,
गाड़ा, काढ़ा, निकटस्थ, to overtake, approach, draw near.
गाड़ा, पूराय, मुखर, anew, from the source or foundation, wholly.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी—पांडा, छल, the heel.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी—पांडा, रच, unfledged, callow.
गाड़ी, चाकला, झन्नी, a sack.
गाड़ी, गुज, आविशुल्क, आदि, गाड़ी, गर्भ, race, lineage, descent, family, clan, a species, an ancestor, a patriarch, a mountain. [relative.
गाड़ी, आदि, lineally descended, of the same descent; a
gाड़ी, गार्भावृत्ति, elephantiasis or swelled leg.
गाड़ी, गर्भावृत्ति, yellow orpiment, a fossil salt, a cow’s tooth.
गाड़ी, गर्भावृत्ति, having the elephantiasis.
गाड़ी, तृष्णा, a tattooing of the upper part of the nose, a branding iron. [bow arm.
गाड़ी, धनुर्जीवनक संवर, an archer’s leathern fence for the
gाड़ी, गाड़ी—गाड़ी, गाड़ी, the Gangetic alligator or gavana.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, wheat.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, the evening twilight.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, a family or lineage traced backwards.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, a cow-keeper, dairyman, milkman, buttermann.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, a bull. [crecy, privacy, concealment.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, to hide, conceal, guard; se-
gाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, concealed, hidden, guarded.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, a dairyman, &c. Krishna or his image.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, a dairy-woman, dairy-
man’s wife.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, a sacred earth used for
smearing the body. [household.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, children and cattle, one’s whole
gाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, one who guards.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, thick, clumsy, unwieldy.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, cow-dung, manure.
गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, गाड़ी, the threshold or sill of a door.
Gauri, Pājana, vṛkṣa, viśram, abhambham, to change color as fruit in ripening, to write illegibly, to blot.

Gaurī, Gaurī, vṛkṣa, viśram, abhambham, a name of Vishnu as Krishna.

Gaurī, Gaurī, vṛkṣa, viśram, cow-dung.

Gaurī, Pājana, vṛkṣa, viśram, a jackal, the bile of a cow.

Gaurī, Pājana, vṛkṣa, viśram, a cow's mouth, the famous Himalayan chasm through which the Ganges flows, the bag for a rosary, a sort of musical instrument. [cow.

Gaurī, Pājana, Gaurī, viśram, grossly ignorant, as stupid as a cow's head, Pājana, viśram, a yellow topaz, a kind of poison.

Gaurī, Pājana, Gaurī, viśram, white, fair, European.

Gaurī, Gaurī, Pājana, viśram, a species of grass relished by cows, curds, whey, butter-milk, curds, &c.

Gaurī, Gaurī, vṛkṣa, cow, an ox.

Gaurī, Gaurī, viśram, viśram, rough, viśram, a yellow marking pigment procured from cow's urine.

Gaurī, vṛkṣa, mukha, viśram, the brain, dregs, refuse.

Gaurī, vṛkṣa, mukha, viśram, a globe, circle, ball; round, globular.

Gaurī, vṛkṣa, mukha, viśram, the bastard of a widow, a ball; round. [mutil, riot.

Gaurī, Pājana, Gaurī, viśram, confusion, disorder, tu-

Gaurī, vṛkṣa, mukha, viśram, a store-house, granary, barn, ball, bullet; dissolved in liquid.

Gaurī, Gaurī, Gaurī, vṛkṣa, mukha, viśram, a ball, a bullet.

Gaurī, Pājana, vṛkṣa, viśram, a black cow-tailed monkey.

Gaurī, Pājana, vṛkṣa, viśram, to spread a report, divulge, to dissolve into a paste.

Gaurī, vṛkṣa, viśram, Pājana, Krishna's paradise. [pasture.

Gaurī, Pājana, vṛkṣa, viśram, a herd, flock, drove, pen, fold,

Gaurī, vṛkṣa, viśram, a herd, flock, drove, pen, fold, family connexions, dependant relatives or family, race, lineage, genealogy, an assembly, a meeting, conversation, discourse.

Gaurī, vṛkṣa, viśram, Pājana, dawn, day-break.
गोराश्र, गोरासंग्रह,—गोराविश्र, the guana.
गोराश्री, गुफा, a grape.
गोराश्री, गोराहाइल,—गोराश्री, a cow-house. [or its capital.
गो, भारतद्वीप के दक्षिण भाग के न्यून भाग, the central part of Bengal.
गोर, गुरुन्न मात्र, rum distilled from molasses.
गो, अप्रिान, अनौसंध, बिनश, inferior, subordinate; inferiority, delay.
गो, पेड़, गो-सिंह, पीत, रूक, fair, white, pure, clean.
गोर, गुरु, ग्यात्स, आहुर, बृहि, greatness, importance, respectability, majesty, glory, honour, grandeur, weight, reverence, respect, increase.
गोर, गोर, गुरु, गुरु, white, fair, handsome.
गोरी, अनिवार्यता कमला, पार्वती, a young girl, maid, virgin.
गोरात, one of the Shaktis.
गोरान्ती, नेमन्ती, the lower stone or female part of the Linga.
गोरान्ती, नरम, बाल, a girl before menstruation.
गुहा, पुल्ल, a book, writing, composition, volume.
गुहोिा, निर्माण, नेकक, कन्ण, मामाज नूत, a builder, writer, &c. cement, the thread of a necklace.
गुहोिा, रूम, निर्माण, न-प्रक, to string beads, arrange, place in order, build, plat, knot, work in wicker, &c. compose, write, compile, catalogue.
गुहि, जोधाहास, गीता, पुस्तक, a joint, knuckle, tie, knot, knob.
गुहि, गुङिनि,—सूर्यविजय, रांचि, strung, arranged, composed, &c.
गुहि, चांगान, पुस्तककाशि, possessed of many books.
गुहि, बांधि, आराधन, राहुपुल, swallowed, eaten, received into a hollow or socket, involved in, affected with, eclipsed.
गुहि, नानाध्र, राहुकलामुक्ति अभ, the setting of a luminary eclipsed.
गुहि, आराम, ब्रह्म, अध्यासाय, आध, बौद्ध, सूर्यादि वेद, acceptance, reception, seizure, hold, tenacity, perseverance, understanding, comprehension, a planet.
गुहि, नानाध्र, ग्रहण, आधीकथ, रूम, राहुपुल, सत्तमसूर्य, to seize, catch, take, receive, allow, assent, hold, apprehend, comprehend, assume; an eclipse.
अथी, आमार, उरचर, a dysentery, diarrhoea.
बागिज, सूर्य, the sun.
बागौ, अहंकार, अभ्यस्त, an influence or influence, the influence of an unpropitious planet, the evils thence arising.
बाी, आरो, अशो, one who takes, a receiver, &c.
बाई, बगर, पौली, a village, a hamlet.
बागक, महाकाश, नगर, अध्याय, the headman of a village, a village-barber; best, chief, excellent, eminent.
बाए, अभ्र, अन्ने, a villager, a rustic; pertaining to a village.
बाधिज, पोषण, पुरुषार, मूर्ति, अज्ञात, tame, domestic, village, rustic, rude, unpolished.
प्रामुख्य, प्रामूख, copulation, a villager's duty.
पुल, बज्र, आरोग्य, गिराव, a mouthful, lump, bit, a swallowing.
पुस्काब्य, पुस्कान, food and raiment.
पुस, पुरुषार, प्रात, रात्रि, reception, acceptance, acquisition, taking, seizure; a shark or guana.
पुस्का, पुरुषार, रात्रि, पुरी, राजपक्ष, receiving, &c. a pursuer, receiver, &c. a hawk or falcon.
पुस्क, प्रमुख, बाहर, the neck, the nape of the neck.
पुस्क, उष्ण, पुरूषार, उष्ण, heat, warmth, the hot season; hot, sultry, warm.
पीयि, पुस्क, काँभत, विष्णु, अपराध, languor, lassitude, fatigue, depression of mind, reproach, censure, slander.

उ.
उठ, उठि, उखानी, an earthen pot, jar, jug, pitcher, a water-pot.
उठक, उठक, विजयित, a match-maker, one who investigates genealogies and negotiates marriages.
उठकर, उठकर, the office of a match-maker.
उठन, उठत, उठम, उठम, to happen, occur, belong to, inherit or succeed to, to unite.
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ষট্টা, উপাদিত হয়, দৈব, মোজনা, মেল, an occurrence, event, accident, union, bringing together, mixture.
ষট্টীয়, সংস্থা, বোঝাই, বোগা, অর্থীয়, liable to happen, probable, unitable, suitable, heritable.
ষট্টা, অঙ্কন, সুমুখ, সব, আড়ষ্ট, a crowd, concourse, multitude, assemblage, a procession.
ষট্টাচোপ, ডাঙ্গী ইত্যাদির আচ্ছাদন, a covering for palkees &c., a covering, উৎপাদন, জনাম, জিনিস, to cause, occasion, effect, ascribe to, join, mix, unite.
ষট্টক, দুর্গ, মথম, গুল্ক, a danda of 24 or muhürta of 48 minutes, the ankle.
ষট্টো, ষট্টো, কল্পনা a gong, watch, clock, a small jar.
ষট্টাইর, জান উপাসনের তর বিপরীত, ষট্টো, the rope and bucket of a well, a watch.
ষট্টো, ষট্টো, a quay, wharf, landing place.
ষট্টাটি, অসাধারণ কিছু ও ষট্টাটি, a smaller or private wharf.
ষট্টি, কল্পনা, কষ্ট, a water-pot, a pitcher.
ষট্টি, গোঁড়া, গোঁড়া, the guana or Gangetic alligator.
ষট্টি, দুঃখলাব্ধির ব্যয়, a gong, clock, watch, hour.
ষট্টি, বৃচ্ছিন্ন, বৃচ্ছিন্ন, to make a rattling sound in the throat, to vibrate, গোঁড়া, an hyena; purring, rattling.
ষট্টী, অনুক্ষেপন কল্পনা, the death-rattle in the throat, a top, whirligig.
ষট্ট, ষট্ট, খাবারের শিল্পীভাব, a sort of sauce or condiment.
ষট্ট, কাঁঝর, ষট্টি, a gong, a bell, a clock, an hour.
ষট্টী, কুচুর ষট্টী, a small bell.
ষট্ট, কাঁঝর, ষট্টি, কল্পনা, সংস্থা, সমুদ্র, সম্পুর্ণ, মেয়ে, পাড়া, নিবিড়, অবিরুদ্ধ, মেটি, কাঠি, a gong, cymbal, bell; solidity, hardness, extension, a multitude, number, quantity, a cloud, a fragrant grass; thick, crowded, close, impervious, coarse, near, incessant, firm, hard.
ষট্টান, অভ্যন্তর, শীষ, incessantly, in thick succession.
ষট্টান, কাঠি, ভট্ট, ভাদু, হিমপুকুর, মরাণ্ডী, solid, close, thick, impervious, &c. mischievous; a vicious elephant, a rainy cloud, collision, Indra.
বাইঁ, কাহান, ধরণ, to overtake, to come up with.
বনাক্ষ, গাড়ি, আবর্জিত, inspissated, thickened by boiling.
বন্ধ, আসান, বিন্দুশক্তি, close, very near. [fish.]
বন্ধ, মংসর, ধরনী, বানারিক, a bamboo-cage for catching
বন্ধু, আওর, কলাম, a paramour, pimp, launder.
বন্ধু, অবাক কিংবা বন্ধু ওঁ, to be confounded, amazed,
- confused, disturbed or perplexed.
বন্ধু, জেনে, ভাকরা, বিচার, perplexity, confusion, dis-
- composure, perturbation, amazement.
বর, গুর, বস্তি, বাটা, স্থান, আধার, পরিবার, a house, dwelling,
- home, building, groove, loop, loop-hole, place,
- receptacle, a family.
বর্গরা, গৃহরাজ, সমার, household business.
বর্ণ, ভার্ন, পুষ্কিন, a wife, a housewife.
বর্ষাকাল, পরগুলোর অনুষ্ঠান, a prying into family affairs, cu-
- riosity, officiousness.
বর, আরায়, চিত্র, a receptacle, drawer, hole, passage.
বরাহি, বাড়ি, আশাসার, খনন, home, one's own house;
- domestic, private.
বরাহী, গৃহবন্ধা, a thatcher, a hut-builder.
বরাহী, গৃহবন্ধ, home-made, produced at home.
বর্ধ-আঁধ, শক্তির শব্দ, a rattling, rumbling, creaking, roar.
বর্ধ, হাস,— বেহ, হ্রস্বকণ্ঠ শব্দ, perspiration, sweat.
বর্ধ, বরণ,— বাসার্চ, হস্ত, to rub, wipe, clean, file, polish,
- varnish, grind; friction, &c.
বর, শুক গোমর হর, the powder of dried cow-dung.
বর, হাইট, আরায়, কন্ড, a blow, knock, bruise, wound,
- ulcer, sore, cut, scar.
বাইল, আপারাঘ, সৌন, নৃত, নৃন, a fault, crime, guilt, sin,
- defect, abatement; less, deficient.
বাইট, আবর্জিত, খোঁকান, to stir, mix by stirring, knead.
বালান, উল্লাস, উত্তেজনাদায়, চোরান, to rouse up, make to
- rise, stimulate, stir up.
বাইট, চোরাসার্ক, ধানা, a by-way, cross-road, ambuscade,
- gap in a fence, track or trace. [&c.
বাইট, সূক্ষ্মাদির কর্ম, the god of cutaneous disorders, itch
রাজন, বিশালাক্ষ, উৎপাস, উত্তর ঈশ্বর, to affect by speaking, to make one feel. [beaten.

হাল্ছ, পুরুষ ধাতব, f. hardened by beating, frequently

হার, সুরুর, রাজপুর, a woman's girdle of small bells, a petticoat, a furbelow; mustard-chaff.

হাই, অধ্যাত্ম অগাধন হাম, পুরুষের গুহীর, a wharf, landing-place, ferry, mountain-pass, defile.

হাইরা, বিপর্য ধাতু চালান, to smuggle. [way.

হাইর, কুরুষ, হ্রাস হত, ত্বম, to be deficient, fail, waste a-

হাঀম, মূর্ত কর, তেমন, স্বরু কর, to lessen, reduce, diminish, abate, cheapen.

হাঁকি, অপরাধ, পাপ, a fault, a crime.

হাত, হাঁক, the nape of the neck.

হাতাণী, শিল্পনিন্দ গাহা গাহা গার্ম, to nod assent or dissent, object, acquiesce.

হাতান, আটক, মান, to nod assent, acquiesce.

হই, রাস্তা, কর, a blow, a hurt. [guinary, striking.

হাট, হাট, হে, a striker, murderer; seditious, san-

হাট, রাম, হত, to smite, hurt, strike, kill.

হাটু, হিসূক, বখু, কন্যা, destructive, mischievous, cruel, san-

guinary, ferocious.

হার, টিকম্বল, an oil mill.

হান, সেইন, সার্ব্বকলা হত, to perspire, to sweat.

হান্দি, হর্কাক্তু, pricky heat, itching eruption. [alone.

হারেহার, জন্ম, রাম, ইত্যাদি, privately, secretly, by signs

হাসি, হা, a wound, an ulcer.

হাসি, গাবাসির তামা বস, meadow or pasture grass.

বর, ব্যাপ্তি, ঘিরি, ঘি, ghee or clarified butter.

বিল্ক, শিল্পিন্দ, হস্ত, thick, crowded, impervious.

বিজ, শেষ, টিক্কাক, oily, butyraseous, shining, polished.

বসুন, বেস্ত, to surround, hedge round, fence, skreen.

বৃহি, ব্যাপ্তি, a ball, a ballot, a lot.

বুধ, পালমব, বুধক, a dove, a turtle-dove.

বুধুন, the mole-cricket, a sort of ulcer on the legs.

বুধুন, বোধ অম্পত্তিক, a waist-belt of small bells.

বুধুন, অথবা তখন, to disappear, remove, pass away, yield.
remove, strip, repeal, rub out, dispel.
the ancle, a species of jujube.
confusion, disorder.
the ancle, a chessman, &c.
to surround, fence or skreen round.
the flight of birds, a mare.
an insect found in timber.
to root up the ground as a swine.
an undesigned and unexpected event or circumstance, the least trace or hint, a slight intimation.

a bamboo-cage to catch fish.
to buzz, hum, growl, snarl.
a small bell, a button.
sleep, slumber, nap, repose; to sleep, &c.
asleep, dozing.
to whirl round, roll, revolve.
to stir liquids, agitate a fluid.
shrimps, prawns and other small fishes.
the fist, a thump, a bribe.
to retreat or creep into, enter, expunge, cancel.
to thump, strike with the fist, repeat, declare, proclaim, utter, sound, enter, run into.
to enter, penetrate, to retreat or creep into.
to make to revolve, &c. to subvert, misguide.
a revolution, rolling, whirl, turn, vertigo; revolving, whirling, &c.
to whirl, revolve, turn round.
a giddiness, vertigo, whirlpool, &c.
turning round, revolving, whirling.
a turning or whirling round, revolution.
enjoy, affection, love, friendship, justice, love, hatred, abhorrence, dislike, disgust, nausea, shock, sneering, spurning, contempt.

butter, clarified butter, ghee.

rub, rub, polish, rubbed, polished, rubbed off.

shufle cards, cut, bruise or pound.

meddle with, interfere, have dealings with.

the name of a god.

draw, trail on the ground, drag, run as a creeper. [tune, dun.

surround, encompass, invest, encircle, a circle, fence, hedge.

depth.

vov, to talk over, agitate, canvass, introduce a topic, rub in a mortar, &c.

a pestle, muller, rolling stone.

the chinese gong.

deep-sounded, guttural, hoarse.

a horse.

a mare.

a horseman, trooper, cavalry.

fond of riding; an elk.

the jujube, the betel-nut tree.

a large bush.

abounding with bushes, bushy.

a veil.

awful, dreadful.
च्छत्र
च्छ-च्छ: च्छत्र, च्छत्रण—अव/क, कङ्गण, अभाव, dark, vague, obscure, abstruse, difficult, mysterious.

चोरा, चरा, चूरा, चूर, a circuit, peregrination, revolution.

चोब, चोब, चराब, butter-milk, an eddy, a whirlpool.

चोल-चौल, चालाठरा, चालास्य, बन, turbid, muddy, thick.

चोलण, चालण, चालण, तो dissolve in liquid, make turbid, &c.

चेष, चेष, चेष, चेष, चेष, चेष, चेष, चेष, चेष, चेष, चेष, चेष, चेष, चेष, चेष, a sound, cry, low thunder, distant rumbling; a class of the writer tribe, a herdsman, a sort of creeping plant.

चोलण, चोलण, चोलण, a proclamation, publication, sermon.

चोलण, चोलण, चोलण, आगास, आगास, to proclaim, publish, make known, preach, inculcate.

चूण, चूण, चूण, चूण, a scent, smell, the act of smelling.

चापूल, चापूल, the organ of smell, the nose.

चुक, चुक, चुक, smelted to, scented.

चर, करकिय चर, a regular market place, a square.

चक, चक, चक, चक, alarmed, startled, timorous, fearful.

चकर, पक्ष विदत, the bartavelle or red legged partridge.

चकुक, चकुक, चकुक, चकुक, चकुक, चकुक, चकुक, clearness, transparency, brightness, glare, flash; shining, vivid, glaring.

चक्कराण, चक्कराण, चक्कराण, चाल, to flash, glare, shine, glitter, twinkle.

चक्कराण-चा, चक्कराण-चा, चक्कराण-चा, चक्कराण-चा, glaring, glittering, radiant, flashing, twinkling.

चला, चला, अधिकार, राजा, a district, province, estate.

चल, चल, चल, राज, राज, राज, राज, राज, राज, राज, राज, राज, a wheel, a potter's wheel, oil-mill, circle, discus, whirlpool, period of time, an army, a circular military position, a revolution, round, convolution, a combination, conspiracy, roguery, craft, deceit, a multitude, heap, a realm, region, province, the
ruddy goose, a spot of leprosy, an anatomical division of the body, astrological figure.

Chakravarti, Chakravarti, Chakravarti, Chakravarti, Vishnu.

Chakravarti, Chakravarti, Chakravarti, Chakravarti, an emperor, king, ruler, the master of an estate; situated in a province or estate.

Chakravat, Chakravat, Chakravat, a species of duck.

Chakri, Chakri, Chakri, Chakri, Vishnu, an emperor, the governor of a province, a potter, oilman, expresser of oil, an informer, a serpent, the ruddy goose, a tumbler or wheel-juggler.

Chakrachakri, Chakrachakri, face to face, eye to eye.

Chakri, Chakri, Chakri, Chakri, the eye, vision.

Chakroli, Chakroli, Chakroli, Chakroli, a snake, (whose eyes serve for ears.)

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, an object of sight; visible, present to the eye.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, [good, sound, healthy.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, handsome, clever, eminent, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, recovery, cure, health, beauty, &c.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, a wide basket.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, shooting (as pain), shifting, fickle, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, moving quickly, fluctuating, unsteady, changeable, fickle, capricious, volatile, inconstant, fluid.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, the bill or beak of a bird.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, [speedily.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, canvass, sackcloth; hastily, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, to break, shiver, scale off, fall off in splinters, fail, be ineffectual.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, a sparrow, sleight of hand, a lying wonder, show, gaudiness.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, a mutual grudge or desire of revenge.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, a plain, a strand; to scale off, &c.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, broad, wide.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, canvass, sack-cloth, a mat, a bamboo lath for wicker work.

Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, Chakroghara, to knead, to temper clay.


চড়ান, অপণঃ, হামঃ, a slap, a cuff, kneading, &c.
চড়াহার, আটাম, viscid, viscous, ropy, clammy.
চড়, ভােজাপ, বুক, a slap, blow, tap, the flat palm.
চড়ই, চড়ই,—চড়ে পায়ঃ, a sparrow.
চড়ক, গাজফকিয়া, হামা, the Hindoo swinging ceremony.
the machine itself, pain.
চড়কম, চাউন্টান, বুমন, to throb, twinge, smart.
চড়কম, অভিনয়, অবিনাশকর, excessive, very painful.
চড়ক, আরােহব, উদাহর, উন্ড, ধাবায়ম, to mount, climb, rise,
ascend, scale, embark, enter a boat, to slap, to smite with the flat palm.
চড়ান, চটাইয়া মাত্রণ, উধান, পুঢান, নাটাসন, বাড়ান, উড়, ভুড়ো, বাঝা,
পূৰ্ব, to place or set upon, load, prepare, bend
a bow, add, augment, slap; high, loud, steep, exalted, increased; an island, shallow, strand.
চড়াও, আঁক্রমন, পাড়া চুাঁট, an attack, onset, storm, assault,
invasion, inroad, aggression.
চড়াচাড়ি, পরম্পর ধাপ, দেওরা, a mutual slapping, leap-frog.
চড়ামথে, দীর্ঘাকারিত শব্দ, উত্তেক্ষর, an accented or emphatic
word; loud language.
চড়ক্ষ, কাস্তান, বাঁধ, distress of mind, vexation, pain.
চড়িত, বাঁধি, বৃত্তি, advance of price, accumulation.
চড়ক, চোলা, a sort of pea given to horses, gram.
চড়ো, অভিলসখানশেখ, very passionate, furious, violent.
চড়ান, আত্মোদুব, বিঠাস, an outcast, a low unprincipled fel-
low, a villain.
চড়নি, চিতকা,—সূর্গ, Durga, i. e. the wrathful or furious.
চড়ু, দুরু, কুলি, a rat, the common small monkey.
চড়ুল, তরতলক হিনেং, a beautiful species of lark.
চড়ুর, চারি, সিমুঘং, প্রাঙ্গ, চালাক, four; clever, dextrous, sly,
cunning, ingenious, active.
চড়ুরান, চারিতপাক বিত্ত, সাহ, quadripartite, complete.
চড়ুরায়ন, বুক্ত, a name of Brhamā.
চড়ুৰ্ধ, চারি পুর্ণ, the fourth, offered on the fourth day.
চড়্যাহারক, চারিদৃষ্ট,—চারিস্মার, on all sides, all round.
চড়ুরূমাৰু—হামী হিনেং, a litter, a palques.

x 2
chaturthi, chaturthi, four-fold.
chaturthi or chaturthi, the four objects of human pursuit, love, riches, religion and final beatitude.
chaturthi, chaturthi, the four primary castes or classes of Hindoos, the four primary colours, white, black, blue and red.
chatur, four.
chaturthī, a college where the four Veds are taught.
chaturthī, a four-footed; a quadruped.
chaturthī, a court-yard, place for sacrifice.
chatur, a sort of vetch.
chaturthī, sandal wood, sandal perfume or
chaturthī, a species of parrot.
chaturthī, a subscription, a collection.
chaturthī, the moon.
chaturthī, a fabulous gem, chrysal, stone, jasper.
chaturthī, Shiva or the moon-crested.
chaturthī, the duty or vow of a monarch to make his subjects happy.
chaturthī, an awning.
chaturthī, a lasting or indelible
chaturthī, a parasele or false moon.
chaturthī, moonlight, a species of small
chaturthī, the flat or extended palm, risk.
chaturthī, a badge, belt-plate, buckle.
chaturthī, shaking, wavering, unsteady, volatile, inconsiderate, rash, alarmed, swift, momentary.
chaturthī, Lakshmi, fortune, lightening, an inconstant woman, a harlot.
chaturthī, the flat palm, a slap.
chaturthī, blithe, buxom, active.
chaturthī, a flash, glare, twinkle, glance.
chaturthī, pert, restless, startled, alarmed, parched, contracted, shrunk.
chaturthī, a skin, hide, leather.
surprise, wonder, astonishment.

the yak or Tartarian ox.

a spoon, sacrificial ladle.

a army, a squadron, a division.

to flash, glittler, twinkle, shudder, start, shrug, parch.

a tree bearing fragrant yellow flowers.

a withdrawing, retiring, absconding, vanishing, flight.

a beautiful species of jasmine.

a multitude, assemblage, collection, heap, mound, rampart, a raised plot.

to collect, gather flowers &c. put together, peel, strip off, pull off.

a spy, emissary; moveable, unsteady.

a Hindoo swinging ceremony;

a spinning wheel, capstan, windlass.

a reel, winch, crank, small wheel, the gudgeon of a wheel, a machine for cleaning cotton.

to graze as cattle, roam for food; the foot, leg, a poetical foot, favor, protection.

a wife, a sandal.

a cock, i. e. whose foot is his weapon.

a species of nettle.

a sort of intoxicating drug.

using intoxicating drugs; a sot.
चरचर, छात्रजन, छाता, the world or things moveable and immoveable.

चरण, गवाला पालन, to feed or tend cattle.

चरानी, बाठ, a pasture, a meadow. [customary.

चरित, चरित, कृत, कर्त्त, moved, acted, done, instituted,

चरित, चरित,—व्यवहार, रीति, रूति, उपाधियां, conduct, beha-

बियि, observance, custom, usage, practice,

बियि, disposition of mind, history. [thankful.

चरिताय, यूकाय, यूकाय, attaining one’s object, successful,

चरिताय, कृताय, इतिहासाय, desirous of success.

चरुक, चाराप, अध्याय, active, mobile, moveable.

चर, बच्चे पारस, an oblation, chiefly of milk and butter.

चरा, बिरुद, आवाद, अवबेष, reflection, consideration,

बिरुद, deliberation, mention, union with fragrant

बिरुद, ointments.

चरण, चन्द्र द्वारा वेछन, to chew, to masticate.

चरि-चरि, आयु, tautology, repetition of the same act.

चरि, चरि,—आयु, आयु, आयु, आयु, वम्म, festivity, noise of

चरि, आयु, merriment, self-complacency, self-applause,

चरि, अरो, arrogance.

चर, छार, छात, a skin, hide, bark, leather, a shield.

चर्कार, चारार, धूली, a tanner, currier, skinner, shoemaker.

चर्का, धूली, a bat.

चरा, छारी, छारारी, bearing a shield; a shield-bearer.

चरा, बाह्यार, आचरणीय, practicable, customary, incum-

बिबिर, bent, proper.

बिबिर, बाह्यार, आचरण, बाह्य, मौलानी ध्वर्य, custom, practice,

बाह्य, habit, conduct, disposition, character, perse-

बिबिर, verance in religious austerities, regularity of

बिबिर, religious observances.

बिबिर, चल, —गत, आचर, वापोर, motion, action, conduct.

चलन, गत, सरल, बचन, आचरण, बाह्यार, धारा, बाह्यार, प्रचरण, to move, go on, proceed, flow, sail, blow, pass,

बिबिर, act, behave; habit, conduct, custom; custo-

बिबिर, customary, habitual, current.

बिबिराय, गतिभाय, गत, passable, fit to be passed over.


tremulous, unsteady, unfixed; the world or things moveable and immovable.

move or act, impel, urge on, push, row, drive, dispel, conduct, guide, dispatch, shoot an arrow, &c. an invoice, a pass.

much ado about any thing, fuss.

gone, going, current, customary. [fluid.

a handful of water, a swinging, undulation.

to spill, to flow or flap over. [course.

an action, deed, conduct, custom, vessel.

a drinking vessel.

to plough, to till.

a ploughing, wages for ploughing.

ploughing, worming in.

soft mud, dirt, mire.

wish, desire, want, demand, will, volition; tea.

to ask, wish, see, look.

desire, wish, request, look, view, glance.

a turf, loose clod, a chief, leader, protector.

a coarse mat of reeds.

to scrape, pare, peel, shave, plane.

curled, crimped, crisped; a curl. [ings.

the moon. [assessment.

a voluntary subscription, collection, extra

an awning, an open portico, a moonlight night.

white, clear; silver.
চাঁপা, চল্লার বৃক্ষ, কর্ণাল্পাল বিশেষ, the champaca tree, an ear-
ornament.
চাক-২, চাক, মণ্ডল, মোচাক, a wheel, circle, discus, honeycomb.
চাকক্ষু, আর্থন, আয়বদের পরিক্রমা, to taste, try the taste of.
চাকক্ষু, বূর্ধ্যরাস, বৃত্তরাস, revolving, turning, going in circles.
চাঁপা, বৃহদ, আধিকার, লম্বানির থান, পোলাণ্ডি, a district, pro-
vince, estate; a slice of fruit, bread, &c.
circular, round.
চাঁপা, ঐষ্ঠব হিষেব, a medicinal drug. [a small spindle-
চাঁপা, বৃত্ত, তৈলকুরু অর্থিত চাঁপা, a hand mill, grinding stone,
চাঁপা, অর্থাৎ, অকৃত্য, brightness, lustre, splendor, brilliancy.
চাঁপা, টিকটিক, a wafer, lozenge, any flat round body.
চাঁপা, স্বত্ত, লেই, visible, perceptible, evident.
চাপন, চিয়ন, উইন, জোসান, বড়বিন, to come on (as a paroxysm),
to rise, get up, begin to exert one's self, set about, stir.
চাণায়, উষায়, পাগায়, উতরণ, চিয়ান, to raise, rouse, stimulate,
urge to rise, extricate, bring on (as a par-
roxyms.)
চাচা, চিচা, —পিরু, a father's brother, paternal uncle.
চাচাতে, পিরুভাতে, of or derived from a paternal uncle.
চাঁপা, অমূর্ত, অমূর্ত, fickleness, unsteadiness, activity, 
agility, fluidity.
চাঁচর, পিড়ার, মালকর, মামল, to lick, to lap.
চাঁচর, মার, পাইয়া পাইয়া, a kick backwards from an animal.
চাঁচর, বৃহৎ, to be licked or sucked (as certain fruits).
চাঁচর, পিড়ার, কোসা, grateful or pleasing words, flattery.
চাঁচর, কোর, the palm or flat of the hand.
চাঁচর, সর্বোপ, সর্বাৰ, wholly, entirely.
চাঁচর, আবাহকর, বৃহৎ, necessity, hurry, a wrench, a meal.
চাঁচর, উল, উইনকাম, রা ডাবর, high, steep, loud, emphatic ;
the fixing of a bow-string.
চাঁচর, আজ, উইনকাম রা, a pole for impelling a boat, a lever.
চাঁচর, স্থলের সমধিক, the track of a fish in the water.
চাপাই, তাহারের পুরুষ, জাতিহুব, one of the lowest cast, an 
outcast.
कपड़ा, पाकि विषय, a species of cuckoo or swallow.
बच, तौर समूट, दूधजिन चके, a band of thieves or evil-minded men, a conspiracy.
चाम, द्वेष्टित वाण, वात, विल, an enclosed space, a terraced roof, a sheet of water.
चार, चाँद, चाँद, तव, त्रांस, त्रांस, त्रांस, त्रांस, त्रांस, सन, craft, cunning, deceit, rogucry, cleverness, stratagem, activity, female infidelity. [of Hindoos.
चमुर, चमुर, सरव, सरव, of or pertaining to the four classes.
चाम, चाम, चा, चा, चूले, चमुले, moon-light, an open porch, an awning.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, lunar, belonging to the moon.
चामुरुल, वरूल, वरूल, a religious expiatory observance.
गप, गप, गप, गप, गप, गप, गप, a turf, clod, lump, burden, block, a bow.
चामुल, चूल, चूल, चूल, चूल, चूल, the flat palm, a slap, blow, pat.
चामुण, चामुण, चामुण, to slap, to strike with the flat palm.
चाम-चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, to press down, compress, squeeze, smother, quash, print, imprint, delay, cover, conceal.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, a cover, thatch, a press, a weight.
चामुल, चामुल, चामुल, curved, coagulated, in clots.
चामुल, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, a squatting posture. [look, wish.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, to chew, masticate,
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, view, sight, desire, wish.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, to shew, persuade, excite desire for.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, a key.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, a skin, hide, leather, rind.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, a spoon.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, a species of small bat.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, adhering, sticky, sticking to.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, gristle.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, scurf, dandruff, light and dry wood.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, a nit, the egg of a louse.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, a choury or fly-flap, a whisk.
चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, चाम, stinking like a dried skin.
चित्राभ, सुहृदें, व्यक्तित्व, interruption of friendship, a falling out, disagreement.

चित्रदार, पराजयी, विरट, averse, disgusted, dissatisfied.

चित्रांत, चित्र हैना पड़त, a falling backwards.

चित्र, हृद, पट, बिहि, चित्रक, अकबु, बिंदौर, सामाजिक, आकर्षण,
वनोहर, a picture, drawing, print, map, chintz, variegated colour, sectorial mark on the forehead, a miracle, surprise, wonder;
variegated, speckled, spotted, surprising, wonderful, captivating. [signer, artist.

चित्रकल, चित्रकल,—चित्रकर, पाटु, a painter, chintz-printer, de-
चित्राणु, यम, यमेन आदि, Yama, the infernal registrar.

चित्रितिचित्र, बर, chequered, variegated, of various colours, gaudy, tawdry. [Shiva.]

चित्राकु, वसु, आदि, जैन, तौर, the sun, fire, Bhairava, (a form of
चित्राकु, सुधाता गुरुकरिणी विशेष, a celebrated female writer.

चित्राष्ट्र, उत्साहमय, the hand palm upwards; with upturned palm.

[culcumber.

चित्रा, तारा विशेष, a star in the Virgin’s spike, a kind of

चित्री, चंस कारिणी, वसूल, surprising, ravishing, beautiful.

चित्रित, चित्र, सामाजिक, painted, variegated, chequered, spotted, speckled.

चित्रा, आज्ञा, the intellectual soul, spirit.

चित्रप, आवश्य, सुदीर, intelligent, wise, amiable, kind-hearted, liberal.

चित्रम, ज्ञान, आज्ञा, to know, distinguish, recognize.

चित्रम, आवश्य, नमण, to show, introduce, point out, make

चित्रमविणो, आज्ञा, familiar acquaintance with a person.

चित्री, शर्मा, चिन्हरौ, sugar; Chinese.

चित्राकु, भावित, ठाहरिया, thoughtful, pondering, anxious.

चित्रम, ठाहरिया, to think, reflect, meditate, ponder.

चित्रा, भावम, ऊदेग, कात्त्र, विमान, क्षेत्र, धीर, thought, reflection, meditation, recollection, thought-

fuifulness, care, anxiety, dejection, grief, trouble, uneasiness, fear.
The page contains a list of words and phrases with their meanings, likely extracted from a dictionary or a similar reference material. Here are some examples:

- **विचलन, विचलित, जान्य, जान्य, anxious, dejected, pensive, uneasy, careful.**
- **विचारण, कालाणि बाद विस्मय, तुष्टि, a fabulous gem procuring its possessor whatever he wished for, Brahma.**
- **तितल, तितल, तितल, तितल, to squeeze out, express, press, wring, wring out.**
- **चिमुळ, चिमुळ, to chew, to masticate.**
- **चिपिटक, चिपिटक, rice wetted, parched and flattened.**
- **चिरु, चिरु, अधरें अधेड़वाग, the chi, the hollow above it.**
- **चिहतो, चिहतो, चिहतो, to grasp, adhere, nip, pinch.**
- **चिंचड़ा, चिंचड़ा, चिंचड़ा, to cause to shrink, to wring out.**
- **चित्र, चित्र, चित्र, to rouse, awaken, stir up, stimulate, make plain.**
- **चित्र, चित्र, चित्र, चित्र, long, of old; old, of long standing, long, ancient; a rent or tear.**
- **चित्राविक, चित्राविक, चित्राविक, चित्राविक, long-continued, inveterate, chronic, ancient, old, lasting, perennial.**
- **चित्र, चित्र, चित्र, चित्र, to tear, rend, break, lacerate, rip up.**
- **त्रिक, त्रिक, त्रिक, त्रिक, a comb, a carding instrument.**
- **त्रिल, त्रिल, त्रिल, त्रिल, of long standing, old, ancient, antique.**
- **त्रिल, त्रिल, त्रिल, त्रिल, the Indian kite or black falcon.**
- **त्रिल, त्रिल, त्रिल, the bowl of the Hooka.**
- **त्रिल, त्रिल, त्रिल, a wash-hand basin.**
- **त्रिल, त्रिल, त्रिल, the small room or turret covering the stair-case of a house.**
- **त्रि, त्रि, त्रि, त्रि, the kite, a sore eye; sore-eyed, bleary-eyed.
চিয়, পতাকা, স্থান, পাচ, চেয়েন, ফুট, a signal, standard, token, sign, mark, badge, speck, spot, stain, trace, vestige, scar.
চিত্তুরিত, চিত্তুরিত, সিক্ষক, marked, appropriated, fixed, applied.
হরণ হরণ, a kind of deer, a sort of millet, China.
চীৎকার, চীৎকার, a scream, outcry, loud cry.
চৌদ, চৌক, চৌরাস, sugar.
চৌর, মাপড়, বধ, নেকড়া, ঢুঁক, cloth, clothes, the dress of a devotee, a rag, old cloth, bark.
চৌম্বন, কাটা, বিচিত্র, split, divided, rent.
চৌম্বন, চৌম্বন,—চরণ, চিন্নরণ, to leak, ooze, issue, flow out.
চৌম্বন, পুষক, ঘুম, to burn away, be burned or calcined.
চৌক, চৌক, চৌক, জুটি, অশ্বানাক, a mistake, error, blunder, oversight, transgression; Indian sorrel.
চৌক, আশ্বান, to whet, sharpen, set an edge.
চৌক, সুমাক, মুটিবন্ধ, to mistake, err, blunder, do wrong.
চৌক, মিষ্কাগ, মিষ্কাঁ, to decide, adjust, settle, end, conclude, terminate.
চৌককক, চৌকককক,—বিষ, glossy, shining with oil, &c.
চৌককক, মিষ্কা, সম্পা, a bargain, agreement, adjustment.
চৌক, অশ্বানাক, অশ্বান, Indian sorrel; sourness; acidity, acid seasoning.
চৌ, এবং,—তমাম, চৌক, the nipple.
চৌ, বোধ, হর, কবর, আস্ত, নামি a socket, mortise hole, cup, stand, a tube, pipe, water-pipe.
চৌহন, বসন, to strike, smite, hit.
চৌহেকেরা, জুরুঁর, চুক্ত, little, trifling, despicable. [a handful.
চৌহেকেরা, কৃপাদাস, দুইলাম, যুট, a ring for the toes, a mouse,
চৌহেকেরা, বিপাকস্ত, তৃণকায়, a bracelet of ivory or horn.
চৌহেকেরা, সুসাষ্ক, অশি, বিশেষ, small, diminutive; a ruby or emerald.
[bre, the anus.
চৌর, চৌর,—গ্রামক, গ্রামেশ, the vagina, pudendum mulie-
চৌর, বাণ, কোকারা, to chuse, pick, select, pucker.
চৌর, বীর, বাঁক, silence; hush! be silent! peace!
চৌর, অর্থ বাণ, to strike or smite with a sword, &c.
চৌরুক, স্বাস্ত, a basket.
to imbibe moisture, sink (as paper).

to dip, plunge, immerse.

to kiss, give a kiss.

a kiss.

a sip, sipping.

the spatha or sheath of the cocoa-

a chirping to a bird, a coxing.

a kisser, lecher, rogue, the load-

a hand hollowed to hold water,

a handful of water, mire, mud.

itch,

an itching sensation, itch,

an itch, to scratch.

an itching, the itch, a pimple.

fickle, inconstant, thoughtlessly chang-
ing, active, sprightly.

the first tonsure of a
Hindoo, the lock of hair left on the crown,
a peacock’s crest, a plume, crest, diadem,

peak, top of a mountain, summit, pinnacle,
a room on the top of a house, a kind of
bracelet.

termination.

a conclusion, decision, issue, result,

a crest-jewel, gem in a diadem; in
comp. eminent, chief.

a mantle or wrapper.

a bracelet of gold, silver or lac.
lime, powdered lime.
plaister, mortar of sand and lime.
a lime-burner.
the mango tree or its fruit.
a powder, fragment, crumb; pulverized, pounded, crumbled, broken, bruised.
quite full, running over, quite drunk, intoxicated.
a prose exposition of a preceding verse, the maintaining of a thesis.
to pulverize, bruise, break, crumble, pound, pound to powder.
to suck, suck up.
a coral &c. for teething children.
to scream, bawl, rave, vociferate, speak loud.
expanded.
a lad, a boy; wide, spread out.
childishness, boyishness.
a broad flat basket.
a servant, a slave.
a mat of palm leaves.
broad and flat, wide, patent, (as a dish).
a female servant, a slave girl.
young, full-grown; the palm or the back of the hand.
manhood, adult age.
to provoke, exasperate, fret, irritate.
the mind, the understanding, intellect, the reasoning faculty.
the soul, understanding, intelligence, wisdom, reflexion, idea, feeling, sensation, an animal being, a sentient or rational being.
to convince, cause to learn or notice, make to attend to a thing.
চেনা, জীব, সাপ, আগামি, পরামর্শ, অবর্জন, আমের উদ্বেগ, বৃষ্টি, 
life, sensation, feeling, admonition, advice, caution, warning, stimulus or excitement, 
reason, wisdom, intelligence.

chesan, প্রক্ষিপ্তসাধন, আগাম, বৃষ্টি, আমান, to stimulate, 
excite, stir up; convince, make to feel, 
awaken, admonish. [scratch.

ch山上, কাঁপা, বিহার, to tear, split, cleave, break, 
চে, কাঁঝা, বেঁধা, torn, split, cleft; a scratch, a rag.

che, বর্জ্য, clothes, cloth, a garment.

che, কাপড় বিশেষ, a sort of cloth.

che, সব্বাসির পাকল পুঞ্জ, নিবর, পাৎঠাব, কুচা, one adopted by 
a religious mendicant, a disciple, mate or 
assistant, a chip of wood.

chesan, কাটন, কৃষ্ণ, to hew, to chip.

che, পাটবর্জ্য বিশেষ, silken cloth. [washed.

chূনি, বলুকাচাল, the water in which rice has been 
চেন, বলকরণ, অর্জন, আরুণ, প্রবর্তন, to endeavour, 
strive, take pains, labour or engage in.

chেঠা, বর্জ্য, উম্মুগ, অব, কায়িত ব্যাপার, অবিষেষণ, application, 
endeavour, pains, effort, labour, search, purs- 
suit. [rious, strenuous, active, zealous.

চিহ্নিত, চিঠামান,—গ্রহ, উদ্ধৃতি, engaged in, eager, labor-
চৈতিন্য, অষ্টু, উদ্ভিতে, engaged in, laborious, sought, 
laboured after, endeavoured.

চি, যজ্ঞী বিশেষ, চিবক, a species of pepper.

chেন, চেনা, জীব, আগামি, অবর্জন, উদ্বেগ, আমামি, আগাম, 
sensation, feeling, life, activity, knowledge, 
an awaking from sleep, excitement, caution, 
warning, stimulus, the soul, spirit, God as 
the essence of all sensation, &c.

চেনা, আমের পূঁজ, বৃষ্টি, the sacred tree of a village.

chেন, বসন্তের প্রথম মাস, the first spring-month, Cuvera's 
grove.

cেচাপানি, হৃদয়ের আত্মা, the jaw-bone. [drop as fruit, &c.

cেন, ক্রেপ, ওঝ, to ooze, leak out, drip, distil, fall or
ঝাঁঝায়, তাজহ, ঘোড়, পোড়া স্কোভাইল, to parch, calcine, burn to powder.
ঝাঁঝায়-১, জীব, ঝোকাইল, strong in flavour, strong as liquors.
ঝাঁঝায়, প্রেম, আবেগ, সন্তান, desire, delight, complacence, pleasure, approbation.  
ঝোকাইল, মিঠাইল, মিলাইল, আবেগ, to settle, adjust, whet, set an edge.
ঝোকাইল, পোকাইল, পোকাইল, সন্তান, to set, whet, strap as a razor, &c.
ঝোঁকাইল, ঝোকাইল, ঝোকাইল,—কড়ড়, কুঁচার, মাসিক, keen, clever, sharp, well-set, whetted.  
ঝোকাইল, ঝোকাইল,—ঝাঁকের অস্তিত্ব ফায়, আশে, the fibrous or inner bark of a tree.
ঝোঁকাইল, ঝোকাইল,—ঝোঁকাইল বীরের চরম, ঝোকাইল ধাবন, to strip off seeds, to strain in running, to run hard.
ঝোঁকাইল, ধীরেল, full of long woody fibres.  
ঝোঁকাইল, ধীরেল, জীরেল, কধি, a tube, spout, barrel of a gun, a bore.
ঝোঁকাইল, আবাহ, বাহ, কষা, ঝোকাইল, a blow, stroke, wound, bruise, 
ঝোঁকাইল, a fall, a hurt.
ঝোঁকাইল, কৌশল, exorbitant interest, usury.  
ঝোঁকাইল, ঝোকাইল, ঝোকাইল, তাজহ, তাজহ, to strike against, smite, hurt, 
ঝোঁকাইল, গতাহির মূত, the urine of a beast, or ludicrously of a man, an ill-scented vetch.
ঝোকাইল, মূতাসারায়, প্রসুবয়, to pass urine, make water.
ঝোকাইল, বাহইল, to select, pick, choose.
ঝোকাইল, অভ্রাণ, a blow or stroke from a weapon.
ঝোকাইল, অভ্রাণ, to cause to strike with weapon.
ঝোকাইল, আত্মায়, হূপুখ্য, ছুইল, to imbibe, moisture, sink, become soft and moist.
ঝোকাইল, ছািল, the rind of fruit, peel, tegument.
ঝোকাইল, পরত্বরপত্বর, মিঠাইল, a thief, robber, house-breaker.
ঝোকাইল, কাটাহিল, কাটাহিল, a peep-hole.
ঝোকাইল, ঝোকাইল,—কাউইসং, a prickly-seeded grass trouble-some to pedestrians.
ঝোকাইল, অগ্রাম, অগ্রাম, stolen, clandestine, silent, private, hidden, unperceived.
ঝোকাইল, ঝোকাইল,—সন্তান, অপহর, ঝোকাইল, the stealing, thievery, robbery.
ঝোকাইল, অপহর, বৃদ্ধ, a pitfall.
ঝোকাইল, ঝোকাইল,—সন্তান, a secret blow, assassination.
fleece, extort. to suck, imbibe, wring.

a tribe of western mountaineers.

the jaw-bone.

four.

the eye; four panas.

a square spot for cooking on.

vigilant, watchful, cautious, attentive, clever,

square, level, even, flat.

caution, watchfulness, attention.

a door frame, threshold, square

a four-pronged harpoon.

a bench, chair, guard, watch,

station; a guarding, keeping watch.

a watchman; a mode of reckoning

by fours or panas.

fourth, the fourth.

a fourth, a quarter.

broad, wide.

width, breadth.

chief of four, (a title of honour.)

square (as a bottle); a

case bottle.

a school or college.

dice.

four footed (whether

thing or animal.)

a sort of palkee or bridegroom's

handy, clever, active, versatile.

a square pit or cistern, a

vat, a well.

a thief, robber, housebreaker.

smooth, even, level, flat.

theft, robbery, burglary.
chak, the chequer of a chess-board; a square.
chakka, a cart, a wheel carriage.
hagam, a he goat.
chat, light, lustre, splendor, radiance; a straight line, an assemblage, number, multitude.
chata, the sixteenth part of a seer.
chakam, to slip from, desert, withdraw, run away, to fall as seed from the capsule or seed-vessel.
chakram, to squeeze, press or force out, shoot a marble &c, to expel, cause to withdraw, &c.
chakkan, to struggle for liberty, flutter, toss about in pain.
chat, a spear, a scratch.
chatam, to skin an animal, fall as seed, sprinkle, straggle.
chatam, to scatter, throw about, strew, sprinkle, disperse, squander, dissipate, sow seed, loosen, free.
chat, a string of beads, shot, a sprinkling, a bunch of plantains, waste.
chat, a switch, twig, cane, scourge.
chat, an umbrella, a fungus, mushroom, mould, mouldiness.
wadi, टेस्टर, दुर्गुप, रूपाचार, अक्षम, widowhood, a forlorn condition, loss of empire, anarchy, independence, wilfulness.

वृक्ष, फल, फल, a bed-tester, awning; having an umbrella.
[custom.]

पात, पत, इम, a blade of grass, a leaf, habit.

मुख, गृहकाशी, the roof of a house.

मुख, मुखवेदना—वे, मुखा, मुख, a disguise, concealment, covering, craft, device, trick.

मुखवेदनी, कपड़ा, कपड़ावेदनी, wearing a disguise, crafty; a pretender, hypocrite, actor, player.

वी, वी, वी, वे, verse, poetry, the Vedas, a line in verse, cadence, metre.

वी,零件, वे, poetic metre, the Vedas and their metre.

वी, वी, anachronism, act, act, covered, concealed, secret, private, solitary, mad, foolish. [tester.

वी, वी, धाम, आधार, a sloping thatch; roof, covering, bed-

वी, प्रैक्टिस्टिंग, चित्र, चीफ्टन, चौड़ा, a portrait, picture, painting, beauty, splendour, brilliance, light.

वी, वी, six.

वी, वी, आंसू, a vomiting, reaching; belching.

वी, वी, वी, वी, वी, a stratagem, device, trick, scheme, plot, pretence, artifice, fraud, roguery, a seeking for faults.

वी, वी, वी, वी, वी, a cheat, swindler, impostor; suspicious of fraud or trick in another.
[defraud, impose upon.

वी, आवास, टेस्टर, दुर्गुप, दुर्गुप, to use stratagems, &c. cheat,

वी, आवास, टेस्टर, दुर्गुप, deceiving, cheating; a sharper, a cheat, a blotch or scab.

वी, वी, the young of an animal.

वी, वी, ashes.

वी, दे, दे, दे, दे, दे, दे, a whip, the spray or beating in of rain.

वी, वी, वी, वी, वी, वी, वी, वी, a camp, encampment, barrack, an awning.
Hāth, घूँहारंस्: to thatch, to roof, to bottom a chair &c, with cane.

Hāthā, राजा, राजा, a child, a young child. [pranks.
Hāthā, राजक, राजा, childhood, childishness, puerility, Hāth, धार, पुत्रपिल, धार, to strain, filtrate, drain a tank of its fish.
Hātā, बर्ती, बर्ती, a strainer, sieve, sieve-net.
Hātā, धार, बिन्दान, अधिन, बिन्दान, strained, clear, innocent, free from crime.

[ing mould.
Hātā, एलजेन्स, एलजेन्स, a likeness, image, copy, a cast-
Hātā, परवर, the eave of a house.

Drā, राज्य, राज्य, one.

Hātā, धार, अधिन, to lop off, trim, pass by or neglect
Hātā, हर, धार, despotic, poetical metre, milk and water.
Hātā, धार, धार, to tie a cow’s legs while milking.
Hātā, अधिन, धार, बाढ़, a goat.

Hāthā, धार, धार, धार, cohabiting promiscuously and incestuously, lecherous.

Hātā, धार, धार, a switch, a brush of leaves.
Hātā, धार, ake, to clip, lop, trim, thresh.

Hātā, भ्रर्स, धार, भ्रर्स, राज, राज, धार, राजसू, भ्रर्स, to leave, relinquish, cast off, forsake, abandon, desert, divorce, abstain, forego, leave off, surrender, depart, abate, liberate, loose or let go, discharge, pardon, withdraw from.

Hātā, भ्रर्स, भ्रर्स, भ्रर्स, भ्रर्स, भ्रर्स, except, saving, besides, without; abdication, relinquishment, &c.

Hātā, भ्रर्स, भ्रर्स, भ्रर्स, भ्रर्स, भ्रर्स, भ्रर्स, भ्रर्स, भ्रर्स, to set at liberty, rescue, extricate, discharge, disperse, dismiss, cashier, disband, eject, remove, detach from.

Hātā, धार, धार, the flat roof of a house, a terrace. [breast.

Hātā, आलाप, आलाप, an umbrella, fungus, mould, the
Hātā, धार, धार, an umbrella, the breast, bosom, boldness, courage.

Hātā, वार्डल, barley meal, the meal of various pulse.
Hātā, विध, विध, विध, a scholar, pupil, disciple, tyro. [fish.
Hātā, धार, धार, धार, धार, to knead, work, mould, drag for
Indian, लाबक, गोभिर, आदिका, the young of animals, a young bird, curds.

हाथी, कूड़ी, a film, speck or cataract on the eye.

हान, वेंकर, वेंको, वेंको, वेंकाम, pertaining or peculiar to the Vedas, a teacher of them. [cloth.

हप, मूँजा, झंडा, a stamp, die, press, block for printing

हापन, ब्रह्मण, ब्राह्मण, मुक्त, वेंक, to print, stamp, imprint, impress; to skulk, lurk, abscond, splash up, overflow.

हापर, हकर, हसी, a thatched roof, bed-tester, &c.

हापण, मुक्ताक, हाबन, हुक्त, वेंक, to publish a book, to conceal or suppress, secrete, dissemble, to overflow.

हापी, बुधार, concealed, suppressed.

हाबाब, गृहावधन क्रम, to cause or order to thatch a house or to bottom a chair.

हाबाब, बाब, a child.

हारा, ब्रोआवार, आधर, प्रतिविभ, नचापी, a shade, shadow, covert, refuge, protection, support, a reflected image, an apparition, a petticoat, the wife of the sun.

हाराट्रा. हारावि,—अनाथ, shady, umbrageous.

हारपाच, हार परिमार्ग, रेन्हा बिकुण्ड, the measurement of time by the shadow. [pet animal.

हारवः, अनुसूच, बाकाहर, attending one like a shadow, a harawg, a space with an awning for shade.

हर, जन्म, जन्म, अज्ञ, अरम्भ, अवस, vile as ashes, abominable, hateful, unlucky.

हारद, जनसाग, सर्वसान, गने, a heap of ashes or ruins, ruin, wretchedness; ruined, wretched.

हारलाका, अटमप, गधी, a bug.

हव, फुक, चेत, bark, peel, husk, skin, rind, leather.

हवन, कांपख, sauce. [for the toe.

हाय, चापणी, ग्रामावतन बिणेव, a marriage awning, a ring

हाय, गन, धरनी, कूडी, a sack, bag, wallet or pair of panniers, &c.
काँड़, बालक, a child.
कड़ि, कड़ि, —कड़ि, बे-कड़ि, पै-कड़ि, fie! for shame!
कड़ा, कड़ा, —कड़ा, शृङ्खला, a link, a chain.
कड़ाक-आन, बालाजा, बालाज, कड़ाक, to link, tie together,
suspend by a string or noose.
कड़ा, कड़ा, a sneezing.
कटा, कटा, —कटार, अस्प्रोट, chintz, a balance, a remnant.
कटार-आन, छपान, बिखरान, बमन, to sprinkle, scatter, sow
seed, make lattice-work.
कता, कता, ग्रा, a drop, an atom, small shot.
कठक-आन, ढक्कन, बिखरान, बमन, हड़ान, ढक्कन, to jerk, spout
up, spatter, sprinkle, rebound, fly up.
कठा, कठा, कठी, कठी, a sling, noose, slip-knot, trap.
कठा, कठा, गर्द, देश, a hole, fissure, crack, rent, flaw,
blemish, fault, defect, the eye of a needle,
a bore, slit, incision. [hold of.
कठन, कठन, गुट्टा, धर, to seize, take by force, detain, lay
कटान, वा बागन, देखान, to strike or run against.
कठान, बेशर, कुंट, a strumpet, harlot, whore. [lotry.
कठान, गुड़कार, रेशार, whoredom in a woman, har
कठानी, कठानी, a whore, whorish, relating to harlotry.
कठाप, कठाप, बिखरान, बमन, cut, cut down or off, divided,
split, perforated. [ing her own blood.
कठापन, कठ्ठरीना, गुड़कार, घरंगा, the decapitated Kāli drink-
कठापन, लड़की, उपवासना, a fishing rod.
कठी, कठी, मूठी, मूठी, a stopple, stopper, cork. [press.
कठत-आन, कुल्क, धर, to conceal, hide, keep close, sup
कठत, कठत, अनाथ, a legume, pea-pod, bean-shell,
&c., an orphan.
कठा, कठा, कठा, a legume, a kidney bean.
कठाक, कठाक, धूसर, धान, rind, peel, skin, bark, husk.
कठान, धोसातेकन, to peel, skin, strip off bark or husk.
कठा, कठा, कठा, a bow string.
कठान, कठान, the bowl of a hooka or Indian pipe.
कठी, कठी, कठी, -कठी, a girl.
कठी, कठी, कठी, बालाजा, a needle, a thatching skewer.
the musk rat.
pointed, sharp-pointed.
to listen, lie on the watch.
touch, to feel.
to run away, escape, to break loose, to fly as a shot from a gun &c.
to loosen, liberate, let go, dispel.
liberation, exemption. [a pedlar.
small, peddling, dealing in small wares;
perjury, discharge, release, dis-
mission, leave, furlough, cessation from work.
to liberate, throw, cast, shoot.
contagion, infection, communication.
pretence, excuse, artifice, concealment.
sharper, swindler, deceiver.
to press down, prevail over,
exceed, surpass.
scurf, dry scurf, dandruff.
the date fruit.

fie! avaint! [sation.
an interval, intermission, ces-
a dividing, a cut, tear, hole, crack, the eye of a needle, an interval, a space between words, a pause.
to cut, tear, break, divide, slit, bore, perforate, mutilate, slay.
a hole, perforation, needle’s eye, slit, crack, rent, tear.
curds.
saliva, spittle. [fant, babe.
a child, boy, maid, in-
childhood, infancy, childishness, pettishness.
spotted.


होड़न, अभरन, ागन, to feel, to touch, to come in contact with, reach to. [lass.
होकर, होकरी,—बा, बाला, बालिका, m. f. a boy, a girl, a lad, a
होट, कूट, कूट, भाई, कपड़ा, small, little, trivial, petty,
common, vulgar; mean, low, short, narrow, humble, younger.
होटान—आय, हाड़न, to loose, let free, emit, discharge, shoot.
होटी, कुटियाला, लाली, लालो, the younger wife as addressed by the children of an elder; Lakshmi,
riches, wealth.
होड़न, बाणी प्रंकप्प, to shoot, fire, discharge a shot.
होड़न, जैवक काठी, a key.
हो, बलारियें तिंक, a stain, the mark of vegetable juice.
होपान, बहस, to print calicoes, stain, mark.
होवा, वारिकीर्षित हास, धारा, the rind of a cocoa or betel nut, a plantain peel.
होरा, छूरा, बादाम, a knife, stiletto.
होश, बूँद, हां, fruit-skin, rind, peel, integument.
होलाह, भेंस, a citron, a lime.
होम, हां तोम, to peel, skin, pare, scrape.
होला, तिकक, gram or corn for horses.
छाँ, छिन, fiel for shame!

अ, बड़ा, उपाह, affair: produced or descended from, born, arisen, caused.
अग, बूँद, बीच, पुर्वी, the world, the universe, the earth or its inhabitants, mankind. [verse.
अग्नाथर, वाटू, वातास, the air, wind, the support of the uni-
अग्नाथ, वात, बीच, विशेष, Vishnu or the Lord of the world.
अन, हास, भुंमि, a place, situation, spot.
अन, बंधु, बंधु, बंधु, बंधु, the hip and loins.
अम, कर, अध, वी, last, ultimate, low, vile, base, vulgar.
अमर, किंवदंति, पूर्व, youngest, low-born, mean; a shudra.
अम, लोकपंक्ति, locomotive, moveable, having motion, removeable.
a desert, forest, wilderness, the weeds &c.

overrunning a garden.

desert, wild, uncultivated, waste.

wild, sylvan, growing wild, untamed.

a limit, boundary, rice-balk, ridge.

the thigh, the leg.

a quick walker; marching well.

short drawers, breeches.

rubbish, sweepings, a nuisance, disorder, confusion, misfortune.

intricate, confused, troublesome.

the long matted and tangled hair of a devotee or ascetic.

a crowd, multitude of people.

the matted hair of Shiva and of ascetics, a fibrous root, the long flower stalks of the palm.

the matted hair of Shiva, &c.

Shiva, a devotee; having matted hair.

wearing the hair matted and clotted as an ascetic.

a freckle, mark, spot.

the-belly, the bowels, the womb.

stupid, heavy, idiotic, decrepit, inactive, motionless, sluggish, cold, frigid, chilly, benumbed, crowded, collected, heaped together, shrivelled, contracted; a root, origin, source, first cause.

to wrap or wind round, clasp, writh, overlay, plate metals, set jewels.

the plating of metals, overlapping.

studded, crowded, contracted, frozen, uttered thick, sputtered, inarticulate.
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श्रेणी, श्रेणी, कारण, on account of, for, because of, for the sake of, in order to.
श्रेणी, पुनरुत्तर, पुनरुत्तर, frequent repetition, audibly or otherwise of the name of a deity.
श्रेणी, पुनरुत्तर, पुनरुत्तर, to repeat the name of a deity in the use of a rosary, to mutter prayers.
श्रेणी, पुनरुत्तर, पुनरुत्तर, a rosary or bead-roll.
श्रेणी, मुद, मुद, ग्रेक, a foreigner, a Mussulman; Greece.
श्रेणी, डॉक्टर, डॉक्टर, डॉक्टर, डॉक्टर, डॉक्टर, डॉक्टर, डॉक्टर, डॉक्टर, डॉक्टर, डॉक्टर, a lime, lemon, citron, the
श्रेणी, अभी, अभी, अभी, अभी, अभी, the rose apple; a division of the earth, Hindoosthan.
श्रेणी, जैकल, the jackal.
श्रेणी, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, copulation, sexual intercourse.
श्रेणी, पराक्रम, पराक्रम, विजय, विजय, conquest, victory, triumph, prosperity.
श्रेणी, बैल, बैल, बैल, (the spice.)
श्रेणी, विजय, विजय, विजय, विजय, victorious, conquering, triumphant, prosperous.
श्रेणी, वेल, वेल, वेल, old age, decrepitude, infirmity; decay; to grow old, waste or wear away, decay, digest as food.
श्रेणी, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, an old ox.
श्रेणी, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, पत्नी, पत्नी, दिल, decrepitude, old age, decay; infirm, tabid, decayed, digested.
श्रेणी, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, to digest food, to dissolve; cause to decay.
श्रेणी, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, the womb, the uterus.
श्रेणी, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, viviparous, produced from the womb.
श्रेणी, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, a wife. [shattered, jarring.
श्रेणी, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, torn, rent, cracked, broken.
श्रेणी, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, water, liquor, rheum, rain. [wall.
श्रेणी, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, a fountain, spring, a pin or peg in the
श्रेणी, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, ज्वाला, drought; arid, parched, scarce of water.
Partial text content...
a kind of sweetmeat. [tasteless.

bath, bath; bath, bath; dilution, thin, watery, fluid, wet,

bath, bath, the dropsy.

glance, glare, glow, vivid light, resplendent,

companied, chat, talk, garrulity, dissension;

wrangling.

speak, to talk, chat, gossip, prattle,

Ganges, the Ganges.

the cud of ruminating animals.

a crowd, multitude, an assembly of people with their beasts, carriages;

music, &c. a pompous procession.

a tumultuous noise.

a press, a vice.

to press down, press with a vice,

to compress, pull tight.

bellows, a trough for watering fields.

betel-nut.

an instrument for cutting

sleep, wake, watch;

keeping awake, watchful, vigilant; a watchman.

to awake.

waking, watchfulness, vigilance;

wakeful, watchful, vigilant.

to awaken, stir up,

rouse, spring game, to warm unripe grain or fruit over the fire.

sprung.

a balk in rice fields, dyke, dam, mound.

the leg.

to inspect, survey, examine, appraise.

refulgent, brilliant, resplendent,

shining, conspicuous.

cold, frost, winter.

cold, belonging to cold, composed of several ingredients.
a toad, a frog; a kind, sort, class, species, genus, nation, family, race, tribe, birth, nativity, production, mace, nutmeg, jasmine.

the causing of a person's loss of cast, rape, &c. [birth.]

recollecting his rank, &c. in a former generation, a nutmeg.

of or belonging to a kind or species.

sometimes, occasionally; also, interjectionally, an expression of contempt, reproach, or doubt.

a sacrifice at the birth of a child.

a wizard; an astrologer.

to know, perceive, discern, discover, apprehend, esteem, consider, imagine, suppose, reckon, think.

an animal, a brute.

knowing, acquainted with; willfully, designedly, knowingly.

tell, declare, acquaint, inform, advertise, proclaim, warn, admonish, demonstrate, describe, show, display, persuade, suggest.


अन्नक, बिन्दु, दूरस्त, संजय, सिन्ह, certainty, conviction, information, persuasion.

अन्नक, मुख, दुरुक, दिव्य, divination, sorcery.

ाकु, छंदु, जोट, the knee, the thigh.

&c.

ाप, पूर्वतामक, the repeating or muttering of prayers,

ागुत्तम-आम, अखबार, अविश्रम, to clasp, to embrace.

अभिसन्धिक, ट्रेरियन, ड्रेसरीन, रोगसमाधिक, pertaining or relating to foreigners, Mussulman, Grecian.

आराम, मंग छिपूँ क्रम राजम, to preserve fish alive in a reservoir for future use.

आराम, सर्पार घास, बाचक मास, the young of serpents, scorpions and other vermin; growing rice not yet in ear.

[band.]

आराध, आमाजा,—to head; a son-in-law, (daughter’s husband.

आदि, आकाश,—रा, a lime or lemon.

आरुा, अकारिक, अग्नि रास, कड़, a scar, callosity, corn on the foot.

आरो, एक्का, बिधा, एक्क, a list, account, estimate.

राम, बाल्या, पति, a wife married according to a perfect plan, a gallant, lover, paramour, adulterer.

राज-आचार, कर बिखा बीसी, राजा, गर्वाव, पालंबा, to waste, cause to decay, make decrepit or infirm, dissolve, promote digestion, consume away.

राम, बिलास, a son by a gallant; bastard, illegitimate.

राजा, भेजमिर, जाल, jealousy of a wife’s infidelity.

राख, देखना आदि, आदि, आदि, राख, अक, राख, अक, आदि.

कविक, भूकु, अविद्वार, भूकु, अविद्वार, to kindle a fire, light a lamp.

काब, काब, काब, गाज, गाज, a jar, a burning pain, inflammation, distress, anxiety.

काब, काब, गाज, काब, गाज, to kindle fire, burn wood &c. to heat a fluid.

काब, काब, काब, काब, काब, a fisherman, fowler, spider,
gain a livelihood by nets; a fisherman, &c.

a fringe, net, purse, net-work, lattice, web, a film or pearl on the eye.

reticulated, net-like.

a muzzle for the nose of an animal.

the Ganges personified.

a low man, one of a low cast; cruel, harsh, severe, rash, inconsiderate.

to live, be or remain alive.

to animate, give life, revive, restore to life, to keep fish in a preserve.

a fishmonger, one who preserves fish alive

a tortoise.

emulation, wish to excel or overcome.

a desire to injure or kill, malice, revenge.

malicious, revengeful, bloodthirsty.

to question, propose, enquire, ask, require.

an enquiry, question, desire to know.

enquiring, inquisitive, desirous to know.

conquered, overcome, surpassed, won, subdued, alive, living.

to conquer, triumph, subdue, win, gain, excel, transcend, surpass.

conquering, winning, transcending, surpassing; a winner, conqueror, victor.

having by abstraction surmounted the desire and necessity for food.

of subdued appetites and feelings, continent; an ascetic.

a Jina, a sage of the Jaina sect, a Buddhist.
sutra

life.
life, the tongue.
a turtle, a tortoise.
to rest from labour, sit still, unbend, repose.
a shrill tone, the treble string of a violin.
to live, be alive, revive.
the sentient soul, an animal, living creature, a livelihood, occupation, Vrihaspati.
living, alive, existent.
life-time, the season of life.
living, life, life time, a livelihood, an animal, water.

nearly dead, having only a remaining spark of life. [hood, way of escape.
a method of subsistence, livelihood, a man, men. [emanation of deity.

vitality, the vital principle, the soul as an
the retaining or preservation of life.

a livelihood, subsistence, maintenance.

tributary, paying tribute.

alive, enlivened, revived; life.
living, alive, existent.

to protect, save, revive, bring to life, refresh, stock a pond with fish.

cummin seed.
old, infirm, worn, worn out, decayed, inveterate, tabid, digested.

the first stomach in ruminating animals.

infirmity, old age, decay, digestion.
gaming, play at dice, &c.
the flood-tide.
brought in or overflowed by

b. b 2
censure, abuse, reproach, reviling.

confident, bold, impudent, outcast.

a bugbear. [after anger.

to grow cool, be cold, become calm

to cool, refresh, calm, quell.

beauty, symmetry, elegance, fitness for a purpose.

to beat with a slipper.

beautiful, elegant, in good order, fit for its purpose.

a shoe, a slipper.

a medicinal drug.

to dip cloth, to dye, to sop or dip food into sauce, &c.

a peep, a glance.

a trench, a watercourse. [wood.

a semicircular sacrificial vessel of

a pretence, imposture, swindling.

sauce, pease soup, porridge, the water of boiled pulse.

to yawn, gape, stretch after fatigue or

a yawning and stretching, a gaping, &c.

the house lizard. [sumptuousness.

self-importance, assumption, pre-

a conqueror, vanquisher, victor.

to cause to conquer, to procure or ensure a victory.

conquerable, that may be over-

a Jaina, or follower of the Jaina sect.

a leech.

to weigh articles.

a labourer, one who labours for hire.

a firefly.

pool, ravine, trench.

a crack, ravine, gutter, sewer,
चो, चाका, गाया, लर्न, गुम्लेलर्न or red dye.
आय, रुद्ध अवती, अर्थवस, विदेश, राज्य, known, perceived, understood, comprehended, privy, knowing, acquainted with.
आज्ञा, राज्याग्रसन, अग्र, an object of knowledge; known.
आता, वे बाँधक जाय, आज्ञावाग, one who knows or is acquainted with.
आवि, जापिंग, मुटू, a collateral relation, a kinsman.
आदुरा, टैनू, बुध, experience, ability, genius, intelligence, knowledge.
आत, टैठना, बुध, अगर, बुधवाश, बाजियवाश, knowledge, wisdom, talent, perception, idea, notion, opinion, persuasion, abstract knowledge of spirit.
आज्ञा, आज्ञारा, आज्ञाव, knowingly, with knowledge.
आजी, बुधवाश, परव, ग्रे, wise, intelligent, able, knowing, clever, shrewd.
आवेशिश, बुधिमिश, वनवनावशिश, the organs of perception or the mind, eye, ear, nose, tongue and skin.
आपन, आपन, आपर, रुकन, to make known, reveal, publish, communicate, tell, announce, acquaint, inform, teach, expound.
जेट, बेदोगा, आज्ञार, capable of being known, cognizable, an object of knowledge.
अर, बिरुदीके गुज, a bow-string. [most excellent.
अनौ, अरुंद, अनौ, बड़, oldest, elder, first-born, best, chief, अपर, अपराधक, अपर, primogeniture, seniority.
अजी, अधिन वर्ग, the eighteenth lunar mansion, the middle finger, one's best beloved wife.
अजी, अजीने ग्राम आग, a Hindoo month, the first hot month. [day of the full moon in Jyaishtha.
अजी, बुधीमेहूर्त, टैठवासरे पुरित्त, the house lizard, the आज्ञाविस, टैठ, अव, बबा, गुरु, तारा, वंदाधिब, light, splendour, fire, a heavenly luminary, star, the sun, the pupil of the eye.
आज्ञाविस, अधिन ग्रामवाग, the zodiac. [luminary.
अभिनव, पुरातन ग्रामवाग, नाग, astronomy, astrology, a star,
moon-light, a moon-light night.
moonlight, an astrologer, an astronomer.
fever, an ague.
feverish, aguish, diseased, weak.
to blaze, kindle up, burn, glow, to be ardent,
zealous, eager, pained or distressed in mind,
to smart, or be in pain.

vulgar, infectious, virulent.
combustible, inflammable, fit for
burning, blazing, glowing, ardent, zealous, painful, vexed.
a burning, inflammatory
virulence, smart, anguish, torment,
heat of persecution, ardour, fervour.
to kindle, set on fire, light a candle,
burn, scald, cause pain or anguish, torment,
vex, harass, importune, weary, exasperate.
an inflammable pit, place where
subterraneous fire breaks forth, a volcano.
inflamed, burnt, vexed, grieved.

quickly, suddenly: nonsense, rant.
to quarrel, squabble, wrangle, dispute.
a quarrel, dispute, strife, wrangling, fight, war.
quarrelsome, disputatious.
a vivid light, luminous appearance,
glare, twinkle, brightness:
talking nonsense, ranting;
repentance, regret, a fault, evil deed.
the buzzing of bees, wasps
बरन, बरबरित, बीनम, बेले, a jingling, rattling, jarring, clanking, clashing.
बरन, बाज, बघ, a thunderbolt, stroke of lightning.
बाल, बड़, a storm, squall, hurricane, a clanking, &c.
बाला, बलाली, बलाम, वृत्त, बली, perplexity, trouble, vexation, a difficulty, dilemma.
बालू, चापापाप, पाप, a sparring, the fighting of birds.
बालिस, नील, quickly, speedily, expeditiously, apace.
बालृष्ण-बाल, बालृष्ण, निरोधिन, to chop or lop off, behead.
बालृष्ण, बड़, बड़, —ब्रह्म बालृ, a hurricane, a storm, a squall, a tempest.
बालृष्ण, बालम, बाला, to soold, chide, reprove, bluster, बबूर, बालै, tempestuous, stormy, windy.
बाल, पाला, बाल, a standard, flagstaff.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, a door lintel.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, a jump, leap, spring, sally.
बालृष्ण, पालबर, बालबर, a cascade, a waterfall.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, a window.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, to drip, ooze, exude, leak, fall off.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, a sieve, a dripping, pouring, falling &c.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, a strainer, the stream of blood from a wound, &c.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, to pour out, strain, shake off.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, a dripping, dropping, &c; split, cracked, ragged, leaky, full of holes.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, a lattice, fence, cymbals. [fire.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, the beating of waves, a flake of 
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, to flash, glare, flap as a wave.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, the flapping of a woman's breasts or an elephant's ears, &c. a dangling and flapping.
बालृष्ण-बाल, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, to scorch, roast, singe.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, a fish.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, a calx, a calcined state. [cattle.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, a swarm of bees, flock of birds, herd of 
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, to sweep, cleanse with a broom.
बालृष्ण, बालृष्ण, a broom.


बाग, फूबारा मिलियार्ड आवरण, a screen or door of mats, grass &c.
बागन, बगन, आबरण, चाव, अहरेन, बागन, to jump, leap, spring, to cover a mare, to skreen with a jhamp. shut up, cover, overspread, overrun (as climbing plants do.)
बाली, पेटला, a square covered basket, a work basket.
बाजी, बाजा, बाजी—अश्मेनेन गाज, बहादिविजुमु दुशि, a waterpot, cullender. strainer.
बाँध, तक, तम, बंध, a tuft, clump, bush, shrub, branch or chandelier, a pedigree, breed, stock.
बाधुन, बधुन, धान, गाजुन, सारधुन, यादी विरहरण, दाख, रात, हत, प्रसार, to thresh, shake off fruit &c. from the tree, winnow, dust clothes, sweep, expel verdom by charms, advise, persuade, appease, to throw off as an animal does its load or rider, to scrape off oil &c. from the hands by rubbing them on the sides of a vessel.

बांत, तिंत, बांव्ह, परिकार, ordure, a privy, a dusting
बांत, अन्यूक, गाज, bushy, growing in tufts or clumps.
बांती, तांत, बांत, a shrub, bush, brushwood.
बांतीप, बंपथ, a forest road, a path among bushes.
बांछे, सबांछी, a broom.
बांजु, बांज, बांज, a web or film on the eye, dimness.
बांर, बांर्खा—राय, a tassel.
बाह, बाहक,—अत,वर ईलेक, a burnt or vitrified brick.
बाहर, बाह, अंबाह, कर, to run as the eyes or nose, to distil, to drop from.
बाही, बाहु, a spouted vessel, teapot, teakettle &c.
बाह, शिक, शिक, pungent, hot to the taste. [hot.
बाहस, धातुर पास सारां, बाहस, to solder, ignite, heat red
बाहर, बाही, बाहीर, fringe, net work, a musquito net.
बाहुन, शिक, शिक, hot, pungent, high-seasoned.
बिघु, बघु, बघु, a muscle or cockle &c. (be drowsy.
बिहन, आब, बिघान, बुन, to be heavy with sleep, to nod,
विवे, ब्लास्ट, तवरथ, a lake, marsh, swamp, morass.
बिहार, मंदिरीपांक, a cricket.
भी, भी—मामिल, कवच, a daughter, female child.
सूक्त, पुक्तसुक्ती, son and daughter, children. [crest.
हृदे, खूटे, प्यारा पिहा, a bull's hump, camel's bunch, bird's
हृदे, ख्यादे,—हँटँच, कर्ण, to lop or trim a tree.
हृदे, ख्या, a basket.
हृदे, खूं, समुह, a multitude, flock, swarm, troop.
हृदे, पर्यावरण राजिक, a ripe coconut.
हृदे, मालसी,—कुक्कु, कुटी, a cabin, hut, shed, cottage.
हृदे, बुद्धि,—कर्षणवर्ण, an ear-ornament for women.
हृदे, विषय, विश्राम, a sort of sweetmeat. [pended.
हृदे, ख्यान,—मासन, धोका, to swing, hang down, be sus-
हृदे, ख्यान, लकर्च, वाल, a wallet, a satchel.
हृदे, भूषा, false, feigned, counterfeit; a liar.
हृदे, ख्यान,—अकोट, खास, a bushy tree, a bush.
हृदे, पवित्र अध्ययन, a cascade, a waterfall.
हृदे, वृद्ध, broth, soup.
हृदे, ख्याबी,—प्रास, a swing, a wallet, a wrinkle.

टे.
टे, खर, अव, अंश, acid, tart, sour; acidity.
टे, टेक, टेका,—अव, acid, sour.
टे, टेका, टेका, a rap, a knock.
टे, भट, भूत, अभी, भूषा, धार, आँध, राध, दर, a spade,
hoe, hatchet, knife, sword, stone cutter's chisel, a scabbard, the leg, anger, arrogance.
टे, खालंग, भोलन, borax.
टे, टेप्पा, टेप्प, a mint-master.
टे, खूजात्सूर, a mint.
टे, ठाक, ठोप भू, a rupee, money.
टे, आनंद, विनाश, श्रामिक, the twang of a bow-string; the sound of a stringed instrument, surprise.
fame, notoriety.
टे, आश्चर्य, आश्चर्य, अंगुठ, a spasm, the cramp.
टे, आवन, estimated, appraised.
a dispute, a quarrel.
a short solo sung in parts.
reel, to slip, slide, shrink from.
a begging from house to house with singing, as practised by some religious mendicants.
to go about with singing, to walk for pleasure. [rize.
to put off, shuffle, tempo.
value, appraise, to foretell, to stitch, tack together, patch.
baldness, especially from disease.
bald, bald from disease.
a rupee, money.
a reel, a machine for twisting thread.
the palate or roof of the mouth. [rax.
a spade, hoe, axe, the leg, bolster, to be suspended, hang, dangle; a Bootan or hill poney.
an axe, battle-axe, halbert, pole-axe.
acres, a flat sacrificial dish of copper, canvas, sail-cloth.
a fence or skreen of grass, &c.
a cup, a small basin.
a common country poney.
a pull, strain, spasm, attraction, force, the strength of a stream, scarcity, demand for; dear, scarce, harsh, severe, hard.
to pull, draw, drag, stretch, attract, to tow, hang up, row a boat.
pulled, drawn, long, far, harsh in sound, strained.


tīpā, ऊँचा, an island. [pretext, pretence.
tīpā, चमत्कार का गर्व, दृढ़ता, procrastination, an excuse,
tīpā, चमत्कारकारण, बिबधन, काफ़ी, to procrastinate,
make excuses for delay, put off, spend time.
tīpā, अग्र, आकर्ष, रहत, विचलन, to wear well, stand, last,
to weather a storm.
tīpā, अभिनव, अभिज्ञ, अद्वितीय, a ball for lighting the Hooka
or for other uses, an ornament for the forehead, inoculation for the small pox.
tīpā, मांस, a kettle-drum.
tīpā, हुसैन, निशा, a tuft of hair on the crown, a crest.
tīpā, गुप्तगोपिका, तैरती, the house lizard.
tīpā, इंसा, इनसी, इनसी, a thin slice, a wafer, a lozenge.
tīpā, इतिहास, इतिहास,—पाक़, विलेख, इतिहास, a lapwing or partridge.
tīpā, अब्राम, बि, contempt, reproach, reviling.
tīpā, इंसान, इंसान,—याम, चाप, to pinch, squeeze, press.
tīpā, इंसान, इंसान, खैफ, गाँधा, गूंजाफ़िगाड़, a note, remark,
comment, commentary, a pressing, squeezing, pinching, the drizzling of rain. [nick.
tīpā, भाप, भाप, a mark impressed by the finger, notch.
tīpā, अदरुक, इवरा, नासक, a note, commentary, incundo,
a speck. [bill of exchange.
tīpā, इवरा, इवरा, रोय, a note of hand, bank-note, draft, bond,
tīpā, इवरा, इवरा, इवरा, a bit, morsel, piece,
shred, slice, small piece, a little, a scrap, fragment, portion.
tīpā, इवरा, हूजी, a basket. [failure, a falling below par:
tīpā, नूजा, बूजा, बूजा, बूजा, a deficiency, defect, loss, breach,
tīpā, बूजा, अभिनव, अब्राम, अद्वितीय, अद्वितीय, अद्वितीय, to be defective,
fail, decrease, abate, to relax, grow remiss,
slacken, break, burst, snap.
tīpā, इवरा, इवरा, इवरा, इवरा, brittle, fragile, weak.
tīpā, भाप, a harpoon.
tīpā, संगार, संगार, a brazier. [one side, slant.
tīpā, तौष्ण, तौष्ण, तौष्ण, to be awry or crooked, lean to
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crooked, awry, oblique, distorted.
ragged, tattered, full of holes.
pressure, compression, a squeeze, bruise, a quashing or suppressing.
a border, verge, suspicion, evidence, crookedness.
ad, drop, dent.
a fish bait, a cap, hat, helmet, a crown, a hat.
to drop, fall in drops, distil; a drop.
a hat, cap, top, cover, lid.
to send, order, set on (as a dog.)
a college, school, hut, a bruise, dent, depression.
a division of a town, ward, quarter.
backbiter, talebearer, mischief-maker, sharper, extortioner, cheat.
tell tales, swindle, cheat, outwit.
backbiting, talebearing, extortion, difficulty, jeopardy, a dilemma.
a jibe, taunt, sarcasm, mockery.
to ring, jingle, sound when struck, as a piece of metal, &c.
cold, cooling, refreshing, comfortable.
shew, pomp, parade.

design, plan, contrive, consider, reflect, ponder, suppose, determine, settle, intend, view.

station, space, spot, stead; near, to, with, from, about, instead of.

a lord, god, idol, father, grandfather, respectable person, sir, master.

a temple, chapel, image-house.

a sister-in-law, the daughter of one's guru.

a goddess, a wife's mother, a guru's mother, a respectable lady, madam.

[a sketch.

a procession, throng, crowd, deceit.

a jibe, jeer, jest, sneer, mockery, ridicule.

cold, cool, refreshing, agreeable, tranquill, happy.

beautiful, elegant, well-formed, symmetrical.

a wink, signal, hint, nod, insinuation.

to hint, wink, nod, beckon, point at.

to ram down, load a gun, press, knead.

thought, reflection, investigation, consideration, resolution, idea, conception, supposition.

exact, accurate, correct, complete, punctual, true, just, fit, proper, cast up as a sum, reckoned; exactly.

working for daily hire or by the job.

the address of a letter, a station, residence, certainty.

water-pot.

to rap, smite, beat.

a hindrance, obstruction, difficulty.


To concern, belong to, touch, knock, stop, obstruct; hinder, incur, implicate.

Prop, stake, staunchion.

Pride, haughtiness, superciliousness.

Difficult, full of obstacles.

The leg.

A staff, bludgeon, stick.

The legs of shrimps, crabs, insects, to push, thrust, shove; drive, urge, press upon, repel, refute.

A prop, support, refuge, dependence, reliance.

To lean against, lean, push, press, jog, to expel, to exclude from a society.

To prop, support, implicate.

The bill or beak of a bird, the lips of a man, a spur, a ridge, verge.

To peck as a bird, tap, rap.

A blister, a drop of melted metal, a button, a bead.

Steadfastness, certainty.

A drum.

A peak, tip, point, a grass-stalk.

Pointed, peaked, ending in a point.

A large drum.

A small drum shaped like an hour-glass.

An isthmus or neck of land.

A small hand drum or tabor.

Fear, terror, dread, alarm.

To fear, be afraid or alarmed, be terrified.

Afraid, fearful, timid, timorous, cowardly.
to grind on a stone, rub, rub in unguents.

a roller of wood or stone, a muller.

a fruit basket or tray slung from a pole.

a lake, deep water.

right, (opposite to the left.)

a witch.

a plant-stalk, stem, shaft, handle,

abounding in stalks.

an oar, bird-perch, fine, forfeit.

the carrion crow. [still, stop.

a rower, waterman, a scale-beam.

shackles, fetters, manacles, stocks.

a gadfly.

a call, summons, cry, shout, a letter carrier, the post.

a robber, highwayman, marauder.

highway robbery, plunder,

a tooth, claw, fang, serrature, the wards of a key.

a cricket bat, an upright post.

a post, a ship's yard.

an unripe coconut and full of water.

a washing basin. [ter-pot.

a basin, a small jar or wa-

a branch, bough of a tree.
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chen

cinnamon.

chen, naisam, reram, prujera, tajram, to lop, trim, prune, fling,
throw, throw down.

dana, darari, daban, a basket, a lid, cover, top. [peas.
dadh, chetoo, a basket full of articles as a present, split
IJadbe, a pomegranate. [frisk.

Vish-jaam, sanam, sanram, to leap or jump over a fence, to

tirat-r, pharuk, jadwa, sous, agam. kure, a rogue, cheat, mean
person; mean, depraved.

tiwa, broke, poto, a barge, a ship.

Visharajan, nair, pootarah, a mariner, a sailor.

Vini, jooto, jatw, a boat, skiff, wherry.

Viniya, gusap, bishn, a kind of small drum or tabor.

Vina, leet, a small round box, a canister.

Vin, vin, vin, -- vai, a, an egg, the spawn of fishes, the
young of an animal, a chrysalis.

Vishn, vishn, -- vana, oviparous, produced from an egg.

Bujra, harahar, kavw, dhakwalk, to sob, to weep, to throb.

Burji, jatw, a canoe, a ferry. [ing, diving.

Buj, abgaraa, abkkara, immersion, washing, ablution, bath-

Bujra, -- bujra, sanam, to sink, dive, plunge, to be im-
mersed in any fluid.

Bujari, bujri, -- bujri, be bujra, a diver. [water, &c.

Bujra, bujra, sanak, to sink, immerse, dip, plunge into

Bujraa, bujraa, buj, -- pank, bishn, the diver bird.

Bujraa, bujraa, -- bokorar, bokwar, a fig-tree, a fig.

Burji, ruch, dukri, a line, fine rope, pack-thread.

Burji, vihara, pahri, a covered litter or common palkee.

Rung, valu, vake, a caldron, a pot.

Rung, duk, a louse.

Rung, rujra, ruju, ray, a widower, a sort of potherb.

Raj, nai, one and a half.

Rah, mittaka, abdwa, want, poverty, need, sickness.

Raj, pah, pahra, a wing, a pinion.

Raj, oot, a clod, a lump of earth.

Phari, -- phri, a canoe, a skiff, a sort of basket.
A hole, pond, place overflowed.
A wicker or basket-maker.
A line, string, rope, cord, fishing-line.
A streak, a stripe.
A rope, string, line, halter.
A storehouse, a granary, a mast.
A litter, a palkee.
Form, figure, shape, aspect.
Structure, fashion, kind, manner, plan, method, attitude, mien, gait.

A weight, a thing.
A large kind of drum, a dou-
A deceiver, impostor, swindler.
Blasted, faded, withered, dried up.
Form, shape, appearance, structure, kind, manner, method, design, attitude, gait, mien.
The red or turbid waters of the up countries flowing down into the rivers of Bengal.
The descent of up country waters; tinged therewith, turbid.
To proclaim one's own or another's shame or disgrace, &c.
Publishing her own disgrace by her
Loose, not pulled tight; slackness, looseness.
To decline as a luminary from the meridian, to lean to one side, to revolve, pass away, crumble, demolish, remove, level.
Brilliant, sparkling, waving, fluid.
চন্দন, পৰ্বতে, তালাম, কান্দির বাঁধন, to wear away as a bank, crumble, break off, fall in.
চাঙ্গন, আঁকুণ্ডন, দ্যাপন, আরাম, to cover, veil, hide, conceal, overspread, overwhelm, screen, shut, seclude, smother, swarm.
চান্দ্যন, চাঙ্গী,—চাঙ্গান, a cover, covering, lid, veil.
চাঙ্গারোড়া, আঙ্গার, আন্তু, a skreen, fence, shade; fenced, &c.
চাঙ্গী, চাঙ্গারোড়া, one who plays or beats a large drum, a drummer.
চাঙ্গী, আঁকুণ্ড, আঁকুস, a skreen, a fence.
চাঙ্গী, বাঙ্গাল সমূহ, a concourse of people.
চাঙ্গ, সোঁদার কলাক, হক, দেশার, গর্ভার, a shield, chess-checkers, a slope, slant, obliquity; aslant, aslope, inclined, oblique. [throw or cast down.
চাঙ্গ, দেখারা দেখায়, আহ্সান, to pour out, spill, empty.
চাঙ্গী, চাঙ্গারিয়া, wearing or using a shield; a shield-bearer.
চপ্প, চাঙ্গম, to smite with the fist, pummel, thump.
চপ্পী, চপ্পী,—রাপ, রাপ্পন, a heap, quantity, accumulation.
চপ্পু, চুঙ্গ, চুঙ্গার, a clod, lump of earth, procrastination.
চিহ্ন, চিহ্ন,—চিহ্নাল, চিহ্নী, চিহ্নিত, আচরণ, আচার, dilatory, lazy, negligent, indolent, slow, loose, lax, slack, flaccid, relaxed.
চিহ্নাল, চিহ্ন আদি মার্গ, চন্দ্র চণ্ড, to pelt, throw clods, &c.
চুর্দ, চুর্দন, প্রদেশ, পৃথিবী পুচ, to enter, pervade, rush in, make inroads into.
চুর্দন, চুর্দন, চুর্দ, to thrust or force in, tuck, stab, resist.
চুর্দাত, চুর্দাত সাপ, a sort of water snake.
চুলুন, চুলুন, to nod with sleep, be drowsy, nap.
চুলুন, চুলুন, কমাস, to shake, jog, agitate. [head.
চুলুন, চুলুন, চুলুন, &c., to butt, butting, push with the head.
চুলুন, চুলুন, চুলুন, to butt or push with the head as a ram. [but unwilling.
চুলুন, চুলুন,—চুলুন, অকৃষ্ট, dronish, lazy, able to work
চুলূ, চুলূ, চুলূ, অকৃষ্ট, a wave, surge, billow, whim, caprice.
চুলুন, চুলুন, the pedal for cleaning rice, &c.
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to tranquilize, to mollify. [that.

to, &c., &c., &c., as the, a rising from or produced by
ground, ground, collusion, swindling, imposition.

deceiving, &c. [coast, strand.

the, the, a shore, bank, verge, edge, the

the, the, a shore, bank, ashore; impartial, indifferent to friend or foe.

the, the, a shore, pond or basin deep

enough for the lotus to grow in.

to flounce as a fish, jump, ramp.

a shore, coast, sea-coast.

lightning.

husked rice, cleansed rice but undressed.

it, he, that.

so much, so many. [wards, then.

than, from or after that, after-

so long, just so long, so many
days, till then.

thereby, by him or her.

done by his or her agency.

then, at that time.

done by him, her, it or that.

then, then, at that instant.

from that instant, thenceforth, forthwith, immediately.

true, a first principle, axiom, accurate idea, real or essential

nature, reality, identity of the soul with God, truth, mystery, search, enquiry, object of

search, investigation, scrutiny.

a philosopher, investigator of

the essential nature or truth of things.

a knowledge of divine truth

or of the identity of the soul with God.
Speaking correctly or philosophically.  

Speaking, searching, inquiry, search, scrutiny, inspection, care, attention.

Prompt, diligent, sedulous, devoted to.

Of that sort or kind.

There, therein, in that place.

Notwithstanding, even there.

Thus, so, likewise, then, also, and, ditto.

Still, yet, nevertheless, notwithstanding, yet, still, even.

There, in that place.

So be it, Amen.

Certainty, accuracy, reality, truth; really, indeed; sure, certain.

Afterwards, after that, then, next.

A scope, an object.

Besides, that, besides.

So far, thence, till then, from or to that.

Thus situated, under such circumstances.

At that time.  

The very same thing, identical, the same; the self-same.

Like or resembling that, similar.

Of that form, such, of that kind.

Precisely then, at that very time.

A son or daughter, a child, offspring.

Very thin, very small, very narrow.

Skin; small, minute, fine, delicate, slender, thin, emaciated.
the pores of the skin.

produced from the body; a son.

the hair of the body, feathers of a bird.

a thread, string, line, the threads of a warp.

—spider, a weaver. [ciated.

the betel tree, a person much ema-

a thread, string, line, thong, the

a loom, a class of sacred books, a
class of the Vedas treating of charms, &c. a
medicinal charm; dependent, subservient.

collusion, intrigue, contrivance,
a commutation of many
observances for one.

a musician, a stringed in-
strument, a Tantrist or follower of the Tantras.

drowsiness, sluggish-
ness, lassitude, exhaustion, weariness. [ful.

weary, sleepy, drowsy, sloth-

not that, not so, (expr: denial). [sial.)

a strong and repeated de-

during that, in the mean time, therein.

the archetypes of realities;
merely that, that only.

a slender or delicately formed woman.

heat, warmth, the hot season, summer.

the sun, heat, the heat season, inflammation, burning, a hindoo hell.

requiring to be heated; gold.

the special observance or particular
duty, the hot season, the dawd season, the
heaven of devotees.
अनि, पुरूषार्थनात्मक क्रमश: कर्म, नाना भास, devout austerity, religious penance, the month Phalguna.

अणक, अणम्, अणाचि—कृतेन, engaged in religious austerities.

अणाः, कृतेन, the mangoe-fish.

अणि, अणात्मकत्व, अणाधिक, सधी, प्राप्त, a devotee, an ascetic, a religious mendicant.

अण एव—अरुपस्यां वृणा, search, research, enquiry, the chase.

[burned, pained, grieved.

अण, उक, ब्राम्ब, ब्राम्बित, heated, hot, warm, inflamed,

अण, ब्राम्ब, thy, thine, (Sanskrit).

[standing.

अण एव—कर ता, व्यवस्था, then, even then, yet, notwithstanding,

अण, सिद्ध, then, at that time, next, afterwards.

अण, जग्न—अवधार, बहान, बाल, वहा, योग, राह, ध्वल, darkness,

gloom, folly, ignorance, mental blindness, worldly delusion, pride, sorrow, grief, राहु or the ascending node.

अणि, रागि, night.

अण, अवधार, योग, darkness, obscurity.

अण, अवधार, दशा, ध्वल, ध्वलाङ्गिनौ स्वविषय, tobacco.

अण, ध्वल, the sectorial mark on the forehead.

अण, नीर, किरानास चारण द्वार, one of the three primeval qualities of matter, darkness, inertia, ignorance, delusion. &c.

अण, नीर, अवधारित, रागि, proud, haughty, supercilious.

अणाः, अवधारण, सूर्यः, removing darkness; the sun, moon.

अणाः, च, the moon.

अण, ब्रह्मः, a tent.

अण, विक्रमः सीता, a lute with three strings and having a

अण, चहूँ, अकावादः, a wave, billow, whim, caprice.

अणि, अि, a river.

[son of the Charak.

अण, चार्कालौन्न विज्ञान, responsive songs sang at the sea-

अण, पार हठें, जानें, रेढः, वेदार पापेः, to cross a river,

pass over, to float, swim. get over a difficulty, overcome, surmount.

अणि, अि—सवा, दोषिः, सूर्यः, इत्यक्रमरी रुपः, a float, raft,

boat, ferry, the sun, the succotrine aloe.
a sword, scimitar, hanger.

trembling, tremulous, light, wavering, fickle, liquid, fluid, thin, diluted, watery, luminous, sparkling, wanton.

the day before yesterday, day after tomorrow.
speed, velocity, strength.
quick, swift, strong, valiant; a courier or express, a runner, the wind.
to save, to help over a difficulty or out of trouble, to ferry over.
a kind of umbrella.
a boat.
a tree, a plant.
young, juvenile, fresh, new, novel; a young man.
trine aloe.
a young woman, the succourer, for, because of, on account of.
garden stuff, greens, vegetables used in stews, &c.
reasoning, discussion, investigation, examination of an opinion, logic, decision of a question.
logic, science of reasoning, a book thereon.
investigated, examined, discussed, surveyed, in doubt, alarmed, afraid.
with logic, &c.
a logician, disputant; acquainted
threaten, reprimand, scold, brawl, storm.
the forefinger, (as held up in scorn)
fickle, unstable, impatient.
to please, gratify, satisfy; an offering of water to the manes of the deceased.
chasm, void, space; at a distance.
the bottom or underpart, the lower part. a sword, a scythe.
one of the seven divisions of hell. to sink or dive to the bottom.
large tank, a pit, a hole.
the earthing up of plants or trees, a raised seat round the roots of trees, a pavement.
below, lying beneath, under or at the power of.
a bundle, a package. a fountain, a spring.
fathomable, touching the bottom.
unyielding, obstinacy, positiveness, unyieldingness, stiffness.
theft, robbery. the hatching of eggs, a sheet of paper.
napping, anger, wrath, a fold of cloth, a sheet of paper. to make warm, bake, provoke. a copper or brass pot, pair of
তাঁত, ব্যরুণমায়র ফর্ম বিশালিত জত, a weaver’s loom, a musical string.
তাজি, কল্পবাঁক, ব্যরুণমায়র, a weaver.
তাজার, তাজু, জাঙ্গোলী, রকার্ব, copper; copper-coloured, red.
তাক, তাগ, —রূপিতপত, আলোকন, সম্ভাবন, a look, view, survey, aim, dextrous aim.
তাকম, তাগন-আন,—আলোচন, বর্ণন, সম্ভাবনহীন, to look, view, behold, survey, regard, aim at. [cord.
তাগা, মাদুরি, a charm or bandage on the arm, a bit of a coccus, অবতঙ্ক, অক্ষুন্ন, disregard, contempt, neglect.
তাজার, বহীনতা, সরল ভাব, freshness, greenness, juiciness.
তাজার, টাইট, সাবলীল, রাসুল, চালাক, জীবঃ, fresh, juicy, green, active, alive.
তাজার, কুটুর অঞ্চল বিশেষ, a peculiar breed of horses.
তাফ, লাল, আহংকার, হৃদিভেদ, শার, a handful of grass or corn, a sheaf, an ornament for the small of the arm, a beating, striking, threatening &c.
তাড়িষ্ট, কর্পালচার বিশেষ, an ornament for the ear.
তাড়িন, বাঁধ, ধ্বনি, ধ্বমন্ত, to beat, whip, threaten, reprove, reprimand, repel, expel, drive or chase away with blows or threats. [tumour.
তাড়িন, কোটেকের বেষাম, শাখা, the virulence or pain of a fold, শূন্যনি, পায়রাফর, virulent, sore, painful. [balcony.
তাড়িন, সিগার, হয়ক, a reprimand &c. the bar of a door, a fold, ধরান, ধনব, চিদার, to drive cattle, to threaten &c, to spring game.
তাঙ্গ, নৃত্য, a dancing with violent gesticulation. [warm.
তাঙ্গ, পিয়া, উল্লাস, আর্ধ, কুল, a father, heat; venerable, hot, খাড়ানি, ইকুসার, বকুলারির রস, the juice of the sugar-cane or other saccharine juice, a sort of treacle.
তাঙ্গ, উজাগন, to warm, heat, make hot.
তাঙ্গলীন, রাগান, ধীর্ঘিত্তার, বোম্ব, choleric, cross, peevish, captious, shaggy. [time.
তাঙ্গ কালিক, তাঙ্গ কালীন, of or belonging to that age, অপ্যায়, অর্থ, a scope, object, design, intent, purpose, meaning, moral.
অনুক্র, স্বাভাবিকতার, বিশ্লেষণ, identity of object, acquisition of a habit, the fixing of a thing in the mind.

অনুভূতি, অনুভূতি, identity.

অনুভূতি,—নিত্যকর, তত্ত্ব, such, like, similar, same.

অনু, রাগ, রাগ, a tune, a key-note.

অনন্ত, বুদ্ধি, বুদ্ধির ভর, the threads of the warp in cloth.

অধ্যাত্মবোধ, সৃষ্টি, খ্রিস্ট, a Tantrist, a scholar, or one well versed in science generally; mentioned in the Tantras.

অস, উইং, ধারা, মনোভীতা, burning heat, fever, warmth, pain, smart, distress, woe, affliction, grief.

অস্ফল, তালুক, ভাব, ধারাবাহিক, তালুকুদ্বার, গীতা, গীতা, সূর্য, তীর্থ, to heat or be hot, to burn, scald, warm, to grieve, fret, suffer or cause pain, affliction, anguish or distress, to persecute; the sun.

অস্থায়ী, অস্থায়ী, performing religious austerities; an ascetic, a devotee.

অস্থায়ী, অস্থায়ী,—বুদ্ধি, তীর্থ, তীর্থাগার, কোপান, to heat, inflame, scald, give pain, afflict, distress, provoke cause to heat.

অসমান, অসামান, thy, thine. [so far, so long, until, till then.

অর্ব, অর্বুদ, এইপ্রকার, সেইসাথে, all, so much, so many.

অমোর, কথিত মাতি, the cast of retail shopkeepers.

অমোর, অমোর,—বার্তাগুলি, বার্তা, বার্তা, affected by or pertaining to the quality of inertness, mental darkness, vice, &c.; stupid, ignorant, inert, vicious, &c.

অমোর, রাজি, রুদ্ধ, night, dullness, stupidity.

অমোর, অমোর, অমোর,—নিমাপনবোধ গাছ বিশেষ, tobacco.

অমুক, অমুক, a tent.

অনুমোদন, পণ, পণ, পণ, the betel leaf, the areca nut.

অনুমোদন, অনুমোদন,—দাতু ব্যাঙ্গিত, copper.

অনুমোদন, কৈশিক, কৈশিক, a copper-smith, a brazier.

অনুভূত, অনুভূত, a cock, i.e. the copper-crested.

অনুভূত, অনুভূত, একটি বৈদিক আ, the tone ৩৭, সুর এক, a high note or tone, a musical string, wire, gold thread, sa-
your, good taste; high (as a note), good, well-flavoured.

धर, अपकर्ष, कर्थध, कार्य, चक्र, रुंद, श्रवण, a saviour, deliverer, &c. a pilot, helmsman, a star, the pupil of the eye, the mystical Om.

धरक, एल विष्णुर, a wire-drawer.

धरिण, पार ह्वें, उद्धर, हेंग, तोज, to cross over a river, save, deliver, -protect, preserve, get over a difficulty; a float, raft, boat.

धररा, युवाविक, अनुक्रम, the state or condition of more or less, greater or less degree of a thing, difference of progress, &c. proportion, an increasing series.

धर्म, अग्निवृक्ष, चक्रम, अनुवृत, fluidity, unsteadiness, fickleness, tergiversation.

धार, वक्र, हेंगबे मनि, उद्भक्षर, वूर्ग, a star, planet, pupil (of the eye,) an octave, alto in music, Durgā.

धारण, चंद्र, the moon as sovereign of the night.

धारणमुख, नदेवी मनि, आकाश, नक्षत्र चंद्र, the iris or pupil, the starry region, a stellar orb.

धारी, तेजगार्वी, धुर्ग, a female deliverer, Durgā.

धारी, धारम, अद्वैत, निराधार, made of wire, made of gold thread.

धारण, वृद्ध, मौनावस्थ, youth, youthfulness.

धार्म, वैवादहिक, a lawyer, logician, sophist, a philosopher of the Nyāya school. [snake.

धार्म, गरुड, अरु, कल, Garūra, Aruna or the dawn, a dawn, गांधे सारमण, कर्मवृत, नक्षत्र, विभुत, अग्नि, बिभुत, आग्नि, बिभुत, ज्ञेन, चेष, पीत, धूराम, ताल गांधे द्रम, musical time or measure, the beating of time, a clapping of hands together or against the arms, a short span, the open palm, a sort of cymbal, proxility, a ball of thread, a clue, a clod, yellow orpiment, the palmyra, toddy or palm juice. [ment.

धारक, जडक, पीत, a bolt, latch, lock, latch, yellow orpiment, अलपमानिक बजन, a fan formed of a palm leaf.
palatine, uttered from the palate.

a lock, padlock, a story in a building, silence.

a rest in music, the close of a strain.

a clapping of hands, a stunning, a patch, a mending, the mountain Palm.

the palate or roof of the mouth.

the palm of the hand, the roof of the mouth, the crown of the head.

gold thread, a playing card.

wash, to brush, dust, wipe off dust.

a furnace, a small cooking place.

bitter, fragrant; bitterness, fragrance.

hot, pungent, acrid, sharp, keen, pointed; heat (of spices), pungency.

to provoke.

a partridge, the Yajur Veda, a lunar day. [an acid seasoning, the tamarind tree or its fruit, a sort of ebony producing a calking resin.

a fabulous fish of enormous size.

darkness, obscurity, blindness or gutta serena.

wet, moist, damp.

a class of Hindus mostly fishermen.

abuse, reproach, insult, disrespect, contempt.

hidden, concealed, removed from sight, covered.
concealment, disappearance, hiding, a cover, veil, cloak, sheath. [a brute animal.

moving crookedly, going awry; fleshy, fat, fleshy, fatty, fatty, fleshy, fleshy, sesameum seed and its oil, a mole or freckle, a small quantity, a moment.

mark, freckle, mole, a disease of the skin; spotted, freckled, chief, pre-eminent.

a short time, a moment. an oilman.
dotted, spotted, speckled, freckled. much ado about any thing; with much fuss. [with milk.
a mixed dish of rice and sesameum milk, stay, stop, continue, to last, endure, tarry, wait, forbear, stand, to live or dwell in a place.

permanence, stability, &c.

active, zealous, brisk.
a sort of horse-radish.
quick digestion, strong digestive power.

a cast consisting chiefly of hunters and fishermen.

warm, pungent, sharp, keen. shrill, brisk, quick, urgent, energetic, much, great. excessive; pungency, &c.

shrill, sharp, loud. [tin.

a shore, bank, margin, edge, an arrow,
fleet, rapid, placed on a shore, &c.
finished, completed, ended.
a place of pilgrimage chiefly near some sacred river or spring, a landing-place or ghat. [holy place.
a pilgrim, one visiting a
\"but, or, and, also, moreover; thou, (in addressing an inferior.)\"
incantations to injure another.
clever, keen, shrewd, active, brisk, strong.
high, tall, lofty, chief, principal, passionate, hot; height, a top, vertex, a planet's greatest altitude.
vulgar, small, worthless, despised, insignificant, empty, void. [perfectly.
contemptuously, slightly, im-
\"sense of worthlessness, &c.; contempt, derision.\"
a leap, jump, skip; quick, clever, active.
\"a snapping with the fingers, a leap.\"
\"the mouth, the face.\"
\"the silk mulberry shrub.\"
the silkworm.
flatter, praise, applaud, inve-
\"a timber tree.\"
the belly, the navel.
having a prominent navel, corpulent, abdominal.
shriveled, contract, wrinkle, shrink
uproar, tumult, clangor, tumultuous combat.

the long or bottle gourd.

a species of drum.

a horse, the mind, the heart.

a horse.

[man, cavalry.

a horseback; a horse-

a drill, gimblet, awl.

to bore holes with a drill, &c.

a hair-hencl, a painter's or weaver's brush, a weaver's shuttle.

fourth, the fourth.

a pair of scales, a weighing, ado, noise.

a sort of prepared paper for
to weigh, raise or lift up, elevate, draw water.

a comparison, simile, equality, simi-

the sacred basil, a species of duck.

a weighing &c.

a pair of scales, the sign Libra. resemblance, similarity, equality, cotton.

like, similar, equal, comparable, the esteeming of different things alike.

a set of chimes.

exceedingly like, closely resemble,

a parallel case.

chaff, bran, busk, refuse, trash.

to gratify or be gratified, to please or be pleased.

frost, rime, cold, ice, snow, mist, thin rain; cold, frigid, frosty.

silent, taciturn, grave.

pleased, glad, cheerful, satisfied, gratified, happy.

pleasure, enjoyment, contentment.
pleased, gratified, contented, happy.

frost, hoar-frost, rime, moon-light.

quiver.

a trumpet.

[ha
tily.

[dourth.

[fourth.

[fourth.

the mulberry tree and fruit, a balance.

seed.

a painter's brush, a hair pencil.

silently, in silence.

taciturn, silent, grave. [herb.

any gramineous plant or

amber or other electro gem. [date, &c.

the palm tree, palmyra, cocoa,

the palmyra tree.

third, the third.

pleased, satisfied, gratified, refreshed,

a sufficiency of food, the sat-

tisfaction of appetite, pleasure, gratification,

content.

thirst, appetite; desire,

thirsty, desirous, eager, sensual.

to be or become warped or crooked.

therefore, for that reason.

the tamarind tree or its fruit.

a harpoon, trident, fishing rod.

sple

dor, light, lustre, glare, vividness, heat, ardor, im-

impatience of affronts, fierceness, bile, vigour, spirit, rapidity, luxuriance, strength, energy,

virile, vivacity, the active principle, pungency, sharpness of metals, freshness, power, dignity, fame, fresh butter.
The leaf of a species of cassia.

Energetic, active, high-spirited, luminous, splendid, famous.

Three storied, having three stories. A wide-extended plain.

Such, similar, like that; in that manner; such.

A cockroach.

Smelling of or stained with oil.

An oilman, an oil presser or seller.

Metallic, made of metal.

Of or relating to the Yajur Veda, studying the Yajur Veda.

A follower of the Yajur Veda.

Oil, fat, unctuous matter.

The Telinga coast, a soldier.

A cockroach.

Amber or some similar gem.

Seeds &c. from which oil is expressed.

A child, offspring, son or daughter.

The violence of a stream.

To break, to change money for smaller coin, to dishonor, calumniate, criminate, abuse.

A mouldering bank or precipice.

An ornament for the wrist.
rice-gruel, rice-water, the changing of money.

stammerer, one who stutters.

a bundle, parcel, portmanteau.

to shrivel up, wrinkle, shrink up.

water.

the sea, the ocean.

a porch, arched gateway, portal, outer door, a porch near a ghāt, a mound.

—Àṣāṇi rāṣṭhā purāṇa, a rupee's weight, (of gold or silver.)

weight, lift or take up, peel, strip, pull off, erase, root up, vomit.

dresses, holiday clothes, high-priced.

pleasure, satisfaction, happiness, joy, gladness, gaiety, vivacity.

a weighing, weight.

left, resigned, relinquished, deserted, abandoned, wearied, teased, importuned.

[forsake, avoid, divorce.

to leave, relinquish, quit, abandon,

abandonment, the presenting of an offering or oblation to the gods.

relinquishing, abandoning, &c.

to be left. relinquished, or avoided &c.

modesty, bashfulness, shame, ignominy.

ashamed, bashful, modest.

three, the third.

the three Vedas.

an atom, the mote in a sunbeam.

alarmed, timid, fearful, fearing.

afraid, impatient, hurried, in a hurry.

preservation, protection, safety, salvation, deliverance, rescue.
Aca, rakṣya, udrata, saved, preserved, guarded, protected, rescued, delivered.

Aca, rakṣakendra, rakṣa, a saviour, deliverer, guardian, &c.

Aṣa, ṭay, shāca, fear, terror, dread, awe, alarm, timidity.

Aṣāśita, ṭayāśita, rakṣita, terrified, affrighted, afraid, alarmed.

Aśī, āśīṣa,—āśūtuk, ṭīvta, rakṣāśita, fearful, timid, timorous, shy, alarmed.

Aḥi, rakṣa karuḥ, a Sanscrit preceptive: save! deliver!

Aṁ, ṭiṁ, kāṁ kar, viṁśatikā, viṁšata, the three.

Vikacch, paṁṣṭubhir vam gāraṁ viṁśab, tucked in three folds, (as a Pundit's garment).

Viṁśa, varūṇa puruṣu, varūṇita varuṇu, the three spices, or dried ginger, with long and black pepper. [future.

Viṁśaṁ, pratimaṁ vartmaṁ ātiṁśaṁ, the three times, past, present and future.

Viṁśakā, viṁśakam, viṁśakam, the three families of one's father, mother and wife's father.

Viṁśaṁ, sāmaveda, sāvaśāra, the three principles of matter, existence, activity and inertness, the three sentient properties of goodness, passion and stupidity; three-fold, thrice. [of matter.

Viṁśaṅgāte, vrka, Brahma as indépendant of the properties Viṁśaṁ, varṣmaṁ pātaḥ, the three worlds, or heaven, earth and hell.

Viṁśa, bhūṁśa, bhrīṁśa, the third, the third.

Viṁśaṁ, samadhā yam, a deity or god as subject to birth, being and destruction.

Viṁśaṁ, sāya, an infernal spirit or enemy of the gods.

Viṁśaṁ, bhūga, the abode of the gods, heaven. [sphere.

Viṁśaṁ, bhūga, ākasa, Swarga, heaven, the sky, the atmosphere, sāmaḥ, yam, a god, a deity.

Viṁśaṁ, viṁśaṅkam, a vitiated state of the three humours, bile, blood and phlegm.

Viṁśaṇ, viṁśaṅkakār, of three sorts or kinds. [forked.

Viṁśaṇ, tripaḥ, tripaḥ, tripaḥ, three-leaved, trifoliate, three-

Viṁśaṇ, tapasaḥ, a tripod, a triangular stand used in religious ceremonies.
Bipdu, dhan drisheer dhrakshuk, having three curved horizontal marks on the forehead.

Bisal, aamgari hrujhini vayatra eit dhan, the three medicinal fruits.

Bhoga, bhog, dhrushtham, upavirtualsham, the three objects of human pursuit or love, wealth and religious merit: also other triplets.

Bivakram, bishnu bhasabaddha, Vishnu as the dwarf taking the three steps over the three worlds to the discomfort of Bali.

Bhag, kubera dharmakshru murti, having three bends, (as the images of Chhrishnu.)

Birajas, bhulok, purushottam, the universe or three birashi, bhusanbhush, bhimas, the Hindu triad, or united form of Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva; having three forms.

Bivasa, bhrati, samrah, nigh, the Jumna river.

Bividhi, lobanardhini dibad, a lawsuit engaged in from anger, covetousness or infatuation.

Bivachan, devakuti avrta, shiva, Shiva or the three-eyed.

Bhoom, devakata, shibra akma, a trident, three pronged spear, Shiva's crest.

Bishva-1, purusha, maharaj, appla, the three periods of the day.

Bisvarah, bhainambar, raksha, a three year old heifer.

Bhumi, abhita, sam, appla, muvata, ivi, apall, protect, produce, less, loss, destruction, failure, diminution, deficiency, defect, fault, crime, transgression, violation of promises and engagements, an error, mistake.

Bhota, bhitiyo, yug, samkrut gharghat, dayaparibhuh, the second Yug, the three fires, viz: the southern, household and sacrificial fires.

Biroraya, bishvar, the three worlds, upper, middle and lower.

Bhautik, bhauti, japu, the bill or beak of a bird.

Agyam, apga, ghar, yanagam, the mystic Om; triliteral.

Agamadar, ghat, ghanadhar, an extended plain.

Agyam, shiva, mahadev, Shiva.


Arahanaś, the third day of the lunar month, containing part of three lunar days.

Aśrama, the skin, bark, a rind, integument, peel, husk.

Aśa, circumcision.

Aśasa, feeling, touch, perception by the touch.

Aśa, palpable, perceptible to the touch, that may be felt.

Aśa, an imposition, trick, deceit.

Aśara, thy, thine, (Sanskrit.)

Aśara, speed, expedition, haste, quickness.

Aśara, soon; early.

Aśana, quickened, quick, expeditious.

Aṣṭa, a mason, a bricklayer.

Aṣṭa, masonry, the trade of a mason.

Aṣṭa, a bunch of fruit or flowers.

Aṣṭa, to be startled, to stand still from fear or surprize.

Aṣṭa, a row, rank, layer. [trottering, vibrating.

Aṣṭa, trembling, shaking, palpitating.

Aṣṭa, to tremble, palpitate, to be agitated, to vibrate.

Aṣṭa, a valley.

Aṣṭa, swinging, dangling, (as a cow’s udder.)

Aṣṭa, the bottom of a river, &c.

Aṣṭa, pause, interval, stratum, layer, a dash in writing; stop, hush, stay.

Aṣṭa, to stop, cease, stay, remain, continue, subsist, last, endure, live, dwell, exist, be, pause, desist.
a piece, bit, morsel, a place.
a military post, a police station, watch-house, place of resort for thieves, a haunt.
the hand, a paw, claw, talon, fang, a slap, blow, handful.
a pillar, post, stake, block.
a metal dish, a tray, a plate.
[side. to become calm or tranquil, to cool, forbear, desist, abate, decline in zeal, to slacken one's pace, settle as liquids, subside.
side. to settle as liquids; to subside.
spittle, saliva; any abomination; fye! for shame!
to place, lay down, fix, appoint, give a name to, to spit, spit out.
spit, to expectorate.
the chin.
a tuft, cluster, bunch, tassel.
to cut or chop to pieces, to hack, to mince.

a purse, a bag, a sack.
to place, put, set down, leave with.
a collection, heap, lump, a whole or aggregate.
the spatha or sheath of the plantain, the young ear of corn or grass before it shoots from the culm or stalk.
plump, or swollen as grain or as the plantain when ready to shoot from the stem or culm.
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ব্যাপার-১, ব্যাপারন, ব্যাপার,—সাবা, ঘনর, a tassel, a bunch, a cluster.
ব্যাপারন, মুখ, আমন, আজচ, the face, the mouth.

ব.

দর, দধি, curds, thickened milk. [a gadfly.
লিংশ, লক্ষ, লাপ, কাশ, a tooth, fang, sting, bite, a snake,
লিংশন, কাশান, কাশান্দ, to bite, to sting; a bite, &c.
লাভ, লক্ষ, লাভ, লক্ষ, a tooth, a fang, a sting.
লাভ, বিশাখ, বৃহদে, a tusk, fang, large tooth. [a snake.
লাভি, কাশালাম, হিমুক, পুকরাষ্ট্র, biting, stinging; a hog,
লেক, লিগুপ, চরুক, লিগুপ, clever, dextrous, able, skilful,
expert, acute, ingenious; a scholar, a pundit.
লিংখিল, উল্লিখিত সুরমন সামাজিক, বাইল, হস্ত আমাস, the south, the
right side, the right hand, the abode of Yama; south, southern, right, (not left.)
লিংখিল, কবরের লেখায়, এলের লেখন, the fee or present to a
brahmin or a preceptor. [from N. to S.
লিংখিল, আলাম হয় মান, the period of the sun's course
লেক, পোড়া, বুধিক, ভাব, আর্জ, burnt, scorched, singed,
consumed. [afflict.
লেক, পোড়ান, পোড়ান ন, to burn, scorch. calcine distress,
লেক, আলাম তাড়ি বিদেশ, unpropitious, (spoken of certain
lunar days.)
লিংখিকা, ভাতা লাভ, scorched or half burnt rice.
লেক, লক্ষ,—লক্ষ, কটিন, লক্ষ, firm, hard, tough, stiff, stout,
stern, brittle.
লেক, কীর্তি পুকুরচে, a thick cord, a rope.
লেক, রক্ষ, a cord, string, thin rope, line.
লেক, কাঁচ, কাঁচ, কাঁচ, প্রকাণ, বিগুহ, শাসন, পাল, বলিপ্প পরিচিত
কাল, a pilgrim's staff, a stick, handle, the
trunk of a tree, a stem, oar, sceptre, a pole of
four cubits, punishment, chastisement, a fine,
an hour of twenty-four minutes. [tion.
লেকচার, লেকচার কাচ, like a stick; a bow, obeisance, prostra-
লেকচার, বিশাখ, বাবালে, to stand still, stand erect.
standing still, erect, upright.

the condition of a pilgrim.

retiring from the world,

assuming the pilgrim's staff; a pilgrim, a religious mendicant.

punishable, deserving of punishment, liable to fine.

a title given to Vaisyas and some Kāyasthas.

an adopted son (given up by his parents.)

given in marriage, betrothed.

an adopted son, (self-given).

cutaneous or herpetic eruptions, ring-worm.

curds, coagulated milk.

an Asur or demon, an infernal being.

tooth, tusk, fang.

an elephant.

the root or socket of a tooth, the

to the teeth.

having large or projecting teeth.

pride, arrogance, self-importance, severity.

to trample, tread under foot.

be startled, retreat.

very distant, remote, far off.

farther, more distant, remote, youngest.

punishment, penalty, self-command, self-restraint, command of the passions, &c. a boast, ambition, wheedling, coaxing.

to subdue, subject, reduce, tame, restrain, suppress, punish, reprimand, torment, dethrone.
a screw jack, a crane.

a syringe, a squirt.
to sink, fall lower, sink down, settle.
husband and wife.
proud, arrogance, self-importance, boasting, bullying, deceit, cheating, hypocrisy, wickedness.
pity, compassion, sympathy, kindness, clemency, mercy, lenity, indulgence.
compassionate, sympathizing, favoured,compassionated, accepted.
to moulder away, decay, spoil.
a species of long grass, a mat made of it used for building huts and fences.
poor, needy, indigent, distressed, wretched.
a cave, cavern, grotto, glen, valley, a carpet; modern, new.
pride, arrogance, self-importance, a boast, courage, power, energy, splendour.
a mirror, looking glass, the eye.
proud, arrogant, boasting, self-important, insulting.
a ladle, a spoon.
the Cusha or sacrificial grass.
to see, view, observe, survey, visit, appear, come into view, be seen.
sight, view, vision, an interview, survey, prospect, scene, a visit, a dream, the eye, a philosophical school or system.
a present at
to shew, exhibit, expose, display, explain.

rent, visible.

seen, shewn, exhibited, appa-

seeing, viewing, beholding, &c.

a sheath, scabbard, a part; por-
tion, fragment, a party, division, body of
troops, a heap or quantity, a leaf, blade of
grass, petal, a sail, duckweed, &c. the thick-

ness of a board, &c.

as rain, thick or heavy (as a road after rain.)
tread down, trample, knead, bruise, press.

trod, treading, treading, trodden, split, divided,
broken, full blown, expanded.

a sort of sugar, a ball of rice; boggy, quaking.

ten, ten gandas (in arithmetic.)

a small treatise on numeration.

a tooth.

[different roots: ten, a state, circumstance, situation in life, period of life, the wick of a lamp, end of a garment, &c.

unlucky, destitute, forlorn.

pewter, zinc, lapis calaminaris.

a robber, plunderer; thief, housebreaker, an oppressor.

a deep place in a river, an abyss, eddy.

burn, to burn, be consumed; fire, a

burning, combustion.

a sickle, bill-book, cleaver.

a ringworm, a tetter.

a reaper, a corn-cutter.


dhan, धन, dhan, dhan, to reap, to sow.
dhān, धान, dhān, skill, cleverness, capacity, address.
dhāra, धारा, dhāra, an oar, a perch for birds,
a fine, punishment.
dhārdhā, धार्द्ध, dhārdhā, a tooth, fang, serrature,
the claw of a crab; forceps of an insect, bill of
a bird, ward of a key. the chin.
dhāra, धारा, dhāra, a custom, practice, usage, conduct,
behaviour, way. method, mode, a staff, a bat,
a clew, guide, the back-bone, a balk or ridge;
punished, fined, standing. upright.
dhāra, स्थान, dhāra, dhāra, to stand, stand erect or still.
dhāra, धारा, dhāra,—धारा अधिकार, dhāra, dhāra, dhāra, dāh, dhāra, a rower, boatman, waterman, a balk, ridge,
scale-beam, an ignorant person, the stop (1)
in writing.
dhāra, धारा, dhāra, a club, cudgel, bat, bar.
dhāra, धारा, dhāra, a tooth, serrature, tusk.
dhāra, धारा, dhāra, dhāra, having large teeth or tusks; a boar.
dhāra, धारा, dhāra, dhāra, large-toothed, having projecting teeth.
dhāra, धारा, dhāra,—धारा भाग कर्ता, dhāra, dhāra, dhāra, a giver, donor, be-
stower; generous, charitable, bountiful, mun-
ificent, liberal.
dhā, कान, dhā, a sickle, bill-hook, cleaver.
dhā, कान, dhā, an elder brother, a grandfather.
dhā, कान, dhā, a ring-worm.
dhā, कान, dhā, a gift, donation, present,
ादि, dhā, a deed of gift, a grant,
a will, a testament.
dhā, कान, dhā, a demon, evil spirit, an Asur.
dhā, कान, dhā, a god, a deity.
[kountiful]
dhā, कान, dhā, exceedingly generous, liberal.
demon, spectre, ghost, the troops of the gods, corn, a seed, grain of corn or sand, a pearl, a gem. a sort of neck-lace. [bountiful.

liberal, receiving gifts or alms, offered, given in oblation.

subdued, tamed, daunted, devoted, patient under privation or penance, &c.

humiliation, self-denial, patient endurance of austerities or privations. [pride.

a stamping violently, potency, punishable, fineable, amenable.

to stamp, shake off by stamping. [awarded.

condemned, fined, adjudged, to squeeze, press down or together, flatten, smoothe, stifle; quash, conceal, peculate, to subdue or govern the passions.

the conflagration of a forest.

drill, price, cost, a rope, a girdle, &c. pond-weed.

bullock, gelding. a rope, string, cord, tethering rope, girdle, ribband, the flap or skirt of a garment.

a clown, a species of bird. a species of drum.

a brat, a cross child; peevish, changeable, capricious.

proud, boasting, blustering, imperious, hypocritical.

demon, spectre, ghost, the troops of the gods, corn, a seed, grain of corn or sand, a pearl, a gem. a sort of neck-lace. [bountiful.

liberal, receiving gifts or alms, offered, given in oblation.

subdued, tamed, daunted, devoted, patient under privation or penance, &c.

humiliation, self-denial, patient endurance of austerities or privations. [pride.

a stamping violently, potency, punishable, fineable, amenable.

to stamp, shake off by stamping. [awarded.

condemned, fined, adjudged, to squeeze, press down or together, flatten, smoothe, stifle; quash, conceal, peculate, to subdue or govern the passions.

the conflagration of a forest.

drill, price, cost, a rope, a girdle, &c. pond-weed.

bullock, gelding. a rope, string, cord, tethering rope, girdle, ribband, the flap or skirt of a garment.

a clown, a species of bird. a species of drum.

a brat, a cross child; peevish, changeable, capricious.

proud, boasting, blustering, imperious, hypocritical.
Gift, donation, partial present, portion, inheritance, heritable property, danger, difficulty, loss, destruction, trouble, a breaking, dividing, irony, a charge, allegation, law-suit, pretension, tenure, debt, responsibility, a place, a scite, reference or relation to, a quittance, discharge, indemnification.

cent; a giver, accuser.

giver, a son, an heir, akinsman who may inherit, a claimant.

claimable, cognizable at law.

liberal, responsible; a debtor, one in trouble, a defendant, (in a law suit.)

a wife, a married woman.

marriage.

to tear, rend, split, divide, crack.

a sort of poison, quicksilver, vermilion; the ocean.

poverty, indigence, distress, wretchedness.

having a wife or wives, an adulterer.

wine, gunpowder.

wood, timber, spirituous liquors, wood, a doll, a puppet, Chréshna's charioteer.

cinnamon.

from wood.

wooden, made of or produced frightful, terrific, difficult, hard, cruel, unfeeling.

firmness, hardness, stability, strength.

acquainted with the Darshans, of enlarged views, simile, an archetype.

the thing elucidated by a

the pomegranate. [Shúdra, fisherman.

slave, bondsman,
हस्य, वीर्य, मूर्ति, a slave girl, maid servant; the wife of a slave or Shudra. [servile, slavish.

शाल, शराबीवाड़ा, मानस, slavery, servitude, dependance;

शाह, शुद्ध, a burning, a conflagration, inflammation, heat.

शाह, शाहऱ, शाहऱ, to burn, sear, inflame, cauterize.

शाहऱ, शाहऱ, a place where the dead are burned.

बर, बर, — बर, बर, बर, a point, quarter, region, side, part, party.

बर, बर, — बर, बर, बर, the regent of one of the quarters of the world.

बर, बर, — बर, बर, बर, to, towards.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, εκλογ, naked, stripped, unclad; Shiva, a naked mendicant.

बर, बर, बर, बर, a general view, survey, look round.

बर, बर, बर, a universal conflagration of the world.

बर, बर, बर, क्ल, बर, a poisoned arrow; smeared, anointed, rubbed with.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, Shiva, Kali.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, conquering the universe, invincible.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, everywhere, every quarter, every direction, everywhere.

बर, बर, बर, बर, a wandering about, a roving, voyaging.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, generosity, a wish to give.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, desirous to give, generous, liberal.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, a virgin widow remarried, or her husband.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, day time, a day, time, date.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, the sun.

बर, बर, बर, बर, the spending, passing or lapse of time, a livelihood.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, day, daytime.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, a day's wages, daily hire.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, the sky, the atmosphere.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, a day.

बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, बर, daily, diurnal, proper for the day.
day, an owl, &c.

day, an appeal to God, en-

point of the compass, quarter, region.

lost, bewildered. [fate, destiny.

known, shewn, pointed out;

a priest, a spiritual guide.

the performance of worship,

oblation or sacrifice, the preliminary cer-

monies, the receiving of instruction or the

initiatory mantra or incantation.

engaged in worship, sacrifice or oblation, imparting instruction,
giving the initiatory mantra.

an oblong pond.

poor, needy, distressed, miserable, wretched.

a golden ornament, a seal, a certain

coin, a dinar, a certain weight of gold.

a lamp, light, candle, torch.

enlightening, illuminating, kindling, inflaming, beautifying,

perspicuous; a rhetorical beauty, elegance of expression.

to shine, blaze, be luminous or light.

a lamp stand, a candlestick.

brilliant, luminous, clear, perspicuous.

blazing, made to shine, luminous, splendid,

made clear, elucidated.

light, splendour, brilliancy,
effulgence, illumination, beauty.
भोग्य

शीतिल, शींत—श्राकामित्य, उद्भवित, नोठावित, luminous, shining, bright, refulgent, illustrious. [dent.
शीतिल, शींताव, श्राकाम, shinning, conspicuous, clear, evident, शींताव, याज्य नेश्वर आईसे, under bestowment, being bestowed.
शींत, शींत, a light, a lamp.
शींत, शींति, शींति, long, tall, lofty, prolonged.
शींतवत, शींतव, tall, high in stature.
शींतवत, बलावथ बलावथ, राजस पत्थ, long-thighed, spindle-shanked; a crane.
शींतवत, राजकिशोव, long-lived. [wise; a vulture.
शींतवत, दुःखित, दुःखित, दुःखित, दुःखित, seeing far, foresighted, prudent,
शींतवत, शींतवत, शींतवत, अमोघ, बित्तिव्यित्त, tedious, dilatory, slow,
procrastinating.
शींतवत, शींतवत, शींतवत, शींतवत, शींतवत, शींतवत, a sigh, a long drawn breath.
शींतवत, शींतवत, शींतवत, शींतवत, शींतवत, शींतवत, शींतवत, a large oblong pond or tank.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, in length, lengthwise.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, two.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, to milk an animal.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, one or two, several, a few.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, a pain, ache,
distress, poverty, affliction, grief, sorrow, vexation, misery, trouble, labour.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, afflicted, in pain, distressed,
wretched, miserable, poor.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, incline to evil, ill-disposed, ill-natured, vicious, malicious.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, a time of affliction, a season of distress.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, hard to be borne, scarcely endurable, intolerable. [sumption.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, rashness, temerity, pre.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, disagreeably circum-
stanced, in pain or trouble, distressed, unfortunate; poor, needy.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, an unpleasant dream, nightmare.
शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, शींतव, an impostor, a turn-coat.

H H


milk; milked (as an animal).

sucking infant or other animal.

laconic, brief.

two fold, twice as much.

two objects, a thing and its alternative, a dilemma.

milk.

sucking, living on milk, producing milk, milky, milch.

a sort of boat or ship, a windmill.

stubborn, refractory, turbulent, unruly.

a sort of long trumpet, a celebrated giant.

to fold, to double, to turn as the edge of a weapon, to bend.

bad fortune, evil destiny, a hard fate.

wicked, vicious, unruly, impudent, severe, oppressive.

adversity, calamity, distress.

profligate, vicious, wicked.

profligate, wicked, unjust, severe, tyrannical, oppressive.

scurrilous or abusive language, abuse.

evil-minded, malicious, evil-intentioned.

sin; sinful, vitiated, tainted, musty, putrid, rotten.

very bad, very wicked, very depraved.

abstruse, obscure, difficult, hard.

difficult of access, a castle, fort, fortress, tower.

wretched, miserable, poor, needy.

distress, hardship, wretchedness. misery, poverty.

ill-scented.

a stench, unpleasant scent; stench.
रूपर, एक गणवन्त्री, a goddess the consort of Shiva.
रूपसे, कृतवर्ध, दुर्गावती, difficult, hard to be accomplished, calamitous.
[comstance.
रूप्र, रुपाण, calamity, misfortune, a disagreeable cir-
रूपर, जून, जूहें, शक, राखवानी, नापिक, ill-natured, surly, male-
volatile, cruel, tyrannical, unruly, wicked, mis-
chievous.
[earned victory.
रूपर, कृद्वन, केदरिक बिन, difficult to be subdued; a hard
रूपल, केदरी, not easily subdued or suppressed.
रूपर, कृद्वन, सेवाकर्म बिन, बिपः काम, bad or rainy weather,
a wet or cloudy day, a season of calamity.
रूपर, अक्ष्युक, अस्त्य, scarcely visible.
रूपर, विपः, असिक, calamity, misery, adversity, danger.
रूपर, कृद्वन, अवधक्र, to tremble, shake, palpitate.
रूपर, निरावर, अवः, not to be abashed, confident, bold,
shameless, impudent.
रूपर, अम्हत्तिक, तुम्बा, तिबार, an ill name, bad reputation or
character, obloquy, slander.
रूपर, केदारक, obtained with difficulty.
रूपर, अन्य्य, अक्ष्युक, injustice, impolicy, mal-adminis-
रूपर, कृद्वन, क्षार, बुधे, a bad road, evil conduct; pro-
fligate, vicious.
रूपर, अक्ष्युक, कि, weak, feeble, infirm, impotent, emaci-
रूपर, क्षारक्र, बुधे, of a bad sort or kind, bad, wicked.
रूपर, कृद्वन,—मुद्द, अभ्यां, क्षारिक, बुधे, आक्र, stupidity,
obstinacy in evil; stupid, obstinate, wicked,
crafty; a cheat, a rogue.
रूपर, मुद्द, उपादेशी, अवः, अवाध, अवकृतिक, ill-disposed,
wicked, oppressive, unruly, unmanageable,
ungovernable, ravenous.
रूपर, मुद्द, अभ्यां, आकाश, evil conduct or practice, self-
denial, mortification.
रूपर, अभिकारणी, a wife hated or disliked by her husband.
रूपर, मुद्द, विकाश, a misfortune, ill luck.
रूपर, आकाश, आकाश, a famine, dearth, scarcity.
रूपर, ताहिक, वष, अम्हत्तिक, आक्र, infatuated, blinded by
pride, intoxicated with success or praise, rejoicing in evil. [thoughtful. 

practically, with or without, with, sad, sorrowful, dejected, anxious, 

practically, the coconuts, a coconuts when soft or half ripe. 

practically, abusive, foul-mouthed, scurrilous. [priced. 

practically, a high price, dearness; dear, high-

practically, dull, stupid, of slender intellect. 

practically, badly joined, cloudy, inclement; a bad joining, an evil connection, a complication of difficulties. 

practically, an evil mark, unlucky sign, ill omen. 

practically, difficult of attainment, scarce, rare. 

practically, inimical, ill-disposed; an enemy. 

practically, a dandling, a fondling, fondness. 

practically, dear, beloved, fondled; a darling, a beloved object. 

practically, a bearer, palkee-bearer, porter. 

practically, an evil disposition; ill-disposed, vicious. [tressing, wicked. 

practically, difficult, hard, severe, distress. 

practically, an evil act, a crime, sin, fornication. [ious. 

practically, wicked, profligate, criminal, vicious. 

practically, pain, suffering, vexation, affliction; 

practically, suffering pain, poor, afflicted, vexed, &c. 

practically, vile, wicked, vicious, depraved, dissolute, impure, impudent, dishonest, turbulent, wrong, evil, improper. [larny, turpitude. 

practically, wounded, dissimulating, wickedness, dissoluteness, vile- 

practically, difficult of digestion, indigestible,
impassable, insurmountable, hard to be gotten over, unavoidable.

difficult, unpleasant, unpleasant, hard to please, nice, unfilled.

velvet, cloth, woven, a coarse cloth made of double threads.

miserable, poor.

situated, afflicted, disapproving, of both, of two persons (referred to.)

dexterous, double-minded, having two objects, eating or working with both hands.

daughter.

under the operation of milking.

messenger, ambassador, spy, procuring, procuring, procuring, procuring, procuring, procuring, procuring, procuring, procuring.

female messenger, procurer, procuring.

far, afar, away.

far-seeing, provident, sagacious, wise; a vulture.

far and near, every where; very far, very distant.

a species of excellent grass, bent grass.

a fault, guilt, blame, reproach; to convict, condemn, confute, point out faults, blame, reproach.

occasioning guilt, reproachful.

condemnable, blamable, confutable; a tent.

like.

an eye, sight; in comp. seeing, looking, a look, regard, survey, view.

firm, hard, stiff, strong, tight, tough, solid, fast, stable, fixed, sure, irrevocable, inviolable, strict, resolute, accurate.

faithful to his word.
assurance, conviction, certainty.

visible, perceptible, handsome.

seen, viewed, beheld, observed, apparent.

seemingly, ostensibly, apparently.

an example, illustration, proof, simile, metaphor, parable.

a view, look, glance, regard, sight, vision, a scene, a prospect.

an object of sight; within view, in sight.

the pupil of the eye.

apparently, in pretence.

a vestibule, entrance, porch.

a temple, one who holds or superintends the charakpujā.

a bankrupt.

an illumination on the new moon of the month Kārti.

to give, present, grant, offer, admit, allow.

to see, look, view, behold, observe, spy, regard, visit.

a view, sight, look, glance, evidently, plainly, clearly.

face to face; an imitation of an.

to shew, point out, manifest, display, exhibit.

perceivable, &c. one who shews, &c.

refulgent, resplendent, conspicuous.

ought to be given.

a debt, gift, oblation, what

offered as an oblation, given to Brahmāns.

a god, daemon,
मद्यी, चन्द्रमा माता, Chrishtna’s mother.
देवसुंद्री, च्वरा, cloves, the clove tree. [grotto.
देवसतह-क, अद्व्रयित्व ज्वलन, a natural pond, cave, cavern.
देवांक, देवमिन नम, दशमिन, thunder, a clap of thunder.
देवा, मूर्ति, दीपावलि, तालाब, a god, a deity, the clouds, the heavens.
देवसहर, देवालय,—देवालयपी, a temple, or image-house.
देवश्री, देवमिनियन्द्र, अध्यात्म, देवविविक्रमण, deity, godhead, divinity, deification. [lands.
देवों, देवों, देवसतह-क, the endowment of a temple, temple
देवश्री, देवमिनियन्द्र, अध्यात्म, given to or by a god,
some one (name unknown), something.
देवस, उष्ण विरंग, a species of pine.
देवसूत्र, देवश्राप्तिक, पूजागी, an angel or messenger of the gods.
देवसिद्ध, देवसाक्षी, देवसेवक, firmly believing in God, pious,
religious; a theist.
देवविदात, देवराजा, theism, a firm belief in God.
देवमुखर, पुजारिकारहस्य, भ्रमारुप, idolatry, image-worship.
देवमिनी, देवमिनी, a harlot, a courtezan. [ing.
देवमिनी, देवमिनी, देवसतह, an oracle, a divine word or say-
देवमिनी, देवमिनी, नर्मदावीन बहु, उद्वंतकाणीन देवसूत्र्य वर, an idolatrous
procession or carriage of sacred images.
देवमिनी, देवमिनी, देवमिनी, a demigod, demon, super-
human being; descended from a god.
देव, पति कनिष्ठव्याज, a husband’s younger brother.
देववर्षिक, साराशिष्ठि बरि, a Rishi or celestial saint, a divine sage.
देव, देवपुष्पावी, पुजारि राजा, an attendant on an idol, a
low Brahmin who lives on the offerings to an
idol which he attends for hire, a certain Muni.
देवलोक, अमरसूर्य, पर्व, heaven, the abode of the gods.
देवलोक, देवसुंद्री, देवसुंद्री,—देवी, a temple, a pagoda.
देवमणि, देवदात्र, देवपूर्व, देवपूर्व, a religious endow-
ment, consecrated property, &c. [the gods.
देवसम्राज, अमुन, सुहर्षि, an infernal being, one who injures
देवी, देवमणि, अमुन, अमुन, Durga, any
goddess, a queen, a woman of rank; madam.
fit to be given, that ought to be given, due, payable.

a country, region, province, tract, spot, place, side, part of the body. [where.
full, abundant, pervading, every unembodied, spiritual, incorporeal.
 attributing spirituality to matter, a materialist. [the embodied soul.
corporeal, material, embodied; born in the body, inborn, natural.
an Asur, demon, titan, an evil genius.
poverty, want, wretchedness, cringing, meanness. [mean.
indigent, poor, needy, wretched.
destiny, fate, the consequences of the actions of a former birth, providence, an incident, misfortune; divine, celestial, religious, sacred, providential.
religious acts or ceremonies, as sacrifices, &c. [teller.
an astrologer, caster of nativities, fortune-teller.
subject to fate; granted by providence, change, fortuitous.

sudden or accidental death:

occurrence, accident, disaster, mishap. [judgement.

a providential calamity, a divine event, a misfortune, length.

in, twice.

twice.

a dilemma.

a pulling or soliciting two ways, a mischief-maker.

an alternative, a choice of two.

having two stories, double-locking, (a kind of padlock.)

a twice married woman.

the coconut &c. when ripe enough to have a double shell.

a swinging, oscillating, rocking to and from.

a swinging at random. [of Chrishna.

the swinging festival in commemoration of.

a swing, litter, dooly, palkee, a jolt.

to swing, cause to swing, agitate, shake, move, jolt.

a palkee or litter bearer.

defect, blemish, flaw, mistake, error, disorder, sin, offence, vice, guilt, objection,
inconclusiveness, refutation, blame, accusation, defamation, calumny, disadvantage, injury, evil, unpropitiousness, unluckiness.

abuser.

abusing, calumniating; a calumniator, charging with faults, imputing crimes, criminating, accusing.

condemn.

guilt.

the expiation or removal of sin and the scene of crime, a criminal, a diseased body.

nation.

mutual accusation or recrimination, guilty, criminal, culpable, blamable, sinful, incorrect, faulty, inaccurate, unsound.

a second, a secondary.

second, another.

a milk an animal, to cheat, cozen, draw a revenue or advantage from, oppress.

embryo.

a longing, a desire, a stain, mark.

couple, a sort of verse

second, a prompter.

double, two-fold, second; again.

endeavour.

a race, running, pains, endeavour, exertion.

a messenger.

an embassy, message, the office of a porter, a door-keeper.
violence, outrage, tyranny, oppression, wickedness.

conduct, villainy, violence. [tigne.

weakness, feebleness, infirmity, fainthearted.

a daughter's son, a grandson.

light, splendor, lustre, beauty.

dice, a playing at dice.

light, lustre, sunshine, heat.

liquefaction, dissolving, solution, fluid state, a fluid; liquid, melted, fluid, dissolved.

fusible, malleable, soluble, dissolvable.

a thing, substance, matter, article, household stuff, goods, baggage, materials, a drug, a medicament.

a grape, a raisin.

a vine.

a solvent, a flux for metals; solvency.

to fuse, melt, dissolve, resolve.

fusible, malleable, soluble.

a tree.

a scorpion, a bee, a cheat, a quick, fleet, swift, speedy, hasty, liquid, fluid, melted, fused, dissolved; swiftly, quickly,

the branch of a tree.

a measure of capacity.

the raven or carrion crow.

a canoe, raft, any boat-shaped vessel, tub, &c.

injury, mischief, murder.

malice, spite, envy,

injurious, spiteful, envious, malicious, sanguinary, murderous.
a pair of animals, male and female, man and wife, a couple, brace, any two opposites, as good and evil; a dispute; strife, quarrel.

a pair, brace; couple; two.

standing at the door or gate; a doorkeeper.

the third Yuga, doubt, uncertainty.

passage, entrance, a door, gate, window, a way, means; [count of.]

by, through; by means of; on account of, a doorkeeper, a porter, a warden.

by, in composition: two, twice, double.

two hands; having two hands.

double, two-fold.

twice-born, oviparous; any oviparous animal, a bird, &c. a tooth, a man of either of the three first classes.

brahmans, kshyatriya, vaish.

or belonging to brahmans, &c. mongrel, of mixed breed; a mule.

the moon, the bird of Vishnu, the serpent Ananta.

twofold.

in two or three days, two or three days ago.

reduplication, repetition. [principled.]

belonging to two parties, unimportant.

in two ways; of two kinds; a dilemma, doubt, hesitation, ambiguity.

certain.

doubtful, precarious, un-
वियाकरण, गान्त्र हवाप, फार्म, विदेश, तो doubt, hesitate, be in suspense, to ponder.

सिंह, स्त्री, an elephant.

सिर, सिराम,—हान्स, सिराजिक, पंज, बिप्रेड, two footed; man.

समुद्र, वाहतर हृद, जाना खाल, सु, having two heads or mouths, two faced; a serpent, amphisbena, an artful or deceitful person.

सिल, सु; an elephant.

सिरिक, पूजोवर्त, tautology, repetition. [sorts, twofold.

सिद्ध, वृक्षै, विरासा, विवास, having two forms, of two गिरफ्त, a large black bee.

सम, वाख्यविश्व चुंबन, दल, चुंबक, an island, any land between two waters, a continent, a division of the world.

सम, विरोग, विर, malice, enmity, hatred, injuriousness.

समथन, वृषभाकु, to hate, dislike, bear malice. fricious.

सनान, जाप, हिन्दू, hating, hostile, injurious, envious, malicious.

संस्कार, संस्कार, malevolent, malignant, malicious.

[ duplicity, doubt.

सुसंस्कार, खड़क, सुवृक्ष, समर्थ, a second of the same kind, सुसंस्कार, संस्कार, an asserter of more gods than one, a polytheist, an antipantheist or opposer of the doctrines of Brahma.

सुसंस्कार, संस्कार,—विश्ववाद, अनन्दवेद, a maintaining of many gods, polytheism, an assertion of the distinction of the soul from god.

सुसंस्कार, जान, शक, ग्राम, घात, एकत, अद्यान्त, युद्ध, विदेश, विविध, a doubt, dilemma, ambiguity, pun, double-meaning, stratagem, a double resource, a reserve of troops, a twofold form or state, a contest, a duel; divided, split.

सुसंस्कार, अर्बविश्व, नीब, having two points, bifid, biceps.

सुसंस्कार, अविश्व, फार्म, विदेश, having two objects, ambiguous, admitting two meanings; a quibble, a pun, a double meaning.

वाहित, वीराबलि, वाहित, occurring every other day.
The page contains a list of English words with their definitions, followed by a block of text in Bengali. The Bengali text translates to:

রাজন, আজোজীর, ধর্ম, অপমেঝল, উজ্জাল, the earth.

রাজী, প্রিয়ী, সফনী, the earth.

রাশ, উজ্জালম, a mode of dunning by sitting down at one's door with a threat of starving if not paid.

রাজ্ঞ, গুম্বাছ, মানী, নতুন, নাগরী, একমত, deserving acceptance, retention, notice or animadversion, apprehensible, assumable.

রাষ্ট্র, পুষ্প, কবরবকর্ষ, নাট, শিক, মাঝ, নিয়মিত সমুদ্র, আত্মাকীর্ত, ধর, religious act or merit, duty, virtue, righteousness, justice, religion, piety, the nature or property of a thing, characteristic or distinctive quality, natural state or disposition, usage, practice, fitness, propriety, proper use or application of a thing, peculiar duty of an individual, customary observances of cast, sect, &c. Yama. [meritoriously.

রাষ্ট্র, বার্তারস, নয়ার, religiously, piously, justly, rightly, রাষ্ট্র, দেবসেব, সৎ-রঃ, religion, virtue, rectitude.

রাষ্ট্রমায়, বালি, black pepper. [justice, meritorious.

রাজাক, পুষ্পাকচ, পুস্থারাম, connected with religion, virtue or রাজাক, বাজারাম, বিশিষ্টাণ, বিসেবাণ, a religious edifice, an alms-house, hospital, receptacle for strangers, &c. a court of justice.

রাজনিত, বুদ্ধিসম, বুদ্ধাপ্রূয়, the great body of Hindoo laws, including moral, political, &c. religious duties and jurisprudence, holy or religious writings.

রাজস্ব, পুরুষাস, সত্যস্ব, possessed of religious merit, virtuous, well-disposed.

রাজস্থান, বাসুদেবক, বাসকাঠ, a digest or code of laws, a ritual of observances, manual of duties.

রাজস্বী, পুষ্পাগী, পুষ্পাচ, holy, pious, virtuous, religious; a saint or holy person, a holy spirit.

রাজবিকান, দূর্বিকন, a court of law, or justice, a tribunal, রাজবিকান, দূর্বিকন, the right of administering justice, an administrator of the laws, judge, sheriff, &c. reign.


मार्यादा, धर्म, बरतन, ब्रह्मचर्य, a magistrate, a judge.

सत्य, सच्चि—सत्य, पूर्णता, साधारण, virtuous, pious, religious, just, honest, upright.

न्याय, न्याय, उचित, lawful, proper, just, right, virtuous.

बल, बलन, साधन, धूल, गर्व, daring, bold, imposing, overbearing, overawing, arrogant, proud, contumelious.

बड़ा, महत्त, ध्वस, गर्व, to dare, challenge, brow-beat, overawe, be overbearing; boldness, contumely, arrogance. [ther, midwife.

धारी, धारी—उपाधी, एवंकारणी, a wet-nurse, foster-mother, an otter.

वायन, वायन, अभीति, to go fast, run, pursue. [fleatness.

धारा, धारा धारा, उद्योग, अवधारण, expedition, speed, running.

दंगा, दंगा, दंगा, a push, thrust, shove, shock.

धिंडु, धिंडु, an otter.

बाहर एक अनेक बंग बने, f. strong, robust, producing many young at a time, (spoken only of the females of animals); a dam.

बाप, बाप—पति, निज, बाप, a nourisher, regulator, father, providence, Brahma; nourishing, possessing, 

बाल, पुलवुद्ध, बाल, नितावाद, आवेगिक, रसचकृति साभ, रसचार, अधरस, गुरु, बाली, बिखरीशक पन, a primary element, a metal, ore, mineral, fossil, a property of matter, an organ of sense, constituent part of the body, bodily humour, chyle, semen virile, a gleet, the pulse, a verbal root.

बालवचन, ज्ञानवचन, रसवचन. the waste or decay of the vital functions or bodily humours, a mortal disease.

बालुक, समस्ताप, बल, a cold, cough, catarrh.

बाला, बाला, the alimentary juice or chyle.

बाल्य, बाल्य, बाल्य, nutrition, nourishment, a fattening, strengthening.
ধান্যায়ক, হরঙাঠক, পথ, nutritive, nutritious, nourishing, fattening, restorative.
ধান্যায়ক, ধান্যায়কায়াকা, ধান্যায়কায়াকা, a mineralogist, miner, assayer. [humours.
ধান্যনিক, কাণিয়ার, a change in the habit of the body or its metallic, metal, made of metal.
ধান্যনিকী, লোহাগা, borax, (used as a flux for metals.)
ধান্যমণ, সুখাত্ত, the equilibrium of the humours, perfect health. [foster-mother.
ধান্য, আর্ব করার যে স্ত্রী, কিপাক, a midwife, wet-nurse, ধান্য, অপরিকৃত তোম, rice imperfectly husked or cleaned.
ধানাফ্ত, ধানাইন, an archer, a bowman.
ধান, ধান,–তুবে আরু জ্বলিয়া মেয়ে, paddy or unhusked rice, corn or grain in general.
ধানায়িক, ধানায়িক, অল্পনয়েক, কুর, তথ্য, a soil favourable to the growth of rice; abounding in rice or other grain.
ধানায়িক, অল্পনয়েক, rice and other grain, grain in general.
ধাপ, রোপালের পাড়েক পাড়েকের হাঁ, হাঁ, the steps of a staircase or ladder, a leap, a jump, a spring.
ধাবক, দৌনায়ক, দুং, a runner, messenger, express.
ধাবফাল, স্বয়ংফাল, quick, swift, fleet, running quick.
ধাবফাল, মোড়ন, মোড় গমন, to run, to go with speed.
ধাবফাল, স্বয়ংফাল, running, moving with speed.
ধাব, পরিল, প্রতিল, প্রতিল, প্রতিল, প্রতিল, প্রতিল, the body, a house, dwelling, spot, place, country, dignity, consequence, light, a ray of light.
ধাবসা, তিনায়, আঁ, a sort of kettle-drum.
ধাবা, ধাবা,—রাজ দ্বিতীয় পাতা বিনেঢা, a water scuttle or basket of close ratan work.
ধাবা, ধাবা,—রাজ দ্বিতীয় পাতা বিনেঢা, a water scuttle or basket of close ratan work.
tity, multitude, a sort of stone, an end, limit, boundary, garden fence, wall, hedge, the edge of a weapon, brow of a hill, a margin, brim, the van of an army. [umpire, debtor.

having, holding; a holder, having, to have, hold, keep, maintain, bear, support, sustain, uphold, retain, assume a dress, wear, borrow.

perseverance, continuance in right, fortitude, firmness, resolution, immovable religious abstraction, memory, retention, debt.

[the body.]

a straight line, any tubular vessel of a cloud, a sword. [follow custom.

to go with the stream, to following the fashion, going with the stream of custom.

apprehensible, liable to be seized.

sharp, keen-edged, pointed.

an edge, a margin; having, holding.

on shore, on credit, on trust.

religious, pious, virtuous, righteous, just.

apprehensible, deserving of restraint, fit to be retained or upheld &c. fixed, settled.

out upon it, for shame, O fye!
cursed, &c.

reproached, reviled, contemned, contemned, slow, cautious, pacified, lulled.

deliverately, softly, faintly.

understanding, intellect, knowledge, idea.

an organ of perception.

a fisherman. [ous; Vrihaspati.

wise, intelligent, learned, sagaci-

wise, sensible, learned, se-

deate, grave, deliberate, serious, tranquil,

quiet, serene, firm, steady, consistent, de-
terminated, temperate, docile, meek, slow.

lazy, dull, headstrong, selfwilled, uncontro-
able, strong, powerful, jealous yet calm.

deliberately, coolly, slowly, sedately.

a counsellor, minister, friendly adviser.

to wash clothes, to repair

or mend nets, &c.

to pant with running, breathe hard.

shaken, agitated, left, relinquished.

the long cloth worn about the

loins, a bribe.

cotton cleaner.

to card or clean cotton with

the bow, to shake.

zeal, ardor, diligence, perseverance.

ardent, persevering, huge,
great, prodigious.

gestation, sedition, rebellion, tumult, uproar.

a washerman.

ardour, fervour, zeal, oppression.

a concubine, a strolling woman, a female Vaishnava.
a tumult, mob, hubbub, storm.

the beat or call of a drum. [song.

the introductory stanza or chorus of a

a load, burthen, pole of a carriage, reflexion, recollection, thought.

bearing a bur-

a beast of burden.

a king, a sovereign. [ing dish.

censer, incense pot, chaff-

the resin of the shal tree, pitch, incense, turpentine.

resin, incense, fragrant vapour, the rays or heat of the sun, strong sun-shine, a sabre.

perfumed with incense, scented.

steam, vapour, tobacco vapour.

a comet, falling meteor, the descending node, Agni, fire.

a pillar or volume of smoke. [pour.

inhaling of va-

a cloud.

of a smoky or purple colour, smok-

sly, knavish, mischievous, injurious, waggish; a gamester, rogue, cheat, the thorn-apple.

dust, pollen.

anointed, smeared.

a grey colour, an ass, a jackal, an oilman; of a grey colour, gray.

flannel. [apprehended.

held, possessed, caught, seized,

abiding, holding, having, firmness, steadiness, constancy, restraint, pleasure, satisfaction, har-
piness, sacrifice, an offering, religious rite, a species of verse, an astronomical Yog.

\textit{रुषिया}, धिर, रुषिना, नज़े, firm, steady, constant, restrained, satisfied, happy. \[bold, insulting.\]

\textit{शे}, वृक्क—प्रियक, श्राप, shameless, impudent, confident.

\textit{रोड़ेरिन}, अपराजी, an otter.

\textit{रेख}, सर-जा देण, a milch-cow, a cow with a calf.

\textit{रेण}, धार, हाथी, fit or proper to be held, &c.

\textit{रेधरोम,} देहरोम, दिसन, to think upon, ponder, meditate.

\textit{देवरू,} विरठा, नाल, दिवेबन, बाल, महिसास, इत्यादिक, steadiness, firmness, seriousness, gravity, deliberation, coolness, patience, forbearance, endurance, abstinence, temperance.

\textit{देवरू,} विरठा, बादश, बाधान, महिसास, steady, cool, deliberate, patient, forbearing.

\textit{रोखाय,} अर्पाध धर्म गुरु, alluvial soil, deposit after rain.

\textit{रोखाय,} ग्रामाय, गाय, to wash, clean, rinse, clarify.

\textit{रेओक,} हाँभ, to pant, be out of breath.

\textit{रेक,} भूम, बार, नक्क, सफेद, illusion, deception, error, suspicion, doubt. \[linen.\]

\textit{रेग,} खप, बाग प्राकाश, clean, washed; the washing of रेग, रेग,—रेग, रेग, रेग, रेग, a washerman.

\textit{रेगावी,} रेगावी, रेग, a washerwoman, washerman's wife.

\textit{रेगावी,} रेगावी, रेग, clean, washed. \[ing.\]

\textit{रेगा,} परिपरक, रेगावी, clean, washed; a cleansing, wash-

\textit{रेगावी,} रेगावी, रेग, washings, dregs.

\textit{रेगाब,} कापक विलेम, a cloth half silk, half cotton.

\textit{रेगोध,} रेगोध, रेगोध, washed, cleaned, purified, clean.

\textit{रेग,} विबेच, thought or meditated upon, pondered.

\textit{रेग,} रेग, विबेच, विवेची, one who meditates or contemplates; contemplative.

\textit{रेग,} विबेच, विवेच, विवेची, thought, contemplation, meditation, reflection, abstracted contemplation.

\textit{रेगी,} विवेची, विवेची, thoughtful, contemplative, abstracted; a devotee. \[abstract devotion.\]

\textit{रेगोद,} उत्तर, उत्तर, उत्तर, religious abstraction, ab-
বক্ত্ব ! বিশিষ্ট, ভিন্ন, স্বাভাবিক, বিশ্বাস, স্বরূপ, বিদ্যা, মাত্রিক, পরস্পর, অবদান, বিস্ময়, বিজ্ঞান, বিশেষ, certain, ascertained, fixed, firm, stable, permanent, continual, eternal; permanently, certainly; certainty, ascertained, logic, reasoning, discussion, permanence, the polar star, one of the twenty-seven astronomical yogas, a vasu demigod.

বক্ত্ব, বর্ণম, —গামের পুষ্ম  অবলম্বন পরে, ধূসা, an introductory stanza or chorus.

বক্ত্ব, ধূসা, id: also the longitude of a star.

বক্ত্বমুক, বর্ণপুর, heaven and its inhabitants.

ধন-স্ব, বোধ, বিজ্ঞান, প্রাচীন, অগ্নিনাশ, ভূস্প, destruction, ruin, loss, perishing, death, degradation, a fall or departure from virtue, &c.

ধাত্র, ধাত্রী, —বিধানক, উল্লোহ, ruinous, destructive, destroying; a destroyer.

ধন-ন, ধনী, —পতাক, বিদ্যুত, চিন্তা, অক্ষ, বুধ, a flag, banner, signal, standard, symbol, badge, mark, funeral pillar, monument.

ধন, পুষ্করিণী, ভগ্নবদ্ধ ধূসী অর্থাৎ নৃপাক্ষ, the penis, a scull carried in penance.  [land-mark.

ধনী, লোনাই, লোনাই চিন্তা, বৃক্ষায়, an army, a tree or other high

ধনীষ্ঠ, পতাকাধারী, an ensign or standard-bearer.

ধনী, ধনী, ধনী, ধনী, ধনী, a sound, report, noise, voice, cry.

ধনী, ধনী, ধনী, ধনী, ধনী, sounded, high-sounding, rhetorical.  [degraded.

ধন, অধোগতি, রণ, নগ, নগ, fallen, ruined, destroyed,

ধন, অবস্থ, রণ, sound in general, inarticulate sound.

ধন, অবস্থ, darkness.

ন, নিবেদন দোষক বোধ, no, not, neither, pref. without, free from, un, less, &c.  [conversation.

নকার, নামকার, স্বর্ধা, denial, neglect, begging pardon in

নকারি, নামকারি, omitting one thing and doing another instead, denying, &c.
বর্তমান, মেঝকে, the mongoose or ichneumon.
বিষ্ণু, বাংলা, a star, constellation, lunar mansion.
বক্র, বক্রম, the night; by night, at night.
বক্রুদ, রাজার আনাহার করিয়া রাজিতে না করিতেন, a vow to eat only at night.
বক্ষ, কুঁই, a crocodile or alligator.
বক্ষ, বাংলা, a star, constellation, lunar mansion.
বক্ষজ, কনকজ, the moon.
বক্ষঞ্জন, বাংলা, the starry region. [claw, talon.
বায়, বায়,—অল্পরের অগ্রপথের ভাগ থাকা, a finger or toe nail, 
বায়ন, বায়নের কাঠ, the spur of a cock. [nails.
বায়ু, বায়ু, বায়ু, a small knife for paring the 
বায়ুর, আবদ্ধার, পুরুষ, a whitlow.
বায়ুর, বায়ুর, প্রস্তুত করা, furnished with talons or claws.
বায়ুর, বায়ুর, গন্ধক্রম বিশেষ, id. also a dried shell fish used as a drug or perfume.
বাগ, বাগ, বাগ, a tree, a mountain, a rock. {motion.
বাগ, সুখ, স্বাভাবিক, mean, base, contemptible, of no esti-
বাগ, গৃহান্ত, m. & f. a town, a city.
বান, বান, প্রায়, urine. [stopping a boat.
বান, বান, বান, a pole for shoving forward or 
বান, বান, বান, naked, unclothed, stripped.
বানক, বানক, বানক, a girl before menstruation, a naked woman.
বন্ধ, বন্ধ, বন্ধন, if not, perhaps not, else.
বন্ধ, বন্ধ, (a prohibitive particle: ) no, not.
বংশ, বংশ, বংশী, a dancer or nat, a mime; curdled.
বংশ, বংশ, বংশী, a dance, exhibition of dancers.
বংশ, বংশ, বংশ, বংশ, a rake, one who dresses and 
acts so as to please loose women; profligate.
বংশ, বংশ, বংশ, বাংলা, রানী, a dancer, a mime, a sort of 
spinage.
বাংলা, বাংলা, বাংলা, বাংলা, a dancing girl, an actress, a strumpet, 
prostitute, strolling woman.
বাংলা, বন্ধ, পরিবার, গৃহসিদ্ধ, a brothel, a house of ill-fame.
বাংলা, বাংলা, a sort of reed.
बरी, भ्रागंधर व्यय, तानन, कर्मव, तुक्वत, to move, stir, dangle, shake, remove, fight.
बरी, बाँधि, बाँधी, a cane, stick, staff; mace, club, pole.
बरी, बाँधन,—बाँधकृत व्यय, reedy, abounding in reeds.
बर, बर्ना, बर, नन, बुक्ष, बिन, बहिरं, bowed, bent, crooked, prostrate, curved, humble, descended, reclined, reclinig ; a nose ring.
बर, हर्षय, याख, an excuse, pretence. [humility.
बर, बांधय, अभय, बन्धय, a bow, salutation, prostration, बन्ध-बन, बधि बनर, otherwise, or, but. [men.
बर, अंबिकाप्रिय विशेष, a ring for the nose worn by wo-
बर, सुभाषित, a male river.
बर, सुलभक्षी, a female river.
बर, न, नाई, न, no, not.
बर, अंबिका, बर्णा.—पार्वती जनित, a husband's sister.
बर, बर्ण, शाख, fresh butter. [sent or reply.
बर, अंबिकार गोदान, विरागकाँड, a particle of doubt, dis-
बर, हर, खुलन, बुक्ष, इंद्र उपनयन, joy, pleasure, happiness, festivity, increase, prosperity, one of Cu-
बर, वेर, खुलन, बुक्ष, इंद्र उपनयन, joy, pleasure, happiness, festivity, increase, prosperity, one of Cu-
बर, तय, अर्जुन, happiness, felicity, pleasure, joy, festi-
बर, तुक्ष, इंद्र उपनयन, दर्शनकर, a son, Indra's gardens; rejoicing, making glad.
बर, वृक्ष, पार्वती, पार्वती जनित, a son, Indra's gardens; rejoicing, making glad; one of Shiva's attendants, the speaker of a prologue, the pronouncer of a benediction, the Indian fig tree.
बर, बुद्रु, विबोई, विक्ष, विक्षु, नीति, a grandson.
बर, बाधिता, a grand-daughter.
বন্ধ-ৰূপম, আধুনিক, একোমল, নারীবর্ণ, new, recent, infant; nine; praise, panegyric, celebration.

বন্ধার, পদ্ধার, the body. [birth.

বন্ধান, অসবমিলসখি নবম পবিস, the ninth day after child-

বন্ধে, —পাইয়াম, fresh butter.

বন্ধেৰ, অচিতঘোৰনব, very young, opening into youth.

বন্ধু-বন্ধু৷, মনোক্ষী-অচিতঘোষান্ন্যা, a bride, new-married woman.

বন্ধু, মারদি, the ninth. [nourable families.

বন্ধরকুল, সাধারণ স্বৰ্ণনী, noble, connected with nine ho-

বন্ধুভিকা, অচিতঘোষা, পরিত্যাগী পীঠ, a woman recently deliver-

বন্ধু, a harvest festival.

বন্ধু, নুসাদা চরাশি, আলেক্সাঙ্গু বাঁচের পথ, new rice, new corn,

বন্ধু, —বৃত্ত, আধুনিক, মায়, টাইটে, new, novel, recent,

বন্ধু, মূলঃ যুগ, modern, young, tender, fresh.

বন্ধু, অন্তরীক্ষ, অঞ্চল, the atmosphere, the sky.

বন্ধু, প্রশম, পাখু, আম, a bow, obeisance, salutation,

বন্ধু, নাম, নাম, bowing, bending, a gift, present, offering.

বন্ধু, অঞ্চলমুখ, থোঁক, বিদ্যি হত্ব, to descend, stoop,

বন্ধু, a bow, bend down, become humble.

বন্ধু, প্রশম, প্রশমণ, a bow, obeisance, reverence, salu-

বন্ধু, প্রশমণ, প্রশমণ, a bow, obeisance, reverence, salu-

বন্ধু, নাম, আসন, অমর, honourable, reverend, worthy of salu-

বন্ধু, অক্ষরচিতি, অনেক, অন্য, flexible, depressible, that may

বন্ধু, অনন্ত, বরফী, বরফী, নীলী, bent down, curved, hum-

বন্ধু, পিছে বীরক্ষণ নব, নব, নীতি, no; nine; justice, right,

বন্ধু, পিছে বীরক্ষণ নব, নব, নীতি, no; nine; justice, right,

বন্ধু, চোখ, চোখ, the eye, vision; to bring, fetch.

বন্ধু, বুক, পূর্বক, new, novel, recent, fresh.

বন্ধু, মানুষ, মানুষ, a man, a male, the human kind.

বন্ধু, পাপকোলাসহস্র, পাপের মহা, hell, the infernal regi-

বন্ধু, পাপী, অপকৃত, মরক্কোনী, আতলীণ, hellish, infernal,

বন্ধু, পাপী, অপকৃত, মরক্কোনী, আতলীণ, hellish, infernal,

বন্ধু, পাপী, অপকৃত, মরক্কোনী, আতলীণ, hellish, infernal,

বন্ধু, পাপী, অপকৃত, মরক্কোনী, আতলীণ, hellish, infernal,

বন্ধু, পাপী, অপকৃত, মরক্কোনী, আতলীণ, hellish, infernal,

বন্ধু, পাপী, অপকৃত, মরক্কোনী, আতলীণ, hellish, infernal,

বন্ধু, পাপী, অপকৃত, মরক্কোনী, আতলীণ, hellish, infernal,
बयक्षा, राजा, अध्यक्ष, a king, sovereign, governor.

मुष्टि, दक्षिण, गूः, शिखा, soft, tender, supple, pliant, gentle, mild, humble.

मोिषन, देशाचा नष्ट, जिला, तो soften, mollify, make tender,

मुख, दक्षिणवर्ष, softness, tenderness, mildness, &c.

प्राकृति, पृथिवी, the earth, the habitation of men.

विश्व, चतुर्थावतार, प्रभाव, Vishnu’s fourth avatar or lion-incarnation, a chief, a man of eminence.

परमूल, पराषित, a barber.

परिवेश, परियोजन, प्रिये, प्रियित, confirmed by the testimony of others, ascertained, corroborated, certain.

माके, नख परिकारव अख, an instrument for paring the

वारु, वान, बाल, the sovereign of men, a king.

वार्त, आठ, अठ, a dancer, dancing-boy, mime, juggler.

वार्ती, वावी, वाभी, a dancing and singing girl, an actress.

वानि, वानि, अवानि, dancing, gesticulating, acting. [nel.

नामा, परमाणु, प्राणी, a sink, drain, gutter, trench, channel.

रम्, रम्म, रीम, परीम, sport, amusement, pleasure, a joke, jibe, laughter.

राम्, रामावर्ष, रामगं, रामवर्ष, नीस, तैसूर, तमान, devoted to pleasure, a rake, libertine, lecher; sport, amusement, sexual intercourse, the nipple.

नम, नमून विमान, नामी, पात्र, a reed, pipe, tube, spout, the wind-pipe, a hooka snake, a measuring rod, a water-lily.

नाम, नामिकाज्ञान पाँच, रजनायक, the drop attached to a nose-ring, a bone of the arm or leg.

नामकरण, नमक्र, अच्छ, अच्छ, थेवूर, तमाण, the knee-pan or cap of the knee.

नम, पूजाक, मन, पूजार, वृ१, the honey or nectar of a flower, Indian spikenard, the root of a species of grass.

नमा, पाह, पूजावर्ष, the arm or arm-bone.

नामिन, पाश, the lotus or water-lily.

पिल्ल, पिल्ल, पास्तुधारण, an assemblage of water-lilies, a pond abounding in lotuses.
বধু, বাড়ি, ওহর্ন, a fowler, hunter, bird-catcher.
বিদায়, বড় ব্যক্তি, a kind of crossbow from which the arrow is shot through a tube.
বন্ধু, শাস্তি, বন্ধুরা, হাতিয়া, a tube, the barrel of a gun, the windpipe, red arsenic.
গ্রাম, বাগান, বাগান, to flash, emit flashes, lighten.
নর, বাড়ি শব্দ তারা, পরিমাণ, a furlong or distance of four hundred cubits.
সমাজ, বাণি, অহ্বার, অবি, perishable, transitory, transient.
জীব, বুদ্ধি, বুদ্ধি, বুদ্ধি, বুদ্ধি, বুদ্ধি, বুদ্ধি, বুদ্ধি, annihilated, destroyed, ruined, routed, removed, spoiled, tainted, lost, dead, squandered, debauched, seduced, polluted, undone, vicious, dissolute, dishonest, roguish.
বন্ধুজীবন, পহর, অতর, bereft of understanding, foolish, spiritless, without energy.
নাস, ব্যাটারিরি, ব্যাক, a strumpet, harlot, debauched woman,
নানা, নানা বিচিত্র, নানা বিচিত্র, নানা বিচিত্র, knavery, roguishness, profligacy, debauchery, turpitude, pollution, insolence, turbulence, sedition.
নাও, দোকান, নারক, snuff, any sneezing powder.
বাহি, নিঃকরণ বোধ, emphatic—no, not.
না, অন্য কিছু বা কিছু বোধ, না, negative or prohibitive—no, not, nay; a boat.
পাঁচ, পাঁচ, নাই, no, not; a barber, the navel.
পাখা, রুক, নাক, হার, a waterman, a boatman.
পাহল, পাহল, অগার, অসম্পূর্ণ, হার, to bathe, perform ablutions, to wash; the menses.
খান, উপাসনা, খান, a gallant, a paramour.
খান্ডী, খান্ড, a strumpet, harlot.
খাসি, পৃথিবী, a lewd woman, strumpet.
খাসি, ধনী, having a gallant or paramour.
খাসি, ধর্ম, আকাশ, the nose, heaven, the sky.
খাসি, ধামার রূপান্তর, a polypus of the nose.
খাসি, সমাহার জিজ্ঞাসার পত্র, denoting option or alternative: or no? or not? or what?
[the nose.
খাসি, ধামার, না, nasal, belonging to or uttered from
नासूक़ि, उरवनामशिलपुष, having a fine or prominent nose.

नाकन, नाकारिक, —नाकिंक, नक्कन, नक्कनी, lunar, belonging to the lunar mansions.

नाग, नर, नक्कन, a serpent, snake, cobra capella, a race of fabulous demigods, an elephant, a species of grass.

[flammable gas.

नागालु, भार्णर गुमा, भाजालु, a volcano or opening of inflammable gas.

नागर, नगर, नगरीक, नगरजात, नक्कन, निकट, नक्कनी, नक्कनी, a species of grass; belonging to a city or town, town-born, city-bred, waggish, clever, knowing, intriguing, bad, vile, nameless; a species of grass, a denial of knowledge.

नागरकी, नागरणीका, an orange.

नागराणी, नागरणी, स्तेक, प्रौद्योगिक, acquaintance with the tricks of cities, sharpness, cleverness, citizenship.

नागरी, नागरकी, नागरकी, पुर्वी वी, belonging to a city; a sort of character, Nāgiri, a clever, intriguing woman, a species of Euphorbia. [dras.

नागालोक, नागरण, Pātāla or the abode of serpents and hydra.

नाग, नाग, —नम, अन्नप्रार, a dance, dancing, gesticulating, jumping; [leaf.

नाचन, नाचन, नल, to dance, jump, vibrate, shake as a nāchī, a nāchī or dancing girl.

नाचालीप, नाचक, नाच, dancing; a dancer.

नाचु, नाचीप, नाचीप, dancing or frisking about, jumping.

नाउ, नाचप, नाचप, a back or private door for females.

नाउ, नाच, नाच, नाच, a dance, dancing, pantomime.

नाउ, नाच, नाच, to dance, to act in pantomime.

नाउ, नाच, नाच, नाच, a pantomime, play, drama, dramatic writing, dancing; a dancer, pantomimic actor.

नाउ, नालव, नालव, a dancing girl, a dramatic writing.
a climbing shrub; dwarf, left-handed.

a reel for winding silk.

to reel or wind silk or thread.

a child's rattle, a top, a bauble.

dancing; a dancer.

a dance, act or science of dancing.

to move, stir, remove, retreat.

stubble, straw.

the culm of corn or grass, a stalk, a tubular vein, intestine, gut, navel-string, the entails, bowels, a blood-vessel, the arteries of the arm on which the pulse is felt, the pulse, pulsation, a fistulous sore, an hour of twenty-four minutes, a blow pipe, a tube. [pulse.

a physician, one who feels the abdomen, a goldsmith, one who uses the blow pipe.

inappetency, loss of appetite.

m. & f. grandson and grand-daughter.

a lord, master, governor, protector, the rope passed through the nose of a draught ox.

a kick, a kick backwards.

dependant on a master or protector, subject, subservient.

a sound, noise, roar, call, the dung of sheep, &c.

a rammer, a ram, a ram's horn, to sound, roar, thunder, call, expel dung, (as cattle.) [jar.

a nasal mark over a letter.

a large earthen jar.

made to sound, rung. [goats.

a pellet of dung (of horses, sheep or goats.

river-born, growing near
water; a sort of cane or reed, a kind of flowering shrub.  
[a mother's father.

many, various, different, divers;

a distinction of Spirits or the appropriation of a distinct soul to every individual person.

various, divers, different.

having different meanings, for different purposes or objects.

a species of shrāddha or offering to the manes of ancestors on festive occasions.

a barber.

to dismount, bend down, descend, pass off by stool.

to bathe another, to immerse, cause to dismount, unload, take down or off.

boat-shaped, cymbiform.

low, situated beneath.

premature, too early in the season.

a waterman, boatman, pilot, helmsman, navigator.

down, beneath, below, under.

navigable, passable in boats.

the navel, the nave of a wheel, the centre of a circle.

a name, appellation, title, term, noun, reputation; fame.

downwards, depressing, named, called.
the multiplication table.

named, denominated, called.

also a name, appellation.
to descend, alight, light upon, condescend, bow, bend down, pass off by stool.

the descending roots of the Ficus, famous, illustrious, renowned. [launch.
to cause to descend, lower, unload, unloading, a descending and ascending, purging and vomiting. [the names of the gods.
a sort of chintz printed with refuge in a particular name.
the lower or under part, the bottom, the skirt.
beneath, under, down.
a guiding, directing, guidance, teaching, instruction.
a guide, conductor, leader, chief, head, general, commander, constable, seizer, the central gem of a necklace, a lover or husband, leading, conducting, principal, eminent, chief. [leader, lover, &c.
of, belonging or relating to a guide, a wife or mistress, (in amatory poems ;) Durga.
infernall, impious, hellish; hell.
infernall, impious, wicked, depraved.
an orange.
an iron arrow.
Vishnu as moving on the chaotic waters. 
Lakshmi as the wife of Vishnu.
the: the duties of women, the
गाय, महाकाल कुम्भ वस, पिल्ल, अग्नि कूलाओं नोह, a tube, tubular stalk, culm, any tubular vessel of the body, a horse shoe.

[sink, drain.

नाव, नाव, दुर्ग वस, नामित सर्क, a rivulet, creek, outlet, नाध, नाम, नाम नोह, नाध, a tube, a drain, a sluice, a fistula, a running sore.

रान, क्ष, कौशि, नन, नन, दुर्ग, destruction, perdition, annihilation, ruin, loss, death, slaughter, murder, removal, expiation.

राजन, राज, राज, राज, राज, to destroy, ruin, demolish, slaughter, remove, expiate, avert.

राजनीति, राज, —राजनीति, अनिष्ठा, perishable, destructible.

मादित, तुम्हारा, भु, भ, भ, भ, शासन बाल बाल जिस, ruined, destroyed, spoiled, lost, removed, expiated, &c.

माका, नाम, नाम, राजभवन, bereft of an owner, forlorn, deprived of a master, property or possessions.

नाम, जलमग्न, snuff.

नाम, नामित, नाम कर उपलक, नामित, नामित, the nose, a tumor of the nose, the lintel of a door.

नामित, जलमग्न, कल्याणी, the nose, a door-lintel.

नाइ, जल, जल, Sanscrit: it is not, there is not, not so.

नाइत, जलित, जलित, जलित, an atheist, infidel, sceptic. [heresy, &c.

नाइत, विशुद्धता, जल्लित, जल्लित, infidelity, atheism, rejection of the Veds, नाज, नाज, जल्लित, नाज, नाज, जल्लित, नाज, not, not, certainly not.

विप्र, युद्ध युद्ध, युद्ध, युद्ध, युद्ध, to drip as water from wet-clothes, to strip, to plunder.

विप्र, युद्ध युद्ध, युद्ध, युद्ध, to wring out, strain or squeeze out, express the juice of grapes &c. extort, plunder.

[particle.

विप्र, युद्ध युद्ध, युद्ध, युद्ध, युद्ध, युद्ध, grinding, rapacious; an ex-

गाय, महाकाल कुम्भ वस, पिल्ल, अग्नि कूलाओं नोह, a tube, tubular stalk, culm, any tubular vessel of the body, a horse shoe.

[sink, drain.

नाव, नाव, दुर्ग वस, नामित सर्क, a rivulet, creek, outlet, नाध, नाम, नाम नोह, नाध, a tube, a drain, a sluice, a fistula, a running sore.

रान, क्ष, कौशि, नन, नन, दुर्ग, destruction, perdition, annihilation, ruin, loss, death, slaughter, murder, removal, expiation.

राजन, राज, राज, राज, राज, to destroy, ruin, demolish, slaughter, remove, expiate, avert.

राजनीति, राज, —राजनीति, अनिष्ठा, perishable, destructible.

मादित, तुम्हारा, भु, भ, भ, भ, शासन बाल बाल जिस, ruined, destroyed, spoiled, lost, removed, expiated, &c.

माका, नाम, नाम, राजभवन, bereft of an owner, forlorn, deprived of a master, property or possessions.

नाम, जलमग्न, snuff.

नाम, नामित, नाम कर उपलक, नामित, नामित, the nose, a tumor of the nose, the lintel of a door.

नामित, जलमग्न, कल्याणी, the nose, a door-lintel.

नाइ, जल, जल, Sanscrit: it is not, there is not, not so.

नाइत, जलित, जलित, जलित, an atheist, infidel, sceptic. [heresy, &c.

नाइत, विशुद्धता, जल्लित, जल्लित, infidelity, atheism, rejection of the Veds, नाज, नाज, जल्लित, नाज, नाज, जल्लित, नाज, not, not, certainly not.

विप्र, युद्ध युद्ध, युद्ध, युद्ध, युद्ध, to drip as water from wet-clothes, to strip, to plunder.

विप्र, युद्ध युद्ध, युद्ध, युद्ध, to wring out, strain or squeeze out, express the juice of grapes &c. extort, plunder.

[particle.
বিক্রয়

বিদেশিত, কুরিত, অবস্য, জীন, আপ, spent, completely famished, exhausted.

বিপর্শী, নিকি, a ladder, staircase, flight of steps.

বিপ্রেরণ, মুক্তি, সুপম, final emancipation, beatitude, happiness, welfare.

বিদাস, সজ্জাত, বিধ, solitary, alone, private.

বিশিষ্টি, অষ্ট, সুস্রীচ, সম, শৃঙ্খল, whole, entire, of one piece, seamless, inseparable, close, compact, well-knit, firm.

বিদরণ, বহির্গতন, করণ, করণ, মরণ, to go forth or out, exude, distil, drop; an exit, death, dying.

বিস্মান, উত্তমান, a tingling or throbbing.

বিস্বার, রসীন, রসবন্ধ, pithless, sapless, unsubstantial, spiritless, destitute of energy.

বিস্তার, বহির্গত, বিঘা, বিস্তার, to drive or cast out, expel, express the juice of fruits, &c.

বিস্তৃত, বহির্গত, বলিত, উৎপন্ন, বিবৃত, gone out, gone forth, proceeding from, expelled.

বিস্তৃত, বিঘা, অরিত, flowing or oozing out; trickling down.

বিস্তৃত, হরিত, অমাধ, poor, indigent, destitute, forlorn.

বিস্তৃত, বন্ধনিত্ব, অলচ্ছ, দ্বার, বনামল, poverty, indigence, alienation, loss, forfeit or confiscation of property.

[coious.

বিস্তৃত, বদ্ধাচ্ছেদ, নূলভিত্ত, confiscating, plundering, rapacious,] [wielding. ক্ষীণ, অবরক্ষ, অময়বাচ্ছেদ, vicinity, nearness; near, neighbouring, adjacent:

বিকটতারকটি, কাচারাকি, গ্রাম, in company, near each other, at hand, nearly.

বিকলে, কাছে, সম্পাতি, near; towards, at hand, in the vicinity.

বিকলেও, বিকলে, তুপে, penless, poor.

বিকলে-আম, গোলাপ ধরা। মুখে, গোলাপের, মুখে, to smear with cow dung; to plaister; a house so plaistered.

বিকলেও, ক্ষীণ, চুর্ণ বিশ্রব, a sort of fabulous malignant beings destitute of head and shoulders.

বিক্রয়, চার, জন, ধাতি, ধর, a multitude, number; free from, taxes and deductions, clear.
বিকা, রাকস গদের মা, বিকটবড়ী, অবিক. the mother of imps and goblins; near, proximate.

বিকাল্যন, রাকাস, an imp, goblin. Rakshasa, young giant.

বিকাঢ়, গৃহ, আবাস, a house, dwelling; habitation.

বিকার, অপকার, বিশেষ, বিভিন্ন, বিসৃঙ্গ, অনান্ত, an injury, offence, a hindering or obstructing, reproach, malice, wickedness, abuse, disrespect.

বিকান, পরিশোধ, রামাত খুচান, নালা, the payment of a debt, the discharge of an obligation, the removal of a difficulty or obstruction, an issue or outlet for water.

বিকো, বিকো,—উড়ো, চাবনি, a louse, a nit.

বিকুল, কুপণ, গুমারক কুপণ, বিবিড় বন, বনাবাসিত কুপণ, penurious, niggardly, stingy; a thicket, a place overgrown with bushes and climbing plants, a bower.

বিকৃত, ধর, দত্ত, ধুল, ধূল, আদর, প্রতারিত, পরহত, dishonest, artful, insincere, wicked, perverse, low, base, vile; cheated, deceived, tricked, removed, set aside, dismissed.

বিকৃতি, ধনজ, ধর্ষণ, বিক্কলম, অপরাধ, বিস্ফ, ধনান্তর, dishonesty, insincerity, wickedness, rejection, removal, reproach, abuse, poverty.

বিক্রিম, অফিসিয়েট ক্রাউ, অর্জীন, inartificial, genuine, not counterfeit, unadulterated.

বিকৃষ্ট, বিহিষ্ট, অবহত, দুঃখিত, অধিব, অভিব, কৃপণ, outcast, despised, low, vile, bad, niggardly, sordid.

বিকল্প, গৃহ, আবাস, a house, habitation, abode.

বিক্স, পুষ্টাপত্র বক্স, a pair of small scales or balance.

বিকণ, বিকণ—বীণমর মণ, a musical tone or sound, the sound of a lute, &c.

বিকা, চাবনি, a nit.

বিকর্ষণ, কর্ষণ, ধ্বন, বিবর্ধন, ধাত, গভীর, cast away, thrown, dispersed, rejected, given up, abandoned, deposited, pledged.

বিক্রিয়, বেকন, ধরা, আদর, গভীর ধর, a throw, cast, dispersion, an injection, a deposit, a pledge.
বিবরণ, बाह्य, बाह्य, क्रूर, चुरा, दूल्ल, to throw down, cast away, fling, scatter, disperse, sow seed.

বিধবা, নাব নবাগান্ধ, the burial of a corpse, interment. [on.

বিধব, ধাত, বাটিভাস, short, low, dwarfish; a dwarf, a billi-

বিধারস, বিধার, বিধান, without work, idle. [landmark.

বিধান, গর্ভ, পরিপাট, a pit or ditch, a moat designed as a

বিধান, হিঙ্গ নিবাস, the voice or roar of an elephant.

বিধান, সম্পূর, সম্পূর্ণ, all, whole, entire, complete.

বিধান, লোকবিতর্ক পালনবদ্ধ, বংশ, an iron foot-chain, fetter,

pair of stocks. [or charms.

বিধান, কথা, বলকরা, speech, discourse, recitation of prayer

বিধান, কথিত, উক্ত, বলিত, spoken, uttered, declared.

বিধান, শব্দ, যুক্তি, পত্র, শব্দবিবাহ, শব্দ, a town,

city, market, fair, high road, trade, traffic, certainty, assurance, the Veds.

[guulet.

বিধান, কোলার, বিধান, শব্দ, to eat, swallow; the throat, the

বিধান, শিকারের গলা, the throat or neck of a horse.

বিধানবাদ, আচার, a horse; having a horse’s neck.

বিধৃত, মূখর, অপকাস, মর, কটিব, obscure, hidden, profound,

mysterious, close, strict, fast, tight.

বিধৃত, অহং, হর, দৃশ্য দৃশ্যর, দৃষ্টকের, দৃষ্টক, দৃষ্টকম, দৃষ্টক, অগাধ;

করা, কৃত, কৃত্ববহার, a smiting, punishment; ill or severe treatment, persecution, confinement, a binding, tie, mortification of the senses, &c. reproval, chiding, disfavour, discouragement, dislike, aversion, deviation from virtue, impropriety. [&c.

বিধৃতিবিধ, ক্রুমিত, হিন্ত, persecuted, ill-treated, punished,

বিধৃত, বিধৃত, —বহুল, পালিবারক, persecuting, maltreating,

punishing, &c. [tents, list.

বিদ্যু, বাড়ি, বাড়ি, অনুক্রমিক, a vocabulary, table of con-

বিদ্যু, ধর, ধর, a sound, a noise. [vient.

বিদ্যুম, নিতে, আরোহ, docile, domestic, dependant, subser-

বিদ্যুম, বহু, বহু, বহু, b, to drip as water from clothes,

&c. to distil.

বিদ্যুম, বহু, বহু, বহু, b, to wring clothes, wring
out, express juice from fruit, &c. to squeeze, exact, oppress, fleece. [blage.

বিচৰ, সর্ব, সন্ধ, a multitude, collection, heap, assembly, বিচৰ,—বিচৰ, সম্বন্ধ, alone; only. [surtout.

বিচার, পাচু, শীতব্য, an outer garment, mantle, wrapper, বিচার, কৃষি, অধ্য, দেহ, niggardly, stingy, parsimonious, illiberal, mean, contemptible. [lorn.

বিড়িয়া, বিশেষার্থ, অর্থ, friendless, destitute, orphan, forlorn, অভেদ্য, indivisible, reduced to its lowest terms.

বিধ, আজ, আজীব, আখনার, own, self, proper, belonging to one's self. [self-willed, obstinate.

বিধাতবাদী, আধুনিকায়, এক্ত, self-opinionated, dogmatic, বিধাত, বাহী, নায়, subject only to one's own will, independant. [following him on the pile.

বিড়া, পদ্যত্বা, নরী, f. devoted to her husband in life and

বিজ্ঞ, বিজ্ঞ,—আপাত, one's ownself, myself, &c.

বিজ্ঞান, বিজ্ঞান, বিদ্যান, still, silent, without sound, close. [severe.

বিজ্ঞ, ক্রুও, কার্য, ক্রুআর, cruel, harsh, unfeeling, strict, বিজ্ঞ-আর, বাহন চৌড়া, to weed a garden or field.

বিডার, কেন, a weeding instrument.

বিজ্ঞ, বান্ধব, উড়, a soaring, the flight of a bird.

বিজ্ঞ, ক্ষোংকে চট্টারাষ্ট্র, পাহাড়া, পর্বতের কৃষ্ণর দেশ, the posterior of a woman, the buttocks, rump of an animal, prominence of a mountain, gibbosity.

বিজ্ঞ, বিজ্ঞ, ক্ষোংকে, always, continually, eternally.

বিজ্ঞ, চালাঙ্গে এক জাগ, a division of the infernal regions.

বিজ্ঞ, অক্সাই, ইত্যাদি, অবার, একাধারে, সম্পর্কারে, much, excessive, sure, inviolable, complete, unrestrained; surely, clearly, certainly, of necessity, excessively, very, extremely, completely, entirely, infallibly.

বিজ্ঞ, অনন্ত, অস্ত, বিধাতা, বিশ্ব, গ্রামাজ্ঞান, সর্ব, eternal, perpetual, constant, continual, incessant, permanent, fixed, invariable, regular, daily; always, eternally, continually.
the constant duties or daily services of religion. [eternally.
constantly, perpetually, always,
still, quiet, free from agitation.

a pattern, copy, type, simile, example, elucidation, illustration,
description, proof, authority, record.

a token, proof, mark, trace.

heat, warmth, the hot season, perspiration.

a first cause, remote cause, the disappearance, cessation or removal of a first cause, the tracing or ascertaining of the causes of diseases, a certain treatise on medicine, correctness, accuracy; an end, purity, purification, a request or desire for the reward of austerities.

become a primary cause of disease, &c.

hard, difficult, severe, fearless,

a charm used by house-breakers.
deep or intense and repeated contemplation of the Deity or other object.

ordered, commanded, spoken, said.
an order, command, direction, injunction, speech, speaking, utterance, relation, a word of command, vicinity, proximity, nearness.
sleep, sleepiness, sloth, a nap.

the overpowering influence of sleep, drowsiness; heaviness.
the interruption or breaking of sleep, an awaking from sleep. [ful.

विसृजन, विसृज्य, आगामित्व, आगामित्व, sleepy, drowsy, lethargic, sloth-

विश्राम, नाघिक, नाघिक, asleep, laid asleep, dozing.

विश्वास, कुल, वर्गविश्वास, बुढ़े, अय्यार, नाश, a race, family, the head of a family, death, disappearance, loss, killing, destruction.

विश्वास, वक्षक, आघात, a gem or other treasure, a receptacle, a vessel.

विश्वास, बीमा, blunt, dull, wanting a fine edge.

विश्र, द्वित, धर, अवधमक धर, भाग, द्वित, आघात. समुद्र, a gem, treasure, valuables, treasure found, a treasure, granary, asylum, nest, receptacle, the ocean. [ous.

विश्व, विश्वकृत, बाधक, दु:सक, pernicious, destructive, ruin-

विश्वकृत, मनु, भाग, उंगाध, perdition, ruin, destruction.

विश्वस, कोणा, हर, कालाम, टममुख, sport, play, pleasure, enjoyment, trembling, agitation, coition.

विश्वस, मन, नस, गर्भ, a sound, a noise, roar, bellow.

विश्वस, विश्वस, —वर्गावध, अरुणकार, reviling, reproaching, abusing, vilifying, &c.

विश्वस, अरुण, विश्वस, वास अवध, to revile, reproach, censure, blame, accuse, calumniate, vilify, traduce, aaspe.

विश्वस, अपराध, विश्वस, अवध, reproach, censure, reproof, rebuke, blame, reviling, slander, calumny, abuse, contempt.

विश्राम, विश्राम, वृषभ, अरुण, अरुणक, अविहित, reproached, re-

viled, &c. evil, bad, base, low, despicable, indecent, improper, forbidden.

विपत्ति, विपत्ति, —समाक एवज्ञात, स्मृति, वृक्ष, completely, altogether, entirely, merely, truly, really.

विपत्ति, विपत्ति, —मुक्त, नाश, पराक्रम, भ्रक्त, अद्याप्राम, death, destruction, ruin, overthrow, carnage, a fall, descent; an anomaly in grammar. [ruin.

विपत्ति, अव्युपक्रम, सम, to fall, descend, fall down, fall to
বিবাদ

বিপাকম, পড়ান, সামান, মুদ্রকরণ, ক্রম, অধিকরণ, রাক্তসবিক্ষেপ করা, to make to fall, cause to descend, precipitate, lower, throw or knock down, ruin, kill, destroy, overset, fling; an anomaly or irregularity in grammar. [killed, destroyed, &c.

বিপাকি, অধিকরণ, নড়, রক্ত, cast down, precipitated, ruined, বিপাক, গরবিশিষ্ট পানায় জলাশয়, a watering trough, a milk-pail.

বিপুল, পাঁচ, চারু, চারণ, তির, clever, expert, skilful, able, active, eminent.

[ a close.

বিবিশ, সমান হওয়া, to be finished or accomplished, come to বিবিশন, সমাপন, বিপাক, to bring to a close, complete, finish.

বিবেক, রুচি, প্রসারিত, আমন্ত্রণ, বড়, composed, treated of, discussed, confined, fastened.

বিবেক, বিবাৎ হওয়া, অপরন্য, কুসান, to be extinguished, expire, go out, last, suffice.

বিবেক, কর্মক্ষ, সুরুর, রাজা, আমন্ত্রণ, an obligation, a vow, binding, confinement, a treatise, the subject of a composition.

বিবেক, বাৎসা, প্রবা, কারণ; ব্যাখ্যা, a binding, confining, compiling from other writings, a cause, origin, motive.

কলিকার, কলিকার, সত্যকার, অধিকারক, an author, compiler, বিবাদ, ক্রুদ্র, বাণ, বিবাহ, বিশ্বব, পার, কাষ্ঠ, cessation, stoppage, restraint, desisting from; ceased, having ceased, appeased, forgiving.

বিবাদ, বিচার, মানবকরণ, আইন, শাসন, ক্রান্তি, লম, to stop, put a stop to, cause to cease, abolish, revoke, rescind; forgive, quell.

বিবাদি, বলি, বাস্তব, a dwelling, abode, residence.

বিবাদ, বাস্তব, a residing, dwelling or living in a place.

বিবাদ, সরুর, সকল, a multitude, a quantity.

বিবাধ, বিপাকি, সমাপন, completion, finishing, conclusion, accomplishment.

বিবাদ, বিবাদন,—স্তুতীয়া হওয়া, আত্মিক, পরামর্শ, আদায়, sheltered, calm, close, secure, safe, as in an asylum; a sheltered place, place of refuge.
निबन्ध, निबन्ध करन, निभाय, बुझान, to extinguish, quench, put out, quell, to afford, supply.
निबन्धित, निबन्धकार, अपनाकर, one who extinguishes; pro-
fuse, expensive, extravagant.
निबन्ध, निभाय, a funeral cake or the offering of it.
निबन्ध, आँद्रक, निभायन्त्रण मानकर, प्रोक्षण, to stop, prevent, hinder, oppose, resist, forbid, restrain, re-
strict, obstruct.
निबन्ध, निभाय, आँथक, prevention, obstruction, restraint.
निबन्ध, गूह, बसति घास, पारा, a house, dwelling, habitation, a lodging. quarter.
निबन्ध, अवसायी, रेसिडिंग. dwelling; a resident, inhabitant.
निबन्ध, बस, अपमा, ओब, thick, matted, dense, shady, um-
brageous, impervious, impenetrable, retired.
निबन्ध, प्रबृत, उपुकट, रत, तंगर, engaged in, occupied with;
baby, taken up with, entered into, devoted to.
निबन्ध, कंठाश्रवित वैजाति, the Brahminical thread, &c. as suspended from the neck.
निबन्ध, दरवाइ, surrounded, enclosed, encompassed.
निबन्ध, निध, अरब, बारित, शिष्ट, ceased, ceasing, des-
isting from, appeased, stopped, hindered, prevent-
ed, made to cease, checked.
निबन्ध, निध, मानकर, cessation, a leaving off, a stoppage,
abolation, suppression.
निबन्ध, बाबा, निमाण, सहाय पूरक मानसि, दान, दाग, a request, representation, address, a communication, message, complaint, petition, an offering, a present.
निबन्धित, आचाय, निर्देश, तक, mentioned, communicated, represented, made known, requested, offered, presented.
निबन्ध, निमाण, मनोयोग, युगुल, आवाग, entrance, engaged-
ness in, devotedness to, zeal, earnestness, an insertion in writing.
निबन्ध, निमाण, निमन्त्र, बिडम, गूह an entering, entrance, an entry in an account or writing, a house, habitation.
affix. like, similar, resembling.
affix. secret, private, solitary, lonely.
affix. the Nimb tree, which has a very bitter leaf.
affix. immersed, sunk, drowned.
affix. an invitation, a call.
affix. to call or invite to a feast, &c.: an entertainment, a feast.
affix. exchange, barter, a change, alteration, a succession.
affix. a cause, reason, motive, origin, spring, source, view, intent, instrumental cause, a mark, sign, token, spot, trace, a consequence.
affix. for, because of, on account of, in consequence of, for the sake of, about, that, in order that.
affix: caused by, arising from, on account of, through or by.
affix. the twinkling of the eye, a wink, a moment. [a winking.
affix. the closing or shutting of the eyes, friendless, forlorn, orphan, destitute.
affix. deep, depressed, sunk, low, humble. [ing deep; a river.
affix. descending, going down, flow-
affix. the common lime, an orange.
affix. ordered, destined, fated, regular, uniform, perpetual; constantly, incessantly.
affix. master, charioteer, a ruler, regulator, governor.
affix. a regulation, law, appointment, destiny, fate, luck, good or ill fortune.
affix. unobstructed, unrestrained, free, self-willed.


government, regulation, rule, law, engagement, agreement, contract, bargain, condition, stipulation, league, assent, promise, religious observance, vow or voluntary penance, certainty, ascertainment.

regular, subject to rules, stipulating, agreeing.

regulated, subject to rule, orderly, covenanted, stipulated, agreed on, appointed, fixed, settled.

regulating, supervising, regulating, a regulator, ruler, a boatman, pilot, steersman, charioteer.

appointed to an office, constituted, commanded, engaged in, devoted or applying to.

manding.

appointing to office, constituting, commanding.

a million.

pugilism.

a close fight, wrestling, fisty cuffs, one who appoints to office, one who enjoys, a commander.

appointment to office, an order, command, a precept, a constitution, zealous application, devotedness to an object.

ordering, commanding, appointing.

to appoint to office, designate, employ, fix, destine to a profession, enjoin, command.

not sharing, not inheriting, disinherited, without a partner, single.

unrestrained, unchecked, free, uncontrolled, self-willed.

pure, holy, free.
from stain; the casting of an idol into the water after its festival.

बिरृत, अविग्रहरू, अनब्दरू, excessively delighted with, very fond of; incessantly, constantly.

बिरृध्, बिरृत, अनब्दर्, अनसः, अतिक्रेयः, रक्षः, incessant, endless, unintermitted; constantly, incessantly.

बिरृध्तः, अविग्रहः, रक्षः, बिरृतः, निरृतः, having no space between, close, impervious, solid.

बिरृध्, सहजः, अद्भूतः, without posterity, not agreeing (in grammar), not following as a consequence (in logic.) [jury.

बिरृदेश, रक्ष, बिरृजुः, security, safety, exemption from injury, बिरृपत्री, बिरृदेशः, secure, safe, uninjured, permanent.

बिरृक्ष, जातीय, अवस्थापनः, independent, having no expectation from a given thing or object.

बिरृ, बिरृक्ष, अवाय, silent, quiet, taciturn, speechless.

बिरृक्षः, जातीय, अवस्थापनः, independent, not under control, self-willed.

[or by.

बिरृहिष्य, अबिनयः, शीघ्र, not possessed of, not affected with बिरृहिष्य, अनुभूतः, उस्मानः, साध्, सम्पूर्णः, not low or mean, superior, perfect, complete, entire.

बिरृः, नरः, hell.

बिरृः, अवब्रजः, बिधः, अवर्षः, vain, useless, fruitless, to no purpose, without an object, absurd.

बिरृः, बिरृः, पूर्वजः, विद्याधः, बिधः, ताजः, बिरृशस्त, a defeat, subjugation, a restraining, appeasing, assuaging, a cessation, desisting from, driving away, expulsion, rejection.

बिरृः, ग्राजितः, न्वार, बिरृः, defeated, subdued, restrained, calmed, appeased, propitiated, desisting from, ceased, made to desist, expelled. [suaging.

बिरृः, बिरृः, अरमाजितः, subduing, calming, allaying, as- बिरृः, शान्त, अविबृत्ती, quiet, peaceable, not quarrelsome.

बिरृः, तेर्जनः, बिधिचुः, उत्ताधनः, to drive out or away, expel, exterminate, remove. [poreal.

बिरृः, अक्षरहितः, अप्पर, without form, shapeless, incor-
বিরাপ্তি, অমূর্তি, বাদশৃদ্ধি, উত্তাড়, *id*: also expulsion, extermination. [ceased.

বিরাট, ভূত, নর, অহিয়া, ওড়, solid, not hollow, close, con-

বিরাধার, অমর, আসাম, incessant; incessantly.

বিরাপ্লী, আশীর্বাদ, in safety, in security. [houseless.

বিরল, মূল, বিদ্বন্দ্বীন, desert, destitute of habitations,

বিরাজ, একাকী, বিরল, alone, private. [hand.

বিরাজ-র, বিরাজ, গোপনে, privately, in secret, aside, under-

বিরাজক, ঘোষনির্ভর. জাওনিয়া, repelling, driving away, re-
pulsive.

বিরাহার, অহরে, উপাস, a fasting, abstinence from food.

বিরুদ্ধ, মার্গ, দেখা, অন্তৰ্বক্ত, to look at, see, view, gaze,

observe, survey.

বিরুদ্ধ, দুঃখপাথী, উপাসক, the non-existence or denial of a
god; without God; an atheist.

বিরুদ্ধ, অক্ষ, হির, বিস্তার, without motion or exertion, quiet,

still, fine, clear. [sary.

বিরক্ত, ব্যাধি বিশ্বাস, one of the Vedāṅgas, a Vedantic glos-

বিরক্তি, অবস্থা; অনর্থ, অবাং, প্রিয়, অদৃষ্ট, without a

reply, confounded, speechless, silent, clear,
evident, unanswerable. [cool.

বিরাম, আগাম, বিষ, free from heat, anger or jealousy,

বিরাম, বেহিস্ক, বদ, blocked up, obstructed, hindered.

বিষাক্ত, বিষার, অপাকার আহ্মারাজি, bold, fearless, safe, se-
cure; security, boldness.

বিলম্ব, অসংরক্ষিত, peerless, matchless, incomparable.

বিলম্বক, আপার, আট, respectful attention, regard, respect.

বিলম্বক, বিলম্বক, directing, regulating, &c. a director, a

regulator.

বিলম্ব, বিলম্ব করা, বিলম্ব, সঞ্চার, বিলম্ব, অগ্রণ, উপক্রম;
to ascertain, investigate, determine, decide,

fix, establish, assign, appoint, prescribe, regu-
late, try, attempt.

বিলম্ব, বিলম্ব, বিলম্ব, ব্যায়, বিলম্ব, অনদ্যারান ব্যায়, certainty,

ascertainment, logic, disputation, a complete
sentence or one without ellipsis.
The page contains definitions and translations of various words in a language that includes terms related to solid, not hollow, obstruction, hindrance, going forth, departure, issue, produced, extracted, expelled, proceeded, arising from past, outlet. Other terms include a thunderstroke, a severe blow, uninhabited desert, private, retired, beat, strike, kill, a table of contents, catalogue, examination, survey, severe, hard, a complete conquest, free from the infirmities of age or decrepitude, conquered, overcome, entirely subject, lifeless, inanimate, weak, languid, exhausted, bow, unstrung, fountain, spring, waterfall, cascade, mountain-torrent, mountain, place abounding in springs.

Terms include positive conclusion, investigation, agreement, engagement, promise, settlement, enactment, decree.
deciding, ascertaining, leading to a conclusion, &c. [rected.}

one who decides or ascertains, &c. hard-hearted, void of pity, merciless, unfeeling, relentless, cruel, barbarous, inhuman. [trouble.

released, free from confinement or imprisonment, fixed upon, appointed, nominated, appropriated, described, pointed out.

an appointment, appropriation, designation, testimony, witness, an order, mandate, a description, ascertainment.

to ascertain, prove by testimony, establish, designate, appoint, appropriate.

certainty, ascertainment, accuracy; blunt, free of debt.

to ascertain, settle, decide, confirm, agree, covenant, bargain, give an earnest.

shaken out, cast out, friendless, deserted, rejected.

uncertain, not established, destitute of proof or stability.

to speak, describe; relate, narrate.

slavery, an obligation, engagement, seizure, an intention, pertinacious pursuit of an object.

loosed from an obligation-
freed, relinquishing the world from devotion to religious abstraction, &c.

निर्बर्ष, बहुराम, not flowing, not passing away, stagnant.

निर्णयान, बहास, अविनासम, दूसर, to cause to speak, utter, disclose or narrate, to extort from, to interrogate, chuse, select.

निर्भय, बुधान, मृत्यु, परमाक्रांकु, extinct, extinguished, gone out, departed, defunct.

निर्पाव, बुधाप, बुधाक, सर, अश्वान, अश्वासम, श्राहास, निवृति, निश्राप, नास, नोराग, सब्र, अभ्य, निर्याप, हत्रि अपाखर, an extinguishing, putting out, quenching, quelling, extinction, disappearance, the setting of the sun, &c. a departure, refraining or desisting from, cessation, repose, final emancipation, union, association, confluence, a blending, space, a vacuum, instruction in science, the plunging or bathing of an elephant.

निर्वाच, अत्य्रहान, क्रो, निकू, a sheltered place, place of refuge, a calm, close weather; sheltered from the wind, secure, close, calm.

निर्बांध, अपबान, निकसा, निशावास, निशप्ति, अविवास, censure, blame, reproach, a rumour, asseveration, affirmation, decision of a controversy, absence of dispute or railing. [or put out.

निर्बल, एशािक, एशािक, माथ, एशाइ, to kill, cause to extinguish

निर्बल, निशाह, नूर्क, नूर्साग्नी, acting fearlessly or without precaution, self-willed, rash. [expatriation.

निर्बल, बहिर्क, बहिर्क, expulsion, ejection, banishment, निर्बल, उपक, अविर्क, id: also indifferent to, without will or inclination, dissatisfied with.

निर्बल, आकिक, आकिक, आकिक, आकिक, भाक, उपार, भागु, भागु, भागु, भागु, बृति, a livelihood, sufficiency; competency, abundance, a sufficient supply of means or adequate provision for the performance of any thing, means of accomplishment, expe-
silent, materials, management, accomplishment, maintenance, support.

service, provider, maintainer, manager, superintendent; effecting, accomplishing, supplying, furnishing.

service, providing a sufficiency, supplying a demand, furnishing. [etc.

service, a difficulty in procuring a livelihood, service, overcome with fear or sorrow, distressed, senseless.

service, earned, gained as hire or wages.

service, easy, tranquil, in easy circumstances, prosperous, happy.

service, rest, repose, safety, security, easy circumstances, happiness, a cessation, desisting from, completion, accomplishment, final emancipation, death. [done.

service, finished, completed, accomplished, service, an accomplishment, completion, an approach, gratification, satisfaction, final emancipation.

service, wages, hire, enjoyment, marriage, a fainting, swooning, syncope.

service, void of understanding, silly, foolish, simple, ignorant, uninformed.

service, deserted, left, abandoned; an approved occupation.

service, abuse, reproach, blame.

service, familiar, not timid, secure, safe, free from danger.

service, much, excessive, fearless, confident, permanent; a fulcrum, prop, dependance, point of support; excessively.

oo
বিরুদ্ধ, আধিকারিক রহস্য, পদাঘাত হওন, to be bereft of an in
eritance, to be discarded from office.
বিরোধ, ভূতবিহীন, free from error or mistake.
বিরহ, সমৃদ্ধ শুভ্র, sober, not intoxicated, quiet, out of rut.
বিরহ, আদিভ, কাঠি, বিলিয়া, ব্যাঙালী, not appropriated to
one's self, not considered one's own, morose, severe, savage, brutal, cruel.
বিরহ, বেহুলাহিত, বেহুলী, want of natural affection or
attachment, harshness, severity; without na-
tural affection. [nour, unlimited.
বিরহীন, অসাধারণ, অস্তিত্ব, disrespectful, not giving ho-
বিরহীন, পারিত, পরিত, বে, বিনীত, pure, clear, clean, bright,
transparent, limpid, honest, fair or clear (as
the weather).
বিরাজ, গঠন, কৃত্তি, রচনা, গঠন, শিল্পনির্মাণ, রচনা, to form, make,
fabricate, frame, build, construct, erect,
mould, dispose; a manufacture, fabrication,
production, &c. [chitect, &c.
বিরাট, গুরুত্ব, শিল্পকর্মী, a maker, fabricator, builder, ar-
বিরাট, কর্মী, গার্দান, to cause to make, require to fa-
bricate, &c. [maker, &c.
বিরাজমান, কারক, করার, গুরুত্ব, making, manufacturing, &c.; a
বিরাজমান, পেপ্টিক, বৃহত্ত, বিতৃষ্ণ পুষ্পাঙ্কি, অলঙ্কার, মালারহিত, purity,
cleanness, clearness, &c.; flowers or other of-
ferings to a deity; loose, not strung, desti-
tute of a necklace or garland.
বিরিত, গঠিত, রচিত, কৃত, কৃত্তি, made, formed, framed, built,
fabricated, artificial, wrought.
বিরুদ্ধ, রাজা, খোজ, উদ্ধৃক্ত, বোধসত্ত্ব, চর, liberated, set free,
released, loose, having cast the slough (as
serpents, &c.)
বিরহ, বুদ্ধ, অজান, dull, stupid, heavy, inapt. [&c.
বিরাহ, সূর্যোদয়, the slough or cast skin of serpents,
বিরাহ, বিজ্ঞান, ভ্রাতান, মোক, হস্তর অপারাত, a going forth, de-
parture, final emancipation, the outer cor-
nor of an elephant's eye.
বিশিষ্ট, প্রতিহিংসা, হত্যা, ত্যাগ, পরিধান, পরিশোধ, বিদ্ধ, killing, 
slaughter, a gift, donation; re-delivery of a 
deposit. payment of a debt.
বিশারদ, রাজা, সাধকরণ, রুক্ষরূপ, রস, আরো, মীমাংসা, অকর্ষ, প্রেম, 
শঙ্ক্র, a decoction, extract, infusion, pith, quintessence, gum, resin, mucus, juice, bird-lime, 
adoption, conclusion, logical deduction; posi-
tive, categorical, firm, tight, close. [indecent.
বিস্তর, বিস্তরণ,—অবস্থল, shameless, impudent, immodest, 
বিস্তৃত, বিস্তৃতকরণ, উৎপাদন, উৎপাদন, অবস্থলন, অবস্থলন, 
an extraction or drawing out, a rooting or 
grubbing up, evacuation of the feces, of urine, 
sweat, &c. a burning, combustion.
বিয়ার, গহিবার, diffusively or widely fragrant. [sical.
বিপ্লবী, বিপ্লবপূর্ণ, দায়িত্ব, দায়িত্ব, causeless, capricious, whim-
বিচার, চন্দ, রূপ, ধনি, a sound, a noise.
বিশ্র, গৃহ, বসতিস্থান, a house, habitation, abode.
বিপর্যয়, উৎপ্রাপ্তি, আবাস, absorption, final beatitude.
বিপ্রো, বেষ্টিত, শুভ, বিপ্রো, মাত্রান্তঃ, encompassed, surround-
ed, wrapt up, concealed, embraced, encamp-
ed, having obtained absorption, absorpt.

বিলাত, রাত্রি, রাত্রি, night.
বিলাত, বিলাত, বিলাত,—চন্দ, the moon.
বিলাত, পশ্চিমাংশ, পূর্ব, এশিয়া, অস্ট্রেলিয়া, সিঙ্গাপুর, an owl, jackal or 
other nocturnal bird or animal, a watchman, 
a night robber, a cannibal giant or goblin 
prowling about in the night.
বিলাত, রাক্ষস, ব্যান্ড, স্বপ্ন, a female goblin, a street walk-
er or prostitute, a lewd strolling woman.
বিদ্যাপীঠ, এশিয়া, a watchman, a night-guard.
বিদ্যাপীঠ, রাত্রি, রাত্রি, at night, in the night.
বিশিষ্ট, প্রামাণ্য, জীবনীকৃত, sharpened, whetted, set.
বিশিষ্ট, অস্ত্র, midnight, deep night.
বিশিষ্ট, রাত্রি, রাত্রি, night.
বিশ্বাস, গিয়ারি, বিশ্বাস, the fast sleep of men in the dead of night.
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, স্থল, স্থল, sth.
অবশ্য,'অভ্যন্তর,'certainty, ascertainment, clear knowledge, a positive conclusion, decision, determination, resolution, belief, affirmation; clear, certain, plain, positive, sure, exact; certainly, positively, confidently, resolutely, clearly, &c. [firmation.

সিদ্ধান্ত, নিজের, প্রতিষ্ঠা, an asseveration, positive affirmation, conviction, undoubted belief.

সিদ্ধার্থ, সত্য, সত্যত্ব, truth, accuracy, veracity, certainty, assurance.

সিদ্ধ, অন্য, স্থান, স্থায়ী, অন্তর, immovable, still, fixed, stationary, firm, steadfast.

সিদ্ধান্ত, সময়, আধিক্য, not current, obsolete.

সিদ্ধায়ণ, প্রমাণ, প্রমাণ, ascertaining, deciding, &c.; one who decides, &c. [certain, sure.

সিদ্ধিত, পত্রিকা, পরিচালনা, করণ, ascertained, certainly known, acting decidedly, proceeding cautiously or on sure grounds.

সিদ্ধি, সুবিচার, উদরনিৰ্ম্মা, careless, thoughtless, unconcerned, free from anxiety. [not porous.

সিদ্ধত্ত, দৃষ্টিতত্ত্ব, দৃষ্টিতত্ত্ব, faultless, pure, without holes, inactive, motionless, without exertion. [piration.

সিদ্ধ, প্রতিষ্ঠান, প্রবাহ, breath, breathing, inspiration, respiration, a quiver. [man.

সিদ্ধক্ষা, ধার, ধার, carrying a quiver; an archer, bowman, weep, weep, weep, weep, weep, weep, weep, weep, weep, weep, weep.

সিদ্ধত্ব, শ্রীতিত্ব, শ্রীতি, dejection, sadness, a particular class of outcasts.

সিদ্ধক্ষা, প্রতিষ্ঠান, প্রতিষ্ঠান, the impregnation of the uterus, injection of sperm. [a preventive.

সিদ্ধক্ষা, প্রতিষ্ঠান,—প্রতিষ্ঠান, one who prevents or prohibits, a prohibition, restriction, prevention, denial or negation.
service, attendance, the taking of medicine. [gold, a neck ornament.

nick, a certain weight of nickel, free from thorns, free from trouble or anxiety.

nick, free from tribute or taxes, untaxed.

nick,—unemployed, unoccupied with business, idle. [useless.

nick, idle, not diligent, unemployed,

nick, nickel, certain, evidence, proof, decision, determination, appointment to office, trust, belief; certain, plain, clear, exact; positively, clearly, expressly.

nick, nickel, to come to a point or decision, conclude, ascertain, believe, appoint, assign.

nick, diminished, waned, impotent, barren, without parts, indestructible. [menstruation.

nick,—past child-bearing, past

nick, to expel, cast out, dismiss, expend, go forth, place, deposit, revile, to blow as a flower.

nick, expelled or voluntarily withdrawn from all family connections.

dellah, deliverance, salvation, acquittal, clearance from a charge, &c.

nick, not artificial, true, genuine.

nick, ascertained, plain, clear, positive. [expulsion.

nick, a going forth, bringing out, exit,

nick, gone, gone forth, departed, brought out, expelled.

nick, expelling, bringing forth.

nick, idle, useless, ineffectual.
বিজ্ঞান

বিজ্ঞান, বিন্দু, অন্যম,চেতন, তৎপর, অভিমিলিত, ধারিত, fixed, established, occupied, engaged in, devoted to, religious, devout, virtuous.

বিজ্ঞান, মূর্ততা, সংবহায়, অজ্ঞ, বিশ্বাস, মুক্তায়, firm establishment in religion, devotion, religious austerity, belief, confidence, affiance, certainty.

বিজ্ঞান, পুরুষ, প্রেমান্ধি ভাগ, spittle, saliva, a spitting.

বিজ্ঞান, বিষয়, কথন, করণ, cruel, unfeeling, hard-hearted, harsh, strict, severe, morose. [saliva.

বিজ্ঞান, পুরুষ কেমন, লেখায় ভাগ, a spitting, spitting out of

বিজ্ঞান, আরো, প্রিয়, skilful, clever, conversant, learned.

বিজ্ঞান, সমাপ্তি, পূর্ণ, মন্ত্র, নির্ধারণ, অগ্রগতি, a completion, termination, conclusion, finishing, fulfilment, decision, determination, award, settlement, sentence, order. [cides, &c.

বিশ্লেষক, বিচারকর্তা, মধ্যে, a judge, umpire, one who de-

বিশ্লেষক, সমাপ্ত, দিন, আরো, উৎপর, done, finished, concluded, completed, decided, settled, ordered, regulated, born, produced. [dy; a fixed gaze.

বিশ্লেষক, অবনত, দ্বীপ, incessant, without intermission, stea-

বিশ্লেষক, সমাপ্ত, বিটান, শূলাকর্ণ, মাঠ পুনঃ, to accomplish, complete, conclude, finish, decide, award, regulate, fulfil a promise.

বিশ্লেষণ, বিন্দু, to wring, wring out, squeeze, press out. বিশ্লেষণ, বাঁধন, to rub or grind to powder, smash, tread on, trample. [dull.

বিশ্লেষণ, হীরিমিত, অপর, gloomy, dark, obscure, opake, বিশ্লেষণ, নির্ধারণ, অবকাশ, needless, unnecessary, cause-

বিশ্লেষণ, অবকাশ, নির্ধারণ, অবকাশ, fruitless, ineffectual, need-

বিশ্লেষণ, অভ্যাস, জাত, nature, natural state, peculiar character or condition, rejection, abandonment.

বিশ্লেষণ, পার হওয়া, উচার্ত পাওয়া, to cross or get over, find deliverance or salvation, &c.
salvation, preservation, deliverance, rescue, acquittal, beatitude. [&c.]

a saviour, deliverer, preserver; saving, to save, deliver, rescue, preserve, acquit.

saved, rescued, delivered, unequal, uneven, unlike, unrivalled, peerless, matchless.

obscure, dull, blunt, without energy, zeal or virtue, weak, infirm, flaccid.

dent, rude.

shameless, immodest, bold, impudent, idle, motionless, still, inanimate, senseless.

bankrupt.

poor, indigent, destitute, a sound, loud noise, bellow.

to smite, kill, slaughter, murder.

a murderer, manslayer, slanderer, anvil.

frost, cold.

to view, behold, survey.

placed, deposited with, entrusted to, committed to one's care, given.

concealment, denial, secrecy, dissimulation, mistrust, suspicion, a secret.

mistrusted.

denied, concealed, secret, concealment, secrecy, reserve, mistrust.

one who denies, conceals or hides, like, resembling.

common, vulgar; in comp: down, below, under, beneath.
মীহাল, মীহালাই, —মীহালাই, নিম্ন, অধুন, descending, going down, low, deep, mean. [foundation.

মীল, আ, গোছ, the lower part, bottom, skirt, base, মীলায়, মূলায়ন, অধুন, low-minded, servile, base, of mean views. [at the bottom.

মীলু, মীলু, —অধুন, অধে, below, beneath, down, under, মীলি, মীলি, অধুন, অধুনৈধাবে, slowly, softly, in a low voice.

মীড়, মীড়, পাক্ষ মাসা, a bird's nest.

মীড়া, পাক্ষি, a bird ; produced in a bird's nest.

মীভ, মীভ, গুহি, প্রাঙ, গুহি, taken, received, obtained, gained.

মীভি, মীভি, উচিত রয়াহার, ন্যাশ, ধারা, ধারা, ধারা, ধারা, virtuous conduct, morality, justice, right, ethics, moral philosophy, an acquisition, acquirement, conduct, practice.

মীভিত্তি, মীভিত্তি, a moral tale or discourse, fable, &c.

মীভিত্তিক, মীভিত্তিক, মীভিত্তিক, —মীভিত্তি, the science of morals, ethics, political science.

মীভিজ্ঞ, মীভিজ্ঞ, এখান, পুষ্প, এখান, just, righteous, moral, virtuous.

মীর, মীর, কৈলাসের কৈলাসের কৈলাসের ব্যবহার, মূলধন, a woman's zone, a cloth round the waist, a stock in trade, a capital, principal.

মীরাল, মীরাল, মা, শাহ, কান্না কান্না মাইসেহ, being now taken of মীরাল, মীরাল, মীরাল, মীরাল, a receiver, a taker, dealer, chapman.

মীরা, মীরা, মীরা, মীরা, মীরা, মীরা, the taking of a thing, a taking up.

মীরা, মীরা, মীরা, মীরা, মীরা, মীরা, water, juice, liquor.

মীরক, মীরক, মীরক, মীরক, bloodless, destitute of blood.

মীরকাল, মীরকাল, মীরকাল, মীরকাল, মীরকাল, without pollen, without menstrual evacuations, destitute of the quality of passion or activity, without fame.

মীরক, মীরক, মীরক, মীরক, giving water, toothless, a cloud.

মীরকি, মীরকি, মীরকি, মীরকি, the sea, the ocean.

মীরক, মীরক, নিঃশব্দ, silent, speechless, taciturn.

মীরক, মীরক, মীরক, মীরক, without juice or moisture, withered, dry, parched, sapless, tasteless, insipid.

মীরকাল, মীরকাল, মীরকাল, মীরকাল, rapacious, impoverishing, draining, extracting juices, &c.
नील, रेण वर्ण, नीलांग्रुङ्क रुप विश.मय, blue, dark blue; indigo,
a blue sapphire.
कंबल, निश, मूर्त, Shiva or the blue-throated, a peacock,
शिवदार्शिते, नुंा, निश, purple, mixed red and blue; Shiva.
चीलिका, चीली.—चीलिका, the indigo plant.
नौराह, निविर, निश, frost, hoar frost.
पुष, रेेचन,—रेेच, बैरे, मनुराचन, to incline, bend, bend
down; be bent, be humble. [gether.
सूरी, आर्ति, पूरिया, a bundle of any thing wrapped to-
बूः, रेणा, पण, a wisp of straw or grass, a wager.
सूरी, बूः एचर, कार, पिरापुण, पण, a pebble, piece of brick
or stone, a muller, a stake, a gage.
सूर, बरव, रेेणा, salt. [in salt.
सूरिता, सामर, रेेणा, बार्थिक, salt, saltish, selling or dealing
सूरी, बूःदङ्गा,—गूः बिनेे, purslain. [entreaty.
सूरि, बूः, बाकृति, प्रार्थना, praise, flattery, solicitation.
सूर, ग्यारित, आजित, आमित, sent, ordered, dispatched,
commanded.
सूर, बूःकार, बालाक, corpulent, fat, abdominal.
सूरू, बूःकार विना, नीली, the tongue or clapper of a bell, the
windpipe.
सूरान, रेेचन,—बैरे, बैरान, to bend, bend down, bring
सूरा, बूःकाररित, लामे or maimed in the hand.
सूर, बौद्ध, सोहा, अचार, आचार, new, novel, recent, fresh,
young, upstart.
सूर, अवर, हैडेट पार, certainly, assuredly, probably,
perhaps; also a particle of doubt or recollection,
an expletive. [ancles.
सूर, पार तूरा दिशम, a sounding ornament or ring for the
सूर, पूर, पू, in compos: a man, a male.
सूर, हरा, गारक, a manslayer, a murderer.
सूर, बाच, आसबी, a dance, a dancing with gesture, ges-
ticulation, an acting, jumping, skipping about.
सूर, पूरा, पूर, पूर, a king, a sovereign.
सूरान, राजश्री, a king's son, a prince.
सूरान, परमेरी, हाज, हिल्रुक, malicious, malignant, mur-
derous, destructive, hurtful, injurious, mischievous.

Vishnu's fourth incarnation as a man-lion, a noble, eminent or honourable man.

a tame or pet animal.

to turn, turn back, return, go and come, go back and forward.

the ichneumon or mongoose.

to take, to receive, to spend.

the leg.

to halt, limp, be lame.

naked, stripped, undressed.

a mouse.

left-handed.

a rag, a bit of cloth.

a hyena, a wolf.

acting foolishly, silly, playing the buffoon.

a nausea, a vomiting.

a step.

lame, limping.

an animal's tail.

a dancing boy; left-handed.

destitute of leaves or twigs, pollard, lopped, shorn, bald; a sect of religious mendicants.

a female ballad singer or religious mendicant, a vagabond woman.

a contemptuous appellation for Massalmáns.

a sort of cloth.

one who takes, a receiver, leader, guide, master, owner, a rogue, an inlet or branch of a river.

a hemistic or half stanza; half.
नेत्र, नेत्र, the eye.
नेज्जु, नेज्जु, a tear, tears.
नेवके, नेवके, very near, nearest, nearer.
नेशन, नेशन, a membrane or web.
नेपाल, नेपाल, web-footed.
नेवार, नेवार, the jaundice.
नेत्र, नेत्र, नेत्र, a lime or lemon. [cle.
नेन, नेन, the circumference of a wheel or cir-
नेमक, नेमक, नेमक, to excite, stimulate, encourage,
set on as a dog, &c. [new, young.
नेप, नेप, नेप, a lump of earth or dough;
नेपथे, नेपथे, nearness, vicinity, proximity.
नेपस, नेपस, नेपस, a merchant, shop-keeper, trades-
man, an Upishad. [certainty.
नेपस, नेपस, नेपस, eternity, continuance, perpetuity,
नेपथ्य, नेपथ्य, नेपथ्य, an imperishable landmark. [art &c.
नेपस्य, नेपस्य, नेपस्य, cleverness, skill, ability, eminence in
नेपस्य, नेपस्य, नेपस्य, an offering, oblation, present.
नेपत्य, नेपत्य, नेपत्य, producing, procuring, having a cause, done
to accomplish an object. [cian.
नेपत्य, नेपत्य, नेपत्य, a Nyāya philosopher, a logi-
नेपत्य, नेपत्य, नेपत्य, appointment to office, an appointment.
नेपत्य, नेपत्य, नेपत्य, the south-west quarter
or its ruler, a daemon, a fiend.
नेपत्य, नेपत्य, नेपत्य, a decision, clearness, veracity.
नेपत्य, नेपत्य, नेपत्य, the master of the mint.
नेपत्य, नेपत्य, नेपत्य, a religious student constantly
resident with his spiritual tutor. [belief.
नेपत्य, नेपत्य, नेपत्य, firm establishment in any
नेपत्य, नेपत्य, नेपत्य, natural, arising from the nature of a thing.
नेपत्य, नेपत्य, नेपत्य, a swordsman; armed with a sword.
नेपत्य, नेपत्य, नेपत्य, feeding in a filthy
manner, filthy, beastly.
नेपाल, नेपाल, नेपाल, alloy, base mixture, base coin.
नेपाल, नेपाल, saltish, brackish; salt or brackish water.
বাংলা, আশরক, a species of custard apple.
বুদ, বোকা,—বুব, a boat, a ship, a vessel.
বাকার, বুদ, বুধ, অবাসান, বিকোর, a nausea, loathing, disgust, abhorrence, contempt, disrespect.
বাকার্য, স্থান, বদনো-পাক, odious, abominable, loathsome, disgusting, nauseous.
বাল, বাল,—বালনা, অথবা, dwarf, short, low, base, mean, বালক, বেড়া, বেড়া, club-footed, lame.
বাণ, বিকুঠাণ, বাণীত, সাইকোল, deposited, pledged, placed, consigned, hoarded, accumulated.
বাণ, উপার্ধ, সংবাদ, boarding, saving, accumulating.
বাণ, অচেন, বুঝুলি, ignorant, stupid, silly, uninformed, clownish, awkward.
বাণিজ্য, বধূ, সুপথা, a vomiting, a throwing up.
বাণিজ্য, বেণা, left-handed.
বাণিজ্য, বিরঞ্জ, বাণিজ্য, বর্ধমান, বিলাস, ধর্ম, বিজ্ঞান, বিজ্ঞান, অস্ত্র, বুদ, right, justice, equity, law, righteousness, propriety, fitness, truth, logic, examination, investigation, one of the six philosophical systems; like, resembling.
বাণিজ্য, বিশ্বাস্ত, বর্ধমানের, a judge, logician, just reasoner.
বাণিজ্য, বাণিজ্য, বিশাস্ত, according to right, agreeably to justice or equity, equitably, righteously.
বাণিজ্য, বজ্র, বাণিজ্য, writings on the Nyāya philosophy.
বাণিজ্য, বিতরিত, উঠান, rational, right, proper, just, equitable, doing right.
বাণিজ্য, বিচিত্র, বিপুল, বিচরণীয়, ব্যাপার, অবিকার, right, proper, fit, deserved, due, litigable, recoverable at law, a right, inheritance. [sufficient.
বাণিজ্য, বুদ, বদনো-বাদ, সাইকোল, satisfied, wealthy, successful.
বাণিজ্য, বিকোর, ব্যাপারবাদ, বাণিজ্যিক গৃহ করিয়া কারার, a deposit, a pledge, a mode of prayer.
বুদ, বা, বুড়ি, অথবা, বর্ধি, bent, crooked, curved, hump-backed, stooping, looking downwards; a ladle. [less, little, few.
বুদ, অপূর্ব, অনুকূল, অল্প, deficient, wanting, defective.
⁴⁴নাঙ্গন, ⁴⁴নাধিক, —অধিকাংশ, less or more.
⁴⁴নাধিক, অতিরু, a deficiency or excess, less or more.

a row, range, rank, line,
a stanza of four lines of ten syllables each;
in comp: ten.

to arrive at, come or reach to.
ripe, mature, concocted, cooked, digested, suppurated,
substantial, of good materials, of mature understanding, intelligent.
a feather, wing, plume, a side, flank, party, partizan, friend,
a flock, an army, a fortnight, a proposition or side of an argument, thesis,
position, doctrine, inference, alternative, contradiction, opposition, a reply, law plaint.
the first day of the wane or increase, a pinion.

partiality, favouritism, collusion,
partial, leaning or attached to;
a partizan.
winged, feathered, fledged.
embracing the whole of a theme or thesis.

the mark of a valid supposition, otherwise.
a hen-bird, a night with the days preceding and following.
a bird-catcher, a Fowler.
Garura king of birds, a peacock, a swift horse.
पक्षी, विहंगमृ, पकवाविचार, a bird, a fowl; having wings &c.
पत्त, चक्कुपाखार मोक्ष, नेशन, सुंदर, an eye-lash, the filament
of a flower, a thread, a fibre.
पागुर, चेन्नाल, आवाज, a mound, bank, a trench and mound.
पग्य, चोल, पाप, mud, mire, dirt, soft clay, sin, guilt.
पाल, पक्षयुक्त—पक्ष, क्षम, the lotus or water-lily.
पालिक, कालालिक, अर्गभूषण, muddy, miry, flashy, clayey.
पह, किछु, सोकराणी, a grasshopper, a locust, a line or
circle of people seated to eat.
परंपरा, कड़ियु समूह, a flight of locusts or grasshoppers.
पान, नेवास, चेंग्ललालित, lame, halt, crippled, without
legs, without the power of moving.
पांच, स्वस्त, पडन, धार, धर, to putrify, mortify, rot, moulder,
fall to decay, be musty, spoil, stink.
पाणी, बुद्धिन, सुंदर, मौद, जर, rotten, corrupt, putrid, musty,
tainted, spoiled, digested. [steep.
पांचह, आवृत्त, गजान, to promote putrefaction, to macerate,
पांचवाट, काचार्युक्त समूह, wet sloppy weather. [stench.
पाणी, सज्जान, बुरात्त, पुरुष, putridity, putrescence, rottenness.
पाथ, अकाश, कांबाक, obscene, scurrilous; indecent talk,
ribaldry. [lously.
पासिया, आदगामातृ, कृतवारी, talking obscenely or scurril-
पाक, पाक्स्यातृ, digestible. [ripening.
पांचम, बाहु पाक हाइके, under digestion, in cooking.
पाक, पाक, चाक, फात, five; an arbitrator, an umpire.
पांक, पांक, पारंपरिक, पावन, कर, five, relating to five, made
of five, bought with five; a tax of a fifth part.
पांक, धर्मित पांक बालक, a compound of five spices.
पांक, छुद, खींच, हूद, नागमंड, नागन्तु, the five productions
of the cow, milk, curds, ghee, urine and dung.
पांक, जनार विषय, a sitting between four fires in the
burning sun as a religious mortification.
पांक, पांक—दुहुस, death considered as a resolution into
the five primary elements.
पांक, वेत्ती विषय, a medicinal preparation from the
sprouts of five different trees.
the five vital airs of the body.

the five primary elements.

an individual as consisting of the five elements.

fifth; the fifth musical note.

motley, variegated.

the five precious things, or gold, silver, pearls, chrysal and copper.

Kāma Deva or the Indian Cupid.

the hand; branching out in five directions.

these five,—the hearth, curry-stone, broom, pestle and mortar, and the water-pot, as accidentally destructive to insects, &c. [the castor plant.

digitated, measuring five fingers;

an assembly, a council.

a custom in which five persons unite.

five-faced, i.e. Shiva, a lion, the

the midst, mediatorship, arbitration.

a rib, the side or ribs, a cage, an aviary.

an almanack, a calendar.

cloth either thick, fine or coloured, canvass, the field or canvass of a picture, an outer tent-fence, a roof, thatch, a map, picture, curtain.

other.

a squib, cracker,

a draughtsman, limner, designer, a weaver.

made of cloth; a tent, a petticoat.

division of certain books.
a war-drum, a kettle-drum.

to afford facilities, to forward, to make a work successful.

—bandage, roller, list, edge, a strip of land, a quarter in a market.

bandage, roller, list, edge, a strip of land, a quarter in a market.

a field, a hypochondriac.

sandal-wood, a field, a hypochondriac.

a painter, limner, an idol or a girdle, sash, belt.

a painter, limner, an idol or a girdle, sash, belt.

palwal or a species of cucumber.

to slip or fall in wrestling, to stumble, to be thrown.

overcome, displace. a sort of weapon, a two-edged sword.

a sort of club rush, a pop-gun [peat.

a sort of club rush, a pop-gun [peat.

to read, peruse, recite, read.

to fall, fall down, drop, fall into disuse or decay, to invade, fall upon, occur, happen, lie, recline.

a neighbour.

waste, uncultivated, fallen; a lesson, reading, perusal, a throw at dice, an onset, attack.

to teach or make to read, to throw down, spoil, pour, &c.

a pupil, learner, scholar, schoolboy.

a wager, bet, stake, bargain, agreement, engagement,
compact, stipulation, condition, price, wages, eighty cowries.

compensation, reparation, reparations, an indifferent matter.

compensation, price,—remedy, remediable, to be sold, vendible, saleable, marketable. [ure, miscarriage.

compensation, a eunuch, a blank in a lottery, failure, any fruitless labour, useless or unsuccessful plodding or exertion.

compensation, education, learning, philosophy, science, wisdom.

compensation, learned, wise; a learned man, a philosopher.

compensation, business, mercantile, business, commercial, any merchandise, a commodity for sale, the quantity for a given price, ferriage.

compensation, insect, a grasshopper, a locust, a bird.

compensation, a spitting pot or salivary.

compensation, to fall, to fall down, to slip, drop, pour, pour out.

compensation, liable or having a tendency to fall.

compensation, a plate of metal, an iron hoop.

compensation, a flag, ensign, banner, signal. [band.

compensation, a lord, master, owner, possessor, hus-

compensation, a lord, master, owner, possessor, hus-

compensation, to lighted, defeated, descended, born, neglected, uncultivated, fallow, laid with grass, fallen from virtue, abandoned.

compensation,—sacred, holy, chaste, devoted to or burning with her husband, a virtuous and affectionate wife.

compensation, having a husband, a married woman.

compensation, a bride who chooses her own husband.

compensation, a city, town, colony, settlement, commencement.

compensation, a foot soldier, a troop or platoon.

compensation, a wife, a mistress, a female owner or proprietor.
A leaf, blade of grass, the petal of a flower, leaf of a book, door or table, a sheet or plate of metal, a sword blade or sheath, the wing of a bird or insect, feather of an arrow, a letter, writing, book, lease, any vehicle, as horse, car, &c.

A bud, a flower-bud.

A road, path, way, route, journey, passage, line of conduct, course, religious sect or sentiments, profession.

A guide, a conductor.

A traveller, wayfaring person.

An inn, baiting-place, caravansera.

On the road, by the way.

Travelling, journeying, following any particular sect.

Proper as diet, regimen or medicine.

A foot, leg, step, pace, footstep, a mark, spot, scite, place, poetical foot or line, leg or foot of a chair, &c. station, office, rank, reign, employment, situation, stage of a law-suit, a word, inflected word, connected sentiment, thing, a number in arithmetic, the fourth part.

A foot soldier, footman.

A foot soldier, footman.

Fallen from his station, discharged from office, dismissed. [path, way.

A title, surname, road, on foot.

A stocking, pair of stockings.

Fixed in an office or station.
having or filling a situation, invested with a dignity, reigning.

a plagiar, a plagiary, plagiarism.

a kick.

a footstep, print of the foot.

—all, a toe. [foot-soldier, infantry.]

a footman, pedestrian, peon, a footman, a list of titles or offices, metre, verse, poetical arrangement.

a thing, material object, the meaning of a word, a category or predicament, viz. substance, quality, action, identity, variety, relation and non-existence.

a placing or putting into office, induction, instalment, inauguration.

or-ships.

tonnage or measurement of boats

a lamp, a light. [quaunted with words.

belonging to office, official, ac-

wholesale.

at every step, step by step, conti-

title, epithet, surname.

a road, line, row, range, a ritual or manual of ceremonies, a title, a surname.

the lotus or water-lily, a form of battle array, ten billions.

an unblown water-lily.

a bee, the sun.

a ruby... [lotuses.

a deep tank, a pond abounding in

an assemblage of lotuses or place abounding in them, a beautiful woman.
परकाशः । प्रांगण, भ्रम, दरवार, कविता, metre, verse, poetry, the
idiom of a language, a custom, usage, behaviour, rite, tenet; customary, habitual.
परक्रम, चार्चितता, customary behaviour, common practice.
परागांठ, आचरण, to behave, act, conduct oneself.
पराशीर्ष, अनवरी, unprecedented, novel, unusual.
परम, कांठाल, the jack fruit.
परस्पर, ऐस, मार्ग, a road, way, path, route, conveyance.
परस्परी, पारस्परिक, बहानबनी, travelling, journeying, following the
tenets of any particular sect.
परस्पर, सर्प, a snake, serpent, reptile.
परस्परी, पारस्परिक, पारस्परी, a shoe, a boot.
परम, बारु, the wind, the air, the god of wind.
परिवर्त, शस्त्र, पूजा, विश्वस, परिकृत, pure, holy, sanctified, pu-
rified by austerities, undefiled, nice, clean.
पर, , उपेन, a clue, a guide.
परस्पर, परस्पर—पूजा, सम, दृष्टि, बर्तिक, milk, water, prosperity;
परस्परातः, परस्परातः—पारस्परि, भ्रम, a drain, gutter, sewer, a
water-course, a tube.
परस्परातः, आर्य/वैष, चौथा, prosperous, happy.
परस्परातः, बाराउ, a pice or ½ of an anna, money, change.
परस्परातः, विवाहादि, made from or-relating to milk, as curds,
cheese, or butter.
परस्परी, मूखिक, milch, giving milk (cow or goat, &c.)
परस्परी, गति, प्रदृश्यन, a going, travelling, marching, march.
परस्परी, जन, मेघ, a woman's breast, an udder, a cloud.
परस्परी, परस्परिस्थि—जलो, the sea, the ocean.
पर, अन्य, ऐस, तिस, दृष्टि, उदार, अनुगांठि, अनौषधि, अथां, अति,
अन्य, जांठि, पक्षां, अनु, नीं, एक्स, अन्य, another, another,
different, remote, distant, latter, least, subsequent, following, future, inimical, hostile, ad-
verse, estranged, best, pre-eminent, exceeding, more, after; an enemy, a gnomon. in cōmpos:
addicted to, intent after or upon, ready.
परकाशः, भ्रम, transparent.
परकाशः, उदारकाशः, another world, a future state.
পরবর্তীর, অন্যান্যকার, another's, belonging or relating to another.

পরবর্তীরা, অন্যান্যমানুষকার, the adulterous wife or the faithless mistress of another.

পরক্রম, অন্যান্যক্রম, another man's wife or field.

পরথ, পরথাই,—পরিচিত, বিচার, a trial, probation, test, experiment, ordeal.

পরত্রু, অন্যক্রম, false hair. [another.

পরম্বার, বিদ্য় হলা, অনুষ্ঠান, the shadow or apparition of

পরধী, দৃষ্টি দেশ, অপর, the eaves of a house. [subject.

পরসন, পরস্ত, —অন্যান্য, dependant on another, subservient.

পরশ, বস্তু পরিধান করে, to put on clothes, to dress, pull on.

পরের, অন্যরা, by or from another.

পরের, বর্তমান, a patch.

পরের, অন্যথা, ইভেন্টাইল, পরস্তর, পরবর্তীর বিবর্তন, in another, among others, among enemies, about another world, in another world.

পরকার, অন্যান্য কার, অন্যমানুষ, another's wife, adultery.

পরাধিকার, পরাধিকারন, —পরাধির কার, adultery, adulterous intercourse with another's wife. [dulterer.

পরাধিকার, বিচারকার, committing adultery, adulterous; an a-

পরীক্ষা, পরীক্ষণ, একাদশ, a foreign country; abroad.

পর, কিছু, but.

পরিমাণ, সমষ্টিকারকার, using a catch-word.

পরিপর, আরো, আরো, আরো, more and more, further and further.

পরিহারকার, জন, —রূপকার, জীবন, a wizard, a witch.

পরিহারকার, অন্যরূপ, বিচার, f. married before, twice married.

পরস্ত, উৎসর, a festival, a religious feast.

পরস্তর, অনন্যকার, subject to another, dependant, subservient.

পরবর্তী, পরবর্তী, ব্রহ্ম, ব্রহ্ম, Brahma or the Supreme Deity.

পরস্তর, উৎসর, উৎসর, উৎসর, ব্রহ্ম, best, supreme, sublime, excellent, chief, great, exquisite. in compos: eminently.

পরস্তর, পরস্তর, অনন্যকার, God, the elemental generative Spirit or creative energy.

পরবর্তী, অধ্যায়ন, নামভ্রম, consolation, comfort, happiness.
parakata

pararah, ksegi, an ascetic, an abstract devotee.

parah, ahimsa, bala, bala, an atom, the smallest particle of matter. [supreme Spirit, God.

paraha, ruch, ahikaran, Brahma as soul of the universe, the
paraha, pararn, rice boiled with milk and sugar.

paraha, abhavaka, the whole period of life, life-time, age, long life.

pararth, utkut vibhav, paraha, an excellent or sublime object, the chief good, the divine Being, Spirit.

pararththa, pararth vibhav, with reference to the chief object, i.e. God, spiritually.

parmeshar, purushottam, the supreme Being; the high God, Shiva.

pararn, kramagata, urvar, successive, proceeding from one to another, descending from father to son, one behind another.

pararn, gata, gata, kram, lineage, regular descent, order, continuous arrangement, successive ranks, &c. [by report.

pararnar, purva-pratya-vakram, abh, jarya, ahukha, traditionally.

pararnagata, etahahagata, prabha, communicated from father to son, traditional.

pararok, utarakata, another world, a future state, futurity.

pararana, ratha, chara, a parasitical plant, a parasite.

parab, kusa, a battle axe, a hatchet.

parab, pura, _agam, _kriy vyagam, _kriy vyagam, the day after tomorrow, or day before yesterday.

pararn, amogha, uttara, mutual, reciprocal, alternate, interchanging; mutually.

paras, _kriy vyagam, a certain religious vow, a sacrificial sword or scymetar.

parakara, _kriy, _kriy, _kriy, power, energy, force, strength, valour, prowess; a going out or forth, a sally. [valorous.

parakara, abh, pram, sahosi, powerful, strong, active, brave.

parakara, abhikara, bahuma, bahuma, possessed of power or influence, dignified, drawn or led by another.
dust, fragrant powder, an eclipse.

having the face averted, averse, opposed to.

a defeat, repulse, failure or loss of a suit at law.

[due'd, cast in a suit.

defeated, conquered, subdued, to dress another, clothe;
trim, deck, harness, caparison. [preme.

the Most High, God, the Su-
paras, parāpas, a living at another's expence.

contemptuous, despising others.

to return, to come back, to revert to.

turned back, returned, reverted to.

a turning, returning, reversion.

a defeat, overthrow, discomfiture, repulse.

overcome, defeated, conquered, cast:

a change of mind, change of religious faith, conversion, repentance.

counsel, advice, deliberation, plan.

counselling, advising. [flowered:

counseled, advised, defiled, devoted

devotedness to; devoted to, intent upon, zealous; a follower, votary, zealot.

others.

a refuge in or dependance on

defeated, vanquished, overcome, subdued.

as painting, perfuming, &c. 

decoration of the person, a contrivance, plan, invention, machination. [commendation.

a mentioning, commending, a walking for pleasure, a walking round, dalliance, amorous play.
parichar, sarbatmak, complete or entire decay.
parika, akta, akina, pakt, a surrounding ditch or moat.
parigam, smadha, kalin, counted, enumerated, calculated.
parigat,avid, akta, lokita, awko, lokitt, known, understood, sought, enquired after, gained, obtained, surrounded.

parigamita, akta, vikrit, received, accepted, assented to.
parigraha, ahadan, bikar, pati, paribar, tamesha, pokhara, bura, achhi, bhudan, a taking, acceptance, assent, a wife, family, servants, dependents, retinue, the reserve of an army, the sun near the moon's node, a root, origin, stock, fund.

parima, pada, dhur, yud, kalpana, a bludgeon, an iron or iron-bound club, a pike, a spear, a glass vessel.

parichay, bhavana, abhala, abhava, sakata, karan, bijama, acquaintance with, knowledge of, privity, introduction to, enquiry.

parichay, pariksha, upasad, service, attendance upon, respect.
parichayak, sakata kari, causing to know, introducing, acquainting.

tendance, follower, servant.
parichay, pariksha, upasad, abhava, abhat, attending on; an att.
parichayak, akta, samata, acquainted with, privy to, intimate.
pariksha, bakt, aman, parivar, clothing, dress, a garment, a train, retinue, attendants.

parikhita, paridhi, bhuthar, bhetik, shadhibhaskat, covered, clothed, involved, surrounded with, attended by.
parikshita, bhavah, seva, dikhat, bhikati, a partition, boundary, separation, a space, a conclusion, completion, decision.

parikshita, samayukta, parinipas, utakati, paripak, bhat, bounded, limited, defined, excellent, good, polished, clean, clear, pellucid.
parikesa, seva, bikap, abakar, pariksha, bhavrata, muk, ka, a limit, boundary, section or division of a book, clearness, clearness, neatness, transparency, an acquittal, a space or break in writing.
paribahan

paribahan, pahār, pahāna, a family, household, attendants, a member of one's family, an attendant.

paribahan, pahār, pahāna, a complete idea, comprehension, accurate knowledge, detection, conviction.

paribadhan, rūkāna, jāman, dān praman kar, to give a complete idea of a matter, to make to comprehend, acquaint, inform, convict. [changed.

parīṣa, ruk, puk, abhāsēkara, curved, bent down, ripe, parikṣa, abhās, visar, a bowing down, a change, alteration, transmutation.

parīṣa, visar, marriage. [monial.

parīṣa, parīṣṣa, the performance of the marriage ceremony.

parīṣa, abhāsēkara, visar, abhās, a change of form, state or quality, alteration, transmutation, the result of a chemical process. [discreet.

parīṣa, ruk, puk, parīṣa, provident, prudent, forecasting, parīṣa, omar, kē, width, breadth, circumference.

parīṣa, visar, married.

parīṣa, abhāsē, uṣa, maṭana, muṅ, kē, dhr, great heat, agony, pain, distress, anguish, sorrow, fear.

parīṣa, ruk, abhāsē, abhās, extreme delight or pleasure, gratification, satisfaction of appetite, contentment, plenty.

parīṣa, visar, keś, visar, relinquishment, abandonment, desertion, an offering. [doping.

parīṣa, visar, hāttā, hātē, relinquishing, quitting, aban-

parīṣa, ruk, kē, parīṣa, complete deliverance, rescue, salvation, protection, self-defence.

parīṣa, ruk, visar, a saviour, deliverer, protector.

parīṣa, visar, rukāna, parīṣa, saving, rescuing, protecting.

parīṣa, parīṣa, visar, apanā, exchange, barter, the return of a loan, &c. [mention.

parīṣa, visar, tāra, reflection, repentance, regret, lag-

parīṣa, sthāna, rukāna, sthāna, the putting on or wearing of clothes, clothes, garments, apparel.
to clothe, dress, deck.

a running after, pursuit, consideration, thought, reflection.

a circumference, periphery, the sun or moon’s disk.

wearable; clothes, garments.

quite ripe, mature, fully digested, complete, finished, clever, shrewd.

a stock in trade, capital, principal.

a foe, enemy, antagonist, a highwayman.

ripeness, maturity, digestion, ma-
arrangement, regularity, method, arithmetic;
in order, regularly; splendid, elegant, pretty, fine, neat, excellent.

a keeping, fulfilment, observance, preservation, maintaining, nourishing.

much, complete.

to relinquish, abandon, shun, avoid.

exchange, barter, requital, recompence, return, change, vicissitude, permutation, succession, lieu, stead, substitution, change of topic, reciprocity, reciprocal action, interchange, a chapter, section, &c.

to require, recompense, change, alter, exchange, transpose, succeed to, supersede.

requiting, changing, &c. a substitute, successor.

in lieu of, instead of, in exchange for or succession to.

an accusation, charge, ill-report, slander, accusing, slandering, reproaching.
परिवार, ज्याम, पराधेवर, a dependant, follower, one of a family, a household, family, train of attendants, retinue.
[companied, married.]
परिवर्त, सम्बिधायी, विवाहित, attended by, surrounded, en-
परिवर्तन, वृद्ध, साधारण, दृश्य, लोक, wit, prudence, caution,
pain, anguish.
परिवर्त, चक्षुस्योद्धरण, the disk of the sun or moon.
परिवर्त, आहारपद्धति, to serve out, distribute or help
to food, carve, wait on.
[seats.
परिवर्तन, वेदना, वेदना, to surround, wrap round, enclose,
परिवर्तन, आहारपद्धति, one who carves food, one who
helps or serves out portions at table.
परिवार, सत्यानी, a religious mendicant, a pilgrim.
परिलो, अवज्ञ, अरक्ष, परायण, disrespect, disregard, irrever-
ence, contempt, a defeat.
परिज्ञान, जबुज्जाबध्य, ज्ञान, ज्ञान नामक चाइ, बिच्य,
conversation, discourse, speech, a glossary, compilation,
an appointment, engagement. [engage.
परिज्ञाण, आप्प, आप्प, to speak to, converse with, agree,
परिज्ञाण, जूतीत्व, अपमानित, हार, विपक्ष, disrespected, disre-
garded, despised, affronted, conquered, vanquished,
overcome, defeated.
परिसौह, उपसौह, the possession or enjoyment of property.
परिशु, परीमथ, चूल, a wandering about, an error, mistake.
परिज्ञान, सघ, खंड, corrupted, deflowered, degraded, fallen.
परिधिकर, परिधिकर, विकृत, wandering, roving about, err-
ing: a mendicant pilgrim.
[planet.
परिज्ञान, प्रका, प्रकृति, प्रकृति का पण, a circle, globe, the orbit of a
परिज्ञान, प्रकृति, प्रकृति, प्रकृति, any sweet perfume, perfumed unguents.
परिज्ञान, भाषा, कम, परिमाप, measure, admeasurement, calcu-
lation, capacity, guage, weight, depth, a
measure.
[sures, &c.
परिज्ञान, परिसौह, दान, दान, दानकारी, who weighs or meas-
परिज्ञान, दान का, to cause to weigh or measure, &c.
परिज्ञान, भाषा, परिमाप, measured, defined, limited, bound-
ed, moderate.
measurable, finite, calculable.

- cleansed, purified, cleared off, paid.

well dried up, completely dry.

- a complete end, end, limit, border.

the clearing off a debt, return of an obligation, recompense, retaliation.

[exertion.

toil, labour, fatigue, pains, endeavour, laborious, making efforts.

weary, fatigued, exhausted, tired.

an assembly, audience, court.

a cleansing, purifying, polishing, refining, ornamenting, illustrating, acquitting, repairing of buildings &c. neat, clean, pure, nice, evident, clear, upright sincere, accurate, intelligent, clever.

cleansing, purifying, acquitting, repairing, &c.

cleansed, acquitted, &c. superfine, clear, ornamented.

width, breadth, space, room, dimension, extent.

[shot, catastrophe.

an extreme boundary, limit, up.

a moving, flattering, vibrating, agitation.

respect.

to confute, disprove, repel, disâ-

laughed at, ridiculed, mocked.

- a confutation, disproof, repel-
পরিচার্য, বঞ্চিত, বিচরণ, দুর্লভ, ব্যন্ধন, confutable, refutable, despicable; a bracelet.

পর্যাপ্ত, পরীক্ষা,—রিয়া, রোহিণী, খুলত, কালি, laughter, ridicule, pleasantry, raillery, jesting, mockery, mirth, sport, pastime. [&c.

পরিমাপ, রোহিণী, ভল, a jester, buffoon, mimic; ridiculing

পরিব্যাপ্ত, হাস্তার্থ, গাঢ়, clothed, clad, put on as a garment.

পরীক্ষণ, বিকল্প করণ, প্রমাণনামায়, to try, put to the proof, prove, examine, tempt.

পরীক্ষণ, ত্রু ও ক্রিয়াবিদ্যমান, প্রমাণ, a trial, experiment, examination, ordeal, proof, test, temptation.

পরীক্ষণ, অদ্যাবধি, পযাবধির, a sword-sheath, attendants &c.

পরম, নিয়োগ হাত, নির্যাতন; কেহ, শূন্য, অসামান্য, harsh, severe, cruel, unkind, insulting, scurrilous, abusive, rough, rugged. [more.

পরে, পর্যায়, পরে, after, afterwards, further, further-

পর্যায়, ভূত, ভূবন, dead, defunct; a ghost, spirit, goblin.

পরতরুণ, পরতরুণ, — আগাহী বিবল, বস, on the morrow, next day, tomorrow. [seen, absent.

পরব্যাপ্ত, অন্বয়, অন্বেষণ, অনামান্য, invisible, imperceptible, un-

পরব্যাপ্ত, ভাঙ্গ, transparent, pellucid. [the Palasha tree-

পর্ব, পাতা, শাখা পত্র, পালনক্রম, a leaf, the Pán or betel leaf,

পর্বনাজ, পর্বুদিয়া, —যুগীয় আশ্রম, a hermitage, an arbour, a hut

পর্বষ্ট, ভিক্ত, পার্বত্যর মহন্ত, আধাবর্তা, পূর্বথ, অতীত, পূর্বসূচী, সৰ্ব্বনাশ, তৎ নক্ত, অন্তায়, the joint of reeds, grass or corn, a joint of the body, knuckle, knot, gibbosity or elevation, a section, chapter &c. the full and change of the moon, &c. the equinox, solstice, or entrance into a sign, a festival, a holiday, an opportunity, occasion.

পর্বত, পর্বত, পিঙ্ড, a mountain, a hill, a rock.

পর্বতীয়, পর্বতীয়, পার্বতীয়, mountain, alpine, mountainous; a mountaineer. [ment of the full or change.

পর্বতীন, গুহ, আবাসা ও পূর্বনা রাজ, a knuckle, joint, the mo-

পর্বতীন, উৎসর্গিত, the day of a festival.
a bedstead, a bed.

a perambulation, peregrination, tour, progress.

a limit, boundary; to, as far as, unto, until.

a finishing, conclusion, end, limit.

obtained, gained, finished, concluded, completed, enough, sufficient, voluntary, willing.

acquisition, repletion, satisfaction, willingness, readiness, the warding off of a blow, &c.

rotation, turn, succession, regular order, a string of synonyms, a manner, an occasion.

unsuitable.

prohibited, ceremonially forbidden, 

flesh, straw, a sloping edge.

a minute, a certain weight, 

the twinkling of an eye, a wink.

a ladle.

a fugitive, a run away, a deserter.

take to flight, desert, elope, abscond.

running away, in the act of fleeing.
hoary, grey-headed, gray-haired, wrinkled, old.

the wick of a candle or lamp.
a silk worm, a chrysalis.
to decay, to rot, to be impaired, to suffer injury.
injured, decayed, impaired, rotten.
a body of troops, a regiment.
a sprout, shoot, leafy twig, a branch.
[trifles, carping.
catching at straws, objecting at
covered with young shoots.
a district, canton, hamlet, a lizard.
a village, a country village.
a countryman, a rustic.
a small artificial pond.
to enter, to fit into.
an animal, any living being, a beast, a goat, a sacrificial victim, a subordinate deity.
the nature or condition of a beast.
behind, after, last, afterwards, subsequently, westward.
after-regret, repentance, remorse.
situated or remaining behind, fol-
reflexion, after-thought.
the west, western; after, behind.
the western quarter, tetanus or locked jaw.
facing or looking to the west.

a basket of vegetables, &c. laid out for sale.

a slight shower.
a grocer, druggist, petty shopkeeper.
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बाइम, अनुमान, अनुमोदक, अनुमोदन, repentance, regret; to repent, regret.

बाइम, अथवा, आगे, first, the first; first, before. [step.

पा, चरण, पदचिह, पदमिकप, a foot, leg, footstep, pace,

पाइ, चर्च, a quarter, a fourth part, a Pie.

पाइक, पाटिक, बाइक, बुक, a footman, a messenger, a
watchman, a guard.

पाइन, बाइंस, solder.

पांत्र, प्रापण, उपारण, बिथ, भोगकरण, उज्जौर, to obtain, get,
receive, procure, possess, acquire, find, suffer,
undergo, enjoy, to reach, to arrive at.

पांत्र, प्रापण, आदेश, due as money, to be obtained or
received. [one who should receive.

पांत्रिक, उपारिक, भोगकरण, भोगकरण, an heir, successor, creditor,
पांत्र, प्रापणिक, भोगकरण, भोगकरण, भोगन, भोगन, भोगन, भोगन, भोगन,
to cause to obtain, enjoy or suffer,—to procure
or obtain for, conduce, induce, reduce or
bring to any state, condition or place.—to
bring into contact.

पांत्र, सभाते गुण, admissible to the same rank in society
or the same place at a public feast.

पांस, धूल, तक्ष, तक्षकार्थ शविक पांस, dust, ashes, manure.

पाट, पाट, एकायक चौहार, five. [delivery.

पाटठ, अस्रारिक पाटठ पदम, the fifth day after a woman's
पांचम, अस्रारिक पदम, अस्रारिक पदम, a medicinal prepara-
tion, an infusion, decoction.

पांचक, गांतांक भाष, a goad, whip, cane, twig, an incision
for inoculating a person, &c.

पांचक, भाष विशेष, कौश विशेष, a poetic metre, a mode of
singing.

पांचक, ब्रह्म, a fence wall, a balustrading of brick.

पांचक, पशु, पत्त, पत्ता, a rib, a side of the body.

पांचकी, पाँचकी, an almanack.

पांची, पांची, —हाँस, हाँसी, m. & f; a he or she goat.

पांचि.—बांचि पांचि, अन्नाविन, the width of a river,
an inundation.
পাক, রসম, জীবি, পরিধান, মোড়া, চুপো শ্রবণ, যুরধ, যুগল, আবরণ,
গলা, হয়, বস্ত্র, উত্পাদ, আচার, বিস্মৃতি, a cooking,
digestion, ripeness, maturity, a perfecting,
twist, twisting, winding, screwing, turning round, whirling, writhing, a circular motion,
revolution, eddy, collusion, cheatery, a scheme, intricacy, perplexity, an entangling,
obstruction, a humour or boil.

পাকেরোড়া, চুপো শ্রবণ হয়, a turn-screw.
পাকক্র, আবরণ, চুপ, গলা, প্রাবসাকা, an eddy, a circular motion,
a wheel, collusion, deception, cheating.
পাকড়া-আম, গলা, উপারচিতন, to take, to seize, to have recourse to, to make use of a thing.
পাকতী, পূর্ণর ময়, the petals or corolla of a flower.
পাকত্ব, অবিচ্ছেদ পর্যন্ত, unwillingly, reluctantly, against one's will.
[purate, ferment.
পাকন, পরিপোক হয়, রসম, বীবর, to ripen, grow ripe, sup-
পাকনা, আবরণ, a whirlpool, an eddy.
[vague.
পাকনার, বোকান, অপসার, intricate, perplexed, contorted,
পাকনার, অধ, অন্য, artful, insidious, sly, designing. [fixed.
পাকন, পরিপো, পক, ফির, ripe, mature, digested, concocted,
পাকনা, পাকনা,—রাবন, প্রকাবা, washed, clean, cleansed.
পাকা, পরিপ্র, কারা, মোড়, বিস্মৃতি, ripe, mature, digested,
cooked, twisted, &c. a tumour.
পাকচুত, পরিচিত কেন্দ্র, grey or hoary hair.
পাকন, রসম, পরিলাক বাজান, চুপো শ্রবণ, মোড়ক, to cook, cause to
ripen, twist, screw &c. [admitted on all sides.
পাকপাকি, পরিধান স্থান, ফির, বীকৃত, mutually agreed on, settled.
পাকে, জন্ম, বিস্মৃতি, for, for the sake of, because of.
পাকা,—পাকা, বেজান, a wing, pinion, feather, plume, the fin of a fish, a fan.
[cleanse.
পাকক্রম, প্রক্রিয়া, পরিপো, মার্জন, to wash, rinse, clean,
পাকি, পকি, বিস্মৃতি, a bird.
পাকন, পক, পাকা, a feather, plume, quill.
পাক, পাকরা,—উড়ী, a turband.
[pidiot, fool.
পাকরো-১, উড়ন, মৃদু, কেপা, mad, insane, foolish; a madman,
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, to perceive, discover, form an idea.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, rock or fossil salt.
Pāṭhak, pāṭhak, pāṭhak, concocting, promoting digestion; a digestive, a cook.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, to cook, dress food, concoct, digest.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, the hinder or back part, the stern, rump, posteriors.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, to winnow grain, to throw.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, the back or hinder part, the rear of an army.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, a wrapper or outside garment.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, behind, after; afterwards, subsequently; lest, for fear that.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, a brick kiln.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, a low fellow; low, base, mean.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, Krishna's conch. [elements.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, composed of the five primary elements.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, breadth, extension, a throne, stool, board, washing-board, terrace, altar, a fold or layer of clothes, an earthen well-hoop, a cocoon, silk, a sort of hemp, a sack or load of corn.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, a city, town, a mart, seaport.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, a ferryman.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, cleverness, skill, expertness, eminence in.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, the ceremony of falling on knives. &c. in the month Chitra.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, the chief or crowned queen.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pale red, pink, rose colour.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, the trumpet flower.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, pāṭha, board, the boards enclosing a native manuscript, a lease of land, a belt or sash. [of rents &c.
Pāṭha, pāṭha, a manager, agent, collector
a sort of fine mat, the plant from which it is made, any thing flat (as a plate of metal), a valve, a rafter, one of a pair, arithmetical.

[ a rake.

a lease for land, a patent, a wrestler;

a reading, perusal, repeating, recital; lecture, lesson, a text, a particular reading.

a lecturer, a public reader; reading, perusing, repeating. [ness of style.

the order observed in reading, corrected.

a reading master, teacher, schoolmaster.

[ tuition.

a causing or instructing to read;

a school, college, seminary of learning:

to send, delegate, remit. [text.

the right or wrong reading of a.

caused to be read or studied.

worthy of perusal, legible.

a coast, a breast-summer.

to lay or throw down, to spread out a mat or carpet; to lay as eggs, to gather fruits or flowers.

a canton or quarter of a town.

a hamlet, a small village.

a neighbour inhabiting the same quarter.

the betel leaf.

the hand.

a taking by the hand, a form of marriage. [appointed ritual.

a bride wedded according to the a small conch used in ceremonies.

the race or descendants of Pándu.
Paṭṭaṭ, bhika, parma, ruṭa dhiśi, kroṣa vidhyē, wan, pale or yellowish white; red chalk, a species of jasmine.
Paṭṭaṇa, pūjiṇḍa, the proprietary priest of an idol.
Paṭṭipat, bhīja, learning, scholarship, wisdom.
Paṭṭu, Paṭṭuṛ,—bhīka, cōṛuṭa, nṛmaṇa, ruṭa vidhyē, pale, wan, whitish; the jaundice, a certain plant.
Paṭṭuṛīpi, dūlaṭu, a rough sketch, a waste book.
Paṭṭuṛuṛuṇu, dūlaṭu nṛmaṇa, to be sketched or written in rough.
Paṭuṭu, aḥuṭaḍuṭa, paṭ, bhīpa, dhiṛti, vara, a fall, a leaf, note, writing, bill, draft, a bank-note; thin.
Paṭuṭu, paṭa, aṣṭa, aṇḍaṛuṭa, sin, guilt, crime.
Paṭuṭuṇi, paṭīṇi, aṇḍaṛuṭiṇi, sinful, criminal, guilty.
Paṭuṭukṛtta, cōṛuṭaṇuṛuṇuṇi dhiṇḍaṇi, a palliass, a thin mattress.
Paṭuṭukaṇa, dhiṇḍaṇuṇa, one of the six schools of philosophy.
Paṭuṭuṇa, dha[j]aṛuṇaṇa ṛtṛe, dūlaṭu, a dole, a ration of food, a waste-book.
Paṭuṭuṇa, aḥuṭaḍuṭaṇa, bhīwa, to lay or fling down, to spread as a mat, a bed, a bedcover, a cover, dūlaṭa, dūlaṭa, a beginning, preface, preamble, plan, design, rough sketch, muster, specimen.
Paṭuṭuṇa, dūlaṭaṇa, dūlaṭaṇa, duraṭa, duraṭa, thin, fine, lean, slender, light, di- Paṭuṭuṇa, paṭ, nṛmaṇa, the leaf of a plant, blade of grass or a knife.
Paṭuṭukan, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, web-footed.
Paṭuṭukan, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, dhiṛti, dūlaṭa, hell, the infernal regions, a hole, chasm, a calcinatory for metals.
Paṭuṭukan, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, dhiṛti, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, a fountain or spring.
Paṭuṭukan, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, a little, diminutive, petty.
Paṭuṭukan, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, spread out, extended as a mat, &c.
Paṭuṭukan, aṭhāvha, a fallen or depraved condition.
Paṭuṭukan, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, devotedness to a husband, chastity.
Paṭuṭukan, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, a wreath or crown worn by a bride on the day of marriage.
Paṭuṭukan, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, a fox.
Paṭuṭukan, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, the common duck.
Paṭuṭukan, paṭ, bhīpa, nṛmaṇa, a letter, note, epistle, writing.
Paṭuṭukan, dhiṛti, chaṇa, ruṭa aṭuṛaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, cōṛuṭaṇaṇa, a precipice, decli-
vity, a large aquatic animal; disposed or tending to fall, falling frequently or habitually.

पासुका कुशलता, ईमान, a well, a deep well.

पान, आश्र, वासमन, आचार, अध्यापन, राजबी, वांछनियत, विचि, इत्यादि, प्रतियोगी, उत्तर, बोध, खुशिदिल, उपवाहित, विधि, गोप, a vessel, receptacle, recipient, cup, plate, dish, jar, any sacrificial vessel, the channel or course of a river, a king's minister or counsellor, any one entrusted with an office or commission, a person, the body, propriety, fitness, an order, command, a leaf, a dance performed by a man and woman, a bridegroom. in comp: fit, capable, adequate, worthy, deserving, an object of.

पात्रा, उपवाहित, ब्रह्माज्ञानक, capacity or fitness for trust or office, trustworthiness, patronage.

पाध, वध, पाठ, a stone.

पाषाण, अपशाण द्राग, the stone or gravel.

पादस, जल, समय, शीर, water.

पाएथ, पाध नाम, provisions or expences for a journey, &c.

पाथाथिक, पाथाथिक, -नाम, सागर, the sea, the ocean.

पाढ़, पाढ़ू, पाढ़ी, पाढ़क, पाढ़क, a foot, poetical foot or line, a leg, pace, step, a quarter or fourth part, wind expelled backwards.

पाण्डुङ्ग, चररूप, ग्रंथ, विना, cringing, fawning, servile, prostrate, submissive, humble.

पाल, कूटी, hallow, to break wind backwards.

पाण्ड, बृक्ष, a tree.

पाण्ड, पाण्ड, चरण, the lotus-foot.

पायाणक, बूफ, पायाणक, पाली, बूफ, a shoe, slipper, boot, stocking.

पायाणक, चरण विकेलम, चर, गलन, to step, walk, proceed.

पालक, पाली, पुल, उपाल, a boot, a shoe or slipper.

पाल्सा, चरणसा, वृत्ति, उपासा, obsequious attendance, cringing, fawning, flattery. [trace, vestige.

पाल्सा, पान्च, उदेश, a foot-step, print of the foot, track, पाल्सा, पाल्सा, पाल्सा, a footman, foot-soldier, infantry.
to stamp with the foot.

— a shoe, a slipper.

water for the feet offered to a guest or superior.

[suck, &c.]

a drinking, drink; dose.

drunken, sottish, drinking excessively.

a small covered boat, a pansway.

any sweet drink seasoned with fruits, &c. the foundation of a wall, a certain aquatic plant.

devoted to drinking, sottish, drunken.

water or other liquid fit or proper for drinking.

a waterman.

fit for drink, potable; water. [pid.

a traveller, passenger. [religious fast.

the first meal after a

wicked, vice, crime, guilt.

evil planet or destiny.

ill-luck, calamity. [in guilt.

the small-pox.

sinful, wicked, profligate, depraved.

sinful, wicked, highly wicked, most wicked, criminal, guilty.

m. & f. wicked, abandoned, criminal. [a knuckle.

the joint or knot of a reed &c. a joint.

cleansing, purifying; a purifier, fire.

purifying, cleansing, purificatory.

cutaneous eruption, itch, scab, ring-worm.

silly.

base, despicable, low, vile, stu-
servile, cringing, fawning, obsequious; a sycophant.

a pigeon.
rice milk and sugar.
the leg or foot of a table, &c. a stem, a stalk, a situation, rank.
the anus.
the farther side or opposite bank of a river, an end, limit; over, across, beyond, far, through and through.
[clever, free.
able, capable, active, expert,
active, skilful, expert, conversant, well-versed, studious, going across, crossing over.
to be able; the first meal after a fast.
[ability.
an object within one's power,
if in one's power, even if, though able &c.
[viency.
relating or belonging to the next world.
[vering, carrying over.
quicksilver; extricating, deli-
adulterous; an adulterer.
adultery.
spiritual, relating to the sublime Spirit, excellent, leading to or procuring absorption.
tradition, traditional instruction, continuous order or succession; traditional.
next world.
believing or relating to the
the son of a Shudra woman by a Brahmin, any adulterine offspring.
armed with a battle axe.
an adulterine, a bastard son by another's wife.

hither and further sides of a river, a river's banks, the ocean, the sea; through and through.

a crossing over, application, study, totality, completeness.

the coral tree of Paradise.

the paraphernalia or property of a new-married woman, marriage gifts.

gratifying, gratificatory, satisfactory, delighting; a remuneration, a complimentary present.

a spectator, one of an assembly, an attendant, a servant; relating to an assembly.

abuse, reproach, scurrility, defamation, harshness, severity, violence, an assault, misdemeanor.

separation, division, a being separate, distinctness.

a king, a prince.

a festival day.

relating to the lunar festivals;

given as fees at festivals.

possible, within one's power.

the side, a side, verge, margin, bank.

a companion, associate.

a rib, a side-bone.

aside, privately.

the heel, the back,
the rear of an army, a violent woman, (whether from rage or liquor.)

a nourisher, protector, keeper, a flock; herd, drove, swarm, a sail, sail-cloth, the copulation of beasts.

house, magazine.

a corn-rick, a stack, a store-pile, a cherisher, protector, guardian, keeper, groom, cowherd; preserving, supporting, &c.

an adopted son.

a palankeen or Indian sedan.

a plum, feather, wing, quill, the eye-lashes.

beet root, a bed or bedstead.

to nourish, support, maintain, educate, bring up, cherish, protect, preserve, defend, to tend or feed cattle, to keep, fulfil, to observe, obey.

domestic; a twig, a sprig, a corn-rick, hoarfrost, a time, turn, rotation, spell.

away, a deserter.

fleeing, running away; a run.

to flee, run away, to nourish; maintain, keep, guard, &c.

the point or sharp edge of a weapon, the tip of the ear, a corner, a line, row, range, a mark, spot, stain, a causey, ridge, raised bank, a bearded woman, the hip or haunch, a measure of five seers.

an infusion, (in medicine.)

to turn up, overturn, subvert.

a setter, rope, tie, a let, snare, noose, toil, a side; a margin.
পান-ক, অক, পাণ্ডী, a die or dice for playing.
পানকথা, ইহর আশাপ, a digression, irrelevant talking.
পান্ডী, পাণ্ডু,—পাণ্ডুপন্ডু, a ring for the toes. [climbing.
পাণ্ডু, অক, কর্মফুল, dice, an ear-ornament, a foot-rope for
পাণ্ডুদিমার, কাছাকাছি, নিকট, দৈনিক, side by side, near; vicinity.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, বাড়ু, চুলার বর্ণনা চিত্রাকৃতি, যাহা, যাকি, হব, a frame, one
who extracts the juice of plants &c, a fowler,
hunter, one armed with a net, Yama.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, গাদি, এক দিঘে, গাদানে, জটি, near, towards, to one
side, out of the way, aside, on shore.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, সাংগ্রামী, অনুবুদ্ধি, প্রজ্জ্বল, heretical, impious, hy-
pocritical; an imposter, &c. [weight.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, প্রক্রিয়া, বাইথারা, stone, a stone, a stone used as a
পাণ্ডুলিপি, প্রক্রিয়া, কাঁটন অনাথ, a mason’s hammer, a pick-axe,
a stone-cutter’s chisel.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, অক, পাণ্ডু, dice for playing.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, প্রক্রিয়া, জুহি, to forget, to err, to stray.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, চরম, চর, to walk, move, go on, stir.
পাণ্ডু, পাণ্ডু,—বিকৃতি, forgetfulness, want of recollection.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, প্রক্রিয়া, a mountain, a hill, a high rock.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, কার্থক, আতরী, the brink of a precipice.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, প্রক্রিয়া, চুলাল, mountainous, mountain, hill; a
mountaineer.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, হাত কিনা হুম পাণ্ডুলিপি, চোরন, to drink, suck, smoke
পাণ্ডুলিপি, কাকিম, চুরু, the black cuckoo, the spittle coloured
red by chewing the betel leaf:
পাণ্ডুলিপি, কাকিম, — জামিন, কামিন, tawny, yellowish-brown.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, চাঁদুর মাণ, the concrete rheum of the eyes.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, ক্ষীর, the abdomen or belly. [ral, a crest.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, মাসুরাল, মাসুর, হুরা, a peacock’s tail, a tail in gene-
পাণ্ডুলিপি, কালোকাল, মাঁস, মাঝে অবলী, sauce, gravy, sauce mixed
with rice-gruel.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, হটন, প্রাসাদ, নিবর্তন, to go behind, fall back, recede.
রেত, retreat, desist.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, চিকিৎ, আর্ষী হস্ত, slippery, smooth, sloppy, wet, slimy.
পাণ্ডুলিপি, তুলন, সারিতা পড়েন, to slip, to slide.
The rear of an army, a ship's stern, a horse's hinder foot-ropes.

to repel, to cause to go back or desist; the stern, hinder part, rear.

behind, backwards, after, afterwards, by and bye. [ing another.

one behind another, one following, to card cotton or wool.

a bird-cage, any cage, the thorax or cavity of the breast. [out, punish, chase.

beating, to beat, strike, beat down, hammer

a sort of thin cake or bread.

a raised terrace or portico. [race.

a stool, an idol-pedestal, a terrace.

Shiva's bow, a trident.

a ball, globe, lump, mass, block, piece, quantity, mouthful, a funeral cake; deformed, distorted.

the offering of a funeral cake to ancestors.

partaking of the funeral cake.

censorious braggart, a father.

a paternal grandfather, a name of a father; a father's paternal.

funeral obsequies, offerings to ancestors.

Yama the regent of death.

the line of paternal ancestors, a paternal ancestor.
Evening twilight, evening.

A cemetery, place of burning or burial.

A paternal uncle.

Forefathers, ancestor.

Progenitors.

Bile, bilious humour, gall.

Brass.

Paternal, of or relating to a father.

A cover, lid, top, a wrapper, covering, dress; a cloak.

To put on clothes, to dress.

Thirst, drought, desire.

A thirst, thirsty.

An ant, the small red ant.

The long pepper.

The holy or sacred fig tree.

A footman, a messenger.

To give or cause to drink water.

A guava.

A drinking glass or cup, a tea cup.

Thirst, desire to drink.

An unfledged bird, young animal.

The spleen, enlargement of the spleen.

A fiend, imp. spectre, malignant demigod.

Flesh, meat.

A flea.

Cotton, a crow, a spy; cruel, wicked, vile, low, stupid, foolish.

To grind, rub, bruise, pound.

A cake of flour or meal, bread, baked.

To beat, strike, hammer out, beat down.

The back, a page of a book, side of a leaf, a seat, stool, chair, an idol-pedestal, a terrace.

Places where Durgā is worshipped.

To ache, smart, give
pain, to hurt, harass, persecute; grieve, distress, torment, to bruise seeds, express oil, &c.

pira, 

prat, varan, dhruvan, bhadra, kusum, pain, smart, anguish, torture, distress, affliction.

pirandh, phutheh, kanu, drute, dhuab, pained, in pain, distressed, afflicted, ill, sick.

pira, 

hira, harivel, pavanaka, vibha, harigam, harika, yellow, drunk (as a liquor), quaffed: a topaz, safflower, yellow orpiment, turmeric.

pirak, harika, turmeric.

piramak, virad panu, sivamak, a mixed metal, yellow brass.

piramak, pirakanta chrum kishna, beta kishna, a species of yellow sandal-wood, a yellow topaz.

pirakuk, kum, kahar, a name of Krishna.

pira, 

drum, monti, phalna, kishna, kishna, drupa, plum, full, large, fat, fine, close, smooth, polished.

piram, kum, makirat dran kishna, a cold, a cough, a disease of the nose.

breasts.

piramuki, kushani, f. having a large udder, having large udder, n. plural—drum, monti, kishna, plump, large, full, lusty, smooth.

[a cow’s first seven days’ milk.

piramak, amrut, mahat, nara, kishna, nara, hum, kishna, nectar, ambrosia, pani, pani, kahak, a young bird.

piramak, hum, kishna, kishna, the large black ant.

pira, 

dranch, pir, the spleen; yellow.

(gender)

pus, push, push, man, a male, masculine pus, push, manlike, manly, masculine, as or like the masculine (in grammar.)

pus, push, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,

pus, push, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus, pus,
Poorni, 
ब्यापार, संकुच, खंभर, चूना, कार्यालय स्थित, a capital or stock in trade, a hoard, heap, wealth, four of any article, as flowers, roots, &c.

Poorni, 
वाँछा, गोवेरा, a packet, a small parcel or bundle.

Poorni, 
चानी, अथवा, चूना, रनिया, a button; low, mean, small, little, youngest. [&c.]

Poorni, 
कूड मन्दान, to breed maggots or insects (as an ulcer, 

Poorni, 
लाखन, पूर्ण, a pond, a tank.

Poorni, 
पूजा, the feather or feathered part of an arrow.

Poorni, 
रात्र, सांवधान, नेक, गाम्व, सुन्दर विशेष, eager, ardent, attentive, ready, active; minute consideration or investigation.

Poorni, 
रात्रि, सन्धि, भरी, भोक, a heap, collection, quantity, number, a row, line, train, flock, &c. [nent.

Poorni, 
रू, बीज, उक्त, प्रभाम, a bull, in comp: excellent, eminent, an animal's tail.

Poorni, 
विश्वास, to ask, enquire, interrogate, question.

Poorni, 
चूना, रानि, संकुच, a heap, collection, quantity. [dant.

Poorni, 
चूना, नृपातिक, बिज, increasing to a heap, much, abundant.

Poorni, 
महन, हथेल, to burn, scorch, burn away, be burnt.

Poorni, 
शुद्धरूप पत्र, शुद्धिप्राप्तिविपर्यक्त, the white lotus, the elephant of the S. E. quarter.

Poorni, 
धर्म, नृत्ति, धर्मकिस्म, साधु, सूभाष, भोग, moral or religious merit, virtue, purity, a good action; virtuous, meritorious, righteous, pure, holy, beautiful, pleasing. [ous, meritorious, good.

Poorni, 
शौर्य, पूजार, —धार्मिक, संस्कृतिक, होल्य, religious, virtuous, 

Poorni, 
शौर्य, शीर्ष, अथ, a holy place, place of pilgrimage, the country between the Himalaya and Vindhya mountains.

Poorni, 
मृत्यु-चारी, धार्मिक, धर्मकारी, leading a holy life, practising re-

Poorni, 
मृत्यु, संस्कृत, साधु, holy, pure, religious, virtuous.

Poorni, 
पूजा, बुद्धवन, ईश्वर, केसीहरे देयम दिन, a holy day, the first day of yearly rent payments.

Poorni, 
धार्मिक, साधु, धर्मकार, उदय, holy, pure, good, virtuous, full of merit.
Puṣṭa, ṭrāṣṇa, pāṭāsn, to plant a tree, bury in the ground, to fix, set up a stake, &c.

Puṇṇa, dh.a, meṣaṇa ḍha, a division of an army, a squadron.

Puṭra, puṭrāṇa, pūṭrī, pūṭrīka, puṭrīka—puṭṭika, pūḍṭika, a doll, puppet, small image, idol, the image of an object on the eye.

Puṇa, ṭmra, saṃrāma, bhaṭṭa. a son, a boy, a male child.

Puṣṭaṇa, ṭmaṇa, saṃrāṭa, sons and grandsons, posterity.

Puṣṭaṇa bha ṭmaṇa,ḥaḥ, saṃrāṭaṇa, ṭmaṇa, bhaṭṭa, male offspring or posterity, a male child, a son.

Puṭrīka, ṭmaṇa, pūṭrī, pūṭrīka, a daughter, a doll, a puppet.

Puṭrī, pūṭrī, kṣaṇa, puṭrāṇa, a daughter, a girl; m. adj. having a son. [a son, filial.

Puṭraḥ, puṭṛśvaraḥ, puṭrāḥ, puṭraḥ, pertaining or proper to Puṭraḥ, saṃyāmāḥ, bhaṇḍaḥ, a sacrifice to procure a son.

Puṭrī, puṭrā, puṭraḥ, kṣaṇa, a book, a volume.

Puṭrīṇa, puṭrīṇaḥ, pūṭrīṇaḥ, mint, (the plant.)

Puṇa, ṭaṇ, puraḥ, but.

Puṇaḥ, ṭaiḥ, ṭaṇ, ṭaṇ, ṭaṇ, again, a second time, but, on the contrary; in comp: re, returning, again, twice, frequent, &c. [quently.

Puṇaḥpuṇaḥ, bhaṛbhaṛ, pūṣṇuḥ, again and again, repeatedly, fre-Puṇaḥpuṇaḥ, bhaṛbhaṛ, pūṣṇuḥ, again and again, also. [recurrence.

Puṇaḥpuṇaḥ, pārāvartitaḥ, kṣaṇa, a return, coming back or again.

Puṇaḥpuṇaḥ, pūṣṇaḥ, pūṣṇaḥ, a second birth, regeneration, recovery from dangerous sickness.

Puṇaḥpuṇaḥ, pūṣṇaḥ, pūṣṇaḥ, a relenting, renewal of pity, &c.

Puṇaḥpuṇaḥ, pūṣṇaḥ, pūṣṇaḥ, pūṣṇaḥ, a second marriage, a ceremonial on the appearance of the menses in a new married woman.

Puṇaḥpuṇaḥ, pūṣṇaḥ, pūṣṇaḥ, pūṣṇaḥ, regeneration, a second birth, a
Puṣṭtī, a twice-married woman, a virgin widow remarried.

Puṣṇa, Puṣṇa, āra, ākṣṣa: again, yet again, moreover.

Puṇḍat, Puṇḍat, āra, ākṣṣa: again, yet again, moreover.

Puṇa, a city, town, a place, house, residence, dwelling-place, habitation.

Puṇa, Puṇa,—sudhaka, āga, pūra, pūra, prāk, prāśaḍ, in front, before, eastwards, formerly; prior, eastward.

Puṇa, āgni, pūrya, pūrya, āga, going before, proceeding, going forward; a leader.

Puṇa, Ājñā, Indra, sovereign of the gods.

Puṇa, Pūṇa, Pūṇa, Puṇa, Puṇa, a matron, one having husband and children living, a housewife.

Puṇa, men's dress, dhoti, kīṭa, ādhyay, a mode of religious service, including prayer, sacrifice &c.

Puṇa, āśaṭpūṣaṇ, rūḍhi, pūṣṭik, āśaṭpūṣaṇ, advancement; promotion, honor, a reward, remuneration, a donation, a royal gift.

Puṇa, Puṇa, Puṇa,—sandha, ādhyātma, ādhyātma, proper or deserving to be honored or promoted.

Puṇa, Pūnaka, ādhyātma, Pūnaka, Pūnaka, honored, promoted, rewarded, &c. placed in front, facing an enemy.

Puṇa, Śastra, Pūnaka, an honorary dress.

Puṇa, āga, sandha, before, in front.

Puṇa, Puṇa, Puṇa, Puṇa, Puṇa, a matron, housewife, mistress of a Puṇa, ādhyātma, Puṇa, ādhyātma, situated before or in front, &c. staying at home.

Puṇa, Pūnaka, Pūnaka, Pūnaka, formerly, long ago, com.

Puṇa, Puṇa, Puṇa, ādhyātma, ādhyātma, Puṇa, ādhyātma, ancient, old, stale; the Purāṇas or sacred Poems. [pacity.

Puṇa, Puṇa, ādhyātma, Puṇa, Puṇa, old, ancient; a measure of ca

Puṇa, ādhyātma, īṭa, īṭa, history, tradition, ancient story.

Puṇa, īṭa, īṭa, īṭa, īṭa, a city, palace, habitation, building.

Puṇa, Puṇa, āda, an entrail, a gut.
Puṣṭa

 Puṣṭa, bīja, seeds, the faces, ordure, excrement, dung.
 Puṣṭa, mātra, drītta, thick, coarse.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 a man, a male, mankind, a generation, God, the Supreme Being, spirit, the soul, life or the sentient soul, a Sāṅkhyā philosopher.

 Puṣṭakār, Puṣṭakār, Puṣṭakār, Puṣṭakār, Puṣṭakār, Puṣṭakār, Puṣṭakār, Puṣṭakār, Puṣṭakār,
 human conduct or exertion, manliness, courage.

 Puṣṭakam, Puṣṭakam, Puṣṭakam, Puṣṭakam, Puṣṭakam, Puṣṭakam, Puṣṭakam, Puṣṭakam, Puṣṭakam,
 successive generations, succession, lineage. [courage-
 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 manhood, virility, manliness, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, the male organ of generation, the penis.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 the four objects of human life, manliness, courage.

 Puṣṭavat, Puṣṭavat, Puṣṭavat, Puṣṭavat, Puṣṭavat, Puṣṭavat, Puṣṭavat, Puṣṭavat, Puṣṭavat,
 an excellent man, Vishnu.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 preceding, going before, chief, principal.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 in ghee. Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 sacrificial cakes of meal steeped Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 a family or domestic priest.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 preceding, in advance, placed before or in front.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 horripilation through pleasure, delight, joy, any insect infesting animals, a wine glass, goblet, a sort of stone, a flaw in a gem, yellow ornament.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 overjoyed; delighted, excessively pleased, joyous, gay.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 a sheaf.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 shrivelled grain, rice-water, brevity, a compendium, abbreviation, despatch, celerity.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 a sort of cake or sweetmeat.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 a shoal, sand-bank; strand, island.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 a bundle, bale; package. [fatten.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 to nourish, nurture, feed.

 Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa, Puṣṭa,
 to nourish, nurture, feed.
পূজন

ধনাত্মা, পুণ্য, মহতা, নিদর্শন, নির্মিত, নোল, পুষ্প, শিখরি
বিশ্ব, the sky, heaven, atmosphere, water, a lotus, a pond, a lake, an arrow, the blade or
sheath of a sword, the tip of an elephant's
trunk, war, intoxication, union, a cage, a port
or haven, dancing, a sort of drug.

পূজ, বিদ্র, উদ্ধ, পূজ, much, many, eminent; the feather
of an arrow. [fattened, fat, plump.

পূজার, ধরনী, পূজার, nourished, cherished, fed, well-fed,
পূজার, পুজারাম মায়ার বিপরীত, মুসু, যান, Cuvera's chariot, a flower,
a speck on the eye, a calx of brass, copperas
or green vitriol. [madeva.

পূজার, পূজার, —ব্রাহ্ম, having a bow of flowers, i.e. Ca-
পুজারের, পূজারের পূজার করছ, a presenting of the open hands
full of flowers. [author.

পুজিত, পুজিত, —ভূষিত, f. a woman during menstruation.
পুজক, এই, হস্তিপিত, a book, a manuscript, a volume.
পুজ, বেস, অবিল, ভেদীবদ্ধী, a shoar, prop., embankment.
পুইঁ, বুক, ভাম, পুকুমারিত, pus, purulent matter.
পুঁক, স্ব, সমু, রানি, ওঁ, তার, ওরাক রাজ, বালায়ণ রাজ, a mul-
titude, heap, number, quantity, nature, pro-
PERTY, disposition, the betel, the jack.

প্রকাশ, আলাক, উপাসন, দেবক, worshipping, serving, ho-
nouring; a worshipper. [worship.

অ, অচন, রমন, to honor, respect, venerate, serve,
पूजा, उपासना, आरामक, a worshipper, adorer.

पूजा, अर्चना, देवा, सर्वम, worship, adoration, homage, respect, honor. [priest.

पूजा, वैष्णवपुजा, a worshipper, an officiating or temple-

पूजा, —वैष्णव, ज्ञानी, आर्य, आलोचक, worthy of worship,

पूजा, अनुष्ठान, a menstruum or flux for metals.

पूजा, देश, परिवर्त, सुस्त, pure, holy, clean, cleansed,

पृष्ठि, शृंगार, पद्धति, सारस, पुर्ण, पल, सत्य, purity, sanctity,

पृष्ठि, शृंगार, पद्धति, सारस, पुर्ण, पल, सत्य, purity, sanctity,

पृष्ठि, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, purity, sanctity,

पृष्ठि, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, purity, sanctity,

पृष्ठि, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, purity, sanctity,

पृष्ठि, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, purity, sanctity,

पृष्ठि, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, purity, sanctity,

पृष्ठि, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, purity, sanctity,

पृष्ठि, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, सून्दर, purity, sanctity,
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पृष्ठि, निछेक, तुटाया, a cake, bread.

पृष्ठि, बुखार, pus, matter from a sore, putridity.

पृष्ठि—मछली नींदक, a sort of cake fried in ghee.

पृष्ठि—पुंखालविजेता, पुंखालविजेता, a lake, a piece of water, the

cleansing or healing of sores and ulcers; high

or full (as the tide.)

पृष्ठि, विध्याकार, कर्मकार, कर्मकार, कर्मकार, कर्मकार, a mode of draw-
ing in and retaining the breath as a religious

act, a citron; filling, fulfilling, completing.

पृष्ठि, विशेष, निर्दिष्ट, निर्दिष्ट, filled up, choked up.

पृष्ठि, बुखार, बुखार, धूखार, अवरूढ़ि कुल, सम्पत्त, दुकान, कब्र, गद्दि,

विवाह, to fill, make up a deficiency, fill up, stuff,

load, charge, to multiply (in numbers,) to re-
cruit, complete, accomplish, finish, to become

full, to heal as a sore; completion, complement.

पृष्ठि, चर, संपत्त, अनुभूति करण, अनुभूति करण, अनुभूति करण, अनुभूति करण, अनुभूति करण,

विवाह, to fill, make up a deficiency, fill up, stuff,

load, charge, to multiply (in numbers,) to re-
cruit, complete, accomplish, finish, to become

full, to heal as a sore; completion, complement.

पृष्ठि, अनुभूति करण, अनुभूति करण, अनुभूति करण, अनुभूति करण, अनुभूति करण, अनुभूति करण,

करण, to stop up, fill up a cavity, to complete, to retrieve,

replace, make good what is deficient.
[perfect, entire.

full, filled, all, completed,
a vessel full of rice presented to the priest at a sacrifice, one of clothes and ornaments scrambled for by the guests at a festival. [full moon.

the day of the a monthly sacrifice on the day of full moon.

any act of pious liberality as digging a tank, building a temple, &c.

fullness, repletion, completion.

first, former, prior, initial, previous, preliminary, preceding, foregoing, ancient, east, eastern, fronting; before, ago, formerly; the east, ancestors, forefathers.

[duced; ancestors.

elder, previously born or pro-
the preceding day, yesterday.

the east, the east country.

fate, a prior obligation, a preliminary engagement.

a proposition, assertion, thesis, the major term in logic, the first half of a lunar month.

forefathers, progenitors, ancestors.

as before, as the preceding.

preceding, previously, existing.

a former plea, former assertion.

speaking first; a plaintiff.

the first part of the night, last night.

of a
from former times, of old, from antiquity. [the forenoon.

the first or early part of the day, previously, in front, formerly, in or to the east, eastwards.

before, in front, previously, in or to the east, eastwards.

on the preceding day, yesterday.

mixed, rubbed or brought in contact with, touched, smeared.

a question, enquiry, interrogation.

separate, distinct, different; apart, aside.

separately, severally, distinctly.

of various kinds, various, diversified, multiform.

the earth, the ground, earth.

a king, a sovereign.

rice wetted, parched and flattened.

a drop of water or other liquid, the porcine deer.

sought.

asked, interrogated, questioned.

the back, a page, side, surface, the rear.

behind the back, behind, in the rear.

a backbiter, whisperer, slanderer.

a screw, a spiral motion, a twist, intricacy, perplexity, a deep laid scheme. [perplexer; intricate.

a schemer, plotter, cheat.

turn a screw, twist, to perplex, entangle, raise difficulties, cheat, plot, scheme.
গায়েন

গোলাপি, কাঁদানারি হৌড়ান, to card wool or cotton.
গোল, গায়েন করেন, to drink, drink in, smoke tobacco.
গোলান, গোলা, an owl, a screech owl.
গোলাচ, ওড়ান, the belly, the womb, the foetus, pregnancy.
গোলাধার, গর্ভপাত, গর্ভাবস্থা, an abortion, miscarriage. [flux.
গোলাচ বা ভাজা, —জ্যাকার, জ্যাকার, a dysentery, diarrhea.
গোলারাজ, উরের বেলাব, কামকাজি, a griping, griping pain.
গোলাড়, গোলাব, —অহিংসার্থি নাশ, আমাদল নিষ্ক্রি, recovery or convalescence from a dysentery or flux.
গোলচ, গোলচ, গায়েন, to beat, strike, hammer. [carriage.
গোলচার, গায়েহার, to procure an abortion, cause a mis.
গোলচারী, গোলচারী, —হারার জ্যামাতা, very gluttonous, devoted to the
belly; an epicure. [ulent.
গোলচার, গোলচার —তুষিয়া, তুষিয়া, large-bellied, pot-bellied, cor-
পোলচার, পোলচার, —বৈতরনিষ্ঠ বন্ধুর বিলিয়া, a sort of travel-
ing basket or portmanteau.
পোলচার, পোলচার, পোলচার, গিয়া, a wicker basket, a box, a chest.
পোলচার, গোলাচ, —থাম সামপ্রথা তামুল, থামে, —তামর রাম, —
gluttonous, gormandizing, ravenous, intemperate or nice in eating.
পোলচার, পোলচার, পোলচার, পোলচার, a basket, portman-
teatu, a young buffalo, a sort of sweetmeat:
পোলচার, অলহানার, লোক, অলহানার, হাহার, a sloven, a spectre.
pোলচার, লো, অলহানার, f. an apparition, a spectre, a slut.
পোলচার, পোলচার, —অলহানার, a slut, a slattern, a flaunting
and sluttish woman.
পোলচার, পোলচার, the female pudenda in the lingam.
গোল, গোল, গোল, গোল, গোল, drinkable; drink,
water, milk, a sucking calf. [beautiful.
গোল, গোল, গোল, গোল, গোল, clever, crafty, fraudulent,
গোল, গোল, গোল, গোল, গোল, গোল, বাহিরিয়া, মূল, গাটাড়ি, মাস্পিদ, খাল, a bird's egg,
a blown bud, Indian spikenard, a lump of meat, a muscle, a sheath, a scabbard.
গোল, গোল, গোল, গোল, গোল, to grind corn &c.
to pulverise; pound, mask, chew, masticate;
throttle, a dosage.
a mill-stone, a roller, a slab for grinding paints or other substances on.
a staircase, flight of steps, a ladder.
The sacred thread.
—piritioso, paternal, ancestral, patrimonial.
 bile, bilious, having the nature of biles.
demoniacal, devilish, infernal, suited to demons or goblins.
 bearing, whispering, information, defamation, backbiting, depravity, cruelty.
a son. [whitewash.
the plaster of a wall, a coat of
 to wipe, rub, dust.
the wrist.
 a gut, the entrails. [hips.
 the posteriors, the rump, the
 an insect, a worm, vermin.
deformed; a beardless boy, a youth.
the anus.
the foundation of a house or wall.
a woman with a beard. [inflamed.
be burnt, parched or
burnt, roasted, parched, smarting.
unfortunate, luckless, of an evil destiny.
to burn, roast, fry, to scald, to sear, to inflame, to set on fire, to try by fiery ordeal.
burning &c; an incendiary.
the young of animals, cloth, the foundation or scite of a house.
to bury, plant, set, fix in the ground.
a steersman, a mariner, seaman, boatman, rower, the master of a vessel.

a seaman, a waterman, an officiating priest, a foundation, a district, canton.

a shoal of young fish, small fry.

a low cast of Hindoos.

the young of fish, small fry.

a quarter, a fourth part, a plantlet or young plant.

[the fire.

to warm oneself in the sun or at

to fill, to load, to freight.

a kind of harpoon.

up, cherish, maintain, protect, support, uphold, sustain.

tame.

to cause to be maintained, to recompense, to retrieve a loss.

an adopted son.

a nourisher, supporter, pro-

an household, family, re-

a lad from five to sixteen years, a boy.

to arrive at, reach, land, to inherit, succeed to, devolve upon.

to convey, carry to, to land.

a grandson & granddaughter.

a idolator, an image-

repetition, tautology.

the son of a twice married woman by the last husband.

belonging to or living in a town, city, civil, civilized.
one well read in the
Purāṇas, a believer in the Purāṇas.

virility, manliness, the measure of a man.

the month of the sun in Sagittarius.

nutritious, nourishing, fattening, advancing or promoting nutrition.

priesthood, priestly duty; priestly, belonging to a family priest.

manifest, displayed, evident, apparent. notorious, laid open, spread out, unfolded, dishevelled.

an introduction, preface, prologue, prelude, a poetical fiction, a treatise or its subject, a section, book, chapter, an affair, circumstance, event.

excellence, superiority.

made to excel; the surplus produce of a pledge.

tall, high, strong, robust, stout, large, stupendous, excellent, best; excellence, greatness, the trunk of a tree, the stem of a plant.

a kind, sort, species, manner, method, way, a variety, a difference, a similitude.

another sort, kind, way, or manner, &c; dissimilar, other.

in a different or other manner, otherwise, indirectly, obscurely, ambiguously:

a long time, a noted time or

XX
• manifestation, discovery, disclosure, publication, revelation, appearance, light, lustre, illumination, expansion, opening, diffusion, perspicuity; open, manifest, expanded, blown.

• to shine, appear, enlighten, manifest, display, elucidate, utter, disclose, reveal.

• capable of manifestation, &c. visible.

• appearing, shining, radiant.

• a section, chapter; scattered, interspersed, spread, published.

• a section, chapter, decree at law, a decision, a chowri or cow-tail whisk.

• say, tell, declare, explain.

• right, proper, reasonable, accurate, certain, real, true, genuine, sincere, upright, unadulterated, pure; certainly, really, accurately.

• the true object of a plaint at law. [upright.]
affected by nature, natural.

excellent, eminent, superior, chief, principal.

the fore-arm, part of a door

a service to obtain some divine blessing, the taking of medicine.

exhalent, that which exhalates.

to wash, rinse, cleanse, expiate.

thrown, cast, projected, in projection, propulsion, injection, the shares
in a joint stock.

clever.

hot, pungent, acrid, keen, sharp, a strong light, flash, glare.

penetration, acuteness.

famous, celebrated, notorious.

the upper arm measured from elbow to shoulder.

divergent or far apart.

bold, insolent, audacious, impudent, shameless, confident, intrepid, wilful, haughty, firm, ready, strong; haughtiness, boasting, pomposity.

a shameless woman, wanton, ter-
der, hard, firm, difficult, steady, serious, much, excessive, abundant; pain, privation, penance.

straight, honest, upright, sincere.

the string sus
pending a balance, a rein, rope, halter, confinement, captivity, a captive, prisoner, a man or beast in confinement.

призвиу, пугеи в, арра, упвойз артэдй, гардий, a lattice, window, balcony, a summer-house, a painted turret, a balustrade, rail, railing.

апан, ладъи, кулаи, дайа, дагас, дыэдй, упъ, ёвъ, bold, confident, presuming, headstrong, fierce, terrible, furious, violent, passionate, intolerable, insupportable, acrid, pungent, hot.

апфэйрэй, садъан, суриу чедей, эрэй, common, vulgar, popular, public, notorious.

апрэй, апэдой, апэй, апэй, activity, alertness, currency, note, abundant, common, customary, moved, stimulated.

апра, апэй, апэй, апэй, апэй, public, declaration, manifestation, the grazing or tending of cattle.

апрэй, мудъй, аффий, атрэй, much, many, ample, abundant, sufficient.

апрэй, апэдой, апэл, one who asks or proposes a question.

апрэй, апэдой, апэй, covered, concealed, disguised, secret, clandestine, retired, private.

апрэй, апэдой, апэй, to screen, conceal, cover, hide.

апра, апэй, апэй, апэй, апэй, апэй, people, subjects, dependants, tenants, peasants, off-spring, a person, individual.

апрэй, апэй, апэй, апэй, апэй, апэй, Brahma, or his ten sons, Vishwa Karna, a king, a prince, a son-in-law, a butterfly.

апрэй, апэдой, апэй, апэй, to blaze, take fire, burn.

апра, апэй, апэй,—аффий, апэй, апэй, learned, intelligent, wise, sensible, clever.

апра, апэдой, апэй, апэй, an assignation, appointment, sign, token, hint.

апра, апэдой, апэй, апэй, intelligence, understanding, Saraswatí.
prostrate, humble, bending, inclined. [tion, prostration.

a bow, obeisance, salute.

the mystic syllable Om.

fondness, regard, friendship, intimacy, familiarity, acquaintance, concord, union, agreement, peace.

iminate.

ruined, spoiled, lost.

bowing, saluting, prostrate, res-

vein, a water-pipe, a conduit.

issue from a pond, a continued series, a habit, custom, the course or stream of custom.

destruction, perdition, ruin, loss.

attention, fixed thought, deep meditation, effort, stress, energy, regard, an object of desire, access, entrance.

a request, solicitation, engagement, agreement, a place, situation, a spy, an emissary.

salutation, obeisance, remove.

delivered, consigned, entrusted, placed, fixed, deposited, obtained, received, acquired, acknowledged, decided, settled, determined.

consecrated fire, cooked, dressed, made, done, constructed, composed, sent, thrown, entered, approached.

docile, tractable.

amiable, agreeable, submissive.

ardor, zeal, courage, high spirit, jealousy of
rank or power, dignity, majesty, power, heat, warmth, splendour.

adverse, opposed to, contrary, opposite, reverse, inverted, contrary to one's wishes.

sent, despatched, rejected, repelled, opposed, resisted, calumniated.

a spitting pot.

a receiving, acceptance, the receiving of gifts by a brahmin, the gift itself, assent, approbation, consent.

a smiting, killing, resistance, opposition, a back stroke, a blow given in return.

a reflected image, shadow, shade, image, picture, statue, impression, facsimile.
প্রতিপাদন

প্রতিক্রিয়া, তৈরিতরূপ, প্রতিপূর্ণ, opposition, traversing.

প্রতিজ্ঞা তৈরির অংশগুলি, the fore part of the thigh.

প্রতিজ্ঞা, নির্ধ, শীর্ষ, বিশ্বাসযোগ্য, প্রমাণ, সাফল্য, প্রশংসা, a promise, engagement, assent, agreement, an admission, acknowledgment, declaration, a testimony, deposition, law-plaint, a wager, a bet.

প্রতিজ্ঞাত, নির্ধ, শীর্ষ, বিশ্বাসযোগ্য, promised, engaged, deposed to, affirmed, declared, &c. [missory note.

প্রতিজ্ঞাপত্র, নির্ধারিত, নির্ধারণ, a written engagement, bond, promise.

প্রতিজ্ঞাপত্র, কর্তা, to cause or oblige to declare, promise, &c.

প্রতিজ্ঞাবদ্ধ, কৃষ্ণ, a key, a picklock. [by a look.

প্রতিষ্ঠান, মৌলিকতার পরিবর্তনে পরিবর্তন, to return a look or a word.

প্রতিজ্ঞা কিরিয়া মেয়াদ, মায়ের পরিবর্তে ধান, প্রতিপাদ, বিশ্বাস, a giving back, return, recompense, exchange.

প্রতিজ্ঞাপত্র, কিরিয়া মেয়াদ, to cause to give back or return.

প্রতিদেহ, পুরুষত্ব, অর্থ, subject to be returned; a pledge.

প্রতিপাদ, a pawn. [verberation.

প্রতিস্পর্ধা, প্রতিস্পর্ধা শব্দ, প্রতিস্পর্ধা শব্দ, an echo, re-echoing, echo.

প্রতিস্পর্ধা, প্রতিস্পর্ধা, a great grandson, son's grandson.

প্রতিস্পর্ধা, পরিবর্তন, বিশ্বাস, a substitute, representative, deputy, attorney, exchange, commutation.

প্রতিস্পর্ধার, পরস্পর আদর্শ, a mutual deposit.

প্রতিদম, সত্য, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস বাক, an enemy, adversary, opponent, a contrary proposition.

প্রতিপদ, প্রতিপদ,—পক্ষের আদি তত্ত্ব, the first day of the moon's increase or wane.

প্রতিপাদ, প্রতিপাদ, আদি, কর্মসংক্রান্ত, বৃত্তি, সত্য, সত্যবাদ, নিষ্ঠায় আম, সম্মান, শীর্ষ, প্রাপ্তি, পরিচয়, acquisition, acquirement, success, accomplishment of an object, advancement, promotion, fame, reputation, knowledge, certainty, ascertainment, demonstration, assent, acknowledgment, conviction, acquaintance with.

প্রতিপত্তি, প্রতিপত্তি, প্রতিপাদ, প্রমাণিত, নির্ধারিত, বিশ্বাস, প্রতীত, আমদানি, অর্জন, সম্পত্তি, প্রবৃত্তি, accomplished, proved, demonstrated, obtained, known, promoted, advanced.
to demonstrate, ascertain, cause to acknowledge, to promote, give success to, effect, accomplish.

ascertainable, & c; the meaning of a word. [benefactor.

protecting & c; a protector, provider, provide for, support, preserve, succour, protect, observe, keep, fulfill.

a particular exception to a general prohibition.

a reward, remuneration, punishment, retribution, retaliation.

an answer, reply, echo.

an obstacle, impediment, hindrance, resistance. [obstruct, impede.

to hinder, oppose, resist.

able, adequate, powerful.

an answer, a reply.

defence in law, litigation, a remonstrance. [litigant.

a defendant, respondent, pleader, preventing; an opponent, a defendant.

neighbouring; a neighbour.

to look at the speaker, return a look. [idea.

to think differently, to gather ideas from reflection.
অভিব্যক্তি, অভিব্যক্তি—নিরভাব, ধাতা, অনুসন্ধান, বিপরীত, receiving or giving ideas from reflection, opposing.

অভিন্ন, বুদ্ধি, আবার, মিত্র, নূতন, ধারাবাহী, আলোচনা, understanding, intellect, wit, a conception, idea, light, reflected light, splendour, dignity, audacity, boldness, confidence, impulsiveness.

অভিকর্ষিত, প্রায়, দুঃখাস, প্রশংস, শোক, গোরবালুক, ধর্মীন্দ্র, witty, intelligent, wise, bold, confident, impudent, dignified, arrogant, proud, haughty.

অভিক্রান্ত, উত্তর, প্রশংস, an answer, reply, defence.

অভিসংস্করণ, নিবারণ, a surety, security, bondsman, bail.

অভিবিনয়, চিত্র, পুরুষরূপ, a reflected image, an image, likeness, picture, an idol.

অভিন্ন, আকাশ, হাত, অনুসন্ধান, পুরুষ, অবিভিন্ন, a likeness, resemblance, picture, image, a deputy, representative, a transcript.

অভিচার, উদ্দেশ্য, চেষ্টা, বাঞ্ছা, নিবারণ, অভিলক্ষণ, ভোজ, ব্যুতিক্ষণ, সাহায্যকারী, চালান, বহিঃভাব, নিবারণ, অভিলক্ষণ, strenuous-effort, endeavour, wish, desire, resistance, retaliation, revenge, comprehension, a taking captive; acting right, acquiring new virtues, accomplishments, &c: active, diligent, strenuous, resisting, retaliating, revenging.

অভিবোধ, বিপরীত, অনুসন্ধান, অনুসন্ধান, opposition, resistance, counteraction, a counterpart, co-operation.

অভিবোধিত, সহায্য, অনুসন্ধান, বিবর্ধণ, সাহায্য, বুদ্ধিভিত্তিক, একবারাভিজাত, co-operating, answering to, counteracting; a co-adjutor, partner, second self, competitor.

অভিরুচি, পবিত্র শব্দ, উক্তি, an echo, reverberation, reply.

অভিরূপ, অবিধ, অভিলক্ষণ, an image, likeness, representation, a substitute, representative.

অভিরূপ-প, বৃদ্ধি, পরবর্তী, অভিলক্ষণ, like, resembling, substituted, representative.

অভিরূপোন্নত, বাণী, সচিবালয় স্বচ্ছন্দ, বিবর্ধণ, বিবেক, a blocking up, obstructing, besieging, repelling, opposition, prohibition.
replica, a written reply, a transcript, a copy, counterpart.

reserve, inverted, contrary to the natural course or order, against the hair or grain, low, vile, base, depraved; an inverted order, &c.

Born of a woman of high by a man of low cast.

[common cold.

assent, engagement, promised, assented or agreed to, accepted, engaged by promise.

forbidden, prohibited, de.

a prohibition, forbidding, denial, rejection.

fame, renown, celebrity, reputation, approbation, commendation, consecration of an image, endowment of a temple &c. the portioning of a daughter, completion of a vow or ceremonial, &c.

celebrated, applauded, consecrated, honourable, wealthy, endowed.

down curtains of a tent.

camouflaged, a chameleon, a lizard.

a vibration answering to an exciting cause.

opposed, resisted, struck, hurt, killed, destroyed, spoiled, reflected back, smitten in return.

resist, strike, kill.

an opponent in conflict, a resister, obstructer, hinderer.
প্রতিহিংসা, রেদ, অন্যায়ভাবে মেহ, revenge taken for an injury received, retaliation.

অংশ, অংশে, অংশ, a limb, a member, a part.

পুনরুদ্ধার, পুনরুদ্ধার, পুনরুদ্ধার, উপায়, উপায়, উপায়, a return, recompense, retaliation, remedy, medicine, the effect of a medicinal remedy, alleviation of disease, a result, penance.

প্রাপ্তিকা, প্রাপ্তিকায়, প্রাপ্তিকা, demanding revenge or retaliation, remediable, curable.

প্রাপ্তি, চেয়ে, চাহে, অপেক্ষা, to regard, look upon, wait for, expect.

[looking for.

প্রাপ্তি, প্রাপ্তি, অনেকের প্রাপ্তি, expectation, a waiting or

প্রাপ্তি, প্রাপ্তি, the west.

প্রবৃত্ত, প্রবৃত্ত, প্রবৃত্ত, প্রবৃত্ত, প্রবৃত্ত, famed, renowned, celebrated, venerated, known, understood, glad, delighted, gone, past. [knowledge.

প্রকৃতি, প্রকৃতি, প্রকৃতি, প্রকৃতি, প্রকৃতি, fame, renown, notoriety,

প্রকৃতি, প্রকৃতি, প্রকৃতি, প্রকৃতি, প্রকৃতি, believed, admitted, allowed.

প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, abundance, wealth, prosperity.

প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, a goad, whip, switch, cane.

প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, given, presented, bestowed.

প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, f. betrothed, given in marriage.

প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, western, subsequent, successive, following in regular order.

প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, perceptible to the senses, sensible, visible, clear, plain, evident, obvious, before the eyes, present.

প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, evidently, clearly, sensibly.

প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, an eye-witness.

প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, the evidence of the senses, the organs of sense.

প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, every letter, literally.

প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, proved or established by the evidence of the senses, palpable.

প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, প্রস্তুত, an organ of perception, the extremities, every part.
আটাশ, অর্থাৎ, যেচুমো, contiguous, bordering; the country of Mlechchhas.
[excuse.
 আটাগৃহম, বিশেষ উপর, আপত্তি, a special plea in law, an
 আটাভাব, পাপ, বিরোধ, sin, separation.
 আটাভিজ্ঞ-ন, আন, অনুবোধ, ক্ষত, অনুমান, knowledge, recol-
lection, recognition, an idea arising from
reflection. [counter-accusation-
আটাভিযোগ, বিরূপাক্ষের উদ্বোধ, আটাপ্রমাণ, a counter-plea,
আটায়, বিশ্লাস, আপা, আম, বোধ, স্বীকার, ব্যবহার, লোকার্থ, বিজ্ঞাপন,
আটার, আদা, আগ্রহ, belief, faith, credit, confidence,
trust, knowledge, apprehension, usage, prac-
tice, fame, celebrity, the termination of a
word, a cause, motive.
আটারির, বিশ্বাসী, বিশ্বাসপাত্র, believed, confided in, trusted.
আটার্ণ, বিশ্বাসী, আদারীর, trusting, believing, trusty, faith-
ful; a believer.
আটার্থ, আটাভাবনী, শাসু, a defendant in law, an enemy.
আটাপর্চ, সহিয়ায় দেওয়া, to restore, return, deliver back.
আটাহ, আটাধা, দীনো, daily, every day, day by day.
আটাকর্ম, হোম, উচ্চারণ কর, to draw back or pull in a
contrary direction.
আটাধান, বিষার্ন, অতিরাহী, হাড়, ণাড়, কণাড়, rejection,
disregard, denial, refusal, disallowing, dismis-
sal, refutation, disannulling. [back.
আটাগামন, পুনরাগামন, বিশ্বাস, a return, turning or coming
আটা, পুনর্প্রণাল, প্রতিক্রিয়া দেওয়া, resumption, taking back,
রিয়াল লিয়া, retaliation. [lished, warned.
আটাপিত, দূরহেল, প্রতীর্থ, প্রতায়িত, spoken by an oracle, pub-
আটাদেশ, দেবতার উপদেশ, দেশবাদি, আদায়, প্রায়োজন, অনুভূতি, চেতনা,
an oracular saying, divine warning, impulse,
revelation, information, warning, caution.
আটারাত, পুনর্প্রণাল, a recommencement.
আটাশ, চেরা, আগ্রহ, hope, trust, confidence, en-
couragement, expectation.
আটাশী, তুলনায়িত, অনুপস্থিত, অধীন, hoping, expecting, waiting
or looking for, dependant.
বড়োকি, বড়োকর,—প্রতিক্রিয়া, a reply, rejoinder, answer, defence.  [before the eyes.

বড়োক, সম্পূর্ণ, প্রথগে, সাক্ষাৎ, now, now-a-days, evidently, বড়োহাত, উদ্ধৃত সহায়ক, অনুজ্ঞান, a respectful reception, a rising up to receive one.

বড়োপর, পুনরারম্ভ, উদার, প্রশ্ন, অচিল, reproduced, prompt, ready; the product in multiplication.

বড়োপুক, পুর্বধাতু, পুরুষ, পুরুষ, a return of kindness, gratitude, grateful return. [twilight.

বড়োর, আধুনিক, আধুনিক, the dawn, day-break, morning

বড়োর, বিভ্র, আচরণ, an obstacle, impediment, hindrance.

ঘটিত, এক এক, সময়, every one, each, every.

ঘটিত, ধারণ, ধারণ, credible, worthy of credit or belief.

ঘটন, আদি, পূর্বে, প্রথম, first, prior, previous, chief, principal.

ঘটন, প্রথম, last, last, the first place; previously.

ঘটন, প্রথমাল্প, প্রথমাদি,—প্রথম, অথচ, an embryo, a fetus.

ঘট্রা, ধার, বেরাহ, বৃহত্তি, custom, usage; habit, fame, celebrity.

[important.

ঘটিত, বিভ্র, উদার, প্রতিক্রিয়া, famous, celebrated, illustrious, ভাব, ধার, ধার, কবর, affect: giving, bestowing, conferring, yielding.

ঘটিকি, মন্ত্রকার, সম্পূর্ণ, বিলীন, the ceremony of walking round a person or object, keeping the right hand towards it, as a reverent salutation.

ঘটু, পশ্চাৎ, অপরিপার, উত্তরিত, given, conferred, bestowed.

ঘটক, প্রাপ্ত, বাহ, প্রতিক্রিয়া, প্রত্যক্ষ, প্রত্যাক্ষ, বিভ্রান্ত, clear, manifest, evident, elucidated, illustrious.

ঘটন, মন্ত্র, মৌল, মন্ত্র, মন্ত্র, to see, view, shew, make known, declare, point out, manifest.

ঘট্রনি, উত্সর্গ, উপাদান, বৈদেশিক, an offering, ceremonial present, medical fee.
\textbf{Donate, gift, donation, the act of giving, offering, \\
and a lamp, light, lantern, taper, \&c.}

\textbf{Dusk, dim, dim, to make to blaze, stir or light up, \\
cause to burn brighter, make splendid, \&c.}

\textbf{Dusk, proud, haughty, elated.}

\textbf{District, country, spot, place, part.}

\textbf{The fore-finger.}

\textbf{Evening, the first part.}

\textbf{War, battle, a tearing, a rending.}

\textbf{Principal, pre-eminent, chief, noble.}

\textbf{A reverse, inversion, opposition, extension, expansion, dilation, extent, expanse, proximity, copiousness of style, abundance, quantity, a heap, delusion, a trick, deceit.}

\textbf{Expanded, dilated, prolix, treated of at length, \&c.}

\textbf{A place where water is given to travellers.}

\textbf{Paternal great-grandfather.}

\textbf{A great-grandson in the male line.}

\textbf{Blown, expanded, cheerful, gay, smiling, sparkling, glad, encouraged.}

\textbf{Expanded, spread, open, blown, in blossom, gay, cheerful.}

\textbf{A speaker, an eloquent man.}

\textbf{A treatise, discourse, eloquence.}

\textbf{Deceiving, insidious; a deceiver, a cheat.}

\textbf{Imposture.}

\textbf{A connected discourse, treatise, narrative, tale.}

\textbf{Race, family, kindred, descent.}

\textbf{A commencement-}
ment, undertaking, an entering upon a business, excitation; entering upon, ready, appointed to, constituted. [tor, stimulus.

ব্যবসা, ব্যবসা, রামনা, exciting, stimulating; an instigation, 

কৃত্তিকা, বন্ধন, কর্মক্ষণ, to begin, commence, embark in, enter upon a work or action.

ব্যবসা, যোগ, গ্রহন, a stimulating, exciting, instigation, subornation.

বাড়ান, বাড়ান, to grow in size, grow fat or wealthy.

ব্যবসা, বিবিরত, শক্তি, অর্জিত, অবরোধ, strong, powerful, superior, victorious, cogent, valid, substantial, violent, obstinate. [man.

ব্যবসা, বিশ্বাস, a termagant, violent and self-willed woman.

ব্যবসায়, অর্থব্যয়, প্রতিভাবিক, explanatory, expository, significant, technical.

ব্যবসা, গল্প, a rumour, report, insinuation, current story.

ব্যবসা, পদ্মা, অদ্বৈত, coral, a sprout, a young shoot.

ব্যবসা, পরশু, বিদ্যাবান, অবস্থিত, a temporary or foreign residence, lodging, sojourn.

ব্যবসায়, পরাণ্য, পরিবাসী, a traveller, sojourner, temporary resident.

ব্যবসায়, বৃহৎ, জলাশয়, থান, সময় বিভাগ, গবষ্য ব্যাপি, a stream, current, flow, course, train of circumstances, traditional custom, immemorial usage, the variations of weather, a moving line of cattle &c.

ব্যবসায়, চাষ, চাষিষ্ট্য, গ্রহ, carrying or flowing off, flowing.

ব্যবসায়, উপক্রহ, কর্মক্ষণ, অবগত, ব্যাপক, মূর্ছ, entered into or upon, embarked or engaged in, understanding, pervading, thrust into.

ব্যক্তি, বিপুল, প্রহর, বিশাল, পরব্রহ্ম, clever, skilled, conversant, eminent, learned.

ব্যক্তি, বিদ্রোহিত, আগুন, টাংক, আত্ম, পরিচিন্তিত, awake, wakened, vigilant, roused, stimulated, comprehending, convinced, convicted.

ব্যক্তি, বিপর্যাল, অবস্থা, অবস্থা, having commenced or engaged in, beginning, about.
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a commencement, entering upon, effort, inclination, tendency, predilection, excitation, excitement, stimulus, instigation, urging, intelligence, a current, course.

a pursuit, &c., to enter, penetrate, enter into, one who convinces, awakens or excites attention.

conviction, demonstration, a soothing, quieting, appeasing, persuasion, knowledge, understanding, intellect, wakefulness, vigilance, attention.

convincing, calling forth ideas, arresting attention, awakening, exciting to vigilance.

to convince, push with arguments, gone on a pilgrimage.

a pilgrim, an ascetic, a travelling or mendicant devotee.

light, radiance, splendour, lustre, glory.

the sun, the moon; splendid, radiant.

morning, day-break, the.

majesty, dignity, greatness, power, magnanimity, high spirit, a high and jealous sense of honour.

a celebrated place of pilgrimage.

separated, severed, divided, broken.
A master, owner, lord, governor, sovereign.

greatness, power, supremacy, sway, government, lordship, sovereignty, dominion.

lordship &c: a playing the lord and master. [voted, obsequious.

loyal, faithful, devoted,
much, many, important, great, high, lofty,
gone up, ascended, governed by a sovereign, ruled, become great. [the like.

et cetera, and others, and

a difference, distinction, disparity, inequality, separation, a severing, discriminating, a surname, a nick-name.

ealted, joyful, intoxicated, thoughtless, precipitate.

joy, delight, pleasure; rapture.

a beautiful woman.

true knowledge, accurate perception, consciousness, a knowledge of the soul's identity with God.

evidence, proof, testimony, attestation, demonstration, authority or warrant for an opinion, an instance, example, a witness. 

a voucher, an affidavit, a deposition.

one who gives evidence or a maternal great grandfather or great grandmother.

carelessness, precipitation, error, confusion, ruin, misfortune.
ardent, inattentive, thoughtless, mad, ruinous.
proof or evidence, testifying.
proved, established, authentic.
dead, defunct, deceased, departed.
from the mouth of, by word of
mouth, verbally; verbal.
overjoyed, elated, pleased, happy.
capable of proof, demonstrable.
urinary affection as go-
norhoea, gleet, diabetes, &c. [from.
to liberate, free, save, detach.
great joy, delight, pleasure, happiness.
elated, glad, causing delight, de-
lightful. [austerities, &c.
holly, pious, purified by religious
endeavour or desire after, bias, passion or taste
for, love, diligent exertion, ardent pursuit.
diligent, ardent, persevering, solicitous, desirous.
edowed with, possessed of, resulting or arising from, excited
or occasioned by; from, on account of, for,
because of, for the sake of. [table, &c.
capable of excitement, suscep-
a million. [thor, exciter.
move, instigator, au-


... an effort, exertion, act, action, commencement, entrance upon, main object, end, result, consequence, application or use of a word, an affair, matter, text, authority, example, illustration, principal at interest, the effect of magical rites.

... causing, exciting, stimulating, promoting, advancing.

... id. a mover, instigator, moving cause; sending, ordering.

... a cause, occasion, origin, motive, incentive, object, necessity, use, advantage, an affair, undertaking. [occasion, proper.

... necessary, suited to the

... necessary, suitable, proper; a capital or principal, a messenger.

... said, spoken, mentioned, declared.

... the end of a Calpa or universal destruction of the world, destruction, annihilation, dissolution, decomposition, resolution, loss, fainting, death; vast, excessive.

... talk, conversation, unmeaning or incoherent talking, delirious ravings, &c. [herently.

... delirious, raving, talking inco-

... speaking, conversing, discours-

... talking unconnectedly or deliriously.

... a plaster, salve, ointment.

... to dress a wound, apply a plaster or salve, &c. [bait.

... desire, covetousness, a bribe, a
flattery. praise, commendation, applause, praiseworthy, laudable, commendable. [breath. expiration, respiration, breathing, affection, love, best, preceding, going first or before; a leader, chief, conductor, partizan.

a topic, subject of conversation, dalliance, fondling, tenderness, attachment, affection.
a topic, subject, introduction, mention, a treatise, a sentiment, passage from a book, an insertion, association, connection.

converse, discourse on a topic.

gracious, favourable, kind, com-
placental, propitious, pleased, delighted, clear, clean, bright, lucid, frequented, (as a road.)

pregnant, bring forth, to produce, bring forth, yeal,

extent, width, affectionate solicitation, speed, velocity.

suddenly, unexpectedly, forcibly,

grace, favour, kindness, propitiousness, a gift, present, pension, reward, leavings, remnants of an offering, life, breath, welfare, clearness, brightness, cleanliness, lucid.
born, brought forth, engendered.

f. recently brought to bed, having had a child.

a bringing forth, yeaning, &c: birth, production, offspring.

a flower, bud, blossom, fruit.

a bunch of flowers, a nosegay.

mention, relation, introduction; a topic, a story, a passage, an occasion, opportunity.

an introduction, commencement, a prologue, prelude.

mentioned, told, related.

finished, completed, prepared, ready, prompt, willing, present, at hand, said, revealed, declared, praised, eulogized, advanced.

a set of utensils, suit of clothes, a team, width, breadth, a volume, section, mountain table-land, a measure of quantity.

the march of an assailant, a departure, setting off.

to cause to depart, send, dis-awkward, hard, clumsy, gone, departed, marched forth.

open, expanded, blown.

to winnow corn, to open or expand as a flower.

to ooze, leak, perspire, make water; a spring, a fountain.

urine, the passing of urine.

repel.

to smite, wound, kill, defeat,
bhair, a watch or fourth part of the day or night.

bhair, rohit, jagatmuk, a watchman, sentry; keeping watch.

bhar, hina, hatk, hark, one who beats, a striker, smiter.

bhar, har, tum, joy, gladness, hilarity.

bhaar, abh, hismkara, a blow, a stroke, a smiting.

bhara, mar, hark, pat, to beat, strike, smite, flog.

bhara, mar, pat, smit, pat, beating, striking, smiting, flogging, killing.

bhair, nirbh, rohit, shir, preter, upthak, upkara, abh, shot as from a bow, sent, dispatched, suitable appropriate; a sauce, gravy, condiment.

bhak, hina, hark, bhak, beaten, struck, smitten, wounded.

bhak, hina, bhak, glad, rejoiced, pleased, happy.

bahubali, puru, yadharya prava, reyadi, a riddle, an enigma, a puzzling question.

bau, kalyan, uka, ut, uka, height; high, tall, lofty.

baur, baur, baur, baur, former, prior, olden, east; before.

baur, baur, baur, chay, chay, ard, a ghat, baur, a fence, inclosure, surrounding wall, a rampart or mound.

baur, baur, baur, baur, baur, common, plebeian, vulgar, low.

baur, baur, baur, baur, baur, former or olden time, the crisis of a disease.

baur, baur, baur, fate, destiny, luck.

baur, baur, baur, baur, ardor, zeal, cleverness, pun-
baur, baur, baur, baur, previous non-existence.

baur, baur, baur, baur, baur, parade, show, bustle, arrogance, confidence, effrontery, boldness, insolence.

baav, baav, baav, as before.

baav, baav, baav, a previous state, former condition.

baav, baav, a court-yard, an outer yard.

baav, baav, a former trial of a cause.

baav, baav, baav, looking eastward, having the face turned to the eastward.

baav, baav, the east.

baav, baav, baav, baav, old, ancient, olden, aged, de-
খাঙ্গার, নিবাস, নিবেতার, পৃথিবী, পূর্বরাগ, a fence, wall, hedge, inclosure.
খাঙ্গি, কাচ, লেঁজা, a form of marriage by gift, a particular sacrifice, a peculiar penance.
খাজ, সংকল্প, বিশ্রাম, বিশ্বাস, জ্ঞান, জ্ঞান, learned, wise, skilful, sensible, 
খাজান, সংকল্প, না, হৃদয়, honest, upright, sincere, liberal.
খাজিনা, সংকল্প, করকার, the joined hands open and hollowed.
খাজিনাক, বিজারকার, a judge, a magistrate.
খাঢ়, বিশ্বাস, বাহি, বিশ্বাস, স্বেচ্ছাশীল, breath, vital air, life, the soul.
খাগুণ, জ্ঞানাধ্যায়, to take away an animal’s life, to kill.
খাগাংলা, পাণ্ডব—বধী, বাহি, জ্ঞানাধ্যায়, জ্ঞানাধ্যায়, murderous, deadly, fatal, mortal, destroying life.
খাগাঙ্গাল, জ্ঞানাধ্যায়, মধুর, the relinquishing of life, death.
খাগাংলা, জ্ঞানাধ্যায়, পাণ্ডব, a husband, (so addressed by his wife.)
খাগাংলা, জ্ঞানাধ্যায়, অঞ্চল পি এন্ড স্কল, নুথ, the staking or hazarding of life, great exertion, strong effort, zeal.
খাগাংলাতঃ, রাপ্তি, জ্ঞানাধ্যায়, dear as life! resembling life!
খাগাংলাতঃ, মেবরত প্রথিতাভ পাপাংসায়, the consecration or inanimation of an idol.
খাগাংলা, প্রাপ্ত, ধনকর, বর, voc. beloved of my soul!
খাগাংলা, সংকল্প, বস্তু, animated matter. [like the life.
খাগাংলা, প্রাপ্তঃকৃত,—থাঙ্কাম, জ্ঞানাধ্যায়, dear as life, very dear,
খাগাংলা, সংকল্প, বস্তু, murderous, deadly, mortal; a murderer.
খাগাংলাতঃ, জ্ঞানাধ্যায়, রাজ্য, an injury to life, murder.
খাগাংলাতঃ, সাধীন ধন কর, a living body, the vessel of the soul.
খাগাংলাতঃ, আত্মীকর, পুণ্য, one dearer than life, a son, &c.
খাগাংলাতঃ, পুষ্পসমূহে বায়ুধার, a mode of breathing during mental prayer. [ing, an animal.
খাগাংলাতঃ, জ্ঞানাধ্যায়, জ্ঞানাধ্যায়, জীবক, living, vital; an animated be-
খাগাংলাতঃ, পাণ্ডব—থাঙ্কামাল, রাজা, a husband, (so addressed by his wife,) i. e. lord of my life!
dawn, the morning. [after sun-rise.
the two hours contrariety, opposition.
security, sureship, bail.
contrariety to nature, opposition to the grain. [confidential.
pertaining to faith or trust,
first, prior, initial, belonging to the first, having a right to priority, entitled to precedence.
a manifestation, appearing, coming to light, rising, eliciting, a vaunting, ostentation, greatness.
manifest, clear, evident, elicited.
the span of the thumb and forefinger.
pre-eminence, superiority.
end, outskirts.
a long, dreary, unsheltered
find, get, inherit, acquire, cause to obtain, procure, occasion.
acquired, found; prefix: possessing, affected with, arrived at, &c.
dead, deceased, defunct.
adult, of age, arrived at the age of legal responsibility.
arrived at puberty.
acquisition, possession, profit, gain, benefit, advantage. [tangible.
heritable, patrimonial, ob-
the expansion of a flower or of the mind, gladness.
an outer garment, r
prārañc, charānīy, ārūdha-kam, exciting, stirring up, stimulating, instigating.
prāma, samākṣ, vikram, strength, power.  [a specification.
prārañc, prāriḍa—ambar, viśeṣ viṣa-paṇa, a pressure of business,
pāraūḍi, pāra-kāla, vartā-kāla, rainy, wet; the rains.
pārvat, pārśva, tāka, akṣa, udara, fenced, sreened, covered, defended; an outer garment.
prārāga, pārśva, prāmda, pārśva-kāla, abhāva, the head of a tribe, a learned man who supports his opinions by reference to books, &c.
prāma, sūtra, ārāya, sāma, vīsūtram, authenticity, credibility, probability, practicability, evidence,
pāya, prāya.—śikṣā nāma samā, mor, tuṣa, ṣūka, almost, nearly; in compos: abounding in, like, resembling.
pārāya, ālaśe-kāla, abhi-kāla, vārthraṇā, pūna, prāraṇc, almost, nearly, mostly, nearly all, largely, abundantly, frequently, generally. [ment.
prārānta, pāra-vāj vāśak kārṇ, a penance, expiation, atone-
prārañc, šikṣā nāma samā, nearly all, nearly, almost.
pārañc, anūśa, āra, begun, fixed by fate; destiny, fate.
pārañc, uṣa, abuṣa, a beginning, a commencement.
pārañc, nīdān-kāla, prānīya, chhtak, prānpūrṇa, nicāita, supplicating, supplicatory; a wisher, requester, solicitor, suitor, candidate.
prārāṇa, prān, bācana, bātāy, to ask, desire, supplicate, pray.
prārāṇa, prārāṇa, nīkṣeṇa, bātāy, bātāy, a request, prayer, petition, supplication, desire.
prāraṇya, chhtak, prānīy, a petitioner, one who prays, &c.
prārāṇa, prāraṇa—ānuśa, prāraṇa, fate, destiny, predestination.
prāraṇa, aśca, aśch, an eating, a meal.
prārāṇa, būta, vīra, naiva, utmā, ut-kārṣ, largeness, extent, capaciousness, excellence.
prānī, bārānta, bārānta, eating, feeding.
prāraṇa, ṣaṭākṣa, ṣeśāsya; a palace, a temple.
the forenoon, the morning.
beloved, dear, amiable, agreeable, grateful, pleasant.
amicable, exciting regard, pleasing, saying agreeable things.
satisfaction, fulness, satiety.
beloved, esteemed, satisfied, happy, pleased.
love, affection, esteem, regard, gratification, enjoyment, pleasure, satisfaction.
loving, affectionate, kind.
a nail, a peg, a pin. [see, discern.
to view, survey, observe, behold.
to hang, be pendant, swing, shake.
a swing, hammock, travelling litter.
departed, deceased; a ghost, spirit, goblin, spectre, fiend.
funeral ceremonies, obsequies.
Yama or the regent of death.
in the next world, in the world of spirits.
the river of hell or Hindoo Styx.
love, affection, attachment, tenderness, intimacy, friendship, pleasure, enjoyment, pastime, sport, fondling, caressing.
love, affectionate; a friend, m. & f. dear, best beloved.
to send, despatch, give orders, command, appoint, delegate, instigate, cause.
one who sends or orders, a com-
messenger, ambassador, apostle.
to send, order, command, direct.
গ্রেং, অত্যন্ত গ্রহণপাত, greatly beloved, outstripped.
গ্রেষ্য, হত, হতজ্ঞ, দাস, a messenger, servant, slave.
গ্রেশ, বাধিত, উদ্ধারিত, said, spoken, declared, uttered.
গ্রহণ, গূঁড়ায়শ্চর্যানাশন, আল্প, ব্যর্থতাময়, to sprinkle ceremonially, to slaughter for sacrifice, immolate.
গ্রহণীয়, বিজ্ঞ, গ্রহণ হইল সঙ্ক্ষেপ, sacrificial, requiring to be ceremonially sprinkled. [incitement.
গ্রহণান্ত, অভাব্য প্রয়াস, অবস্থা, effort, exertion, a stimulus, গ্রহণাহক, প্রতিভা, অজ্ঞান করার, an instigator, stimulator, adviser.
গ্রাহিত, প্রাপ্তি, গাঢ়, fixed or buried in the earth.
গ্রাহিত, বিদেশী, এবারী, দেশান্তরীনী, abroad, absent, away from home, sojourning in a foreign country.
গ্রাহিতকালিক্যা বা তবসর, --বিদেশীগতবাবী, a woman whose husband is absent or gone a journey.
গ্রাহী, ব্যঞ্জনার, বিবাহিত, বৃত, জর্জর, দুঃখ, বিভিন্ন, অহোক্তা, adult, full grown, married, old, arrogant, confident, controverted, disputed.
গ্রাহী, বিবাহিত, ক্রিয় বৎসরালিত পশুর বৎসরালিত বরুণ, কাকুলি, a married woman, one from the age of 30 to 35 years, an amorous female.
গ্রাহী, উদ্যোগ, মূলেষ্ঠ, পূর্বপক্ষ, বাণ্যমূল, তিত্তর, enterprize, zeal, rashness, an affirmation, a controversy, investigation. [fig tree.
গ্রাহ, অজন্ত, পাকুড়, the holy fig tree, the wave-leaved
ঘন, অপর, বর, কুই, মন্দরাম, ভাবসি, গ্রন্থ, বহার, ধূলার পক্ষী, মন্দরামেরময় সার, চান, গাঢ়, অজ্ঞান, দীর্ঘ বর, শুল, মন্দরাম সার, a jump, leap, plunging, diving, floating or swimming. a sending or directing, a raft, float, the diver bird, whatever goes by leaps or jumps, as frogs, monkees, sheep, etc. a declivity or shelving ground, a piece of water, a basket for catching fish, a protracted accent, an enemy, a sort of grass.
গ্রহণ, বাসবরত্নবাটী, প্রতাধিকর, a monkey, a frog &c. whatever moves by leaps. [plunge.
ঘরো, অফ্কাম, ধূত মিছা গামন, ধূত মেখাম, to leap, jump, gallop,
a deluge, flood, inundation; to overflow, inundate, suffuse, sprinkle.

the spleen, a diseased enlargement of the spleen.

jumped, overflowed, suffused, sprinkled; a gallop, leap, a skipping or capering, a grave accent.

[ment.

a position or thesis, assertion, argument.

a rogue, a cheat.

delusive, pretending, imposing; a rogue, a cheat.

disappointment, balking.

id: also—a sophism, deception, delusion, trick, fraud, illusion, stratagem, treachery, failure, disappointment.

tinsel, slight, weak.

a straggler, a dilemma; a peculiar game at dice.

a twig, a small branch.

a locust.

a pedlar, retail dealer, garrulous, voluble.

the hood of the cobra di ca-
a snake, the hooded snake or cobra capella. [a commencement.

to brag, to boast, to look big.

result, consequence, effect, advantage or disadvantage, utility, benefit, sense, meaning, quality, property or virtue, gain, profit, interest on money &c, reward or punishment, success, a ploughshare, a spear or arrow head, the blade of a knife, the second term in proportion. [slate, a ploughshare.

in reality, indeed, that is to say, in other words.

fruitful, yielding fruit, advantageous, beneficial, giving the fruit or just reward of an action.

fruit, yield, produce, to succeed, prosper, result, ensue as a consequence.

fruitful, advantageous.

a harvest, a crop.

passages of the Veds, treating of the consequences of works.

the bowl of a spoon; abounding in fruit.

a stone for grinding paint on, &c: the pudendum of a cow.
बनाव, बनाव पत्र, नात बनाव, बटा बनाव, to bring forth fruit, make fruitful, fructify, cause advantage, to mix or grind colours &c. on a stone.

बनावत, बनाव, बन, रिताहिष, success or failure, advantage or disadvantage. [a feast, a banquet.

बनाहर, बनाहर—रूकेक अंद भाग, भोज, a feeding on fruits, कही, कहहिन्द, fruit-bearing, filled with fruit. [say.

बनावधार, बनावधार, अर्थात्, on the whole, in fine, that is to कही, कहहर, बनावधार, fruitful, advantageous, profitable.

बनह, कहहर, सह, बनाहि अनुसरित बोह, तुरिकार बल, बाह, fruit-bearing, in fruit; a spear or arrow head, the blade of a knife, a ploughshare.

बनाहर, बनाहिन्द, प्रतिक, नात, बनाहिन्द, कार्यानि, the natural consequences of actions, recompense, benefit, profit, success, accomplishment of an object.

बनह, काङ्, the red powder used at the Huli festival.

बनह सब, बनाहात, कही, the Huli festival. [mockery.

बंटि, पानि, पारिहास, बिक्रम, a jest, joke; banter, raillery, बंटि, रंग, बिक्रम, a jester, banterer, wag.

बंटि, आशाग, नीचाग, अनुस, राख, बस, बर्थ, बिनाक, गाजु, loose, slack, lax, flaccid, insecure, useless, ineffectual, pale as a colour.

बाङ्, बाङ्, an overplus, make-weight, allowance.

बांटि, चुर, the belly, the belly of a pitcher, &c.

बांटि, कम, पांच, बाँटि, a snare, trap, noose, net.

बांटिय, बांटिय, उपाय, अभूत, a machination, device, a commencement. [commence.

बांटि, बांगन, बुटिक, आरत, to leap, jump, prance, skip, बांगन, बौंता, बुजुर्ग, कीर्ति, a blister, a bubble, a hollow tumour, a puffy swelling.

बांगन, कूम, बांड, पाकम, to become tumid, swell, blister, be puffed or hollow, to rise as bread, &c.

बांगन, बौंता, बुजुर्ग, a blister, bump, tumour, spongy swelling.

बांगन, कूम, बांड, करण, to puff up, inflate, distend, fill with air. [tumidity, elasticity.

बांगन, पीड़कार, कुमारी, puffiness, hollowness, spunginess,
कानी, कैर, पाख, a noose, loop, slip-knot, toil, snare.
काज, काट, निर, खिप, खिल, खिळ, जल, यक्र, तुम, a chink, fissure, cleft, chasm, split, an interval, interstice, aperture, open space, vacancy, a fracture, a rupture.
[ subterfuge.
काका, अवमका, हाम, खाम, an imposition, cheat, evasion.
काका, अवाह, छीण खा, a fasting from want or sickness, any powdered substance.
काकी, अवारण, छोर, उपार, वैषम्य, वाम, दूष, वृद्धिक, deceit, imposture, illusion, fraud, an imposition, trick, stratagem, subterfuge, any powder, an allegation, assertion, position.
काकुड़, धूर्ष, झत, a knave; knavish, roguish, pernicious.
कांच, काँच, रकवर्ण दूष विशेष, a red powder.
काठम, कुठम, विकुठम, किरम, भायम, चैतम, to crack, chap, split, break, burst, break out in spots or blotches.
काठम-१, छित्र, काढ, रुकः, a crack, chink, peep-hole, vent.
काठम, भूषम, चिराष, विमारण, to crack, split, cleave, &c.
काठम, अख, छित्र, छित्र, a fissure, rent, crack, split.
काड़, छाड़, विमारण, बक्स, to-cleave, rive, tear, divide.
कांशकु, धूर्ष, झत, raw sugar, inspissated cane-juice.
काड़, काड़, — शेला, छिपेप कर, a net-buoy, the float of a fishing line. [ arrow-head, knife-blade.
काड़-१, काड़, अज्ञास, अण्डर अण्ण छित्र, चुरिका मल, a ploughshare, कालाँकड़, चूर, धूर विमारण, to plough.
कालांकड़, अंगन, बीम, to leap, jump, skip, prance.
काम, काम, — कामचक बीमारक वष, कूट, काण्ड, टूक, a small board, a chip, slip, strip, slice.
काम, काम, गिरिकामके बीमारक बाल, the second spring month.
कामा, कम्हित्र, छिन्न, cracks and fissures in the soft earth.
कामा, कित्रा, काम, a chink, a crack, an opening.
किट, किट, — टैंस, नेंकु, पृण, कित्रा भामिक वाप, हठा हेम, हठा वेंम, हें, a prop, lever, shoar, a bamboo used to prevent a woman’s escape from the funeral pile, a stitch or sharp and sudden pain.
किसम, खेस, अवमका, a prop, staunchion, stay.
किम्ब, पांखुर, वांग, light-coloured, pale, faded.
किम्ब, सूक, मुख, कण, बियू, a spark, particle, atom, drop.
किम्ब, निफ्त, ब्रेडिंग, पकड़, बिंग, a sling, a species of bird.
किम्ब, चूर्ण, दल, निशुल्क, artful, clever, ingenious.
किर, बुद्धि, विष, आशाविल, विशाल, अप, a revolution, a circle, a round-about way, a disappointment, any adverse circumstance.
किर, उज्जवल, बिंग, बुर्ज, वाइब्रेष्ट, ब्रेडिंग, वेल, ब्रेडिंग, to turn, change, alter, veer, turn or move round, revolve, return, to refund, restore, to wander, rove, travel about. [dering, &c.
किरिया, जारिया, पर्यावरण, a traveller, rover; roaming, wandering,
किरिया, पुनरुत्थान, पुनरुत्थान, पुनरुत्थान, पुनरुत्थान, returned, come, brought or given back. [article.
किरक, फूलिया, पांजिया, a revolving, turning, the return of an
किरक, फूल, पुनरुत्थान, करण, बेग, अनान्यतम, to cause to
turn, circulate or revolve, to give back, refund, to plaster, to alter, change, क्रब, to prevaricate, कपन, to receive or take back,
पांजा, to recover, resume.
किर्कीया, बेग्रिया, ढाबिया, a plasterer; plastering.
किर, पुण, पुनरुत्थान, पुनरुत्थान, फुनरुत्थान, again.
किरक्षिकीर्ष, सूर्योविहार, सूर्योविहार, केलेग, a drizzling rain, a whispering, a whisperer.
कुंक, क्रूर, to blow with the mouth or breath.
कुंक, दिखान, ठेछन, to pierce, penetrate, pierce or pass through. [as a serpent.
कुंग, क्रूर, हिंसन, शिक रेखा, to sob, breathe short, hiss
कुंक, भाक, भाक, भाक, भाक, to hoot, hallow, call to, haw, shout.
कुंक, बिझू, झूट, का बिनोग, a drop, a solvent or menstruum, a kind of melon.
कुंक, पुक, गध, दृक, दृक, आखी रेखा, अकान्त रेखा
दृक, विश, to burst, break, burst open, expand, swell, boil or bubble up, to gush out, to emerge, break forth, to pierce, to prick.

बबब
কলা, বিভিন্ন, বিভিন্নতা, কলাকা, split, torn, pierced, open, blown; a straggler.

[cause to boil, &c.

কোয়াহ, বিরাস, বিভাস, বহুল, বহুলতা, to split, tear, pierce, stab, কৃতব্য, মূকাতের বায়ুর মাটি, কৌম্ফ, a blast of the breath, the act of blowing.

[exorcise; exorcism.

ফুল, ধ্বং, ধার কর, উড়ান, তুল হাড়ান, to kindle, exhaust, ফূল, বায়ু হও, অবলান, এড়ান, বিভত্ত, কুঁড়, গুষ্ঠ, to be expended, spent, exhausted or finished, to waste, decay.

[entirely.

ফুল, বায়ুকর, উড়ান, বিভাস, to exhaust, spend, finish

ফূল, গুল্ম, বুপ্পা, রক্ষণ, কোথা, হাঁপা, a flower, mineral flowers, a bud, blossom, the menstrual flux, leprosy, a cataract or film on the eye.

কোলাকা, চূর ধার, pure or powdered chalk.

কুলাগুল, চূর গুল, flowers of sulphur, brimstone.

কুলাকোর, পরিকাত, ব্যবহার, বাম্বার, মৰ্ম, neat in dress, foppish, priggish; a beau, a fop, &c.

কুবুরা, ফুরা, cakes or nuts of flour fried in oil.

কুকু, গণস্ফূর্ত, কীপা, বাসস্ফূর্তি, চুম্বনার, কীন্ত, কীপাস, the secundines or after birth, a bump, a swelling, an eruption; tumid, spongy, swollen.

ফুল, কুলাস, এলোচের, পাকাস, চিহ্নক বন, মুখুরান, to swell, become inflated or turgid, &c. to rise, ferment, to strut, look big, to blossom, blow.

ফুলাম, পুলুপ্পা, মুরান, কুলাস, to blossom, bloom, cause to bloom, cause to swell, inflate.

ফুলামী, ফুলামী, কীভাব, পরিহার, ভাবিকা, ঢেকার, expansive, elastic; elasticity; expansiveness, sponginess, tumidity, a swelling with pride, haughtiness.

ফুলি, ফুলি, a film, speck or cataract on the eye.

ফুল-১, মরসুর কাপুরী, ফুলিক, অজ্ঞান, the bronchiae or gills of a fish, a spark of fire.

ফুল, বিক্ষিত, প্রত্যাহার, প্রসারিত, open, blown, expanded.

ফুলারাক্ষ, প্রত্যবীত পূর্ব, বসতিশালী, an expanded water-lily, a fop, a beau.

ফুলী, ফুলী, the report of wind expelled backwards.
penniless, poor, contemptible.
a pimple, carbuncle, small boil.
the lungs, a whisper, a whispering.
[flatter, seduce.
to coax, wheedle, cajole, inveigle.
to swell, rise, ferment, spring up.
the lungs; spongy, puffy, blown, light, hollow.
a sprig, slip, twig, switch.
a skein or reel of thread or silk.
foam, froth, spume, scum.
raw sugar, inspissated cane juice, a kind of sugar-plums.
foamy, frothy, covered with scum.
given back, returned in trade.
to turn round, spin, wind, veer, return, rove, ramble, go about, take the air, to lurk, to skulk.
a change, alteration, a variation of notes or sounds in music.
a variation, transposition, vicissitude, perversion, confusion, disorder.
a jackal.
a turn, revolution, circuit, voyage, a walk, a return, a reverse, a dry measure.
put off, adjourn, to waive, give up.
বোল, শ্রী, বধু, a wife, a son’s wife; used also as a vocative in addressing any respectable female.

রাসন, রূপক, কচিদেশ, রক্ষ, করণ, the groin, the hip, the pubic and iliac regions.

রাস, কুল, গোত্র, সিদ্ধান্ত পর্যায়ক্রম, সন্তান, মেরদণ, রৈশ, রেশ, race, lineage, family, kindred, pedigree, parentage, the spine or back-bone, a bamboo, a flute, pipe, fife.

রাসনক, কুলস্বাগত, কুরুরক্ষ, founding a family, continuing a race, সম্পর্ক, সম্পর্কাত, সম্পর্কাত, born of a noble family, of such a family.

রাসনক, আদিপুরুষ, কুরু, a progenitor; producing a race, কুলস্বাগত, কুরুরক্ষ, having or supporting a family.

রাসনোচ্য, বৃহের মধ্যে অনিয়ম শুদ্ধ বসন, দ্রুতজল, bamboo manna, (so called.)

রাসনবী, লূঙ্গী, পূর্বপুরুষস্মিতী, a pedigree, genealogy, ge-
a flute, fife, pipe, whistle.
a flute player, Crisina.
lineal, descended from, belonging to a race or family.
a crane, a heron.

nickard rake, to prate, prattle, chatter, talk idly, speak.
a heifer, a young cow.
talkativeness, prating, sforter, idle talk.

talkative, prating, chattering.
fit to be spoken, proper to be mentioned.

a speaker, a fluent person.

the mouth, the face.
to talk much, grumble, mutter.
crooked, curved, bent, deformed, distorted, awry, tortuous, winding, intricate, adverse, cruel, churlish, perverse, dishonest.
squint-eyed, squinting.
a goat, (male & female.)
crooked, bent, &c. cruel, adverse; a remainder, overplus, arrears.
an evasion, equivocation, a double entendre, a pun.

the breast, chest, bosom.
the female breasts or bosom.
hereafter to be mentioned or described.
a small sword or hanger.
the turn or bend of a river, a reach.

the egg plant.

firm, fickle, insolent, resistant, unyielding, impetuous, irremovable, invincible, unyielding, obstinate, fastness, firmness, stability, indomitable, inflexible. [peculation: vain hope, fruitless expectation; garrulous, talkative, prating, chattering. a great talker.]
বড়, কথা, বাক, আবার, নূন, অবিষ্কৃত, পাড়, a speech, sentence, word, voice, discourse, language, a rule, an aphorism. [censurable.

বচনী, বক্ষনী, বিচরণী, proper to be spoken, utterable, বন, কাবরী,—বিবাদ, বক্ষ, বিবরণ, discord, wrangling, squabbling, disputing, altercation.

বন, আচার, বনীক, obedient, subordinate.

বন, বাহুব, বংসত্র, বার্ক, পাবক, a calf, a steer; a child, any young animal. [velling boat.

বাল, আচারযুক্ত ২৪ম বন্ধু বিশেষ, a Budgerow or trava-

বন, হীর, কঠিন, ডাক, আত, কাবুল, a thunder-
bolt, a diamond; hard, adamantine, impene-

ত্রিভূজ, বচনমূল, বনামায়, a clap of thunder.

বন্ধু বা হৃ,—বর্ণিতে অস্ত্রাঙ্গে পাল, Indra, i. e. wielding the thunderbolt. [and resolute.

বন্ধু, বচনমূল বাহু, কাবচ, one small in size but hardy

বন, গোষ্ঠনূঢ় বাছি বিশেষ, the chalcedony or opal.

বন্ধু, শৈলুক, পৃথীব, নূনায়, a knave, rogue, cheat, deceiver,

বন্ধু, একপিস, ধাক্ক, মুভাঙ্ক, a jackal. [upon.

বন্ধু, মোধাম, খুলান, to cheat, swindle, deceive; impose

বন্ধু, ভারতীয়, ভার, ভার, swindling, fraud, imposition,

বন্ধু, ভারতীয়, ভার, ভার, decept, deception. [cowry.

বল, বাংলার বৃক্ষ, এক কাজি, the Indian fig tree, a single

বল, ক্ষাশ, ঘাট, বাংল, a pill or bolus, a ball.

বলি, কোয়াল, কোয়াল, a small car or paddle.

বলি, রুকু, মাছার মাছা, অললি, রুকুরাল, a rope, a bead, a rosary, a sort of knife, an import, excise.

বলি, পলাকুর রুকু, a Brahmachāri after investiture.

বলি, বীকার বেহখর পাড়, হা, অপের, বনক, মাদ, তান, yes, indeed, truly, actually, verily, true, right.

বলকালী, ভাস, বিউন, banter, mocking, waggishness.

বলকালী, ভাস, বিউন, a wag, banterer, mocker.

বলি, বৃহৎ, বাণী, ভাট, ভেট, ভেট, ভাট, তাশ, large, big, great, spacious, important, supreme, chief, noble, wealthy, elder, senior; very, too.
रसमा, रेक्षी, अधिनी, दासी, a mare, the nymph Ashwin, 
a female slave. [logical being.
रसमाक, रसमक, —रक्षित आस, रक्ष, submarine fire, a mytho-
रसमह, प्रमह, the gallant of another's slave-girl.
रसमा, असार, विलाम, misfortune, calamity personified.
रसमा, धूप, रसम, रसमा, a spear, javelin, harpoon.
रसमी, रसिम,—रस धरना रसमा धोरा, a fish-hook.
रसि, रसम, cakes of ground pulse fried in ghee.
रसमै, रसू, रसमा, असारिक, असाराव, greatness, grandeur,
assumption, vaunting, vain-glory.
रस्मी, आसी, आस, a ball, pill, bolus, a gingerbread-nut.
रसम, रेक्षार, परिचारक राजा, a resident officiating brah-
min. [prate, chatter.
रसमसा, रसमसा, जलमि, to mutter, murmur, grumble,
रसमि, रुसमि, रुसमि, great, large, severe as a wound.
रसिमा, रुसिमा, रुसिमा, एकर, a carpenter.
रसिमा, बांधि, बांधि, रेक्षार, a trader, a merchant.
रसिमा, रिकार, अभ. a part, portion, share, dole.
रसिम, अनम, परिमंत, अविष्का, कर्मि, to share, dole or portion-
out, distribute, divide into shares. [sheath-
रसिम, रामिचु, रसिमाऱ्य, the Tal or palm shoot, the bambo-
रसिम, रुसिम, रुसिम, रुसिम, हिंदु, रुसिम, रुसिम, castrated, emas-
culated, impotent, defective, crippled, dock-
ed, circumcised. [substance.
रामि, रामि, रामि, अफिस: as, like, similar; a glutinous
रामि, रामि, रामि, रामि, रामि, रामि, रामि, रामि, a calf, steer, any young
animal, a child, (a term of endearment.)
रामिचु, रामिचु, —सुस बश, बकनि, m. & f. a steer, a heifer.
रामिचु, रामिचु, अधिन, अधिन, अनुवारि, a year.
रामिचु, रामिचु, अनुवारि, अमूरा, fond, affectionate, kind. [form.
रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, आस, आस, the face, countenance, visage,
रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, to speak, say, tell, declare.
रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, bountiful, munificent, liberal.
रामि, रामि, रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, रामिचु, imprisoned, bound, tied,
fastened, confined, restrained, stagnant, shut,
close, firm, squeezed together, staunched, stopped, confirmed in a habit or vice, &c.

বড়াক, রুক্পাণিবারক, a stptic. [ration.
বাড়ক, মেষমার্ত, afflicted with a cold or checked perspiration.
বধ, হতাম, murder, slaughter, an execution, killing.
বধন, মারল, মারত, to kill, slay, murder, smite, wound.
বধনীর, বথ,—ারণাল, হনবীর, deserving death, worthy of death, vulnerable.

বধাবি, বারামানি, a promiscuous or reciprocal slaughter.
বধিক, বধি,—অপষ্টানী,হতাম, murderous, sanguinary; a murderer.
বধিক, অবণেক্ষ্রংহাস, কায়া, deaf, hard of hearing, stunned.
বধু, বধ—স্তী, ভার্গী, পুত্রের পত্নী, a woman, a wife, a son's wife.

বম, অরুন্ধ, কামন, সধীন, উষ্ণ হৃদ, হস্ত, a forest, desert.
wood, grove, thicket, an uncultivated place, or one full of weeds &c.

বমচর, বমচরক,—অরুন্ধী, অরুন্ধকারী, অরুন্ধবাণিজ্য, wild, sylvan, travelling or dwelling in forests.

বন, জরী, অরণ্যংপর, wild, sylvan, produced in a forest.
বনগ্রন্থ, অন্যাঙ্কন, an entrance upon the life of an ascetic.
বনটপো, কোকিয়া, পিক, the Indian cuckoo.
বনবানী, অরণ্যবানী, বনবানী, residing in a forest: an anchorite.
বনবানু, দোষার, দোষ বাবনি হিশেব, a wild man, the ouran outan.

বনবানি, বৃক্ষ, বারামন, Crishna.
বন্ধার, সিংহাসন, পণ্ডিত, the lion or king of the forest. (&c.)

বন্ধার, লোভার্ম কৃষ্ণ, forest-adorning, beautiful (shrubs.
বন্ধার, গনফ বরুণবাসি, পুণাবিনা বে রূপের কর জন্ম; trees bearing
fruit without flowers.

বন্ধু, ভ্রান্ত, অর্থ, অরণ্যাবানী, উয়াবান, wild, savage, forest;

a hermit, an ascetic. [a thing prepared.

বগাল, অরণ্যাভিহিত, অরণ্যবান, a preparation (of food, &c.)
বগাল, রচন, বন, মিল্লাং, গর্ভ, অর্থাভি রচন, to make, manufacture, build, fabricate, frame, mould, to prepare or cook food, &c.

বগাল, বিষ,—আলোচনা, প্রশন, অর্থ, intimacy, friendship, love, affection.

বগাল, ল্যান, সুর্দী, প্রিয়ামা, a woman, a wife, a beloved wife.
বন্ধু, জননী, বনবাস, wild, sylvan, belonging to a forest.

বন্ধ, বাঁধনী, গাছ, পাড়ি, পদরুক, রুথ, কার্যার, পার্শ্ব, অন্যের, গিনা, ধারন, a fastening, knot, bandage, roller, belt, string, custody, a mound, fence, embankment, regularity, a knuckle, a parcel of ground, a piece of land. [&c.

বন্ধন, পূর্বক, অর্থাদর্শ, a worsherper, one who compliments,

বন্ধন, অপার, আমের, আমার, পূজা, to salute, to pay reverence or respect; a salutation, reverence, bow, prostration, worship.

বন্ধন, অপরাধ, অপার, আরাধণ, জুর, গানের প্রথমে সমাধান, a salutation, bow, adoration, worship, praise, flattery, an introductory ascription of praise to some god at the commencement of Poems &c.

বন্ধননিয়, বন্ধ, —সমস্ত, স্বন্ত, আনন্দ, আরাহ, worthy of respect or praise, venerable, adorable.

বন্ধী, বন্ধনপাঠক, বন্ধনীকৃত, কারার, a parasite, flatterer, a captive, prisoner. [in confinement.

বন্ধীনাম, বন্ধীনাম, —কারাজর, আটকান জর, a prisoner, an animal

বন্ধীনাম, কারার, a prison, a jail.

বন্ধ, বন্ধ, স্থাপ, আটক, গাছ, আটকন, রোধ, যাহার, বাধা, স্বয়ং, পরি, স্থাপ, আটকান, বন্ধ, রুথ, bonds, imprisonment, confinement, custody, a tie, fastening, hindrance, obstruction, close connection, intimate union as of body and spirit, the body; bound, confined, fastened, tied, shut.

বন্ধন, বন্ধ, গাঁথন, রোধন, আটকান, বেশন, বেশটেন, কর নির্দেশ, 

বন্ধী, to tie, fasten, bind, hinder, obstruct, bar, close, shut, confine, imprison, enclose, gird, impose a tax; bonds, fastenings, fetters &c.

বন্ধন, আটক, গাছিহ ডাবলি, a pledge, pawn, mortgage.

বন্ধন্ত, বন্ধন্ত, —বন্ধ, আটকান, গাছিহ, পরিদেহ, bound, confined, pledged, embodied, connected with the body.

বন্ধনজাহাজ, বন্ধনাঘাট, a prison, a jail.

বন্ধনী, পাড়, a bandage, ligament, roller, garter.

বন্ধন, বেসন, a stipend, salary, wages.
बरह, भूषर्णत, कर्न्या, a captive, prisoner, felon. [location.
बसू, भिज आत्रिय. भाजु, a friend. companion. kinsman, re-
बिष्रू, भिजता, आत्रियक, भाज, friendship, intimacy, ac-
quaintance, relationship.
बशां, बिस्त्र, बाह, बिसर, unproductive, unfruitful, child-
बशां, भर, भुलक, भशु. f. barren, sterile, unfruitful.
बना, आर्थ, भरब, बनाय, sylvan, rural, wild, savage.
बना, भामत, a deluge, a flood, an overflowing of water.
बनन, वृक्ष, रूप, रोप, to sow seed, to weave, to plant.
[flake, a sowing.
बन, वस, वाकर टेट, वीकुप, fat, the marrow of the
बन्ध, भरी, भेष, the body. [father, progenitor.
बंग, भीकुपद, रोपक, रोप, भीकुर, a sower, planter,
बर, भर भेषी, a large mongoose.
बजन, भुभुतं to vomit, throw off the stomach, to retch.
बभी, भो,—वानक देहिद्र, भर, an emetic, a vomiting, the
substance vomited. [gushing out.
बभी, भर, भो, भो भाँति, भाँति, भाँति, a vomiti-
ging, spouting up.
बरश, आवं, गतिकाल, धिक, age, time of life, youth.
बरामख, पारामख, भीमनक, the allotted period of life, age.
बराम, भिक, an egg not impregnated.
बराघु, बरास्,—वृह, भेंबा, भेंब, साभ, young, in the
prime of life, middle aged, mature.
बराघु, भांथ, भेंभान्थ, youth, manhood, prime of life.
बरस, बरामख,—वहं सब, बीर, affix : of such an age.
बरा, समाभुख, समाकिन्त, संकृत, सम, भक, of the same
age, cotemporary ; a, contemporary, compa-
nion, friend, associate, confidant.
बर, महिद, बाण, भबन, a buffalo, air, the wind.
बर, भेंभान्थ, भेंभान्थ, प्रतिज्ञा, प्रार्थना, भांथ, भांथ, भान, भान, भान, भान.
उध, a boon, gift, blessing, promise, wish,
desire, request, choice, a bridegroom, hus-
bond; in compos : chief, excellent, best.
बर, भर,—अपनात्तु रूह, आपन, अथवा, rather, or ra-
ther, but rather, in preference, but, though,
nay, on the contrary.
Barı, barı, a rafter, a beam.

Barık, barık, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.

Barık, barık, a rafter, a field or plantation of Pán or betel.

Barık, barık, a gander.

Barık, barık, a goose, a wasp.
বর্ণন, বিবরণ, বৃত্তান্ত, বর্ণ, বর্ণবাদ, a description, relation, narration, praise, panegyric.

বর্ণমালা, ক্রান্তিক অক্ষর সমূহ, an alphabet, the series of letters.

বর্ণসংকর, মিশ্রিত জাতি, মিষ্টাদিত, a mixed cast; mixed, mongrel.

বাহি, চিত্রকর, চিঠপক, খুচ্চালী, a painter, scribe, writer, a religious student.

বর্ণন, হেম, ইয়ন, ধাক্কান, অনুর্ভব, হৃদরস, হৃদি, হৃদিক, হৃদপাদ, হৃদপাম, হৃদকর, হৃদাবল, হৃদাবল, হৃদাবলি, হৃদারি, to be, exist, subsist, belong to; fixed property, a maintenance, livelihood, profession; fixed, stable, stationary, abiding, staying, remaining.

বর্ষাবর্ষা, —সত্তা, ইচ্ছার, possible, probable, likely.

বর্ষান্ত, বিদায়, জীবন, সাক্ষাৎ, কারণ, অন্তর্হিত, being, existing, alive, extant, present, ready.

বর্ষিক, —রাতি, শব্দতা, প্রাপ্ত, তুলি, রেখা, a wick, match, candle, lamp, a paint brush, a ruled line.

ভূত, উপস্থিত, been, become.
affix: being, existing, fixed, &c.

a circle, globe, ball, sphere, a marble, bullet, ball of earth, a pea. [lid.

—path, path, way, an eye-

causing increase, promoting, augmenting, growing.

to increase, grow, thrive, improve, prosper.

capable of increase or improvement.

increasing, growing, thriving, prosperous, rich, augmented, accelerated.

increased, thriving, prosperous, grown, expanded, extended.

enlarging, increasing, growing, improving, prosperous.

an outcast, barbarian, one of a degraded tribe or occupation, a stupidly ignorant man.

armour, a coat of mail.

mailed, accoutred; a Cshyatriya, an awl.

a fish-hook, harpoon, fish-spear.

a year, rain, raining; a great continental division.

annual (plants, shrubs &c.)

rain, fall as rain or hail, to shower.

a birth day, an anniversary. [rainy season.

rain, a shower, the rains; the
disease in the feet of horses appearing in the rains, an outer garment for the rainy season.

rainy, showery.

m. & f.: a frog.

of a particular age,—old.
বর্ধমান, কর্কু, শিলাবৃত্তি, শিলাপাথর, hail, a hail-stone.
বহু, মূর্তর পুকুর, মূর্তরের পিঠা, a peacock's tail or crest.
বহী, মূর্ত, শিলাপী, মূর্তের পুকুর, a peacock.
বন, পরাক্রম, সামর্থ্য, শক্তি, জ্ঞান, ক্ষমা, অজ্ঞাতচর, তাড়া, strength, might, power, energy, vigour, force, violence, an army, forces, a chessman.
বহার, নামভ, নামভাঙ্ক গরু, an ox, a bullock.
বহম, করণ, কথন, to speak, say, tell, propose.
বহস, পবিত্রতা, নৃতা, একঢাক, হৃদ, নবনিঃ, পুষ্করিণী, পরমাজিন,/change, powerful, strong, stout, lusty, solid, firm, valid, substantial, authentic, prevalent, violent. [rous, courageous, bold.
বহসন, স্তম্ভ—পাক্ষিক, নিঃকৃতি, সাহসী, strong, powerful, vigorous, বাহন, করণ, করণভগ, a bracelet, an armlet.
বহিঙ্গ, বেষ্টিত, বেষ্টিত, surrounded, encircled, encompassed.
বহুক, উদ্ভিজ্জন বক অষ্ট্র, দাস বক বিরহে, a flight of cranes, the black crane. [dendum of the cow.
বহাল, বহালই পিয়ের, গোয়াজি, a sort of split pulse, the puka, বহালকার, হে, কলারশ, অত্যাচার, দ্রোজাতিন্যশক্তি, violence, force, oppression, violation, rape. [speak.
বহন, করহান, কথন শিকনাম, to cause to speak, teach to বহনদি, করকার, উভয়, conversation. chat, discourse.
বছর, দেবশেখর বদ পাঙ্ক, ইচ্ছা, উৎসব, উত্তরণ, সাজিত চর্চ, দেবাল, a sacrifice, victim, oblation, offering, the folds of the flesh about the navel in stout persons, (especially in women,) a wrinkle.
বহুলপ্রয়া, বহুমূল্য স্তোত্রকালি উহিভিতোত্রি পকরি, predacious, delighting in sacrificial places; any bird of prey, a vulture, crow, &c. [a crow, a crane.
বহুমার, বহুমাসাহারী, কাকাদি, feeding on sacrificial food;
বহুশাস, বহু, বন্ধ, শিকনামাস, শোভায়, সাহসী, powerful, strong.
বহুকান, বহুকান, — বকান, বৃক্ষ পাঞ্জা, to boil, simmer, bubble up.
বহেন, বহেন, — কুটেন, কুটেন, to boil, simmer, bubble up.
বহন, বহন, — ভাঙ্গ, ভাঙ্গ, to heat gently, make to boil.
 tepid, lukewarm, once boiled.


 beautiful, captivating.


 the bit of a bridle, a bridle, a rain.


 a horse's gallop, a canter.


 a white ant, a hillock of earth thrown up by ants or moles, an ant-hill.


 a cowherd, herdsman, milkman, cook.


 1. dear, desired, beloved; a lover, one beloved, a husband, wife, mistress, friend.


 a creeper or climbing plant.


 subjection, thraldom, control, submission, authority; captivated, enthralled, subdued, subjugated, tamed, submissive.


 under subjection or control. [tion.


 controll, subjection, subjuga-


 brought under control, subdued, tamed, dependant.


 to subdue, bring into subjection, to fascinate or subdue by magical charms, incantations, &c.


 subjugated, subdued, conquered, tamed, dependant, submissive, obedient; a retainer.


 obedient, docile, tame, humble, controllable, governable; a dependant, a slave.


 a dwelling, abode, residence.


 a dwelling-house.


to dwell, reside, sit, sit down, sink, subside, clot, coagulate; clothing, dress, a garment.


 dwelling, residing, resident; an inhabitant. [small-pox.


 the spring months, the
বসন্ত, কম্বারং রূপ, an orange colour. [flesh, a sitting.
বসন্ত, - বসন্ত, মাসজাতক, উপবেশন, fat, suet, the marrow of the
বসন্ত, আসনজীবন, পাতন ক্রান্ত, অপহরণ, রাখন; খুদন, রাখন,
ঠাকুর, মহিলাবাসী ক্রান্ত, বিজান, বন্ধকৃত, to seat,
cause to sit, settle, people, establish, place,
lay, fix, flatten, compress, to lodge, drive a
nail, set a stone, to precipitate, make to sub-
side or sink, to coagulate, to candy.
বসন্ত, বিবাহী, residing. dwelling. an inhabitant.
বসন্ত, ক্রামান্ত অথ দেবতা, বুধের বর্ষো, রূপ, ধন, বিষু, বাম, a
kind of demigod, the tie of a yoke, a gem, jewel,
wealth, a thing, substance, matter, water.
বসন্ত, বসন্তী, বসন্তী,—প্রধানী, the earth.
বসন্তী, —বিশিষ্ট, the earth.
বসন্তী, তৈলিন বন্দ্রণের পূর্বে ভিক্ষিত্র গাজু ধৃত চাণম, a ceremonial
pouring of oil on the wall of a house.
বসন্ত, বিবাহীন পূজাম, habitable, inhabitable.
বসন্ত, অর্থাৎ, ডায় বাসন্তার, রাজা, ভূমি, a town, village, ha-
bitation, the pelvis, the womb, the abdomen.
বসন্ত, পদার্থ, নানা, সান্নী, বিশিষ্ট, এক্ষণ, a thing, substance,
matter, materials, ingredients, utensils, stuff,
baggage.
বসন্ত, [is to say.
বসন্ত, বাসার্থ, কাটা, অর্থাৎ, in reality, in fact, viz; that
বসন্ত, বাসার্থ, কাটা, in reality, in a word.
বসন্ত, পদার্থার্থ, সেচিত্ত, শ্রীকৃত্য, সত্তা, substanti-ality, mate-
riality, reality, fact.
বসন্ত, কাপড়, বৈশ, cloth, clothing, a garment, dress, habit.
বসন্ত, ভার, রাখন, a tent.
বসন্ত, কুলকামান, বেশাচরে গার্হ, foppery, dressiness,
pride in dress.
[warehouse.
বসন্ত, ভার, ভার, ভক্তি বিভক্তিতার, a tent, a draper’s or clothier’s
বসন্ত, ধারাবাহিক বার্তা, ভার ধারণ, সাহ, ধারাবাহিক চাণম, চাণম,
সূত্রাধিক গোষ্ঠ, ভার, ধারণ, কোন, কোন উপর, to carry,
to bear, to draw a carriage, transport, con-
voy, to flow, float, sail, pass by or away, (as
time or a river,) to circulate as the blood, to
blow as the wind, to decay, to wear away.
Vishnu, a fleet of boats, the
urge forward, row, steer, guide a plough, to
spend time, carry or transport goods, draw a

width of water.

—bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṣa, bhaṭṭa, a book-binder.
बाइन

महा.  घृणा, अधिक, अनेक, अविषय, pref.: much, many, great, long, numerous; very, exceedingly.
बहुसाधी, बहुसाधक, —कीर्तबंधक, प्राचीन, of long standing, chronic, ancient, old.
बहु, घृणा, अनेक, अधिक, much, many, numerous, abundance, plenty, plurality, multiplicity.
[att.]
बहुसंरक्ष, बहुसती, —आशी, प्राप्त, wise, knowing, prudent, old.
बिंतिह, अनेक, अधिक, अनेकाधिक, अनेकाधिक, various, manifold; in many ways, often, oftentimes.
बहुप्रज, बहुपुष्प, बिष्य सत्यार्य, populous, prolific.
बहुप्रज, बहुपुष्प, —पूर्वपुष्प अमूर्त, f. prolific, having borne many children.
बहुवर्तक, चिन्हवाही, चिन्हकारिक, continuing many years, perennial.
बहुविषम, नायाधिक, सामायक, बिनेश, of many kinds or sorts, various, multiform.
[att.]
बहुक, अनेक, पुनर्देर प्रथम समाज, a compound adjective or bahuvrth, having many wives; a polygamist.
बहुकाली, बांध, गोलिया, बहुकृष्ण, garrulous, talkative.
बहुवर्तक, बांधनिया, शारतुष्क, नायाधिक, नायाधिक, affecting, touching, piercing to the quick, comprehensive.
बहुक, नायाधिक बल, polysyllabic, of many syllables.
बहुप्रज, नायाधिक, सांत, multiform; a camelion, a polypus.
बहुपुष्प, नायाधिकार, नायाधिक, अविषय, assuming many forms, many-shaped, multiform.
बहु, अधिक, अनेक, बिस्तर, much, abundant, prolix.
बाहि. धि, अधिकादि अधिपति, fire or its deity.
बाहुमूल, मेयथ, हाबुर्ध, a god, a deity.
बहु, अधिक, अनेक, अनेकाधिक, अविषय, insatiable, insatiate, voracious, ravenous, greedy.
प्र, बिखलमुखष श्रव, or, either, perhaps.
बाइ, बाइरोग, उदास, माहकी, rheumatism, flatulence, enthusiasm, a dancing girl. [attempts.
बाइका, बाइका, बाइकक्ष, भैसम, idleness, levity, a vain girl.
बाइ, बायली, बायली, बायली, windy, flatulent, silly, idiotic.
बाइह, पायूरा, २२, आभर, a chisel, 22; interj.; amazing!
Dwarfs, short, pigmy, small.

Insane, mad, foolish, idiotic.

A lake.

Carrying yoke or coolly-lathe, a crook, bend, turning in a river, a ring for the legs.

Bold, audacious, impudent.

A crooked, bent, crooked, awry, sinuous, winding, foolhardy, obstinate.

To escape, survive, remain, continue, live.

Barren, sterile, unproductive.

A share, portion, lot, allowance, distribution, a dug, a handle of a tool.

To share out, distribute, portion, allot, divide into shares, dispense.

A partition, allotment, portion, share, a blot, a stigma.

Low in stature, short, dwarf.

A ball, shot, pill, bolus, pebble.

A weight of stone or other material.

An allowance on money, discount.

Bereft of the tail, tailless, docked.

A dam, a binding, stopping, &c.
ters, directed, expressed, mentioned, worthy
of being expressed. [pati.
বাচন্তাহ, ভাষাবেদা, বৃহন্তাহ, a master of language, Vrihas-
বাচন, বৃহাই, বাধাই, an explanation, an exposition.
বাচন, বৃহান, একাশন, কহান, to explain, unfold, cause to
speak: [sprightly.
বাচন, বাহুব, বহরাহ, talkative, garrulous, chattering,
বাচন, সুব, প্রোপাহ, সুন্দর, পাহার, expressing; expressive,
verbal, vocal.
বাচন, উক্ত, আশ্চর্য, mentioned, expressed, declared, en-
বাচন, শাবক, ছল, শিশু, the young of an animal.
বাচন, কষ্ণীর, উপাধের, বিবর্ণকাশের, কষ্ণীর, কথা, রোধ, অভিধান,
fit or proper to be expressed, predictable, attributable, declinable (as an adjective,) con-
temptible; a word, idea, meaning, predicate.
বাচন, চূড়ন, পৃথক, কাঁদ, to pick, choose, select, to sort,
separate from. [&c.
বাচন, পিছু, স্মৃতি, মনন্দী, a child, offspring; selected
বাচন, গোরু, মেঝের, a calf, a steer.
বাচন, বস্ত্র, বিনাশ, ধূলা, পাথা, বৃষ্ট, পোলে পোলক, a thunderbolt,
sound, speed, a wing, the feather of an arrow,
ghee or clarified butter, a falcon.
বাচন, কণ্যাধ, শব সেপ্ত, বন, তৈরাক, to sound as a musical
instrument, to strike as a clock or bell, to
pain or suffer pain.
বাচন, বাণী,—বাণ, বাণিয় র, music, a musical instrument.
বাচন, বাণিয়, one who plays on a musical instrument.
বাণী, বজ্র বিশেষ, a sacrifice in which ghee is offered.
বাণী, চৌদ্ধরী, শঙ্কা বিশেষ, a market-basket, a species of corn.
বাণী, বাহুম, চকারি লিওন, কৌশল মারণ, শব্দ হুঁ সেখন, to play
on an instrument, to beat a drum, to strike a
bell, to sound, blow, &c.
বাণী, রেচুক, পক্ষ, অধিকার, পল, a horse, a bird, a sky-
rocket, squib; a wager, stake. [pannel.
বাণী, বহার, বহানানিয় হীরা, the arm, a partition wall, a door
কক, বাহুদেকর, an ornament for the arm.
to desire, wish, long for, incline to, request. [request.

a wish, desire, will, propensity, grind paint, &c.

to pound, reduce to pulp, rub on a stone, a robber, thief, highwayman.

a betel-box, a species of small fish.

a chisel.

a string, twine, a sort of cord.

a house, habitation, residence, family dwelling, home, a metal cup, a drinking vessel, a garden, a mace, a rod.

travelling, infesting the 
a betel-box, discount on notes &c.

a frame, a fish-dam, a weir, a margin, edge, selvage, a column or half-page, the outer covering of a mango-stone.

to grow, thrive, increase, abound, spread, extend, jut out, become prominent, rise above, exceed, to help or carve at table. [ded, expended.

prosperous, overgrown, extended.

—increased, exorbitant, dear, turgid, prolix, redundant; growth, enlargement, excess, abundance, overplus.

a carcase, throw out, to prolong, to promote.
বাদারা, অভিনিত কথার, বাদাবারে, বিভাগ পূর্বে, tediously, with prolixity, much at large.

বাদি, বিভাগ, বৃদ্ধি, উপার্জন, বৃদ্ধি, বৃদ্ধি, বৃদ্ধি, এবং, an increase, augmentation, improvement, an advance in price, the interest of money.

বাণী, পূর্ব, বসতিস্থান, ঘর, ভূমিভাগ, বৃহিযুগীন মায়োপারের অবস্থান, a house, a family residence, a home, a staff, stick, rod, a plot of garden ground, an advance of grain to be repaid in kind with interest.

বাণু, বৃদ্ধি, উপার্জন, অত্যধিক, অত্যধিক, increase, excess, surplus, redundancy, prolixity; prolix. [cess.

বাণ্ডারা, অতি, অধিক, excessively, importantly; excess.

বাণ্ডি, জরুরি, উপর্যুক্ত, পরিসর, পরিসরের বৃহত্তর, an arrow, dart, versed sine, the influence of an evil eye, a malignant incantation.

বাণা, শিষ্যের শিষ্য, the male organ of a child.

বাণি, বৃদ্ধি, বিশেষের পরিসরের বৃহত্তর, the hire or price of weaving, jewellery, &c.

বাণিজ্য, বাণিজ্য, বৃহিযুগ, বিভাগ, বিভাগ, বিভাগ, trade, traffic, commerce, barter.

বাণিজ্য, বাণি, —বাণিজ্য, বাণিজ্য, a banker, merchant, trader.

বাণী, বাণী, বাণী, বাণী, speech, sound, a word, language, Saraswati or the goddess of eloquence.

বাং, বাং, বাং, বাং, বাং, বাং, বাং, wind, gout, rheumatism, flatulency, hypocondria. [with wind.

বাংবিহিম, বাংবিহিম, —বাংবিহিম, rheumatic, gouty, troubled

বাংবিহিম, খুব, বাংবিহিম, hypocondriac, mad, flatulent.

বাংবিহিম, বাংবিহিম পেটের বৃহত্তর, the wind-colic. [spirit.

বাংম, বাংম, পরমার, বৃহত্তর, wind, air, an apparition, vision,

বাংম, বৃহত্তর, a species of sweet meat, sugar-plums.

বাংজী, বাংজী, বাংজী, wind, tempestuous, boisterous.

বাংজী, বাংজী, বাংজী, বাংজী, বাংজী, airy, windy, hysteric, light; a swallow.

বাংবিহিম, বাংবিহিম, —বাংবিহিম, বাংবিহিম, বাংবিহিম, arising from wind, flatulent, gouty, rheumatic, stormy, windy.
बांधारम

बल्कि, बर्बर, निःशर्म, वैसे, गालाकाटि, a candle, lamp, wick, a wand, rod, a stick of wax. [foolish.

बांधम, बांधक, टूट, फिंग, त्वचाभ, insane, mad, crazy, बांध, अधिनर बांध, बड़, बड़िक, बिधानबोधि, a strong wind, a gale, a storm, a hurricane, a boaster, bragger, vapourer, liar. [affection.

बांधा, अखेड़ बेहद, अछुराग, fondness, caressing, tenderness, बांध, गालामा, गोळा, a cow-house, cow-pen, cow-pasture.

बांध, बांध, बांध, बिध, कह, रेख, आकौ, चुनां, a word, a sentence, a contradiction, dispute, enmity, reproof, an ill name.

बांध, कहक, बांधक, speaking; a speaker, player of music.

बांध, बांध, to play on an instrument, to strike as a clock.

बांधविड़, बिध, बांधविड़, reasoning, an argument, discussion, disputation. [cloud.

बांध, पांढ़ी, बूँदी, रेख, wet weather, a rainy day, a बांधक, रेख, गोळा, जारीवा, id: also gold or silver lace, tissue.

बांधवी, बांधवी, बांधवी, बांधवी, rainy, arising from rain &c.

बांधववाला, बांधववाला क्रोड़ी, बिधेक्ष, an ephemeral insect.

बांधववाद, कह, बिध, बिध, बांधव, a dispute, quarrel, controversy, argument, disputation.

बांध, कम बिधेक्ष, लोकार पाणि, an almond, a ship's sail.

बांधवी-या, अंधकार, almond-shaped, oval. [sic.

बांधा, बांधा, —सभा के अध्यापन बर, the key-note in Hindoo music.

बांध, अनुभागुक, कुंदित, कुंदित, कुंदित, made to be uttered, extorted, sounded as a musical instrument.

बांधव, सापाड़ा, ओष्ठ, a snake-catcher, snake-charmer.

बांधा, बांधा, बांध, बिधारी, अधारी, अधारी, अधारी, अधारी, speaking, asserting, quarrelsome, litigious, pleading; a plaintiff, accuser, suitor, expounder, the stater of an argument or thesis.

बांध, बता बाधिता, a large bat or vampire.

बांधा, बांधमा, any musical instrument, music.

बांधक, बांधक, अधी, a musician, a musical performer.

बांधखेड़, बांधखेड़ राज, a concert of instrumental music.

बांध, । बांधविष राज, । sic, a burst of many instruments together.

के ए
বাঘক, বিভারক, অভিযোগ, বহিরঙ্গ, hindering, obstructing, preventive; a hinderer, &c. menstrual pains.
বাঘম, বিভার, আঘোষ, ঢেকম, ধাপ, ধাপম, to hinder, prevent, resist, oppose, obstruct, impede, clog, detain, to frustrate, to render ineffectual.
বাধ, বাধকটা,—বাধা, বিভার, আঘোষ, opposition, hindrance, obstruction, prevention, detention.
বাধা, শ্রবণ, আঘোষ, বিভার, ধূঢ়, ভাজ, ধ্রুপ, an impediment, prohibition, opposition, &c. pain, danger, a sandal, clog, wooden shoe. [of Krishna.
বাধাই, স্বর্ধেশ সহিষ্ণুকারণ গাম, songs celebrating the birth
বাধি, বিভারী, মদন, বল্লভী, নিবার্থ, submissive, subservient, tame, captive, capable of obstruction, &c. [bore.
বাধ, আবাসিক করা সমূহ, a flood, a heavy sea, a high tide, the বাধায়, বনাম, a hermit, anchoret, brahmin devotee.
বাধার, বশ, মহাব্রাহ্মণ, an ape, a monkey, a baboon.
বাধায়, শরায়মধ্যে, ব্রহ্মপুঞ্জ, the union of vowels and consonants, spelling.
বাশি, পশিস, এরক্ষ্য, a vomiting, a throwing up from the stomach.
বাশন, বায়ুস, আঘন, মেঠাচ, to bind, fasten, confine, tie, বাশন, আসি, আস্বরী, a relation, kinsman, friend. [one.
বাপ, বাপ, বাপ,—পিতা, a father: used, in fondness, to any বাপ্তার, বাপ্তারায়, বাপু,—মুখাপি সহোধক সেন, oh father! fa-
ther! (an expression of pain or surprize.)
বাপ্তার, পিতামাতা, পিতাহর, father and mother, parents.
বাপক, বীজকামক, বুদ্ধিক, sowing seed; a sower, seedsman.
বাপিন, বীরিক, আমান, an oblong pond, a pool, a lake.
বাঘকুক, বর্ণান্ত, বাসাগ, talkative, garrulous, loquacious.
বাসু, সর্বাধাসূচী সত্যাগ, সর্বদোক, sire, sir; a gentleman.
বাস, সাব্য, শ্রীঘোষ, শ্রীঘোষ, অপরাধ, সর্বদৃষ্ট, left (not right), contrary, opposed, reverse, inverted, unpro-
pitious, averse from, beautiful, pleasing.
বাংক, বৃত্তাঙ্ক, an emetic; causing vomiting.
বাংক, বাংক,—বাণী বিভিন্ন, বিভিন্ন বিভিন্ন, m. & f. a brahmin and brahmín.
बाज्री, बाज्रिल्‌—वांड, वांड़े, चुंब्रि, a dwarf; short, pigmy, dwarfish.
बाज्रोच्चा, सूरा ग्राम श्री, a woman with handsome eyes.
बाज्री, कौवीक, बाज्री रुख दिया करा बाज्री, a woman, a person who beats a drum with the left hand.
बाज्रोच्च, तात्तिक मर, बिल्लूद्र धर्म, the doctrine of the Tantras, heterodoxy.
[Tantras; heterodox.
बाज्रोच्च, तात्तिक, बिल्लूद्र्वाढाणी, a Tantrist, a follower of the बाज्रोच्च, उड़ा ब्राह्म, बिनार्द भ्रान, कार, an open airy spot, a private place, an aperture.
[gaseous.
बाज्री, पाबाण्ड, बाज्री, belonging or relating to wind, बाज्री, पाबाण्डे, पाबाण्डे, relating to the wind, sacred to the god of wind; the north-west.
बाज्री, बाज्री,—बाज्री, बिल्लूद्र, बाज्री, m. & f. a crow.
बाज्री, पाबाण्ड, बाज्री, कर्क्षा, पाबाण्डा, wind, air, hypocondria, the god of wind, a spirit.
[the N.W.
बाज्रोच्च, बाज्रोच्च, पाबाण्ड उड़ाने भ्रान, the quarter of the wind, बाज्रोच्च, ब्राह्मण, ब्राह्मण, बाज्री, a whirlwind.
[wind, &c.
बाज्रोच्च, बिल्लूद्र, वाणिज्यचतुष्क, वाणिज्य, hypocondriac, troubled with बाज्रोच्च, पाबाण्ड, पाबाण्ड, पाबाण्डाशी, a fan, the act of fanning.
बाज्रोच्च, बाज्रोच्च, पाबाण्ड, कृष्ण, hypocondriac, insane, crazy.
बाज्री, बिना, पाबाण्ड, पाबाण्डे, मर, एन्द्रां, समूः, पाबाण्ड, पाबाण्ड, कार, तेही, आङ्गे, a day of the week, a turn, spell, rotation, exchange, vicissitude, time, an occasion, a multitude, quantity, flock, a liquor-vessel, water, a row, a tier, a column, half a page:
बाज्रोच्च, कृष्ण, गोलांग, निजेश, a tray, a large wooden dish.
बाज्री, आङ्गे कर्ते, विनेश, वाणिज्य, वाणिज्य, वाणिज्य, आङ्गे, वाणिज्य, ध्वस, to hinder, prevent, prohibit, forbid, disallow, to repel, stop, check, thwart.
बाज्रोच्च, नूरेन्द्र, पुरुषदार, twice, again. [often, frequently.
बाज्रोच्च, बाज्रोच्च, पुरुरुष, पुरुरुष, चार्च, पुरुरुष, चार्च, again and again, repeatedly, बाज्रोच्च, एक्सिमेनच, एक्सिमेनच, समय, certain parts of each day considered unlucky and unfit for any enterprise or work.
[woman.
बाज्री, बाज्रोच्च,—बाज्री, a harlot, a prostitute, a common
বাণীর্থিক

বাণীর্থিক, বাণীর্থিক—গায়ের, সমুদ্র, the sea, the ocean.
বাণীর্থিক, হুমকি, পিছং, a portico, a porch, a verandah.
বাণীর্থিক, পূর্বারোহণ, পূর্ব, again, once again, once more.
বাণী, বাণী,—বাণী, সহিন, উদ্যক, water.
বাণীকোঠ, বাণীকোঠ,—কদার, কাদে, a tortoise.
বাণীর্থ, অবহার, অবচরণ, অংশ, aquatic; a fish.
বাণীর্থ, অন্নাশ্রম, গুপ্তর, সত্য, সত্যক্ষ, পত্ত, produced in water; a snail, a conch shell, any bivalve shell, a lotus.
বাণী, গায়ে, গায়দর, গেজ, giving water; a cloud.
বাণীঘূ, অধ্যাপক, দুর্ঘূ, দুষ্কর, a spring of water, a frog.
বাণী, অবাসিক, দূতাচার্য, রক্ষকরাজ, পাগল, a water-pot, milking-vessel, the foot rope that fastens an elephant, a spell, a turn in rotation, watch, time of duty.
বাণী, পটিদমিয়, সমার, বিধাতায় নক্ষত্র, তেজে হামারের কৃত। জাতোধী, the west, spirituous liquor, the 20th lunar mansion, a festival on the 13th day of the wane in Chaitra.
[gunpowder.
বাণেক, অস্তরাঙ্গী চূর্ণবণ্য বিশেষ, অর্থাৎ মিশিত বক্সার গহিয়ার, বাণেক, একলা, একমার, once, one time.
[exchange; for.
বাণেক, পাণ্ডার, পর্যায়ক্রমে, বিনিবেষ্টনে, in turn, in rotation, in
বাণেক, পরমাদ, কবে, পুনর্বার, alternately, in rotation, often, repeatedly, again and again.
বাণাকারি, জ্ঞানচরণধূলু, বাণাকারি, অধ্যাপিতা, ভিজ্ঞ, বিদ্যালী, having twelve doors, mendicant, begging from door to door; a palace, a mendicant, a beggar.
বাণাকারি, সামাজিক, সাধারণ, চিকিৎসা, general, common, frequent.
বাণ, কথা, সমুহ, সত্য, বৃত্ত, কথাপথন, বীজ, বাক্য, a word, report, rumour, tidings, news, message, information, relation, account, narration, warning, conversation, a livelihood, occupation.
[comment.
বাণিক, চরিত্র, সম্বন্ধ, স্থান, an envoy, messenger; a gloss.
বাণিক, বৃত্তাবশূলু, বৃত্তার্থী, old age.
বাণিক, বেদ, মুক্তযুক্ত বেদ, a wild sheep, a wether.
বাণীর্থিক, বাণনীতুরুনু, স্থানালোকিতী, a usurer, money-lender.
বার্ষিক, শুরুত সর, শুরুত সর অনুচ্ছেদ, শুরুত সর কনক্ষ বৃত্তি, yearly, annual, belonging to a year; a yearly pension, &c. [pati.]
বাল্পায়িত, নীতিবাদ, morality, ethics; derived from Vrihas-
বাল্ল, আবাদ, পশু, ভোজ, চুল, অভ্যোজ. অধ্যাপ্তর পূৃ, বৃক্ষ, an infant, child, boy, lad, a colt, hair, a lock of hair, hair on the privities, a horse’s tail, any tail; infantine, childish, ignorant, uninformed.
বাল্ক, আবাদ, ভেষ্টিয়া, পশু, মূর্ধ, an infant, child, boy, lad, a fool, a blockhead. [a child.
বাল্কীয়, শিকারীবানি, ভেষ্টিয়ার, childish, infantine, relating to
বাল্লক, বাল্কের জন্য হওয়া, to be seized with fever, (spoken of an infant.) [twilight.
বাল্লচায়, বেগুলীরায়, অল্পন, purple, the colour of the
বাল্লক, বাল্কের লাল হওয়া, a fever, (in a child or infant.)
বাল্ল, বেরান দেশা, বেগুলী, শুশ্রুষা, বল, a female child, girl,
young woman, a female, a woman, a bracelet.
বাল্লক, বিপরীত, আপগ, an ill, misfortune.
বাল্লকাদীর, হেরার বিভয়, পরিশুনারোপ, তৈরিগৃহচ্ছ, things proper for or peculiar to children, pupillage.
বাল্ল, আলো আদির অগ্রগারিত পজ, হারের পাত, সিকান, the leaf of
the plantain, palm &c. in its sheath, a single leaf of a door, sand. [young girl, sand.
বাল্লক, মোড় কে পর্যবেক্ষণ প্রয়াস কী। সিকান, a female child, a
বাল্লক, সিকানকর, sandy, abounding in or made of sand.
বাল্লক, পিতাস, পিপুল, মূর্ধ, a pillow, bolster, cushion; young,
ignorant, uninformed.
বাল্লহন্দা বাল্লা হীন,—বয়স, পাতিরেশা, a teal or wild duck.
বাল্ল, বাল্লক,—সিকান, কৃষ, sand, gravel, grit.
বাল্লরাম, ইহীতাকা গাঁথন বেগুলীর বৃক্ষ, sand and lime, mortar.
বাল্লমন্দ, অগ্রগারিত ভেষ্টিয়ার চক্ষ, অকৃষ্ট, a crescent, new moon.
বাল্লে, দুর্ঘ, অনাথ, কাব্যগুল্ম বিশেষ, poor, destitute,
forlorn, bereft; a bucket.
বাল্লক, তৈরিগৃহচ্ছ, হেরার, infancy, childhood, youth.
বাল্লচাওগ, বাল্লকাদীর ভেষ্টিয়া, breakfast, the morning meal.
বাল্লক, বণ, বেগুলী, a bamboo, reed, flute, pipe, fife.
রাস-১, বাসি, পুজ, সরাই, stale, old, stinking.
রাস, পৃথিবী, ব্রহ্ম, গন্ধ, a residence, dwelling, abode, a smell, perfume, scent.
[parel.
রাস, রাসলাল,—বাস, a garment, clothing, cloth, dress, apparel, লালন, বল্লভ, আবাসিন, আবাসিন, dwelling, residing; an inhabitant.
রাসকল্লা বা সভিন,—বেশভূয়ুষ সরাসরিক বোঁ, a woman dressed and waiting to receive her lover.
রাসকে, অবস্থায়, বিবাসবাধা, habitable, inhabitable.
রাসন, পাত, আধার, ভুক্তুর, ভাঙ, কড়, উজ্জ্বল কৌশল, জানা, চাম, a plate, dish, vessel, box, receptacle; to like, approve of, wish, incline to.
রাসন, প্রচুর, বাণ্ডা, অভিজ্ঞ, কামনা, অতুলনা, চোখ, বক্স, a wish, desire, choice, lust, an inclination, propensity, a passion for, a design, intention.
রাসনী, বসন্তনী, নৈল, বা, vernal, belonging to the spring.
রাসয়, কিংবা, বিবাহনীয় সময়, a day, the sleeping together of a couple; the first night after marriage.
রাস, ভিক্ষা, আরাম, পর, সীত, ছাউনি, a lodging, temporary residence, place of abode, a nest, haunt, lair, an encampment.
রাসাগর, গুরু, ধাপাবার হাজি, পরিবার, a man's temporary residence while away from home, a dwelling house, a sleeping room.
রাসাত্মা, ঘোর, বিদেশী, living in lodgings, residing from home; a temporary resident, a stranger.
রাসায়ন, দেখান, ধরান, to perfume, scent, smell.
রাসী, পুষ্পবিন, নাট্যালো, পরিমুখ, দোহা সূত্র কূল, stale, not fresh, old, clean-washed (clothes); a chopper, a small hatchet, an adze.
রাসিত, সুগন্ধীত, রসমূহ, সুবাদা, চিত্রাব, বফপাত্রিহিঃ, perfumed, scented, spiced, seasoned, steeped, infused, clothed, dressed.
রাসিন, রাসী,—ধামালী, বিশালা, dwelling, residing, inhabiting.
রাসুল, বাসমিক,—বাস্থায়, ধরুম, রাজামিক, মৌজিজ, জ্ঞাতির, আর, real, genuine, substantial, material, determined, substantiated, true.
वासना, बास्म, — मिसालाई, fit for a residence, habitable.
वाह, ग्रृ, जिल, a house, dwelling, the site of a dwelling.
वान्या, बाण, बृह, अध, बाहर, बाहर, बन्ध, विस्तृत, vapour, steam, reek, spray, tears, rheum, mention, relation, a trace, the least trace, an atom, any thing; any, the least, the smallest.
वास्परख, ध्वस्त, volatile, flying off in steam.
बाह, बाहुल, बाहुमूल, बाह्य, बाही, बाहिक, अवाहृ, carrying, bearing; a porter, carrier, rower, waterman, a horse or other conveyance, a horseman.
बाहु, बाहुल, — प्रतापजन, विकिरण आलोचना, to turn back, to return.
[other conveyance.
बाह, बाहु, बाही, बाहिक, बाहिक, a carriage, vehicle, a horse or बाहु, तो बाहु, तार, सह, वाहू, to row, steer, carry, bear, clamber, climb (as a plant.)
बाह्यबाहु, धारन, धारहरिण, a grappling; hand to hand.
बाहिनी, रेनो, तथ, रोग, रेनो, अधिकृत, दुःस्थाली, an army, co- cohort, body of troops, battallion; f. facing, flowing.
[outside, out of doors.
बाहिन, बाहिर, — अवास्तव, अविधित, बाहर, without, out, abroad, बाहिरिया, विकार, विप्रत, the address or direction of a letter.
बाह, बाह—पूर्ण, बाह, the arm, a fathom.
बाहुल, ल्हाज, तक, the shoulder-blade, the arm-pit.
बाहुल्य, मूलवृष्टि, हाताहाति, कीबाहस्य, a scuffling, wrestling, hand-fight, fisticuffs; pugilism.
बाहस, आपस्स, आपस्स, आपस्स, abundance, plenty, multiplicity, enlargement, size; plentiful, many.
बाहस, बाहस, बाहिक, अवाहृ, अवहृ, to be carried, &c.
external, outward, superficial.
बाहस, ताइं, ताइं, out (to ease nature), openly.
बाह्यस्थान, अस्थायीपार्थायाम, ताइं, a privy, a place to ease nature in, the outskirts of a town, &c. so used.
बाह्यस्थान, नैस्थान, नैस्थान, a going to stool, evacuation.
बिखीर, बिखिर, बिखिर, a tail of hair.
बिखीर, बिखिर, बिखिर, बिखिर, a shell, a perforation, bole, vent, incision, the
বিধন, বেদন, কোঁদন, খুশন, সিংহ কাঁদন, to pierce, perforate, bore, tap, stab, prick, thrust. undermine.

বিকাস, জাপন, বেড়ান, বিক্রেন, to sell, to vend; a sale.

বিক্ষিপ্ত, শ্বাসুচিত, প্রাগাদি, টোপাড়া, blown, expanded, spread, opened, open, bald.

বিকট, গায়, বয়, ব্যাঙ্ক, বিকল, বিকষ্ট, ব্যাঙ্কাভ, অভিত, জুর, জেপার্দি, danger, fear, awe; formidable, horrible, hideous, distorted, deformed, changed in form or appearance, huge, large, beautiful.

বিকল, চিক্ষাপ্রস্তুত, কাতর, আতিশ, অতীক, মূলা, পাপ, বিপাদিত, মণ্ড, দীর্ঘ, থঙ্গ, হুঁসপ্রাঙ্গ, agitated, disturbed, troubled, distressed, confused, confounded, defective, imperfect, maimed, impaired, out of order, decayed, withered, waned.

বিকাঁলা, মুলা, জাপান, কুটো, maimed, crippled, deformed.

বিকলেন্ট, বোধেন্ট, অবশ হস্পাদামি বিলিপ্ট, having defective or impaired organs or powers.

বিকল, ইহাসারধ অহাসারধ, কাহা, বিস্তার, ভেদ, সমস, optional, admitting two forms (in grammar;) an alternative, option, doubt, suspense.

বিকলন্ত, বুদ্ধাপূর্বক এহীন, আহাতের, সমীদ, আবিষ্টন্ত, admitted as optional, chosen as an alternative, in suspense, in doubt, undecided. [blown.

বিকলিত, অকূল, অন্ধীর্ণ, opened as a flower, expanded, বিকাত, বিকলেন্ট, বিকলেন্ট, পালিত, বেগবাস, saleable.

বিকায়, প্রকাশায়, ভঙ্গোবে অধার, পালিত, অপকৃত, বিগল, বোধ, স্বাভা, ধাতুভাগ, শিখামুর্থি, বোধ, বোধাভাজানুরূপ, বোধ, বোধের, মস্তক, মস্তক মুখে বোধুর্ভি, a change of form, nature or quality, alteration, transmutation, transformation, deterioration, deprivation, spoiling, fading, a dangerous symptom, an accumulation of bile or other change of natural humours, disease, sickness, passion, feeling, emotion, a transition from the quiescent state of the mind, the fatal change immediately preceding death.
বিকারাবিষ্ঠ, পরিপন্থতা, রাথাবীরতা, আসার, unchangeableness, incapability of change or deterioration, immobility by passion or emotion as of the Deity. [precedes death. 

বিকারণ, বর্ধিত, মরণকালীন পরিপালন, disease, the change which 

বিকারই, পরিপালকার, হারার পরিপালন হইতেছে, producing or un-

dergoing a change, &c. [deterioration, &c. 

বিকার্ষ, পরিপাল, হারার বিকার হইতে পারে, capable of change or 

বিকার-বোধ, পোষ্পী, সমাজ, evening, afternoon, twilight. 

বিকা, এশার, কুলের ফুলেন, expansion, the opening of a flower.

বিজী, বিক্রম, বসা, sale, a sale, vent. [ter. 

বিজিলীপ্ত, আচার্য, বিভিন্ন, buying and selling, trade, bar-

বিজিলেন, অব্যাহত পিঞ্জ, the funeral cake offered for one des-

টিটে অবিশ্রামের দ্বারা অবিশ্রাম, অবিশ্রাম, অবিশ্রাম, change, trans-

formation, distortion, depravity.

বিকা, বাণপ্রাপ্তি, বিজ্ঞান, variously done, not uniform.

বিকাশ, শক্তি, বস, প্রভা, সাহস, power, strength, authority, 

ergy, valour, prowess, courage, heroism.

বিজিলেন, বিজ্ঞান,—বোধ, সীর, সাহসী, powerful, able, cou-

crageous, bold, daring, valiant, heroic.

বিক্রম-১, বসা, বিজী, a selling, sale, vent. [able, marketable.

বিক্রমাধীন, বিজী,—বহিসারা বোধ, পরিপালন, saleable, merchant-

বিজীলীপ্ত, বন্ধিত, selling, vending; a vender, seller.

বিজীন, বিজী,—বসা, বেটিবা, sale, a sale, vent.

বিজীলী, বসা, কমিটর, sold, disposed of by sale.

বিজীলীন্দিত, সাজাইন, বিজীলীত, পরিপালন, played, having played, danced, joked, &c.

r f f
seller, a salesman.
overcome by fear, 
surprise, agitation, shame or other passion, 
confused, confounded, lost, bewildered.
fatigued, wearied, exhausted.
shrivelled, withered, decayed, 
old, wet, moist.
oozing with matter, suppuration. 
scattered, thrown, sent, &c. cra-
agitated, disturbed, anxious.
a throwing, propelling, casting, 
scattering, dispersion, confusion, perplexity, 
distress of mind.
scatter, disperse.
to throw, cast, send, shoot, 
agitation, distress of mind, anxiety.
agreed, consented, 
a discord, (in music.)
famous, renowned, praised, 
celebrated, spoken of, denominated.
fame. celebrity, notoriety, renown.
to be deteriorated, to alter for the 
more, to change, alter, fade, decay, apostatize.
to spoil, vitiate, impair, deteriorate, deface, 
ruin, mar, seduce, debauch, violate.
ruining, &c.
spoiling, vitiating, seducing, 
deterioration, ruin, a change for the worse, apos-
tacy, a rupture, quarrel. 
foe, adversary, enemy.
de-parted, gone, disappeared, severed, separated, 
parted, dark, gloomy, obscured; a span.
disappearance, a parting, relinquishing.
বিকাল, মেঝে দেওয়া, বিদ্যা করা, গাজাগাজি ছাড়া, কুঁড়া করা, to censure, reproach, vilify, abuse, hate, abominate.
বিদ্যাি, পড়ির, বসা, আসা, চুল, ক্ষত, গলা, fallen, dropped, oozed, removed, loose, dishevelled, melted, putrified.
বিদ্যাি, দৃঢ় মন, মেঝে দেওয়া, departing, setting off, separating.
[proached, vilified.
বিদ্যাি, ছড়িয়ে দেওয়া, শিরীষ, defamed, censured, abused, re.
বিদ্যাি, আক্ষর লেখা, মাথা, মেঝে, অবস্থা, অবস্থান, হিসূমা, কুর্লার, বিকাল, worthless, ill-disposed, evil, bad, spoiled, pernicious, unpropitious, injurious; an evil quality or disposition, vitiation, deterioration.
বিদ্যা, বিষাখান, উৎপাত, আঘাত, প্রত্যাহার, বিবাদ, a mixture, confusion, ruin, a rupture, quarrel.
বিদ্যা, বুড়ি, মৃত্যু, ঈশ্বর, আশা, আসা, পড়া, শ্রদ্ধা, war, battle, a combat, an image, idol, shape, form, the body.
বিদ্যাি, দীর্ঘ মন, আঘাত, an occurrence, event, misfortune.
বিদ্যা, তাকা, পাকা, উৎপাত, মৃত্যু, হত্যা, উৎপাত, আঘাত, happened, occurred, befallen as a misfortune; an accident, calamity.
বিদ্যা, রাজধানী পরিবার, বিষাদ, a long span.
বিদ্যা, মূর্তি, বিশ কাঠ জুঁঁ, a measure of land, twenty Cottahs or from 80 to 87 cubits square.
বিদ্যা, বাণী, আইটেম, কথা, কথা, হাতা, a hindrance, obstacle, injury, hurt, destruction, murder. [impede.
বিদ্যাি, হির্সা করা, মারা, আইকাস, to hurt, injure, kill, murder, বিদ্যাি, হিসাবী, মার্ব, বাধ, বাধা, injuring, killing, destroying, opposing, &c.
[wind, a whirlpool.
বিদ্যাি, আবর্জনা, ব্যাংকশারি, পাইকা, a whirling round, a whirl.
বিদ্যাি, আঘাত, আটক, উৎপাত, আঘাত, a hindrance, impediment, obstacle, obstruction, opposition, danger, calamity, misfortune.
[ed.
বিদ্যাি, বাষ্পী, স্ফূর্তি, obstructed, prevented, hindered, spoil
বিদ্যাি, গাঢ়, বাল, গঠিত, a scent, smell, smelling.
বিদ্যাি, পুষ্প, পাতি, বুকুর, মক, eminent, superior, excellent, learned, wise, clever, able, skilful.
বিচিত্রিস, কুঁড়, কব্জ, মক, the itch, scab, ringworm.
বিচার, কূঢ়বহর, আকাশগন্ধ, অশ্বাচার, চেষ্টামু, চাকাস, পাসরা, মোটর, সমাধান, irregular conduct, disobedience, perverseness, fickleness, unsteadiness, failure, a slip, dislocation, sprain, strain, wrench.

বিচার, পিছাই, টুলা, পাসরা, a slip, a false step.

বিচিত্র, পিছিত্র, অপগত, টুলি, চোদু, আহর, সমিশ্র, বিকাট, বল, বিস্তৃত, slipped, moved in a wrong direction, bent, fickle, unstable, unsteady, unfixed, displaced, perverted, ruined, contrary.

বিচার, বিচেতন, চর্চা, বিতর্ক, ধর্মায়ন নিরূপন, আরোধ, নিদর্শ, বিগতি, নায়, investigation, examination, deliberation, consultation, discussion, disputation, reasoning, enquiry, an opinion, determination, judgment, decision, a trial at law.

বিচারক, বিচারকৃত, নায়ক, বিচারী, বিদ্যমান, a judge, one who investigates, &c. investigating, reflecting.

বিচারণ, ধর্মায়ন নিরূপন, তর্ক, বিচেতন করণ, বিশ্বাস, to investigate, examine, reason, discourse, judge, decide.

বিচারু, নবেনু, তর্কবিধান, a rule for judging, a logical aphorism.

[cussed, judged, &c.]

বিচিত্রিত, বিচেতিত, তর্কিত, বিতর্কিত, examined, investigated, discussed.

বিচারী, নায়ক, তর্ক, discussing, investigating, judging.

বিচারণ, বিচেতনীয়, নির্দেশক, deserving examination or enquiry, &c. cognizable.

[moved, unfulfilled.]

বিচিত্রিত, বহুগুণ, মূল, অনাপূর্ন, displaced, unfixed, represented, ধারাপর আচ্ছাদ, straw, rice or barley straw.

বিচিত্রিত, সম্পর, সমধ, ভুম, ভূম, বাধা, আটক, আপন, doubt, uncertainty; an error, mistake, obstacle, interruption, any untoward circumstance.

বিচিত্র, বিচ্ছর, চমৎকার নানা কর্ম, বহুকাঠ, বহুবিধ, সুপারিশ, রূপব, সুপ্রসার, বিকৃতি, আশ্চর্য, সুপ্রীতি, wonder, astonishment, a variegated colour; particular, spotted, speckled, variegated, varied, painted, ornamented, gaudy, splendid, beautiful, beautified, elegant, handsome, surprising, wonderful, astonishing.
বিভিন্ন, চম্পক্ত, বিচিত্র, রাধাম, নানার্থ, full of wonder, surprised, astonished, variegated, spotted, &c.
বিভিন্ন, ভাবনা, উদাস, অসংখ্য, anxiety, care, careful or mature consideration, deep reflexion.
বিভিন্নি, কাব্য, বালিকা, উপর, সুবিধা, anxious, thoughtful, full of care, well considered, maturely weighed.
বিভিন্নি, আধুনিক অপেক্ষায়, অবিভিন্ন, সামাজিক, carefully sought or laboured for, closely investigated, enquired into, ascertained, deeply engaged in.
বিভিন্নি, কাঁঠা কেল্প, বিলাস, তর্ক, মুখ, কবি, বিচার, অন্তর্ভাব, সীমা, a cutting off, excision, a cutting, dividing, fracture, rupture, loss, destruction, disappearance, limit, boundary, a cæsura or pause.
বিভিন্ন, বিভিন্ন, কাঠ, রস্তা, ভাব, প্রকাশ, সত্বর, ঘুঘুঘুঘুঘুঘু, parted, divided, cut, separated, interrupted, portioned, shared out, scattered.
বিভিন্ন, বিয়োগ, বিভাগ, পৃথক্ষে, ভেঙ্গে, বিরহ, অমিত, চিহ্নিত, অঙ্গীত, রণ, অমরাবতী, প্রকৃতি, a separation, division, disjunction, parting, removal, absence, disunion, variance, interruption of friendship or love, a space between words, an intermediate space, a chapter, section, division.
বিষক্ত, চরতি বিশেষ, a species of nettle.
বিরক্ত, বহিত, হামল, to scatter, strew, sprinkle, knead.
বিষ, কৃষ্ণকৃষ্ণ, a scorpion, a centipede, the sign Scorpio.
বিষাণ, বিষারাম, পাটন, to spread out, lay down as a mat, or carpet, to-strew, to lay in beds or layers.
বিষাণ, পাখা, আহরণ, মাছারি ইত্যাদি, a bed, carpet, floor-mat, &c. any thing spread out to lie upon.
বিজ্ঞ, বিন্ধ, বিন্ধন, solitary, private, lonely, uninhabited.
বিজ্ঞ, আরম্ভ, a spurious birth, bastard, natural child.
বিজয়, বিজয়কৃত, শরুরম, conquest, victory, triumph.
বিজয়, পূর্ণ, বিতৃষ্ণ বিশেষ, Durga, the 10th of the increase in Ashwini. [phant: a conqueror.
বিজয়, বিজয়া, আয়ত্তকৎ, victorious, triunphing, trium-
বিবুধ, জ্ববুধ, lightning.
base-born, bastard, spurious, hybrid, mongrel, of mixed breed.

a different kind or species.

dissimilar, unparalleled, excellent, great, excessive, wonderful, various, mongrel, base-born, improper, hateful, hostile.

a desire of conquest, emulation, rivalry.

desirous of victory, emulous, invading.

subdued, overcome, conquered, famed, wafted. [open, expanded.

yawning, stretching, spread

a conqueror, vanquisher, victor.

wise, experienced, learned, skilful, able.

the communication of intelligence, information, a representation, a sentiment, a declared opinion.

known, understood, notorious, celebrated, famous.

a thing, a with

science, learning, knowledge of books, (especially of law books,) worldly knowledge as of painting &c. or of the mechanical arts, an idea, a conception of the mind.

a make, known, inform, declare, publish, describe, explain, demonstrate. [demonstration.

an advertisement, information, cognizable, comprehensible.

cratite, a varlet, rascal, rogue, cheat, a Vaishya.

vile, vicious, unprincipled, seditious, unruly; a rascal, scoundrel, villain.
रिप, छाढ़, ढरण, पार, विजुमान, a tuft, bunch, cluster, clump, a new shoot, a keeper of pathics.
रिपाड, धूतकी, धूर्की, rascally conduct, villainy, fraud.
रिपगन, खाला धु, black salt, (used medicinally.)
रिपैर, विरू, वरा, वद्धास, अवास, वृष, धूल, discomposed, confused, confounded, fascinated, intoxicated.
रिपक, क्षेत्र, ध्वन, पीठ, अनुक्रं, रक्षाव, देव धर्म. to afflict, distress, vex, tantalize, copy after, imitate, to assume a character or dress.
रिपर, कुख्य, क्लेन, अनुक्र, affliction, distress, imitation, &c.
रिप, आव, आठ, a sheaf, a porter's pad.
रिपश, राष्ट्र, आभूष, a cat.
रिपश्वर, कोकटर, क्रान, to mutter, murmur, grumble, mum-
रिपश्व, आर्थिक, विवाह, खुल, deformed, distorted, ugly.
रिप, फ, विपुल, वंश, after: wise, knowing, clever, skilful, acquainted with, versed in.
रिपस, विपश्व, धरास, a detail, circumstantial narration.
रिपश्व, बाहुवार क्र, to debate, discuss, reason upon.
रिपश्व, भाभ, राभ, विवाह, विवाह, भाष, a debate, argument, controversy, contention, dispute, criticism, refutation.
रिपश्व, तेरा, विपुल, राज, stretched, extended, expanded,
रिपश्व, भाषा, अभ, आर्थिक, false, untrue.
रिपश्व, विकास, क्र, सत्य, अन्य, नाम, फिक, to give alms, dole out, give. bestow; an alms, largess, donation.
रिपश्व, विकास, विकास, विकास, giving alms, bestowing, doling out.
रिपश्व, विकास, अनुधाव, नार, अभाव, नार, investigation, discussion, reasoning, deliberation, an inference, conjecture, supposition, doubt.
रिपश्व, विकास, विकास, बाहुवार क्र, ठार, दूर, to reason, discuss, weigh, deliberate, think, suspect.
रिपश्व, नर, विशे, the second of the infernal regions.
रिपश्व, सब, विकास, परिला, a span, twelve fingers breadth.
रिपश्व, तेज, ठार, विकास, an awning, canopy, the warp of cloth, an expansion, extension, spreading out.
रिपक, पर्फुट धार्मिक, cleansed from the husk or chaff.
বিকৃত, বিক্রুত, অক্ষুধমান, অস্ত্রম, বিমান, রুদ্র, অক্ষুন্ন, displeased, dissatisfied, discontented. reluctant, unwilling, angry, piqued, offended.

বিখ্যাত, বিখ্যাতজ্জ্বল, আখিন, ঠাঁচা, ধৃঢ়, অনন্ত, বিখ্যাত, having the thirst slackened, satisfied. indifferent to, dissatisfied with, disliking, disgusted, nauseating.

বিখ্যাত, অক্ষরা, অবিশ্বাস, অক্রাত, ক্ষুদ্র, indifference to, dislike, distaste, satiety, disgust, antipathy.

বিশ, ধন, সম্পদ, সাধ, উপাদান, বৈদ্য, বাক্স, বধিঃ, বিধায়, wealth, property, substance; gained, acquired, discussed, judged, examined, investigated, known, notorious, famous.

[science.

বিদ্যা, বিদ্যুৎ—পারিত্যাগ, শাস্ত্রার্থ, wisdom, acquaintance with a science.

বিষ্ক্রম, হেল টিন, impudent, shameless, bold.

বিষ্য, মনুষ্য, বুদ্ধিয়, বিভক্ত, বণ্টল, ভারতার, পদ্ধতি, clever, sharp, shrewd, skilful, knowing, learned, witty, intriguing, amorous, lecherous, lustful; a libertine, intriguer, a scholar. [version.

বিখ্যায়, মহানী, a woman of insinuating manners and conversation.

বিকৃত, বিকন্ট, কাঁটন, to be torn or lacerated, splinter, tear, crack.

বিষ্যং, অষ্টাদশ, বিপক্ষ, আলো, আলোचনা, ভাষা, বিষ্যং, বিষ্যং, বিশিষ্টার বৃহস্পতি, of an opposite or adverse party, inimical; a sort of basket, split peas, parings, chips, cuttings, a cake, mountain ebony.

বিধা, মঠ, আড়াল, a garden rake, a harrow.

বিধায়, বিধি বিধান, বিধাতা, ক্ষত্রিয়, against or contrary to rule, irregular, improper, rude; rudeness, an incivility, improper conduct.

বিধায়, গবেষণের অবস্থায়, সুচী, permission to depart, dismissal, leave, leave of absence; retiring or departing in health and peace.

বিধাল্য, বিধায়গ্রাম, পারিবারিক, asking leave, having obtained leave; a present on departure, a gratuity.

বিধার, চরা, কাল, a rent, split, laceration, chink, crack.

বিধারণ, চরণ, চিঠি, কাঠ, উপরন, to tear, lacerate, mangle, rend, split, cleave, hew, plough, root up.
an intermediate point of the compass. [known, declared.

finding fault, censorious, suspicious, facetious, witty; a detractor, a wag. [tance.

strange; a foreigner, sojourner, stranger.

perforated, bored, pierced, penetrated.

wisdom, intelligence, erudition.

intelligent, wise, learned; a sage.

hated, persecuted, injured, maltreated, maliciously pursued.

enmity; hatred, malice, angry abuse, persecution.

malicious, hating, injurious, persecuting, capacious, difficult to please, dissatisfied.

a malicious or captious person, a persecutor, an enemy.

existing, existent, extant, present, ready at hand.

wisdom, learning, knowledge, science, philosophy, a magical pill or bolus.

a teacher, tutor, instructor.

teaching, instruction, tuition, communication of knowledge.

an order of demigods.

learned, wise, literate, proficient.

lightning, a flash of lightning.

flashes of forked or streaked lightning.

splendour, glare, light.
বিক্রিয়া, গহণ, লূপ, পাবলিস, প্রাপ্ত, ভ্রষ্ট, অপরাধ, বিতর্ক, liquefaction, a flowing, oozing, melting, flight, retreat, escape, intellect, censure, reproach.

বিজ্ঞান, গবেষণা, প্রভূত পদ্ধতি গ্রহিতা তাফসর, পারিহাস, causing to melt or run away, putting to flight, acting the mimic, jesting, jeering.

বিক্রম, ভূমি, গায়িক, গলাধর, liquid, fluid, melted, flown, fled.

বিক্রম, প্রাণ, coral, a young shoot, a fabulous tree.

বিক্রয়, বাণ, কৌকাক, পার্থান, raillery, a jest, joke, jeer, jesting, mimicry, ridicule, mockery.

বিক্রিয়া, পারিহাস, তড়িন্তা, jeering &c. a jester, droll, mimic.

বিক্রিয়া, বিক্রিয়া, বিক্রিয়া, বিক্রিয়া, malevolence, maleice, spite, persecution.

বিষ-রো, রোগিন, রোগ, a kind, sort, manner, form, rule.

বিষায়, গর্ভরসূর্য, গলাধর কিয়া, apostacy, heterodoxy, deviation from the rules of sect or cast. [ing, &c.

বিষাদ, অহিংস, অহিংস, অহিংস, apostate, heterodox, deviation.

বিষাদ, অহিংস, অহিংস, অহিংস, God as universal legislator, providence, Brahma.

বিষাদ, বাহ্য, অনুবাদ, আরবি, অর্থ, অনুবাদের উপাদান, a law, rule, order, decree, statute, injunction, precept, an ordering, commanding, enjoining, settling by law, regulation, an action, ritual observance, ordinance, form, manner. [ion, injunction.

বিষাদ, তৃতীয়, তৃতীয়, অনুবাদ, an evil custom or habit, ill-conduct.

বিষ, বাহ্য, আরবি, বাহ্য, তৃতীয়, অনুবাদের উপাদান, a law, rule, formula, form, statute, injunction, order, decree, command, a sacred
text or citation, fate, destiny, luck, an act, action, form, manner, a sacred writing, the law, Brahmā.

text, moon, camphor.

—agitated, shaken, shaken out, trembling, tremulous, abandoned, left, relinquished. [destitute.

—agitated, distressed, afflicted, "Rahu or the ascending node.

—a trembling, shaking, agitation, relinquishing, abandonment, &c.

—upheld, sustained, held, seized, withheld.

—to be done, upheld or prescribed, what is to be done or practised; a prescribed observance.

—destruction, enmity, aversion, disrespect. [hostile, averse.

—destroying, perishing, bowed, bent, stooping, prostrate, humble, submissive, crooked, curved.

—humbility, modesty, submission, compliance, mildness, affability, decorum, decency, propriety of behaviour, an obeisance, reverence, apology, humiliation, entreaty, supplication, humble solicitation.

—humble, modest, submissive, yielding, tractable, compliant, supplicant, affable.

—perishable, destructible.

—ruined, spoiled, corrupted, perverted, fallen, perverse, vicious, artful, dishonest.

—without, beside, save, except.

—to plat, plait or dress the hair.
বিশ্বা, বিশ্বনাম, a false or assumed name.
বিশ্বাসী, বিশ্বাস্তার্থী, bearing a false or feigned name.
বিশ্বাস, গণেশ, একু, বেলিশ্ব, Ganesha; humble, yielding.
বিশ্বাসা, অনুমাষ্ট, অনু, ease, facility.
বিশ্বাস, তাম্ব, তাম্ব, তৃণতাম্ব, তৃণতাম্ব, তৃণতাম্ব, তৃণতাম্ব, utter destruction, annihilation, ruin, perdition, loss, death, murder, slaughter, the close of a strain, (in music.)
বিশ্বাস, স্থান, সাম, বিশ্বাস, to destroy utterly, bring to ruin, annihilate, kill, murder, spoil.
বিশ্বাসী, বিশ্বাস, ধৃস, ধৃশ, কামী, বিশ্বাস, destruc-
বিশ্বাসী, বিশ্বাস, tible, perishable, tending to ruin, capable of being spoiled.
বিশ্বাসী, অস্ত, অস্তী, নাভি, destructible, &c. destructive; a destroyer.
বিশ্বাসী, বিশ্বাসের পৃথু, বিশ্বাসী, পন্থাসাম, verging to ruin, spoiling, going
বিশ্বাসের অবতার, অপনার, involuntarily.
বিশ্বাসের, প্রশাসিক, প্রতিপাদক, প্রলোভক, সমস্তিরজক, conclusive, deciding the judgment; a decisive argument.
বিশ্বাস, নির্ভূত, কীর্তিসা, বিশ্বাসের প্রমাণ, a logical conclusion, decision, decisive argument, proof.
বিশ্বাস, পত্র, ছাপ, আবার, গোড়, বুঝা, জ্ঞান, a fall, fall from office or dignity, fall from innocence or virtue, calamity, evil, pain, distress, disrespect.
বিশ্বাস, পাণ্ডুম, পারিবার, প্রতিক্ষা, barter, exchange room, substitution, stead, requital, return, retaliation.
বিশ্বাস, পাণ্ডুম, কোন কর্তৃপক্ষের বিহ, কর্তৃক রাথ্য, প্রতিপাদকার দৃষ্টিকোণ, an appointment to office, application or appropriation to a particular purpose, a giving in expectation of remuneration or return. [ing, settling:
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাসি, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, certainty, assurance, an ascertain-
tractable, of subdued passions, well-behaved, decorous, decent, well-dressed, adorned, handsome, taken, led, conveyed, punished, chastized, humbled, well-trained.

विनेता, नाॅगरकां, राजा, अधिकारि, विज्ञामार, पानारत, aruler, king, leader, instructor, guide.

विनेव्र, सुवासि, शिल, श्रृ, शाख, तालाब, वषि, governable, tractable, submissive, humble, flexible, exorable, adorabe, to be humbled, &c. [mence.

विनेम, हर्ष, कीॅि, रुपुा, joy, sport, play, eagerness, vehem, पुृष्ट, कोटा, कनिका, इक, ठिक, नविक, "каर, अनुिदार, अमथन, a drop, atom, scrap, a spot, dot, mark, point, comma, the characters and " the part of the forehead between the eyebrows.

विकसि, कुृषि, भेंम, बाँकाम, to pierce, perforate, bore, penetrate, to pain, gripe. [cholic.

विक्षि, झेक, पेट, perforating, &c. gripping pains, the विक, कक्षीक राथाि, साजि, वेल, मम्म, विॅि, गािि, arranged in order, dressed, adorned, placed, fixed, deposited, pledged, delivered.

विकास, कक्षीक घिॅर, साॅजि, बेल, बिकामकार, केलकार, साहाि, कािि, औतार, orderly or artificial arrangement, adjustment of the dress so as to adorn the person, a dressing of the hair, an assemblage, collection, deposit, pledge, a scite, place, receptacle. [oblique.

विलक्त, पारंत, पौछकाव, टेंज, ripened, matured, twisted, विलक्त, नरू, टैॅक, एविबाि, विलक्त, विलक्त, an enemy, adversary, opponent, disputant; hostile, adverse.

विलक्त, विलक्त, बिकाम, बिकाम, a sale, a contract of sale.

विलक्त, आपान, पौष्षिम्भिक, हाँॅ, a shop, stall, market, fair.

विलक्त, आ सालावर, the surmounting of a difficulty, &c. विलक्त, साॅर,िवॅिं, surmounting difficulties, escaping from calamities. [adversity.

विलक्त, विलक्त—आपान, दूरभाष, a misfortune, accident, calamity, विलक्त, गृाि, शुश्र, a bye-road, wrong road, evil way.
going in an evil way, vicious, perverse.
unfortunate, distressed, afflicted, suffering adversity, lost, destroyed, spoiled.
contrary, reverse, opposite; adverse, hostile, repugnant to; opposition, &c.
in opposition, contrary to.
—rival, against, in opposition, reverse; rival, against, in opposition, reverse, inverted order, &c. hostility, repugnance; vast, huge.
a false assumption, as of false for true, imaginary for real, &c. a false conception, an attributing falsely, an erroneous assertion.
ripe, ripening, ripeness, maturity, an unexpected result, an occurrence, the natural or moral consequences of actions, moral retribution, distress, poverty, calamity, ruin, a change of form or state, &c. indigestion.
a sore, kibe or blister on the foot.
a forest, wood, thicket.
huge, vast, stupendous, great, large, much, deep.
a brahman.
abuse, contumely, insult, reviling, reproach, censure, a retort, retaliation.
inferior, bad, distant. moving in a contrary direction. opposed to; an antagonist, a specific.
a dispute, objection, remonstrance, obstacle, opposition of interests, disgrace, &c. [a dispute.
विद्वः, अविद्बः, अविद्वः, गृहिः, गृहिः, नाप, वच, unbelieved, disliked, disesteemed; sin, transgression, crime.

विद्वः, विद्वः—विद्वः, गृहिः, विद्वः, अविद्वः, unproductive, fruitless, abortive; vain, useless, ineffectual, idle.

विद्वः, विद्वः, ineffectually, uselessly, to no purpose.

विद्वः, विद्वः, अवनूिदः, expanded, open, blown.

विद्वः, कवित्वः, बाष्टः, a wish to speak, a desire.

विद्वः, कवित्वः, विद्वः, वापिण्डः, required or wished to be spoken, wished, desired.

विद्वः, कवित्वः, desirous of speaking, wishing to say.

विद्वः, विद्वः, गृहिः, कोरा, a burrow, hole, chasm, cave, recess.

विद्वः, विद्वः, कब्जः, रुसः, रुसः, वर्ण, श्रेणी, श्रेणी, to tell in detail, specify, narrate, describe; circumstances, particulars, a detail, description, relation, explanation, exposition, gloss, comment.

विराजः, राजः, राजः, राजः, राजः, to relinquish, leave, desert, abandon, quit, reject, except.

विद्वः, विद्वः, अविद्वः, अविद्वः, राजः, राजः, राजः, राजः, changed in colour, discoloured, bedaubed, reddening, blushing; one of low cast, an outcast.

विद्वः, वृक्षः, वृक्षः, तारः, नगः, नगः, a dancing, a going, turning or whirling round, an error, mistake, a heap, collection, assemblage, multitude.

विद्वः, अविद्वः, अविद्वः, अविद्वः, crippled, incapable of exertion, weak, helpless, not under control.

विद्वः, विद्वः—उपवः, naked, unclothed, without clothes.

विद्वः, नगः—उपवः, उपवः, उपवः, उपवः, a dispute, quarrel, broil, wrangling, a lawsuit, controversy, an objection.

विद्वः, विद्वः, विद्वः, विद्वः, disputing, litigating, controverting.

विद्वः, विद्वः, कायः, कायः, बचनः, a dispute, quarrel, broil, wrangling, a lawsuit, controversy, an objection.

विद्वः, विद्वः, विद्वः, विद्वः, disputing, litigious, factious, quarrelsome, disputatious, controversial; a plaintiff, complainant, opponent.

विद्वः, विद्वः, विद्वः, कुमारः, connected with or relating to disputes, &c. captious, litigious, &c.
বিবাহ, দীর্ঘ পরিবাহ, পরিয়োজন, স্বয়ং, a wedding; nuptials.
বিবাহিত, কৃষ্ণবিবাহ, married, wedded.
বিবাহের বিবাহযোগ্য, পরিযোজন, marriageable, fit to be married.
বিবর্ত, বিবর্তন, জনবিবর্ত, পূর্ণ, পৃথক, ভিতর, বিষ্ণু, বিশ্বাকঃ, বিচারিত, বিচিত্র, বিচিত্র, বিচিত্র, solitary, lonely, desert, deserted, pure, holy, separate, detached, distinguished, discriminated, judged, discriminating, judicious.
বিবিধ, ধর্মাধিকার, বহুপুঞ্জী, various, diverse, many, multi-form.
[losophic.
বিবুধ, দেবতা, পতিত, a god, a deity, a learned man, a philosopher.
বিবৃতি, বিবৃতি, বিবৃতি, বিবৃতি, প্রক্রিয়া, একটি, detailed, narrated, particularized, amplified, displayed, made manifest, evident, expanded, extended.
বিবৃতি, বাণ্ডধা, টাকা, প্রকাশ, an explanation, gloss, exposition, manifestation, display.
বিবর্ত, বুদ্ধি, a God, a deity, a learned man, a philosopher, a god, a deity, a learned man, a philosopher, a god, a deity, a learned man, a philosopher, a god, a deity, a learned man, a philosopher, a god, a deity, a learned man, a philosopher, a god.
বিবেক, বিবেক, সাধারণ, বিবেক, বিবেক, বিবেক, বিবেক, discrimination, judgment, the faculty of discriminating, power of discerning good from evil, conscience, abstraction from worldly affairs, religious indifference, asceticism.
বিবেকী, সুষ্মুখী, সাধারণ, বিচারক, বিচারক, পতিত, বিচার, discriminate, discriminative, judicious; a judge, a sage, an ascetic or abstract devotee.
বিবেক, বিবেকানূ, সাধারণ, বিচারক, তথ্য, বিবেক, সুষ্মুখী, বিচারক, discriminating, distinguishing, judging, examining into, reasoning, reflecting, thoughtful, rational, civil, polite; a superintendent.
বিবেক, বিবেক, বিবেক, to deliberate, reflect, design, judge, &c.
বিবেক, সাধারণ, বিচার, অনুমান, চেষ্টা, ভাবনা, তথ্য, সাধারণ, অনুমান, বিচার, অভিধান, তথ্য, discrimination, reflection, thought, deliberation, consideration, examination, investigation, enquiry, trial, judgement, inference, supposition, persuasion, deliberate opinion, design, purpose, a superintendence, overlooking.
বিভাবিন, the female's amorous affectation of indifference to dress, &c. amorous dalliance.

বিন্ত, involved in calamity, distressed.

বিভক্ত, divided, separated, portioned, shared, parcelled out, allotted.

বিন্দু, a grammatical termination or inflexion, a division, portion.

বিভাগ, division, portion. [to share out.

বিভাগ, to divide into shares or lots.

বিভাগ, division, portion.

বিভাগ, a thing, substance, matter, wealth, property, grandeur, loftiness of mind, magnanimity, elevation of sentiment, supreme or superhuman power, final emancipation.

বিভাবর্ত, appropriated; property.

বিভাবর্ত, rich, affluent, grand, magnanimous.

বিভাব, light, lustre, beauty, marriage.

বিভাব, the sun, fire.

বিভাব, a share, portion, part, lot, a division, allowance, a fraction.

বিভাব, dividing, sharing out, allotting; one who receives a share, a sharer.

বিভাব, one who divides property into shares.

বিভাব, dawn, day-break; married.

বিভাব, rich, wealthy, powerful.

বিভাব, perception, a seeing, discovering, conviction, examination, discussion.

বিভাব, discriminable, distinguishable, discoverable, liable to conviction. [bawd.

বিভাব, night, turmeric, a harlot.

দিষ্ট, examined, investigated, pondered, &c.
a twofold proposal, alternative, option.
doubtful, optional, declared, spoken.
divided, separated, distinct, different, discordant, contrary, contradiitory, scattered, dispersed, intermixed.
formidable, fearful, terrific, alarming.
all-pervading, eternal, firm, solid, h..rd; a lord, sovereign, owner, master, God, Brahma, &c.
divine or superhuman power, affluence, property, glory, grandeur, the ashes of cowdung. [pompous.
affluent, glorious, splendid, ornament, decoration, trinkets; to ornament, decorate, dress, adorn.
held, retained, upheld, sustained, supported, maintained.
a separation, division, distinction, difference, contradiction, a scattering, dispersion.
an error, mistake, a doubt, apprehension, whim, caprice, capriciousness, wantonness, female dalliance, the power of love, beauty, a whirling round.
foolish, senseless, faint, faintish, insensible, drunk, transported.
emergency, misfortune, calamity. mistaken, erring, flurried, alarmed.
confusion, precipitation, flurry. opposed to, hostile, contrary, of a different opinion.
disinclination, dislike, disapprobation, a different opinion.
inattentive, absent in thought,
thinking of something else, otherwise-minded, averse, dissatisfied, bewildered, perplexed, sad, broken-hearted, disordered in mind.

to triturate, rub, grind, pound, compress, trample down, subdue, destroy, kill; friction &c.

abondon, regret, repentance, after-sorrow, dissatisfaction, dislike, displeasure; sad, dejected, sorrowful, anxious.

penitent, sorry, dissatisfied, &c.

vaporous, clear, transparent, limpid, clean, pure, white, beautiful.

insurance of ships, &c.

a step-mother, (the real mother being either living or dead.) [carriage.

the chariot of a god, a car, vehicle, libration, a wrong, bad or by-road, an evil course, a brush, a broom, liberated, redeemed, pardoned, &c.

fascinated, bewitched, deluded, seduced, stupified, confounded.

turning away from, averted, averse.

a redeemer, liberator, &c.

to release, liberate, free, redeem, disentangle, clear, disencumber, pardon.

fascination, a bewitching, deluding, seducing, tempting, stupefaction.

the disk of the sun or moon, a shadow, reflection, image, picture, a bubble.

a species of gourd.

convex, round, ruddy, red.

reflected, shadowed out.
having red or rosy lips, rosy-lipped.
the sky, atmosphere, the heavens.
to bring forth young, to calve, litter.
separated, disjoined, disunited, absent.
marriage.
disunion, separation, disjunction, absence (of lovers),
departure, death, a label, a prescription, a separate entry or account.
(as lovers.)
absent, separated, odd, uneven, ill-matched, unsuitable.
dissatisfied, disgusted, vexed, ruffled, teased, annoyed, averse, indifferent to.
[dissatisfaction, dislike,]
to compose, write, compile, construct, build, make, fabricate, prepare.
a woman who has ceased to menstruate, a sacrifice made on renouncing the world, a certain place of pilgrimage.
ceased, relinquished, stopped, having ceased or desisted, desisting from, abandoning.
[a cessation, desisting, stopping:]
private, retired, remote, alone, apart, wide, rare, of infrequent recurrence, occurring at distant or repeated intervals, relaxed, thin, delicate, fine.
secretly, underhand, privately, apart.
insipid, ill-tasted, nauseous, rank; an ill taste or flavour.
absence of lovers, distance, cessation,
forbearance, relinquishment, loneliness, bereavement, destitution, a lover's lament.

বিরহী, বিরহিত, — ভক্ত, অনাথ, উদাসী, বিদ্য়াগী, deserted, forsaken, destitute, bereft, lonely, absent, separate, (as lovers.) [is absent; deserted, &c.

বিরহী, বিদায়িনী, ভক্তা, a female whose lover or husband

বিরাগ, বিষয়কৃত্য, বিসেক, ইলিজিয়ন, মমন্তর, অর্থ, পুণ, সিদ্ধ, বুঝা, কৃত্তা, indifference to the world and the pleasures of sense, absence of desire or passion, disregard, dislike, disapprobation, disrelish, disgust, slander, calumny, reproach, imputation.

বিরাগী, বশীর্থী, বিরুদ্ধ, কৃত্বাকারী, বিষয়ী, বিজেত্রিয়, filled with disgust, nauseating, disrelishing, calumniating, &c. dead to pleasure, &c.

বিজ্ঞান, পোষাক, গৌরব, সুখেতে অবহাস, আহিভূত্য, ঐক্য, প্রাপ্তি, করিয়, splendour, beauty, a life of ease, dignity, &c. freedom from care, an appearing, manifestation, a shining as an object of admiration, Bhráma or his first progeny, a Cshyatriya.

বিজ্ঞান, ঐক্য, পোষাক, সুখেতে ধাক্কা, রাজ, অতোগভর, to shine, be splendid, to live in ease, dignity, &c., to reign.

বিজ্ঞাত, প্রাপ্তি, আবিভূত্য, পোষাকঞ্চিত, manifested, displayed, exhibited to view, splendid.

বিজ্ঞান, অচ্যুত, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বরূপান্তরিত, shining, &c. exciting admiration, appearing in a beautiful form.

বিজ্ঞান, ভারতের মধ্যবর্তী দেশ, রাজ, অত্যুগ, ঐক্য, a part of central India, a king; huge, large.

বিজ্ঞান, বিদ্঵েষ, কাজু, বিদ্যা, হুড়ো, বিস্মার, অর্থ, ধাক্কা, হেম, a cessation, a desisting from, cessation from labour, rest, repose, a vacation, recess, adjournment, leisure, spare time, a pause, a space.

বিস্মার, উদ্ধার, vomited, thrown off the stomach.

বিস্মার, ব্যক্তা, বিস্মার, প্রাপ্ত, উদ্ধার, স্থান, ধাক্কা, Bhráma', Vishnú, Shiva.

বিস্মার, বিষয়ী, প্রতিকূল, উদ্ধার, স্থান, ব্রহ্ম, বিপাক, opposed to, hostile, reverse, contrary, absurd, artful, disingenuous, insincere,
evil, vile, nasty, unlucky, bad, unfortunate; a misfortune, opposition, quarrel, dispute.

deformity, opposition, dislike, an enemy, opponent; hostile, adverse, deformed, hideous, ill-shaped, ugly, monstrous, mis-shaped.

a diarrhoea, a purging, a looseness. cathartic, purgative.

to evacuate by stool; a purging.

an opposer, hinderer, disputer; quarrelsome, litigious, disputatious.

a quarrel, a dispute, discord, litigation, enmity, animosity, opposition, contradiction, a hindrance, obstruction, resistance, check, restraint.

opposing, &c. quarrelsome, disputatious, litigious; an opponent.

a hole, chasm, rent, fissure, lair, cave, cavern, ravine, a valley, a lake.

differing, different, other, excellent, unequalled, marked, select, elegant, handsome; a distinction, a state or condition without an assignable cause; full well. [at shrāddhas.

gifts to a Brahmin and Brahmini

loose, not joined, unconnected, not made to suit or fit, joined, connected.

overstep, to transgress.

shameless, impudent, immodest.

allot, deal out, to separate, arrange, dispose, to distribute, bestow, to rob, spoil.

lamented, bewailed, mourned.

fish which leave the rivers after heavy rains, and are found in ponds, &c.
delay, tardiness, loitering, procrastination, a retarding, delaying, &c.

to dally, loiter, delay, procrastinate.

falling or hanging down, pendant.

loitering, procrastinating.

the dissolution of the world, destruction, final, absorption.

a lamentation, loud mourning, bewailing, complaint.

lamenting, mourning, bewailing.

enjoyment, felicity, sport, play, pastime, pleasure, amorous dalliance, wantonness, a corporeal indication of amorous sentiment.

happy, enjoying, sporting, dallying, wanton, sensual.

a division, allotment of labour, &c. adjustment, regular distribution, orderly arrangement.

dissolved, melted, disappeared, perished.

forgotten, erased, wanting. [parted, dead.

private, apart, uninhabited, deserted, disregarded, neglected, to view steadily, look, survey, behold.

an opposite course or order, inversion, reverse, a wheel for raising water; reverse, opposite, contrary, backward, against the grain.

born of a father inferior in cast to the mother. [wave, undulate.
বিশ্ব, বিশ্ব ব্যাপী, the belt or wood apple.
বিশ্ববিরহ, ব্যাপ্ত, ব্যাপ্ত, a swarm of ants, &c. a swelling.
বিশ্বমান, সাহসী, মহি, বিভিন্ন, fearless, bold, safe, secure.
বিশ্বসন, ভীত, ভয়, সাহস, আশ্চর্য, alarmed, fearful, suspicious, suspected, mistrusted.
বিশ্বনাথ, বিশ্বনাথ, বিশ্বনাথ, free from pain or distress, having the dart extracted from the wound.
বিশ্বাঙ্গ, বোধ্য, ব্যঙ্গ, the 16th lunar mansion.
বিশ্বাস, পাইবার, বিশ্বাস, পাইবার, পাইবার, wise, learned, famous, celebrated, eminent, confident, bold, presuming.
বিশ্বাস, সত্য, সত্য, প্রাইমের, large, wide, enlarged, extended.
বিশ্বাস, অহং, বাং, বাং, বাং, not crested; an arrow, pin, needle.
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, উৎস, উৎস, আশ্চর্য, আশ্চর্য, আশ্চর্য, এক, বৃহৎ, সন্তুষ্ট, প্রাত, distinguished, select, superior, desirable, good, excellent, eminent, noble, elegant, polite, genteel, inherent in, having, possessed of, endowed with.
বিশ্বাস, জ্ঞান, সন্তুষ্ট, অবস্থিত, অবস্থিত, অবস্থিত, requiring to be discriminated, accidental, not inherent; a substantive or word discriminable by its adjective.
বিশ্বাস, পরিপূর্ণ, নিশ্চয়, নিশ্চয়, পাইবার, পুণ্যবান, মন, ব্যাপক, cleansed, purified, corrected, (as a writing,) clean, pure, holy, virtuous, pious, humble, modest, compliant.
[writing, &c.
বিশ্বাস, ভূতিত, পরিতাস, purity, holiness, the correction of a
বিশ্বাস, সৌর, সৌর, সৌর, dried, dried up, withered.
বিশ্বাস, ভূতিত, সৌর, সৌর, purgative, cathartic.
বিশ্বাস, অবহেল, অবহেল, উত্থিত,ব্যক্তিবিশ্বাস,ব্যক্তিবিশ্বাস,অবহেল,unrestrained, unfettered, disorderly, ungrammatical.
বিশ্বাস, অবহেল, উত্থিত,ব্যক্তিবিশ্বাস,ব্যক্তিবিশ্বাস, disorder, irregularity, confusion, perturbation, distraction.
বিশ্বাস, ভূত, অন্তান, অন্তান, প্রথম, প্রথম, প্রথম, a difference, distinction, variety, dissimilarity, peculiarity, specific difference, quality, a sort, kind, manner, species, identity, amendment or al-
deviation. of disease, particulars, circumstances, detail; other, different, distinct, particular, peculiar, special.

discriminable, distinguishing, specifying, particularizing, discriminative, characteristic; an attributable, a sectorial mark.

a distinctive quality, predicate, characteristic mark, attribute, epithet, an adjective, an adverb or qualifying sentence.

discriminable, distinguishing, to be discriminated. [ly.

particularly, peculiarly, especially, chief, distinguished, discriminated.

requiring to be particularized, &c. a substantive, a predicate, attributable.

free from grief or sorrow.

free from grief.

to purify, cleanse, correct a writing, &c.

a setting off to advantage.

a drying, exsiccation; dryness.

trust, confidence, hilarity, festivity, mirth, affection, affectionate, enquiry.

rested; reposed, refreshed after fatigue.

a recess, relaxation, repose, refreshment, leisure, vacation. [affluence.

bereft of splendour, glory or renowned, famous, celebrated.
विषय, बिछु, विरह, विरोध, separation, distance, especially of lovers or of husband and wife, disunion, disjunction. [all, universal, entire.

विष्य, गण, जिलोक, सर्द, संग्रहार, the world, the universe; विषकृ, कारतो सुन पुरुष, धनि, दुे, a hound, a dog trained to the chase, sound, noise; vile, wicked.

विषयक्र, सूर्य, प्राचीन विश्वास, the sun, the artist of the gods. विषयोक, कठन, विरही, hard to please, dissatisfied with every thing.

[universe. विषयमान, विषयक, विषयश, —जगापतिष, शिव, Shiva as lord of the विषयपालक, सर्वगणी, all-pervading, filling all things. [world. विषयक, विषयवृक, —जगापत्रक, all-deceptive, deceiving the विषयक्र, पूर्वोदी, सती, भिक्षु, the earth.

विषयक, सर्वकार, सर्वन, सर्वथापी, assuming or existing in all forms, pantomorphous, universal, omnipresent. [faithful, trustworthy.

विषयक, विषय, साधी, a widow, a trusty female.

विषय, प्रत्यय, विषय, trust, confidence, faith, credence.

विषयवाद, कृत्यता, treachery, a betraying. [tort.

विषयवादक व यायी, —कृत्यत्रृ, treacherous, betraying; a traitor. विषयसाम, प्रत्यय करण, ज्यादार व रम, to believe, trust, confide in.

विषयात्मक स्त्रिया, a ground of trust, matter of faith.

विषयी, प्रत्ययी, सर, साधु, trusting, believing, trusty, faithful, honest. [trust-worthy, &c.

विषया, विषयारी, —विषयासार, सत्यारी, worthy of confidence, विषय, पर, बाम, गाव, गावस, मुख, poison, venom, water, gum, myrrh, the fibres of the lotus-stalk, a red dye.

विषय, पर, गाम, गामस, मुख, poison, venom, virus, virulence.

विषय, विषयरूप, भाव, deflected, sad, sorrowful, pensive.

विषय, सब, सब, सुख, a serpent, a poisonous snake.

विषय, विषय, —प्रश्यासार, मुहुर्तमान, आङ्क, deadly, mortal.

विषयोक, गंध, सर्पकाओ चिकित, a serpent-charmer or professional ouer of its bite, &c.
বিষাণ, আগন, মাল, নাগ, পীরা, পাড়ান, পাহাড়, মাঝে, মর, গ্রহণ;
ষোল, নুতন, দুর্গন, কমন, দুর্বলগন, অনুপ, অসম, একাহিন, 
আঁকুন, আঁকুন, আতিসপ, calamity, danger, distress, 
pain; painful, difficult, hazardous, troublesome, evil, violent, unmanageable, inaccessible, rough, inclement, unparalleled, unequal, alternate, irregular, intermittent, odd, uneven; very, excessively. [mittent.

বিমাকৃত, প্রথম ভাগ, একাহিতাবিদ বর, a violent fever, an inter-
বিবলাভত, অন্যায়, রোগশাল, absence of health; unhealthy.
বিমাসাহ, মূলসাহ, ভাবুকুরাগি; temerity, rashness, daring.
বিবর, ইত্যাদিগুচ্ছ, ভূগোল, বৃহ, অর্থ, উদ্ধেশ, আপন, বিত, বাধার.
সাসারির কর্ত্তা, পর, প্রতিক্ষায়, হত, তাহ, কার্য, ন্যায়, 
আবার, দুঃখ, আত্ম, বাণ, বাণী, বাণর, পতি, an object 
of sense, sensible quality, as colour, form, &c.
a thing, object, object of pursuit, study or desire, &c. wealth, substance, business, trade, 
worldly occupation, office, employment, an 
affair, occasion, occurrence, topic, matter, 
a law-suit, a refuge, asylum, a country, pro-
vince, place, the element in which a thing 
moves, a house, home, a lover, a husband.

বিষবৃ, সভায়, প্রমাণান্ত, relating to, about, treating of.
বিষবৃক্ষ, সাসারির কর্ত্তা, বাণ, worldly business, attachments, &c. office, employment.
বিষবিষ, বাণবিষ, উদ্ধেশ, অমাবিজ, গুচ্ছমর, in place, employed, busy, engaged in business, occupied with an 
affair, &c. furnishing objects to the sense 
or understanding.

বিষয়, ব্যাপার, ব্যবসা, সংসার, engaged in business, hav-
ing worldly pursuits or engagements, &c.
worldly.
[cerning, about.

বিষয়, প্রথমে, মাঝে, উপরে, in relation, in regard to, con-
বিষয়, পরিবত, poisoned, mixed or smeared with poison.
বিষাদ, মূর্ত, মূর্ত, হিতর-মর, ivory, the horn of an animal, 
the tusk of an elephant, &c. a tooth.
বিদম্বনা, শ্লাব, জ্বলন, আবর্জনা, আবাধ, আপত্তিস, বিদম্বনা, dejection, sadness, lowness of spirits, want of energy, disappointment, anxiety, regret. [virulent.

বিদম্বনা, বিদম্বন, বিদী, গরুলুক, বিদী, poisonous, venomous, বিদূর, বিদূরিত্ব বিদূরিত্ব, অর্ধস কার, the equinox.

বিক্র, এক্ষত্রন্ত, মধুকরা, বিক্র, বাহার, the first astronomical yoga, the diameter of a circle, extension, an obstacle, hindrance.

বিঘোড়, এক্ষত্র হ্রস্ব পৃষ্ঠ, বিঘোড়, the hardening of cement, &c. constipation, urinary obstruction.

বিঘোড, জ, আসার, পিত, চুল, চুলাহাট, a tree, a seat, stool, chair, couch, a handful or a seat of Cusba grass.

বিঘোড়, আঘাত, compulsory or unpaid labour, an impressing.

বিঘোড়, গুদ, ordure, excrement, dung.

বিক্রান্ত, আর সলিগ্যার পর সংক্রান্তি, the sun’s entrance on a new sign after the equinox.

বিক্রান্ত, আঘাত, সংঘর্ষ, calamity, danger, strait, difficulty.

বিক্রান্ত, বিক্রান্ত, বিক্রান্ত, কচ্ছি, আশাবাদ, আশাবাদ, কৃষ্ণ, শুভসিন্ধু, a dispute, quarrel, contention, contradiction, murmuring, breach of promise, disappointing, deceiving, deception. [muring, &c.

বিক্রান্ত, কৃষ্ণ, মূলবিক্রান্ত, কৃষ্ণ, disputation, contentious, murmuring, কৃষ্ণ,—বাজাব, বাজাব, বাজাব, to spread, extend, expand, diffuse.

বিকার, বাজ, বাজ, বাতাস, বিদম্বনা, বিদম্বনা, বিদম্বনা, বিদম্বনা, বিদম্বনা, বিদম্বনা, a gift, donation, relinquishment, abandonment, evacuation by stool, the letter s, emancipation from matter. [reject.

বিদম্বনা, আঘাত কর, বিদম্বনা, to make an oblation, relinquish, বিদম্বনা, কর, বাজাব, বাজাব, to move, extend, spread.

বিদম্বনা, প্রেমস্থাপন, উপলব্ধি, ক্ষেত্র, the symptom of a disease, costiveness.

বিদম্বনা, বিদম্বন, বিদম্বন,—বাজ, প্রারম্ভিক, diffused, extended, spread.

বিদম্বনা, প্রেমস্থাপন,—বাজ, প্রারম্ভিক, offered, given, relinquished, abandoned, expelled, cast off or out.
বিজ্ঞান, ব্যাখ্যা, ব্যবস্থা, ব্যবহার, ব্যাখ্যা, ব্যবস্থাপনা, ব্যবধান, ব্যাপকতা, ব্যাপকতা, 
ব্যাপকতা, ব্যবহার, ব্যবহার, ব্যবহার, ব্যবহার, extension, expansion, enlargement, prolixity, diffuseness, amplitude, 
abundance, plenty, sufficiency; extended, prolix, copious, much, abundant, large, plentiful, 
sufficient, ample, many, numerous.

বিশ্বাস, বাস, প্রসার, বণ্যি, বার্বার, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, extension, spread, diffusion, amplification, prolixity, a detail, detailed narration, divergence, the diameter of a circle.

বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বাস, বাস, বিশ্বাস, ব্যাপার, ব্যাপার, ব্যাপার, to describe in detail, &c. to specify, enlarge, dilate, to spread out, extend, expand.

বিস্তার, বিস্তার, spreading out, amplifying, enlarging, &c.

বিস্তার, বিস্তার, বিস্তার, বিস্তার, বিস্তার, বিস্তার, বিস্তার, extended, spread, 
spread out, expanded, enlarged, wide, ample, large.

[a circle.

বিস্তৃত, বিস্তৃত, বিস্তৃত, বিস্তৃত, id: also the diameter of 
বিস্তৃত, বিস্তৃত, বিস্তৃত, বিস্তৃত, বিস্তৃত, with open mouth, gaping.

বিস্তার, বিস্তার, tremulous motion, (as of the limbs, &c.)

বিস্তার, বিস্তার, evident, manifest, open, clear.

বিস্তার, বিস্তার, —বুঝ, বুঝতুল, boil, imposthume, pustule.

বিস্তার, বিস্তার, বিস্তার, বিস্তার, surplice, astonishment, 
wonder, discouragement, confusion.

বিস্তার, বিস্তার, পাদতি, to forget, to lose the recollection of.

বিস্তার, বিস্তার, বিস্তার, বিস্তার, surplice, astonished, confounded, disconcerted.

বিস্তার, বিস্তার, বিস্তার, বিস্তার, forgotten, in an error, out, 
বিস্তার, বিস্তার, a forgetting, mistake, error, forgetfulness, oblivion.

বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, insipidity, tastelessness, a good taste.

বিশ্বাস, অস্বাভাবিক, নীরব পাদদ্বারা, insipid, tasteless. [the sun, &c.

বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, —পাখি, পাখি, পাখি, a bird, a fowl, a cloud, 
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, —বাহি, বাহি, to smite, kill, hurt, impede, &c.

বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, —বাহি, বাহি, to take a walk or 
airing, to wander, to go about.
विहर्स, आनन्द, आलाप, gladness, joy, pleasure, delight.
विहर्स, मूहक, परिहास करें, to smile, laugh gently, laugh at.
विः, बिवाह, परिवार, अ ग्राम, a marriage, a wedding, nuptials.
विः, उत्सवा, मिउक, बालक, perplexed, bewildered, confused, confounded.
[sorted.
विहारित, धान, तृण, ग्राम, गुड़, बिजसूड़ा, a gift, donation, given, ex-
विहार, दाता, अद्भुत, ग्राम, the morning, the dawn, early.
विहायत, आकाश, अक्षरीय, शून्य, the sky, the atmosphere.
विहार, बेरामी, गांव, अफस, रेफाई, बीच, a walk for pleasure
or exercise, a tour, trip, ramble, a roaming,
play, pastime, sport.
विहारक, बिहारी,—बेडामीरा, बीचारी, बेडामीरा, taking exercise,
walking or riding for pleasure, playing, sport-
ing, moving freely.
[dictate.
विहार, बेचाहरा, बिखरा, a smile, gentle laugh, laughter, ri-
विहट, उचित, पात्रता, fit, proper, right, orderly, necessary.
विहीन, निर्मित, bereft, destitute or deprived of, without.
विघन, बुखार, बालक, बच्चा, विघन, agitated, troubled, disturb-
ed, alarmed.
[survey.
वीर, वेध, अबद्लाक, to see, perceive, behold, view.
वीर, आत्मा, गार, मूर्कार, a seed, plant, source, origin.
वीरिज, वीर, वीरस्त्र—वीरदीर्घा, a seed-plot, seed-bed.
वीरस्त्र, पहाड़ा, आफ़ा, माँ, straw, stubble.
वीरस्त्र, भूल, भत्ता, a wave, a ripple.
[cause.
वीर, वीर, धारा, मूर्क, आभिकारण, a seed, origin, source,
वीर, मूर्कार, भत्ता, धारा, नाड़ा, आत्मा, अक्षु, शून्य, अक्षर, वीरस्त्र, वीरस्त्र, a cause, origin, spring, source, principle.
seed, kernel, fruit-stone, sprout, semen, al-
gebraic analysis, the mystical वीरस्त्र.
वीरस्त्र, वा जमा,—वीरदीर्घा, a seed-plot, seed-bed.
वीरस्त्र, आर्थिक, आर्थिक, arithmetic, mensuration and algebra.
वीरस्त्र, धारा, मूर्कार, वीरस्त्र करें, to fan, to agitate the air.
वीरस्त्र, वीरस्त्र, —आभिकारण, a progenitor, aborigines.
वीरस्त्र, गोत्र, गोत्र, चेहारार नम वर, a seed-sprout, shoot, seed-
lobe or cotyledon. [from a family.
वीर, वीरों, वीरों, उत्सव, गोत्र, produced from seed, sprung
the Indian lute or guitar.
gone, past, tranquil, quiet, tame.
free from passion, of subdued passions.
[terrace, a stall, shop.
a road, a row, a line, a front
a hero, warrior, champion, valiant man, an actor, mime, one eminent for any moral excellence, a Tantrist, heroism, (in poetry,) the sacred domestic fire of a Brahmin; bold, valiant, brave, gallant, powerful, strong, robust, eminent.

a warrior's belt or zone, a girth.
chief among heroes; a wrestler.
an ear-ring having a stone between two pearls.
a distinguished hero, a sacrificial horse.

the observance of the Tantras, he-Brahmin whose sacred fire has been extinguished through impiety or carelessness.
a matron, a wife and mother.
to kneel; a kneeling posture.
valour, bravery, courage, energy, spirit, power, might, semen virile.

sacred, heroic, courageous, spirited, strong.
the breast, bosom, chest, stomach, heart, courage, spirit.
spirited, daring, undaunted.
the breast, the stomach, the maw.

a powder, powdered sugar.
BUKHUZAN-AN, BUKEBRAWAN,—ROGAIUGHI CHER, to strut, stalk, swell with self-consequence.

BUKAM, TESAH, TEKIH KAM, to bark as a dog.

BUKAM, MURUM, NIBAM, JAN, to close or shut as the eyes, to go out as a lamp, to be extinguished, to be stopped or filled up with any substance.

BUKAM, NIBAM, BARI KAM, CHAKAM, MUKAM, to extinguish, put out, to fill up with rubbish as a pit or well, to stop, cover over, close up, to shut the eyes.

BUKUHGI, BUKOT, HATUKT, a bubble; stunted in growth.

BUKUGA, BUKOT, ABAH, a bubble.

BUKUGA, BAUKUGA, AMOFAC, an idea, thought, apprehension, understanding.

BUKAM, AMO PANAM, AMUTUK KAM, AAM, MUN KAM, CURUPHIMA KUM, THOUMA, KOBAMA KAM, to understand, perceive, feel a sensation, know, infer, imagine, think, suppose, suspect, design, intend, remark, note, weigh, consider, examine.

BUKAM, BUKAM, BUKAM, BUKAM, PHOBAM, PHOBAM, PHIKAM, JAM, to explain, describe, relate, demonstrate, cause to understand, convince, persuade, instruct, to import, express, mean.

BUKAM, AMO PANAM, AMO PANAM, ABAM, the redressing of a grievance, an enquiry into.

BUKAM, BUKOT, AM, the understanding, sense.

BUKOT, MAN KAM, GAHKI, HATUKAM PANAM, I think, perhaps, possibly.

BUKAM, KOBAMA BISHAM, a sort of pulse called Gram.

BUKOT, BUKOT, BOOJ, old, aged, great, (toe or finger.)

BUKAM, MUN, MUN, AMAHAM, to sink, plunge, dive, dip, drown, overflow.

BUKAM, BUKAM, BOOJ, AGGAM, an immersion, an inundation, a flood, to immerse, plunge, dip, squander.

BUKAM, BUKAM, AMOFAC, PHOBAM, PHOBAM, AMAHMAH, old age, agedness.

BUKOT, BUKOT, AMOFAC, AMAHMAH, an inundation, the drowning of land, five gandas.

BUKOT, BUHARWAHA, BOOJ, AMAHMAH, old age, an old woman; s. old, aged, inundating, overflowing.
known; understood, perceived, felt; Buddha, the 9th incarnation of Vishnu.

intelligent, sagacious, sage, wise.

an organ of intellect.

[a sage.

the planet mercury or its regent,

Wednesday.

the texture of stuffs.

to weave, knit, sow seed.

a weaver, a seedsman, sower.

a web, (of cloth.)

wild, sylvan, rural.

appetite for food, hunger.

hungry, eager for food.

a desire to know or understand.

desirous of knowing, &c.

an inch.

a gimlet.

to stroke an animal, to rub, fret, chafe, to stroll, rove, stray.

speech, talk.

chaff, husk, bran:

grown, increased, nourished.

a wolf, jackal, hyena, a crow, turpentine.

a tree, shrub, plant. [creeper.

a parasitical or creeping plant, a

hair, sin, vice, wickedness.

selected, chosen, approved, preferred, appointed, covered, screened, defended, enclosed, surrounded, served, attended.
a selection, choice, approbation, appointment, a request, solicitation, a hedge, fence, enclosure, a surrounding, encompassing, covering.

been, having existed, dead, deceased, past, gone, round, (in form;) disposition, nature, practice, custom, metre, verse, a circle.

detail, particulars, intelligence, news, report, a topic, subject, circumstance, story, tale, a sort, kind, manner, difference, property, nature:

uselessly, to no purpose; useless, vain, absurd, idle, false, blank.

an absurdity, idle talk.

[old age.

an old woman, old age, increase.

increase, augmentation, growth, vegetation, prosperity, success, promotion, preferment, consequence, extension of power or revenue, accumulation, interest on money, advance in price, enlargement of the scrotum.
रुधारकृति, अग्राद्वार, अग्र, ambitious, aspiring.

रुग्‌, रुग्‌, रुग्गा, रुगः, कुङ्‌, a stalk, stem, foot-stalk, a nipple.

रूप, रूपण, समृद्ध, पत्र, सतार, समावा, सता, a heap, quantity, multitude, assemblage, congregation, company.

रूपा, रूपी रूप, the sacred Basil.

रूपार्क, तारास, अन्धविंदु, वकरा, अन्ध्रा, अक्ष, उक्त, अर्था, तिनिन्हे, महाराज, a chief, head, leader, a god, an immortal; chief, excellent, eminent, best, respectable, reputable, handsome.

रूप, एक नार रक्षर, रण ग्युर वक्ष, a thousand millions.

रूपस्तक, रूप श्रीर, शिखर, पूर्णा रूप, अदेश रूप, ascorpion, centipede, the hairy caterpillar, the sign Scorpio.

रूप, पूर्णदण्ड, गलिय रूप, रंगान, कुं, रस, वेय, तेल, a bull; the sign Taurus, a strong man, virtue, moral merit; in comp: excellent, eminent, best.

रूपस्तक, अन्‌रूप, रूप, a bull; in comp: preeminent, best.

रूपस्तक, पूर्ण, गलिय, रूप, a Shudra, the lowest cast.

रूपस्तक, पूर्ण, रूप, गलिय, रूप, गलिय, रूप, गलिय, रूप, गलिय, a female Shudra, a barren woman, the mother of a still-born child, a marriageable girl.

रूपस्तक, वर्ष, वर्षा, वर्षा, rain, a shower.

रूपस्तक, वर्ष, वर्षा, विपूल, अंकवाल, अविभाज्याय, चतुर्भार, great, large, important, huge, stupendous, magnificent.

रूपमणिर, गक्षु पूर्व, सूराचार्य, the planet Jupiter, the preceptor of the gods.

रूपस्तक, विश्राम, व्यास, a narration, detail, recital, report.

रूपस्तक, विक्रम, विक्रम, to become awry or crooked, warp, bend.

रूपस्तक, पाल, पालु रुप, वाक, a shoot, sprout, pimple, pustule, a mongoose.

रूपस्तक, रोटे, रोटे, रोटे, प्यु, चुम्मु, dwarf, short, low in stature.

रूपस्तक, रूपस्तक, रूपस्तक, रूपस्तक, destitute of a tail, tailless.

रूपस्तक, रूपस्तक, रूपस्तक, रूपस्तक, the rind of fruit, integument, peel, skin.

रूपस्तक, रूपस्तक, रूपस्तक, रूपस्तक, स्वीकार, स्वीकार, स्वीकार, स्वीकार, qwerty, celerity, velocity, rapidity, impetuosity, speed, haste, impetus, a stream, flow, current, a straining at stool.
বেগুড়া, মহ, বিবৃত, পৃথক, spoiled, marred, faulty, vicious.
বেগুড়া, বেগুড়া,—বিবৃত, পৃথক, লামাক, swift, fleet, impetuous, active.  
[go swiftly.
বেগুড়া, মোটা, বেগুড়া হর, ডোড়া যাওয়া, ডোড়া, to flow, hasten, 
বেগুড়ারিত, ব্যাপ, ডোড়া, অস্ত্র, not rapid or quick, slow, dull, inactive.  
[pressed.
বেগুড়া, শিভং উজ্জ্বল কর্মকারী, আঘূর্ত, forced into service, 
বেগুড়া, আঘূর্ত, ধরা, আটিয়া, an impressing or forcing to 
work, a putting to compulsory labour.
বেগুড়া, বলিয়া, বাজকী, the egg plant or its fruit.
বেগুড়া, বলিয়া, বাজক, পৃথক, of a purple-colour, purple.
বেক, মুছুক, ভেক, a frog.
বেকার, লেটার, left-handed.
বেকারের ডাল, a tadpole or young frog.
বেকালিকা, বিভিন্ন ধাতু বিভিন্ন কাঠ, white-brass, bell-metal.  
বেকেন, বিকেন, বিকৃত, করা, to sell, vend, dispose of.  
বেকেন, বিকৃত, করা, বিক্রেতা, বেকার, selling, vending; a seller, 
salesman.
বেকার, রুমান, পুষ্পকার, কোঁচার, সাজান, to pick, choose, select,  
বেঙ্গ, মুছুক, a mongoose, weasel, ferret.
বেঙ্গ, নান, মুছুক, a mongoose, weasel, ferret.
বেঙ্গ, বেঙ্গ,—পরিবেশের কাপড়চি, a wrapper, an outside 
covering of cloth or paper.  
[wrapper.
বেঙ্গ, মোটা, পৃথকুকি, m. & f. a son, a daughter; m. a  
বেঙ্গ, বেঙ্গালি, মুসলি, বাজার, a vagrant, a widower, a purse.  
বেঙ্গ, ফাড়ি, ফাড়ি, a string, cord, rope.
বেঙ্গ, আঁহার, আঁছার, হেরা, হেরা, লাল, আঁহার, a fence, hedge,  
party-wall, circumference, circuit, a turn, roll, winding, a scheme, collusion.  
বেঙ্গ, বেঙ্গ, পরিবেশ, চরা, আঁতকয়ন, পুনর্বতন করা, to sur-  
round, encircle, invest, enclose, entwine, 
impound, imprison, re-examine, re-consider.
বেঙ্গ, আঁহার, বেঙ্গ, a screen, fence; enclosure, pound.  
বেঙ্গ, মুছুক, মুছুক, বেঙ্গ, বেঙ্গ, to traverse, ramble, walk  
for exercise, lounge, röve, roam, travel.  
বেঙ্গ, পাতালয় বেঙ্গ ঘাসঘাসঘাস, বিপঙ্গ, বাড়ি—futters, irons, a  
pair of tongs, the'—he head.


Brahma, Vishnu. [a, burt.

a hole, excavation, depth, a scratch, to tremble, to quake; a tremor.

buying and selling, traffic, commerce, a trade, calling.

a trader, merchant; trading, dealing.

issue, exude, arise, proceed, shoot up, stick or jut out, slip out, emit, throw, yield, be proved by the event. [in wealth.

to overhang, jut out, increase

the Bel fruit.

a lance. [wood or stone &c.

a baker's or pastry-cook's roller of

time, tide, time of day, (an affix to words of time,) a jasmine.

sandy; a species of fish.

dress, habit, guise, disguise, ornament.

e, an ornamental garland, a chaplet.

an ornament for the nose, a nostril.

dressed, ornamented, disguised.

a house, a dwelling. [prostitute.

a courtezan, harlot, strumpet, a house of ill fame, a brothel. [gum.

birdlime, glutinous matter, size,

to surround, encircle, enclose, invest, wind or twine round, bind; a girdle, zone, belt, &c.

surrounded, invested, girt, enclosed, &c. set as a jewel.

stale, rancid, old, stinking.

a wedding, a marriage. [father.

a son or daughter-in-law's
The page contains a list of words and phrases in Sanskrit with their English translations. The words are as follows:

- रेवाह, नाहो, a palkee bearer.
- रेव, पूण, धार, खट, निप, a book; except, besides, un.
- रेववनित, विकस, विश्लेषण, differently or variously applied, (in grammar,) optional.
- रेवक, विषव, याबानी, याबानी, तत्तत, विष, विक्रुत ताप, अप्रयोग, amazement, agitation, confusion, discomposure, distortion, defectiveness, an impaired or withered state, unpropitiousness.
- रेवान, समाकाल, अपमान, the evening, afternoon.
- रेवानी, समाकालीन रेवान, the evening offering.
- रेवू, विकृत धार, मन्दाक, ईश्व, the paradise of Vishnu, Vishnu himself, Indra.
- रेवण, परिधान, विगत, उद्गाति, रक्ष, शृण, a change, transformation, depravity, deformity, aversion, disgust.
- रेवण, आत्मकृति, अजरमह, शुद्ध, अपवृत्त, मधुर, विसूर, विपर, hostility, unpropitiousness, an adverse condition, perniciousness, worthlessness; unpropitious. adverse, hostile. [fear, &c.
- रेवण, रक्ष, क्षयनी, agitation, confusion, overpowering.
- रेवयु, विकृतता, लोप, लोमार्थ, variety, variegatedness, ornament, beauty, &c. [of garland.
- रेवर, पत्र, धार, मण, विशेष, a flag, banner, ensign, a kind.
- रेवर, रेवू—रेवण, बाटा, a paddle or short oar.
- रेवर, मण, मण, संस्कृत, an assembly, a sitting, a club, a company, a hooka-bottom.
- रेवण, रेवू—रेवण, a flute player.
- रेवण, विकृत, विकृत, a lute or guitar player.
- रेवण, थेल, राज, falsehood, untruth.
- रेवर, वेद वाईरा कर्कर्ष, जरणपूर, a hired labourer or servant, a hireling.
- रेवरी, वर्ण, नग, the river of hell or Hindoo Styx, the mother of the Rakshasas or giants.
- रेवरू, नेतर, माय, नाय, नाय, one who serves a daemon or familiar, a conjurer, magician, a king's bard or musician. [a daemon.
- रेवरू, नेतर, नेतर, सहित पत्तिय, magic, intercourse with
Excessive or raging thirst.

Sharpness, cleverness, skill. [Vedas.

Skillful in or enjoined by the Vedas,

Learning, wisdom. [Journer.

Foreign, a foreigner, so-

Medical, relating to or well read in the Vedas.

Medical science, physiology, a medical treatise.

Lawful, consistent with law, rational.

Widowhood, state of widowhood.

Heterodoxy, apostacy; heretical, apostate.

Foolish, ignorant; an idiot, a fool.

Destructive, atheistical. [reverse.

Contrariety, opposition.

A half-brother by a different father.

A change of colour, complexion or character, a deviation from rules of cast.

Yama: the regent of death.

Nuptial, relating to marriage, marriageable, (as to affinity;) a son or daughter-in-law's father.

Wealth, grandeur.

Aversion, dislike, inattention to.

A half-brother or sister by a different mother. [tiousness.

Aversion, dislike, unprop.

Inutility, uselessness, vanity, futility.

Skilled in grammar; a grammarian.

Hostility, enmity, revenge, heroism, prowess. [pleasure.

Disgust, nausea, dislike, dis-
retribution, retribution, -cessation, aversion, vengeance, retaliation, requital of injury.

revenge, a disagreeable taste. [cant.

republic, republic, an ascetic, devotee, religious mendicant.

republic, freedom from passion or worldly attachments.

republic, enemy, foe, adversary; hostile, vindictive, revengeful, spiteful.

republic, ugliness, deformity.

republic, contrast, disparity, a difference.

republic, to pierce, run through, enter, penetrate.

republic, the first Indian month of Aries.

republic, excellence, goodness, urbanity, gentility, peculiarity, validity.

republic, one of the six Darshanas or philosophical systems of the Hindus.

republic, the third or trading and agricultural east.

republic, fire or the god of fire.

republic, inequality, unevenness, severity, rigour, difficulty, calamity, solitariness.

republic, of or relating to the affairs of life.

republic, a Vishnavite or devotee of Vishnu.

republic, to sit, sit down, rest, clot, curdle, sink, settle, subside, alight, perch, to suit or fit.

republic, a parting present to a guest.

republic, fit or intended to be sat upon.

republic, a callous or unprincipled person, a villain, a rascal; insolent, rude.

republic, rascality, villainy, rudeness.

republic, a foot-stalk, a stem, a nipple.

republic, stupid, simple, silly, rustic, sheepish; a blockhead, a he-goat.

republic, stupidity, rusticity, simplicity.

republic, a burden, load, bale, pack, package, truss, a charge, a trust.
বোকাই, बन, पोर, a cargo, lading, freight, load.
বোকার, बন,——बिलौत, भारवाह, a porter, a carrier.
বেন, অর্থ গৃহীত কাঠ ভিড়ি, a black alluvial earth.
বেস, বিরস, বুনস, ill-tasted, ill-flavoured. [man, bail.
বেস, বাে সন, shrewd; a bonds-
বেষ, আন, বৃষ্ট, উপনাম, অনুরাধ, intellect, understanding,
সেন, জ্ঞান, knowledge, perception, comp-
prehension, sensation, a notion, idea, opinion.
বেষ, জ্ঞান, জাপান, স্পুন, knowing, &c: signifying.
বেষ, জ্ঞান, বুদ্ধ, অনুরূপ, হয়ন, চেতন, to know, understand,
comprehend, perceive, feel a sensation; the
ceremonial waking of a god. [a paradox.
বেষাহিত, অজ্ঞ, বিন্ধ, অনুপাস, incomprehensible, abstruse;
বেষা বিভাচ, কফ, intelligent, wise, sensible, able.
বেষ, আনিত, প্রকাশিত, made known, published, declared.
বেষ, জ্ঞান, বুদ্ধ, বসন, to sow seed, to weave, to knit.
বেষ, বৃষ্ট, বৃষ্ট, woody, forest, abounding in woods.
বেষ, মূক, মাজাল, dumb; a stammerer, lisper.
বেষ, মূক, মাজাল, to stammer, lisp, to make a noise like a
dumb man. [waist.
বেষ, কার্টের ঝোঁ, কাঠুর, saw-dust, an ornament for the
বেষ, বোজা, বোজা,——প্রজন, a hornet, a wasp.
বেষ, ছোড়, ছোড়, শিল্পী বিনের, খান, বিনের, a sack, a bag,
a bean, a species of rice.
বেষ বান, বান, জাতি, জাতি, কাজাল, জাতি বিনের, a speech, saying,
sentence, word, a language, a lie or liquor for
dying, a glaring earth.
বেষ, কাজ, to speak, say, tell. mention, observe.
বেষ, কাজ, কাজ, to call, call to, send for.
বেষামাঅ, অসি, অসি, discourse, conversation. [cry.
বেষামান, মান, a language, speech, phrase, note.
বেষামান, মান, a Buddhist or follower of Buddhism.
বেষ, বিপাল, প্রতিক্ষ, ধার, পঞ্চ, বাক্য, প্রকাশিত, apparent, clear,
manifest, evident, distinct, specific, indivi-
dual, expressed, uttered, disclosed, revealed.
বেষামান, অকাল, গণিত, arithmetic.
যাগি, যজ্ঞ, এক লোক, প্রতিরূপ, an individual, a person, a man, a case or inflexion in grammar.

বক্তিকা, পৃক্তিকা, রন্ধিতা, individuality, distinct existence.

বাপ্প, বহরাম, সত্য, মত, ব্যাপুর, eager, ardent, zealous, impatient, agitated, alarmed, affrighted, perplexed, bewildered. [plexity, &c.

বাগা, উদ্ভারণ, প্রভূতি, পরামর্শ, eagerness, ardour, zeal, per- 

বাজ, বিভক্ত, পাষায়ণ, পরিশেষ, ব্যয়, বাজার, পাগল, সুপার, স্বাস্থ্য, মিল, 

অগ্রসর, বিকাম্ত, অবকাশ, a joke, jest, sarcasm, 

witticism, irony, double-meaning, pun, distortion, a cripple, a frog, a spot or freckle; misplaced, distorted, sarcastic, irirical.

বাগুরুক, বিকৃত, পারিসম্পর্ক, অবক্ষিত, distorted, garbled, ridiculous, sarcastic, &c. [words.

বাঙালি, বিভক্ত, দৃশ্য, a jeer, pun, joke, sarcasm, play on 

বাঙা, অবক্ষিত, প্রতিকর্ণ, a sarcasm, irony, covert expres-

sion of contempt, &c.

বাণ, পাখা, a fan of Tul leaves or feathers.

বাসক, প্রারম্ভ, ভোগ, সুপার, বোধ, ব্যবহার, মাটি, making clear or 

plain, distinguishing, indicative, expressive of passion or feeling, exciting, producing effect.

বাসন, অভিন, চিহ্ন, চর্চা, অবস্থা, উপকরণ, পাড়ি, a mark, sign, 

token, spot, a consonant, (in grammar,) sauce 

or condiment, the beard. [figure.

বাসনা-বৃত্তি, অবক্ষিত, দৃশ্য, sarcasm, irony, a rhetorical 

বাগ্নিক, আপাদ, বিপর্যয়, বাংলার, a misfortune, calamity, re-

verse, reciprocity, reciprocal action.

বাগ্নিক, প্রাইমস, বৃত্তি, অবহেলা, উদ্ধার, বিকাষ, প্রতিকর্ণ, অবক্ষিত, repugnance, opposition, contrariety, reverse, 

change, alteration, inversion, inverted or re-

trogad order, transgression, violation.

বাগ্নিক, অচলাকার, অধিবাস, অগ্রক, reversing, inverting, oppo-

sing, transgressing

বাগ্নিক, বাণিজ্য,—বিধি, বিশেষ, উল্লিখিত, স্পষ্টভাবে, agitated, 

alarmed, disgusted, annoyed, afflicted, troubled.

বাগ্নিক, বিষ, excepted, withdrawn, distinct, different.
exception, a withholding, the absence of a thing or an inference therefrom, an inverse argument, difference.

except, besides, without.

excepting, distinguishing, excepting.

trade, barter, mutual exchange, reciprocal action, mutual abuse or blows, &c.

gone, withdrawn, witheld, excepted.

besides, except, without.

a portentous calamity, presage, portent, as comet, earthquake, &c. disrespect, contempt, the seventeenth astronomical yog.

contrariety, opposition, variation, reverse, inversion, inverted or retrograde order, perverseness, deviation from, violation of.

denominator, that which denominates.

opposed, contrary.

subtraction of numbers; to subtract.

a partition, screen, fence, something intervening between two objects, intervention, interposition, intermediate space, distance, covering, a covering, concealment, disappearance.
the person or thing which separates or intervenes, a partition, the septum of the nose.

intervening, intermediate, screening, concealing &c.

suitable to intervene or lie between.

a factory, a fair, market, &c.

a dealer, merchant, trader; secular, following a trade, &c.

a law, statute, rule, written decision, prescription, established custom, tenet, a separation, a placing apart. [ment.

a court of law, a place of judgment.

a legislator, expounder of law; legislating. [interpret laws.

to legislate, to enact or to enact, a written opinion or legal decision. [to usage, litigable.

customary, agreeable

an umpire, arbitrator, judge, plaintiff, the introducer of a custom.

a custom, usage, practice, rite, ceremony, customary observances, idiom, action, conduct, behaviour, a lawsuit, profession, business.
যথার্থ, যথাকথিত, —আচারী, যথাযথ. acting. customarily, in the habit of, practising, bringing into use.
যথার্থ, গভীর, যথাযথ, one past his minority and admissible to proceed at law; acquainted with usages.
যথার্থ, যথাযথ, customarily. by common usage.
যথার্থ, আচারী, যথাযথ, calculated for use, &c: customary.
যথার্থ, আচারী, যথাযথ, পূর্বতন, established, brought into use or practice, common, current, customary, usual, old, second-hand.
যথার্থ, লোকিক, যথাযথ, customary, usual, practicable, fit for use, to be observed or practised, actionable at law, passable, (as a road,) fit for wear; a garment.
যথার্থ, মধ্যস্থানিক, যথাযথ, interposed, put between, parted, separated, covered, concealed.
যথার্থ, আচারী, যথাযথ, done customarily, practised, used.
যথার্থ, পারার্থ, যথাযথ, fornication, adultery, a change of state, situation, owner or master, a straying.
যথার্থ, পারার্থ, যথাযথ, adulterous, erring, straying, following wrong courses.
যথার্থ, পারার্থ, যথাযথ, f. an adultress, harlot, jilt.
যথার্থ, অন্তর্ভুক্ত, যথাযথ, a spending, expense, expenditure, diminution, consumption.
যথার্থ, যথাযথ, —ক্ষণ, penurious, miserly, stingy, sordid.
যথার্থ, যথাযথ, —উজ্জ্বল, যথাযথ, extravagant, expensive, lavish, generous, liberal.
যথাযথ, যথাযথ, —ক্ষণ, expended, spent, consumed; dissipated.
যথাযথ, যথাযথ, —ক্ষণ, —ক্ষণ, made an article of expenditure or consumption, expended, consumed.
যথাযথ, বিস্মরণ, useless, vain, ineffectual, unmeaning.
যথাযথ, অপূর্ব, যথাযথ, unagreeable, unlucky, unnatural, contumacious, seditious, mischievous, vicious, addicted to unnatural crimes; a pathetic, pain, torture.


dissatisfaction, impropriety, viciousness, unnatural lust, sedition, mutiny.

vice, sin, calamity, misfortune.

vicious, unfortunate, distressed.

agitated, distressed, troubled, perplexed, confused, bewildered, annoyed, ruffled, displeased, impatient, eager, busy, inverse, reversed, separated.

grammar.

change of form, distortion, disfiguring, deformity, mimicry.

troubled, disturbed, agitated, distracted, confounded, perplexed, bewildered.

deformed, distorted, disfigured.

discussion, statement, representation, commendation, eulogy.

declared, stated, said, explained, expounded, commended, extolled.

an expounding, explaining, stating, 

explainable, capable of statement, commendable, worthy of eulogy.

an obstruction, impediment, hindrance, a waylaying, intercepting, cutting off, danger.

obstructing, hindering, opposing.

tiger.

an excuse, veil, artifice, deceit, pretence, stay, delay, loitering, discount, deduction, a make-weight, overplus, interest of money, usury.

tardily, with delay.

a fowler, a hunter.
ব্যাকটেরিয়া, ভাস্ম, পাতলা, ব্যাঘ্র, disease, sickness, disorder.
ব্যাধিতা, পীড়া, ক্রোধ, ill, sick, diseased, indisposed.
ব্যাধি, সমূহার প্রধান ব্যাপক মায়া, that among the five airs which is diffused through the whole body.
ব্যাপক, ব্যাপক, বাড়াই, বিষাক্ত, সমূহার পক্ষে প্রায়শঃ, বিশুদ্ধ, বর্ধিত, বাচ্চা, অঙ্গ, দেহ, প্রাণীর হাট, ধনী, অগ্নি, রোগ, অস্তমন, প্রভাগকে প্রাণী, কুহ, বিস্তারক, spreading, extending, diffusive, comprehensive, embracing the whole of a plea or argument, all-pervading, governing, (in grammar,) followed by, powerful, prevalent, influential, having ascendance, haughty, over-bearing, forward, impudent, much, many, long; a protector, supporter, lord, master, an accidental or inherent quality.
ব্যাপকতা, আলোচনা, বিশ্বাস, পবিত্র, পথ, আকাশ, ভূমিত্ব, influence, sway, prevalence, diffusion, spread, haughtiness, overbearing, forwardness, impudence.
ব্যাপন, বিস্তার, বিস্তার, বিপ্লব, ব্যাপক, প্রায়শঃ, ব্যাপক, কুলু, বিলোমরাম, বাড়াই, ব্যবস্থাপনায় চাহিদ, to be diffused, pervade, spread, overspread, extend, to occupy space or time, to reach, last, continue, to surround, to infest, swarm, abound, increase, to govern, (in grammar.)
ব্যাপরায়ণ, বহন, দেয়া, বিদ্রোহিতা, to murder, kill, injure; malice, a wish to injure others.
ব্যাপার, বিষয়, কর্ম, ব্যবসায়, পর, প্রায়শঃ, ক্রিয়া, পরিপ্রেক্ষ্য, ব্যবহার, মাত্র, বাহনন, বাহন, বাহন, পরিবার, গতিবিধি, an affair, matter, business, profession, occupation, office, operation, transaction, process, undertaking, action, effort, endeavour, practice, usage, trade, barter, commerce, intercourse.
ব্যাপকী, কর্মকারী, ব্যবসার্থী, নিষিদ্ধ, উপস্থাপন, a workman, tradesman; acting, transacting, trading, busy, occupied.
ব্যাপিতা, প্রস্তাত, ক্রী, ব্যাধি; ব্যাধিকারী, a termagant, vixen, a forward or officious woman.
ব্যাপী, অভিপ্রায়ী, বিশুদ্ধ, all-diffusive, omnipresent, expansive.
an appointing, disposal, division.

Calculated for common practice or use, &c. fit to be observed or practised.

Well-screened or fenced, surrounded, uncovered, excluded, removed, excepted.

Chosen, appointed, surrounded, rolled back, praised, hymned, removed, excepted.

An appointment, choice, selection, illustration, example, exclusion; rejection, exemption, surrounding, &c. praise, eulogium.

A fathom, two yards. [lested.

Affected, distressed, pain, molestation.

Afflicted, distressed, suffering, pain, ache, sickness, illness, embarrassment, persecution, molestation. [sance.
Dayā, patė, dūga, nājā, ratā, sūra, rāja, rāghaba, fām, fatigue, labour, exertion, athletic exercises, manhood, manliness, business, occupation, difficulty, impassable defile, a fathom.

Dayā, dāp, dāmoda, hariyā, ṣeṣṭha, ṣaṁkhyā, a snake, a beast of prey, a vicious elephant, a king, a rogue, a cheat; wicked, bad.

Daya-gaṇā, pāken, nāgo, a snake-catcher.

Daya, dāya, bīṣṭā, dīya, diffusion, spreading, extension.

Dāsaka, bīṣṭā, ṣeṣṭha, bewildered, confused, perplexed.

Dāsa, bhrā, bhrāja, bhrāja, confusion, perplexity, loneliness, solitariness.

[the Purāṇa.

Dāsa-aṇḍa, pūrṇa paṭhaṅkher aṣam, the seat of one who recites

Dāva, daḥ, pālaṅka, pālaṅka, smitten, repulsed, confused, alarmed.

[tiō.

Dāva, pālaṅka, pālaṅka, repulse, defeat, obstacle, interruption.

Dāva, aṅk, aṅk, purāṇa, pūṣa, voice, speech, a word, a mystical word as om, svār, bhū, bhūvak.

Dāya, teṣṭa, bhrāja, uttered, spoken, announced.

Dātaka, bhrāja, bhrāja, bhrāja, reverse or inverted order, irregular arrangement, confusion.

Dātaka, dātaka, dātaka, dātaka, dātaka, dātaka, dātaka, dātaka, prohibition, opposition, resistance, obstruction, prohibition, contradiction, independence, the following of one's own inclinations, disobedience, the doing of what is prohibited.

Dūpta, pāta, pāta, pāṭha, dūpta, saṁā, pūta, saṁā, science, learning, critical knowledge, the formation of words, derivation, etymology, signification, meaning, advancement in learning, improvement, proficiency.

Dūpta, pūta, pūta, pūta, pūta, pūta, pūta, versed in, proficient, learned, derived, formed as a derivative word, begotten, generated.

[Dīning words.

Dūpta, pāta, pāta, pāṭha, perfect in knowledge, form-
a multitude, flock, phalanx, line, military array, logic, reasoning, investigation, manu-
facture, a making, the body.

the sky, atmosphere, the heaven.

the district about Agra and Mathura, the scene of Chrisna's adventures.

to go, move, step, rove, travel.

a boil, tumour, carbuncle, pimple, bubo.

a religious vow, a voluntary penance or other supposed meritorious act of devotion.

making or performing vows, &c.

Brahma or the all-pervading essence, the first cause, the Veda, sacred know-
ledge, the practice of austerities, a Brahmin.

the state or condition of a religious student, devotion to a life of austerities, ascetism, abstract devotion.

one who continues such through life, an ascetic, a Pandit learned in the Veda.

a mercenary or hireling Brahmin.

the knowledge of the all-pervading Brahma, a persuasion of the identity of the soul with the creator.

one possessing the knowledge of the soul as one with Brahma.  [ma; Vishnu.

relating to or connected with Brah-

the true doctrine of the all-pervading.

divinity, deity, identification with Brahma, final absorption.

the palate or roof of the mouth.

the crown of the head.  [min.

the ghost of an unmarried Brah-
the investigating of spirit or ascertaining of the true nature of God.

the Burampooter river.

professing to pursue the knowledge of Brahma, speaking of Brahma, a follower of the Vedánt system of spiritual worship.

saliva sputtered in recitation.

knowledge of Brahma, monotheism.

a sacred sage of the first order.

the heaven or world of Brahmá.

the study or teaching of the Vedas.

Brahmá or the operative creator.

the energy or wife of Brahmá.

[verse.

the mundane egg, the world, the unique, a vainglorious identification of one's self with Brahma.

a professor of the spiritual worship of Brahma, a mode of marriage.

a brahmin, one of the sacred order.

a brahminness or wife of a brahmin.

the condition, quality or duties of a brahmin, brahminship, brahminity, an assembly of brahmínas.

a brahmin engaged in secularities.

the hour and half preceding sunrise, dawn.

a brahmin uninvested with

modesty, shame, bashfulness.

modest, bashful, ashamed.

rice ripening after the rains.

speaking, able to speak, articulating.

land fit to be sown with rice.
চুক্ত, অনুরুচ্ছ, সেবক, উপাষ্টক, সেবিত, তাক্তিত, ভক্ত, ভক্তনীয়, attached or devoted to, serving, pious, engrossed by, worshipped, served, divided, portioned out; boiled rice, food, a zealot, votary.

চক্বাস, অমরাবাস, ভারূণা, a mercenary, one who serves for his food.

চক্রিত, ফালিয়াক রক্র, কাপটোপাসক, hypocritical; a hypocrite.

চক্রবর্তীনন্তর, কামুক অর্ধ, নেতা, অনুরূপ, ভাব, বিভাগ, বক্ষ, devotedness to God, zeal, strong faith, divine worship, service, attendance, homage, attachment, a fracture, division, part, portion.

চরণ, মল, মূর্ত মুক্ত, a dancing-boy.

চর্চ, ধার, অনুভূত, অনেক, an eater; eating, devouring, voracious, ravenous.

চরণ, মাথা, শামন, দৈহিক, to eat, devour; a meal, refectory.

চরক,—কোষ্ঠীন, অথাৎ, ধান মানানি ধান, edible, eatable; food, corn, pasture, prey, &c.

চাঁদ, হীরা, এখান্তাহি চত, মানানি, শীঠ, মানানি, দীর্ঘ, সর্বসমূহ, বিভূতি, বাড়ী, দোকান, শোনা, ধান, গুড়, ধর্ম, ডাকগোলা, শাপক, কাল, পুরুষ, ধর্ম, তেক্ষাগু, মাঝ, কাল, প্রাচীন, প্রাচীন, fame, glory, excellence, greatness, prosperity, fortune, strength, vigour, divine power, omnipotence, effort, exertion, beauty, splendour, knowledge, virtue, moral merit, absence of passion, religious tranquillity, love, desire, a wish, pudendum muliebre, the moon, the sun.

চতুস্কৃত, ম্যাং বিশেষ, a fistula in ano.

চরিত, চরিতর—ঐরবাজিবং রিনিবি, মোজাবিয়, বলবান, বলবানজ্ঞান, পীড়িত, illustrious, glorious, splendid, beautiful, vigorous, omnipotent, divine; God.

চরিত্রী, কাঠী,—ক্রম, ক্রীতি, a sister, a woman in general.

চুষ, বাহির, দাহে, দেহ, পরার, বৃদ্ধিকৃত, দুঃখী, broken, fractured, torn, defeated, disregarded, despised, wretched, afflicted.
disappointed, discouraged, spiritless.
break, break, break, a breaking, splitting, tearing, a fissure, chasm, breach, division, breaking off, disappointment, interruption, discomfiture, rout, cheating, swindling, dishonesty, fraud, disease, the palsy, hemp.
break, break, to break, fracture, defeat, dispel, disperse, ruin, undo.
dalliance, loose toying, wanton gestures.
a fracture, breach, division, separation, deception, a trick, disguise, distortion, hint, wit, irony, repartee, dalliance, toying, gesture, attitude, capering.
to serve attentively, worship, adore, honour, pay homage, shew respect or attention. [attention, &c.
adoration, worship, service, venerable, adorable, honourable, respectable.
honourable, right, fit, proper.
serving, waiting on, obsequious, attentive to, devout, pious.
receiving worship, homage, respect, &c.
to break, fracture, demolish, destroy, dispel, allay, solve, adjust, compose a difference, change money.
breaking, changing money.
a warrior, soldier, combatant, a golem, an outcast.
a philosopher, a sage, a learned man, an enemy, a panegyrist, encomiast, a king’s messenger; best, excellent.

A title given to certain Bengal pandits, a philosopher, a teacher of philosophy.

a sort of heavy lumber-boat.

an imposition, deception, fraud, swindling.

to relinquish from fear, to flee.

ostentatious, imposing, swindling.

to gabble, babble, talk nonsense.

to speak, utter, compose in writing.

an author, a composer.

imposition, swindling, a wile, a jester, buffoon, mime, actor, deceiver, cheat, dissemler, hypocrite, pretender; pretended, hypocritical.

upon, mimic.

to deceive, cozen, impose.

imposition, a swindling, mimickry.

deceit, imposition, interruption, impediment.

to buzz, to hum.

good, excellent, virtuous, pious, pure, polished, gentle, respectable, humane, prosperous, lucky, propitious; welfare, prosperity, happiness, good fortune.

a throne, home, dwelling-house, home-stead.

a species of weasel.
being, existence, the place, means or state of being, birth, the world, welfare, prosperity, possessions, Shiva.

[nour's.]

thine, yours, your house, a house, dwelling, abode, production, birth, being.

[nour.]

thou, (respectfully,) Sir, your hou, Parvati or Durga in her pacific form.

that may, will or must be, to be or become, possible, probable, likely, incidental.

[p+] of future events.

that will be, likely; certain, fit, right, proper, true, auspicious, prosperous, happy, polite, well-behaved, genteel; existence, being, result, welfare; well.

politeness, urbanity, condescension.

a gimlet, an awl.

fear, fright, alarm, terror, dread, awe, peril, danger.

fearing, dreading, (from experience.)

terrific, alarming, frightful, dangerous.

fearful, timid. cowardly.

full, complete, much; a load, weight, pressure.

to fill, make up a deficiency, fill or stop up, charge, load, stuff, load a gun, maintain; support, nourish, terminate, be full, abound.

wages, hire; maintenance.
the second lunar mansion.

living on wages; a hireling.

proper name.

a skylark, a weaver, a proper name.

full, brimful, high, (as the tide,) full, (as the moon.)

trust, confidence, reliance, faith, firmness, resolution, courage.

valiant, intrepid, &c.

a cargo, load, charge, fulness, accumulation.

the stopping or filling up of holes, &c.

wages, hire.

a sinking from overloading, accumulated misfortune.

to parch, roast, fry, bake, scorch.

a frying pan.

proper to be nourished, to be supplied.

a husband, the master of a house, a lord, supporter, nourisher, protector.

a load, complete cargo, fulness.

reproach, vilify, scold, abuse, reprove, threaten, menace.

abusive language, reproach, abuse.

a lance, an arrow, the marking nut.

rail.

to bark, (as a dog,) scold, insipid, rapid, tasteless; diluted.

a smith's bellows.

boggy, soft, plashy.

ashes.

beauty, the sun, a shadow.

a-brother, kinsman, acquaintance,
purchase, price, cost. [or plait.

mixture, alloy, adulteration, a fold

fold, (as cloth or paper,) to mix, adulterate, interpolate, &c. to vary notes in singing.

a roll, fold. plait.

mixed, alloyed, adulterated, sophisticated, interpolated. [ebb.

a ball, marble, a weari, the

a deceiver, impostor, juggler, buffoon, a pitcher.

to deceive, impose upon, mimick, &c.

swindling, deceitfulness, guile, mimickry, buffoonery, juggling.

a store-room, magazine, treat-

a case, a razor-case.

derision, mockery, sport, jeering.

a dependant, one fed or maintained, a hypocrite; hypocritical, mercenary.

the time before sun set.

the place where dead cows are cast.

having equal shares; partnership.

a sister's daughter, a niece.

a sister's son, a nephew.

in succession, an accomplice, comrade.
the river Ganges.

a fugitive, a deserter.

fate, destiny; good or ill fortune, chance, luck; to be shared or divided, &c. bearing interest.

fortunate, lucky, prosperous, wealthy.

unfortunate, unlucky, wretched, hopeless.

the course of fortune, risk.

a risking, running a risk, venturing, trying one's fortune.

running a risk, venturing.

hemp, the leaves of hemp used for smoking.

burst, break, crack, shiver, fail, become bankrupt, to break, demolish, destroy, dispel, interrupt, quash, put an end to, adjust, undo, deface, separate, to change money, reduce, (in arithmetic,) to compose, write a translation, compile, spin, twist, plait, to walk through long grass or mud, &c.

the breaking off of friendship or of a habit.

addicted to smoking hemp leaves;

a rupture, breach, fracture; unfortunate, wretched, broken, fractured.

change, small coin.

stupified with hemp leaves; a sot.

a divisor, (in arithmetic.)

bake, fry, toast, parch, scorch, roast, inflame, calcine, to share, to divide, (in arithmetic.)
बाटू, पाल, राजस, उद्युक, निपुण, कारवाग, any vessel, ship, plate, &c. fit, trustworthy, clever, fit for office, शास्त्र, कारवाग, शास्त्र, fitness for office or trust.
बाजू, बाजू आज़ाद ती, an elder brother's wife.
बाज, अंगनी, अंगन, बंध, बंध, divisible, shareable; a dividend, share, portion.
बाज, झण्डाबक, झण्डू, a panegyrist, a royal messenger.
बाजी, विज्ञापित विद्वान, नक्स, the ebb or reflux tide.
बाजीरा, मल, कलनन्न, वानस्पति, a sultor.
बाँटी, आका, पाला, उदव, धर, a lime or brick kiln, furnace, still, the way the tide ebbs.
बाँटेरा, टेरार, the afternoon.
बाँट, बेगूँ, the rent of a house, the hire of a thing, a renting, hiring.
बांट, बेगूँ, टेरा, टेरा, टेरा, टेरा, a renter, a tenant; merchant, class, class, class, a trumped up story, a deception, imposture, pretence.
बांट, बांट, बांट, बांट, बांट, a vessel, pitcher, pot, cup, plate, case, razor's case, the bed of a river, a capital, stock, mimicry, buffoonery, a professional jester.
बांटर, बांटर, — बांटर, बांटर, a store-house, magazine, store-room.
बांटर, बांटर, अला, अला, a store-keeper, butler, class, class, class, boiled rice.
बांटर, पाल, पाल, पाल, पाल, a husband, maintainer, provider.
बांटर, पाल, पाल, पाल, पाल, brightness, splendour, resplendence.
बांटर, अयस्सी, अयस्सी, अयस्सी, अयस्सी, pertaining to or exchanged for boiled rice.
बांटीसी, बांटीसी, — अयस्सी, one who serves for his food.
बांट-पाल, बांट-पाल, बांट-पाल, the Indian month of the sun in Leo or the second of the rainy season.
बांट-पाल, बांट-पाल, बांट-पाल, one who husks rice in a mortar.
बांट-पाल, नव, नव, नव, नव, to pound or husk rice in a mortar.
बांट, बांट, बांट, बांट, बांट, the Sun, light, a ray of light.
बांट, बांट, steam, vapour, reek.
to reek, throw up steam, evaporate.

a being, a thing, a being, a living thing, thing, substance, reality, probability, the world, a state, condition, circumstance, predicament, natural state, innate property, temperature, nature, disposition, conduct, usage, treatment, manner, station, office, meaning, the abstract idea of a word, scope, spirit, design, intention, purpose, a state or affection of the mind, emotion, passion, love, amatory sentiments or the corporeal expression of them, wanton sport, female infidelity, gesture, movement, motion, act, action, familiarity, intimacy, friendship, instruction, superhuman power, a sign, omen, symptom of disease, steam, reek.

the external expression of amorous sentiments, a singer who excites the passions, a gesticulator; susceptible, easily moved.

a plagiarist, a plagiary, plagiarist.

to be thoughtful, dejected, apprehensive or anxious, to ponder, think, meditate on, reflect, bear; dejection, anxiety, &c. adornment, decoration.

anxiety, care, disquietude, concern, apprehension; doubt, suspense, fear, cogitation, thought, contemplation.

to fault through fear, to stagger, to be confused, amazed or discomposed.
amazement, confusion, discomposure, a stand, non-plus.

without confusion, readily.

to convict, to prove a charge, to heat or steam.

a scope, object, purport.

almost or nearly future, likely.

thoughtful, anxious, careful, solicitous, pensive, sad, affected, moved, convicted, proved.

future, about to be, what is to be, ordained, predestinated.

tending or disposed to be, happy, right; in comp: being, becoming what it was not before; excellence, happiness, welfare, advantage.

a comedian, actor, harlequin.

as, like, in the manner of, for, in the view of, to the end that.

a threatening, terrifying, &c. [ing.

probable, future, necessarily exist-

anger, a sister’s husband, a species of wild cat.

passionate, wrathful, indignant.

a load, burden, weight, a yoke or sling for carrying burthens, a charge, trust conferred, delegated power or authority, responsibility, office, station, consequence, permission, leave, trouble, difficulty, perplexity, malignant influence or incantation, an evil eye.

aggravate, be heavy or weighty, press heavily, to consign, commit, entrust, invest, refer, to throw responsibility or obligation on another.

the Mahābhārata, an actor, mime.
Hindostan or India proper.

eloquence, dramatic recitation, a quail. a bearer of burdens, a porter.

charge.

combined, loaded, entrusted with, in reference, a scaffold, a port.

charge.

heavy, burdensome, weighty, lusty, big, momentous, serious, steady, sedate, sad; a porter.

selling high, wholesale.

[of the Veds.

a wife espoused according to the ritual forehead, fortune, destiny, welfare, good; proper, right, excellent, good, honest, upright, neat, clean, handsome, elegant, pretty, genteel, gentle, fair, fine, (as weather) convenient, favourable, pleasant, in health, well, recovered; well, well done, very well, do so, yes. [sanctity: excellence, goodness, honesty, pleasing, luxurious, sumptuous.

to approve, like, love, accept, chuse, prefer. [goodness.

welfare, advantage, excellence, good and evil.

a bear.

a husband’s elder brother.

to speak, talk, tell, converse, utter.

vernacular dialect, current or vulgar tongue.

a law plaint or other writing in the vulgar tongue.

a dispute, suit at law, plaint, claim.
বাবাবারী, আবারী, বিবারী, a plaintiff, a claimant.

বারস্ট, বাহী পাঠান, to send to, to send a message.

বারস্ট, বামি, বথক, আবারী, speaking, conversing.

বারস্ট, বীরা, বুদ্ধির, বিবর, a commentary, annotation, gloss.

বারস্ট, বাড়ি, বাড়ি, প্রাচীন, প্রাপ্তি, প্রাপ্তি, a wish, desire, light, lustre, splendour, a vulture.

বারস্ট, বা বারস্ট, বারীর উপর খাব, সজ্জার, উপচার, to float, swim, to overflow.

[appearing, floating.

বারস্ট, বা বারস্ট, পাণ্ডার, পাকাজাত, বরে বিবর, luminous, shining.

বারস্ট, বারা, বোকাবিখ্যাত বারা, বারস্ট, বাড়ি, বাড়ি বনাম, বুনমান, to launch, set afloat, cause to float or swim, to bear down, (as a torrent,) carry away, deluge, to waste, spend lavishly.

বারস্ট, বেগাদু, আদাও, উজ্জ্বল, sweeping. (as a flood or torrent,) profuse, lavish, wasteful, extravagant.

বারস্ট, অর্থ, পাণ্ডাজাত, the sun, a stone-cutter, sculptor.

বারস্ট, উজ্জ্বল, বারা, বারা, বারা, বারা, বারা, বারা, overflowing, &c. cataneous; (eruption); vessels coming down the river, laden with corn, &c.

বারস্ট, বারস্ট, the rain, the time when corn and other vessels arrive from the up-country.

বারস্ট, বারস্ট,—বারস্ট, বেগাদুবিখ্যাত, সূর্য, shining, luminous, resplendent, illustrious; the sun. [mendicant

বিবর, বিবর, —বারস্ট, বারস্ট, a beggar, petitioner, religious

বিবর, বার, to beg, ask alms. [for relief.

বিবর, বিবর, বিবর, alms, a request, a begging, a petition

বিবর, বিবর, —বারস্ট, a living on alms, leading

a mendicant life.

[city

বিবর, বিবর, বিবর, to travel about begging; mend

বিবর, বিবর, বিবর, feeding on alms.

বিবর, বিবর, —বারস্ট, a feeding on alms, of what is obtained by begging.

বিবর, বিবর, বিবর, a religious mendicant

বিবর, বারস্ট, বারস্ট, a beggar, a mendicant

বিবর, আর্দ্র, ধূসর, to be wet, the

sink, (as paper.)
विज, बिज—आर्थ, सजन, wet, moist, damp, clammy, soaked.
विजय, बिजय, to wet, moisten, soak, steep, slake.
फिटा, घर, रामलेख, a house, a homestead.
फितामाल, गुहा बिहार दूर्देशकत्व बीम, the raised floor of a house.
फिर, बाकस्तूर, देखा, a crowd, mob, a fence, an enclosing.
फिरन, बिकट अधिन, बिल्ल, to approach, close with, visit.
फिशन, अगान, साफ़, कराय, बिल्ल, to bring a boat to shore, close with, bring near, cause to approach.
फित, दीप, कुप, बित, a wall, thickness of a wall, a way, quarter, point of the compass. [interval.
फित्त, मधुम, अधर, the middle, midst, centre, inside, an
फित्त, फित्त,—मधु, between, within, amidst, in, into.
फित्ती, अतिरिक्त, शामिल, inner, inward, in, comprised.
फित, काज़, बिताचे, गोपाल, towards, to; aside, apart.
फित, बुध, ताच, बिक्रित, बिंद्र, विश्रंग, धु, टुका, बोझ, बघर गो, नाम, आदि, सह, a wall, breadth of a wall, a breaking, tearing, dividing, a rent, fissure, something broken, fragment, broken part, bit, flaw, defect, a part, place, asylum, opportunity, occasion.
फिम, चूम, रोम, बिम, बाम, बेहम, काठम, बिम, बिम, to penetrate, enter, pierce, run through, perforate, break off, separate, divide, split.
फिम, बिम्ब, बिम्ब, बिन्द, दोहर, बिम्ब, पुष्कर, अन्ध, अति, फिट, बिम्बर, separated, divided, split, broken, torn, rent, open, blown, apart, asunder, parted, distinct, different, other; a fraction; else, besides, without, except. [differently, apart.
फिम, पुष्कर, गोपाल, distinctly, severally, separately.
फिम, प्राकृत, बिम्ब, a distinction, a difference.
फिम, बिक्रिया, धरम, a physician, a doctor.
वॉ, वॉच—अतिव, अस, fear, dread, terror, panic, alarm.
वॉच, वॉच—अतिव, अस, असास, afraid, terrified, alarmed, frightened, timid, shy, fearful, cowardly.
वॉच, बाल, बाल, दोहर, अस, terrifying, terrific, dreadful, awful, frightful; fear, horror, terror.
वॉचच, बिकुट, दोहर, dotage, extreme age, i. e. 77 years.
pusillanimous.

timid, fearful, cowardly, to put in fear, alarm, terrify; horrible, frightful, fearful, terrific, perilous.

Shiva, a goblin; frightful, terrific, horrible.

the belly, the intestines.

abdominous, pot-bellied, corpulent.

hunger; in comp: eating, feeding on.

hungry.

eaten, devoured, swallowed, enjoyed, included, comprised.

a meal. 

orts, leavings, remnants of a meal, to add to a capital stock, or to what is paid off, to adulterate, interpolate, foist in.

an enjoyment or suffering already experienced; having enjoyed or suffered.

usufruct.

impose upon.

to suffer or enjoy, to deceive, swindling, imposition, hypocrisy.

crooked, distorted, deformed, curved, bent, stooping. 

curve.

the arm, the hand, a bending. 

a serpent, a snake.

an icneumon, Garura.

to interpolate, foist in, adulterate. 

to be amazed as at some wonderful relation.

the shoulder, the shoulder-blade.

a meal, food, reflection.

enjoy, to experience pleasure.
to treat, entertain, feast.

to bubble, a bubbling, whispering.

to bubble up, to whisper.

to broil, roast, bake.

a widow's garment.

the universe, water, mankind.

the atmosphere, sky, ether.

the heaven of the sages.

mildew, without substance, internal (disease.)

a boast, boasting, swaggering.

boasting, swaggering, ostentatious.

a sort of brown sugar.

mistake, oversight, blunder, slip, transgression, fascination, deception.

to mistake, omit, err, sin, forget.

blundering, erring, forgetful.

to cause to err, misguide, mislead, delude, inveigle, tempt, seduce, flatter, cajole, deceive, cheat.

a cheat, deluder, sorcerer; insidious, &c.

[ stratagem.]

a spring of water, an incantation.

soot, lamp-black, grain, corn.

chaff, bran, husk; to interpolate; to bribe one to silence.

the earth, land, ground, a place, scite, base, birth-place, residence, the lowest hell.

land, ground, a field, plantation.
the globe of the earth, geography.

moving on land; a land animal.

amphibious, living on land and water.

been, gone, past, become; a phantom, malignant spirit, ghost, goblin, demon, imp, apparition, vision, an existence, living creature, being, a class of demigods, the five elements, matter of fact or the real state of the case, (in law.)

the past time, (in grammar.)

possessed of a demon or evil spirit.

[demons.

expelling or casting out Shiva as lord of the demons.

a slut, slattern; sluttish.

like an evil spirit, ugly; a sloven.

the ground, the earth.

the elementary or vital principle, the human body, Shiva, Brahma.

possession by an evil spirit.

an agreement with matter of fact.

wealth, success, grandeur, superhuman power, birth, production, ashes.

affluent, wealthy, grand.

amphibious, living on land and water, as the tortoise, crocodile, &c.

a terrestrial god.

a mountain.

prince.

to perform the duties of a

earth, soil, land, ground, a scite, ground, base, a country, a district.
an earthquake. [theatrical dress: a preface, preamble, introduction, vegetable, the planet Mars. [ist: living by the soil; an agricultural prince. a spot of ground, situation, place. prostrate, falling down to, born. touching the earth; a man, mankind, a cultivator of the soil, a skulking thief, a blind man, a cripple. peatedly. the bark of a species of birch. the earth, the habitation of men. a fountain, a spring, an enchantment. $f$: wearing ornaments, &c. to put on jewels, dress or ornaments, to decorate oneself, shine in finery, &c. [decoration. a jewel, trinket, ornament, dress, capable of or requiring decoration, &c. to adorn, deck, dress, trim, caparison. [bellished. adorned, ornamented, decked, emb., bran, chaff, a husk, integument. prostrate, bowing down. a cultivator, man, mankind; touching the ground. [king. a proprietor of land, landlord; a frown, contraction of the brows. [land. a precipice, mountain table
bee, a wasp, a sort of shrike, a golden vase, a lecher, a libertine.

a golden vase, gold, cloves.

—wicidipāka, wiciri, a cricket.

the female bee.

wages, hire, a capital, principal sum. [vant.

living on wages; a hireling, hired servant, a servant, slave, dependant.

wages, hire.

a whirlwind, hurricane, eddy, whirlpool, giddiness. [ingly, &c.

much, excessive, abundant; exceed-

baked, fried, parched.

to make faces, mouth, grin, mock, ridicule.

frog, a cloud, a disguise, false appearance, play, pantomime, a religious habit.

a species of sable-fish.

a mime, actor, player, female frog.

simple, foolish; a simpleton.

a mouthing, making faces, mocking, ridiculing; mimicry.

to make faces, mouth, ridicule, mock, mimic.

to send, dispatch, shut, (as a door.)

implicate in.

a present at meeting, a visit, to meet, visit, go to see.

meeting; one who meets another, a visitor.

a meeting, a visit.

going down with the tide. [ler.
to meet, approach, visit, re-weigh, reconsider. [fellow.

a sheep, a ram, a blockhead, a stupid, stupidity, doltishness, sheepishness.

a ewe, a mound, dyke, embankment.

a pander, a pimp.

penetrable, divisible, distinguishable.

a factious or contentious person, a sower of dissension, a schismatic, a heretic, a traitor.

perforation, penetration, piercing; incision, separation, dividing, rending, breaking, dispersion, disunion, disagreement, dissent, dissension, difference, dissimilarity, distinction, a kind, sort, species, a mystery, secret, a purging by stool, a divulging, reconnoitring, spying out, knowledge; else, besides.

sowing dissension, &c. piercing, purgative; an incendiary, tale-bearer, an adjective, a nickname.

discrimination, knowledge of differences or distinctions, &c.

discriminating, discerning individuality, viewing the gods as distinct.

to pierce, bore, penetrate, transfix, break, rend, tear, divide, distinguish.

a spy, tell-tale, tale-bearer.

to be alarmed or confounded.

a hornet.

a long trumpet.

—a small shrub.
raft, a float.

a dart, a lance, a raft, a float.

magic, sleight of hand, delusion.

a drug, medicine, medicament.

a collection of alms.

horrible, terrible, terrific, dangerous; horror, terror, a
terrific manifestation of Shiva.

Durga or the terrible; a female
devotee of Shiva. [of Shiva.]

a society of female devotees

(dull, (as a tool, &c.) not sharp.

a species of weasel or ichneumon.

a famished condition, in-
anition, extreme faintness.

an eater, glutton, one who
suffers or enjoys, a husband.

pleasure, enjoyment or suffering, possession, use, usufruct,
occupancy, food, an offering of dressed food.

the haram or female apartments. [ing.

the body as the seat of enjoyment or suffer-

the seat of enjoyment or suffer-
yielding enjoyment, pleasurable.

the infernal Ganges or river of hell.

enjoying, suffering, seized of, occupying, pos-
sessing, dancing, singing.

the body as the seat of sensual
enjoyment or suffering, women's apartments.

a deception, imposture,

cheat, snare, bait, temptation, lure, stratagem.

to cause to enjoy or suffer,
to mislead, deceive, &c.

a king's concubine.
तोग, सुभुङ्खालुष्ट, विषयुक्त, सर्प, enjoying, possessing, suffering, sensual; a snake.

तोग, धात, सुभुङ्खालुष्ट, विषयुक्त, सर्प, enjoying, possessing, suffering, sensual; a snake.

तोग, धात, सुभुङ्खालुष्ट, विषयुक्त, सर्प, enjoying, possessing, suffering, sensual; a snake.

तोग, धात, सुभुङ्खालुष्ट, विषयुक्त, सर्प, enjoying, possessing, suffering, sensual; a snake.

तोग, धात, सुभुङ्खालुष्ट, विषयुक्त, सर्प, enjoying, possessing, suffering, sensual; a snake.

तोग, धात, सुभुङ्खालुष्ट, विषयुक्त, सर्प, enjoying, possessing, suffering, sensual; a snake.

तोग, धात, सुभुङ्खालुष्ट, विषयुक्त, सर्प, enjoying, possessing, suffering, sensual; a snake.

तोग, धात, सुभुङ्खालुष्ट, विषयुक्त, सर्प, enjoying, possessing, suffering, sensual; a snake.

तोग, धात, सुभुङ्खालुष्ट, विषयुक्त, सर्प, enjoying, possessing, suffering, sensual; a snake.
a misconception, error, mistake, blunder, oversight, slip, forgetfulness, a whirling or going round, an eddy, whirlpool, whirlwind, a turner's lathe, a potter's wheel, a roaming, wandering, respect, credit, reputation.

to wander about, roam, ramble, traverse, take the air, perambulate, turn round, whirl, err, mistake; a tour, turn, circuit, ramble, voyage.

travelling, wandering, roaming, roving.

mistaken, erroneous, mistaking, &c.

the large black bee.

a whirling or going round, an eddy, whirlpool, whirlwind, a lathe, potter's wheel, vertigo, dizziness, giddiness, fainting, a swoon, stupor, forgetfulness, error, mistake.

whirling, revolving, &c. a sceptic.

fallen from virtue, depraved, corrupted, dissolute, vicious, deflowered, defiled, ravished, violated, seduced, obscene, degraded, deposed, fallen from office, displaced, superseded, parched, baked, roasted, fried, toasted. [rupter.

a ravisher, defiler, violator. corruption, defilement, depravity, a fallen state, degradation.

an adulteress, a strumpet, a violated or dissolute female. [religion.

depraved conduct, heterodoxy in doctrine, deceit, depravity, pollution, villainy, vice.

jealousy of a wife.

bile, the bilious humour.

splendid, shining, gaudy, elegant in dress, &c. decorated with ornaments.

a brother, friend, kin, kindred.
a brother’s son and daughter.

[of a brother:]

the son or daughter

brotherly, fraternal.

[roving.]

causing error, occasioning mistake, &c. a cheat, rogue, a jackal.

the eyebrows.

a frown, look of displeasure, forbidding aspect.

a frown, a glance, a look to

a fetus, embryo, unborn child.

causing abortion, destroying the fetus.

a destruction of the fetus, procured

a frown, contraction of the brows.

a ladder, a species of harrow.

a marriage crown or diadem.

to churn, to agitate a liquid

an imaginary marine monster representing the sign Capricorn, one of Cùvera’s treasures, deceit, deception.

the Indian Cupid, whose emblem is the foregoing animal.

the nectar of a flower, a bee, the Indian cuckoo, a species of jasmine, the filaments of a lotus.
**head-dress.**

**a crown, diadem, tiara, crest,**

**a bud, an opening bud.**

**a fly, any winged insect.**

**sacrifice, oblation.**

**sunk, immersed, plunged, dived, drowned.**

**the tenth lunar mansion.**

**welfare, prosperity, happiness, good, good-fortune, a propitious act, the planet Mars, carefulness, prudence; fortunate, prosperous, lucky, happy, propitious, auspicious.**

**doing good, beneficent, benevolent.**

**to congratulate, to felicitate.**

**thanksgiving.**

**well-wishing, felicitating, Tuesday.**

**the ornamenting of a place with garlands on festive occasions, festivity, a preliminary ceremony, an invocation, religious action, congratulation, good wishes.**

**propitious, conferring pleasure or happiness, pleasing, beautiful, agreeable, pious, pure.**

**benevolent; a well-wisher.**

**to be wrenched, strained, sprained, bent, torn or injured by violence.**

**to wrench or pull violently, strain, bathe, sink, be immersed, plunge, dip, to be drowned, be overwhelmed with trouble, &c. to be wholly taken up with.**

**to immerse, plunge, dip, sink, drown, overwhelm with trouble, &c. afflict, distress, destroy.**
marrow, pith, sap. inward, latent, affecting the marrow. touching the quick, insupportable. a raised stage, platform, pulpit, scaffold, an elevated shed, a table, bedstead, bed.

to cleanse, clean, scour; a tooth-powder, dentifrice, eye-salve. to bud, put forth buds or leaves. a female ornament for the feet, an anklet. beautiful, agreeable, pleasing. a spotted silk garment worn as a crown, diadem, head-dress, &c. the ridge of a thatched house, a large earthen jar. to sham or feign sleep. [shampoo. to snap or crack the joints, to shut, close, clasp, a college, school, monastery, temple, pagoda. a pestilence, mortality, epidemic disease. the head-man of a village. a dead carcass, corpse; mortal, dead. a mortal bite, pertinacious perseverance at all hazards, a teasing, dunning. [born child. jewel, precious stone, pearl, the wrist, the clitoris, the glans penis, the point of a needle.
a holy pool at Benares.

a jeweller, gem-cutter, lapidary.

the navel, a sort of woman’s bodice studded with gems, the country of Manipur.

the wrist.

a temple or house of gems.

a jeweller, seller of toys and trinkets, a stealer of gems.

rice-water, gruel, paste, starch.

to overlay with metal, gild, plate, cover with leather or cloth: ornament, decoration, jewels, trinkets, &c.

a temporary shed at festivals, an open temple.

a ball, globe, sphere, orb, disk, a halo, the horizon, a wheel, circle, circumference, a province, district, region, a circular form of military array, a multitude, assemblage, quantity, heap, a round spotted leprosy, a sweet-meat ball, the head-man of a village.

an assembly, congregation, a body of people, society, gang, flock.

a sort of sweet-meat balls. [comfits, &c.

a smaller sort of the same.

m. & f. a frog.

rust of iron, dross, scoria.

a way, method, mode, manner, sort, kind, set of opinions, creed, system, doctrine, sect, habit, practice, manner of thinking or acting, purpose, wish, intention; similar, like.

a distinct sect, a schism.

of one mind, of one sect.
another sect or method, &c. alteration; altered, otherways. [tary.

a follower, partizan, sect.

the sentiments received and rejected, distinct opinions; approved and disapproved, liked and disliked.

approbation and disapprobation, diversity of sentiments.

opinion, understanding, intellect, mind, conscience, intelligence, judgment, will, inclination, desire; a pearl.

deranged, delirious, cracked.

a sect, party. [formably with,

according to, agreeably to, con-

overpowered with joy, delighted, enthusiastic,

eager, in rut, furious, proud, lewd, &c. mad,

insane, foolish, raging, infatuated.

envious, covetous, niggardly; envy, rancour, a gnat, musquito.

a fish, an avatar of Vishnu.

course sugar, sugar-candy.

the kingfisher.

to churn, agitate violently, stir up.

churned, &c; butter-milk.

a liquor flowing from the temples of an elephant in rut.

a narcotic medicine, an opiate, a confectioner.
Madhura, Madhura, Madhura, speaking inarticulately through drunkenness; an elephant in rut. Madhura, Madhura, Madhura. Cāmadeva the Indian Cupid, the spring. Madhura, Madhura, a provocative medicine. Madhura, Madhura, a species of parrot. Madhura, Madhura, a drinker of wine or spirits, a drunkard.

sweeten, to make sweet.

Krishna as destroyer of the giant Madhu.

Krishna, middle, centre, inside, an interval, common
time in music, a rest, a sort of metre, the
waist, a horse's flank, ten thousand billions.

concave, hollow in the centre.

situated between, within, included, inward, internal, central; a mediator, arbitrator, umpire.

distinguished, middle, middlemost, middlemost, central, included, intermediate, middling, moderate, temperate, indifferent, ordinary.

muddling, sort, common, middling.

the middle finger, a girl arrived at puberty.

the earth, the dwelling of mortals.

in, the centre, inward part, an inner.

mediation, arbitration.

flying off from the centre, centrifugal.

tending to the centre, centripetal.

adj: mid-day.

and then, sometimes, occasionally.
mantra, mantra, a sort of spirituous liquor.
man, man; चालिंग रस, a weight of 40 seers.
man, man; चिंच, दृष्टि, नाति, दृष्टि, अज्ञातम, अविद्या, the mind, understanding, memory, conscience, heart, inclinations.
[guish.]
man: चालि, जागरण, बिकाय, बिकाय, inquietude, pain of mind, anxiety, disturbance, distraction, बिखर, pure in heart, conscientious, inclined to.
[comfort.]
man: अस्थित, विशिष्ट, अस्थित, conviction of mind, assurance, conscientious, red arsenic.
man, man, man: याग, विस्तार, अस्थित, the desire of the mind, the wish of the heart.
man: चिंच, man, man: सुखधा द्यान, reflection, consciousness of pleasure or pain.
[break, remove.]
man, man, man: चिंच, तह, चुचु, अनुशासन, distress of mind, grief, man, man: चिंच, अनुशासन, सत्त्व, situated in the mind; a thought, design, intention, wish, inclination.
man, man: रुझान, रुझान, अज्ञातम, intelligent; wise, attentive, pure-minded.
[slowly.]
man, man: न, अन, बुध, मन, a little; minutely, tardily, man, man: दृष्टि, पारित्व, the understanding, intellect, wisdom.
man, man: अज्ञातम, अति, पारित्व, wise, intelligent, learned.
man, man: अज्ञातम, अर्थ, पारित्व, अज्ञातम, the universe, the first Manu the Indian legislator, creator of the world and progenitor of mankind; a mystical verse or incantation.
man, man, man: पुरुष, एको श्री, m. & f. a man, a woman.
man, man: पुरुष, दक्षिण, चेहरा, a man, person, mankind, people.
man, man: पुरुष, दक्षिण, चेहरा, manhood, masculinity, humanity.
man, man: पुरुष, चेहरा, जानवर, feeding on human flesh; a cannibal.
man, man, man, man, man, man: रसूलिफ, रसूल, अनसन, dissatisfaction, jealousy, high
devotedness of mind; close study, a zealous entering into a scheme, &c. ardour.

approved, chosen, choice; satisfactory.

pain of mind, grief, jealousy.

interruption of thought, frustration of a design, a pet, anger.

intelligent, prudent, wise.

engaged in, devoted to, attentive, zealous, ardent in a pursuit.

devotedness of mind, application, attention.
[devoted to.

attentive, earnest, zealous, to give pleasure, to gratify; gratification, sense of pleasure, a sweetmeat.

a wish, desire.

pleasant, agreeable, charming, pleasing, beautiful, lovely, inviting.

beautiful, lovelY, amiable, engaging, enticing, winning, heart-ravishing, captivating.

to be discussed, to be reflected on, minded or regarded, cognizable, admissible.
[sage.

an adviser, counsellor, a mode of religious invocation, a form of prayer, a formula sacred to any particular deity, a text of the Veda, a mystical verse or incantation, a charm.

secret consultation, conspiracy, private advice, instigation, persuasion, counsel, advice, policy.
acquiring the use of charms, &c., demanding consideration, deserving of consultation.

a spiritual preceptor or initiator.

sanctified, consecrated by religious formula, advised, counselled.

a counsellor, adviser, monitor, a king's minister, statesman.

produced from churning; butter.

to churn, agitate violently, stir up, to agitate in conversation; a churn.

slow, tardy, lazy, dull, stupid, large, bulky.

a churning-stick.

vicious, wicked, immodest, shameless, mischievous, nasty, dirty, idle, lazy, tardy, dull, sluggish; slow, gentle, mild, slow as a tune, cold, phlegmatic, stupid, foolish, ill, sick, little, small, dim; gently, slowly; Saturn.

the neap-tides.

slack-water, a slow and gentle

to dislike, disapprove, detest, hate.

hatred.

dislike, disgust, disesteem.

in a bad manner, ill, slowly.

a fabulous mountain.

the space between the breast and the navel.

worthless.

cheap, slow, slack, little, the celestial Ganges.

modesty, bashfulness, shame-facedness.

slow or bad digestion, indigestion.
negligent; inattentive; disrespectful.

one of the trees of Paradise.

the coral-tree.

a temple, pagoda, house, the

mantra, a mantra, a cymbal.

calypter, tapering.

cymbal-shaped, convex, conical

a stable for horses.

slowly, sluggishly, feebly.

a species of fine mat.

Cāmādeva or the Indian Cupid, love.

a famine, dearth, a

period of time or the reign of a Manu.

agreeing, consenting to, conformable to.

under consideration or observation, &c.

sorrow, regret, vexation, dislike, anger, resentment, an imprercation.

my, mine; bee's wax.

appropriation, claim.

appropriation, attachment to a thing as one's own, relative kindness or clemency, love or affection to one's own family, &c. pity, pride, arrogance.

affix: full, fraught, possessed or

the mocking-bird, the Mina.

a confectioner.

foul, unclean, dirty, filthy.

leaven.

a ray, light, lustre, brightness, beauty, flame, a gnomon.

m. & f. a peacock, peahen.

a chameleon, a lizard.

contagion, infectious or epidemic disease, plague, mortality.

an emerald or perhaps a yellow topaz.
death; to die, expire, perish, fail, decrease, wither, dry up, heal or close as a wound.

[of corn.]

a granary, storehouse, magazine

worn out (soil,) impoverished, poor, stunted.

blunt-edged, dull, not sharp.

soft, mild, bland; a rogue, a scoundrel, a horse, a cloud, a collyrium of lamp-black.

black-pepper.

a ray of light, a niggard, a miser.

the mirage or delusive appearance of a sheet of water in a sandy soil. [&c.

a circle of rays round the sun, the sun or moon.

unfruitful, barren.

wind.

wind, air, the god of the North-west quarter.

the breaking of wind backwards.

a monkey or ape, a spider, the Indian crane.

rusty.

covered with rust.

mortal. [kind, the earth.

mortal, earthly; man, mortal.

the earth as the residence or habitation of mortals.

to grind on a stone; pound in a mortar, bruise, to crush, rub in an ointment, stroke with the hand, to thresh corn; to trample, tread down, to subdue an enemy.
a joint, the heart, core, essence, any vital part, member or organ, a secret, secret meaning or purpose, essential doctrine, signification, application, sense, purpose, scope, spring, cause, account, personal interest or concern in a thing.

Varna, सूचित, सूचित, सूचित, सूचित, a profoundly learned, versed in essential doctrines, knowing secrets; a spy.

वर्धित, सब्रित, अतिश्रीत, रूप, रूप, रूप, भाषात, भाषात, भाषात, भाषात, a penetrating or touching to the quick, a penetrating into secrets, the sowing of dispersion, severe reprehension. [marble.

वर्धित, सस्थान, शुष्क, द्राक्षर, द्राक्षर, द्राक्षर, the rustling of dry leaves, &c.

वर्धित, विद्वान, मध्ये ते दृढ़ता अपना आयत्त करायं अवयव वाणा अंतरा नृतृ हवा, अनवर्गन्धू, नृतृ, a vital or mortal part.

वर्धित, विरास, विरास, विरास, विरास, विरास, touching the vital parts, wounding or touching to the quick, giving pain, corrosive, keen, sharp.

वर्धित, सूचित, kept inviolably secret, lodged in the breast.

वर्धित, आभिक, आभिक, आभिक, आभिक, mortal, deadly, wounding or affecting a vital part, stinging to the quick.

वर्धित, विरास, विरास, विरास, विरास, विरास, showing honor or respect, civil, polite.

वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, respect, honor, esteem, reputation, rank, dignity, a boundary, limit, rectitude, propriety of conduct, steadiness.

वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, honorable, respectable, esteemed.

वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, patience, kindness, endurance, resignation.

वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, अनुशस, अनुशस, अनुशस, अनुशस, अनुशस, अनुशस, filth, dirt, dust, dregs, dress, sediment, excrement, any animal secretion as, wax, sweat, rheum, &c. a soil, defilement, an ornament for the ancients.

वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, the refuse of rice after sifting, dress.

वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, filth-destroying, cleansing.

वर्धित, वर्धित, वर्धित, a labourer employed in making salt.
Malabar, a garden, the garden of Indra.

mara, the broken remains of rice after sifting.

mara, a scuffer, wrestler, boxer.

mara, a scuffle, wrestle, wrestling match.

mara, the Arabian jasmine.

mara, a leathern bottle or water-jug, a mosquito, a gnat.

mara, ink for writing. [index: a scribe, writer.

mara, supporting himself by writing.

mara, flax.
Mahânu

Mahânu, Mahânu, Karâhī Sunâ, Veke, an ink-stand, a pen.
Mahânu, Kâtâvâra, a species of pulse or lentil.
Mahânu, Kâtâvâra, a species of pulse or lentil.
Mahânu, Kâtâvâra, a species of pulse or lentil.
Mahâru, Gho, a jester, buffoon, sporter with foibles.
Mahâru, Kâtâvâra, Kâtâvâra, Kâtâvâra, buffoonery, jesting, sporting, &c.
Mahâru, Gho, Gho, Gho, Gho, the head, top, crown, point, peak.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, the brain.
Mahâru, Mahâru, whey, the watery part of curds.
Mahâru, Mahâru, Mahâru, Mahâru, —Dharma, Dharma, Dharma, Dharma, great, large, bulky, important, sublime, chief, noble, illustrious, good, excellent, opportunity, much, very; the intellectual principle.
Mahâru, Mahâru, Narada's lute, the egg-plant.
Mahânu, Mahânu, —Dharma, Dharma, greatness, perfection, urbanity, condescension, [Shûdras, &c.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, Kâtâvâra, a remission of the land tax to Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, to churn, to-agitate violently.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, a celestial region or paradise.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, a great sage.
Mahânu, Mahânu, —Sûkra, Sûkra, a prawn or shrimp.
Mahânu, Patherâmâchu, Patherâmâchu, large-bodied, gigantic.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, Shiva the destroyer, eternity.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, vast, great gloom or darkness, a division of the Hindoo hell.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, a great or excellent man, a merchant, banker, money-lender.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, trade, commerce, money-lending.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, very wise, having the knowledge of spirit.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, the fifth hell in descent.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, generous, noble-minded, magnanimous; Sir, your honor.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, Shiva and Durga.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, any thing costly, costly apparel, gold, incense, agriculture.
Mahânu, Mahânu, Mahânu, very wise, having the knowledge of spirit.

R G G
महानान, खानहार, a kitchen, cook-room.
महानाम, अतिशय नष्ट, मोह द्वारे घृण, सिंह, हरि, a loud sound, a large dark cloud, a lion, an elephant.
महानिख्रा, मृत्यु, death, dying, decease, the last sleep.
महानिख्रा, अंधानां, midnight, the dead of night. [minded.
महानृत्व, मानवीय, एडारित्विक, liberal, magnanimous, high-
महापाल, राजाराज, सूपर, युद्ध, a high road, principal street, an excellent way, death or the way of all flesh.
महापार्वती, महापार्वत, going the long journey, i.e. dying.
महापा, शूष्ण, मोहा, a litter, a dooly or light palanquin.
महापार्वत, महापाल,—नृत्तकादि नीच, a great crime, heinous offence, mortal sin.[or great crime.
महापार्वती, महापाल,— नृत्तकादि नीच, guilty of a mortal sin
महापूर्ण, नायुक जोत, एराहन जोत, a saint, a sage, a high personage, a great man, a nobleman.
महापुल, पुल, राजा, निध, a saint or holy man, a king. Shiva.
महापुल, कल्प, रिखमान, a periodical destruction of the world, an entire annihilation of the universe.
महाबल, वाहान, देवती, गर, strong, powerful; a wrestler.
महाबल, अज्जो, देव, the mystical syllable Om.
महाविनु, सर्वं देव राजि संकार, the vernal equinox.
महावीर, रिखकं युक्त, सिंह, गरुड, बिंडु, a great hero, a lion,
Garura, Vishnu, &c. [elements.
महाबुधु, मुदकिका, गारू, अर्द, जल, आकाश, एहप, the five primary
महाबुधु, शान्तिक, liberal, munificent, magnanimous.
महाबुधु, अतिशय बहुमाहित्व, noble, most excellent, eminent.
महाबयाण, अनन्ति अबिनं, अदार संगान, फर्म, worldly or material
illusion, Durga.
महाधून, पुर्ण्य, महार, पञ्चराग समि, very costly, precious; a ruby.
महाराज, अध्यापनादि पंज रज, the five essential sacrifices.
महाराज, बागन, बुध धाम विधेय, a wish, desire, a large car.
महाराज, एराहन राजि, आपनि, a great king; Sir, your honor,
your excellency, your majesty.
महाराजाधिराज, स्मृति, चक्किकी, a great king, a king of kings.
महारथ, अर्जुन, बुधब्रह्म राजि, midnight, deep night.
महासौम्य, नरक मिश्र, one of the divisions of Hell.
महाराज, पूर्वा, वहसुभ, dear, high-priced, precious, costly.
महास, भर्गमुष, भाषण, speech, God as the supreme refuge,
a sanctuary, asylum, a place of pilgrimage.
महास, भाषण, the day of the change in Bhādara.
महानाथ, नाथ, नाथमाणि, head, the forehead, a human bone, a necklace of the bones
of the forehead, 1000 billions.
महापात्र, गोहाराधिक, साधु, a gentleman, respectable person;
Sir, your honor, master; [great courage.
महानायक, भाराकर, अधीन नायक, a great outrage, violent assault,
महानायक, भाराकर, निधानि, निधारणकर, वृहत्मिथि, गृह, daringly
outrageous, daring, violent; an assaulter, viola-
lator, plunderer, robber.
महातुष्ट, टॅनुस्त, copulation.
महाब, महाबू, आवर्ण, greatness, grandeur, dignity, glory.
महिला, महाबु, धी, महा, a woman, a female.
महिष, बुशा, a buffalo.
महिसा, बुशा, बुशावहीन, produced from or belonging
महिषी, धी महिष, राजपक्षी, राजा अभिव्यक्ति धी, a female buffalo,
a crowned queen.
[gle, &c.
मी, पृथी, चूथि, the earth, the ground, base of a trian-
mी, मरण, —कोिं, मरणि, a king, a sovereign.
mीठना, बूक, माछ, a tree, a vegetable.
mीठ, देवदूत, विष्णु, an earthworm, a worm.
मी, मधु, मो, honey.
[generous, liberal.
मार्ग, मार्ग, धारणाधारी, मार्ग, magnanimous, highminded,
मो, पर्यावरण, परव, लिन, Indra the ruler of Swarga, the
Northern Ghāts.
मार्ग, मार्ग, —पिं, Shiva. [assembly of Vishnuvītes.
मार्गस, नाथस, नाथसार सारासार, सारासार, a great festival, a feast at
मार्गस, सारासार, the great ocean.
[pride.
मार्गस, नाथस, नाथसार, सारासार, सारासार, final emancipation, a master, lord,
मार्गस, नाथसार, सारासार, सारासार, वस्त्र, रूप, प्रेम, garlic.
मा, ब्राह्मण, आदि, मा, a mother; madam; no, not.
माही, चन, वै, चन, a woman’s breast, a dug, a teat.
माहिच, नृकर माहिच, the pith of a plant, heart of a tree.
by a woman, a girl.

shamefaced, ignorant, inactive, effeminate.

flesh, meat.

a muscle.

fleshy, stout, lusty, fat, corpulent, strong.

flesh on flesh.

carnivorous. feed-

mange, to scour, rub, polish, cleanse, wipe.

the seeds of cotton.

a weaver's shuttle.

by the lump, for the whole,

altogether, on the average, in partnership.

spread over, to rub in, anoint, to knead.

butter.

a buttermen, smearer.

an old woman, 

old, a wife.

conceit, a boast,

puff, boasting, puffing, vaunting.

boasting.

the first month of the dewy season.

the full moon in Magha.

petition, beg.

licitor, &c.

one who prays, begs or solicits, a so-

begging, requesting, asking, soliciting.

auspicious, propitious, lucky, fortunate.

a request, prayer, supplication, pe-
মাজান, মাজারে পাঠান, to send or cause one to beg, solicit, &c.

মাজান-য়, মাঝার, মাঝারি, a shelf, scaffold, platform, raised shed.

মাছা, মাছা, a bench, stool, chair.

মাছ, মাছা, মাছার, মাছ ধরা, a fish.

মাছি, মাছিকা, মাছ কোটি, a fly, any winged insect.

মাছি টেপা, মাছি টিপা,—রাজকুমার, কৃপণ, penurious, parsimonious, niggardly, sordid, stingy.

মাছুরা, মাছুরা, মাছুরা, রেসিয়া, a fishmonger, a fisherman.

মাছুরাচী, মাছুরাচী, a fishwoman, a fisherman's wife.

মাঝার, মাঝার, মাঝারে—মাঝা, মাঝারে, the midst, middle, centre.

মাঝা, মাঝা, মাঝা মাঝা, মাঝা পুনঃ, মাঝা মাঝা, to clean, wipe, scour, scrub, polish.

মাঝা, মাঝা, মাঝা, রাগিণী, পার্বিতৰ্য, something requiring to be scoured, &c.

[as a disorder.

মাঝার, মাঝার, মাঝার, মাঝার, inwardsly dead, internally mortal.

মাঝা, মাঝা, মাঝা, মাঝা, the loins, the waist. [man.

মাঝী, মাঝী, মাঝী,—মাঝার, মাঝী, a steersman, helmsman, boatman.

মাঝীর, মাঝীর, রাগিণী, পার্বিতৰ্য, a sort of fine matting, a mat.

মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, moderately, temperately, middlingly, midway.

[central.

মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, middling, moderate, temperate.

মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, in the midst, in, within, among, between.

মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, slow, sluggish, lazy, bad.

মাঝী, মাঝী, মাঝী, মাঝী, earth, soil, clay, sand, &c. the ground.

মাঝা মাঝা, মাঝা মাঝা, মাঝা মাঝা, a digger of the ground, a pioneer.

মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, earth coloured, brown, earthen.

মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, a plain, field, pasture, meadow.

মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, buttermilk, sour milk. [on a plain.

মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি,—মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, belonging to or situated.

মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, out of doors, in the open air. [paste.

মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, a raft, rice-water, rice-gruel, starch.

মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, মাঝামাঝি, to thresh, tread out corn, to bruise, rub on a stone, grind, stamp, press, trample, beat down, flatten, make smooth.

মাঝি, মাঝি,—মাজার, বড়ড়ি, a back or double tooth, the gums. [kin, a childish man.

মাঝেক, মাঝেক, মাঝেক,—মাঝেক, মাঝেক, মাঝেক, a youth, a mani-
 nya.png,  nyāni.png, — pāraṇ, ras, a ruby, a precious stone.

 *.  hāvār kar, anśār ḍhuk, whey, a thin sort of treacle, checkmate.  [mountaineer.

  savi, chaṭa, ḍhun, an elephant, an outcast, a savage
  savi, pārṣṭ, a she-elephant, the goddess Pārvatī.

  muk, ḍhuk, ḍhun, ḍhun, to be drunk or intoxicated, become furious, rage.  [hat.

  savi, pārṣṭ, an arch or its capital, a sort of wicker
  savi, pārṣṭ, ḍhuk, ḍhuk, drunkenness, intoxication, a reeling, staggering from drunkenness.

  savi, — savi, savi, savi, savi, a mother, a goddess or personified divine energy, a cow.

  savi, nāg, nāg, the small-pox.

  savi, kāla, ḍhad, ḍhad, to intoxicate, stimulate, work up to enthusiasm.  [for grandmother.

  savi, savi, — savi, savi, a maternal grandfather
  savi, ḍhad, ḍhad, savi, savi, savi, a sot: drunk, drunken, great, important.

  savi, savi, savi, savi, savi, measure, the tender leaves of the Palm.

  savi, savi, savi, savi, a maternal uncle.  [uncle.

  savi, savi, savi, — savi, savi, savi, the wife of a maternal
  savi, savi, savi, savi, savi, savi, of the class 16 goddesses or divine energies, an alphabet,
  a set of preliminary rules or axioms.

  savi, savi, a stepmother.

  savi, savi, a mother’s sister, maternal aunt.

  savi, savi, savi, — savi, savi, a maternal cognate relation.

  savi, savi, savi, savi, savi, a little, the whole, a moment, a unit; one, mere,
  only, merely, solely, precisely; at, upon.

  savi, savi, of a short syllable, metrical quantity, measure,
  an instant, a dose, a quantity, the horizontal stroke of a letter.  [haughtiness.

  savi, savi, savi, savi, savi, envy, malice, avarice, pride,
a charitable collection, subscription, extra-assessment. [peak, pinnacle.

the head, top, upper part, headstrong, self-willed, rebellious.

a capital of a pillar, a wicker hat. [quintessential.

a tambour, a tabor.

a sort of fine mat, a mat, an amulet, a charm.

Crishna. [ableness, mildness, suavity.

sweetness, gentleness, agreeable.

mid-day rites; proper or belonging to mid-day.

honor, respect, rank, reputation, respectability, sullen pride, haughtiness, indignation, resentment, a pet, anger of lovers, a weighing, measuring, weight, measure, value. [responsibility.

to esteem, regard, respect, honor, venerate, keep, observe, mind, obey, submit, believe, own, acknowledge, agree or consent to, coincide, allow, admit, offer, present, think, suppose, wish for.

one who vows or voluntarily takes a responsibility or obligation upon himself. [ontatory, binding, &c.

estimable, honorable, obligatory. a man, human creature, a multitude.
শারমণ, অপরাধ করা, to shame, disgrace, expose, dishonour.

volition, scheme.

রাজন, রোধ, বাধা, অপরাধ, a thought, idea, wish, desire, 

অপরাধ-সমন্বয়, আপনামন্ত, অধিনিয়, mental, existing in 

the mind, ideal, imaginary.

[temptible.

শারমী, মুক্তিনাথ, ঘরগুলো, কুলুক, humble, free from pride, con-

মাদরানা, দূঢ়া শী, উল্লাস, a vile woman, a harlot.

শামান, চেন্নায়া, চীকাড়, বাজান, বিশেষ, আচর, regard, re-

verence, attention, consent, acceptance, admission, &c. a prohibition, forbidding. hindrance.

শামান, সাজাত করা, ধীরপন, দুঃখ, যশাধান, প্রভাব প্রাপ্ত, চেন্নায়া, to 

persuade, prevail upon, convince, enforce, to 

make to fit, to adjust.

শার্চ, আঁকারী, বিকৃত, সানকুচ, মায়াকৃত, শেষোদ্দীপী, proud, haughty, sulky, sullen, ignignant, honorable, respectable, esteeming, minding, regarding.

শান্ত, সাম, শির, বক্তি, man, a human being, mortal, person.

শান্ত, সন্তুষ্ট, অর্ধগৃহী, হৃদাস, অমগা, পূর্ণতা, badness, vile-

ness, dulness, slowness, abatement, diminution, an inferior degree. [admissible.

শান্ত, আহ্মদী, গুফা, honorable, respectable, &c. credible, 

মাপ, মাপ, পূর্বায়, যোগ, measure, measurement, weight.

মাণ্ড, যোগস্থ, যোগ করা, উপায় করা, to measure, survey, 

weigh, to gauge, sound, fathom.

মান, মান আমার, my, mine. [a seal.

মানী, কাচাঙ্গের শূন্য, বুঝা, a scab, the dry skin of a sore, 

মানী, মানী, —মানী, মানুষানী, a maternal uncle and his wife.

মানী, পূর্ণ, কৃপ্ত, পূর্বমেধ, বুরুক, বড়পাড়া, বেঁধ, ইচ্ছাজ, অভিনয়, বুঝার 

পরি, প্রাঙ্গন, মানুষ, মাথা, হেল, নারা, এল, কুঁড়া, হীরাক, a fraud, 

trick, deceit, deception, villainy, wickedness, 

magic, a magical spell, illusion, fascination, 

imposition on the senses, worldly illusion or 

unreality of matter, idealism, the personified 

creative energy of Brahmá, ignorance, folly, 

affection, tenderness, attachment, love, sen-

sibility, feeling, sympathy, compassion, pity, 

a woman.
juggler, conjurer, magician.

to fascinate, delude, deceive.

magical, illusive, fascinating, deceptive.

a magician, a conjurer.

from illusion.

unkind, unfeeling, free.

mister, conjurer.

tender, a juggler, a conjurer.

illusory, deceptive, affectionate.

tender, a juggler, a conjurer.

cheat, juggler.

a difficulty, quibble, catch.

a beating, chastisement, capture, plunder.

a scuffle, battle, close fight.

a pestilence, epidemic.

thes wind, air, vital air.

a road, path, way, passage, section.

to search, seek, enquire, ask, beg.

dear, high-priced.

to scour, rub, polish, furnish, clean, cleanse.

purify, bathe, anoint, varnish, wipe, sweep.

ed, &c.

to be cleansed.

a towel, rubber, brush, broom.

bargain, exchange, permutation.
বার্জিন, বিন্ধ্য, ধরন্ত, a cat, a polecat.
বার্জিন, মূর্ত, রুপি, বিশ্বকর, the sun.
বার্জিন, সুগন্ধ, কোমলতা, gentleness, mildness, softness.
বার্জিন, অভ্যন্তর বিষয়, আবাড়ি, a cleaning of the person by bathing, anointing, &c.
বাজ, বীর, মর, বাহুবল, a hero, champion, wrestler.
বাজ, পুলাযাগার, a flower-garden.
বাজ, কুলাতারে ধানিটি পুষ্পাদি, হার, আরী, সুক, গোব্ব, শালিকের
ঝাম, a necklace, bead-roll, rosary, garland, wreath, chaplet, the shell of a cocoanut.
বাজার বা বাজ, পুষ্পবিভট্ট বাজি, বাজী, রব, a seller of garlands, a florist, a gardener, the ratan.
বাজাতি, বাজাতি, বাজাতি, বাঞ্জাহু, wrestling, pugilism.
বাজক, বাজী,—উপামপরিকর, পুলাযাগার, a gardener, florist,
a maker and seller of flowers, garlands, &c.
বাজমায়, সমজাত, কাঙ্কুঠা, অপারিকার, হোম, filthiness, dirtiness, sordidness, squalidness, tarnish, impurity, gloominess.
[rosary.
বাজ, বাজি, পুষ্পাদি, বাজী, a necklace, garland, chaplet, সামধান, হরিযাজ, মাতামিয়া, wearing a necklace or garland.
বাজাদ, অজ্ঞাতাঙ্ক হল পাজ, an earthen pot for embers, &c.
বাজান্ট, অগ্নিচর, থাক, a challenging, daring, vaunting.
বাজ, বিষয়, a sort of pulse or kidney bean.
বাজ-১, বাজক,—পঞ্চ রুটি পঞ্চমায়, a jeweller's weight.
বাজ, পূঃ পজ, মিছ মিছ, সূর্যের এক রাত্রিতে জব্হাষ কাম, a month (lunar or solar,) flesh.
বাজক, বাজর, অধিভাষ, an intercalary month.
[sleek.
বাজর, অধিক বাজরক, বুক, বিপিন, fleshly, plump, lusty, fat, বাজক, বাজর, বাজরের বেতনপ্রাপ্ত, অভিজাত বাজার বেতনচাহী, অভিজাত
কর্ষণ শত্রুহাড়, অভাবতাশ্য, monthly, belonging to a month, occurring or payable monthly, lasting a month, hired for the month; a monthly servant, monthly wages, monthly instalment, a monthly offering to ancestors.
বাজার, বাজারভিনিত, a maternal aunt, a mother's sister.
বাজার, চুলে বুকি, বাজী, a film on the eye, a cataract.
मानिव, बनकिन वेतन, monthly wages or stipend.

माहृत, भोग, भाषा, सौभाग्य, greatness, glory, dignity, magnanimity, celebrity, praise.

मथिल, मथको गुड, बफलो काठा, बुनारे's milk, butter, &c.

माहृत्, माहृत्, —विज्ञापन, an elephant-driver. [Shiva.

शृंगार, दृष्टि, Durga, the Shakti or personified energy of भिक्षा, भिक्षा, असत्, false, untrue; falsehood, untruth, a lie.

भिट्ट, भेट्ट, भेट्ट, absolution, expiation, conclusion.

भेट, भाव, भेट, भाव, भेण, भेन, भेन, to subside, fail, wear out, be extinct, be exempted.

भिजात, भुवन, भावन, भाव, भिजा, भिजात, भाव, भाव, भाव, to disperse, efface, erase, suppress, quash, extinguish, put an end to, terminate, calm, moderate, decide, settle, conclude, part, separate, wear out, wipe out, expiate. [ing his purpose, secret.

भिसिदित, भिसिदित, भिसिदित, प्रस्ताव, dim, expiring, concealed, as प्रति, प्रति, —प्रति, भाषागत, पूर्व, पूर्व, पूर्व, sweet, sweet-spoken, gentle, opportune.

भिठ, भिठ, भिठ, भाषु, भाषु, sweetness, suavity, gentle.

भिट्ट, भिट्ट, भाषु, देखायि, sweetmeats, confectionery.

भिट्ट, भिट्ट, भिट्ट, भिट्ट, to sweeten; seasonable, opportune.

भिल, भिल, भिल, भिल, measured, regular, moderate, frugal.

भिल्ली, भिल्ली, भिल्ली, frugal, prudent, careful.

भिल्ल, भिल्ल, भिल्ल, भिल्ल, regulated conduct, moderation.

भिल्ल, भिल्ल, भिल्ल, —भाषागत, रथान, भाषागत, eating moderately, abstemious, temperate.

भिज, भाष, भाष, भाष, measure, weight, measurement.

भिज, भिज, —ज्व, नाथी, सहाय, a friend, companion, ally.

भिजाज, भिजाज, —भुजु, भुज, friendship, intimacy, alliance.

भिजाज, भिजाज, भाज, प्रन, a name-sake. [syllable.

भिजाक, भिजाक, भिजाक, प्रति, प्रति, प्रति, a rhyme or rhyming

भिजाक, प्रति, प्रति, mutually, reciprocally, privately.

भिजाक, भाज, भाज, राय, भाज, भाज, the sign Gemini, a couple, brace, pair, male and female, man and wife, copulation, union.
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বিবাহ, বিবাহ, বিবাহ, চুদাচুদি, অন্যান্য বিবাহ, মানুষ, মানুষ,
বিদ্যালয়, বিদ্যালয়, বিদ্যালয়, আম, আম, আম, তুমি, তুমি, তুমি, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস,
অপরাধ, অপরাধ, অপরাধ, মিছামিছি, মিছামিছি, মিছামিছি,
কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প,
সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য,
কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প,
সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য, সত্য,
প্রতি, প্রতি, প্রতি, প্রতি, প্রতি, প্রতি, প্রতি, প্রতি, প্রতি, প্রতি,
বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প, কল্প,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট, ফ্যাক্ট,
the messes. [then
all, the mixture.

a family name.

a sort of dentifrice or tooth-powder.


to be mixed, mingled, unite together, compound, jumble together.

investigation of mixed properties, &c.

jumbled together, promiscuous, adulterated.

a mixed language or dialect, a jargon.

kind, agreeable, nice, gentle, seasonable, opportune, sprinkled, moistened.

a follower of the Mīmāṃsā philosophy, an umpire, mediator, arbitrator; deciding a difference, investigating.

and decided.

one of the six philosophical systems, logical investigation, examination, reconciliation of discordant opinions, a decision, arbitration.
Vishnu or the liberator.

a looking-glass, a mirror.

a blossom, a bud.

budding, in blossom.

released, liberated, discharged, exempted, acquitted, delivered, rescued, ransomed, emancipated, free, open, loose, dishevelled, clear (as weather), ceased, cleared up.

prodigal

open-handed, liberal, generous.

— a pearl.

the pearl-ovens.

a string of pearls.

discharge, liberty, liberation, extrication, deliverance, escape, acquittal, salvation, final emancipation or absorption.

the mouth, face, countenance, front, muzzle, an entrance, aperture, opening, orifice, commencement, the first term in progression, the eye of a plant; first, chief, principal.

scurrilous, abusive.

bashful, shy, sheepish.

sheepishness, a shrinking from.

foul-faced, ill-looking, ugly.

gag, a bribe. a promise or threat in order to silence one, a gag, a bribe, a gift.

a conch, a crow.

dryness of the face through grief or disease.

a rein, snaffle, bit, a mask.
situated in the face, in the mouth, ready to be uttered, off-book, outward, pretended.

towards, be about to take place, approach.

a fire-visaged goblin or will-of-the-wisp, fire placed in the mouth of a corpse on the pile, sacrificial fire.

partiality, partial regard or distinction.

(a mask.)

a muzzle to prevent biting, a mask.

slaver, saliva, dribbling.

a sprout, a young shoot.

primary, chief, principal, pre-eminent.

towards, in the direction of.

up to the brim, running over, overflowing.

a sort of kidney-bean.

thump, to beat, to pound.

a large mallet, a hammer, club, bludgeon, mace, a dumb-bell.

deluded, blindly attached to, stupid, ignorant, stupified, bereft of sensation.

arrived at the age of puberty.

liberate, set free, turn loose, disband, release, emancipate, to cast, shoot, evacuate, resign, vacate, desert, forsake, divorce, to clean, wipe.

a currier, tanner, shoe-maker, basket-maker, a crucible, a small coconuts:

to smile, simper, look kindly.
a smile, simper, kind look; smilingly.

to wrench, twist, dislocate, break.

an arrow, a species of grass.

to shoot up into flower, to grow luxuriantly.

a flower-spike, an ear of corn.

a small bundle or load for the head.

bung, a hilt, handle, plough-handle, the fist.

a porter, carrier of burdens, a cooly.

the cracking of the fingers by pulling.

the fist, a sword-hilt, handle.

a handful.

the clenched fist, a hilt, plug, lid, cover.

the head, a bough.

a sweetmeat of parched rice and sugar.

to cut the hair in disgrace, shave the head, to lop a tree of its upper branches, to overlay, cover with leather or paper, to gild, plate, overspread, wrap up, to twist, turn, tack, shut a clasp, knife, &c.

a stump, pollard, block, log, a barber, hair-cutter, a barber, shaving, &c.

shaved, from end to end, all over, inclusively.

the head, the forehead, a lopped tree, Rahu or the ascending node.

a barber, a shaver. [pollard, a barber, a shaver.

a barber, a shaver, shaved, shorn, bald, lopped, to shave the head &c.

to lop a tree, to cover, overlay, gild, &c.


to shut the eyes, fill up a pit, to close as a wound, shut, move on hinger.

a plug, a cork, a button, a cover, a covering, the offering to an astrologer, the strangury.

a loop, a button-hole.

shut, filled up, &c. pleased, delighted, gratified. [petty tradesman.

a grocer, a retail-dealer, a species of kidney-bean.

a large mallet, an iron-headed club, a hammer, a dumb-bell.

a coin, stamped money, a seal, signet, medal, cash, a rupee, a stamp, die, impression, print, a mode of devotional intertwining of the fingers. [er, seal-cutter.

carver, engraver, coin-

pecuniary, consisting of money.

sealed, engraved, Stampt, printed.

impressed, stamped, sealed.

a printing-press, stamping machine.

cut, printed, closed, unblown.

a holy sage, a semi-deified devotee; an inspired philosopher, lawgiver, an ascetic.

a desire for final emancipation.

a desire to die, the point of death.

lying at the point of death, wishing or about to die.

a legacy, a gift at death.

a pipe, whistle, flute.

a small drum, a tabor.

a pestle for cleaning rice in a mortar, a large mallet. [death.

deserving to be pounded to.
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মুষ, অষ্টকোচ, the scrotum, a testicle.
মুথসুক বা মুষ, হিমালকোচ, পিঘ, সম্প, castrated, gelt; a eunuch, a gelding, a wether. [geld, cut
মৃণালন্ত বা মৃণাল,—অর্থকোচ হৰম, পুষ্প কানন, to castrate,
মৃষ্টিন্ত, রাজাসী, রাহুষ্ট, fist to fist; fisticuffs, pugilism.
মুষে, কীব, মূল, the fist, a handful; a hilt, handle.
মূর্ম, অবাহোঙ্গ, মস্তি, মওয়া, the conflux of two rivers, a junction, rivulet. [frequently.
মূর্ম, মুমুরো,—পর্ম, বার্ষিক, again & again, repeatedly,
মূর্ম, পুষ্প অশ্ব, হলিকাম, a period of 48 minutes or the 15th part of the day or night, a short time, a moment.
[demon.
মুধ, দোবা, অগ্নি, কীব, মাদ, dumb; a fish, a pauper, a
মুদ্র, অম্বু, অন্বক, মুদ্র, stupid, ignorant, foolish, rude, rustic, clownish, cold, phlegmatic.
মূত্র, মূত্র কর, প্রোথ, কর, to make water, to urine.
মূত্র, প্রোথ,—পোথু, পোথী, urine, water discharged.
মুপ্রাপ্ত, প্রোথ ব্যয়, মুল, a suppression of urine, strangury.
মুঢ়, ক্ষ্যারীক্ষ, অশুরী, ক্ষান্তি, ignorant, illiterate, stupid, foolish, awkward.
মৃন্ত, অজ্ঞানতা, জ্ঞান, ignorance, stupidity, folly, idiozy.
মৃন্ত, মৃন্ত, পক তাদের প্রাগাধিক সংস্কার, অশুরী, id: also the first purification of oil, a tone or semitone, the 7th part of the gamut or musical scale.
মৃন্তা, হঠাৎ জাহাঙ্গীর, মোহ, a swoon, fainting fit, loss of sensation, stupor, stupefaction.
মৃতির্ত, মধুরায়, মৃতৃগাম,—হঠাৎ জাহাঙ্গীরপুষ্প, মাহিস, তক্ষেপাগ্নিহস, fallen into a faint or swoon, insensible, bereft of sensation, fainted, swooned, speechless.
মৃত্যুরায়, মৃত্যু রাগ, epilepsy or the falling sickness.
মৃদু, সাক্ষা, শপাঙ্গ, পক্ষগতকা, having shape of figure, material, solid.
মৃদু, মত, পক ভূত, পরিম, আকার, রুপ, হব, শট্টা, substance, matter, form, shape, figure, a resemblance, likeness, image, picture, statue.
মৃদু, ছবি, প্রত্যাক্ষ, a painting, picture, portrait.
embodied, possessed of visible form or shape, clever, skilful, accomplished.

revenue, avirtual, antecedent, a different form, transformation. Gond, Agha, cerebellum. bhakar, Agha, cerebellum. Dhr king, a prince, a mixed cast half Brahmin half Chsatriya.

(s) (letters.)

urinary, organic, organ, lingual or cerebral. mud, Agra, Gond, Gond, cerebral. origin, source, cause, foundation, aboriginal stock, breed, the original text as distinct from a commentary, a principal at interest, capital or stock in trade, square or cube root; original, radical, near, proximate.

mud, 1, the 19th lunar mansion.

mud, mud, a radish.

bud, a bud, a bud, a bud, founded upon, arising from as a cause, having origin in, springing from a root.

mud, radical, produced from the root.

mud, a capital, principal, stock in trade.

mud, fundamental, original; a beginner, originator.

mud, a type.

mud, be a source, cause or mud, a mold, a mold, subversion, overthrow, total ruin.

mud, over, value, worth, price, cost, wages, hire; valuable, purchasable.

mud, a rat, a mouse.

mud, a crucible.

mud, a deer, stag, buck, antelope, any beast, the chase.

mud, the mirage or sultry vapour in sand.

mud, a jackal.

mud, stag-eyed, fawn-eyed, having deer's eyes.
The musk of a species of deer.

The chase, game, sport.

A hunter, a jackal, Brahma.

The lion or king of beasts.

A fawn, a young deer or antelope.

The fifth lunar mansion.

The moon.

Hunted, chased, pursued, sought.

A doe, the epilepsy, a description of woman in amatory works.

The stalk or fibres of the lotus.

A lotus, an assemblage of water-lilies.

Earth, clay, mould, soil, ground.

Dead, deceased, defunct.

Nearly dead, dying, expiring.

Given by one deceased; a legacy.

A widower; bereft of his wife.

[deceased son.]

Hanging, having lost a son, relating to a

Almost dead, like one dead.

A person who gives testimony for one deceased.

Death, dying, decease.

Death, demise, Yama regent of death.

[mortal.]

Causing death, deadly, baneful.

A good or rich soil, fragrant earth.

A double drum, a tabor.

Tender, placable, clement, peaceable, tractable.

Quiet, tame, supple, pliable, slow, dim, blunt.

A production of the earth; a vegetable.

Soft, gentle; water.

Slack-water, a gentle stream.
a grape, a raisin.
earth, earthy, made of clay or earth.
uselessly, in vain, falsely.
the center stake of a threshing floor, a nipple.
a female, a woman, a girl.
womanishness, unmanliness, effeminacy, girlishness.
shame-faced, womanish, shy.
low and distant thunder.
ing of clouds.
covered with clouds, lowering, overcast.
a chair, a seat, a bench.
a fishwoman, fisherman's wife.
the floor of a house.
the middle, the floor of a house.
remove, to settle, adjust, obviate.
[coloured, dim.]
clayey, earthy, earthy.
earth-oil, naptha.
রাম, the framework of an image.
রাম, বাদাম, a ram, a sheep.
রামী, নোই, a ewe, the female sheep.
রামূর্ত, দুবান রাখার, নাতাল, মোহাম্মাদ, কাঠের, অরেজ, a small hammer; blunt, dull, rusty, stiff, starched, unwashed (cloth).
রামল, শ্বেফিক, the gums.
রামদুর, পিশার, পুলসচিকিৎসা, the penis.
রামদুরু, পুষ্পাঙ্কন অশুদ্ধ, the prepuce or foreskin.
রাম, রামল, নোল, জ্যোর্জ মানসুড়ি, মুল্লি, marrow, fat, morbid corpulence, serum, lymph. [pid.
রামল, পুরুষর, মিজা, অফি, dull, heavy, sluggish, slow, stu-
রামলোহী, পুরুষীর, শীী, বৃহু, the earth.
রামল, বৃহু, দেবদেহভাগ, a sacrifice, offering, oblation.
রামল, শীী, শীী, বৃহু ভাগী দুটি, আরবা, উপবাসি, understanding, quickness of parts, aptness, ability, retentive power, memory, apprehension, conception.
রামলোহী, শীীযাম, আলাউদ্দিন এন সিপূর্ক, আরব, পুরুষী, বৃহুী, of good abilities, retentive, having a good memory, apt, quick, docile, intelligent.
রামলোহী, নোই,—নদীকান, the central stake of a threshing floor.
রামলোহী, নদীয়, পুরুষ, fit for sacrifice or oblation, pure.
রামলোহী, নদীয়, a woman’s breast, the udder of a beast.
রামলোহী, নদীয়ী, নোই, a female, (woman or beast.)
রামলোহী, নদীয়ী, নানুক, ক্রোক, a female, woman.
রামলোহী, নদীয়ী, নানুক, সুভাস, shunning company, retired, bashful, shame-faced. [man, daughter, girl.
রামলোহী, নেয়া,—শীী, নদীয়ী, নোই, a female, woman.
রামলোহী, নেয়া, নোইয়া, Meru a fabulous mountain, probably the high lands of Tartary, the North Pole.
রামলোহী, নেয়ায়, the kidneys.
রামলোহী, নোইয়া, পুষ্পের মধ্য মিত আবু, পুজক, জাল, the backbone or spine.
রামলোহী, নোইয়া, জালুর, বন্ধু, সমাজ, আকাশ, বন্ধু, অভ্যন্তরিত, অভ্যন্তর.
রামলোহী, নোইয়া, agreement, concord, reconciliation, peace, accommodation of differences, accord, consent, accession, union, conjunction, mixture, intercourse, society, comparison, similarity.
meeting; a reconciler, a professional contracter of marriages.

meeting; to meet, come together, join, mix, reconcile, to lay open, unfold, spread out; v.n. to spread, extend, to be found or met with.

to spread out, expand, extend.

an assembly, a club, a concourse, a crowd, throng, mob; thronged, cowded, close, joined, united; mixed, spacious, open, roomy, free, unrestrained.

an agreement, accommodation.

a ram, a sheep, the sign Aries.

a crowd, a hustling noise.

a shepherd.

a maternal aunt's husband.

a film on the eye, the new flesh formed on the healing of a wound.

any discharge from or inflammation of the urinary passage, urine, gleet, gonorrhoea.

charge.

producing urinary discharge.

morbid urinary discharge.

friendship, amity; friendly, amicable.

a friend, companion; of or relating to a friend, friendly.

union, association, marriage, copulation, sexual intercourse.

a deliverer, saviour, redeemer.

final emancipation, salvation, liberation, escape.

liberation from matter, eman-
Vain, ineffectual, fallible, left, abandoned; a fence, a hedge, the trumpet-flower.

Whiskers, a blossom, a nib, a point.

A small bird which sucks the honey from flowers.

A twist, wrench, sprain.

To wrench, twirl, twist, wrench, sprain, to splice, twist together.

To liberate, free, emancipate, release, discharge, forgive, deliver, extricate, save, to wipe, clean, obliterate, expiate, forgive, to peel, to shell; final beatitude.

A pair of pincers, tongs, tweezers.

The gum of the silk-cotton tree.

The blossoms of the plantain tree.

A plantain.

To wipe, clean, cleanse, to shave.

A burden, load, bundle, package, an amount, sum, total, wholesale.

A small burden, a bundle.

Thick, coarse, dull, plump, sleek, fat, bulky, big, great, large. [cursory.

In the gross, indiscriminately, a portar, carrier, bearer of burdens.

A twist, a strain, bend, turning, crook, an udder.

A small packet, a paper-parcel.

To turn, bend, crook, warp, twirl, twist, screw, turn a boat to land, turn a plough, to return goods for an abatement of price or labour for an advance of pay, to wrap up in paper, put up into a parcel, to overlay, cover with leather, &c. to plate, to gild.
a stool, foot-stool, a roll or packet, a dose, a turn, twist, &c.
confectioner, a sweetmeat, a species of fattening medicine; delighting, &c.

exhilarate, enliven, to shut, to close.

shut, closed, close; a shutting.
a retail-shopkeeper, a grocer.

the pestle of a pedal.

a swindler.
a robber, plunderer, free-booter;
to steal, rob, plunder, swindle.

fainting, transport of grief, &c.; folly, ignorance, worldly illusion.
fascination, infatuation, delusion, stupefaction, loss of consciousness or sensation, causing stupefaction, &c. a sorcerer, magician.

charmed, stupefied.

a Sannyasi or religious mendicant.
at, charming; a fascinating woman.
fascinating, infatuating, charming.

honey, the nectar of flowers.

cence, defamation.

of or belonging to the mouth or face, lip-serving, outward, pretended, immediate.
the bee, a honey-comb, a hive.

the crow, a black bird; it is silent, taciturn, reserve, sadness, gloom; gloominess.

the dove, a white bird, a vow of silence. [tacit consent.]

the elephant, the steadfast, silent suffering or acquiescence.

the eagle, a bird, a vulture, silent, taciturn, grave, reserved; a hermit, ascetic.

the goat, a goat, a goat.

as a token of honor.

the heron, a slender bird, a fan of peacock’s feathers.

the horse, a bow-string, the chord of an arc.

the lion, a lion, a lion.

the root, of pure blood, of unmixed extraction.

the moss, a moss, moss.

on the crown.

the hare, the head, a diadem, the lock of hair.

the peacock, an astrologer.

the pasture, to smear, to rub, to anoint.

the place, dying, expiring; at the point of death, melancholy, disconsolate.

the plant, the plant, the plant.

faded, decaying; sad, melancholy, dejected, grieved, discouraged, weary, languid.

the plant, melancholy, sadness, dejection, languor, weariness, a withering, fading, flaccidness. [sad, cheerless.

the plant, the plant, the plant, the plant, downcast, dejected, the plant, a barbarian, foreigner, one not a Hindoo.

the place, a place.

a class of demigods fabled to superintend the treasury and gardens of Cúrva the god of wealth. [eased liver.

the liver, liver complaint or disease.

the plant, resin, turpentine, incense.

the plant, pulmonary consumption.

the plant, consumptive; having diseased lungs.

the place, whenever, as soon as.
वर्तमान, वाग कर करखाना करना, to perform sacrifice, to worship.

अम्बान, श्रात्विधि अनुष्ण गुण, पुष्पाथिर आदेश, ऋषि करते दक्षि

तिर वर्तमान, sacrificing; one for whom and

वर्तमान, at whose expence a sacrifice is offered.

दानमेण, दानन्त्रयं,—दिवारु, the second of the four Vedas.

द्वादशी, दिवारु द्वाय मद्यपीता, pertaining to the Yajur Ved.

पर्व, पर्व नर्त्म, अखंडावाहि, a sacrifice, oblation, religious worship.

[altar.

शिखर, गांग शिखरस्य गढ़, a sacrificial pit serving as an

शिखर, गांग शिखरस्य पुण्यन्, an altar for sacrifice. [thread.

शिखरस्य, गांग शिखरार्थ,—उपनयन, the characteristic or sacred

शिखर, अनुष्ण गुण, राजार अथवा, any essential article of

शिखर, a sacrifice, any part of a sacrificial ceremony. [longing to a sacrifice.

शिखर, गांग शिखरार्थ, राजार अनुष्ण, sacrificial, fit for or be-

शिखर, राजार अनुष्ण, अथवा, अनुष्ण, अथवा, अनुष्ण, अथवा, collected, a-

शिखर, अनुष्ण, अथवा, united, squeezed together, closed up.

शिखर, an enamelling.

शिखर, वृक्ष, ऋग, ज्वेद, निपुल, तदंसो, तदंसो, तदंसो, तदंसो, to col-

शिखर, वृक्ष, ऋग, ज्वेद, निपुल, ज्वेद, निपुल, ज्वेद, निपुल, to collect, gather together, to fold cloth or paper,

शिखर, वृक्ष, ऋग, ज्वेद, निपुल, ज्वेद, निपुल, to bind, squeeze together, crumple, to furl a

शिखर, वृक्ष, ऋग, ज्वेद, निपुल, ज्वेद, निपुल, to furl a

शिखर, वृक्ष, ऋग, ज्वेद, निपुल, ज्वेद, निपुल, ज्वेद, निपुल, a sail, to amass, to hoard.

यो, यह, which, what, that, the, as.

यो, यह, as many as, as much as, as long as.

यो, यह, वह, वह, wherefore, hence, because, seeing, since.

यो, यह, वह, वह, while, until.

यो, यह, वह, वह,—यो, यो, यो, यो, as long as, whilst, यो, यो, यो, as often as.

यो, यह, यह, यह, to endeavour, strive. labour for, aim at.

यो, यह, यह, यह, यह, यह, यह, of subdued passions, continent; an ascetic, religious mendicant.

यो, यह, यह, यह, यह, यह, यह, rest, pause, stop, check, controul, restraint, a space in writing, a syllable.

यथा, यथा, यथा, यथा, यथा, यथा, यथा, a nuptial present to a bride, marriage favours.
many at, so many.

A little, a few, very little, only.

Where, in which, in what place.

Laborious, diligent, accustomed.

Common, vulgar, mean, pitiful, inferior.

Where, as, according to, in any way, in any way.

In order or succession, successively.

Indiscriminately, as much of one as the other, the same, so as, hither and thither, in all places.

In equal quantities or portions.

According to taste, as you like.

Just, proper, suitable.

As is fit or proper, as is right.

As far as possible, to the utmost of one's power.

As you please, just as you please, according to one's wish or pleasure, voluntarily, as one pleases, amply, abundantly; enough.

Also enough, abundant, much, ample, many, sufficient, various.
as the case may be or require, according to circumstances, with the utmost rigour.

[until, while.]

agreeably to one's own will or inclination; independance, wilfulness.

[inch.]

instruments and machines, diagrams and caballistical figures.

[able, fixed.]

Arabian, Grecian or other foreigner, a Mussulman, Arabia: &c.

Arabia, an outer tent-screen or veranda, a sour gruel of the broken grains of rice.

boiled barley, barley food.
young, younger brother, very young, youngest, when, what time, on which day, a messenger of Yama or death, a sacrifice, worshipper, a priest, a stick, staff, wand, mace, club, a husband's brother's wife, a petitioner, suitor, candidate, beggar, to beg, pray, solicit, ask, entreat, request, petition, sue for.
बाजना, बाजनी. — धार्मिक, भगवान, प्रियतम, supposition. a request, suit, entreaty, &c. [for, &c.
बाजनीय, बाजना, — धार्मिक, proper to be requested or prayed
बाजन, प्रार्थी, भगवान, an officiating priest, a sacrificer.
बाजफ, प्रीशिय, priesthood, the priestly office.
बाजन, पुजा स्व, भागवि साधन, to perform worship, conduct a sacrifice, officiate as a priest.
बाजन, भजन, भजापयिनि, देविन, भजापयिनि, one for whom a sacrifice is offered, sacrificial acts or gains; proper for sacrifice.
बाजिक, वजानवोत, सत्य, वजानवोत, sacrificial, of or belonging to a sacrifice; an officiating priest, a sacrificer or institutor of a sacrifice.
बाजन, थाल, गाढ, गाढ, gone, departed.
बाजन, बान, अर्धन पर्यनि, अर्धन पर्यनि, pain, agony, anguish, torment, hard or painful labour.
बाजन, भस्स, दीर्घ, पद, विरोध, old, stale, spent; worn out, impaired, used, faded, rejected; abandoned.
बाजन, बाजन,— परवरद, श्रा, one who goes, a husband's brother's wife.
[ing and coming.
बाजन, बाजन, पार्वती, पर्यनि, पर्यनि, a frequenting, intercourse, going.
बाजन, चमन, गाढ, भ्रात, बाजफ, गाढ, गाढ, गाढ, गाढ, गाढ, जाण, औंग, औंग, a going, setting off, departure, travelling, spending or passing away of time, a march, journey, pilgrimage; a holy festival or procession of idols; theatrical representation.
बाजिक, बाजामुख, श्रीपार्वती, श्रीपार्वती, श्रीपार्वती, पर्यनि, पर्यनि, पर्यनि, पर्यनि, बाजाक, proper on a march, marching, journeying, going on pilgrimage, fit to set out on pilgrimage or a journey; attending in a procession.
बाजन, बाजाक, अजंपास्यन, marching, journeying, &c. a pilgrim.
[ous.
बाजारिक, बाजारिक, माध, माधु, true, real, genuine, just, righteous, बाजिक, बाजिक, ज्योति, ज्योति, reality, truth, veracity, justness, righteousness.
as, like as, in the manner of.

wilful, obstinate, independant.

a carriage, vehicle, conveyance, as palkee, horse, &c.

an animal or person drawing or carrying a vehicle, a bearer.

the fore part, pole or shafts of a carriage.

[away time.

caused to go, &c. to spend or pass

requiring to be concealed, secret, dormant.

out the awn, forced rice, lac.

half-ripe barley, barley with-

through life, all one's life.

whilst, during, as long as, till,

until; as much as, whatever, all, the whole.

all, entire, the whole.

as much as.

the country.

throughout, everywhere; all over

a watch, the fourth part of a day or night.

gong, hour-drum, clock, a cock.

a son-in-law, (daughter's husband.)

a watchman; night-guard. [or night.

of or belonging to the watches of day

night.

the south quarter, the south.

who, (honorific or respectful.)

a desire to perform sacrifice or worship.

a pair of scales for weighing.

an art, knack, habit.

to measure, take dimensions, weigh.

joined, combined, yoked, united with, connected, possessed of, possessing, endowed or affected with, pregnant with, attached to, engaged in, intent on, occupied with, proved, concluded, proper, right, fit, reasonable.
reasoning, argument, inference, logical conclusion, deduction, reason, counsel, advice, policy, contrivance, a specification of circumstances in written evidence, the supplying of an ellipsis, mystical expression, union, connection, propriety, fitness, usage, custom.

the four ages or successive periods of the world, a yoke, team, pair, couple, brace.

the appropriate religious duties of a particular age.

at once, at one time.

a brace, a couple, twins, a team, a yoke, a match, a mate, fellow, helper.

the end of an age, periodical destruction of the universe.

unite, yoke, cement, to commence, overspread, reach to, to be supplied or provided with, abound. [tired or comforted.

to cool, become cool, be graced.

a shoe, (of leather.)

a herd, drove, flock, multitude.

a battle, combat, fight, contest, conflict, war.

a warrior, combatant, one who makes war.

young, youthful, arrived at puberty, in the prime of life, adult; a young man, a youth.

f. young, adult, &c. a young girl.
youth, youthfulness, adult age.
youthful, a prince, an heir apparent.
youthful, youthful, apt, you, thou.
youthful, apt, apt, sing: thy, thine, your, yours.
youthful, apt, apt, apt, bound, a funeral post.

the stake to which a victim is tied.

pam, pulse-water, soup, broth, porridge.

whence, from the time that, from which time.

who, which; conj: that.

lative that.

whichever, whatever, the.

whoever, whosoever, any one.

whichever, whoever, whatever.

where, whither, where.

where, where.

hither and thither, up and down.

that, in order that, to the end that, whereby.

till, whilst, as long as, as far as.

of what sort, what kind of, as.

like, like as.

indifferent, passable, middling.

just as it was, as before, the same, as is just, agreeably to desert.

of what form, in what manner, as, like, as.

warp-rod.

a stock, capital, a weaver's.

measure, dimensions, depth, gauge.

to measure, take dimensions, to weigh, to sound, to gauge.

one who joins, &c. a provider, procurer, professional match-maker.

the tie of a yoke.
রোমান, মিসন, একাডেমি, স্পন্ডেন, মিশ্র, সমুদ্র, মেস, মোস্কো প্রমুখ উপনুপত্তি, কূটনীতি, বিশেষ সমূহ, বৃত্তাকার, স্তর কলা, রসিদ্ধকের সব বিপন্নতাতে ভাগ, চিন্তার বক্ষমান, সমাধি, পাকত্রয় সর্পিল, union, junction, uniting, combination, contact, addition, mixture, connexion (as of cause and effect, subject and predicate,) result, consequence, fitness, propriety, an expeditious, acquisition, a juncture, lucky conjuncture, the 27th part of a great circle, religious abstraction, intense meditation on the divinity, one of the six philosophical systems.

রোগাড়, কর্ষা বিদ্যমান, a supply of materials to a bricklayer or other workman.

রোগাড়ি, রোগাস, —কাদিকা, সহকারী, a bricklayer's labourer.

রোগাব, নির্বাচন, কৃষিক, বুকান, কাঠান, দান্ত, to supply or provide materials, make provision for, furnish necessaries, superintend, manage, set to work, &c.

রোগাবিলর, নির্বাহক, কৃষিকাল, ওয়াসাল, supplying, furnishing with, &c. a superintendent, overseer.

রোগাবসব, রোগ সাধন, উপকারী আসন, a religious posture favourable to devout abstraction.

রোগাবিলর, বুকানুর, কাকচা, a light and wakeful slumber.

রোগী, টেরাটী, টাটী, তোলা-ন্যায়ী, টাটী, an abstract devotee, an ascetic, a pretended devotee, a weaver.

রোগা, সময়, ঘাট, কানক, মেঘ, in, at the time of, through, by means of, together with.

রোগা, রেগুলার, বিপুল, বক, বকার, fit, suitable, proper, sufficient, worthy, clever, able, capable, qualified.

রোগাত্তা, উপনুপত্তি, সাধনা, fitness, ability, suitableness, &c.

রোগাত্তা, সময়, বিনুখানা, a cockle-shell, oyster-shell, any bivalve shell. [maker.

রোজাক, রোজাবানি, পুলক, uniting, &c. a professional matchmaker.

রোজাবন, নির্বাচন, রোজান, গাঁরি রকান, to add, unite, cement match; a measure of four cos or 8 miles.

রোজাবন, সময়, বিজ্ঞ, নির্বাচন, হাটমা, a union, addition, supply of materials, a negotiating of marriages.
one of a pair, a match, a fellow.

an agent, factor, manager, a negotiator of marriages.

to join, cement, mix, incorporate, to pair, yoke, bring together, to negotiate, effect a bargain.

a pair, couple, couplet, one of a pair, a match, union, a pairing, cohabiting, &c.

to join, unite, cement, to commence, spread, take up room, reach, be overspread, to be supplied with, to spread a net, to mend or patch.

a pair, a couple, a match, a suit of clothes, union, connection, a grafting, patching, joining.

broader.

united, cemented, grafted, em-

the tie of a yoke.

plowed land, a farm, a fish-weir.

to yoke or fasten together.

stock, capital, wealth, income, means, supply.

a warrior, combatant, worthy to be fought for.

produced from the womb, viviparous.

a lascivious person, a lecher, profligate, debauchee.

reiterated births, transmigra-
रुद्र, रुद्र, धारक, दास क्रम, to stay, wait, stop, reside, dwell.

रू, रू, बर्ण, a colour, die, paint.

रक्त, रक्ति, रक्तिकर्ण, blood; red, scarlet, tinged.

रक्तधृता, रक्तिकप, blood-thirsty, sanguinary, fond of blood.

रक्तमूल, रक्तर्व, पदावृत बिनाय, red sandal-wood, red sanders.

रक्तमाद, अंगोक, लोक, a leech, a blood-sucker.

रक्तपिघा, मूलाभ हिईत हर्ष रक्तमाद, spontaneous hæmorrhage, discharge of blood from the mouth, nose, &c.

रक्तबी, रक्तमाद, लोक, the small-pox. [with blood.

रक्तमाद, रक्तमाद, —रक्तद्रव, bloody, full of blood, coloured.

रक्तमूल, हर्ष रक्त बिनाय, रक्तिकर्ण, spontaneous hæmorrhage, a discharge or flow of blood.

रक्तच, रक्तिक, रक्तिकर्ण, bloody, smeared with blood.

रक्तशर, रक्तर्व बङ्क्षय, clothed in red, wearing red coloured garments. [blood.

रक्ताक्षि, पदावृत दाराराजी क्रान्ति रक्तपात, a mutual shedding of 

रक्तमूल, रक्तकाय, redness, rosiness, a red colour.

रक्तमाद, रक्तद्रव, रक्तसुद्र, रक्तनिद्रा, red-ochre.

रक्तरक, पावर, जागरुक, आकार, अतरी, a keeper, preserver, saviour, deliverer, defender, protector, guardian, a watchman, a guard.
to preserve, protect, save, defend, ward off, shelter, shield, cherish, take care of, tend, feed, support. [nibil imp.

a fabulous giant, goblin, can-

protection, defence, salvation, security, rescue, deliverance, escape. [protégé.

preserved, defended, &c. a ward, saviour, defender, protector, &c.

the quick beating of a drum.

to rub the body, rub clothes, to rub out corn or seed with the hand, to sift a matter, to postpone, put off, delay.

dye, paint, tin, sport, mirth, merriment, acting, dancing and singing. [painter.

dying, colouring, &c. a dyer, making sport, &c. colouring; a dyer.

dressy.

an actor, dancer, mime, a colour.

tinge, dye, paint.

wanton sport or gestures, dramatic exhibition.

a stage, theatre, a field of battle.

sport, merriment, fun, wanton sport or gestures, dramatic exhibition.

a hall for natches, ball-room, theatre.

colouring, &c.; a dyer, colourer.

an actor, dancer, mime, zany.

gaudy, shewy, tawdry, gay, splendid.
रम, रमकार, ठिकारी, रात्री, घरेलू, colouring, dying, painting, exhibiting sports, &c. impassioned, inclined to passion. [passion, impassioned.

रमी, बांजक, बर्ष, वेल, रंग, coloured, gaudy, subject to रम, निर्माण करने, गठन, अंगुष्ठ बेलन, बनन, बनन, आदि, to make, form, build, construct, fabricate, compose, invent, to arrange, string pearls, &c.

रमा, विवाह, वहसरकरा, उड़रक, कालगिनित, साजान, टेसर, उड़र, निर्माण, गठन, कार, ज्ञान, orderly arrangement or disposition, decoration of the hair, the stringing of flowers, &c. making of garlands, adornment of temples with flowers, &c. at festivals, array of troops, a fabrication, making, formation, contrivance, invention, literary composition.

[ser, author.

रमिता, निरामित, उद्भूत, अजित, a maker, fabricator, component, पाठित, निर्मित, बनित, written, composed, fabricated, made, contrived, &c. factitious.

रमा, धूप, धूपदेह, कड़ी, विवरणिकार कारण जै, dust, powder, the farina of flowers, the menses, the quality of activity or passion or the disposition to secularity.

[woman.

रम, रमी,—रघु, रघुबानी, a washerman & washerwoman, रामा, पुष्प, हरी, हरियल, नील, silver, a necklace, ivory; white.

रमा, राज, गुलहिर, night, turmeric.

रमन, विवरणिक, रमा, the moon as sovereign of the night.

रमनिका, पुष्प निमन, the tuberose species of polyanthus.

रमनीया, अमौलक, शूरालेख पर चारिण, evening, night-fall.

रमन, रमना,—रघु, विवाहयोग, फ़. menstruating, menstruous, marriageable.

रक्त, क्षी, क्षी, a rope, cord, line, string, tether.

रक्त, पृथिक, मलबार, कौटुक, चिन्ह, रक्तक, अद्वैत, cheering, gladdening, pleasing, exciting, moving, jovial, merry, colouring, dyeing; a painter, dyer, a stimulant, provocative, excitement.

रक्त-घरा, आँखों दर पवित्र धुरें हिला, the touch-hole of a gun.
रशन, रासन, वर्जन, याबोधन, रक्षक, pleasing, charming, moving, affecting, exciting; a painting, colouring, &c.
रजन, रज, राजन, राजा, राजा, to speak, talk, utter, declare, announce, proclaim. [fame.
रजन, रक्ष, रक्ष, र्ग्राज, र्ग्राज, talk, report, rumour, publicity, राज्ज, आंक्ष, आंक्ष, the roaring of flame; spoken, &c.
रजन, रजन, योग, र्ग्राज, रजन, to run, go fast, speed.
रज, रूठ, रूठ, a battle, fight, conflict, war, noise, sound.
रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, versed in war.
रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, victorious in battle, triumphant.
रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, a defeat, a rout, disorder.
रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, to defeat an enemy, put to the rout.
रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, रुक्कू, a war-trump, war-conch.
रत्र, आपाण, दुर्द, आपाण, दुर्द, आपाण, दुर्द, forlorn, neglecting one's religious duties; a man dying without male issue, a barren tree.
रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, a woman, a widow.
रत्र, आपाण, दुर्द, आपाण, दुर्द, आपाण, दुर्द, delighted with, devoted or attached to, fond of, intent upon, occupied in; sexual intercourse, copulation.
रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, sexual intercourse, copulation, enjoyment, pleasure, desire.
रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, copulation, sexual intercourse.
रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, Câmakeva or the Indian Cupid.
रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, lascivious, lustful, libidinous, fond of pleasure.
रत्र-का, रत्र-का, a small seed used by goldsmiths as a weight, a little, a small quantity, a grain. [pearl
रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, रत्र, a jewel, gem, precious stone, coral, रूढ़ि, रूढ़ि, रूढ़ि, रूढ़ि, रूढ़ि, रूढ़ि, रूढ़ि, रूढ़ि, रूढ़ि, रूढ़ि, रूढ़ि, रूढ़ि, a mother of excellent children, the earth. [in gems.
रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, a jeweller, a lapidary, dealer रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, made of gems, abounding in gems.
रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, रुड़गीक, the sea, ocean, a jewel-mine.
रुद्र, एक सी छाँटी, a string of jewels.
रुद्र, मुख्यारूढ़, a short cubit from the elbow to the inser
sion of the fingers. [car, a carriage.
रुद्र, समाधन, चक्रधार यात्रा, गाड़ी, a war-chariot, idol-car, a
रुद्राक, बांधकुक विश्वारूढ़, a wheel-wright, a car-maker.
रुद्रान, अक्षय सिंहरागढ़ यात्रा, the annual procession
of an idol car.
रुद्राक, चक्र, यात्रा अवयव, a wheel or other part of a car.
रुद्राक, राजारुढ़, सामार्गरूढ़, सारिव, रुद्र यात्रा, a charioteer, a
car-warrior, the owner of a car.
रुद्राक, शंकर पत्र, राजपत्र, a carriage road, a public street.
रुद्र, रुद्र, —हा, हो, विश, a tooth, a tusk. [elephant.
रुद्र, विषविपाक, शंकरपत्र, हर्षी, having tusks or teeth; an
रुद्र, अधार गाड़ी, to cook or dress food, to seethe.
रुद्र, विस्कर, हित, गद्दाक, कुरुक, काक, मो सो, a hole, incision,
the eye of a needle, cavity, fissure, chasm,
a rent, a fault, defect. [port, rumour.
रुद्र, रुद्र, मात, बनाकति, a sound, noise, cry, voice, re.
रुद्ररूढ़, अधिक आगद, अखिलरित, called by the voice, uninvited.
रुद्र, बुद्ध, विस्मित, विस्मित, the sun.
रुद्राक, मूर्ति श्वेतेश पाल धाम, a harvest or crop ripened by
the sun without much rain.
रुद्राक, आगद, Sunday. [ravishing.
रुद्र, मनोहर, श्रियो, affix: charming, pleasing, delighting,
रुद्र, सूक्ष्म, ऋषिक, अर्थी, लोकर्षी, धी, a woman, mis-
tress, wife, an agreeable or charming woman.
रुद्रा, धीरान, उवलम, a park, pleasure grounds.
रुद्रीक, रुद्रा—सुदर, श्रियो, मनोहर, beautiful, lovely, charmi-
ing, pleasing, pleasurable, delightful.
रुद्रपद्ध, अमोघ, कामोक्ति, lasciviousness, sensual desire.
रुद्राक, कुष्ठी, वर्ग-रूढ़ा विभव, the plantain, an Apsara.
रुद्राक, कुष्ठी, पलब, a small branch, a twig, rod, shoot.
রাব, a pencil, a pen, an eyelash, a blanket.
রন্ধ, মাথায় দ্বারা অর্থনৈতিক রাজ্য, a reign or bridle.
রন্য, বিশাল, অশ, a ray of light, a sunbeam.
রন্ধ, কাশিপাথর, a touch-stone.
রস, আমিবি অববাহ, পর্বকের ধার, গন্ধ, গুলি, তুষারকিয়া, আঁশ, পাতা, বীর্য, জায়গা, বন্যা, বাষ, বায়, বিজ্ঞানের দীর্ঘতর জার্মান বই সিনামি, সিনামুগায়, পুকুর হালালি বয়, রুজি, জাল, মোবালিকার, রসেরা.
বিষয়বস্তু ভেদ, a fluid, liquid, liquor, water, moisture, humour, juice, exudation, sap, gum, myrrh, quicksilver, semen virile, pith, marrow, any mineral salt, a relish, savour, flavour, zest, taste, sentiment, literary taste, wit, passion, an affection of the mind, emotion, feeling, sensualty, carnal enjoyment.

রসকর্পূর, রসকর্পর, — পার, quicksilver, a mercurial sublimiate.
রসমর্থ, বিষ, অলং বিঞ্চে, vermilion, a mineral eye-paint.
রস, রোজ, সজল কুচু কীট, blood, animalculae in liquids.
রসমান, বামনজীভাত, ব্যাবহার, উত্তম বর, অবসাদামি রাজকোত্তর, জিন, রসায়নকোত্তর, acquainted with tastes, &c., possessed of taste; a refined or sentimental writer, an elegant poet, an alchymist, the tongue.

রসম, —রসম, — জির, জির, the tongue.
রসম, রাকম, গন্ধ, আঁশ রক্ত, এর রক্ত, to taste, to seaster, grow dam; taste, sound, noise.
রসবিজ্ঞ, বিজ্ঞ, বিজ্ঞ, the organ of taste, the tongue.
রসপূর, বিনিন্দ পারা গথের বন এই দিন, a preparation of mercury with sulphur and salt.

রসম, —রসম, — জাব, চিলাহার, বাজুর, মুষুরুক, সরস, সুরান, গুলিত, tasteful, touching, affecting the feelings, pithy, succulent, well-flavoured, savoury, juicy.

রসবৃত, অধিষ্ঠিত রায়স্য, rheumatism in the joints.
রসবৃত, পারা, চালা ধার, quicksilver, liquid mercury. [&c.
রসনিক, রসায়নবেজা, an alchemist, an adept in alchemy,
রসদীদি, বাবাই দানুষ্ঠ করা এবং মুখ দিবার করা এই উত্তরের ব্যাবসার, knowledge of alchemy, the possession of the arts of transmuting metals, prolonging life, securing health, &c.
रिा, आर्थ, रथ, नृदी, रुषु, गरी, वेट, ज्यूस; the earth, a rope, a halter, a line.

रिाजं, रथम विशेष, a collyrium or eye-paint.

रिाज, गायन, पालिका, पाटला or the subterraneous world, the lowest of the infernal regions.

रिाज, रोगाव, उद्भरण, a drying up, absorption, suction.

रिा, आर्थ कर, विज्ञान, जातिक, वृद्धि, कोल्हाप पाकाम, गया, to wet, moisten, season, cause to swell or tumefy, bring on suppuration.

रिासि, रुझु, गरी, matter, pus, purulent matter.

रिास, बिष, सृजनिवारणम वियहितद अवज, अम्लाक रास, अविचार पाितव, वर्गाधिब उद्भव बृहठ श्रेण अधिर, poison, a poisonous medicine to preserve life, &c. elixir vitae, the administering of such medicines, alchemy, chemistry, a stone for polishing metals.

रिा, रसुख, रुखु, आय. juicy, savoury, succulent, delicious, pithy; a mango.

रिाहु, रसाई, रुख, रुस, resin, turpentine.

रिाक, रसिपि, नाग, जनक, विज्ञान, रसुख, रोघु, possessed of literary taste, refined, sentimental, witty, humorous, jocose, droll, funny, merry, amorous, sensual; a wag. [coquette.

रिाक, रसिपिर, रुखकु रु, रुखारी, f. witty, jocose, &c. a

रिाक, रसिपि, लीव्ह, लूक्पु, sounded, rattled, gilt, gilded, plated, washed with a metal.

रि, गरी, रुखु, a cord, line, twine, a halter, a rope.

रिु, रथम, अवाध पाक, the cooking of food, cookery.

रिु-१, रथ विशेष, अरिब, garlic, a cive, chalot.

रिु, गायन पाक, अवाधि, liquid mercury, quicksilver, the philosopher’s stone.

रि, विरिि रथम, जिज़िि, जानक, अवाधि कर, दौड़िि, हत्तिि, to stop, cease, desist, forbear, stay, tarry, remain, wait, stand still, to dwell, abide, live, continue, last, endure, to be, subsist. [bitant.

रिििि, बाबसिि, ब्रह्मिि, residing, continuing. &c. an inha-

रिििे, ब्रह्मििे, alone, privately, secretly, in private.
রাঙ্গম

রাঙ্গ, রাঙ, রাঙ্গাচাই, রাঙ্গাবাহ, রাঙ্গাল্প, রাঙ্গালো, রাঙ্গাবিশ, রাঙ্গালো, রাঙ্গালো, যথাঃস্থান, পালিত্য, কোডুক, নং, ইত্যাদি, নির্দেশ, ওহ, retirement, solitude, a joke, diversion, show, mirth, a story, tale, proverb; private, clandestine.

রাইন, রাইন, বিবেক, নিষিদ্ধ, পরিহার, হীন, abandoned, quitted, left, stopped, prevented; affix: without, void of, -less, destitute of, bereft.

রাইন, বিধা, ব্রীজ, a widow, a woman.

রাইন,-ম, অকা, নিষ্কম, sterile, fruitless, barren. [food.

রািখন, রািখন, আলাদি পাক পরাণ, to cook, to prepare or dress

রাইন, রাইন, তর্ক, খুঁ কা, a quantity, pile, heap, hoard, &c.

রাইন, সর্বম, সর্বিন, mustard, rape-seed.

রাউলিয়া, অত্যন্ত, বৃদ্ধ, a tent. [dye.

রাঁ, রািন, -পাঙ্ক নিদেশ, রািন, বর্ণ, তিন, পান, a colour, tint, রািঙাঙাচ, রািঙা গাষ্ট্যটিল মুক্ত, the coating or tinning of vessels.

রািখন, রািখন, —নুড়িয়ের রািঘ পত, তিনোল, leaf-tin.

রাকা, পূর্ণচন্দ্র, পূর্ণিমা, the full moon, day of the full moon.

রাকা, অর্কুত্তি অর্ধাদার প্রাণী, a fabulous monster, a giant, tita, guebre, cannibal, goblin, fiend. [go.

রাখয়িলী, রাখয়িলী, জীবিত, a female goblin, cannibal, a vira.

রাখয়িলীভূত, সৃষ্টির পর্যন্ত গুপ্ত, the close of day, dusk, evening twilight.

রাখয়িল, রাখয়িল, রাখয়িল, রাখয়িল, রাখয়িল, রাখয়িল, রাখয়িল, রাখয়িল, রাখয়িল, রাখয়িল, to put, -place, station, lay, lay down, keep, preserve, protect, defend, guard, tend cattle, &c. to have, hold, possess, harbour, employ, keep, retain, treat, entertain, feast.

রাখয়িল, গোপালাচারী রেকত, hire for tending cattle, guarding, &c.

রাখয়িল-র, রাখয়িল, রাখয়িল-র, গৌরী, guardianship, the office of a keeper, &c. [a clown.

রাখমী, রাখমী, রাখমী, রাখমী, রাখমী, a keeper, shepherd, cow-keeper, রাখুবি, গান্ধী পালকবড়, অঞ্চল, the tending of cattle, wages given for it.

রাধ, রাধ, রাধ, রাধ, রাধ, রাধ, রাধ, রাধ, রাধ, anger, envy, passion, love, lust, distress, a tune, musical mode, a colour, tint, dye. [the passions.

রাগৱ, রাগৱ, রাগৱ, provoking, exasperating, exciting
Rajbhasha

Raj, Ragh, to redden with anger, storm, rave, rage.
Rajā, Raghā,—Rajapīthā, Rajasthānī, passionate, angry, irritable, irascible.
[Rajā, Raghā, Artha, Kāpi, Blinded by passion, excessively[Rajā, Raghā, to anger, provoke, irritate, incense.
Rajapīthā, Kāpi, Prajā, angry, enraged. Irritated, furious.
Rajasthānī, Gāthā, Jāna, a musical mode or tune.
Rajā, Raghā,—Rajā, Jāna, Karṇ, passionate, irascible, irritable, touchy, warm, vehement, virulent.
Rajā, Raghā, Artha, Amāsī, Bhāg, Bhujā, Bhāgā, a species of fish, an invited guest, an intruder, an imposter, pretending to a knowledge of the secrets of providence, a species of fish.
[Rajā, Jadā, Tin, a tint, dye, colour, hue, Rajā, Jāna, Tin, tin-foil, leaf-tin, tin-coating.
Rajā, Rajā, the coating or tinning of vessels.
Rajā, Rajā, a tin-coater, a tinman.
Rajā, Rajā, red, rosy, scarlet; tin.
[Rajā, Rajā, red, rosy, scarlet; tin.
Rājā, Rājā, handsome but illiterate; a red
Rājā, Rājā, Kāpi, red-faced, reddening with anger.
Rājā, Rājā, to colour, dye, tinge.
Rāj, Rāj, a bricklayer, a {in comp: royal, a king.
Rājā, Rājā, a princess, king’s daughter.
Rājā, Rājā, royal tribute, state revenue, a king’s taxes.
Rājā, Rājā,—Rājā, royal work, government works, royal duty, official station or employment.
Rājā, Rājā, royal, kingly, belonging to government.
Rājā, Rājā, a king’s son, a prince.
Rājā, Rājā, a royal family, a royal race.
Rājā, Rājā, the science of government, civil
polity, political science.
[Rajā, Rājā, a politician; versed in civil
राज्यार्थां वा जित्य,—दुर्गमदायित्व, तथा कार्यम जनकार, accession to a throne, a mode of Indian coronation.
राजन, राजस, राजकै,—दुर्गम, राजकिया, देश मात्र, royalty, sovereignty, reign, government, empire, sway, rule, legislation. [payable to the king. 
राजयाग, दुर्गमद वाह्य, अपराध अद्याय राजर ददन, a scepter, a fine 
राजदिनाय, दुर्गमद अशुभदेवी, दुर्गमदह, treason, regicide. 
राजवार, राजपूरी अद्याय पथ, सन, a royal gate or door, a 
royal levee. [king. 
राजवा, दुर्गमद कर्मद अद्याय नीति, the duties or virtues of a 
राजवाणी, दुर्गमद राजः साधन, देश सर्वर राजकीर वार्त इत्य, a royal 
residence, palace, a capital city. 
राजवीर, राजर साधन, वक्त, देशासन विषय, the duties of kings, 
political science. 
राजवा, दुर्गमद राहोत्, अहित, a royal descendant, a prince, 
a Chsatriya, [highway. 
राजपत, राजदिनाय,—राजदिनाय राजमात्र, राजान, a public road, king's 
राजपूर, राजपूर,—दुर्गमद भाष, कूटार. राजवर कूटावार, अहित, a 
king's son, prince, royal descendant, a ksha- 
traya, a soldier of mixed birth. [palace. 
राजपूरदी, दुर्गमद बास्त्राय, अलाम, a royal city or residence, a 
राजवाणी, राजबाही,—दुर्गमद बास्त्राय, अ विक्रम, a king's residence, a palace. 
राजशाह, अस्वन, pulmonary consumption. 
राजवरदी, राजवही,—दुर्गमद, a queen-consort. 
राजवर्थ, उदय कार्यम, दुनि विशेष, a royal sage or saint. 
राजवही, राजवर्थ,—दुर्गमद रक्षा, the fortune or destiny of a 
king or the goddess thereof. 
राज, राजकोषाय देवंदे देव कर्ता यात, proceeding from the 
principal of passion or secular inclination. 
राजसत, दुर्गमद सम्राट सम्बोध, a king's court, a royal assem- 
bly or council. [चें। 
राजस, विद्यासमसयुक जजन, divine worship with sacrifices, 
राजसूय, कौलियक अनुष्ठाय जज विशेष, a sacrifice performed by 
Chsatriyas or by a universal monarch with his tributaries. [royal revenue. 
राज, कर, दुर्गमद कृष्णदिव । । रा, the king's taxes or tribute,
রাজাঃ রাজিঃ, মাং হস্ত বিনেত, m. & f. a gander, a goose.
রাজা, রাজার, রাজভূক্ত, রাজভূক্ত, a king, sovereign, prince.
রাজার বন্ধু, রাজার বন্ধু, a loyal, obedient to the king's will.
রাজা রাজার, সমুচ্ছে, a paramount sovereign, universal king.
রাজার রাজার, রাজার, a royal genealogy, line of kings.
রাজী, রাজরী, রাজকীর, রাজরী, a row, rank, continuous line.
রাজীর, রাজীর, a lotus or water-lily.
রাজীর, রাজীর, a queen.
রাজ্য, রাজ্যভূক্ত, রাজ্যভূক্ত, রাজ্যভূক্ত, রাজ্য, a kingdom, government, realm, nation, empire, a region, dominion, reign, administration.
রাজ্যভূক্ত রাজ্যভূক্ত, রাজ্যভূক্ত রাজ্যভূক্ত, the laws and constitution of a kingdom.
রাজ্যভূক্ত, a necessary part or member of the government.
রাজ্যভূক্ত, রাজ্যভূক্ত, রাজ্যভূক্ত, an anointing or installation into the government.
রাজ্যভূক্ত, of the Hooghly.
রাজ্যভূক্ত, রাজ্যভূক্ত, the country west of the Hooghly.
রাজ্যভূক্ত, রাজ্যভূক্ত, belonging to the country west of the Hooghly.
রাজ্যভূক্ত, a flight of steps at a Ghát on a river.
রাজ্যভূক্ত, a night, a boat, a Ganges.
রাজ্যভূক্ত, a night, a purblind, blind in the night.
রাজীর, a night, a night; by night, at night.
রাজিঃ, রাজিঃ, রাজিঃ, prowling by night; an imp, ghost, goblin, nocturnal prowler, thief, robber, a guard.
রাজিঃ, রাজিঃ, the night-season, night-fall, a thief, robber, night-prowler, a watchman, guard.
রাজিঃ, a watchman, a night-guard.
রাজিঃ, a conclusion established by facts.
রাজির, the cooking of food, cookery.
রাজী, a sound, noise, shout, howl, yell.
Rāma, the hero of the Rāmāyana.

Rāmahātu, a hut, a cabin.

Rāmabhādi, a species of fine chalk.

Rāmāduc, a whirligig.

Rāmacharm, the large beardless goat.

Rāmaḍu, the monkey Hanumān, the friend and messenger of Rāma.

Rāmaduṅku, the rainbow.

Rāma, a handsome woman; fair.

Rāma, a follower or votary of Rāma.

Rāmāyaṇ, a celebrated epic poem of which Rāma is the hero.

Rāj, a title of honour, a prince.

Rāmaṇa, a spear with a bamboo pole.

Rāmajaya, carrying a spear; a spearman.

Rāma, a vixen, termagant, violent woman.

Rāji, a heap, pile, stack, store, collection, mass, quantity, ream, number, a numeration scale, a term in proportion, a fraction, a zodiacal sign.

Rāshicāra, the zodiac or circle of the signs.

Rāshnāma, a surname used on religious occasions.

Rāshid, the fraction of a unit, a portion of a sign.

Rāshitā, the passage of the sun, through a sign.

Rāshitā, passing through a sign of the zodiac.

Rāshitā, abundant, in heaps, formed in a country, province, region, kingdom, realm, the desolation of a country, any public calamity; manifest, notorious, current, public.
राज्यना एव राज्यम्.—राज्यनार उपनिवेश, the wasting, ravaging or desolation of a country. [of Krishna.

राग, री। साहूसिक विघास, amorous pastime, the circular dance रागाज्ञा, तुपागी गंमन साहित वृक्षम् वायुविज्ञ, अविनास, a religious sporting festival in commemoration of the gams of Krishna with the milk-maida.

रागमाली, रागमाला कालीन राखमाल, celebrating the foregoing festival or राखमाले. [of taste.

राख, राखमीय सवर्णपाल, belonging to the sense or organ राख, अक्ष यथा.विचिन्द्र, the ascending node or dragon’s head.

राखसर, अक्षिक वायु पर्याय अवसरं नुमकाच्छा.eclipsa, under eclipse.

राख्यान, सूर्यचंद्रे अवर्ण, the immersion of a luminary in an eclipse. [moon.

राखर्षिण, राखर्षिणा,—सूर्यचंद्र अय्यकाल, an eclipse of the sun or रिकृ, रिकृत्व यस्य, नाभिक, hereditary property, wealth.

रिकृदूहृष्य द्वारा, द्वारा, निस्स्य, वाप, a succession to property.

रिकृ, अौम, उत्तराधिकारी, possessed of or succeeding to hereditary property; an heir.

रिकृ, पूज, दीप, अवक्षरा, नृत्तकार, अवस, रच, empty, void, destitute, poor, purged by stool; vacuity, emptiness, a void, space, a forest.

रिकृ, अस, रूच, गुटे हुक्क, to slip, trip, slide, tumble, creep as a child, deviate or fall from virtue.

रिकृ, हर्ष, सावित्रि हर्षम्, to be glad, to rejoice.

रिकृ, प्रकाशण मोंगा का विनेश, the soap-berry tree.

रिकृ, प्रेम, लिपक, an enemy, foe; hostile, inimical.

रिकृ, अशु, निः, evil, loss, &c. the soap-berry tree.

रिकृ, अशु, फल, अष्टक, अवस, रच, गुटे, अवस, अशु, misfortune, calamity, evil, loss, injury, privation, destruction, sin, a sword.

काय। काय, अभाव, नस्स, धर्म, धर्म, विनय, नन्द, वस, काल, गान. a habit, custom, usage, practice, fashion, local observance, rite, ceremony, method, way, manner, peculiarity, idiom, behaviour, conduct, disposition, natural property, tenet, maxim, carriage, gait, motion, going.

Z Z Z
bringing in or establishing a custom.

the white ant, a species of fish.

Lakshmi, the goddess of fortune.

rough, astrigent, hard, dry, harsh, unkind, morose.

lean, thin, spare, empty.

to be angry, to be vexed with.

sick, ill, indisposed, diseased, infirm.

hunger, appetite, wish, desire, passion, a liking, relish, savour, taste, inclination to, pleasure, satisfaction, approbation, application to, a ray of light, light, lustre, beauty, agreeableness.

bread, wheaten bread.

wept, lamented, deplored.

shut, closed, blocked up, besieged, surrounded, obstructed, hindered.

the sun, Shiva, a class of demigods; wrathful, furious, vengeful.

a berry used for rosaries.

blood.

to plant, to sow.

the rafters of a thatched roof, seeds of pomegranate, &c. a kernel, hair, wool.

[to fret.

be angry, vexed or displeased,

enraged, angry, wrathful, passionate, severe.

anger, wrath, rage, fury.

provoking, enraged, wrathful, raging.

notorious, traditional, of unknown or uncertain derivation, produced, sprung, born, sprouted, budded, blown, certain, ascertained.
A word used in a peculiar traditional acceptation.

The customary application of a word as opposed to its etymological notion, or where the origin is unknown, as in words of foreign derivation.

A form, figure, shape, appearance, semblance, an image, figure, reflexion, object of vision, colour, beauty, a manner, mode, way, species, kind, natural property, disposition, quality, grammatical inflexion, conjugation, declension, a unit, integer, dramatic poem, play, learning by rote; aff: like, resembling.

Figurative, allegorical, metaphorical, beautiful, symmetrical, elegant, having form or shape.

Handsome, beautiful.

Silver, wrought silver.

A silver coin, a rupee.

Voc. of contempt, sirrah! soho!

A plane;—vul. —or-, to plane.

A lax, looseness, a measure of

A stroke, line, streak, stripe, split, slit.

Striped, striated, streaked, the equator or equatorial line.

A purge, cathartic, expiration of the breath.

A lax, looseness, purging, respiration, breathing, dropping, oozing.
রোদান, রোদান, আরোহণ, আরোহণ, to please, gratify, rejoice.
রোদ, ছুঁশা, প্রেম, রাঙ্গা, রস্তা, dust, pollen, sand, an atom.
রোম, রোম, রোম — দীর্ঘ, সুরু, semen virile; রাখ, sand.
রোল, ক্লুইল, the wards of a lock.
রোক, ক্রাক, অর্ধণ, the letter ো, or its substitute (ো).
রোহি, সুত্বিশাল মহাব, the last or 27th lunar mansion.
রোহন, সুদৃঢ়, প্রাণ, অর্থার্থ, a multitude; a resort, plenty.
রোহ, ধন, সম্পত্তি, ধূলি, পুষ্কাবিহীন বিশিষ্ট কাণ্ড, wealth, riches,
property, sound, noise, the post erected in a pond when consecrated.
রোধন, রোধন, রোধন, রোধন, to plant, to sow. [crop.]
রোদান-ছল, দৈত্বিক ধারা, planted, (applied to the winter rice-
রোহিয়া, গোলাম দোষ, the hair of the body, hair of a beast.
রোক, গ্রাহক মুঁরা, হিং, রাখ, ready-money, cash, a pur-
চাহ, বিতরণ করা, a cash-book.
রোকিয়া, রোকিয়া, কোভারান, বাণিজ্য, a cash-keeper, cashier,
treasurer, banker, money-changer.
রোক্ত, আচার, আইকান, বিধান, বেধন, কাপালি বাণিজ্য, to stop,
hinder, prevent, obstruct, ward off, withstand, to bore, to paint or varnish trinkets.
রোকিয়া, গহন রসকর, a painter or varnisher of trinkets.
রোধান, কোপান, to anger, provoke, irritate, incense.
রোধান, রোধান, রোধান, উপ, রোধান, furious, passionate, touchy,
morose, wayward, cross, peevish.
রোহ, পীল, তারী, sickness, illness, disease, distemper.
রোগ, পীল, আর, causing sickness, unwholesome.
রোগান, রোগান, — পীরি, অগ্রহ, ill, diseased, unwell, sick.
রোগানান, গড় পীড়িত, রুদ্ধ, sickly, ailing, infirm, diseased.
রোগ, রোগানান্ত, — কাঠিত, পীরি, ill, diseased, sick, infirm.
রোক, আরোক, ক্ষতমক, ক্ষতমক, সুবাহু, provoking appetite,
stomachic, carminative, pleasant, agreeable, palatable, savoury, relishing, grateful.
রোধন, আরোহণে এর বিশেষ করা, পর্যাপ্তকরা, বৃদ্ধি করা, সৃষ্টি, a
provocation of appetite, a stimulus, a gratifying
the taste of others, persuasion, approval.
to weep, cry, lament, bewail.

a hinderer, obstructer, besieger, &c.

posing, &c.

posing, &c.

planting; a planter, (of trees &c.)
a seedsman.

[stake, &c. graft, insert.

to plant trees, &c. fix a

a planter, sower, seedsman.

hair of the body, fur, wool, nap.

the pores of the skin.

horrification, erection of the hair of the body
from delight. &c.; rapture, a bristling up

having the hair erect from

sudden emotion, enraptured, delighted.

hairiness or a line of hair.

a seed-plot; planted (rice.)

anger, wrath, passion, choler. [rave.

to be angry or enraged, to storm,

to anger, provoke, exasperate.

enraged, wrathful, cross, peevish, waspish.

the fourth lunar mansion.

a fish much used for the table.

made of silver; silver.

a division of the Hindoo Tartarus or
to take, assume, to seize, receive, accept, obtain, get, acquire, know, penetrate, realize; —आङ्क, आंदोल, to fetch, bring; —सख्त, उठान, to take away.

to convince, persuade, draw into an opinion or measure, prevail upon, instigate, prepossess, induce, bias, wheedle, teach, explain, instruct.

[ling, &c.

pervasion, convincing, wheedling, persuading, —स्ष्टित, धृष्टिरूप, vibrating, darting, (as a serpent’s tongue.)

sign, token, a mark, butt, object, aim, a hundred thousand, an equal, a counterpart.

mark, sign, token, a sign, mark, spot, token, badge, indication, symptom, criterion, predicate, distinguishing property, omen, portent, presage, prognostic, features, physiognomy.

a metaphor, metaphorical expression, synecdoche, metonymy, an ellipsis, word understood.

bearing a distinguishing mark or

Lacshmi; the goddess of fortune, good fortune, prosperity, success.

abandoned by fortune, unfortunate.

prosperous, fortunate, successful, lucky.

a stop for beating down fruits.

a pole for shoving on boats in shallow water, a boat-hook, a lever.
staff, stick, an iron-bound club.

with, about one.

adhering to, joined to, connected with, touching, in contact, intent upon, consequent, applicable, relevant, suitable, proper, apposite; the oblique ascension or time of a sign’s rising above the horizon.

bondsman, surety, bail.

specification of a propitious time for a marriage or other religious action. [together.

abreast, in contact, close a stoppage of urine, constipation.

smallness, diminution, levity, lightness. [woman. contemptible, trifling, trivial, easy, mean, contemptible, short, (as a vowel,) imprudent.

opinion of, disesteem, a slighting, contempting, despising. [dent.

weak, of small power, silly, imprudent, light (as food,) easy of digestion.

thrift, economy, frugality.

a slight burthen; light, portable.

a skirmish, loose fight, skirmishing.

discharge of urine, act of making water.

red-pepper, chillies, capsicums.

over, leap over, go beyond, exceed, to transgress, infringe, break, violate; fasting, abstinence.

boxing, fighting, fisticuffs.
bashfulness, a disgrace, scandal, ignominy, affront, insult.
[scandalous.
shameful, disgraceful, ignominious,
modest, bashful, abashed.
ashamed.
modest, bashful, coy, shameless, impudent, immodest.
barefaced, bold.
[bash.
ashamed, abashed, coy, put to the
hang down, swing.
to suspend, hang, hang up.
perplexity, intricacy, a labyrinth.
troublesome, vexatious, intricate, perplexing, sly, artful.
lewd, profligate; a libertine.
move, wag, vibrate, quiver, totter, be revolved, to fight, to war.
[agitation.
a battle, fight, war, riot.
A fighter, combatant, warrior.
to shake, stir, move, jolt, remove, revoke, go to war.
sandwich, scuffling, a scuffle.
a staff, pole, stick, wand, rod, club.
to lay a snare, bait a hook.
kind of sweet-meat balls.
a tossing about, agitation, staggering.
to reel, stagger, move unsteadily.
fickle, wavering, unsteady, reeling, staggering.
a vine, creeper, climbing plant; to cling to another, to effect through another.
to creep or climb as a plant.

to cling, stick, adhere to, twine about.

to cause to stick, to wrap or fold together, entwine.

[a little.

small, little, minute;

cloves, the clove tree.

sea-salt, rock or factitious salt, saltiness.

[brackish.

salted, rubbed with salt, saltish,

salt water; abounding in brackish water.

obtained, gained, acquired, received, got; *pref*: possessed of.

acquisition, profit, gain, a quotient.

obtainable, &c. gain, profit, advantage, produce, interest, premium, discount.

a usurer, money-lender, loose, libidinous, lewd, unchaste, dissolute, lascivious, amorous; a rake, a libertine.

ism, looseness.

a leap, jump, gambol, caper, canter.

a jumping about, frisking, gambols.

to jump, leap, skip, frisk, canter.

long, tall, lying, laid along, extended in length, pendulous, hanging down.

to be long, hang down, dangle.

hanging, dangling, suspended, growing in length.

length, height, expensive.

at full length, laid along.

pendent, hanging down, dangling, extended in length.
longwise, in length.

Ganesh, Ganesha, corpulent, pot-bellied; Ganesh.

fission, melting, concealment, disappearance, final absorption, an embracing, adhering, clinging to, equal time in music and dancing.

lost, concealed, dead, absorpt.

the forehead, fate, destiny.

beautiful, lovely, desired, coveted, hanging in collops from fatness, dallying, wanton; amorous languishing or other external expression of sensual passion in a female.

a precious stone called cat's eye.

a wave, surge, billow, a whim, caprice, fancy.

lakshadweep, a lac insect, sealing-wax.

a gourd, a pumpkin.

a lac or 100,000.

to come in contact with, strike, knock, strike against, touch, adhere, stick, clinging, to arrive at, reach, take up space, to hit a mark, to take root, settle, take effect, catch (as fire,) to happen, befall, to fit, suit, serve, do, answer, to please, meet one's views, to close, meet, apply to, to accord, agree with, to belong, relate, concern, refer to, to require, take, be necessary, to enter upon, begin, to contend with, oppose, strive to injure, to give pain, hurt, stain, blot.
contact, effect; joined, close, spread as a table, &c.

to bring into contact, apply one thing to another, unite, join, add, to inflict, lay upon, to plaster, smear, stain, blot, infect, to pair, couple, moor, bring to shore, lie to, adapt, adjust, fit, suit, mix, fasten, graft, fix in a situation, to employ, set to work, to attribute, ascribe, implicate, appropriate.

a plasterer; applying, bringing into contact, &c.

in close or mutual contact, abreast, adjacent, contiguous.

for, for the sake of, on account of, towards.

junction, contact; -paw, kaham, to reach, to come up with, overtake.

lightness, easiness, facility, smallness, minuteness, insignificance, alleviation, mitigation, diminution, a lowering or reduction of price.

sparring, frugal, faring hard.

a plough, a flowering plant.

a cultivator, ploughman, an ox used to the plough.

ploughing; a ploughman, husbandman.

the tail of an animal.

shame, modesty, bashfulness.

shameless, impudent, immodest.

modest, bashful, coy, sheepish.

rice freed from the husk by frying.

a spot, mark, sign. [reprehension.

reproach, disgrace, abuse, reproof, notorious.
an entanglement, intricacy, confusion, disorder, a rumple, rumpling.

(poles.

a stick, cane, staff, mace, bludgeon,

to shake, agitate, move, to wave the hand, to displace, shift, remove.

a kick.

a jump, leap, spring, flounce, overleaping all bounds, insolent, bold.

to leap, jump, frisk, spring, flounce, vault, cantor, gallop.

beauty, gracefulness, loveliness, gain, profit, advantageous, produce, interest, discount.

living on interest; a usurer, money-lender.

profit and loss, degree of success, lasciviousness, fornication.

slaver, dribble, saliva, spittle.

strong desire, covetousness, avarice, a lure, inducement.

inordinately desirous, greedy, covetous, avaricious.

to caress, fondle, nourish, ardently longing, excessive desire, eagerness for, coveting, avarice, an inducement, lure, allurement, enticement.

inordinately desirous, greedy, very desirous.
predestined, fated, arising from fate; a predestinarian, a fatalist.

gentleness, sweetness, loveliness, pleasure, agreeableness, pleasantness, flavour.

lacr., lacr.,—lacr. lacr., a slacker, sputterer; lacz., lacz.,—lacz., lacz., dancing, dalliance, wanton gesture or other indication of passion.


to write, compose, record, draw, paint; a writing, written document, letter, record, paper.

mark, sign, token, pudendum virile, the phallic or emblem of Shiva, gender (in grammar,) nature or the active power in creation.

a worshipper of the phallic or emblem of Shiva.

a writing, document, letter, record, handwriting, drawing, delineation.

a writer, scribe, painter, delineator.

spread, covered over, tainted or infected with, closely connected or united with, thick, close, crowded, united.

covetousness, wish, desire, good-will.

coveting, covetous, desirous of gain.

dissolved, melted, absorbed, absorbed in, intimately mixed or united with.
pillow, to hide, lie hid or concealed, to lurk, skulk, abscond, vanish, to elude search or discovery.

also to conceal, secrete, veil, suppress, dissemble.

hidden, concealed, close, absconded.

a sort of sweetmeat. [petticoat.

a coloured cloth worn as a

to plunder, pillage, rob, ravage, forage, sack, ransack, peculate, squander, waste.

plundering, pillaging, &c; a plunderer, open robber, rapacious person, peculator. [wadding.

a skein or ball of thread, a clew, a

to roll on the ground, wallow, tumble about, writhe or toss about in pain, &c.

a small piece of stone, a pebble, a ball, a lottery ticket.

a dealer in salt.

concealed, obliterated, superseded, obsolete, disused, extinct, dropped, omitted.

to catch a ball or other thing thrown to one. [greedy.

desirous of, covetous, avaricious,
Also a hunter, a fowler.

Hanging in collops, wrinkled. [by it.

A spider, inflammation caused

A spider’s web, a cobweb.

clerk.

A writer, scribe, copyist, secretary,

To write, register, draw; a writing, document, &c.

Chers.

Written documents, vou-

For another.

Plement.

A pen, style, graving im-

Writing, handwriting, a mark, stroke, an account, calculation; written.

Written documents, reading and writing.

Written correspondence.

Proper to be written; a voucher.

The tail of an animal, a crupper.

A difficulty, obstacle, embarrassment.

Ointment, unguent, lime, mortar, a plastering, smearing, a rug or quilt. [terer, bricklayer.

Smearing, &c.; a plastering, to smear, anoint, plaster, spread.

Connected by a membrane.

Web-footed.

A lime, lemon or orange.

Agreement, unity, peace.

To call a dog.

Tincture, a particle, a spark.

To lick, lap, taste with the tongue.
রাখেই, রাখে, বোঝ, বাহি, starch, paste.
লোক, লোহেরস্থল, নাটক, that may be licked or lapped.
লোক, লোহী, মান, মানী, মানুষ, a person, man, mankind, folk, people, the world, a region. [usage.
লোকরাজ, রাষ্ট্রচাপ, সর্বরা, commonly, according to common
লোকরাজ, রমণ, হেরন, নির্দোষ, to view, look, see, survey.
লোকপাল, রাজা, ইম্যান রাজ, a king, a sovereign, Indra, &c.
লোকবাস, জনবাস, কথা, a rumor, report, fame; talk.
লোকদার, লোকক্ষয়বাসবন, fear of the world, dread of pub-
lício opinion.
লোকাধিকার, লোকব্যবস্থা, হই, the business of the world, a
procession, fair, market, concourse of people.
লোকালগ্র, পরলোক, মরণ, another world, futurity, hereafter,
death: [opprobrium.
লোকানবার, লোকত্রির্বাদ, public disapprobation, general
লোকানবার, বহুলোকের সমাগম, বহুবাসী, হই, a concourse of people,
multitude, crowd, throng, large population.
লোকালগ্র, বহুলোকের বাসভবন, বগল, আয়, a habitation of men, a
town, a village. [world.
লোকের, বলসিদ্ধোষে পরবর্তী, the supposed boundary of the
লোকের, চোখের, দৃষ্টি, দৃষ্টি, the eye, vision, act of looking, &c.
লোকের, অবস্থান, বাধিতে পরবর্তী আছে, বাধিতে বিদ্ধে বাধি, to
roll, swallow or tumble about, to plunder; a
rumble-pigeon, a braid of hair.
লোকার, থার্মা ক্লাসিফার, স্ত্রী, a brass pitcher or water-jug;
 hanging, dangling, pendant.
লোকাবাস, মুলিভর্ষ, বীর্যবীরিভুক্ত, flap-eared.
লোকানবার, রেশিয়া দোষ, বিদ্রোহ, নৃগা, অবস্থান, to throw down
or about, toss, agitate, to lie or hang loosely,
 dangle, toss or roll about. [roller.
লোকের, পিতারের প্রতি বদন, বরণ, a small wooden or stone
লোকের, অবশ, টাইম, করুক, salt.
লোকের, অবশ্য, করুক, করুক, tej, ban, salt, saltish, brack-
l ish, unfruitful (land;) a species of custard-
apple. [share of spoil.
লোক, মূর্তজা বাস, খোঁপ, plunder, booty, stolen goods, a
a stolen article, plunder, booty. [&c.
destructible, perishable, expungible,
to catch a ball, &c. thrown up.
inordinate desire, cupidity, covetousness, avarice, greediness, an enticement, lure, bait, inducement, temptation, an object of desire.
alluring, tempting, exciting desire or cupidity. [epicure.
covetous, avaricious, greedy; an
tempt, to entice, allure, tempt, to incite, stimulate.
a grasping, greed, greediness, covetousness, epicurism.
very desirous, greedy, covetous, eager after, voracious. [or coveted.
the object desired
the hair of the body in men or beasts, a tuft of hair, nap, wool, fur.
the pores of the skin. [lular.
full of pores, porous, 'cellular', covered with hair or fur, hairy, shaggy, woolly.
erection of the hair of the body through fear or surprize, horripilation, a bristling up.
having the hair erect through violent agitation. [breast to navel.
the line of hair from
লোল, কুপমাল, চলাহ, চিনলা, লাড়, কামাকুর, কেকুর, চাকা, tremulous, shaking, hanging loosely, slack, flabby, lolling, desirous, concupiscent, eager, fickle.
লোলক, কুশিক, নাসিকাতর, pendant, swinging; a nose-jewel.
লোল্য, অভিসার, নাপুর, নাচ্ছি, চলান, desire, cupidity, eagerness, Lakshmi, goddess of fortune; f. fickle, &c.
লোলাগিত, কুশিত, নাষি, কুশিত, loose, hanging in collops, flabby, slack, pendent, tremulous.
লোলুপ, অভিসার লোলী, বৃহাকাঃক, অঘ্র, eagerly desirous, covetous, ambitious, greedy, voracious.
লোলুলুলুলু—লোল, মং গং গং, a clod, lump of earth, a tuft of grass, &c.
লোল—লোল, অনুর, পণ্ডিত তাজম, iron, any metal.
লোল, হলো—লোলাইত, রক, blood.
লোলাইতার, চিথ পাথর, অরণ্য, the load-stone. [er.
লোলারাদার, লোলা,—কঠিন, কাশা, a blacksmith, ironfounder.
লোলারাসিত, পীরার, সাতিতার, red, sanguine; blood.
লোলারাসিতন, রাজারাসিত, সাতিত, having the eyes red with rage, angry, furious, wrathful. [with anger.
লোলারাসিতুন, রকানান, ধারাধার, blushing, red-faced, inflamed
লোলারাসিত, লোলারাসিত, ভার, রক্ত, মানের, popular, vulgar,
লোলারাসিত, চরম, ভারদার, সামাজিক, common, current, customary, human, worldly, mundane. [common usage.
লোলারন্ধের, সমাজী, সমাজীর্থ, a parting present, popularity,
লোলারন্ধের, ভারী, ভারী, a ball for playing with. [iron scoria.
লোল, লোলান, ভারী, বিশেষ, iron, a medicinal preparation of

শাব, ভাষ, বংস্তের সম্ভা, বিশেষ, কিছু, কিছু, বিশুদ্ধ, one who
gives name to an era, as Shalivahana, &c. an
era, memorial, token, name, a wish, desire.
শাব, ফুল, রাগী, ফুলুক, a carriage, cart, cart-load;
the 4th lunar mansion.
শাব, শাব, গাড়ি, গাড়ি, a cart, a car.
अंगुर; अंगुरान, बिंग्याबारिया रक्षक अंगुर, the sweet potato.
काश, रू-राज. संधा विशेष, शाय, a particular year of any
कुरा, शाय, नाम, —गुम, धीन, a vulture.
अ, हु. धम, कतिक, बजक, बजक बिंग्यारी, बजक नार, नाम, बजक, नाम,
अण, अण, अण, अण, अण, अण, अण, अण, अण, अण, अण,
नाब, नाब, नाब, नाब, नाब, नाब, नाब, नाब, नाब, नाब, नाब,
नान, नान, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम, बीम,
বর্তমানে, একটি পুরুষ, এক রসুন, একটি গোলাপীর, একটি গোলা, একটি চামড়া, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চামড়ার, একটি চাম�
the planet Saturn or its regent.

the day Saturday.

slowly, tardily, gently, deliberately, gradually.

a dot, a point, a cipher, the mark (०).

an oath, imprecation, curse.

an affidavit or testimony on oath.

cursed, execrated, anathematized.

a hoof, a horse's hoof, the root of a tree.

corpse, dead body, carcase.

the burning of a corpse. [outcast.

a barbarian, savage, mountaineer.

a superstitious exercise performed while seated on a dead body.

a sound, noise, roar, report, tone, voice, word, speech, a declinable word, a noun, &c.

sounding, making a noise, &c. sonorous.

dictionary.

a vocabulary of nouns, &c.

the ear, comprehension of words, &c.

a plagiarist.

a dhātu or verbal root.

God i. e. he who is beyond the reach of sound.

the object or meaning of a word or name.

restraint of the senses, absence of passion, stoicism, ascetic indifference, devout abstraction, quietism, mental tranquillity, placidity, calmness, calm, quiet, rest.

tranquillity, quietude, alleviation or amendment of a disease.

mental tranquillity, immolation of beasts, Yama.

a pod, legume, a species of Mimosa.
পরীক্ষাঃ
শ্বেতাহরুম শুগা মাংসকর জালি, leguminous grain, as peas, &c.
শ্বেত, মাংসকর, জালি, পুলাচি, a bivalve shell, a snail.
শ্বেতাহরুম, জালিমা কীর্তি, a hawk or falcon.
শ্বেত, মাংসকর, জালিমা কীর্তি, to lie down, recline; sleep.
শ্বেতাহরুম ও গৌরী,—বিশ্রামাগ্রহণান্তে, সবুজবাটা, a bedroom, bedchamber.
শ্বেতাহরুম, মাংসকর ও গৌরী, proper for repose, fit for lying down.
শ্বেতাহরুম, মাংসকর ও গৌরী, lying down, asleep, reclined.
শ্বেতাহরুম, বিশ্রামাগ্রহণান্তে, মাঙ্গা, a bed, a couch, a sofa.
শ্বেতাহরুম ও গৌরী, মাঙ্গা, a bed, a couch, a sofa.
শ্বেতাহরুম ও গৌরী, মাঙ্গা, an arrow, the bore or swell of the tide, a sort of grass or reed,
cream, the scum of milk.
শ্বেতাহরুম, শ্বেতাহরুম ও গৌরী, a thick discharge of arrows.
শ্বেতাহরুম, a lizard, a chameleon.
শ্বেতাহরুম, আথার, প্রতিপাদ, রাখাকাপ্ত, a refuge, shelter, defence,
protection, protector.
শ্বেতাহরুম, শ্বেতাহরুম,—আথার, প্রতিপাদ, রাখাকাপ্ত, a refuge,
one who takes refuge or shelter in another, under protection of,
relying on, supported by, surrendering, calling for quarter.
শ্বেতাহরুম, আথার, প্রতিপাদ, রাখাকাপ্ত, a refuge or shelter, worthy of dependance;
a refuge, defence, protection, protector.
শ্বেতাহরুম, নূতন, আথার, প্রতিপাদ, রাখাকাপ্ত, the annual or
sultry season, the two months after the rains.
শ্বেতাহরুম, নূতন,—নাভাল, a shower of arrows.
শ্বেতাহরুম, নাভাল, a butt, a mark to shoot at.
শ্বেতাহরুম, নূতন, ক্রুশ বিলের, a shallow earthen basin or pot-cover.
শ্বেতাহরুম, নূতন, a bow, q. d. that in which an arrow is fixed.
শ্বেতাহরুম, নূতন, ক্রুশ বিলের, a shallow earthen basin or pot-cover.
শ্বেতাহরুম, এক্ষ, the body, a material frame, matter.
শ্বেতাহরুম, এক্ষ, a reptile, a worm, i. e. creeping on the body.
শ্বেতাহরুম, এক্ষ, ইত্যাদিয়মন, a staking or risking of one's life,
mortification or maceration of the body.
শ্বেতাহরুম ও গৌরী,—নূতন, এক্ষের, death, the fall of the body.
শ্বেতাহরুম, এক্ষের, এক্ষের, ক্রুশ বিলের, এক্ষের, a wasting of the body, emaciation, thinness, leanness.
শ্বেতাহরুম, এক্ষেরেরে পরীক্ষাঃ পুকুরানি, a hostage.
corporeal, bodily, having
a body, material; an animal, sentient being.
shaped, formed, moulded, iced.
white, sugar, sugary.
lemonade, sherbet, a cooling beverage.
night, a night.
grasshopper, a locust.
throwing, dart, arrow, skewer, peg, thin bar or rod,
the ribs of an umbrella, the bars of a cage;
a slip of bamboo, a match, a toothpick, a
probe or boujee, a ruler.
seer, a dry measure of 20 seers.
wick of a candle or lamp.
Indian fennel.
slowly, by slow degrees, slowly, softly.
scales, the scales of a fish, a flake, rind, bark.
scaly, covered with scales, flaky.
a javelin, an arrow, an iron crow or club,
a peg, pin, stake, bamboo-rod; a bone, a
porcupine, difficulty, embarrassment.
porcupine, frankincense.
the moon.
hare's horns i.e. a natural impossibility.
repeatedly, frequently, perpetually.
the outer ear or opening of the ear.
cheap, not dear, low-priced, plentiful.
arms, armor, a weapon, sword, scymetar,
armor, a tool, implement, instrument.
a cutler, an armourer.
living by arms i.e. a-soldier.
wielding a weapon, carrying arms.
the study of arms, military exercise.
armed, accoutred, provided with
grain, corn, crop, fruit, the kernel.
the edible substance of fruits, nuts, grain, &c.
abounding in corn, fertile in grain.
a conch, a univalve shell.
a hag, female goblin, appariition, a slut or slovenly woman.
a shell-ornament for the wrist, a bracelet.
a maker of bracelets, &c.
testaceous, provided with a shell.
the edible part of fruits, &c. the substance, kernel.
an esculent vegetable, pot-herb, greens, any edible
leaf, flower, fruit, stalk, root, &c. used as a vegetable, one of the seven Dwipas or divisions
of the world, an æra, the æra of Shālivāhana.
a worshipper of Durgā in her various forms as the female creative principle or
personified divine energy.
a branch, a bough, a branch or subdivision of the Vedas.
a suburb, a village.
a monkey, an ape.
a tree; an observer of any particular branch of the Vedas.
the dress of the Hindoo female, consisting of a piece of cloth worn as
a petticoat, the end being thrown over the left shoulder.
[villainy.
trick, deceit, collusion, crafti-
sound, voice, speech.
শাপ, শাপ,—কাঠাবার, অবাধি তীক্ষ, বর্ধার্থ অদর, দামাথ, কাপড় 
বিশেষ, a whet-stone, grind-stone, a whetting or 
grinding, a pavement, a paved floor or ter-
race, a species of cloth. [lish.
শাপন, শাপন,—সৌন্দর্য, শাবর, to whet, sharpen, grind, po-
শাড়ি, বিশ, পেপর, পেয়ে, আভিলৌ, an enemy, enmity, hostility, 
hatred, resentment, strife, opposition.
শাড়ি, বেঁক, অঙ্গন, white, of a white colour.
শাড়ি, শাকার, ঝোলানের ফোজনপাত, an earthen dish or plate.
শাড়ি, বড় বুননের কাঁচ, a weaver's slay.
শাল, বিনত, অমাখান, কাঁটা, ধামান, দীর্ঘ, স্বর, জিতলুকর, allay-
ed, appeased, pacified, soothed, calm, quiet, 
tranquil, peaceable, at rest; an ascetic, a stoic.
শালি, শন, বিশ্রাম, বৈষ্ণব, কামকাশায়নাথ, বৌদ্ধ, ধুমাঞ্চল, 
নষ্টক্ষন, tranquillity, calmness, quietness, rest, 
peace, serenity, stoicism, absence of passion, 
indifference to external objects or impressions, 
quietism, cessation or alleviation of disease, 
a religious ceremony to avert inauspicious 
accidents or procure remission of disease.
শাপ, পশ্চর অহরনবাঙ্গ, মনূ, a curse, an imprecation.
শাপাত্ন, আহতজান, মনূবিপন্ন, cursed, lying under a curse.
শাপড়া, শিরা, হাত, গলার, the young of an animal, a foal, &c.
শাপড়া, শাল, an iron bar or crow.
শাল, বিতানক, বসস্থায়ী, ধীরকালী, nominal, of or belonging 
to a noun or word, sounding, sonorous.
শালিক, শালিক, ছরস্থায়ী, অমষারাদি পাখ্যতীত, বৌদ্ধকার, of or 
belonging to words or sounds, versed in the 
belles-lettres, conversant in grammar, &c.
শালর, পরিত, ধূত, ইনিয়া, dirty, dingy, dusky, dark-coloured.
শাল, হাড়, হাত বিশেষ, পাকা বিশেষ; mould, mouldiness, a sort 
of grass, a species of bird.
শালুক, শাপরিক, শুষ্ক, শত্রু, a snail, a bivalve shell.
শাল, শাল, সমাচার, appeasable, assuageable, placable.
শালীরা, শর-কালীন মনীরপুজা, f. the autumnal worship of Durga.
শালী, শরনা পাকি, two varieties of the Mina bird.
bodily, corporeal, material.

made of horn, horned, corneous.

a tiger.

a useful timber tree, a gallows, a cross or stake for impaling criminals, a work-shop.

a house, edifice, hall, room, place.

a variety of winter-rice.

the small Bengal Mina.

domestic, belonging to a house, possessive; having, shining with, resplendent, inclined to, tending towards, having a bias to.

the bulbous root of the lotus, &c.

each a canoe formed of the trunk of a single Shal tree.

the silk-cotton tree.

a wife’s or husband’s mother, a mother-in-law.

governing, ruling, &c. a go-
governance, state, pattern, order, system, discipline, correction, punishment, rebuke, reprimand, redress, reproof, government, administration, rule, dominion, control, authority, a police, command, edict, government of the passions, &c: to rule, subdue, suppress, punish, &c.

requiring control, to be subdued, &c. punishable, censurable.

correction, censure, a reprimand.

to chide, reprove, punish, correct.

to discipline, controls or punishes, a governor, ruler.

punishment, chastisement, correction, discipline, vengeance.
শিক্ষারক, a book, treatise, literary work, sacred writing or book of authority in religion, law, art, science or letters, a law, a set of rules or maxims, science. [science, &c.]

শিক্ষারক, অনুবাদক, acquainted with the sacred writings, শাক্তবির্যুপ, জাতের বিধান লঙ্কা, lawless, licentious, unrestrained by law, &c.

শিক্ষক, শাক্তবিদ্যা,—শিখ, অধ্যাপক, শিখারক, versed in the Shāsters, skilled in theology, science or books. শাক্তবিদ্যা বা সম্প্রদায়,—শাক্তশাস্ত্রিয়, approved or authorized by the Shāsters. [Shāsters.

শাক্তশাস্ত্রিয়, শাক্তবিদ্যা, proved or established by the শাক্তশাস্ত্রীয়, শাক্তশাস্ত্রিয়, শাক্তশাস্ত্রিয়, of or belonging to the Shāsters, scriptural, scientifical, legal, drawn from the Shāsters, (as a proof, quotation, &c.)

শাক্তের, শাক্তবিদ্যা, declared or commanded in the Shāsters.

শিখা, সীমায় ধারণ করে শেষ, মালি, পুরুষ, a female ornament worn on the forehead, a wreath, a mitre.

শিখা, বৃক্ষা, পুরুষ, মানুষ, মানুষ, মানুষ, মানুষ, মানুষ, a fibrous root, the gums, the origin or first of a family.

শিখা, শুধু, শিখা, বদন, a chain, fetters, bonds.

শিখা, শিখা,—হুম্ম স্থান, শিখা, মুখ্য স্থান, the cords of a carrying-yoke, a sling or noose, a hanging shelf.

শিখা, মৌতাতের পদদৃষ্ট, the rearing up of a horse.

শিখা, আধ্যাপক গুরু, শিষ্য, হাত, a teacher, instructor, spiritual guide, a learner, a student.

শিখা, শিখা, শিখা, শিখা, শিখা, to learn, study, acquire knowledge, to receive instruction.

শিখা, আধ্যাপক, অধ্যাপক, বেদের আদি বিশেষ, instruction, teaching, study, learning, doctrine. [tutor.

শিখা, আধ্যাপক, পদার্থ, শাসন, to teach, instruct, train, শিখারক, শিখা, হাত, পদার্থ, a learner, scholar, student.

শিখারক, আধ্যাপক, হাত, পদার্থ, a teacher, instructor, tutor, master, a learner, a student.
শিকার, উপাধি, অধ্যাপক, পাঠক, a tutor, preceptor, instructor, teacher, school-master.

শিক্ষা, শিক্ষাাগ, অধ্যয়ন, শিখে, শিখে, taught, instructed, learned, acquired, studied, clever, skilful, trained, docile, tame.

শিখান, শিক্ষা করা, to learn, study, acquire knowledge.

শিখার, পর্বতের গুস্সা, কুটু, কুঞ্জ, জাগ, আগ, অগাজ, a mountain-peak, summit, the top of a tree, the point of a sword, &c. the end, the forepart.

শিখরী, পর্বত, তৃষ্ণা, গাছ, a peaked mountain, a tree, a plant.

শিখা, আগুনের আগুন, শিখা, মকরের শিখরের রাক্ষস, চিতি, চুড়া, চৌরাঁ, চুম, flame, a blaze, a tongue of fire, a crest, tuft of feathers or grass, a lock of hair left on the crown, a spike or ear of corn, a point, pinnacle, pyramid, summit, mountain-peak.

শিখান, অধ্যাপন, শিখান, শিখার, to teach, instruct, tutor, train, punish, break in, &c. [ment.

শিখানি, অধ্যাপনা, শিখানী, শিখারী, শিখাবাদী,—শিখি, শিখী, শিখুলটা, শিখুলটা, শিখুলটা, Agni or fire, the personified descending node; flaming, blazing up, crested, tufted, &c.

শিখী, শিখী,—মুতুর মুতুর, m. & f. a peacock, a pea-ben.

শিখ্র, শিখ্রী, রুথ, the horse-radish tree or its root.

শিখ্র, শূস, an animal’s horn. [horn.

শিখি, শুরি, শুরি, a cupping-horn or tube, a blowing pipe, শুরু শুরু, শুরু, শুরু, horned, having horns.

শিখান, শিখান, শাসিকার হল, the mucus of the nose, snot.

শিখন, শিখন,—মাঝ, অলঘরের মাঝ, to gingle, tinkle; the gingling of ornaments, &c.

শিঠা, শিঠা, শিঠা, dregs, refuse, scum, dross.

শিপ্রিঙ্কা, শিপ্রিঙ্কা,—শিপ্রা, শিপ্রা, শিপ্রা, অর্তন্ত ভাড়ায়, a tingling or creeping of the flesh thro’ sudden alarm, horripilation, trepidation, cold fear.

শিপ্রিঙ্কান, শিপ্রান, শিপ্রান, to tingle or creep as the flesh.

শিকা, শিকা,—শিকান, a ladder, stair-case, flight of steps.

শিক্ষান, শিক্ষান, a cushion, a pillow, a bolster.
ighba, bheka, cintamani, aman, amanvotasani, slack, loose, flaccid, flabby, lax, relaxed, slow, dilatory, inactive, inert, inattentive. [perjury.

shib, basabba, bhasma, shiva or the destroyer, welfare, prosperity, siva, ma, the fourteenth of the wane in Magha, as sacred to Shiva.

shib, shiva.—shigga, jhuka, a jackal.
shib, shiva, shivapadha, yogi, kama, Durga consort of Shiva.
shibaga, shibera, pura, shibara, a temple of Shiva, a cemetery or place where bodies are burnt.

shibika, gopi, shan, shiuli, padaki, a covered litter, a palkee.
shibira, vasthakusha, vasthav, a camp, a barricade.
shib, shiva, shibi,—shibhu, shvaradi, dhasi, a kidney-bean, leghume, a pod, pea-pod, bean-shell, &c.

shibag, lalabrisu, the silk-cotton tree.
shibar, bhuja, leka, a jackal or fox.
shib-a, vasisi, sarmam rajgir gomabab, ong, onji, a nerve, sinew, tendon, blood-vessel, vein, artery, the pulse, any tubular vessel, a gut or entral.

shib, ma, ma, dvaradi, the head, the top or upper part of a thing. [ming of the head.

shibaksha, bhakshak, pranav, pranapak, vertigo, giddiness, swim.

shibakhata na pah, a head-ache.

shibhaga, bharadwaja, the address of a letter, a superscription, title, inscription.

shibapada, hoea, shiva, restiveness in a horse, rearing up.

shibra, tala, tali, turak, a helmet, hat, cap, turban, crown.

shibra, masar, propitiation, drishti, on the head or top, topmost, chief; a leader. [reverence.

shibaram, shivar, gati, a bowing or nodding, obeisance, shivadya, bhoka, arthi, to be received and attended to with respect, to be respectfully obeyed, respectable. [on the head.

shiro, bhagya, bhaksha, a gem worn in the crest or shirodara, mahakala, mahaksham, the hanging or drooping of the head as in one dying.
শিলা, ঘাস, পাথর, কাঠ, মূল, মূলক, গোলাতল, কভাল, একটি, a stone, a rock, a flat stone for grinding condiments, &c. a hail-stone, the sill of a door, arsenic.

শিলাপুড়, লেজার, লেজার, a muller or stone roller.

শিলাকা, শিলাকাকা, a species of medicinal moss or lichen.

শিলারহ, শরীর, a hail-stone, hail. [labour.

শিলাকর, চিকিৎসক, a manual or mechanic art, handicraft

শিলাকর বা কাজ, শিলা,—কাজকর, কাজ, চিকিৎসক, a mechanic, handicraftsman, artizan, artificer, workman, manufacturer, artist. [mechanics.

শিলাকরব, চিকিৎসকব, the mechanic arts, handicraft trades,

শিলিক, সজ্জা, পাখি, পাখি জলে, dew, frost, the dewy season.

শিকি, শিকা, শিকা, শিকা, পাখ, রস, হাঁ, a child, infant.

শিক্ষা, মেরু, the young of an animal, a calf, foal, pup, &c. [fancy, pupilage.

শিক্ষক, শিক্ষক,—বাল্ল, বাল্লকাল, childhood, boyhood, in-

শিক্ষক, শিক্ষক,—শিক্ষক, হত, মঞ্জ মঞ্জ, the gangetic porpoise.

শিন্যা, জেনু, the penis or male organ. [sires, sensual.

শিল্পোরেশন, বিশ্বাসুদান, মনোমঠ, devoted to bodily plea-

শিক্ষা, অধিশিক্ষা, an ear of corn, a flower-spike. flame.

শিঠা, শিঠা, শিঠা, কৃষ্ণ, কৃষ্ণ, কৃষ্ণ, কৃষ্ণ, কৃষ্ণ, কৃষ্ণ, কৃষ্ণ, কৃষ্ণ, disciplined, instructed, trained, well-bred.

শিন্ত, সত্য, সত্য, polities, urbanity, docility, &c.

শিন্তিচার, সত্যিচার, সত্যিচার, polite conduct or behaviour, gent-

শিন্তিয়ার, সত্যিয়ার, সত্যিয়ার, polite, genteel, civil, gentle, tract-

শিশুর, শিশুর, শিশুর, শিশুর, a disciple, scholar, pupil.

শিশু, হেল, হেল, হেল, a glow or creeping of the flesh from

শীতল, হেল, হেল, হেল, quick, speedy, rapid, swift, fleet; quickly.

শীতল, মূল, মূল, মূল, harshly, speedily, fast, apace, immediately.

শীতল, শীতল,—কর্তালি, আকৃত, swift-going, rapid, fleet.
cold, chilly, frigid, idle, lazy, dull, apathetic, stupid.
[winter-time.
the cold season, the winter,
a cold-season garment.
afraid of the cold, chilly.
cool, refreshing, cold, chilly, frigid.
coolness, cold, frigidity, chilliness.
a cool mat used for beds, &c.
the small-pox or its presiding goddess.
affected by the cold, cold, chilly.
of sudden pleasure, or creeping of the flesh
from an unpleasant sensation. [withered.
thin, slender, emaciated, lean, dry,
the head.
inward, inward, nature, innate property, character, disposition, especially good conduct or disposition, temper, inclination, bias, tendency to, propensity.
apt, inclined to, having a bias towards, fond of, tending to, endowed with, possessed of.
well-inclined, amiable, well-disposed, well-conducted.
a legume, a pea-pod, bean shell, &c.
dried ginger.
an elephant’s trunk or proboscis.
a distiller, vintner, vender of liquors.
a parrot.
to dry up, shrivel, become dry, evaporate, fade, wither, heal, waste or dwindle away.
drought.
dry, dried, emaciated; dryness,
to dry, cause to dry up, parch or shrivel up, to pine or dwindle away, waste away, to wipe or dry up, to fade, to fall as a river.

— the, thin, lean, emaciated. withering, fading, drying away.

sour-gruel, a bitter sauce or condiment, a species of vinegar or acid preparation from fruits or roots by steeping.

a shrivelling up, consumption, a pearl oyster, a cockle, a muscle, spots on the eye.

its regent; white. white, of a white colour, pure.

the, Venus or the planet Venus or the fortnight of the moon’s increase.

whiteness, brightness, purity.

the awn of barley, &c. an insect’s bristles.

to smell, to scent. of errata.

the correction of a writing, a table.

pure, holy, purified by ablution, clean, correct.

purity.

an elephant’s trunk or proboscis.

a vintner, vender of liquors, distiller.

pure, purified, upright, clean, cleansed, corrected, correct, right, proper, unmixed, unadulterated, mere; alone, only.

purity, purification, cleanliness, sanctity, rectitude, uprightness, simplicity, unadulteratedness, correction of a writing, correctness.
to amend, grow better, improve.

to correct a writing, free from faults or errors, amend, reform, repair, rectify, modify, cleanse, purify, refine, expiate, forgive, remedy.

only, merely, alone, except.

a dog, a bitch.

to hear, listen, mind, regard, attend to.

to cause to hear, &c. to tell, to relate, to repeat.

good, happy, auspicious, lucky, propitious, favourable, agreeable, pleasant, handsome; good, good fortune, welfare, auspiciousness.

a good or auspicious act, a lucky act.

a lucky moment, a favourable time.

a propitious planet or favourable aspect.

benevolent, seeking the good of others; a well-wisher.

devising or contriving good, thinking of another's good.

good fortune, good luck, a lucky destiny.

prosperous, fortunate, lucky, auspicious.

ease in circumstances, favourableness, opportuneness, propitiousness, seasonableness, calmness or serenity of weather, &c. fine weather.

white, fair, bright, shining.

having white teeth; the female elephant of the N. W.

the moon.
তুক, মাসা, হর, কর, হাটাইতে দেয়, উন্নত, সিংহাকালে প্রাপ্ত, হাট, পাশ বিধর্বণাথ দেয়, price, a toll, duty, impost, inland customs, a wife’s marriage present from her husband, a wife’s legal perquisites arising from the profits of household labour, &c. purchase money given to a bride’s parents, earnest-money given in a contract or purchase in order to bind or ratify the bargain.

তুকক, পিংগার, the Gangetic porpoise.

তুলকে, চরণের, পরিপালক, হার, হান, চারাকান্ত, closely or obsequiously attentive; a servant, disciple, apprentice, hireling, slave, superintendent.

তুলকান, চরণের, উপাসন, পরিচার্য, অবর্ণ, obsequiousness, close attention, prompt service or attendance, obedience, desire to hear and obey.

তুলণা, দোষ, অক্ষ, a drying, drying up, exsiccation.

তুলা, লান, তাপ, নান, শীতোত, খেটে, dry, dried up, withered, shrivelled, scorched, sapless, juiceless, pale, sallow, thin.

তুল্ক, তুলা,—সুকু, the awn of barley, &c. an insect’s bristle.

তুলন্তকী, কাঠনী কীট, পুঠাপাক, বৃষ্টি, the hairy caterpillar.

তুলন্দাম, বর্গ গামাদি, bearded grain, as barley, &c.

তুলক, তুলী,—কাঠনী, কাঠকর খোল বিশিষ্ট, পুঠাপাকদের, awned, bearded, bristly, setaceous.

তুলক, তুলকী,—দোষার, বার, m. f. a hog, boar, sow.

তুলক-১, চৌর্য বর্ষ, বৃষ্ণ, m. f. one of the fourth or lowest order of Hindoos, the Shūdra or serving class.

তুল্কী, তুলাদানী,—শুতোর পাড়া, বৃষ্ণী, the wife of a Shūdra.

তুলনা, উন্নত, পালিত, তাত্ত্ব, সিংহাকাল, হাট, আকাশ, চিংড়ি, রহিত, বিশু, desert, waste, uncultivated, lonely, still, empty, void, blank, vacant, hollow, unoccupied; the atmosphere, sky, heaven, a vacuum, void space; the hollow in a tree, a dot, a cypher; after: destitute of, void of, without, free from.

তুলন্ততর, রিফর্ম, emptiness, vacancy, vacuity.

তুল্কন্তর, মিঠাকাশ, giddiness, sudden failure of sight.
an atheist who denies the reality of matter. [place. an empty, desert or uninhabited empty-handed, sparing. [of corn. an insect's bristles, the awn or beard the hairy caterpillar. a hog, a boar. a hero, warrior, champion, the sun; bold, brave, intrepid. heroism, bravery, intrepidity, courage. an esculent root. a stake, pale, pike, spit, spear, dart, a sharp pain. sharp pain, a cholic, rheumatic pains. [spearman. bearing a pike or javelin; a to bore, pierce, excite acute pain. a javelin, spear, pike, dart. armed with a spear, afflicted with cholic, &c. a jackal, a fox. a chain, a fetter, a tie. orderly arrangement, connection, concatenation, order. a chain for the feet of an elephant. the horn of an animal, a mountain peak or summit. passion, love, sexual intercourse, copulation, coition. an impassioned lover; fond, lascivious. horns, horned, crested, peaked. a crest, summit, mountain-peak. a porcupine. crafty, cunning, subtle, artful, clever. a jackal or fox.
an aquatic plant, conserva, moss:

a pike, spear, dart, spit.

termination, finish, conclusion, cessation, the latter part, rest, residue, remnant, remainder, balance, sequel, what is left, omitted or rejected, leavings, a survivor, result, consequence, doom, the king of serpents; last, latest, final, ultimate, utmost, surviving, over, done, finished, future.

the last time; latter end, time

— old age, the last state.

afternoon, close of day.

eating another’s leavings, eating after others.

a catastrophe, ill-result, bad-consequence, the close or last watch of the night.

finally, lastly, at length, at last, &c. afterwards, then, next, hereafter.

coldness, chilliness, frigidity, rigour.

slackness, looseness, flaccidity, remissness, inattention, delay, prostration, dilatoriness.

a shivite or devotee of Shiva.

an aquatic plant, conserva, moss.

a rock, crag, mountain.

easy method, art, knack.

stance.

hardness, stoniness; a stony sub-

infancy, childhood; boyhood, minority.

to lie down, to sleep, repose, nap.

to smell, to scent.

grief, sorrow, lamentation, wailing, mourning, woe, regret.

— sorrowful, grieving, &c.
grieved, sad, anxious, sorrowful, unhappy, sorry, repentant.

made, a shrub of whose bark a sort of cord is

payment of a debt, paying off of arrears, retaliation of injuries.

to pay, liquidate, clear off, discharge, retaliate, correct a writing, purify, cleanse; refining of metals, arithmetical subtraction.

payable, due, requiring to be cleared off, to be corrected, &c.

to correct, rectify, amend, v. t. to recover, reform, improve in character and conduct.

to shine, appear to advantage, be comely or pleasing to the sight, befit, become; beauty, elegance; beautiful, comely, handsome, splendid, shining, auspicious, propitious.

to be adorned or beautified, &c.

light, lustre, brightness, splendour, glory, beauty.

the Shajina or horse-radish-tree.

splendid, illustrious, comely, beautiful, ornamental.

beautified, adorned, made splendid.

a reclining, reposing, sleep, repose.

make to lie down, cause to repose, to put or lay to sleep.
Indian cork, a spungy plant used for forming floats for fishing nets.

rapacious, drying up, absorbent, avaricious, to dry up, become dry or exhausted, to imbibe, dry, suck up, exact, extort, fleece, plunder, impoverish. [exact. an extortioner, plunderer, a sucking up, a long draught or pull in drinking or smoking, extortion, &c.

a purificatory rite, purification, ablation, washing, evacuation by stool, purity, cleanliness. [spirits.

a vintner, distiller, dealer in flesh, a butcher, poulterer, vender of flesh. [elegance, beauty, learning.

pleasantness, agreeableness, polite, well-behaved, well-bred, of polished manners. [courage.

heroism, prowess, valour, bravery, a place for burning or burying the dead, a cemetery, a sepulchre.

the beard.

a female with a beard.

dark in colour, dark-blue, black, green.

Durga or the black goddess.

a species of grass or its seeds.

a water-plant, covered with moss, mossy.

or sister.

m. & f. a wife's brother.

the hawk or falcon. [nerating.

possessed of faith, trusting, ve-
অধ্যাত্মত্ব, মনোজ্ঞান মমিত্র, ভক্তি, possessed of faith, having veneration for.

ধীরমুখী, র্থিতিভূত অমৃতে, স্বর্ণমৃতে, faith, strong belief, trust, reverence, respect, a wish, desire, liking, inclination for, purity.

অধ্যাত্ম, মনোজ্ঞান মমিত্র, ভক্তি, believing, trusting, venerating, the ear.

অনুষ্ঠান, বিশাসকারী, ভক্তি, to hear; hearing, attention, the ear.

অনুষ্ঠান, ধীরমুখী, ভক্তি, the twenty-second lunar mansion.

অনুষ্ঠান, ধীরমুখী, ভক্তি, the organ of hearing, the ear.

অয়ন, আচার, উপাসন, তোল, exertion, industry, diligence, application, pains, fatigue, weariness.

অনুষ্ঠান, ধীরমুখী, ভক্তি, sedulous, industrious, laborious, assiduous, diligent.

অর্থ, পিষ্টাকের উপরে আবাদি মান, পিষ্টাক, funeral obsequies or offerings to the manes of deceased ancestors.

অর্থাৎ, ধীরমুখী, ভক্তি, of or belonging to funeral.

অষ্টক, অনুষ্ঠান, মান, আচার, ক্ষুদ্র, fatigued, tired, weary, spent, jaded, languid. [relaxation, refreshment.

অষ্টক, ধীরমুখী, ভক্তি, lassitude, weariness, fatigue, আচার, তোল, মান, পিষ্টাকের ক্ষুদ্র, উপাসন, অষ্টকে, the first month of the rainy season, a causing to hear or speaking in another's hearing; acquired by hearing, oral.

অষ্টক, ধীরমুখী, মনোজ্ঞান মমিত্র, fit or proper to be heard, audible.

শ্রী, মনোজ্ঞান মমিত্র, র্থিতিভূত, fortune, prosperity, luck, good fortune, success, riches, elevation, consequence, fame, glory, beauty, splendour, Laksámi the goddess of fortune; prefix: glorious, illustrious, excellent, eminent. [perity.

শ্রীকার, মংসর, মেঘনিঃ, envious, vexed at another's pros-}

তিগিন, বিষ, মেঘ, the Bel or wood-apple.
YOGA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>इधु, इधु</td>
<td>fortunate, poor, unhappy, ill-fated, unlucky, fallen, degraded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवित्त, अवित्त, अविगमित, विदाभी, विदायी</td>
<td>illustrious, eminent, famous, glorious, wealthy, prosperous, fortunate, beautiful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आय</td>
<td>heard, reported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग</td>
<td>disregarded, overlooked, connived at.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवरस</td>
<td>hearing, audience, rumor, report, the ear, the Vedas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अविभट्ट, अविभट्ट, अविभट्ट</td>
<td>cacophony, harsh or unpleasant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अविभट्ट, अविभट्ट, अविभट्ट, अविभट्ट, अविभट्ट</td>
<td>the reading or study of the Vedas, the text of the Vedas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर, अवर</td>
<td>a sacrificial ladle, sacrifice, oblation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर, अवर, अवर, अवर</td>
<td>a line, row, tier, range, rank, an avenue, regular order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग</td>
<td>disposed in regular order, ranged in a line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर्ग</td>
<td>virtue, moral merit, good fortune, prosperity, beatitude; good, excellent, best, preferable, proper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग</td>
<td>best, excellent, chief, superior, great, eminent, principal, prime, select, capital, pre-eminent; a chief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर्ग</td>
<td>greatness, eminence, superiority, excellence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग</td>
<td>the hip, the loins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग</td>
<td>fit to be heard or attended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग</td>
<td>a stream, current, the flow of a river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग</td>
<td>a hearer, an auditor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग</td>
<td>the ear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग, अवर्ग</td>
<td>a Brahmin versed in the Vedas; modest, docile, well-behaved.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Vedas]
phlegm, phlegmatic, phlegm, rheum, serum, a cold.

verse, couplet, stanza, fame.

composing, or producing phlegm.

abounding with phlegm.

a wife's or husband's father.

a wife's or husband's mother.

wind, air, breath, breathing.

breath, respiration, breathing, sighing, a sigh, a wheezing,

breathing, shortness of breath, an asthma.

asthma, asthmatic, afflicted with asthma.

the white spotted leprosy.

leprosy, having the spotted leprosy.

white, fair: whiteness.

white-coloured, white.
account, reckoner; aff: of such a number.

numeral, calculation, enumeration, reckoning, account, quantity, sum total, a muster, inventory.

[calculated.]

numbered, enumerated, reckoned, the science of numbers, arithmetic.

versed in numbers; an arithmetician, accountant.

merable.

that may be reckoned, calculable, numerical, consisting of song, dancing and music, a chorus, a concert, the science of vocal music; sung in choir.

concealed, hidden, guarded,

concealment, a guarding.

collected, gathered, compiled, &c.

to conceal, hide, guard, defend; concealment, &c.

a selection, compilation, abridgment, collection, accumulation, a gathering together, a clenching of the fist.

pile; a catalogue.

to collect, bring together, conference, a battle, conflict, war, attack. [editor.

a collector, compiler, accessions or going over to a party, adoption of party measures, acceding to a proposal, concurrence, adherence, coherence, a meeting, occurring, encountering, union, combination of circumstances, close contact, an intertwining, embracing, a medium, means, probability.

a crowd, concourse, conflux of people, a pimp.
सावटक, यूक, विलिक, नमक, विक्तटि, घार, joined, together with, met, fallen in with, occurred, concurring, acceded to, &c. through, by means of.

स्वात्तुक, स्वाटुका,—स्वीकृत, a procuress, a bawd.

स्पृशा, नाम, अधि, विपशा, नृपतिः, जात, जनम, a name, title, class, appellation, denomination, term, a noun, a sign, mind, intellect, sensation, thought.

संवंसंह, धारम नान, हारम, a whole year, a twelvemonth.

संस्कर, अनल, a destruction of the universe.

संस्कर, वस्त्र, अभिस्मकम् श्रवणाकार, a skeleton.

संस्कर, वस्त्र, अाटकम्, वर्कूट, विषेकिरि, विग्रहक, bound, confined, restrained, fettered, imprisoned, frozen, of restrained passions, temperate, moderate, judicious, reflecting.

[erces.

संस्कर, विवरक, आहिकामित्र, वारक, one who restrains or co-

संस्कर, वर्कूट, वर्कूट, अल्पाहर, समय, वर्कूटमित्र पूर्णम् कर्जस्

मवर्न, वर्कूटमित्र, confinement, imprisonment, restraint, self-restraint, moderation, forbearance, ceremonial abstinence, concretion, coagulation.

संस्कर, वर्कूटमित्र, coagulable, capable of concretion, &c.

संस्कर, संस्कर, विलिक, विलिक, अनुस्कर, united, joined or connected with, conjoined, mixed or united with, endowed with, possessed of, attached to.

संस्कर, विलिक, विलिक, समृद्ध, समृद्ध, संस्कर, संस्कर, संस्कर, संस्कर, संस्कर, union, contact, junction, connection, admixture, association, adhesion, cohesion, coherence.

संस्कर, संस्कर, संस्कर, संस्कर, संस्कर, संस्कर, joining, uniting, adhering, &c.

संस्कर, संस्कर, संस्कर, संस्कर, connected, joined, united, attached.

संस्कर, तैयार, तैयार, युक, तैयार, war, battle, wrath, rage.

संस्कर, तैयार, तैयार, युक, तैयार, confined, shut up, hindered, prevented, obstructed.

संस्कर, संस्कर, संस्कर, संस्कर, संस्कर, united, connected, in contact, joined, close, adhering to, attached, applicable, relevant, appropriate.

संस्कर, तैयार, तैयार, तैयार, तैयार, uncertainty, doubt, incertitude, hesitation, suspicion, apprehension.
नम्भाराण, नम्भारी, —विधायोत, नक्षिरिक, सन्िक्षामात, in doubt, uncertain, entertaining doubts, suspicious, hesitating, irresolute, doubtful, sceptical.

नम्भार, थीकर समन, a promise, engagement, agreement, assent. [defence, protector.

नम्भार, आसार, उपार, रक्त, a refuge, asylum, protection, सपिरिक, परागम, रक्त, protected, defended, sheltered, secured.

[braced.

साग्रिक, साग्रिक, आलिहित, united, intimately connected, em-

संज्ज्य, संज्ज्य, विस्थ, सम, आलिहित, union, connection, junc-

tion, combination, mixture, association, an embrace, embracing.

संज्ज्य, उपार, सम्प्र, अयाबिदित, विशिष्ट, परिचित, आसार, रक्त, साग्रि,

near, adjoining, contiguous, connected or endowed with, affected by, acquainted with, attached to, enamoured of; an intimate friend, an acquaintance.

संप्र, संज्ज्य, टैनकर, परिचित, बख्त, union, connexion, proximity, intercourse, acquaintance, intimacy.

संप्र, लेख, साधीप, सह, सम्ब्र, परिचित, लैभूम, union, contact, proximity, connexion, intercourse, acquaintance, association, society, intimacy, sexual intercourse.

संप्र, सम, बख्त, तिस, परिचित, आलापी, a companion, intimate, acquaintance; keeping company with, familiar, friendly, social, &c.

संप्र, जांग, विश, विपरित, गार्थ्य, गूढ़म, पारिवार, the world, the universe, the mundane state, a domestic life, a secular condition, worldly concerns, a family, household, household possessions.

संप्र, लैभूम, गूढ़म, लैभूम, the embracing of a secular life or profession, secularity.

संप्र, विश्व, गूढ़म, secular, leading a domestic life.

संप्र, गूढ़म, विश्व, गूढ़म, secular, worldly, engaged in social life, occupied in temporal concerns: a householder, the master of a family.
সস্থাপন, সস্ত্রী, সন্ন্যাস, চাষী, সহচর, বিভাগের পর সহবানী, connected, united, combined, engaged in partnership, connate, reunited, co-resident as relatives after partition of common property.

সস্তৃড়, বিভাগের পর এক সময়ে, ভাগাভাগি, union, connexion, voluntary reunion of relatives after division of property, co-partnership.

সস্তৃণী, সস্ত্রী, বিভাগের একবারী, a co-partner, a relative who returns to reside with his relations after a division of property.

সস্তার, সিদ্ধ, প্রতিরূপ, বহুমূলক বিবাহ যোগ্য, শাস্ত্র, পূজন, সোত্তস্ত, পরিচার, অর্থাত, অনুষ্ঠান, বোধ, সাধন, করণ, কৃতি, বিবেক, আর হিথা গুরুত্ব করণ, completion, accomplishment, perfection, consecration, purification, a purificatory rite or sacrament or sacred ceremony of initiation, embellishment, decoration, elegance, cleaning, cleansing, a conception, idea, notion, impression, persuasion, recollection, memory, the power of habit, instinct, faculty in general, conscience, the preparation of food or medicine.

সস্তরক, সস্তারী,—ন সস্তার কর্তা, পরিবারক, পোলক, completing, purifying, consecrating, embellishing, &c.

সস্তরুক, সিদ্ধ, পৃথিবী, কৃত্তিকতীয়, pure, holy, consecrated, initiated, complete, one who has gone through the ten sacraments.

সস্তৃত, প্রাপ্ত, পরিষ্কার, স্মার্ক প্রাকার নিষিদ্ধ, মার্জিত, বেবানী, perfected, accomplished, perfect, purified, exquisitely wrought, highly polished or refined; the sacred language of the Brahmins.

সস্ত্র, পার্থিবী, বিবাহী, চর, a neighbour, an inhabitant, a spy.

সস্ত্র-ন, ত্রাহ, সম্পন্ন, আয়, নির্ধার, উপাস, অষ্ট্রী, রুচি, রূপ, goods, property, an income, means of living, subsistence, provision, stock, a heap, quantity, fabrication, form, figure.

[the, defend.

সস্থাপন, বসান, নিরাকরণ, রক্ষণ, to fix, place, establish, set-
sambak, conflagration, consumption, burning; gather, establish, &c. a founder, author. [gether.
samhita, sakhi, akshara, collected, stored up, heaped to
samhita, saman, kalyan, tala, darsa, a stock of goods or money,
well-being, welfare, a station, residence, abode, continuance.
[touch, feel.
sastrap, sam, sakumbha, haram, dosa, close contact, union, a grasp,
samhita, saman, darsa, tangible, palpable, to be felt or grasped.
[grasped.
samha, samha, samhita, brought into contact, touched, 
samha, samap, mixture, union, connexion.
samha, samha, hurt, struck, wounded, killed, destroyed, compact; close, inclined, 
brought together, joined.
samhata, delivery, a sudden, arbitrary, hasty, knock-kneed.
sahita, sam, rasita, gathered, an assemblage, heap, collection.
samvada, samvada,—discussion, argument, debate, destruction, ruin, murder.
sahita, arabhata, a destroyer, a murderer.
sahara, samahara,—discussion, argument, sahita, id: also 
destructive, ruinous, murderous, fatal.
sahara, discussion, argument, to destroy, ruin, annihilate, murder.
sahita, sam, sadhika, collected, joined, attached.
sahita, destroy, the particular branch, division, a peculiar arrange-
ment of the Vedas into short divisions.
sangraha, sangi, bhak, thorny, prickly, troublesome, difficult.
sak, rajyadhana, paying revenue, chargeable with a tax.
sakrana, bhavam, bhishapacha, merciful, compassionate, plaintive.
sakrana, kriya-karma, active or transitive, (in grammar.)
sakali, samahara, samaha, adhika, adhik, adad, aded, all, whole, entire, 
with all its parts, every, each.
sakali, ekac, papa, in amount, altogether, in the gross.
sakalas, kala, niruktas, full of stains, defiled, disgraced, &c.
sakalas, kamar, samta, amanta, karmi, full of desire, 
sensual, amorous, possessed of the desired 
object, performed from the desire of future 
fruition or recompense.
obscene talk, nonsense.

the morning, the early dawn.

early, betimes, in the morning. [cent.

a kinsman, one of the same family or des.

a kinsman within the three degrees from the 8th to the 10th generation inclusive from a common ancestor.

once, at once; faces, ordure, excrement.

able, qualified, clever, expert, fit for, competent. [on, intimate.

a friend, associate, companion.

a female friend, a confidante.

close intimacy, friendship.

a cart, car, waggon. [or smell.

perfumed, scented, having a scent.

a brother of whole blood.

pregnant, with child, impregnated.

possessed of attributes or qualities, learned, skilful, clever, God as possessing the three properties or powers of creation, preservation and provision. Teak-wood.

one of the same family descent; a kinsman; with all one's race.

a difficulty, perplexity, danger, calamity; impervious, impassable, difficult, narrow, unsafe, crowded.

of mixed race or cast, of impure origin from intermixture of the casts, mixing, blending, mixed, compound; mixture, a blending.

arithmetic addition, a collecting, heaping up, intermixing, blending, intertwining, contact, junction; joined, intertwined, collected, piled or heaped up as corn.
will, volition, thought, contrivance, a religious vow.

[ed, contrived, &c.

intended, willed, vow.

light, splendour; affix: like, similar.

confined, limited, close, narrow, scanty, small, crowded, spread, diffused, collected, compounded, mixed, impure.

to celebrate, praise, extol, magnify.

agitated, perplexed, distressed.

a sign, signal, token, wink, nod, assignation, hint, innuendo, allusion, obscure intimation, indirect expression.

gestation.

a hint, slight allusion, suggestion.

indirectly, by signs or hints, by collusion or secret agreement.

a shrivelling up, contraction, withdrawing or shrinking from, backwardness, diffidence, respect.

diffident, timid, drawing back, respectful.

junction.

proper, just, adequate, appropriate, relevant, apposite, applicable, coherent, consistent, probable, united, come together.

prudent expenditure, thrift.
a meeting, union, association, coming together, concourse, confluence, junction, sexual intercourse.

a companion, friend, accomplice, attendant, adherent; attached to, accompanying, uniting with.

in company or together with, with, along with, conjointly, together, among.

a companion, accomplice, adherent.

a multitude, assemblage, number, flock, herd, collection, quantity, heap.

[sprung as game.

startled, awakened, vigilant, the universe or things moveable and immoveable, or animate and inanimate, universal, immemorial, common.

moving, possessed of motion.

sad, uneasy, thoughtful, anxious.

a friend, associate, companion, a minister, counsellor, adviser, monitor.

animate, sensitive, sensible, feeling, vigilant, wary, sprung as game.

zealous, prompt, ready, strenuous, active, endeavouring after.

Brahma or the Supreme Spirit, God as the fount of being, intelligence and happiness, q. d. the good, the wise and the happy Being.

clear, transparent, pure, sincere.

benevolent, kind, generous, liberal.

watery, wet, moist, having or abounding in water.

awake; vigilant, wakeful.

of the same tribe, class or kind. ilar.

belonging to the same species, similar, having life, living, alive.
-Sanskrit-

संक्षेप-१. देवन, बृहस-, सम, कवि, आदि, सम, dress, decoration, ornaments, furniture, equipage, trappings, harness, accoutrements, armour, apparatus, preparation. [dormed, &c.

शंकव, बलमयुक्त, बलबनमयुक्त, armed, accoutred, dressed, a-

क्रय, शणर, उपाध्यक्ष, a collection, accumulation, heap, hoard.

क्रय, शण, कर्म, उपाध्यक्ष, to collect, gather together, save, 

क्रमी, शणधर, उपाध्यक्ष, collecting, accumulating, &c. thrifty; a collector, accumulator.

शंकर-५, गति अर्थात् शक्ति नाय, रहगाय, आग्र, उपाध्यक्ष, अनूप, प्रक्रय, शक्ति, communication of power or motion, 

२, शंकर, बल, रहगाय, आग्र, production of things by the power of moti-

२, शंकर, बल, रहगाय, आग्र, on, an infecting by contagion, access of dis-

२, शंकर, बल, रहगाय, आग्र, ease, a commencement, transition, entrance 

२, शंकर, बल, रहगाय, आग्र, into a sign, a dislocation.

शंकरी, वाण, अर्थात् आदि, अनूप, acting upon, infect-

२, शंकरी, वाण, अर्थात् आदि, ing, commencing. [lated, saved.

शंक, शंकी, उपाध्यक्ष, collected, heaped up, accumu-

२, शंक, शंकी, उपाध्यक्ष, चतुर्थी, accompanied with a commentary.

शंक, शंक, पनाम, to run away, flee, escape, slip away.

शंक, बल, रहगाय, a way, path, road, narrow path.

शंक, बल, रहगाय, शंक, long and narrow, tall and 

शंक, बल, रहगाय, thin, oblong, perpendicular.

शंक, बल, रहगाय, a narrow lane, an alley.

शंक, बल, रहगाय, —पनाम, दीर्घकार बय, a long narrow canoe.

शंक, पनाम, बिलमयुक्त, to rot, putrefy, become tainted, spoil.

शंक, पनाम, बिलमयुक्त, बय, बुरित, rotten, spoiled, tainted, musty.

शंक, अनूप, साधन, a committing to memory, practice.

शंक, अनूप, साधन, छुक्कन, to tingle, to itch.

शंक, उपाध्यक्ष, गुरुन, नव, good, 

शंक, उपाध्यक्ष, गुरुन, excellent, pure, holy, virtuous, true, proper, right, being, existing, God or the ever-pres-

शंक, उपाध्यक्ष, गुरुन, ent and all, holy Being.

शंक, उपाध्यक्ष, गुरुन, जिड, जिर, always, ever, continually, incess-

शंक, उपाध्यक्ष, गुरुन, antly; eternal, incessant, continual, perpetual.
active, alert; wary, vigilant, clever, acute, discreet, circumspect, investigating, sagacious. [tom.

smooth, even, square, having a bottle, a co-wife, one of several wives.

A woman who burns with the body of her husband. [same teacher.

a fellow-student or pupil of the kind welcome to a guest, homage, worship, funeral obsequies, a purificatory ceremony.

very holy: [lence, goodness.

existence, being, excellence, excellence, existence, goodness, holiness, nature, disposition, essence, substance, pith, sap, life, breath, vigour, wealth, proprietary right.

moral goodness, the principle or quality of truth or goodness.

a step-mother.

real, certain, honest, sincere; truth, certainty, an oath; yes, verily, true, indeed.

truth, certainty, fact.

an asseveration, assertion of the truth of a matter. [honest.

devoted to truth, true, sincere,
বাতাস্য, অথবা বৰ্গ, the first of the four ages.

জ্ঞান, ব্যবসা, trade, commerce, g. d. truth and falsehood.

গড়, বগুড়া, চীবুক, গজ, আত্ম, swift, quick, speedy, hasty, active, clever; quickly.

সস্তা, অস্তা,—সস্তা, চিভা, always, ever, continually, perpetually.

সাগর, সাগর, গোবু, ঘাস, a house, dwelling, residence.

সাহস, কৃতার্থ, হরারায়, বর্ণাধুদু, অধ্যাত, হানি, merciful, compassionate, kind, affectionate, tender, liberal.

সৌর, সাক্ষার, ব্যাবস্থা, অর্থ, অভিজ্ঞ, the substance of an argument, meaning, scope, object.

সাক্ষা, অধীনগুলী, বাহিক, proud, haughty, arrogant.

সাগর, বাহরা, নিদ্রা ধ্বনি, good and evil, right and wrong.

সাগর, সপ্তাহারের বৃহাদিক বিচরণ, সাধন বিচরণ বৃত্তি, বিচরণ, সাধন, the inspector and director of a sacrifice, a by-stander, spectator, one present.

সন্তান, সাধুবাদন, virtuous conduct, correct deportment.

সন্তান, সংস্থা হর্ষুর, always happy, ever-blest.

সর, সৌভাগ্য, সৌভাগ্য, having a wife; with a wife.

সঙ্কুচ, সঙ্কুচ,—মুল, সঙ্কুচ, like, alike, similar, resembling.

সন্ত, নিকট, অতিক, উপরে, near, nigh, proximate, adjoining.

সন্তোষ-সু, একনেকবাগী, পরবী, of the same place or country; a countryman, a neighbour. [true bliss.

সন্তুষ্টি, সুত্থি, ধর্মবাণ, beatitude, absorption, salvation, fruition.

সরকার, সুখক বক্তু, a fine speaker, an orator; eloquent.

সুখ, সুখিন, সুখী, virtuous, well-conducted, amiable.

সৰ্ব্ব, সৰ্ব্বমান, সম্ভ, বাক্য, বিজ্ঞাপ, কথা, existence, goodness, kindness, politeness, courtesy, friendship, love.

সর্ব, তৎক্ষণ, immediately, instantly, forthwith, дон্নাতা, তত্বাদ্যঃ, new, recent, fresh, sound.

সর্ব্ব, সর্ব্ব, the spirit, the mind, আত্ম, a married woman whose husband is living, a wife.

সর্ব্ব, সর্ব্ব, the same, similar, equal, of the same nature, having the same properties, observing the same rites and duties, of the same sect or cast.
sabha, sabha, shabha, shabha, eternal, perpetual, incessant, constant, fixed, permanent.
sabha, ekabha, samabha, of the same name; a namesake.
sabha, shabha, perpetual, continual, eternal, extended.
sabha, sabha, -puddha, bhed, puja, a child, offspring, son or daughter, posterity, progeny, descendants, lineage, race.
sabha, sabha, shabha, -apruk, bhedbhed, bhedbhed, heated, pained, grieved, distressed, afflicted.
sabha, sabha, shabha, to swim, float, wade.
sabha, kohan, bhojha, kar, vira, to satisfy, please, to take pains; care, attention.
sabha, bha, pida, dha, th, thag, bhabha, bhedbhed, heat, burning pain, smart, anguish, affliction, sorrow, distress of mind, vexation, passion.
sabha, pudi, dhi, adhikarik, adhikarik, pleased, gratified, satisfied, glad, happy, delighted.
sabha, sabha, -hara, dhr, anand, udan, pleasure, satisfaction, gratification, gladness, joy, delight.
sabha, sabha, sabha, sabha, to season, spice, add seasoning to food in cooking. [lighting, &c.
sabha, dhi, adhikarik, dharman, giving pleasure, gratifying, de-
sabha, dhi, adhikarik, adhikarik, pleasing, &c. pleased, happy, glad.
sabha, sahita, sahita, pincers, nippers, tweezers, tongs.
sabha, dhir, adhvar, dhar, orderly arrangement, a stringing of beads, weaving of garlands, &c. [meeting:
sabha, aviraj, sahakar, a looking, seeing, surveying.
sabha, aviraj, sahakar, doubting, questioned, doubting, uncertain, doubtful, in doubt, suspecting, suspicious, sceptical, afraid, diffident.
sabha, sahakar, a sort of sweetmeat, a message, news, report.
sabha, sabha, ek adhvar dardh, bhadbhad, bhadbhad, doubt, uncertainty, scepticism, suspense, hesitation, a scruple, apprehension, fear, suspicion, mistrust.
साहेब, अंबारी, अंबारी, अंबारी, in doubt, uncertain, suspici-
ous, sceptical, jealous, mistrustful, scrupulous.

अक्षार्कान, अन्नमझ, uncertainty, contingency, precarioussness.

बाह्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, a scope, butt, a secret, a guess, trace, tidings of
enquiry, search, endeavour, an aim, object, a
scope, butt, a secret, a guess, trace, tidings of
person or thing sought, information, discovery, recovery, capture, seizure.

बाह्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, aaiming, guessing, searching for, expert at discovering or
tracing, privy to, acquainted with, having
knowledge of; a spy, a scout.

बाह्य, उलटकर मिलन, सागर, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, junction, union, alliance, coalition, connec-
tion, a joint, knuckle, joining, reconciliation, an agreement, treaty, peace, a hole in a
wall, &c. made by house-breakers, a breach,
a mine, a stop, a pause.

बाह्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, a dislocation; dislocated.

बाह्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, morning or
evening, twilight, morning, mid-day and even-
ing devotions.

[of day.

बाह्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, evening, afternoon, dusk, close
गाढ़, उत्कृष्ट, साबुंध, समकूल, बिइलकूल, armed, accoutred,
wearng an amulet.

बाह्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, the binding on of armour, arming.

बाह्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, near, nigh, at hand, close, prox-
imate, adjoining, contiguous, adjacent.

बाह्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, nearness, vicinity,
proximity, contiguity, attraction, cohesion.

बाह्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, nearness, proximity, vicinity.

बाह्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, a morbid state of the 3 humors.

बाह्य, अद्वेच्य, अद्वेच्य, engaged in, intent upon, near,
neighbouring, close at hand.
vicinity, neighbourhood, an open space or plain near a town or dwelling.  [adjacent.

near, neighbouring, close at hand, for one of voluntary penance or mortification.

one who has renounced the world for a monastic life, a religious mendicant, a monk, an ascetic.  [winged.

of the same side or party, partial, aid, help, assistance, partiality.

a co-wife, one of several wives.

the son of a co-wife, a half-son.

having a family; with all his family.

instantly, in a moment, quickly.

a kinsman to the 7th generation in descent from a common ancestor, having a right to partake of the funeral cake.

seven, the seventh.

seventy.

seventeen, the seventeenth.  [fold.

seven ways or parts, seven.

a ceremony in which a bride, followed by the bridegroom, walks over seven steps marked with chalk, &c. on the floor of the husband's house.  [night.

the seventh day of each lunar fort-

Rishis or saints, forming the constellation of Ursa major or the great Bear.

a heptagon; heptagonal, seven-cornered, septangular.

a week, seven days.  [authentic.
সফল, কলবাস, লাভজনক, হিতকর, সুবাস, bearing fruit, productive, fruitful, effectual, advantageous, useful, profitable, successful. [each.
সব, সবাই, সবকে,—সব, সবের। এগুলো, all, the whole, every, সবর, সমানবর, of the same class, tribe or colour.
সব, বলবান, তেজসী, শুভ, strong, powerful, able, hale, energetic, in full vigour, in his prime.
সবলাইট, কামুক, মলাট, lewd, lascivious, debauched.
সবিশেষ, বিশেষযুক্ত, বিদ্রুপ, বিশ্বাসি, অসাধারণ, particular, special, circumstantial; a special object, request or circumstance.
সব, বাম, left, (opposed to right;) the left hand.
সবান্তিত, মুহুর্তেন্দ্র, ambidexter, using the left hand as well as the right. [dangerous, perilous.
সভা, বীর, সভারিত, ভয়ঙ্গ, fearful, timid, afraid, alarmed, সভারুক, সৎবা, ব্যর্থিতী, f. having a husband.
সভা, সমাব, রাজপুর সমাগম, সমারোহ প্রাপ্ত, an assembly, company, meeting, place of meeting, royal court or council, a levee, a session, the outer portion or court of an idol-temple.
সভায়ন, সভায়ন,—সভায়ন, সমস্ত, অব সভায়নের, of or belonging to all, of or by the whole assembly.
সভাপতি, সভাসং,—সভাপতি পাঠিতাম, সমী, সামাজিক, a courtier, adviser, one of a company, a member of an assembly; having a right to a place therein.
সভাপতির, সামাজিক, সভাতে বর্তমান, having a place in an assembly, present at meeting.
সম, সমার, সমক, সামন, সম্ম, উজ্জ্বল বলশেষ, সামাজিক, polite, polished, genteel, well-bred, courteous, fit for or admissible into society, &c.
সম, সমৃদ্ধ, তুষার, সমান, তৌরাস, like, alike, similar, same, equal, even, smooth, level.
সমস্ত, প্রত্যক্ষ, সুবিধ, মিলিতনিদ্রা, সাকাঁ, visible, evident, clear, near, before, in sight, in presence of.
সমস্ত, সমস্ত অষ্টধ, পূর্ব, all, whole, entire, full, complete.
সমস্ত,—বুদ্ধি, জ্ঞান, to comprehend, perceive, know.
agreement, propriety, agreement, consistency, accuracy, truth, reconciliation, accommodation of differences, &c. frugality, impartiality, equal justice, a trial, investigation; proper, right, condign.

similarity, sameness, equality, evenness, uniformity, analogy, equilibrium, completeness, likelihood, perfection, abatement of disease.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.

agreement, concord, consistency, consequence, connection, combination, union, restoration to society or cast, &c.
a comrade, attendant, retinue. [with.
accompanied by, in company
accompanied, by, flat.
level, ground, plain, surface.
weather, appointment, contract.
in course or process
of time, opportune.
just in time, seasonably.
suitable to the occasion, &c.
a battle, fight, conflict, war.
parallel, (as lines.)
connected in sense or object.
to commit, give in charge, deliver over, surrender up, entrust, delegate, consign, offer in sacrifice, bestow, give.
dirty, foul, filthy, squalid, sordid, muddy.
the very time, a crisis.
disposing in parallel lines.
all, entire, every, thrown together, compounded; an aggregate, the whole. [filled up.
part of a stanza given to be
year.
coming, arrival, coming together, meeting, assembling, concourse.
coming, assembly, meeting, multitude, con
course, flock, congregation, society, association, community, the district or place of abode of a respectable community.
�মার, সদর, রব, বিবরণ, বিজ্ঞাপন; news, tidings, intelligence, report, information, an account, notice.

সমার, সত্য, মর্যাদা, respect, esteem, honor, reverence, veneration, reputation. [&c.

সমাচার, মর্যাদাধীষ্ঠ, সহকার, respected, esteemed, reputable, সাধারণ, বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, বিচার, সামাজিক, decision of an affair, determination, award, settlement of differences, reconciliation, adjustment, completion, termination.

সবাধি, পরবেশরতে চিন্তা একাধিকা, ধ্যান, ধোপ, id: also deep meditation on the Deity, devout abstraction, silence, burial, a grave.

সহান, বুদ্ধ, এক, অভিজ্ঞ, সুস্থ, সরস, সর্বশ্রেষ্ঠ বাবু বিশেষ, equal, similar, alike, same, uniform, even, smooth, level, straight; a vital air.

সমাবোধ, চূড়ান্ত পুরুষের পর জনসাধারণের পর্যাপ্ত পুরুষের সাহান, তর্কলিঙ্গী, a kinsman within 14 descents from a common ancestor, but specially the last seven, (some say the last 4,) so called from participating in the offerings of water to the manes.

সমাপন, মিঠাই, বিশ্বাস, মূর্ধন, to finish, conclude, complete, terminate, end, accomplish. [&c.

সাঙ্গী বিশ্বাস, সন্ত্রাস, ইত্যাদি, concluded, terminated, finished, সাধারণ, শেষ, বিচারপত্র, conclusion &c. reconciliation of differences, disputes, &c.

সাধারণ্য, বেদাধ্যায়ের বে বৈবিধিক কর্ম করিয়া পৃথ্ব ধর্মে অধিকারী হয়, a ceremony on a brahmin pupil's leaving his teacher to enter upon a life of secularity.

সমাবেশন, সমাবেশ, সমাজ প্রকারে সমাজ, a respectful communication of full and explicit information. [in.

সমাবেশ, একাডেমিক, মিত্রতাবাদ, engrossed by, closely engaged সমাবেশ, বন্ধনবৎ অবস্থান, বিশেষ বিশ্বাস, বিশ্বাস, প্রবেশ, একাধিক, room, accommodation in a common dwelling, a just distribution, proper division, termination of differences, entrance, close or undivided attention, devotion to.
a concourse, crowd; mob, multitude, procession, pomp.
comprehension, rasa, conception, the composition of words, formation of compound terms, a compound word or term, aggregation.
aggregation, an aggregation, collection, assemblage, union, abridgement, an artificial arrangement of the alphabet, any two letters which form a technical enunciation of all the intermediate ones, a string of words connected by the omission of the conjunctive particle.
attentive, cautious, temperate, engaged in devout meditation.
sacrificial fuel, wood, &c. for a sacrifice.
even, &c.
equalization, a levelling, mak.
the Sánksya philosophy, a survey, investigation, presence.
that, right, correct, accurate, proper, fit, real, true, genuine.
adjacent, contiguous, close by.
modesty, reserve, earnest endeavour.
eloquent, opposite, over against, facing, obvious.
proper, right, fit, just, deserved, suitable, condign.
a collection, assemblage, union, conjunction.
the whole, a raising, lifting or pulling up, a bringing to light, an extracting, a compilation.
the ocean, the sea; stamped, sealed.
THE ROOTS OF MARINE, OCEAN, OR RELATING TO THE OCEAN.

having a root, by or with a multitude, number, flock, gang, cluster, heap, quantity.

brought together, together with, along with, wealth, afloat, wealth, affluence, prosperity, success, advancement, increase of power or fame, &c. promotion.

wealthy, prosperous, successful, advanced, promoted, enriched, happy, obtained, accomplished, effected, done, finished, completed, endowed, with, possessed of.

union, connexion, contact, mixture, relationship, affinity, concern, relation, reference, claim, right to.

relative to, connected with, relating to; a relative.

a manager, to finish, complete, accomplish, to effect, to give success to, prosper, succeed, procure, to manage, conduct.

filled, full, full of, replete, perfect, plenary, complete, whole, entire, fulfilled, accomplished, finished, plenty, enough.

quickly.

now, at present, in the present day, a giving, bestowing, conferring, communicating traditionally, the dative case in grammar, the person to whom a thing is given, a grantee.
a sect, party, company, club, association, a band of singers, &c. traditional doctrine.

a sectary, partizan, one of a band or company; admissible to a society, exemplary.

a whole year, a full twelvemonth.

natural or essential connexion, as of quality and substance, &c. relation, relevancy, fitness, propriety, affinity, consanguinity, kindred, the possessive case in grammar.

having relation to or connexion with; a relative, kinsman, a wife's brother.

connected with, relating to, &c.

to conceal, withdraw, to govern or restrain the passions, to spice or season food. [self-control.

spice, seasoning of food, honoring, &c. augmenting.

honoring, respect, respectful welcome.

 provision for a journey.

accompanied with, containing, mixed with, connected with, relating to.

a report, tidings, news, intelligence, information, conversation, converse, a dialogue.

an addressing, speaking or calling to, the vocative case, an interjection.

rapidity, rapid flow, a commotion.

cause, motive, origin, possibility, probability; possible, credible, likely, probable, suitable, adequate, arising from, produced from, descending from.
to accord, suit, do, answer, apply:

possibility, likelihood, probability, fitness, suitableness, adequacy, result, circumstance, means, estate, stock, &c.

possible, practicable, probable, likely, fit, suitable.

adequate, adapted to, possible, solvent, able to pay, reflected upon.

—conversation, discourse, communication. [from.

born, arisen, sprung or produced partnership in trade, fellowship in business, joint-commerce.

usufruct, enjoyment, possession, successful love, cohabitation, coition.

enjoying, possessing the use of, sensual, cohabiting with.

honorable, esteemed, revere, reverent, respect, reverence, esteem, reputation, note, rank, weight, consequence, dignity, hurry, confusion, flurly, a whirling round.

honored, respected, respectable.

approved, chosen, agreeable or conformable to, consistent with, consenting to, admitting, agreed, approving of.

consent, approbation, acquiescence, assent, agreement in opinion or purpose, accord, leave, permission, an order, a wish, regard, affection.

honor, respect, esteem, reverence, veneration, reputation, promotion, dignity, advancement.

a broom, a brush.

to shut, close as the eyes or a door.

the front, sight, presence, face.
সম্মুখে, সমক্ষ, সাফল্য, before, in presence of, opposite, over against.
[ciliation, a meeting.
সম্মিলিত, সমগ্র, সামরিক, সামরিক, union, concord, peace, recon-
সম্মূহ, সমস্ত, সম্পূর্ণ, all, whole, entire, perfect, due, fit, proper.
[rightly, properly.
সম্মানক্রম, সম্বন্ধার্থ, উপায়বৃত্ত, wholly, entirely, duly.
সমীত, মিলিত, সম্পূর্ণ, অনুভূত, mixed with, adulterated, join-
ed, attached to, connected with.
সূত্র, রাজাবিরাম, a paramount sovereign, an emperor.
সূত্র, বিবৃত, বশীভুত, নিষ্ঠ, খেগাইত, শূণ্য, গলা, submis-
sive, humble, subdued, penitent, sorry, recti-
tified, set right, straightened.
সোনামি, জাদু, ঝাঁড়ি, বৃষ্ণান, a pair of betel-nippers, a female
confidante or intimate friend.
সর, শোয়া, সর্বোচ্চ পূর্ণাঙ্গ, cream, curds, thick milk.
সরক, গল্পপথ, গাই, a road, narrow way; going, moving, &c.
সরণ, গল্প, দ্বীপ, গঙ্গা, রাজস, কৃষি, ঘূর্ণ ঘূর্ণ; বাহারের পড়া, to
move, go, remove, stir, slip, trip, slide, tric-
kle, escape, be removed, to be in use or wear.
সরাজ, শুকে, রবাল, menstruous, in her courses.
সরভ, বিলায়, betel-nippers, nut-crackers.
সরব্বাগ, পথ পুষ্ণাঙ্গ, boiled cream, a thick custard.
সরফ, গুটু, গুটু, f. a bitch, a term of reproach.
সরন, মুখ, ভাসা, অস্থি, অস্থি, অমান, straight, perpen-
cular, upright, honest, sincere, frank, candid,
artless, simple, foolish.
সরল, সরলী,—ফাগ, পুনরুমি, a sheet of water, a pond, a lake.
সরল, অলুম, অলুমুক, সুষুম্ন, রসিক, কোষর, জাতী, watery, succu-
lent, juicy, sappy, pithy, savoury, tasty, sen-
timental, gentle, soft, good, victorious.
সরসিন্দ, সরসীরুহ,—পত্তা, a lotus or water-lily. [quence.
সরসী, বাষ্পী, বাষ্পী, speech, the goddess of speech and elo-
sরক্ষ, কোষী, কৌশী, কামবৃত্ত, লোব্ধুক, passionate, angry,
impassioned, sentimental, under the influ-
ence of passion, desire, &c.
সব, পরিবার বস্ত. জীব, in use or wear, second-hand.
र्वर्व, चलान, लाड़न, घुमावरे राखन, उरुंद पड़ा, राख गार्ग, to move, cause to move, bring into use, remove, stir, displace; a high-way, high-road.

जव्रुं, अती, गुरुहुमी, सूप, a river, stream, a thread, clue.

जैसं, झाँस, घाँस, the ocean, the sea.

जैना, जैनण, —जर्प, mustard-seed, the mustard plant.

म, दबु, कीन, सूक, सुगर, thin, slender, small, minute, shrill, fine, nice. [of similar form.

सर, आकारबन, सूर, समानाकृति, having form or shape, like.

सैरां, सुदरां, —पंच, a lotus or water-lily. [water.

सुपारी, पुमारी, गलापर, ज़राय, a pond, tank, lake, sheet of

सृं, संहार, त्वृं, अवृं, वृं, नृं, नतृं, creation, nature, natural property or disposition, tendency, a section, chapter, canto.

सूक्र, धर्म, धार्मिक, the resin of the Shāl tree, the tree

सर्वन, सृष्टि करन, गढ़न, विनाश, उज्ज्वलन, पालन, to create, make, form, produce, to rear a plant, &c.

सर्प, अरु, साप, a serpent, snake, a serpentine motion.

सर्पास, बिष्कासू, रजुरक सर्पासान, an error in the perception of natural objects, as of a rope for a snake.

सर्पमभि, माधिका, the snake-stone or carbuncle.

सर्पिको, श्रृं, चर, हरि, ghee or clarified butter.

सं, विष, सकन, सम, अवं, अधि, all, whole, universal, every, entire, complete. [Brahma.

सर्वकाला, बिष्कासू, प्रका, all-creating, omnipotent, Lord of all,

सर्वकाल, सम, बिश्वकाल, अन्तरकाल, always, perpetually.

सर्वम्, सर्वजागी, विश्वाती, आज्ञा, रुचि, निः, going every

where, all-pervading; the universal Spirit, the soul, Brahma, Shiva. [nipresent.

सर्व, विश्वाती, universally expanded, all-pervading, om-

सर्वकाल, जाबं समय, जून समय, all times, all seasons.

सर्वकाल, विश्वाय, सकलें दर्शकार, सकलांिहि उৎकृं, all-conquer-

ing, all-subduing, all-surpassing.

सर्व, बिस जबि जानें, all-wise, all-knowing, omniscient, knowing all things. [on all sides.

सर्वत्र, समस्ति, दूरितक, universally, in all respects, wholly,
সার্বভৌমত্ব, যা মূলন বিশেষ, দেবতার পূর্ব বিশেষ, রাজমহল, একটি সংগঠিত স্থান বা একটি চিত্র, একটি পুরোহিত জাতি, একটি সামগ্রিক বা সাধারন স্থান, যা সব স্থানে, সব সময়ে, সব দিকে গিয়ে থাকে।

[completely, perfectly.]

সার্বভৌমত্ব, সমস্ত প্রকারে, in every respect, wholly, entirely, সর্বত্র, সকল স্থানে, every where, in all places. সার্বক্ষণিক বা গাণিতিক, বিষয়টি হলো সাধারণ, যাইহো যাইহো, সবকিছু স্থানে, সবকিছু সময়ে, সবকিছু সময়ে, সবকিছু সময়ে, সবকিছু সময়ে, সবকিছু সময়ে, সবকিছু সময়ে, সবকিছু সময়ে, সবকিছু সময়ে।

সার্বস্ব, সকল প্রকারে, অবশ্যই, in every way, by all means, সার্বব্যাপারী, যিনি সবকিছু দেখতে পায়, সার্বস্ব, all-seeing, omniscient.

সার্বনাশ, সত্ত্বগুলির মধ্যে, বিশ্বমূর্তি, a pronoun or other word of universal signification, as all, the whole, &c.

সার্বায়ন, সমুদ্রের কাচ, ধার, উভয়, entire or universal ruin, complete destruction, extermination, annihilation, total wreck.

[&c.]

সার্বব্যাপক, সার্বত্রিক, তাহার উপাধি, বিশেষ, all-destructive, exterminating, সার্বশ্রী, সকলের অভিনব, believed by all, universally beloved.

সার্বশীল, বেশাম, বালিকা, কুলীন, a common woman, a strumpet.

সার্বব্যাপী, সার্বশ্রী, all-knowing, all-wise.

সার্বব্যাপী, সমস্ত প্রকারে, of every sort, of all kinds.

সার্বব্যাপী, অজ্ঞাত, অজানা, সকলের আচরণ, assuming all characters; a boffoon, an actor, a zany.

সার্বব্যাপী, সার্বব্যাপী,—বিপ্লব, অজ্ঞান, সুন্দর, সকলের অনুভূতি, all-pervading, omnipresent, embracing all the particulars of a case or subject.

সার্বব্যাপী, অজ্ঞাত, নিরন্তর, সকলের অনুপ্রাণন, universally expanded, in every thing, abounding in every thing, general, universal. [body's mouth.

সার্বশুদ্ধ, জেহুরা, চালিত, প্রচারিত, a broom, current, in every সার্বেক্ষণিক, অসমাজের সাধারণ, যিনি সকলি করতে পারেন, almighty, all-powerful.

[at once.

সার্বশুদ্ধ, একসময়, গেছে, একসাথে, taken all together, inclusively, সার্বেক্ষণিক, সকলের মূলস্থ, সকলের প্রমাণ, universally received or approved, popular.

[the sun.

সার্বসাক্ষী, সার্ব অর্থাৎ পরমেশ্বর,সূর্য, God the universal witness,
common to all, general, current, staple.

in common, currently, commonly.

one's whole property or entire fortune.

universally known and approved, noted.

entire success, accomplishment of all one's wishes or prayers.

the whole body from head to foot, all the parts of a thing collectively, all the sciences appen- dent on the Vedas.

diffused through the whole body.

all-pervading, all-in-all.

relating or belonging to all, general, universal.

the organs of perception and action.

Lord of all, God, Shiva.

superior to all, above all, chief, eminent. [cinal drugs.

a class of ten medi-

mustard-seed, the mustard plant.

apposite, suitable, pertinent, appropriate, relevant, consistent.

water.

[cloud.

giving water; a

the ocean, the sea.

of the same tribe or colour; a

left; the left hand, the south.

a cucumber.

dressed, harnessed, armed, accoutred, ready, willing.

pregnant, quick, with child.

having a wife, with his wife, accompanied by his wife.
Sahā, bṛkṣaṁbhir vṛṣa, pāsa, corn, grain, fruit, the kernel, &c.
Sah, sahā, sahit, sahitavahār, ēṣa, shāghī, with, together with, in company with; affix: enduring, suffering.
Sahkār, sahkarīka, —sahāya, abhūka, tattvādhik, aid, assistance, help, instrumentality, co-operation, patronage, a patron, helper, &c.
Sahkārī, abhūka, sahā, sahī, bhī, udakārī, co-operating, &c; an assistant, helper, co-adjutor, ally, patron.
Sahkī, bhūma, abānātū dāri, a play-fellow, play-mate
Sahgī, sahgaṁbhīrī, —sahī, khaṇḍākṣa, khaṇḍeraṁbhī, a Satī or woman who burns on the funeral pile of her husband.
Sahgāma, khaṇḍeraṁbhī, concremation, or burning of a widow.
Sahcā, abhūka, sahī, sahī, bhū, an attendant, follower, associate, companion, friend.
Sahcā, sahcaṁbhī, —sahcābhādhaṁbhī, abhūka, attending, accompanying, moving with [confidante.
Sahcā, pūrī, sahī, bhūma, a female attendant, companion,
Sahcā, abhūka, sahī, sahāna, yātaṁbhīka, bhī, abhūka, abhūkāsana kāta, sarvāla, easy, trivial, common, light, slight, trifling, ordinary, natural, inherent, innate, born with one, cognate; a full brother, a twin.
Sahcā, abhūkamaṇḍa, dīrka, rūṭe, easily, without force, quietly, tranquilly, at ease.
Sahṣṭhī, dve pramāṇe, bhavaṁbhīrī, a wife married according to the ritual of the Veds, and a sharer in her husband's merits. [tain, endure.
Sahm, abhūkakātaṁ kāta, dārā, to bear, suffer, support, sus-
Sahmānaṁ, sahī, rāmaṁ, dīrka, sahā, kāta, enduring, patient of, capable of suffering, &c. [able, &c.
Sahmī, sah, —sahibār vagā, endurable, tolerable, support-
Sahmī, sahī, abhūka, bhī, sahā, sah, attending, present with; a follower, attendant, adherent, friend, associate, companion.
Sahṃ, abhūkakātaṁ, sarvā, sah, a co-residence, dwelling together, associating. [ing of a widow.
Sahṃ, abhūkakātaṁ, khaṇḍeraṁbhī, pravāna, concremation or the burn-
sahār, “suffering, sustaining.”
sahāra, “become a sāfi, has burned with her husband’s body.”
sahāram, “unawares, suddenly, precipitately, rashly.”
sahāra, “of a thousand.”
sahārañ, “at once.”
sahārap, “together, in company, at the same time.”
sahāra, “a helper, assistant, co-adjutor, ally, auxiliary, patron, friend, follower, patronage, assistance, succour, help, relief, co-operation.”
sahāra, “alliance, co-operation, help, aid.”
sahāra, “aiding, &c. an assistant, helper, &c.”
sahāra, “accompanied by, associated with, with, together with, in company with.”
sahāra, “patient.”
sahāra, “enduring, resigned, patient endurance, resignation, constancy, patience, long-suffering.”
sahāra, “one of whole blood.”
sahāra, “doubtful, doubting, suspicious.”
sahāra, “earthly, worldly, secular, domestic, sensual.”
sahāra, “a bridge.”
sahāra, “a sketch, a blank-book.”
sahāra, “a mould, form, die, print.”
sahāra, “true, genuine, honest, sincere.”
sahāra, “new, recent, fresh, genuine, superior, excellent, best.”
sahāra, “evening, close of day, dusk.”
sahāra, “armour, a coat of mail.”
sahāra, “a pair of tongs, pincers, tweezers, forceps.”
sahāra, “to yoke, to harness.”
sahāra, “to swim, to float.”
sahāra, “a swimming, floating, act of swimming.”
সিটেন, লুঠেন, ধরেন, বুঢ়ি পান, আঠন, to writhe, toss about, to be full as the stomach, to be wealthy, to threaten. [gravy or condiment.

জাজাম, কোড়ান, সমর্ত, to season, spice, add seasoning to a জাখম-আম, গ্রাবেন করে, ঢুকে, ঢুবে, to enter, go in, penetrate, creep into.

জিদি, সিদি, কাক, হিত, a crevice, chink, hole, crack.

সাক্সিং, সন্মার, সন্মুখ এক, মোট এক, the whole, all, entire, a total, sum, amount, totality.

সাকাম্প, ইচ্ছুক, অভিজ্ঞ, willing, desirous, having desire.

সাকাই, আকারিত, রূপান্তর, একপক্ষ, মাহিক, having shape or form, material, bodily. [idolatry.

সাকারেনা, পুতুলপানা, worship of images or material forms.

সাকাৎ, গোষ্ঠ, সম্মুখ, অগাস্ত,বিশ্ব, আলাপ, পরিকল্পনা বিন, একর, সমক, প্রতিক, বাস্তব, in sight, view or presence of, before, visibly, manifestly, openly, publically; an interview, visit, audience meeting; immediate, present, visible, direct, before the eyes, obvious, very, real, own.

সাকাম্ফার, সম্মুখ, সম্ভার, a person's presence, interview, audience. [bearing testimony.

সাকো, এককরণ, জাত, এমার্সিঙেন, a witness, eye-witness; সাকাম্ফাক বা কার, এককরণ, জাত, এমার্সিঙেন, a visitor; visiting, introducing, procuring an interview.

সাকাম্ফে বা দর্শন, সাকো, দর্শনগ্রামে জাত, an eye-witness; having ocular proof. [a deposition.

সাকা, এককরণ পর্যন্ত, প্রথম, eye-witness, testimony, evidence, সাগর, সমুদ্র, সিংহ, অধর, the ocean, the sea.

সাগর, অস্বাভাবিক, অনুপসর্গ, অগ্রহ, pointed, having a point.

সাগর, কলিপ, বিশ্ব, বিশ্ব পর্যন্ত,বিশেষ, one of the six philosophical systems, an atheistical philosophy.

সাগার, অনুর সূত্র, সাগার, এক, having all its parts, perfect, complete, finished, concluded, exhausted; finis. [in all its parts, the whole.

সাদোগাজ, সন্মুখ, সর্বস্ব, সম্মুখ, perfect, entire, complete সাকাম্প, বহু, সাহা, সাহায, a friend, an associate.
fatal, murderous.

ministry, administration, assistance, friendship, cheapness, advantage in purchasing, &c. overplus.

dress, decoration, harness, accoutrements, necessaries, implements, instruments, tools.

to put on as a dress, to deck, adorn or accoutre oneself, to become, befit.

sour curd, rennet, &c.

to dress, adorn, deck, caparison, harness, accoutre, prepare, lay out, spread a table, arrange, set in order, garnish, trim, adjust.

partnership, coparceny.

a partner, copartner.

a flower-basket. [to the touch.

feeling, sense of feeling, sensibility

sound, speech, voice, an answer when called, a sign, signal, nod, &c.

and a half, (an affix to numerals.)

seven.

with, together with, in company with, among.

virtuous, amiable, well-disposed, pious, holy, benevolent, true, sincere, authentic, relating to or proceeding from the quality of goodness or truth.

a companion, comrade, mate, associate; ally, attendant, adherent.

a wish, desire, prayer.

affix: moving, going, riding upon.

an instance, example, authority for.
সাধ, অর্থাৎ, সাধু, প্রশংসিত, candid, sincere, frank, artless, inoffensive, honest, white, blank, plain.

সাধারণ, বিপুল, ডুব, উপাসন, effecting, &c. devout; a worshipper, a devotee.

সাধন, বিপুল, বিপুলতা, ব্যাপার, প্রতিশৃঙ্খল, সাধারণ করণ, অভিলেহ হওন, অভ্যাস করণ, ধারণ, পরিচালন অনুষ্ঠান, প্রঙ্গন, প্রয়াস, যথার্থ হয়, উপায়, অন্তর্শাস্ত, দেহায় দেহ, ব্যবস্থা, দৃষ্ট, গৰ্ভ, প্রায়োজন, বৃত্তিস্তর, অন্যায় করিয়া, to effect, effectuate, accomplish, procure, bring about, perform, prove, establish, prevail upon, obtain one’s wishes, to exercise oneself in a thing, to solicit; exercise, especially devotional exercise, effort, labour to accomplish an object, means of doing so, an expedient, contrivance, instrument, instrumental cause, material, matter, substance, proof, authority, logical premises, enforcement of legal sentence, levying of fines, &c, funeral obsequies.

সাধন-১, আরাধনা, প্রার্থনা, তোলনন্দনবার্তা, worship, adoration, prayer, humble entreaty, solicitation. [sible.

সাধনীয়, বিপুল, সমাকল্পি, accomplishable, practicable, pos-সাধারণ, সমাজ, ক্রুদ্ধ, অবিনাশী, আঁধান্ত, common, ordinary, held in common, undivided, general, joint, scarce.

সাধন্য, এক বস্তুর অনেকের অধিকার, a common right.

সাধিত, বিপুল, বিষ, উপাত্তীকৃত, অভিলেহ, সুশীলতা, accomplished, effected, made effectual, persuaded, wrought upon, practised, well-versed.

সাধু, সাধু-হৃদয়বক্ষ, সাধন, সাধুলক্ষণকরণ, মহাকৃতীয়, শুভ, উত্তম, উত্তম, pious, holy, pure, righteous, good, honest, well-born, proper, correct, classical; a usurer, money-lender, creditor.

সাধু, প্রত্যাহার, বিপুল, সমাজ, অভিলেহ, উপাসন, ক্রুদ্ধ, বুদ্ধ, practicable, possible, accomplishable; the object to be accomplished, &c. the object of worship or supplication, ability, power, option, permission, leave, liberty.
correct conduct. [as far as possible.

are urgent or necessary, not pressing.

suit, accomplishment of an object.

doing, pious woman. [of feeling.

to touch, sense.

joyful, happy, festive, gay.

a flute, fife, pipe, whistle.

flat or table land on a mountain.

favouring.

consolation, condolence, soothing, pacification, reconciliation, quieting, quelling, abatement of disease.

forable, &c.

nearness, vicinity, proximity.

a serpent, a snake.

rupt.

evil, bad, ill-disposed, corrupt.

plurality of wives or the condition of a co-wife, an enemy.

an offender.

a snake-charmer, snake-catcher.

dependant, expectant, attended with expectation.

tighten.

to gather, put together, bind.

promiscuous; medly, bulk, gross.

fulness, productiveness, efficacy, success.
leisure, disengaged, affording leisure; vacation, interval of occupation, spare time.

attentive, studious, diligent, careful, prudent, intelligent, circumspect, discreet, cautious, wary, vigilant, reserved.

a month of 30 solar days. the Gāvatrī or sacred hymn to the sun.

established, settled, proved, evident; a warrant, proof, certain evidence.

the 3d. of the Vedas, conciliation. a chanter or reciter of the Sāma Ved.

a thing, article, material, ingredient, stuff, utensil, furniture, goods.

reconciliation, settlement of differences, agreement, consistency, equality or community of rights; frugal, just, virtuous.

a neighbouring prince, subjects.

seasonable, opportune, temporary, provisional, punctual, exact to the time, adapted to the time or season, time-serving.

ability, power, strength, adequacy, belonging to a society or community, of respectable rank, admissible to society.

common, held in common, general, usual, ordinary, inferior, low plebeian, trivial, insignificant, vulgar; community of rights.
saṃśāla, abhāv, bijākara, care, caution, careful arrangement.

sāmāna, sākṣara, bijākara, vāyuḥaṣeṣe dāruṣe, māṇeṣeṣaṃ karaṇ, rūpuḥ harṣam,
to collect together, arrange, place in order, stow carefully, attend, be careful, to amend.

sāhrila, saṃhita, aṣṭarpātra, bhrā, saṃhita, connected with, comprised in, included; a connection, a whole.

sāṣṭrī, tāraka, nearness, neighbourhood, contiguity.

sāmya, saṃyāk, —sāmyaṃśaḥ, sāmyaṃla, marine, sea-born.

sāyaṇa, saṃyāča, —sāyaṇaṃkaraṇaḥ, sāyaṇaṃśaḥ, a chiromancer; relating to palmistry.

sāmāna-jāt, mānika, śāriyakaraṇ, sākṣariṇa, karaṇ, to withstand, ward off, retrieve, defend, assist.

sāhrva-sāra, śāriyakaraṇ, sāhrva-sāra, sāhrva-sāra, śāriyakaraṇ, śāriyakaraṇ, sāhrva-sāra, śāriyakaraṇ, annual, yearly, relating to a year, occurring yearly.

sāmyaṃśaḥ, sāmāyaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, of or belonging to a band, sect or society, reputable, respectable, in or admissible to good society, traditional, customary.

sāma, —ṛka, saṃbhāra, saṃbhāra, saṃbhāra, saṃbhāra, saṃbhāra, saṃbhāra, equality, similarity, likeness, sameness, evenness, equilibrium, serenity, calmness, alleviation, moderation, moderating, diminution.

sāmaṇa, rājya, agrāva, āhāra, ādhyātma, empire, sway, rule, sovereign dominion.

saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, ment.

sāma, saṃyācahaḥ, śāriyakaraṇ, assent, acquiescence, acknowledge.

sāmaṇa, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, —sāmaṇaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, dināvāsā, evening, even-tide, close of day.

sāmaṇa, bāja, bāja, a dart, an arrow.

sāmaṇa, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, belonging to or in the evening.

sāmaṇa, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, saṃyācahaḥ, essence, substance, the best, essential or vital part. heart, pith, marrow, sap, cream, curds, solidity, strength, vigour, prowess, valour, manure, a dysentery, the object of knowledge, &c. use, worth, cleverness, skill.
Sarowār, cathartic, laxative, purgative; a purge.
Sarvok, a heap of manure, a dung-hill.
Sarvābh, a car-warrior, charioteer, coachman.
Sarv, v. n. to amend, get well, recover, reform,
be repaired, to grow fat, acquire substance, to
grow, become firm; v. d. to mend, repair, refit,
amend, improve, correct, remedy, rectify,
finish, accomplish, to humble, overthrow, defeat,
despatch, kill, exterminate, to clean, winnow,
reclaim, retrieve, to punish, reform.

Sarvārānta, manure, a dung-hill.
Sarvālā, straightness, uprightness, honesty, integrity, sincerity.
Sarvādh, a compilation, collection.
Sarvārānta, m. f. the Siberian or Indian crane.
Sarvāhān, all, entire. [mended.
Sarvā, to repair or cause to repair, &c.
Sarvaśrāv, essence, quintessence; most excellent, essential.
Sarvā, substantial, vital, solid, firm, close, pithy, vigorous, fertile.
Sarvārānta, a species of parrot, [he Mina.
Sarvā, a sort of lute or guitar.
Sarvāṇ, a compilation in which is compressed the
substance of a work, substance, drift, whole
matter; peremptory, positive.
Sārañja

Sārañja, sarbojalana, sarvar, slash, सचल, सचल, रिजुभाव, having a meaning, significant, to the purpose, effectual, profitable, useful.

[Significance.

Sārthaka, sārthakam, sārkara, अविशेषक, usefulness, effectiveness, Sārañja, सचल, and a half; (an affix to numbers.)

Sārañja, भिजा, भिजित, wet, wetted, moist, damp.

Sāravatīk, सर्वायुपूर्त्त, चिरसाहित, चिरकाशिक, of or belonging to all times, suited to all seasons, permanent, perennial.

[Sanskrit.

Sāravatīk, सर्वायुपूर्त, सर्वसाव, of or suited to every place, universal, Sāravatīk, सर्वायुपूर्त, चक्रवर्ति राजा, समुदाय पूर्वती वर्षवीर, a universal monarch; of or relating to the whole earth.

Sālāprasāda, सक्रमक प्रसाद विभूत अधार विविधा सावन, the Sālāprasāda, a sacred stone worshipped as a representation of Vishnu, &c. [Gods and sages.

Sālākāya, सक्रमक प्रसाद विभूत अधार विविधा सावन, a state of felicity among the Sākṣāta, सुमुखिता, वाहिक, cheapness, a low-price, plenty.

Sālā-pra, सुलभ, शक्त, सुमुख, cheap, plentiful, low-priced.

Sālā, सक्रमक, कोरुण, angular, having an angle.

Sāhājā, सहित, संभित, संभिषण, proud, imperious, haughty, scornful, boasting, vain-glorious.

Sāhājā, सहित, संभित, संभिषण, company, society, association, fellowship, companionship, cooperation, attendance.

Sāhāna, श्रीरं, विक्रम, मुखारं वर्णं व्रतम्, सत्यकाम, धोरांत्र, कृत्य, साहान, courage, valour, resolution, daring, heroism, rashness, temerity, impudence, boasting, oppression, aggression, violence, rapine, cruelty, rape, ravishment. [Rash.

Sāhāsākhā, विक्रमी, विरुद्ध, bold, daring, courageous, valorous, Sāhāsīk, साहसी—विक्रमयुक्त, भेज्यो, भिरफ, भूमि, अवब, चेता, सहिष्णुस, bold, resolute, gallant, spirited, courageous, undaunted, intrepid, rash, audacious, violent, insolent, imperious, boasting, &c.

Sāhāṣṭri, साहास्त्रि, साहास्त्रि, साहित, help, assistance, cooperation, aid, alliance, confederacy.


a demonstration, a conclusive argument, established truth, logical induction, decision, the Mīmāṃsā philosophy.

[a philosophy of a follower of the Mīmāṃsā philosophy, accomplishment, completion, effect, fulfilment, success, decision, sentence, award, accuracy, logical proof, ascetic perfection, acquirement of supernatural powers, a leaf of a narcotic quality.

straight, even, upright, honest, the ocean, the river Indus, the country on its banks.

to sew, stitch, mend, vamp.

a desire to accomplish an object.

a desire to create or produce.

work as a tailor.

the parting of the hair on the forehead, a plough-furrow.

ceremonial parting of the hair, &c. at certain periods of pregnancy.

a woman, q. d. one who parts the hair.

an end, margin, limit boundary, extent, landmark, barrier, confines, border, frontier.

to sew, to stitch.

lead.

easily, exceedingly, quite, very, most; easy, good, excellent, agreeable, fine, handsome.

the space between a river's bank and a shoal.

having a sweet voice.

easy to be done, practicable.
fortunate, skillful, active.

fine weather, a serene atmosphere.
easily done, pious, fortunate.

virtue, goodness, moral merit, well-doing, a good deed, kindness, friendliness, kind offices, good fortune, auspiciousness.

a written oath or affidavit to the truth of one's testimony.

virtuous, good, pious, happy, delight, happiness, ease, facility.

happy, delighted, pleasant, easy.

pleasant, refreshing.

happy, delightful, agreeable, an ocean of pleasure, great delight.

identified with pleasure, essentially happy.

ing pleasure.

famed, well-spoken of.

fame, celebrity, renown, reputation.

beauty of person or structure; well-shaped, well-formed.

a happy state or condition, having a good gait.

a sweet scent, odour, fragrance, passable, good as a road, practicable, easy, easy of comprehension.

easy accomplishment, a finish.
sukha, 

sukhi, sukhe, having a fine or handsome neck.

sukhan, sukhan, sukha, an auspicious circumstance, good luck. [late]

sukha, sukha, very long, a long while, very

sukha, sukha, well-disposed, of quick perception, vigilant, wary, cautious.

sukha, sukha, kind, benevolent, civil, polite, virtuous, good.

sukha, kherasakha, gahau, well-born, well-born, virtuous, genteel, creditable, respectable.

sukha, ragda, coarse flour.

sukha, dhanvama, purana, thread-bare, very old, well-digested.

sukha, sukha, a hole in the earth, a mine, breach, a hole in a wall, &c. made by house-breakers.

sukha, sukh, well-shaped, well-formed, elegant, handsome. [shallow]

sukha, a narrow path; narrow, little, m. & f. a son and daughter.

sukha, purapuran, certainly, undoubtedly, surely, indeed, evidently, consequently, necessarily, of course. [the 6th hell.

sukha, gatha, basement, base, melody, harmony; harmonious, &c. [nice

sukha, sukh, well-flavoured, savoury, palatable, a fine or auspicious day.

sukha, sukh, sukh, a fine or auspicious day.

sukha, vadhavan, remote, very distant, very far.

sukha, sukh, with, together with; only, merely.

sukha, vadhavan, one who fulfils his family duties.

sukha, ambrosia, nectar, water of immortality.

sukha, sukh, the moon.

sukha, ask, enquire, question.

sukha, sukh, highly learned, wise, clever, acute, sensible; a Pandit.

sukha, vadhavan, only, merely, entirely, purely.
an agreeable truth.

handsome, fair, fine, good, excellent.

a good read, a virtuous course.

(wholesome, (diet or medicine.)

a good man, a suitable person; duly qualified, able, clever.

the areca or betel-nut.

asleep, laid to sleep, sleeping.

sleep, sleeping, drowsiness.

a bright day.

by women.

dark colour, gold, a respectable class in society, a gold mohur.

fair weather.

doctrine, wise, intelligent, sensible, docile.

handsome, elegantly dressed.

judgment, accurate knowledge, intelligence; sensible, intelligent, well-informed.

an excellent observance; strictly observant of vows, &c.

fortunate, auspicious, liked, beloved.

a beloved or favourite wife.

abundance, plenty, (op.

nice in eating; an epicure.

excellence of disposition, kindness, intelligence; well-disposed, kind.

a good or respectable man, a gentleman.

a fine face, good features; handsome.
Sūrya, चूर्णक, ध्वेष, sensible, clever, of good parts or capacity. [a close fit, &c.
Sūrya, अर्द्धसूर्य नामता, समतार, समानता, symmetry, proportion, सूर्याग, सूर्यसिद्ध, उदय समय, में, विद्वान, a favourable opportunity, suitable time, good luck, means, supply.
Sūrya, येवंत, देव, a god, a deity, a voice, a tune.
Sūrya, सूरुका,—सिंह, पर्व, a hole in a wall, &c. made by housebreakers, an excavation, mine, breach.
Sūryapūri, सूर्यपुर,—उद्योग धार, धर्म, सूर्यपुर पर्वत, the capital of Indra or heaven of the gods, mount Meru.
Sūvatī, सूचक, प्रसाद, a perfume, odour, fragance, the spring.
Sūvāca, सूवाजन अर्थ, a divine sage as Nārada.
Sūvācik, धर्म, इस्तीफ़, the heaven of Indra & the immortals.
Sūvat, आर, अमृत, spiritual liquor, nectar. [king.
Sūvatāka, उदय राजा आनुष्ठान, well-governed, ruled by a good सूर्यपाट, शासन, मानव, मानव, drinking spirits, &c. a tippler, a sot.
Sūvāri, अजुन, तैज्ज, an Asur or enemy of the gods, a Titan.
Sūvāpa, उद्योगकृत, सूवर, a fine form, beauty; handsome, beautiful, well-formed.
Sūvāra, इत्य, सूर्याप, Indra, the sovereign of the gods.
Sūvāra, सूर्याच, —सूर्याच, अनुक्षेत्र प्राप्त, सूर्याच, easy, feasible, easily obtainable, of easy acquisition, cheap.
Sūvās, सूवसु, साधु, संस्कृति, सूवस्वत, उदय, good-nature, goodness or amiableness of disposition; well-disposed, amiable. [adept.
Sūvās, साधुक, सांस्कृत, बिन्दु, दक्ष, orderly, regular, expert, सूर्याच, अत्यन्त सूर्यसिद्ध, कर्मयोग, agreeable to the ear, melodious, harmonious, sweet, audible.
Sūvās, सूर्यास, सांस्कृत, क्षम, personable, handsome, beautiful.
Sūvās, बोधिसत्व, बाव, fast or sound asleep, in a dead sleep.
Sūvās, बोधिसत्व, a sound or deep sleep.
Sūvās, उदय सामान्य, साम, अवस्था, well-armed, accoutered, caparisoned, prepared, in readiness, quite ready.
Sūvās, उदय क्षम, उपद्रव काल, उत्तिर्तत काल, a suitable or auspicious season. fit opportunity, prosperity, ease.
Sūvās, सूर्याच, —वातावर, अकेले सहीय, easy to be borne, tolerable
suvarna, easily accomplished, quite practicable, quite possible, easy.

samsara, substance, wealth, competency, ability to pay, an adequate provision for any undertaking, necessary means, supply, sufficiency, an accommodation, help, a loan, management.

sukha, well-circumstanced, comfortable, faring or living well, happy, at ease, healthy, well.

susmita, fixed, stable, firm, steady, calm, unmoved. [intelligible.

sundari, clear, very evident, distinct.

sobha, a friend, associate, ally.

suvrat, kind-hearted, affectionate, friendly, favourable.

suvrata, interruption of friendship, the sowing of dissension among friends.

sujata, of quick perception, sharp-sighted, acute, intelligent. [witty.

sujata, shrewd, sharp, keen, ingenious, penetration, keenness of intellect, an accurate conception, perception of minute differences.

sukha, happiness, happiness of the heart, a needle.

sukha, indicating, pointing out, discovering, boding, portending, indicative of; an informer, a spy, a beginner.

sukna, an indication, information, communication, mention, report.

suk-ajna, to point out, indicate, forebode, portend, forewarn.
Sudda, suddha—agha, sat, dek, pointed, sharp, piercing:
Adhikari, nirai, living by his needle; a tailor.
Sudipta, sukhman, —birth, anusukanika, an index, table of contents.
Sud, saur, samana, a charioteer.
Sud, su, su, sut, twine, yarn, a line.
Sudaka, sudakana, —aravake, kaavane, ceremonial impurity
arising from childbirth or miscarriage.
Sudikas, vasavasus, do deel, deel, a lying-in woman;
confined, delivered, brought to bed.
Sudak, gadi, raj, namsud, packthread, twine, a string, cord.
Sud, a, a, a, pad, tail, a, abhav, abhak, svak, pad, visa, twine, yarn, twine, a line, a
clue, a guide, a sentence, gloss, comment,
precept, aporism, axiom, rules, rudiments, a
preamble, commencement. [scite, &c.
Sudram, sudram, a marking out, planning, measuring a
Sudrak, Sudrak, —va, vaka, a carpenter; a joiner.
Sudra, Putha, dvar, a son.
Sudra, drishtisvar, sad raka, true and agreeable discourse,
an agreeable truth. [soup, broth.
Sudra, astra, upeka, or, meal, a sauce, gravy, condiment,
Sudrak, paata, ruhika, a cook.
Sudra, kula, chara, a van or basket for winnowing corn.
Sudra, drishtisvar, raeti, a fabulous gem, chrystal. [the sun.
Sudra, achar, rajrash, ornar, Vernon, the sun, an eclipse of
Sudra, rupa, the sun-flower.
Sudrak, or, the day of the new moon. [sun-set.
Sudrak, Orn, —astra, or, achar, or, or, sun-rise and
Sudra, sudra, —vaka, drishtisvar, the corners of the mouth.
Sudra, rama, rama, or, or, or, or, or, or, or, or, or,
to make, create, frame, form.
Sudra, or, or, or, or, or, or, or, or, or, or, or, or, or,
creation, formation, production, fabrication, invention, the world, the universe.
নেক্ক, বুদ্ধিবৃত্ত পার্শ্ব, তাঁ, ও, তিনি, that; those, he, she, it.
নেক্কি, অনন্য, তাঁহাই, that same, that very, the selfsame.
নেক্কি-নাভ, নাভার রাখতে যুক্ত বালিকার দেহকে, to be distorted
or turned up in disgust as the face or nose.
নেক্কি, নুসন্ধ, to writhe through pain, &c., see নুসন্ধ.
নেক্কিতা, নেক্কিতা,—নেক্কিতা কুল, the white rose.
নেক্কিতান, নেক্কাস,নেক্কাস,—দ্বানিস, অজ্ঞান, বৃষ্টিময়, boggy, swampy, marshy.
নেক, বিড়াম, ব্যশ্যাম, অজ্ঞাত, বাস্তব, a wetting, sprinkling,
aspersion, pouring, watering, fomentation.
নেকন, ভাবন, বির করণ, সিজন, to bake, apply heat, foment.
নেকরা, সর্বকরা, যেমন, a goldsmith, a worker in gold.
নেকরান, নেকরান,—শিল বুলিয়ার পাত, a bailing scoop, a vessel
for watering fields from a tank.
নেকন, নেকনকর, one who foments, waters, bails out, &c.
নেকন, নেকন,—বিজন, আর্তকণ, অন বুলিয়া বেরণ, to water,
wet, sprinkle, bail out water. [there-
নেকন, নেকন,—এই দ্বার, তাং, তথা, to or in that place, thither,
নেকন, অরস, the tea-tree, tea-wood.
নেকব, আলি, আদ্ভাল, সেহার, সেহার, a walk, ridge, causey, mole,
dam, dyke, bridge.
নেকবক্ষ, তথা, জাত্ব বিশেষ, id: also Adam's bridge in Ceylon.
নেকবক্ষ, সহানবিক, একদিন, পাশবর, a fellow-traveller, a guide.
নেকবক্ষ, নেকবক্ষ,—একজিল হ্যাম, হাম্য, অধ্যাপক, গোত্র, টেলা, to enter,
go or creep into, take root. [dier.
নেকন, অক্ষ পাদতি আত্ম, টেলা, সেথাত, an army, troops, a sol-
নেকন, নেকন,—নৈতিক বিষয়, a general, a commander.
নেকন, নেকন, নেকন, নেকন, of that kind, of that sort, such.
নেকন, উপাসনা, মাস, পরিচারক, পিতা, serving, worshipping,
&c. a servant, an attendant, a disciple.
নেক্কিতা, নেক্কিতা, the white rose.
নেকন, পরিচার, করণ, উপাসনা করণ, পুষ্য ধাতন, সিজন, to serve,
attend or wait upon, worship, adore, to take or administer medicine, to sew, stitch.
নেকন, পরিচার, অগ্নিক, উপাসনা, পুজ, পুজন, service, serv-
tude, attendance, duty, worship, homage,
reverence, respectful attention to.
the stipendiary priest of a temple. served, attended on, worshipped, administered.

adorable.

deserving worship &c, venerable, a measure of weight, a seer.
to lay or put buy, treasure up, set apart.

[kind, such, troops, soldiers.

the army, forces, rock-salt, fossil-salt.

an independent female artist working in another's house.

a bludgeon, truncheon, mace, staff.
to scent, to perfume, to smell.

with the roots; smooth, level.

to deliver in charge, entrust, commit, refer to, submit, surrender.

ward, plainly, sincerely, straight for.
gold.

with gold; a gilding, overlaying.

a goldsmith's nippers, small tweezers.

creek, inlet, rivulet, channel, stream, torrent.

a full brother or sister.

surname.

relationship, affinity; having a ladder, flight of steps, staircase, stairs, mention, introduction, commencement.

the moon, stairs, mention, introdcution, commencement.
লোমহর, লোলারে, লুল, লুলেন, young, lusty, adult; a youth, a lad.
লোললতা, দাঁড়ি লতা বিশেষ, চম্পকারী, the moon-plant.
লোহাতি, লুট, a bamboo skewer or thatching needle.
লোশ, লোপঠ, লাম, smooth, level, flat, even.
লোছী, বৈ, বাঁধি, a sort of ladder-shaped harrow.
লোঘাগ, বাঙা, তংহ, affection, fondness, caresses.
লোঘাণা, লাগা, তেক, উপাস্তু বিশেষ, borax.
লোহাগী, ঝুঁপা, a beloved wife or woman. [perfume.
লোঘল, ঝুঁপা, ঝুঁপি, a sweet scent, fragrance, odour,
লোঘচক, লোঘচি, — লোঘচী, m. a tailor, f. a seamstress.
লোঘবন্ধ, ঝুঁপবন্ধ, সিংহাচার, স্ক্রোট, civility, politeness, urbanity,
complaisance, good-nature.
লোহারি, লামূর, আলি, lightening. [ness.
লোঘরা, লামূর, প্রাণসা, beauty, loveliness, elegance, neat-
লোঘরু, লামূর, হুরুর্প, golden, made of gold.
লোঘি, শো, শল, আচ্ছাদনকুর, a eunuch, an attendant or
guard on the women’s apartments.
লোঘগীরের, ঝুঁপার গর্তের, the son of a beloved wife.
লোঘগী, ঝুঁপার, ঝুঁপার, সুখ, good fortune, luck, auspiciousness.
লোঘা, লামার, ঝুঁপার, মোহার, ঝুঁপার, ধীর, লুম বিহ, লুম হাও, lunar,
handsome, pleasing, good, excellent, mild, gentle; the north, Buddha or Mercury.
লোহর, ঝুঁপারগীরী, ঝুঁপার উপাসক, of or belonging to the sun,
solar; a worshipper of the sun.
লোহরাম, ঝুঁপার এক প্রিয়কোর কাল, a solar month.
লোহর-৫, ঝুঁপা, ঝুঁপা, ঝুঁপা, ঝুঁপার, fragrance, odour, perfume, an essence, beauty, fame, reputation.
লোহর্ষ, প্রাণদে, রুমুজ, learning, literary eminence.
লোঘত, লু-র, লোঘর, জুর, আইর, একুন, excellence, comeliness, lightness, fleetness, excess, abundance, a competency.
লোহার্ষ, একুন, ঝুঁপা, friendship, amity, intimacy.
আকাশ, অকাশ, মুক্তিসং, একাস, একাস, একার, the shoulder, the
trunk of a tree, a large branch, a section, chapter. [speech.
ঘর্ষক, উপরে: জুরি, a mistake in pronunciation or
to slip, trip, stumble, fall, mistake, err, blunder, skip letters or words in reading or utterance, to sin or fall from virtue.

[dug, teat.]

a woman's breast, an animal's udder, being at the breast.

the nipple.

milk.

a suckling.

suckling, at the breast; a cluster of blossoms, a nosegay, bunch of flowers, a flatterer.

to praise, hymn, extol, eulogy, flattry, a celebrating, solicitation.

a shrub.

a post, pile, stake, pillar, column.

set up, stupify, &c. rigidity, torpor, stupidity, insensibility or suppression of the faculties, the effect of enchantment.

cylindrical, columnar, pillar-like.

thanking; a eulogist, panegyrist, flatterer, parasite, sycophant. [silent.]

clammy, moist, wet, taciturn.
praised, eulogized, extolled, flattered, hymned.

praise, eulogy, flattery, applause, solicitation.

a flatterer, eulogist, panegyrist.

a heap, pile, rick, mound, quantity.

a thief, robber, theft. [ty.

theft, robbery, plunder, booty.

small, little, a drop of water, an excuse, plea, palliation, an imposition, deception, prevention.

by little and little, drop by drop, gradually, insensibly, slowly, gently, softly, seldom. [logist.

false encouragement, deceptive promises. [a she-animal.

a female, a woman, a wife.

a ludicrous practice of women before a man's marriage.

to take a wife, to marry.

pudendum muliebire.

ruled by a wife, uxorious.

womanhood, femality, feminality.

a woman's own property, trinkets, &c. [menstruation.

the duties of her sex, menstruous.

the reciprocal duties of husbands and wives.

commerce.

sexual intercourse, carnal.
family, marriage, seduction of a married woman. [man-relationships, abduction of a married woman, rape, abduction of a married woman, female, feminine, womanish, effeminate, under female rule, hen-pecked.

affixed, being, situated, staying, &c. stopped, ceased, suspended, hindered, debarred, excluded from society, obsolete.

a level piece of ground covered with sand, &c. prepared for a sacrifice, an altar. [ground.

an ascetic sleeping on consecrated ground, a master-mason or carpenter, a builder, an architect. [firm.

an old man; old, aged, steady, fixed;

very thick, very corpulent.

a place, spot, situation, dwelling, land, dry-land, a post, office, employment, station, a passage in a book, &c.

of or belonging to a place or to dry-land.

instead of, in lieu of, in the place of, moving on land, terrestrial.

by dry land, on foot.

a change of situation, a vacancy, succession to a place or office.

a stake, pin, a pollard.

to be placed, proper to be fixed, &c.

one who stays or abides.

space, stead, a home, abode, a passage in a book, a post, office; vacancy. [to be fixed.

of or belonging to a place, &c.
Hijriyak

A position, location, place, set up, erect, put, give in charge, deposit, establish, found, keep, secure, defend, uphold.

Hijriyak, Hijriyakker, Hijriyakker, Hijriyakker, one who places, &c. a defender, upholsterer.

Hijriyak, Hijriyak, Hijriyak, fixed, settled, founded, established, placed, to be placed, fixed, &c. given in charge; a deposit.

Hijriyak, A position, place, Hijriyak, stationary, immovable, stable, firm, unalienable, (as family jewels;) real property, (as lands, &c.) a fixture, a mountain.

Hijriyak, Hijriyak, Hijriyak, lastness, durability, steadiness, continuance, permanency, &c.

Hijriyak, Hijriyak, Hijriyak, abiding, permanent, lasting, staying, inhabiting.

Hijriyak, Abiding, lasting, enduring, lasting, lasting, lasting, lasting, lasting, a bail, surety, overseer, bailiff, steward, the headman of a village.

Hijriyak, an earthen cooking-vessel, a boiler.

Hijriyak, Baking, Hijriyak, place, fixed, situation, established, settled; stock, capital, funds; income, produce.

Hijriyak, Production, existence, an abiding, staying, continuance, permanence, a state, condition, a settling, fixing, settlement, residence, abode, situation, place, cessation, a pause, a stop, a limit, boundary.

Hijriyak, Perfect, permanent, abiding, durable, Hijriyak, supporting, sustaining, giving permanence or continuance.

Hijriyak, Permanent, abiding, durable, Hijriyak, an upholsterer, supporter, protector, &c. elastic.
fixed, firm, stable, immovable, steadfast, permanent, durable, lasting, uniform, stationary, standing, (as water,) smooth, still, calm, serene, composed, unmoved, tranquil, passive. stoical, cool, collected, resolute, constant, faithful, certain, sure, settled, the enduring, i.e. God.

firm, resolute, determined.

firm, quite firm, fixed, durable.

keeping his word, exact, punctual.

permanency, durability, calmness, composure, equanimity.

large, bulky, thick, gross, coarse, lusty, sleek, fat, corpulent, portly, inactive, stupid, dull.

in the gross, altogether, indiscriminately.

gross sum, amount or means.

dull, stupid, heavy, ignorant.

to be placed or fixed, fixable.

steadfastness, stability, steadiness, firmness, calmness, determination, resoluteness, certainty.

bulk, largeness, greatness, fatness, thickness, dulness. [by ablation.

bathed, washed, purified.

a householder duly initiated after completing his studies.

a bather, practiser of ceremonial ablutions.

washing, ceremonial ablutions.
a bath, a bagno.

annual ablution of Jagannātha.

proper for bathing in, fit for

made to bathe, bathed, immersed.

tendon, muscle, cartilage.

soft, clammy, cool, refreshing, agreeable, beloved, amiable, kind, affectionate.

placeable, clement, placid, mild.

a daughter-in-law.

love, affection, fondness, tenderness, caressing, kindness, favour, mercy, sympathy, an unguent, oil, grease.

fond, affectionate, kind-hearted,

a moving, shaking, vibrating, fluttering, quivering, trembling, bodily motion, movement, agitation.

agitated, moved, shaken.

daring, provoking, challenge, defiance, emulation, rivalry, arrogance, presumption.

dared, defied, provoked, challenged.

sation.

touch, feel, contact, feeling, sensibility, touching, coming in contact, to feel, touch, handle, come in contact, meddle with.

tangible, palpable, that may be felt.

past feeling, insensible, callous, impalpable, intangible, beyond the reach of touch, immaterial.

clear, plain, obvious, evident, manifest, explicit, perspicuous, open.
clearly, evidently, seemingly, ostensibly.

a clear or distinct speaker.

distinct knowledge.

[contact.

touched, felt, brought into

inclined.

wishful, desirous, longing.

the hood of a serpent, alum.

crystal, quartz.

alum.

[house.

the buttocks, the hams.

swollen, raised, fermented, blistered,

inflated, distended, tumid, turgid, extended,

enlarged, risen, grown rich or great; a bump or swelling.

[prosperity, &c.

a swelling, inflation, enlargement,

burst, broken, rent, cracked, laid open, expanded,

a musk-melon, a kibe, a tumour.

a spark of fire, a drop of water.

to tremble, quiver, shake, throb, to appear, become manifest, be uttered.

gladened.

excited, stimulated, sprightly.

excitation, a stimulus, sprightliness, alacrity, tremulousness, palpitation, a throbbing, starting, expansion, eruption, manifestation, utterance.
Pimple.

[bright, to burst, &c. a rupture, a gion, wealth, property, identity, self, individuality, the soul; own, self, one's self, one's own.

[dependant.

kept or confined to one's self, exclusive, personal; apart, aside.

handsome, well-formed.

transparent, pellucid, white, pure, free from soil or stain, healthy, sound, convalescent.

spontaneous, voluntary, uncontrolled, self-willed, agreeable; abundance, ease, peace, security.

at pleasure, agreeably to one's own will, freely, voluntarily, easily.

generous, liberal, munificent.

dependants, retainers, a distant relation, a friend.

family; dependants, retainers, a distant relation, a friend.

class or nation.

of or belonging to one's own family; one's own knowledge or invention.

naturally, of, by or from itself, instinctively; uninvited.

independent, not subject to another's will, free, uncontrolled, adult, of full years, one's own master, arbitrary, despotic, capricious, whimsical, obstinate, headstrong.

independence, freedom.
-chā, হান বিশ্বাসিয় ক্ষম, চারিণ, জ্ঞাপ্তিত, অভূত, অভ্যর্থীবিদ্য, proprietary right, ownership, property in, title to, personal identity, self-existence, independent being. [holder.

বদলাধঃ, বহী, অহিমাধিকারী, কার্যী, an owner, proprietor, rightful owner, the subject of a claim, &c. a right.

বালাধী, এক দেশের নিজের দেশের, a fellow-countryman, a native.

বচন, বিজ্ঞানবাদ, বিশেষ, বিশেষ চিত্ত, one's own particular duties, natural or peculiar property, peculiarity.

[for faith.

বন্ধুবাদ, বিধানক্ষেত্র, বিশ্বাস, apostacy, abandonment of cast

বন্ধুর, একচার, অচার, a namesake, one's own name.

বগ, ব্যাখ্যাপণ, প্রশাসনী, অধিকারী, of one's own side or party; a partizan, adherent.

বি, বিজ্ঞানকারী অকৃতাঙ্গী, বিজ্ঞানবাদ, a dream, vision; dreaming, sleep. [dreams.

বিদ্যন্ত, বিজ্ঞানী অমূল্য, the illusory scenery, &c. of

বিজ্ঞান, অবাচিত, বিশ্বাস, visionary, unreal, illusive.

বিজ্ঞান, নাতুরাল, জিনিস, self-display, ostentation, boasting.

বিজ্ঞান, বিজ্ঞান, ব্যাক্তি, not under control, independant.

বিজ্ঞান, বিজ্ঞান, বিজ্ঞান, বিজ্ঞান, দর্শন, বিজ্ঞান, দর্শন, ন্যায়, ব্যবহার, nature, natural state, peculiarity, native property or quality, disposition, temper, inclination, tendency, bias, manner, way, custom.

ব্যাখ্যায়, বিলুপ্ত, নির্দেশ, naturally, by nature.

নিদর্শন, বিদ্যমান, বিশেষ,ṣ connected with one's self,

দৃশ্য, বিদ্যমান, বিশেষ,৷ unconnected with one's self,

কূট, অঙ্গী, অঙ্গী, different. [taneously.

ঘুর্ণ, আগম, আগমাহিত, pref: self, of one's self, sponsor.

ঘুর্ণাই, অন্তর্বেদ, ভিক্ষীবিদ্য, famed for one's own acts or deserts. [tural, spontaneous.

ঘুর্ণ, আগম, অন্তর্বেদ, অন্তর্বেদ, self-done, self-formed, self-given to adoptive parents.

ঘুর্ণ, মেয়ে পুরুষ বিবাহ করে বে জীবনীর, a girl who chooses a husband for herself.

ঘুর্ণ, বে আগমাহিতে হয়, নিদর্শন, পরবর্তী, তথা, self-produced; the self-existent, God, Brahma.
voice, sound, noise, note, tone, tune, a vowel, an accent.

hoarse, deprived of his voice.

love, attachment.

sounded, accented, articulated, pitched.

identified with, the same, like, similar, personating; the real nature of a thing, natural state, condition or purpose, truth, a definition, a representative, substitute, attorney.

proper to represent another, like, able, capable.

a declaration of the truth or real facts of a matter.

Indra's paradise, heaven.

heavenly, para-disaiical, celestial, righteous, deserving heaven.

gold, gold-coloured, yellow.

very little, few, very small.

moderate in eating, abstinent, abstemious, temperate.

a sister.

excellent! we'll done! may good attend you! amen, so be it.

any lucky or auspicious object.

a preliminary strewing of rice on the ground and invocation of a blessing on any succeeding ceremony.

propitiatory rites for the averting of evil or obtaining of good.
one's own signature or handwriting.

[form; well-formed.

a fine form, one's own style.

affection, love, fondness, caresses.

independance, absence of restraint, wilfulness.

selfishness.

providing for one's self.

dominion.

solute, despotic.

independant, free, uncontrolled.

f. self-willed, loose, unchaste.

inaudible reading, muttering of prayers, study of the Vedas.

the mind, the faculty of thought and feeling, a cave.

natural, innate, inherent, peculiar.

lordship, sovereignty, mastery, ownership, proprietary right.

a lord, master, sovereign, owner, proprietor, husband, spiritual guide, a god.

self-acquired, obtained or accumulated by one's own labour.

a regard to one's self, self-interest, personal benefit, wealth; for its proper object, for one's self.

selfish, interested, living for one's self.

mitigation of disease, relief, recovery, ease, health, quietness, happiness.

wholesome, healthy, salubrious, favourable to recovery, &c.

swelled with heat, expanded, steeped, sodden, cooked.
acknowledgement, assent, consent, agreeing to, acquiescence, confession, admission, agreement, promise, submission.

acknowledging, consenting, confessing, &c.

admitted, acknowledged, confessed, promised, &c. accepted.

own, one's own.

virtuous, entirely devoted to her husband.

will or pleasure, one's own will or pleasure, voluntarily, freely, willingly.

uncontrolled, independent, following one's own inclinations.

sweat, perspiration, heat, warmth, vapour, steam.

to be engendered from heat and moisture.

perspire, sweat, to steam, smoke.

obstinate.

unchaste, loose, wilful.

acquired or obtained.

remembering, &c.

to remember, recollect; remembrance, recollection.

a keep-sake, token, memorial.

memorable, worthy of remembrance, &c.

by rote, by heart, from memory.

bringing to mind, &c. retentive.

a rosary, a bead-roll.

agreeable to the Smritis or divine code, legal, canonical, versed in the Smritis or laws, within memory.
the period to which memory extends or 100 years.

smile, a smile; smiled upon; smiling.

smile, remembered, recollected.

memory, recollection, remembrance. the code of Hindu laws, jurisprudence.

a memorandum-book.

a smile, a simper.

a laughing or smiling countenance, a face of smiles.

a distiller.

to ooze, trickle, drop, flow, distil; a war-chariot.

a car-warrior.

clever, ingenious, skilful, wise.

offspring, lineage.

necklace.

a chaplet of flowers, a wreath, garland.

an oozing, trickling, dropping, distilling, flowing, leaking, exudation; perspiration, urine.

a maker, creator, inventor.

a sacrificial ladle or vessel.

a river; a flowing stream.
practicable, possible, likely.

so be it, amen, that's well, very well.

being, existence, possibility, occurrence, &c.

a drake, a gander, goose, a swan.

a woman of a graceful gait.

a market-man, a gadder about.

a market, a fair.

a prostitute, harlot, strumpet.

violence, force, rape.

to move backwards, recede. fall back, retreat, shrink from.

suddenly, unexpectedly, by chance, unawares, casually, accidentally, extempore.

a whim, caprice, fancy, sudden impulse. [wards, &c.

to cause to recede or move back.

a runaway, fugitive, deserter.

a shove, push, slip.

to slip or roll on uneven ground.

a bone; low, mean, vulgar.

to be startled or alarmed, to be frightened, to start, to speak rapidly or inarticulately, to sputter.

a flurry, alarm, stir, pother, noise, bustle, hubbub, disturbance, commotion, rebellion.

rustling, stiff, brittle.

a thundering or rumbling noise.

to thunder, rumble, creak harshly.

a difficulty, obstacle, slip.

parrot, parched pease or other pulse.

a pair of stocks, wooden fetters.

an earthen cooking-vessel or boiler.
hurt, killed, destroyed, lost, injured, *pref:* bereft or deprived of, void of.  [spirit.

- dispirited, bereft of sense or

- foolish, silly, weak, idiotic.

- undervaluing, inattentive, disrespect to.

- hopeless, dispirited, despising, despairing.

- murder, killing, slaying, slaughter, carnage.

- murder, murderous, delighting in carnage, cruel, revengeful.

- to strike, kill, slay.

- deserving death, intended for slaughter, vulnerable.

- the jaw, the jaw-bone.

- the black-faced monkey.

- a murderer, slayer, smit-

- ear, destroyer; a specific.

- now suffering death or enduring a beat-

- surly, mischievous, fierce.

- a sacrifice, oblation, burat-offering.

-sacrificial, intended for sacrifice.

- an oblation, ghee or clarified butter.

- pure or sacred food, the eating thereof.

-sacrificial, fit for sacrifice; an offering.
रत्न, गोष्ठी; the lowering of kine.
हर, हाटक, तैर, आहे, a horse; v. it is, there is, yes.
रत, परत्रावाह, वापक, जोरक, off: stealing, taking away, removing, captivating, &c.
रूर, आनास विषा बनने परत्राव एनफ, दरण, लूटन, वापक, खुदाम, अबहिताम करण, गोरि, बलांकार, to steal, rob, take by force, seize, carry off, purloin, plunder, to spend or pass time, expend, squander; arithmetical division, stealth, theft, rape.
रत, परत्रावाहणकर, दाल, लूटकर, कर्षण, rapacity, peculation, plunder, robbery. [doc, roe.
हरिय, हरियी—गृह, बृही, m. & f. a deer, m. buck, stag, f. a गरिवक, हरिवक्षी,—गुढ़गुढ़ी, हरिवनसे,—गुड़गुड़ी, हरिवनसे गुड़गुड़विविलिह, f. having handsome eyes, fawn-eyed, stag-eyed.
हरियारी, कारागार, बरीसारा, a jail, a prison.
हरित, पाबाजी बर्ग, पलान, नाक, आबांस, तकरारी, कमाई, green, grassy, verdant; greens, vegetables, corn, &c.
हरिय, अनाजकुमी, a bed of greens, crop of pulse, &c.
हरिकल, उपराज, विशेष, खोला, yellow orpiment, yellow ocre.
हरिवनसा, भारद कुला चंदुरी, the 4th of the increase in Bhādra.
हरिपुर, हरिपुर—कूर विशेष, हलू, पीयुर, turmeric; yellow.
हरिबाज, मरुब, बर्गबाज, an emerald.
हरिभाग, एकासी भिँभ, the eleventh day of a lunar fortnight.
हरीकी, कान विशेष, yellow myrobalan. [&c.
हर्ष, अपलमी, हर्षेर योग, that may be stolen or seized.
हर्ष, हर्ष,—हर्ष, बलांकार, a thief, plunderer, ravisher, &c.
हर्षकर्य, पराङ्ग, गर्वाची, गुरुपाक, supreme lord, absolute master, a title given to the master of a family.
हर्ष, इतिहासित गृह, अंतिमा, राजसम्ब, a house of brick or stone, a mansion, a palace.
हर्ष-कार, आहार, आजव, सुख, रंग, आन, joy, delight, pleasure, mirth, festivity, merriment, sport.
हर्ष, आहार,—आहार, हर्षक, delighting, giving pleasure.
हर्ष, आहार, आजव, रंग, आन, आहार, to rejoice, be glad or merry, to sport, to be happy, to give pleasure, delight, &c.
delighted, glad, cheerful, happy, pleased, gay, merry, joyous.

plough.

venom.

a kind of deadly poison.

turmeric; yellow.

holding a plough; a ploughman.

silly, mean; a team, drove, flock, &c. a fleet of boats, rising flames.

trembling, shaking, vibration, serpentine motion.

laughter; to laugh, smile, simper.

laughable, ridiculous.

smiling, laughing, laughed at, open, blown.

the hand, an elephant's trunk or proboscis, the arm, a cubit.

delivered into one's hand, in one's hand, captive.

come to band, found, procured.

an assistant, co-adjutor, aid, a weapon, tool.

by another.

transferred or delivered over.

an elephant's tooth, ivory.

an elephant-driver.

to take, receive, accept, to receive in marriage.

yes, well, indeed, surely.

a yawn, yawning, gaping and stretching.

a loud call, shout, loud cry, bawl, outcry. clamour.

to call aloud, shout, bawl, to drive or keep cattle together by shouting, &c. to frighten or drive away, &c.
HICCUP, 
AHE, KHE-KHE, DHARAN, VAI, a shout, shrieking out, energy, exertion of strength, &c.

HICREAS, HAKKARIA, sa guna, clamour, noise, uproar, callying and bawling.

HICFAL, HICABAL—अनचन नुस्खथानिकः, प्रवह, अवसूथ, growling over food, ravenous, glutinous.

HICFOR, फूर भव, to sneeze.
HICGUE, HIGU, HAGUE—फूर, फूर-फूर, a sneeze, sneezing.

HICHEL, HICHEL, BARG, NARG, to go on, move, walk, proceed.

HICJAH, HICJAH, to put off with excuses, delay from day to day.

HICKNE, TO KNEEL.

HICKT, ACHT, ACHR, गुड़िहाण, the knee, the pastern;—पाता.

HICJAH, GABRA, a deep hole or cavity in a pond, &c.

HICJAH, बुखा पात्रसानी, a large cooking-vessel.

HICJATH, कूल पात्रां, a smaller cooking-vessel, pot, pan.

HICJAH, अचानक विचारानि कहाते, हातां, अथ, a panting from exertion, toil, labour, great exertion.

HICJAH-DAO, HICJAH, BAI, विचार वाह, to breathe short, puff, pant, wheeze, to be out of breath from over driving or from disease.

HICJAH, खुपाक, जागरण, a breathing short, shortness of breath, wheezing.

[goose.

HICJAHRI, HICJAHRI, HIRI, HIRI, m. & f. a duck, drake, gander, dh,

HIBER, इबर, अमाद, defeat, discomfiture, rout, loss at play.

HIBAL, अवसूथ, नुस्खथानिक, a swamping of lands or destruction of crops by flood or heavy rains.

HIBAL, इबाल, अमादिकम हान, बेल, a market, a fair, a crowd.

HIBAL, इबाल, a bone.

[stocks, &c.

HIBAL, अमाद जान, विदाए, विदाए, मिगुरुम, a swearer, a scavenger, अमाद जान, इबाल, विदाए, विदाए, इबाल, जानिक, विदाए, विदाए, a block for holding the head of a sacrificial victim.
hand, the hand, the arm, a cubit.
manacles, hand-cuffs, hand-sheets.
movement of the hand by magic, &c.
a beckoning with the hand.
to feel one's way, to grope, to rummage, search for.
a hammer.
the joining of the hands in supplication or respectful address.
the hand alone.
instant, immediate, immediately, at once, tools, implements.
slaughter.
to smite, strike, injure, kill.
an inundation, swamp, injury, &c.
dimination, alloy, injury, detriment, harm, mischief, disadvantage, ruin, slaughter.
doing injury, pernicious, injurious, spiteful.
a smelting furnace, a crucible.
amorous gesture in a female, a dallying, blandishment, &c.
leavings, refuse, trash.
mud, dirt.
stupid, foolish, doltish, wild, incoherent, dumb.
entire loss of property, reduced circumstances. (ness, dulness, stupidity, foolishness, doltish-
হাগান, আকাশ, এরিয়া, নাগ, desire, inclination, a missing, wanting, longing for.

হাগাত্যা, হরাতলিয়া,—নিষ্ঠ, নিস্তার, reduced, needy, poor.

হাম, মিলিন, the meazles. [as an infant.

হামা, বাণিজ্য বিরাটকের জন্য, a creeping on hands and feet

হামনাম, গরুর ভাবনা, হামা করবে, to low as kine.

হায়, থেকে ব্রাহ্মণ পশু, ah! alas!

হায়ই, সাতা, আয়, a year, a twelvemonth.

হার, পশাকির রুচির খানা, খুঁড়িয়ালি, বালকের অনুরাগ, a necklace, a string of pearls, a rate, common rate, proportion, an oil-measure.

হারক, হারি—হারক্রি, নামক, তার, মূঢ়িম, বলাবাকরি, taking away, removing, &c. a thief, robber, plunderer, peculator, ravisher, a divisor.

হারণ, পরাক্রম হওন, না পারণ, to lose at play, &c, to fail, be foiled or worsted, to be cast in a suit.

হারা-ই, অপচার, ব্রুষা, ধোয়া, lost, stray, missing.

হারা,-ই, অপরাধ করাই, না বিলম, পরাক্ষণ করাই, বিদেশ, to lose, miss, vanquish, overcome, foil, defeat, cast, &c.

হারি, অপচার, অভাব, পরাক্ষণ, loss, failure, defeat.

হারিত, ধোয়া, অঘট্য, অপরাধ, লুকিন, পরাসেহ, হারিত, পাকি বিশ্রাম, lost, plundered, stolen, divided, defeated, bereft of, &c.; the green wood-pigeon.

হার্ষ, প্রেম, ব্রহ্ম, বান্ধব, ভবসম্মানীর, affection, love, tenderness, kindness, friendship; of or belonging to the heart.

[&c.

হার্ন, হার্নরণ, proper to be taken, liable to be stolen.

হান, আহন, বৌকার কর্ম, a plough, a rudder. [venom.

হানা, বেশা, বিস্তা, গরল, যিন্ত, intoxicating liquors, poison, হানাহান, ভালা ভালা, a species of deadly poison.

হানি, বৌকা চালের মিশ্রণ মশা, a rudder, a helm.

হানিক, হানিকার, বৌকিন, বৌকিন, কম্বু, of or belonging to a plough; a ploughman.

[man.

হামিন, হামিনর, বৌনিনী, বাংলার, fit for the plough; a steersman.

হার্ক, —কাপা, বা, কথী, মিচ, মীরা, তুলু, light, slight, trifling, empty, vain, despised, &c.
happy, haughty, laughing, merriment, sport, fun.

happy, laughing, merriment, sport, fun.

always laughing, merry, gay, cheerful.

to laugh, to smile, to sport, be gay.

merriment, jocularity, sentiment of laughter.

[sorrow.]

alas! I am undone! lamentation, alas! alas! ah me!

lamentation, wailing; grief, a sighing, cry of distress.

injurious, hurtful, noxious, mischievous, malignant, malicious, spiteful, vindictive, revengeful, rancorous, envious, fierce, savage, ferocious; an enemy, beast of prey, &c.

harm, mischief, killing, malice, envy, spite.

disposed to injure, &c.; malevolent, noxious, hurtful, mischievous, savage, fierce.

[ience.

desire to injure, malevolence, to injure, hurt, do mischief, grudge, &c.]

to comb the hair, to

snow, frost, hoar-frost.

an enigma, riddle, puzzle.

hickup, hiccough.

vermillion.

the egg-plant or its fruit.

to hickup; a hiccough.

an hermaphrodite, a natural eunuch.

good, proper, suitable, beneficial, friendly; welfare, benefit, advantage.
prosperous, serviceable, friendly.

profitable, serviceable, friendly. [is right.
giving good advice, advising what the desire of good, benevolence, good-will; a well-wisher. good or friendly advice, useful instruction, an apologue, fable, moral tale. [fabulist.

moral instructor, moralist. a moral instructor, moralist,

a small palm, the marshy date.

a swing, a cradle.

cold, frosty, frigid, chilly. [moon.
cold, cooling, refreshing; the cold season, winter. [cold fit.

a coldness, shivering, the Himalayan mountains, (the ancient Imams.)

the heart.

gold, made of gold.

gold or other precious metal, bullion.

the roaring of the sea, the noise of agitated water, the flapping of waves, a wave, a cool breeze passing over water.

cackling, giggling, chuckling.

left, abandoned, bereft of, without, destitute or deprived of, free from.
ক্রুদ্ধ, চ্যাঙ্ক, degraded, outcast, base; an outcast.
ফাদ, পূর্বকের অবস্থা, partitions, division, compartment, prevarication, contradiction in evidence, failure in proof.
অমান, অধস্থিত, অপূর্ণাংশ, part wanting a limb or part, maimed, crippled, defective.
থাঁক, থাঁকা, থাঁকা।—রূপ বিপীল, a diamond.
থাঁকান, এক পক্ষ বিপীল, a beautiful species of parrot.
থাঁকান, যেন পথ বিপীল, ay! indeed! truly! yes.
থামাকা, থোপ, থাপ, quick, quickly, forthwith, as if by magic.
থাকার, থাকার,—বিজ্ঞ সোচন পথ, a war-shout, shouting; a loud sound, a noise, rumbling, &c.
থুক, থুকি, বিখ্যাতবাহি, gasconading, blustering, vain talking or boasting, rodomontade.
থুন, থোলাভাল, গোলাহাল, হলা, pad, a crowd, mob, the noise of a crowd, a wager, a stake.
থক, থকা, the bolt or bar of a door.
থকা, থকরি,—পতির সন্তর্গ জ্যাবদ্ধ, a woman who refused to cohabit with her husband.
থাকাহার, থাকাহার,—গলগল, গোলোচন, a tumult, scuffle, fray, clamour, confused noise.
থাকান, থাকান, থাকান, পরায়ণ করেন, to knock, push, kick.
থুম, থুমায়ে,—গল্পী, বেথ্যন্তীৰ্ণ, a loud or rumbling noise; distant thunder.
থুঁ, থুঁকাপ্রিয়া, থুঁকী, quarrelsome, perverse, pertinacions.
থুঁকি, থুঁকিমুখ, perverseness, pertinacity.
থুথু, মুখোমুখি পত্র, দীপ, a bill of exchange at sight.
থুস, থুয়ে বিযুক্ত, যুথয়ন, offered with fire, burnt as an oblation; an offering of ghee, &c.
থাণ্ডি-ন, আপ্ত, fire or its deity.
থাল, থাল, থালা, বিলোচন, fear, dread, despair, despondence.
থাপল, সাহসী, তরল, resolve, brave; bold, daring, undaunted, confident.
থান, থান, the bore on a river, a strong flood.
থামা, থামাল,—নন্দনম, ধবল, a putting in fear, frightening, alarming, a threat.
the royal tiger.

a sharp point, a sting.

a tom-cat; pointed, sharp.

to set on as a dog, to excite.

pointed, sharp, having a point or sting; a skewer.

a ululatus or inarticulate expression of pleasure practised by women on festive occasions, &c.

a commotion, disturbance, fray, tumult.

the heart, the mind, the seat of thought and affection, the bosom, the breast.

taken, taken away, stolen, bereft.

affecting, touching, pathetic, impressive, opposite.

affectionate, kind-hearted, fond.

the heart i.e. the fleshy mass or fountain of the blood.

an accurate conception, clear understanding, conviction, assurance, confidence.

kind.

amiability, kind.

friendship, affection, heart-burn, any disease of the heart.

glad, cheerful, joyful, pleased, delighted, happy, exulting, rejoiced.

glad-hearted, delighted, happy, jovial, merry.

plump, well-fed, sleek, fat, in good case, lusty, strong.

exultation.

a vocative of calling, &c: soho! ho! O!

hiccup.
bowed, stooping, bent, put or brought down, submissive; an upsetting, overturning, tilting.

with bent face, cast down, down, below, downwards.

causation, causality, operation as a motive, &c. [tools.

arms, weapons, implements, instruments; steamer,--hither. [tank, &c.

overgrown with weeds as a

to long for, fret after, pine, waste away.

so, as, like, the same.

gold; a goldsmith.

the cold season, winter.

to be given up, untenable, indefensible, despicable, mean, base, vile.

a mean opinion, low idea, disregard of, disesteem, contempt.

observe, regard steadfastly, gaze, stare, survey.

neglect, disregard, despise; slight, transgress, violate, to heel, lean to one side, incline, bend, to totter, stagger, toss about, shake, vibrate, wave to and fro, reel, roll.


हेलान, अनारान, चूरने, easily, with ease, slightly.

हेला, पॉइंटर के धरे, समक्ष के धरे, the neighing of a horse, the braying of an ass.

हेर, लैस्व, लैट्स्व, चर, खरम, cold, frigid, frozen, golden.

हेराहिंस, ग्रेड डेर, growing in the cold season, winter.

हेरा, पक, काला, पनि, mud, mire, plashiness, a wager.

हेराण, हेराण, हेराण, —हेराण, अर्थापांच, a priest who offers a burnt sacrifice, a reciter of the Rigved.

हेराण, हेराण, हेराण, अ, त्रिता, there, thither, yonder, yon.

हेराण, हेराण, —विवर्षा अप्रांग वृक्षि धक्कप, a burnt-offering, an offering by fire. [a he-cat.

हेराण, हेराण, हेराण, हेराण, —हेराण, वृक्षि धक्कप, a large boat, the scrotum, the testicles.

हेराण, कुमुड जाव, the festival of the red powder or कुमुड.

हुरिं, हुरक्क अरक्कित जाराप, अलङ्कार, अर, a large sheet of deep water, a lake.

हुरिंसि, मसि, लुग्रांसिसि, a river.

हुरि, हुरि, सार म, सर, आरि, राहि, नयि, हुरि, अरि, short, low in stature, dwarf, short as a vowel, small, less, light, unimportant, humble.

हुरि, हुरि, हुरि, हुरि, हुरि, आरि, आरि, diminution, decrease, abatement, alleviation, wearing away, paucity, scarcity.

हुरि, हुरि, हुरि, हुरि, diminishing, lessening, abating.

हुरि, हुरि, जमा, जमा, जमा, shame, modesty, bashfulness.

हुरि, हुरिन, —हुरिन, जमामिन, modest, bashful, ashamed.

हुरि, हुरिन, हुरिन, a neighing or braying.

FINIS.
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>ERRATA &amp; ADDENDA.</th>
<th>ERRATA &amp; ADDENDA.</th>
</tr>
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| 4, 17, অভিষে | — অভিষে, — —
| for read         | 132, 31, পাগ. |
| 6, 13, হন,     | — হন. |
| 7, 14, অবনত, | — অবনত, বিনিত |
| 12, 22, out-   | — in- |
| 13, 2, মনোধ,-| — মনোধ,- |
| — — aud 'ধাববি,' | — internal. |
| — — আর. ধাববি, | — আর. ধাববি. |
| 16, 34, গূহল, | — — 30, আর. ধাববি, — আর. ধাববি. |
| কুল, কুল, | — — 24, আর. আর. আর. |
| কারণ. | — — 11, মদি. মদি. |
| — 34, রাগ. | — — 31, ব্রুন. |
| রাগীতিক। | — 2, আদি, আদি. |
| 20, 35, করা, | — 11, drief, brief. |
| করণ. | — — 28, প্রাচ. প্রাচ. |
| 21, 4, গূহল, | — 236, 1, শান. |
| গূহল. | — 241, 4, ধাইিতেছ, ধাইিতেছ. |
| 5, কালদু | — 243, 35, দুর্গুপ্রস্ফুলিত। |
| — 30, আর. আর, আর। | — 243, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 24, 25, অনিবার্ত, | — — 35, লুক।, লুক। |
| সুরূখন।। | — 13, তুক।, তুক। |
| 27, 10, insert | — 2, আদি, আদি। |
| 'ধাবি.' | — 28, প্রাচ। প্রাচ। |
| — 12, insert | — 2, আদি, আদি। |
| 'উচ্চনা,' | — 28, প্রাচ। প্রাচ। |
| 32, 9, অন্দর, | — 236, 1, শান। |
| অন্দর। | — 241, 4, ধাইিতেছ, ধাইিতেছ। |
| 38, 36, সংবর, | — 243, 35, দুর্গুপ্রস্ফুলিত। |
| সংবর। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 44, 36, insert | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| 'দৃশ্যন্ত'। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 46, 24, কেন, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| কুল।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| — 25, dele | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 'the hair.' | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 52, 1, মর, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| মর।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 54, 4, ইঙ্গ্র, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| ইঙ্গ্র।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 58, 12, ভুমিক, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| ভুমিক।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 69, 33, উজব, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| উজব।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 79, 14, তোল, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| তোল।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 83, 24, কথন, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| কথন।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 92, 24, কাঙ্ক, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| কাঙ্ক।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 94, 4, পাণি, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| পাণি।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 96, 3, ব্রহ্মা, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| ব্রহ্মা।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| — — and | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| — or. | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 97, 31, কৌকার, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| কৌকার।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 98, 20, বলাপান, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| বলাপান।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 100, 24, বারি, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| বারি।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 107, 11, পার্থিকি, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| পার্থিকি।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 122, 35, 400, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| 4000. | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |
| 126, 20, রাগোন, | — 253, 11, তুক।। |
| রাগোন।। | — 253, 23, doctrines, doctrine. |